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Superspace is the greatest invention since the wheel [1] .
Preface
Said Ψ to Φ, Ξ, and Υ: ‘‘Let’s write a review paper.’’ Said Φ and Ξ: ‘‘Great
idea!’’ Said Υ: ‘‘Naaa.’’
But a few days later Υ had produced a table of contents with 1001 items.
Ξ, Φ, Ψ, and Υ wrote. Then didn’t write. Then wrote again. The review grew;
and grew; and grew. It became an outline for a book; it became a first draft; it became
a second draft. It became a burden. It became agony. Tempers were lost; and hairs;
and a few pounds (alas, quickly regained). They argued about ‘‘;’’ vs. ‘‘.’’, about
‘‘which’’ vs. ‘‘that’’, ‘‘˜’’ vs. ‘‘ˆ’’, ‘‘γ’’ vs. ‘‘Γ’’, ‘‘+’’ vs. ‘‘-’’. Made bad puns, drew pic-
tures on the blackboard, were rude to their colleagues, neglected their duties. Bemoaned
the paucity of letters in the Greek and Roman alphabets, of hours in the day, days in
the week, weeks in the month. Ξ, Φ, Ψ and Υ wrote and wrote.
* * *
This must stop; we want to get back to research, to our families, friends and stu-
dents. We want to look at the sky again, go for walks, sleep at night. Write a second
volume? Never! Well, in a couple of years?
We beg our readers’ indulgence. We have tried to present a subject that we like,
that we think is important. We have tried to present our insights, our tools and our
knowledge. Along the way, some errors and misconceptions have without doubt slipped
in. There must be wrong statements, misprints, mistakes, awkward phrases, islands of
incomprehensibility (but they started out as continents!). We could, probably we
should, improve and improve. But we can no longer wait. Like climbers within sight of
the summit we are rushing, casting aside caution, reaching towards the moment when we
can shout ‘‘it’s behind us’’.
This is not a polished work. Without doubt some topics are treated better else-
where. Without doubt we have left out topics that should have been included. Without
doubt we have treated the subject from a personal point of view, emphasizing aspects
that we are familiar with, and neglecting some that would have required studying others’
work. Nevertheless, we hope this book will be useful, both to those new to the subject
and to those who helped develop it. We have presented many topics that are not avail-
able elsewhere, and many topics of interest also outside supersymmetry. We have
[1]. A. Oop, A supersymmetric version of the leg, Gondwanaland predraw (January 10,000,000
B.C.), to be discovered.
included topics whose treatment is incomplete, and presented conclusions that are really
only conjectures. In some cases, this reflects the state of the subject. Filling in the
holes and proving the conjectures may be good research projects.
Supersymmetry is the creation of many talented physicists. We would like to
thank all our friends in the field, we have many, for their contributions to the subject,
and beg their pardon for not presenting a list of references to their papers.
Most of the work on this book was done while the four of us were at the California
Institute of Technology, during the 1982-83 academic year. We would like to thank the
Institute and the Physics Department for their hospitality and the use of their computer
facilities, the NSF, DOE, the Fleischmann Foundation and the Fairchild Visiting Schol-
ars Program for their support. Some of the work was done while M.T.G. and M.R. were
visiting the Institute for Theoretical Physics at Santa Barbara. Finally, we would like to
thank Richard Grisaru for the many hours he devoted to typing the equations in this
book, Hyun Jean Kim for drawing the diagrams, and Anders Karlhede for carefully read-
ing large parts of the manuscript and for his useful suggestions; and all the others who
helped us.
S.J.G., M.T.G., M.R., W.D.S.
Pasadena, January 1983
August 2001: Free version released on web; corrections and bookmarks added.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a
dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle
ground between light and shadow, between science and superstition; and it lies
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is the
dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call, ‘‘the Twilight Zone.’’
Rod Serling
1001: A superspace odyssey
Symmetry principles, both global and local, are a fundamental feature of modern
particle physics. At the classical and phenomenological level, global symmetries account
for many of the (approximate) regularities we observe in nature, while local (gauge)
symmetries ‘‘explain’’ and unify the interactions of the basic constituents of matter. At
the quantum level symmetries (via Ward identities) facilitate the study of the ultraviolet
behavior of field theory models and their renormalization. In particular, the construc-
tion of models with local (internal) Yang-Mills symmetry that are asymptotically free
has increased enormously our understanding of the quantum behavior of matter at short
distances. If this understanding could be extended to the quantum behavior of gravita-
tional interactions (quantum gravity) we would be close to a satisfactory description of
micronature in terms of basic fermionic constituents forming multiplets of some unifica-
tion group, and bosonic gauge particles responsible for their interactions. Even more
satisfactory would be the existence in nature of a symmetry which unifies the bosons
and the fermions, the constituents and the forces, into a single entity.
Supersymmetry is the supreme symmetry: It unifies spacetime symmetries with
internal symmetries, fermions with bosons, and (local supersymmetry) gravity with mat-
ter. Under quite general assumptions it is the largest possible symmetry of the S-
matrix. At the quantum level, renormalizable globally supersymmetric models exhibit
improved ultraviolet behavior: Because of cancellations between fermionic and bosonic
contributions quadratic divergences are absent; some supersymmetric models, in particu-
lar maximally extended super-Yang-Mills theory, are the only known examples of four-
dimensional field theories that are finite to all orders of perturbation theory. Locally
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supersymmetric gravity (supergravity) may be the only way in which nature can recon-
cile Einstein gravity and quantum theory. Although we do not know at present if it is a
finite theory, quantum supergravity does exhibit less divergent short distance behavior
than ordinary quantum gravity. Outside the realm of standard quantum field theory, it
is believed that the only reasonable string theories (i.e., those with fermions and without
quantum inconsistencies) are supersymmetric; these include models that may be finite
(the maximally supersymmetric theories).
At the present time there is no direct experimental evidence that supersymmetry is
a fundamental symmetry of nature, but the current level of activity in the field indicates
that many physicists share our belief that such evidence will eventually emerge. On the
theoretical side, the symmetry makes it possible to build models with (super)natural
hierarchies. On esthetic grounds, the idea of a superunified theory is very appealing.
Even if supersymmetry and supergravity are not the ultimate theory, their study has
increased our understanding of classical and quantum field theory, and they may be an
important step in the understanding of some yet unknown, correct theory of nature.
We mean by (Poincare´) supersymmetry an extension of ordinary spacetime sym-
metries obtained by adjoining N spinorial generators Q whose anticommutator yields a
translation generator: {Q ,Q } = P . This symmetry can be realized on ordinary fields
(functions of spacetime) by transformations that mix bosons and fermions. Such realiza-
tions suffice to study supersymmetry (one can write invariant actions, etc.) but are as
cumbersome and inconvenient as doing vector calculus component by component. A
compact alternative to this ‘‘component field’’ approach is given by the super-
space--superfield approach. Superspace is an extension of ordinary spacetime to include
extra anticommuting coordinates in the form of N two-component Weyl spinors θ.
Superfields Ψ(x , θ) are functions defined over this space. They can be expanded in a
Taylor series with respect to the anticommuting coordinates θ; because the square of an
anticommuting quantity vanishes, this series has only a finite number of terms. The
coefficients obtained in this way are the ordinary component fields mentioned above. In
superspace, supersymmetry is manifest: The supersymmetry algebra is represented by
translations and rotations involving both the spacetime and the anticommuting coordi-
nates. The transformations of the component fields follow from the Taylor expansion of
the translated and rotated superfields. In particular, the transformations mixing bosons
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and fermions are constant translations of the θ coordinates, and related rotations of θ
into the spacetime coordinate x .
A further advantage of superfields is that they automatically include, in addition
to the dynamical degrees of freedom, certain unphysical fields: (1) auxiliary fields (fields
with nonderivative kinetic terms), needed classically for the off-shell closure of the super-
symmetry algebra, and (2) compensating fields (fields that consist entirely of gauge
degrees of freedom), which are used to enlarge the usual gauge transformations to an
entire multiplet of transformations forming a representation of supersymmetry; together
with the auxiliary fields, they allow the algebra to be field independent. The compen-
sators are particularly important for quantization, since they permit the use of super-
symmetric gauges, ghosts, Feynman graphs, and supersymmetric power-counting.
Unfortunately, our present knowledge of off-shell extended (N > 1) supersymmetry
is so limited that for most extended theories these unphysical fields, and thus also the
corresponding superfields, are unknown. One could hope to find the unphysical compo-
nents directly from superspace; the essential difficulty is that, in general, a superfield is a
highly reducible representation of the supersymmetry algebra, and the problem becomes
one of finding which representations permit the construction of consistent local actions.
Therefore, except when discussing the features which are common to general superspace,
we restrict ourselves in this volume to a discussion of simple (N = 1) superfield super-
symmetry. We hope to treat extended superspace and other topics that need further
development in a second (and hopefully last) volume.
We introduce superfields in chapter 2 for the simpler world of three spacetime
dimensions, where superfields are very similar to ordinary fields. We skip the discussion
of nonsuperspace topics (background fields, gravity, etc.) which are covered in following
chapters, and concentrate on a pedagogical treatment of superspace. We return to four
dimensions in chapter 3, where we describe how supersymmetry is represented on super-
fields, and discuss all general properties of free superfields (and their relation to ordinary
fields). In chapter 4 we discuss simple (N = 1) superfields in classical global supersym-
metry. We include such topics as gauge-covariant derivatives, supersymmetric models,
extended supersymmetry with unextended superfields, and superforms. In chapter 5 we
extend the discussion to local supersymmetry (supergravity), relying heavily on the com-
pensator approach. We discuss prepotentials and covariant derivatives, the construction
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of actions, and show how to go from superspace to component results. The quantum
aspects of global theories is the topic of chapter 6, which includes a discussion of the
background field formalism, supersymmetric regularization, anomalies, and many exam-
ples of supergraph calculations. In chapter 7 we make the corresponding analysis of
quantum supergravity, including many of the novel features of the quantization proce-
dure (various types of ghosts). Chapter 8 describes supersymmetry breaking, explicit
and spontaneous, including the superHiggs mechanism and the use of nonlinear realiza-
tions.
We have not discussed component supersymmetry and supergravity, realistic
superGUT models with or without supergravity, and some of the geometrical aspects of
classical supergravity. For the first topic the reader may consult many of the excellent
reviews and lecture notes. The second is one of the current areas of active research. It
is our belief that superspace methods eventually will provide a framework for streamlin-
ing the phenomenology, once we have better control of our tools. The third topic is
attracting increased attention, but there are still many issues to be settled; there again,
superspace methods should prove useful.
We assume the reader has a knowledge of standard quantum field theory (sufficient
to do Feynman graph calculations in QCD). We have tried to make this book as peda-
gogical and encyclopedic as possible, but have omitted some straightforward algebraic
details which are left to the reader as (necessary!) exercises.
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A hitchhiker’s guide
We are hoping, of course, that this book will be of interest to many people, with
different interests and backgrounds. The graduate student who has completed a course
in quantum field theory and wants to study superspace should:
(1) Read an article or two reviewing component global supersymmetry and super-
gravity.
(2) Read chapter 2 for a quick and easy (?) introduction to superspace. Sections 1,
2, and 3 are straightforward. Section 4 introduces, in a simple setting, the concept of
constrained covariant derivatives, and the solution of the constraints in terms of prepo-
tentials. Section 5 could be skipped at first reading. Section 6 does for supergravity
what section 4 did for Yang-Mills; superfield supergravity in three dimensions is decep-
tively simple. Section 7 introduces quantization and Feynman rules in a simpler situa-
tion than in four dimensions.
(3) Study subsections 3.2.a-d on supersymmetry algebras, and sections 3.3.a,
3.3.b.1-b.3, 3.4.a,b, 3.5 and 3.6 on superfields, covariant derivatives, and component
expansions. Study section 3.10 on compensators; we use them extensively in supergrav-
ity.
(4) Study section 4.1a on the scalar multiplet, and sections 4.2 and 4.3 on gauge
theories, their prepotentials, covariant derivatives and solution of the constraints. A
reading of sections 4.4.b, 4.4.c.1, 4.5.a and 4.5.e might be profitable.
(5) Take a deep breath and slowly study section 5.1, which is our favorite approach
to gravity, and sections 5.2 to 5.5 on supergravity; this is where the action is. For an
inductive approach that starts with the prepotentials and constructs the covariant
derivatives section 5.2 is sufficient, and one can then go directly to section 5.5. Alterna-
tively, one could start with section 5.3, and a deductive approach based on constrained
covariant derivatives, go through section 5.4 and again end at 5.5.
(6) Study sections 6.1 through 6.4 on quantization and supergraphs. The topics in
these sections should be fairly accessible.
(7) Study sections 8.1-8.4.
(8) Go back to the beginning and skip nothing this time.
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Our particle physics colleagues who are familiar with global superspace should
skim 3.1 for notation, 3.4-6 and 4.1, read 4.2 (no, you don’t know it all), and get busy
on chapter 5.
The experts should look for serious mistakes. We would appreciate hearing about
them.
A brief guide to the literature
A complete list of references is becoming increasingly difficult to compile, and we
have not attempted to do so. However, the following (incomplete!) list of review articles
and proceedings of various schools and conferences, and the references therein, are useful
and should provide easy access to the journal literature:
For global supersymmetry, the standard review articles are:
P. Fayet and S. Ferrara, Supersymmetry, Physics Reports 32C (1977) 250.
A. Salam and J. Strathdee, Fortschritte der Physik, 26 (1978) 5.
For component supergravity, the standard review is
P. van Nieuwenhuizen, Supergravity, Physics Reports 68 (1981) 189.
The following Proceedings contain extensive and up-to-date lectures on many
supersymmetry and supergravity topics:
‘‘Recent Developments in Gravitation’’ (Cargese` 1978), eds. M. Levy and S. Deser,
Plenum Press, N.Y.
‘‘Supergravity’’ (Stony Brook 1979), eds. D. Z. Freedman and P. van Nieuwen-
huizen, North-Holland, Amsterdam.
‘‘Topics in Quantum Field Theory and Gauge Theories’’ (Salamanca), Phys. 77,
Springer Verlag, Berlin.
‘‘Superspace and Supergravity’’(Cambridge 1980), eds. S. W. Hawking and M.
Rocˇek, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
‘‘Supersymmetry and Supergravity ’81’’ (Trieste), eds. S. Ferrara, J. G. Taylor and
P. van Nieuwenhuizen, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
‘‘Supersymmetry and Supergravity ’82’’ (Trieste), eds. S. Ferrara, J. G. Taylor and
P. van Nieuwenhuizen, World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore.
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2. A TOY SUPERSPACE
2.1. Notation and conventions
This chapter presents a self-contained treatment of supersymmetry in three
spacetime dimensions. Our main motivation for considering this case is simplicity. Irre-
ducible representations of simple (N = 1) global supersymmetry are easier to obtain
than in four dimensions: Scalar superfields (single, real functions of the superspace coor-
dinates) provide one such representation, and all others are obtained by appending
Lorentz or internal symmetry indices. In addition, the description of local supersymme-
try (supergravity) is easier.
a. Index conventions
Our three-dimensional notation is as follows: In three-dimensional spacetime
(with signature −++) the Lorentz group is SL(2,R) (instead of SL(2,C )) and the cor-
responding fundamental representation acts on a real (Majorana) two-component spinor
ψα = (ψ+ ,ψ−). In general we use spinor notation for all Lorentz representations, denot-
ing spinor indices by Greek letters α, β, . . . ,µ, ν, . . .. Thus a vector (the three-dimen-
sional representation) will be described by a symmetric second-rank spinor
V αβ = (V ++ ,V +− ,V −−) or a traceless second-rank spinor V α
β . (For comparison, in four
dimensions we have spinors ψα, ψ
•
α and a vector is given by a hermitian matrix V α
•
β .)
All our spinors will be anticommuting (Grassmann).
Spinor indices are raised and lowered by the second-rank antisymmetric symbol
C αβ , which is also used to define the ‘‘square’’ of a spinor:
C αβ = −C βα =
(
0
i
−i
0
)
= −C αβ , C αβC γδ = δ[αγδβ]δ ≡ δαγδβδ − δβγδαδ ;
ψα = ψ
βC βα , ψ
α =C αβψβ , ψ
2 = 1
2
ψαψα = iψ
+ψ− . (2.1.1)
We represent symmetrization and antisymmetrization of n indices by ( ) and [ ], respec-
tively (without a factor of 1
n!
). We often make use of the identity
A[α Bβ] = −C αβ Aγ Bγ , (2.1.2)
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which follows from (2.1.1). We use C αβ (instead of the customary real αβ) to simplify
the rules for hermitian conjugation. In particular, it makes ψ2 hermitian (recall ψα and
ψα anticommute) and gives the conventional hermiticity properties to derivatives (see
below). Note however that whereas ψα is real, ψα is imaginary.
b. Superspace
Superspace for simple supersymmetry is labeled by three spacetime coordinates xµν
and two anticommuting spinor coordinates θµ, denoted collectively by zM = (xµν , θµ).
They have the hermiticity properties (zM )† = zM . We define derivatives by
∂µθ
ν ≡ {∂µ, θν} ≡ δµν ,
∂µνx
στ ≡ [∂µν , x στ ] ≡
1
2
δ(µ
σδν)
τ , (2.1.3a)
so that the ‘‘momentum’’ operators have the hermiticity properties
(i∂µ)
† = − (i∂µ) , (i∂µν)† = +(i∂µν) . (2.1.3b)
and thus (i∂M )† = i∂M . (Definite) integration over a single anticommuting variable γ is
defined so that the integral is translationally invariant (see sec. 3.7); hence
∫
dγ 1 = 0 ,∫
dγ γ = a constant which we take to be 1. We observe that a function f (γ) has a ter-
minating Taylor series f (γ) = f (0) + γ f ′(0) since {γ , γ} = 0 implies γ2 = 0. Thus∫
dγ f (γ) = f ′(0) so that integration is equivalent to differentiation. For our spinorial
coordinates
∫
dθα = ∂α and hence
∫
dθα θ
β = δα
β . (2.1.4)
Therefore the double integral ∫
d 2θ θ2 = − 1 , (2.1.5)
and we can define the δ-function δ2(θ) = − θ2 = − 1
2
θα θα.
* * *
We often use the notation X | to indicate the quantity X evaluated at θ = 0.
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2.2. Supersymmetry and superfields
a. Representations
We define functions over superspace: Φ...(x , θ) where the dots stand for Lorentz
(spinor) and/or internal symmetry indices. They transform in the usual way under the
Poincare´ group with generators Pµν (translations) and M αβ (Lorentz rotations). We
grade (or make super) the Poincare´ algebra by introducing additional spinor supersym-
metry generators Qα, satisfying the supersymmetry algebra
[Pµν ,P ρσ] = 0 , (2.2.1a)
{Qµ ,Qν} = 2Pµν , (2.2.1b)
[Qµ ,P νρ] = 0 , (2.2.1c)
as well as the usual commutation relations with M αβ . This algebra is realized on super-
fields Φ...(x , θ) in terms of derivatives by:
Pµν = i∂µν , Qµ = i(∂µ− θνi∂νµ) ; (2.2.2a)
ψ(xµν , θµ) = exp[i(ξλρPλρ + 
λQλ)]ψ(x
µν + ξµν − i
2
(µθν), θµ + µ) . (2.2.2b)
Thus ξλρPλρ + 
λQλ generates a supercoordinate transformation
x ′µν = xµν + ξµν − i
2
(µθν) , θ′µ = θµ + µ . (2.2.2c)
with real, constant parameters ξλρ , λ.
The reader can verify that (2.2.2) provides a representation of the algebra (2.2.1).
We remark in particular that if the anticommutator (2.2.1b) vanished, Qµ would annihi-
late all physical states (see sec. 3.3). We also note that because of (2.2.1a,c) and
(2.2.2a), not only Φ and functions of Φ, but also the space-time derivatives ∂µνΦ carry a
representation of supersymmetry (are superfields). However, because of (2.2.2a), this is
not the case for the spinorial derivatives ∂µΦ. Supersymmetrically invariant derivatives
can be defined by
DM = (Dµν ,Dµ) = (∂µν , ∂µ + θ
ν i ∂µν) . (2.2.3)
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The set DM (anti)commutes with the generators: [DM ,Pµν ] = [DM ,Qν} = 0. We use
[A ,B} to denote a graded commutator: anticommutator if both A and B are fermionic,
commutator otherwise.
The covariant derivatives can also be defined by their graded commutation rela-
tions
{Dµ ,Dν} = 2iDµν , [Dµ ,Dνσ] = [Dµν ,Dστ ] = 0 ; (2.2.4)
or, more concisely:
[DM ,DN } =TMN PDP ;
T µ,ν
στ = iδ(µ
σδν)
τ , rest = 0 . (2.2.5)
Thus, in the language of differential geometry, global superspace has torsion. The
derivatives satisfy the further identities
∂µσ∂νσ = δν
µ , DµDν = i∂µν +CνµD
2 ,
DνDµDν = 0 , D
2Dµ = −DµD2 = i∂µνDν , (D2)2 = . (2.2.6)
They also satisfy the Leibnitz rule and can be integrated by parts when inside d 3x d 2θ
integrals (since they are a combination of x and θ derivatives ). The following identity is
useful ∫
d 3x d 2θ Φ(x , θ) =
∫
d 3x ∂2 Φ(x , θ) =
∫
d 3x (D2Φ(x , θ) )| (2.2.7)
(where recall that | means evaluation at θ = 0). The extra space-time derivatives in Dµ
(as compared to ∂µ ) drop out after x -integration.
b. Components by expansion
Superfields can be expanded in a (terminating) Taylor series in θ. For example,
Φαβ...(x , θ) = Aαβ...(x ) + θ
µλµαβ...(x ) − θ2 F αβ...(x ) . (2.2.8)
A ,B ,F are the component fields of Φ. The supersymmetry transformations of the com-
ponents can be derived from those of the superfield. For simplicity of notation, we con-
sider a scalar superfield (no Lorentz indices)
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Φ(x , θ) = A(x ) + θαψα(x ) − θ2F (x ) , (2.2.9)
The supersymmetry transformation (ξµν = 0, µ infinitesimal)
δΦ(x , θ) = − µ(∂µ − iθν∂µν)Φ(x , θ)
≡ δA + θαδψα − θ2δF , (2.2.10)
gives, upon equating powers of θ,
δA = − αψα , (2.2.11a)
δψα = − β(C αβF + i∂αβA) , (2.2.11b)
δF = − αi∂αβψβ . (2.2.11c)
It is easy to verify that on the component fields the supersymmetry algebra is satisfied:
The commutator of two transformations gives a translation, [δQ() , δQ(η)] = −2iαηβ∂αβ ,
etc.
c. Actions and components by projection
The construction of (integral) invariants is facilitated by the observation that
supersymmetry transformations are coordinate transformations in superspace. Because
we can ignore total θ-derivatives (
∫
d 3xd 2θ ∂α f
α =0, which follows from (∂)3 = 0) and
total spacetime derivatives, we find that any superspace integral
S =
∫
d 3x d 2θ f (Φ,DαΦ, . . .) (2.2.12)
that does not depend explicitly on the coordinates is invariant under the full algebra. If
the superfield expansion in terms of components is substituted into the integral and the
θ-integration is carried out, the resulting component integral is invariant under the
transformations of (2.2.11) (the integrand in general changes by a total derivative). This
also can be seen from the fact that the θ-integration picks out the F component of f ,
which transforms as a spacetime derivative (see (2.2.11c)).
We now describe a technical device that can be extremely helpful. In general, to
obtain component expressions by direct θ-expansions can be cumbersome. A more
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efficient procedure is to observe that the components in (2.2.9) can be defined by projec-
tion:
A(x ) = Φ(x , θ)| ,
ψα(x ) = Dα Φ(x , θ)| ,
F (x ) = D2 Φ(x , θ)| . (2.2.13)
This can be used, for example, in (2.2.12) by rewriting (c.f. (2.2.7))
S =
∫
d 3x D2 f (Φ,DαΦ, . . .)| . (2.2.14)
After the derivatives are evaluated (using the Leibnitz rule and paying due respect to
the anticommutativity of the D ’s), the result is directly expressible in terms of the com-
ponents (2.2.13). The reader should verify in a few simple examples that this is a much
more efficient procedure than direct θ-expansion and integration.
Finally, we can also reobtain the component transformation laws by this method.
We first note the identity
iQα + Dα = 2θ
βi∂αβ . (2.2.15)
Thus we find, for example
δA = iαQαΦ|
= − α (DαΦ − 2θβi∂αβΦ)|
= − α ψα . (2.2.16)
In general we have
iQα f | = −Dα f | . (2.2.17)
This is sufficient to obtain all of the component fields transformation laws by repeated
application of (2.2.17), where f is Φ ,DαΦ ,D
2Φ and we use (2.2.6) and (2.2.13).
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d. Irreducible representations
In general a theory is described by fields which in momentum space are defined
for arbitrary values of p2. For any fixed value of p2 the fields are a representation of the
Poincare´ group. We call such fields, defined for arbitrary values of p2, an off-shell repre-
sentation of the Poincare´ group. Similarly, when a set of fields is a representation of the
supersymmetry algebra for any value of p2, we call it an off-shell representation of super-
symmetry. When the field equations are imposed, a particular value of p2 (i.e., m2) is
picked out. Some of the components of the fields (auxiliary components) are then con-
strained to vanish; the remaining (physical) components form what we call an on-shell
representation of the Poincare´ (or supersymmetry) group.
A superfield ψ˜α...(p, θ) is an irreducible representation of the Lorentz group, with
regard to its external indices, if it is totally symmetric in these indices. For a represen-
tation of the (super)Poincare´ group we can reduce it further. Since in three dimensions
the little group is SO(2), and its irreducible representations are one-component (com-
plex), this reduction will give one-component superfields (with respect to external
indices). Such superfields are irreducible representations of off-shell supersymmetry,
when a reality condition is imposed in x -space (but the superfield is then still complex in
p-space, where Φ(p)=Φ(−p) ).
In an appropriate reference frame we can assign ‘‘helicity’’ (i.e., the eigenvalue of
the SO(2) generator) ± 1
2
to the spinor indices, and the irreducible representations will
be labeled by the ‘‘superhelicity’’ (the helicity of the superfield): half the number of +
external indices minus the number of −’s. In this frame we can also assign ± 1
2
helicity
to θ±. Expanding the superfield of superhelicity h into components, we see that these
components have helicities h, h ± 1
2
, h. For example, a scalar multiplet, consisting of
‘‘spins’’ (i.e., SO(2, 1) representations) 0 , 1
2
(i.e., helicities 0 ,± 1
2
) is described by a
superfield of superhelicity 0: a scalar superfield. A vector multiplet, consisting of spins
1
2
, 1 (helicities 0 , 1
2
, 1
2
, 1) is described by a superfield of superhelicity +1
2
: the ‘‘+’’ com-
ponent of a spinor superfield; the ‘‘−’’ component being gauged away (in a light-cone
gauge). In general, the superhelicity content of a superfield is analyzed by choosing a
gauge (the supersymmetric light-cone gauge) where as many as possible Lorentz compo-
nents of a superfield have been gauged to 0: the superhelicity content of any remaining
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component is simply 1
2
the number of +’s minus −’s. Unless otherwise stated, we will
automatically consider all three-dimensional superfields to be real.
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2.3. Scalar multiplet
The simplest representation of supersymmetry is the scalar multiplet described
by the real superfield Φ(x , θ), and containing the scalars A,F and the two-component
spinor ψα. From (2.2.1,2) we see that θ has dimension (mass)
−1
2 . Also, the canonical
dimensions of component fields in three dimensions are 1
2
less than in four dimensions
(because we use
∫
d 3x instead of
∫
d 4x in the kinetic term). Therefore, if this multiplet
is to describe physical fields, we must assign dimension (mass)
1
2 to Φ so that ψα has
canonical dimension (mass)1. (Although it is not immediately obvious which scalar
should have canonical dimension, there is only one spinor.) Then A will have dimension
(mass)
1
2 and will be the physical scalar partner of ψ, whereas F has too high a dimen-
sion to describe a canonical physical mode.
Since a θ integral is the same as a θ derivative,
∫
d 2θ has dimension (mass)1.
Therefore, on dimensional grounds we expect the following expression to give the correct
(massless) kinetic action for the scalar multiplet:
Skin = − 12
∫
d 3x d 2θ (DαΦ)
2 , (2.3.1)
(recall that for any spinor ψα we have ψ
2 = 1
2
ψαψα). This expression is reminiscent of
the kinetic action for an ordinary scalar field with the substitutions
∫
d 3x →
∫
d 3x d 2θ
and ∂αβ → Dα. The component expression can be obtained by explicit θ-expansion and
integration. However, we prefer to use the alternative procedure (first integrating Dα by
parts):
Skin =
1
2
∫
d 3x d 2θ ΦD2Φ
= 1
2
∫
d 3x D2[ΦD2Φ]|
= 1
2
∫
d 3x (D2ΦD2Φ + DαΦDαD
2Φ + Φ(D2)2Φ)|
= 1
2
∫
d 3x (F 2 + ψαi∂α
βψβ + A A) , (2.3.2)
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where we have used the identities (2.2.6) and the definitions (2.2.13). The A and ψ
kinetic terms are conventional, while F is clearly non-propagating.
The auxiliary field F can be eliminated from the action by using its equation of
motion F = 0 (or, in a functional integral, F can be trivially integrated out). The
resulting action is still invariant under the bose-fermi transformations (2.2.11a,b) with
F = 0; however, these are not supersymmetry transformations (not a representation of
the supersymmetry algebra) except ‘‘on shell’’. The commutator of two such transforma-
tions does not close (does not give a translation) except when ψα satisfies its field equa-
tion. This ‘‘off-shell’’ non-closure of the algebra is typical of transformations from which
auxiliary fields have been eliminated.
Mass and interaction terms can be added to (2.3.1). A term
SI =
∫
d 3x d 2θ f (Φ) , (2.3.3)
leads to a component action
SI =
∫
d 3x D2 f (Φ)|
=
∫
d 3x [ f ′′(Φ) (DαΦ)
2 + f ′(Φ)D2Φ]|
=
∫
d 3x [ f ′′(A)ψ2 + f ′(A)F ] . (2.3.4)
In a renormalizable model f (Φ) can be at most quartic. In particular,
f (Φ) = 1
2
mΦ2 + 1
6
λΦ3 gives mass terms, Yukawa and cubic interaction terms. Together
with the kinetic term, we obtain∫
d 3xd 2θ[ − 1
2
(DαΦ)
2 + 1
2
mΦ2 + 1
6
λΦ3]
=
∫
d 3x [1
2
(A A+ψαi∂α
βψβ +F
2)
+m(ψ2 + AF )+ λ(Aψ2 + 1
2
A2F )] . (2.3.5)
F can again be eliminated using its (algebraic) equation of motion, leading to a
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conventional mass term and quartic interactions for the scalar field A. More exotic
kinetic actions are possible by using instead of (2.3.1)
S ′kin =
∫
d 3x d 2θ Ω (ζα ,Φ) , ζα = DαΦ , (2.3.6)
where Ω is some function such that ∂
2Ω
∂ζα ∂ζβ |ζ,Φ = 0 = −
1
2
C αβ . If we introduce more than
one multiplet of scalar superfields, then, for example, we can obtain generalized super-
symmetric nonlinear sigma models:
S = − 1
2
∫
d 3x d 2θ gij (Φ)
1
2
(DαΦi ) (DαΦ
j ) (2.3.7)
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2.4. Vector multiplet
a. Abelian gauge theory
In accordance with the discussion in sec. 2.2, a real spinor gauge superfield Γα
with superhelicity h = 1
2
(h =− 1
2
can be gauged away) will consist of components with
helicities 0, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1. It can be used to describe a massless gauge vector field and its
fermionic partner. (In three dimensions, a gauge vector particle has one physical compo-
nent of definite helicity.) The superfield can be introduced by analogy with scalar QED
(the generalization to the nonabelian case is straightforward, and will be discussed
below). Consider a complex scalar superfield (a doublet of real scalar superfields) trans-
forming under a constant phase rotation
Φ→ Φ ′ = eiK Φ ,
Φ→ Φ ′ = Φe−iK . (2.4.1)
The free Lagrangian |DΦ|2 is invariant under these transformations.
a.1. Gauge connections
We extend this to a local phase invariance with K a real scalar superfield depend-
ing on x and θ, by covariantizing the spinor derivatives Dα:
Dα → ∇α = Dα−+ i Γα , (2.4.2)
when acting on Φ or Φ, respectively. The spinor gauge potential (or connection) Γα
transforms in the usual way
δΓα = DαK , (2.4.3)
to ensure
∇′α = eiK ∇α e−iK . (2.4.4)
This is required by (∇Φ)′ = eiK (∇Φ), and guarantees that the Lagrangian |∇Φ|2 is
locally gauge invariant. (The coupling constant can be restored by rescaling Γα → gΓα).
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It is now straightforward, by analogy with QED, to find a gauge invariant field
strength and action for the multiplet described by Γα and to study its component cou-
plings to the complex scalar multiplet contained in |∇Φ|2. However, both to understand
its structure as an irreducible representation of supersymmetry, and as an introduction
to more complicated gauge superfields (e.g. in supergravity), we first give a geometrical
presentation.
Although the actions we have considered do not contain the spacetime derivative
∂αβ , in other contexts we need the covariant object
∇αβ = ∂αβ − i Γαβ , δΓαβ = ∂αβK , (2.4.5)
introducing a distinct (vector) gauge potential superfield. The transformation δΓαβ of
this connection is chosen to give:
∇′αβ = eiK ∇αβe−iK . (2.4.6)
(From a geometric viewpoint, it is natural to introduce the vector connection; then Γα
and Γαβ can be regarded as the components of a super 1-form ΓA = (Γα, Γαβ); see sec.
2.5). However, we will find that Γαβ should not be independent, and can be expressed in
terms of Γα.
a.2. Components
To get oriented, we examine the components of Γ in the Taylor series θ-expansion.
They can be defined directly by using the spinor derivatives Dα:
χα = Γα| , B = 12 D
αΓα| ,
V αβ = −
i
2
D(αΓβ)| , λα = 12 D
βDαΓβ | , (2.4.7a)
and
W αβ = Γαβ | , ρβ = DαΓαβ | ,
ψαβγ = D(αΓβγ)| , Tαβ = D2Γαβ | . (2.4.7b)
We have separated the components into irreducible representations of the Lorentz group,
that is, traces (or antisymmetrized pieces, see (2.1.2)) and symmetrized pieces. We also
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define the components of the gauge parameter K :
ω = K | , σα = DαK | , τ = D2K | (2.4.8)
The component gauge transformations for the components defined in (2.4.7) are found
by repeatedly differentiating (2.4.3-5) with spinor derivatives Dα. We find:
δχα = σα , δB = τ ,
δV αβ = ∂αβω , δλα = 0 , (2.4.9a)
and
δW αβ = ∂αβω , δρα = ∂αβσ
β ,
δψαβγ = ∂(βγσα) , δT αβ = ∂αβτ . (2.4.9b)
Note that χ and B suffer arbitrary shifts as a consequence of a gauge transformation,
and, in particular, can be gauged completely away; the gauge χ = B = 0 is called Wess-
Zumino gauge, and explicitly breaks supersymmetry. However, this gauge is useful since
it reveals the physical content of the Γα multiplet.
Examination of the components that remain reveals several peculiar features:
There are two component gauge potentials V αβ and W αβ for only one gauge symmetry,
and there is a high dimension spin 3
2
field ψαβγ . These problems will be resolved below
when we express Γαβ in terms of Γα.
We can also find supersymmetric Lorentz gauges by fixing DαΓα; such gauges are
useful for quantization (see sec. 2.7). Furthermore, in three dimensions it is possible to
choose a supersymmetric light-cone gauge Γ+ = 0. (In the abelian case the gauge trans-
formation takes the simple form K = D+(i∂++)
−1 Γ+.) Eq. (2.4.14) below implies that in
this gauge the superfield Γ++ also vanishes. The remaining components in this gauge are
χ−,V +−,V −−, and λ−, withV ++ = 0 and λ+∼ ∂++χ−.
a.3. Constraints
To understand how the vector connection Γαβ can be expressed in terms of the
spinor connection Γα, recall the (anti)commutation relations for the ordinary derivatives
are:
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[DM ,DN } =TMN P DP . (2.4.10)
For the covariant derivatives ∇A =(∇α,∇αβ) the graded commutation relations can be
written (from (2.4.2) and (2.4.5) we see that the torsionTAB
C is unmodified):
[∇A ,∇B } =TABC ∇C − i FAB . (2.4.11)
The field strengths FAB are invariant (F ′AB =FAB ) due to the covariance of the deriva-
tives ∇A. Observe that the field strengths are antihermitian matrices, FAB = − FBA, so
that the symmetric field strength F αβ is imaginary while the antisymmetric field
strength F αβ ,γδ is real. Examining a particular equation from (2.4.11), we find:
{∇α ,∇β } = 2i ∇αβ − i Fαβ = 2i ∂αβ + 2Γαβ − i Fαβ . (2.4.12)
The superfield Γαβ was introduced to covariantize the space-time derivative ∂αβ . How-
ever, it is clear that an alternative choice is Γ ′αβ = Γαβ − i2 F αβ since F αβ is covariant (a
field strength). The new covariant space-time derivative will then satisfy (we drop the
primes)
{∇α ,∇β} = 2i∇αβ , (2.4.13)
with the new space-time connection satisfying (after substituting in 2.4.12 the explicit
forms ∇A = DA − iΓA)
Γαβ = −
i
2
D (αΓβ) . (2.4.14)
Thus the conventional constraint
F αβ = 0 , (2.4.15)
imposed on the system (2.4.11) has allowed the vector potential to be expressed in terms
of the spinor potential. This solves both the problem of two gauge fields W αβ ,V αβ and
the problem of the higher spin and dimension components ψαβγ ,T αβ : The gauge fields
are identified with each other (W αβ =V αβ), and the extra components are expressed as
derivatives of familiar lower spin and dimension fields (see 2.4.7). The independent com-
ponents that remain in Wess-Zumino gauge after the constraint is imposed are V αβ and
λα .
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We stress the importance of the constraint (2.4.15) on the objects defined in
(2.4.11). Unconstrained field strengths in general lead to reducible representations of
supersymmetry (i.e., the spinor and vector potentials), and the constraints are needed to
ensure irreducibility.
a.4. Bianchi identities
In ordinary field theories, the field strengths satisfy Bianchi identities because they
are expressed in terms of the potentials; they are identities and carry no information.
For gauge theories described by covariant derivatives, the Bianchi identities are just
Jacobi identities:
[∇[A , [∇B ,∇C ) } } = 0 , (2.4.16)
(where [ ) is the graded antisymmetrization symbol, identical to the usual antisym-
metrization symbol but with an extra factor of (−1) for each pair of interchanged
fermionic indices). However, once we impose constraints such as (2.4.13,15) on some of
the field strengths, the Bianchi identities imply constraints on other field strengths. For
example, the identity
0 = [∇α , {∇β ,∇γ } ] + [∇β , {∇γ ,∇α } ] + [∇γ , {∇α ,∇β } ]
= 1
2
[∇(α , {∇β ,∇γ) } ] (2.4.17)
gives (using the constraint (2.4.13,15))
0 = [∇(α ,∇βγ)] = − i F (α,βγ) . (2.4.18)
Thus the totally symmetric part of F vanishes. In general, we can decompose F into
irreducible representations of the Lorentz group:
F α,βγ =
1
6
F (α,βγ) − 13C α(β|F
δ
,δ|γ) (2.4.19)
(where indices between | . . . | , e.g., in this case δ, are not included in the symmetriza-
tion). Hence the only remaining piece is:
Fα,βγ = i Cα(βWγ) , (2.4.20a)
where we introduce the superfield strength W α. We can compute F α,βγ in terms of Γα
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and find
W α =
1
2
DβDαΓβ . (2.4.20b)
The superfield W α is the only independent gauge invariant field strength, and is
constrained by DαW α = 0, which follows from the Bianchi identity (2.4.16). This
implies that only one Lorentz component of W α is independent. The field strength
describes the physical degrees of freedom: one helicity 1
2
and one helicity 1 mode. Thus
W α is a suitable object for constructing an action. Indeed, if we start with
S = 1
g2
∫
d 3x d 2θW 2 = 1
g2
∫
d 3x d 2θ (1
2
DβDαΓβ)
2 , (2.4.21)
we can compute the component action
S = 1
g2
∫
d 3x D2W 2 = 1
g2
∫
d 3x [W α D2W α − 12 (D
αW β) (DαW β) ]|
= 1
g2
∫
d 3x
[
λα i∂α
βλβ − 12 f
αβ f αβ
]
. (2.4.22)
Here (cf. 2.4.7) λα ≡W α| while f αβ = DαW β | = DβW α| is the spinor form of the usual
field strength
F αβ
γδ | = (∂αβΓ γδ − ∂γδΓαβ)| = 12 δ(α
(γ f β)
δ)
= − i 1
2
[∂αβD
(γΓδ) − ∂γδD (αΓβ)]| . (2.4.23)
To derive the above component action we have used the Bianchi identity DαW α = 0, and
its consequence D2W α = i∂α
βW β .
a.5. Matter couplings
We now examine the component Lagrangian describing the coupling to a complex
scalar multiplet. We could start with
S = − 1
2
∫
d 3xd 2θ(∇αΦ)(∇αΦ)
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= − 1
2
∫
d 3xD2[(Dα + iΓα)Φ][(Dα− iΓα)Φ] , (2.4.24)
and work out the Lagrangian in terms of components defined by projection. However, a
more efficient procedure, which leads to physically equivalent results, is to define covari-
ant components of Φ by covariant projection
A = Φ(x , θ)| ,
ψα = ∇αΦ(x , θ)| ,
F = ∇2Φ(x , θ)| . (2.4.25)
These components are not equal to the ordinary ones but can be obtained by a (gauge-
field dependent) field redefinition and provide an equally valid description of the theory.
We can also use ∫
d 3x d 2θ =
∫
d 3x D2| =
∫
d 3x ∇2| , (2.4.26)
when acting on an invariant and hence
S =
∫
d 3x ∇2[Φ∇2Φ]|
=
∫
d 3x [∇2Φ∇2Φ + ∇αΦ∇α∇2Φ + Φ(∇2)2Φ]|
=
∫
d 3x [FF + ψα(i∂α
β +V α
β)ψβ + (iψ
αλαA + h.c. ) + A(∂αβ − iV αβ)2A]. (2.4.27)
We have used the commutation relations of the covariant derivatives and in particular
∇α∇2 = i∇αβ∇β + iW α , ∇2∇α =− i∇αβ∇β − 2iW α , (∇2)2 = − iW α∇α, where is
the covariant d’Alembertian (covariantized with Γαβ).
b. Nonabelian case
We now briefly consider the nonabelian case: For a multiplet of scalar superfields
transforming as Φ ′ = eiK Φ, where K = KiTi and Ti are generators of the Lie algebra,
we introduce covariant spinor derivatives ∇α precisely as for the abelian case (2.4.2).
We define Γα = Γα
i T i so that
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∇α = Dα − i Γα = Dα − i Γαi T i . (2.4.28)
The spinor connection now transforms as
δΓα = ∇αK = DαK − i [ Γα ,K ] , (2.4.29)
leaving (2.4.4) unmodified. The vector connection is again constrained by requiring
F αβ = 0; in other words, we have
∇αβ = − i2 {∇α ,∇β } , (2.4.30a)
Γαβ = − i 12 [D (α Γβ) − i {Γα, Γβ} ] . (2.4.30b)
The form of the action (2.4.21) is unmodified (except that we must also take a trace over
group indices). The constraint (2.4.30) implies that the Bianchi identities have nontriv-
ial consequences, and allows us to ‘‘solve’’ (2.4.17) for the nonabelian case as in
(2.4.18,19,20a). Thus, we obtain
[∇α ,∇βγ ] =C α(βW γ) (2.4.31a)
in terms of the nonabelian form of the covariant field strengthW :
W α =
1
2
DβDαΓβ − i2 [ Γ
β ,DβΓα ] − 16 [ Γ
β , {Γβ , Γα } ] . (2.4.31b)
The field strength transforms covariantly: W ′α = e
iKW αe
−iK . The remaining Bianchi
identity is
[ {∇α ,∇β } ,∇γδ ] − {∇(α , [∇β) ,∇γδ ] } = 0 . (2.4.32a)
Contracting indices we find [{∇α,∇β},∇αβ ] = {∇(α, [∇β),∇αβ ]}. However,
[{∇α,∇β},∇αβ ] = 2i [∇αβ ,∇αβ ] = 0 and hence, using (2.4.31a),
0 = {∇(α , [∇β) ,∇αβ ] } = − 6{∇α ,W α } . (2.4.32b)
The full implication of the Bianchi identities is thus:
{∇α ,∇β } = 2i∇αβ (2.4.33a)
[∇α ,∇βγ ] =C α(βW γ) , {∇α ,W α } = 0 (2.4.33b)
[∇αβ ,∇γδ ] = − 12 iδ(α
(γ f β)
δ) , f αβ ≡ 12 {∇(α ,W β) } . (2.4.33c)
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The components of the multiplet can be defined in analogy to (2.4.7) by projec-
tions of Γ:
χα = Γα| ,
V αβ = Γαβ | ,
B = 1
2
DαΓα| ,
λα =W α| .
(2.4.34)
c. Gauge invariant masses
A curious feature which this theory has, and which makes it rather different from
four dimensional Yang-Mills theory, is the existence of a gauge-invariant mass term: In
the abelian case the Bianchi identity DαW α = 0 can be used to prove the invariance of
Sm =
1
g2
∫
d 3x d 2θ
[
1
2
m ΓαW α
]
. (2.4.35)
In components this action contains the usual gauge invariant mass term for three-dimen-
sional electrodynamics:
m
∫
d 3x V αβ ∂γαV β
γ = m
∫
d 3x V αβ f αβ , (2.4.36)
which is gauge invariant as a consequence of the usual component Bianchi identity
∂αβ f αβ = 0.
The superfield equations which result from (2.4.21,35) are:
i∂α
βW β + mW α = 0 , (2.4.37)
which describes an irreducible multiplet of mass m. The Bianchi identity DαW α =0
implies that only one Lorentz component ofW is independent.
For the nonabelian case, the mass term is somewhat more complicated because the
field strengthW is covariant rather than invariant:
Sm = tr
1
g2
∫
d 3x d 2θ 1
2
m ( ΓαW α +
i
6
{Γα , Γβ }DβΓα
+ 1
12
{Γα , Γβ } {Γα , Γβ } )
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= tr 1
g2
∫
d 3x d 2θ 1
2
m Γα (W α − 16 [ Γ
β , Γαβ ] ) . (2.4.38)
The field equations, however, are the covariantizations of (2.4.37):
i∇αβW β + mW α = 0 . (2.4.39)
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2.5. Other global gauge multiplets
a. Superforms: general case
The gauge multiplets discussed in the last section may be described completely in
terms of geometric quantities. The gauge potentials ΓA ≡ (Γα, Γαβ) which covariantize
the derivatives DA with respect to local phase rotations of the matter superfields consti-
tute a super 1-form. We define super p-forms as tensors with p covariant supervector
indices (i.e., supervector subscripts) that have total graded antisymmetry with respect to
these indices (i.e., are symmetric in any pair of spinor indices, antisymmetric in a vector
pair or in a mixed pair). For example, the field strength FAB ≡ (F α,β , F α,βγ , F αβ,γδ) con-
stitutes a super 2-form.
In terms of supervector notation the gauge transformation for ΓA (from (2.4.3) and
(2.4.5)) takes the form
δΓA = DAK . (2.5.1)
The field strength defined in (2.3.6) when expressed in terms of the gauge potential can
be written as
FAB = D [AΓB) −TABCΓC . (2.5.2)
The gauge transformation law certainly takes the familiar form, but even in the abelian
case, the field strength has an unfamiliar nonderivative term. One way to understand
how this term arises is to make a change of basis for the components of a supervector.
We can expand DA in terms of partial derivatives by introducing a matrix, EA
M , such
that
DA = EA
M ∂M , ∂M ≡ ( ∂µ , ∂µν ) ,
EA
M =

 δα
µ
0
1
2
iθ(µδα
ν)
1
2
δα
(µδβ
ν)

 . (2.5.3)
This matrix is the flat vielbein; its inverse is
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EM
A =

 δµ
α
0
− 1
2
iθ(αδµ
β)
1
2
δµ
(αδν
β)

 . (2.5.4)
If we define ΓM by ΓA ≡ EAMΓM , then
δΓM = ∂MK . (2.5.5)
Similarly, if we define FMN by
FAB ≡ (−)A(B+N )EBN EAM FMN , (2.5.6a)
then
FMN = ∂ [MΓN ) . (2.5.6b)
(In the Grassmann parity factor (−)A(B+N ) the superscripts A ,B , and N are equal to
one when these indices refer to spinorial indices and zero otherwise.) We thus see that
the nonderivative term in the field strength is absent when the components of this
supertensor are referred to a different coordinate basis. Furthermore, in this basis the
Bianchi identities take the simple form
∂ [MFNP) = 0 . (2.5.7)
The generalization to higher-rank graded antisymmetric tensors (superforms) is
now evident. There is a basis in which the gauge transformation, field strength, and
Bianchi identities take the forms
δΓM 1...Mp =
1
(p − 1)! ∂ [M 1KM 2...Mp) ,
FM 1...Mp+1 =
1
p!
∂ [M 1ΓM 2...Mp+1) ,
0 = ∂ [M 1FM 2...Mp+2) . (2.5.8)
We simply multiply these by suitable powers of the flat vielbein and appropriate Grass-
mann parity factors to obtain
δΓA1...Ap =
1
(p − 1)! D [A1KA2...Ap) −
1
2(p − 2)!T [A1 A2|
BKB |A3...Ap) ,
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FA1...Ap+1 =
1
p!
D [A1ΓA2...Ap+1) −
1
2(p − 1)!T [A1 A2|
BΓB |A3...Ap+1) ,
0 = 1
(p + 1)!
D [A1FA2...Ap+2) −
1
2p!
T [A1 A2|
BFB |A3...Ap+2) . (2.5.9)
(The | ’s indicate that all of the indices are graded antisymmetric except the B ’s.)
b. Super 2-form
We now discuss in detail the case of a super 2-form gauge superfield ΓAB with
gauge transformation
δΓα,β = D (αK β) − 2i K αβ ,
δΓα,βγ = DαK βγ − ∂βγKα ,
δΓαβ,γδ = ∂αβK γδ − ∂γδK αβ . (2.5.10)
The field strength for ΓAB is a super 3-form:
F α,β,γ =
1
2
(D (αΓβ,γ) + 2iΓ(α,βγ)) ,
F α,β,γδ = D (αΓβ),γδ + ∂γδΓα,β − 2i Γαβ,γδ ,
F α,βγ,δ = DαΓβγ,δ + ∂δΓα,βγ − ∂βγΓα,δ ,
F αβ,γδ,ζ = ∂αβΓγδ,ζ + ∂ζΓαβ,γδ + ∂γδΓζ,αβ . (2.5.11)
All of these equations are contained in the concise supervector notation in (2.5.9).
The gauge superfield ΓA was subject to constraints that allowed one part (Γα,β) to
be expressed as a function of the remaining part. This is a general feature of supersym-
metric gauge theories; constraints are needed to ensure irreducibility. For the tensor
gauge multiplet we impose the constraints
F α,β,γ = 0 , F α,β,
γδ = i δ(α
γ δβ)
δG =T α,β
γδG , (2.5.12)
which, as we show below, allow us to express all covariant quantities in terms of the sin-
gle real scalar superfield G . These constraints can be solved as follows: we first observe
that in the field strengths Γα,β always appears in the combination D (α Γβ,γ) + 2i Γ(α,βγ).
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Therefore, without changing the field strengths we can redefine Γα,βγ by absorbing
D (α Γβ,γ) into it. Thus Γα,β disappears from the field strengths which means it could be
set to zero from the beginning (equivalently, we can make it zero by a gauge transforma-
tion). The first constraint now implies that the totally symmetric part of Γα,βγ is zero
and hence we can write Γα,βγ = i C α(β Φγ) in terms of a spinor superfield Φγ . The
remaining equations and constraints can be used now to express Γαβ,γδ and the other
field strengths in terms of Φα. We find a solution
Γα,β = 0 , Γα,βγ = i C α(β Φγ) ,
Γαβ,
γδ = 1
4
δ(α
(γ [Dβ)Φ
δ) + Dδ)Φβ) ] ,
G = −DαΦα . (2.5.13)
Thus the constraints allow ΓAB to be expressed in terms of a spinor superfield Φα. (The
general solution of the constraints is a gauge transform (2.5.10) of (2.5.13).)
The quantity G is by definition a field strength; hence the gauge variation of Φα
must leave G invariant. This implies that the gauge variation of Φα must be (see
(2.2.6))
δΦα =
1
2
DβDαΛβ , (2.5.14)
where Λβ is an arbitrary spinor gauge parameter. This gauge transformation is of course
consistent with what remains of (2.5.10) after the gauge choice (2.5.13).
We expect the physical degrees of freedom to appear in the (only independent)
field strength G . Since this is a scalar superfield, it must describe a scalar and a spinor,
and Φα (or ΓAB ) provides a variant representation of the supersymmetry algebra nor-
mally described by the scalar superfield Φ. In fact Φα contains components with helici-
ties 0, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1 just like the vector multiplet, but now the 1
2
, 1 components are auxiliary
fields. (Φα = ψα + θαA + θ
βvαβ − θ2χα). For Φα with canonical dimension (mass)
1
2 , on
dimensional grounds the gauge invariant action must be given by
S = − 1
2
∫
d 3x d 2θ (DαG)
2 . (2.5.15)
Written in this form we see that in terms of the components of G , the action has the
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same form as in (2.3.2). The only differences arise because G is expressed in terms of
Φα. We find that only the auxiliary field F is modified; it is replaced by a field F ′. An
explicit computation of this quantity yields
F ′ = −D2DαΦα| = i∂αβDαΦβ | ≡ ∂αβV αβ | , V αβ ≡ 12 iD (αΦβ) . (2.5.16)
In place of F the divergence of a vector appears. To see that this vector field really is a
gauge field, we compute its variation under the gauge transformation (2.5.14):
δV αβ =
1
4
∂γ (α [Dβ) Λγ + Dγ Λβ)] . (2.5.17)
This is not the transformation of an ordinary gauge vector (see (2.4.9)), but rather that
of a second-rank antisymmetric tensor (in three dimensions a second-rank antisymmetric
tensor is the same Lorentz representation as a vector). This is the component gauge
field that appears at lowest order in θ in Γαβ,γδ in eq. (2.5.13). A field of this type has no
dynamics in three dimensions.
c. Spinor gauge superfield
Superforms are not the only gauge multiplets one can study, but the pattern for
other cases is similar. In general, (nonvariant) supersymmetric gauge multiplets can be
described by spinor superfields carrying additional internal-symmetry group indices. (In
a particular case, the additional index can be a spinor index: see below.) Such super-
fields contain component gauge fields and, as in the Yang-Mills case, their gauge trans-
formations are determined by the θ = 0 part of the superfield gauge parameter (cf.
(2.4.9)). The gauge superfield thus takes the form of the component field with a vector
index replaced by a spinor index, and the transformation law takes the form of the com-
ponent transformation law with the vector derivative replaced by a spinor derivative.
For example, to describe a multiplet containing a spin 3
2
component gauge field, we
introduce a spinor gauge superfield with an additional spinor group index:
δΦµ
α = DµK
α . (2.5.18)
The field strength has the same form as the vector multiplet field strength but with a
spinor group index:
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W α
β = 1
2
DγDαΦγ
β . (2.5.19)
(We can, of course, introduce a supervector potential ΓM
α in exact analogy with the
abelian vector multiplet. The field strength here simply has an additional spinor index.
The constraints are exactly the same as for the vector multiplet, i.e., F αβ
γ = 0.)
In three dimensions massless fields of spin greater than 1 have no dynamical
degrees of freedom. The kinetic term for this multiplet is analogous to the mass term
for the vector multiplet:
S ∼
∫
d 3xd 2θW αβΦαβ . (2.5.20)
This action describes component fields which are all auxiliary: a spin 3
2
gauge field
ψ(αβ)γ , a vector, and a scalar, as can be verified by expanding in components. The
invariance of the action in (2.5.20) is not manifest: It depends on the Bianchi identity
DαW αβ = 0. The explicit appearance of the superfield Φαβ is a general feature of super-
symmetric gauge theories; it is not always possible to write the superspace action for a
gauge theory in terms of field strengths alone.
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2.6. Supergravity
a. Supercoordinate transformations
Supergravity, the supersymmetric generalization of gravity, is the gauge theory of
the supertranslations. The global transformations with constant parameters ξµν , µ gen-
erated by Pµν and Qµ are replaced by local ones parametrized by the supervector
KM (x , θ) = (K µν ,K µ). For a scalar superfield Ψ(x , θ) we define the transformation
Ψ(z )→ Ψ ′(z ) = eiK Ψ(z ) = eiK Ψ(z )e−iK , (2.6.1)
where
K = KM iDM = K
µν i∂µν + K
µ iDµ . (2.6.2)
(To exhibit the global supersymmetry, it is convenient to write K in terms of Dµ rather
than Qµ (or ∂µ ). This amounts to a redefinition of K
µν). The second form of the
transformation of Ψ can be shown to be equivalent to the first by comparing terms in a
power series expansion of the two forms and noting that iK Ψ = [iK ,Ψ]. It is easy to see
that (2.6.1) is a general coordinate transformation in superspace:
eiKΨ(z )e−iK = Ψ(eiK ze−iK ); defining z ′ ≡ e−iK zeiK , (2.6.1) becomes Ψ ′(z ′) = Ψ(z ).
We may expect, by analogy to the Yang-Mills case, to introduce a gauge superfield
H α
M with (linearized) transformation laws
δH α
M = Dα K
M , (2.6.3)
(we introduce H αβ
M as well, but a constraint will relate it to H α
M ) and define covariant
derivatives by analogy to (2.4.28):
EA = DA + HA
M DM = EA
M DM . (2.6.4)
EA
M is the vielbein. The potentials H α
µν ,H α
µ have a large number of components
among which we identify, according to the discussion following equation (2.5.17), a sec-
ond-rank tensor (the ‘‘dreibein’’, minus its flat-space part) describing the graviton and a
spin 3
2
field describing the gravitino, whose gauge parameters are the θ = 0 parts of the
vector and spinor gauge superparameters KM |. Other components will describe gauge
degrees of freedom and auxiliary fields.
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b. Lorentz transformations
The local supertranslations introduced so far include Lorentz transformations of a
scalar superfield, acting on the coordinates zM = (xµν , θµ). To define their action on
spinor superfields it is necessary to introduce the concept of tangent space and local
frames attached at each point zM and local Lorentz transformations acting on the
indices of such superfields Ψα,β...(z
M ). (In chapter 5 we discuss the reasons for this pro-
cedure.) The enlarged full local group is defined by
Ψα,β...(x , θ)→ Ψ ′α,β...(x , θ) = eiK Ψα,β...(x , θ)e−iK , (2.6.5)
where now
K = KM iDM + K α
β iM β
α . (2.6.6)
Here the superfield K α
β parametrizes the local Lorentz transformations and the Lorentz
generators M β
α act on each tangent space index as indicated by
[X β
γ M γ
β ,Ψα] = X α
βΨβ , (2.6.7)
for arbitrary X β
γ . M αβ is symmetric, i.e., M α
β is traceless (which makes it equivalent to
a vector in three dimensions). Thus, X α
β is an element of the Lorentz algebra SL(2,R)
(i.e., SO(2, 1)). Therefore, the parameter matrix K α
β is also traceless.
From now on we must distinguish tangent space and world indices; to do this, we
denote the former by letters from the beginning of the alphabet, and the latter by letters
from the middle of the alphabet. By definition, the former transform with K α
β whereas
the latter transform with KM .
c. Covariant derivatives
Having introduced local Lorentz transformations acting on spinor indices, we now
define covariant spinor derivatives by
∇α = EαM DM + Φαβγ M γβ , (2.6.8)
as well as vector derivatives ∇αβ . However, just as in the Yang-Mills case, we impose a
conventional constraint that defines
∇αβ = − i 12 {∇α,∇β} , (2.6.9)
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The connection coefficients ΦAβ
γ , which appear in
∇A = EAM DM + ΦAβγ M γβ , (2.6.10)
and act as gauge fields for the Lorentz group, will be determined in terms of H α
M by
imposing further suitable constraints. The covariant derivatives transform by
∇A → ∇A′ = eiK ∇A e−iK . (2.6.11a)
All fields Ψ... (as opposed to the operator ∇) transform as
Ψ ′... = eiKΨ...e−iK = eiKΨ... (2.6.11b)
when all indices are flat (tangent space); we always choose to use flat indices. We can
use the vielbein EA
M (and its inverse EM
A) to convert between world and tangent space
indices. For example, if ΨM is a world supervector, ΨA = EA
MΨM is a tangent space
supervector.
The superderivative EA = EA
M DM is to be understood as a tangent space super-
vector. On the other hand, DM transforms under the local translations (supercoordinate
transformations), and this induces transformations of EA
M with respect to its world
index (in this case, M ). We can exhibit this, and verify that (2.6.6) describes the famil-
iar local Lorentz and general coordinate transformations, by considering the infinitesimal
version of (2.6.11):
δ∇A = [iK ,∇A] , (2.6.12)
which implies
δEA
M = EA
NDNK
M − KNDNEAM − EANKPTPN M − KABEBM ,
δΦAγ
δ = EA K γ
δ − KMDMΦAγδ − KAB ΦB γδ − K γ ΦAδ + K δ ΦAγ
= ∇AK γδ − KMDMΦAγδ − KABΦBγδ , (2.6.13)
where TMN
P is the torsion of flat, global superspace (2.4.10), and K αβ
γδ ≡ 1
2
K (α
(γ δβ)
δ).
The first three terms in the transformation law of EA
M correspond to the usual form of
the general coordinate transformation of a world supervector (labeled by M ), while the
last term is a local Lorentz transformation on the tangent space index A. The relation
between K αβ
γδ and K α
γ implies the usual reducibility of the Lorentz transformations on
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the tangent space, corresponding to the definition of vectors as second-rank symmetric
spinors.
d. Gauge choices
d.1. A supersymmetric gauge
As we have mentioned above, the gauge fields (or the vielbein EA
M ) contain a
large number of gauge degrees of freedom, and some of them can be gauged away using
the K transformations. For simplicity we discuss this only at the linearized level (where
we need not distinguish world and tangent space indices); we will return later to a more
complete treatment. From (2.6.13) the linearized transformation laws are
δEα
µ = Dα K
µ − K αµ ,
δEα
µν = Dα K
µν − iδα(µ K ν) . (2.6.14)
Thus K α
µ can be used to gauge away all of Eα
µ except its trace (recall that K α
µ is
traceless) and K µ can gauge away part of Eα
µν . In the corresponding gauge we can
write
Eα
µ = δα
µ Ψ ,
Eα
αµ = 0 ; (2.6.15)
this globally supersymmetric gauge is maintained by further transformations restricted
by
K α
β = 1
2
D (α K
β) ≡ Dα K β − 12 δα
β Dγ K
γ ,
K µ = − i
3
DνK
µν . (2.6.16)
Under these restricted transformations we have
δΨ = 1
6
∂µν K
µν ,
δE (µ,νσ) = D (µ K νσ) . (2.6.17)
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In this gauge the traceless part h (µν,ρσ) of the ordinary dreibein (the physical graviton
field) appears in E (µ,νσ). The trace h = hµν
µν is contained in (the θ = 0 part of) Ψ and
has an identical (linearized) transformation law. (In super ‘‘conformal’’ theories the viel-
bein also undergoes a superscale transformation whose scalar parameter can be used to
gauge Ψ to 1, still in a globally supersymmetric way. Thus E (µ,νσ) contains the ‘‘confor-
mal’’ part of the supergravity multiplet, whereas Ψ contains the traces.)
d.2. Wess-Zumino gauge
The above gauge is convenient for calculations where we wish to maintain manifest
global supersymmetry. However just as in super Yang-Mills theory, we can find a non-
supersymmetric Wess-Zumino gauge that exhibits the component field content of super-
gravity most directly. In such a gauge
Ψ = h + θµ ψµ − θ2 a ,
E (µ,νρ) = θτ h
(µνρτ ) − θ2 ψ(µνρ) , (2.6.18)
where h and h (µνρτ ) are the remaining parts of the dreibein, ψµ and ψ
(µνρ) of the grav-
itino, and a is a scalar auxiliary field. The residual gauge invariance (which maintains
the above form) is parametrized by
K µν = ξµν + θ(µ ν) , (2.6.19)
where ξµν(x ) parametrizes general spacetime coordinate transformations and ν(x )
parametrizes local (component) supersymmetry transformations.
e. Field strengths
We now return to a study of the geometrical objects of the theory. The field
strengths for supergravity are supertorsions TAB
C and supercurvatures RABγ
δ , defined by
[∇A ,∇B} ≡TABC∇C +RABγδM δγ . (2.6.20)
Our determination of ∇αβ in terms of ∇α (see (2.6.9) ), is equivalent to the constraints
Tαβ
γδ = iδ(α
γδβ)
δ , T αβ
γ = Rαβγ
δ = 0 . (2.6.21)
We need one further constraint to relate the connection Φαβ
γ (the gauge field for the
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local Lorentz transformations) to the gauge potential H α
M (or vielbein Eα
M ). It turns
out that such a constraint is
T α,βγ
δ = 0 . (2.6.22)
To solve this constraint, and actually find Φ in terms of Eα
M it is convenient to make
some additional definitions:
Eˇα ≡ Eα , Eˇαβ ≡ − i2 {Eˇα , Eˇ β} ,
[EˇA , Eˇ B} ≡ Cˇ ABCEˇC . (2.6.23)
The constraint (2.6.22) is then solved for Φαβ
γ as follows: First, express [∇α,∇βγ ] in
terms of Φαβ
γ and the ‘‘check’’ objects of (2.6.23) using (2.6.9). Then, find the coeffi-
cient of Eˇαβ in this expression. The corresponding coefficient of the right-hand side of
(2.6.20) isTα,βγ
δ. This gives us the equation
T α,βγ
δ = Cˇ α,βγ
δ − 1
2
Φ(βγ)
(δδα
) + 1
2
Φα(β
(δδγ)
)
= Cˇ α,βγ
δ − 1
2
C α(βΦ
(δ)
γ) = 0 . (2.6.24)
(From the Jacobi identity [ Eˇ (α , { Eˇ β , Eˇ γ) } ] = 0, we have, independent of (2.6.21,22),
Cˇ (α,βγ)
δ = 0.) We then solve for Φαβ
γ : We multiply (2.6.24) by C αβ and use the identity
Φαβ
γ = 1
2
(Φ(αβ)
γ −C αβΦ(γδ)δ). We find
Φαβγ =
1
3
(Cˇ δ,δα,βγ − Cˇ δ,δ(β,γ)α ) , (2.6.25)
the Cˇ ’s being calculable from (2.6.23) as derivatives of Eα
M .
f. Bianchi identities
The torsions and curvatures are covariant and must be expressible only in terms
of the physical gauge invariant component field strengths for the graviton and gravitino
and auxiliary fields. We proceed in two steps: First, we express all the T ’s and R’s in
(2.6.20) in terms of a small number of independent field strengths; then, we analyze the
content of these superfields.
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The Jacobi identities for the covariant derivatives explicitly take the form:
[ [∇[A ,∇B } ,∇C ) } = 0 . (2.6.26)
The presence of the constraints in (2.6.21,22) allows us to express all of the nontrivial
torsion and curvature tensors completely in terms of two superfields R and Gαβγ (where
Gαβγ is totally symmetric), and their spinorial derivatives. This is accomplished by alge-
braically solving the constraints plus Jacobi identities (which are the Bianchi identities
for the torsions and curvatures). We either repeat the calculations of the Yang-Mills
case, or we make use of the results there, as follows:
We observe that the constraint (2.6.21) {∇α,∇β} = 2i∇αβ is identical to the Yang-
Mills constraint (2.4.13,30a). The Jacobi identity [∇(α{∇β ,∇γ)}] = 0 has the same solu-
tion as in (2.4.17-20a,31a):
[∇α,∇βγ ] =C α(βW γ) , (2.6.27)
where W α is expanded over the supergravity ‘‘generators’’ i∇ and iM (the factor i is
introduced to make the generators hermitian):
W α =W α
βi∇β +W˜αβγi∇βγ +W αβγiM γβ . (2.6.28)
The solution to the Bianchi identities is thus (2.4.33), with the identification (2.6.28).
The constraint (2.6.22) implies W˜α
βγ = 0, and we can ‘‘solve’’ {∇α,W α} = 0 (see
(2.4.33b)) explicitly:
W αβ = −C αβR , W αβγ =Gαβγ + 13C α(β∇γ)R , ∇
αGαβγ = − 23 i∇βγR , (2.6.29)
where we have introduced a scalar R and a totally symmetric spinor Gαβγ . The full
solution of the Bianchi identities is thus the Yang-Mills solution (2.4.33) with the substi-
tutions
−iW α = − R∇α + 23 (∇βR)M α
β +Gαβ
γM γ
β
∇αGαβγ = − 23 i∇βγR
−if αβ = − 13 (∇(αR)∇β) +Gαβ
γ∇γ − 2R i∇αβ + 23 (∇
2R)M αβ
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+ 1
2
(i∇γ(αR)M β)γ +W αβγδM δγ (2.6.30)
whereW αβγδ ≡ 14! ∇(αGβγδ). We have used ∇α∇β = i∇αβ −C αβ∇
2 to find (2.6.30). Indi-
vidual torsions and curvatures can be read directly from these equations by comparing
with the definition (2.6.20). Thus, for example, we have
Rαβ,
γδ,

ζ = 1
2
δ(α
(γ rβ)
δ)

ζ ,
rαβ
γδ ≡W αβγδ − 13 δ(α
γδβ)
δ∇2R + 1
4
δ(α
(γ i∇β)δ) R . (2.6.31)
The θ-independent part of r is the Ricci tensor in a spacetime geometry with (θ-inde-
pendent) torsion.
In sec. 2.4.a.3 we discussed covariant shifts of the gauge potential. In any gauge
theory such shifts do not change the transformation properties of the covariant deriva-
tives and thus are perfectly acceptable; the shifted gauge fields provide an equally good
description of the theory. In sec. 2.4.a.3 we used the redefinitions to eliminate a field
strength. Here we redefine the connection Φαβ,γ
δ to eliminateT αβ,γδ
ζ by
∇′αβ = ∇αβ − iRM αβ . (2.6.32)
(This corresponds to shifting Φabc by a term ∼abcR to cancel Tabc ; we temporarily make
use of vector indices ‘‘a’’ to represent traceless bispinors since this makes it clear that the
shift (2.6.32) is possible only in three dimensions.) The shifted rαβ
γδ , dropping primes,
is
rαβ
γδ =W αβ
γδ − 1
4
δ(α
γδβ)
δ r , r ≡ 4
3
∇2R + 2R2 . (2.6.33)
This redefinition of Φαβ,γ
δ is equivalent to replacing the constraint (2.6.9) with
{∇α ,∇β } = 2i ∇αβ − 2RM αβ . (2.6.34)
We will find that the analog of the ‘‘new’’ term appears in the constraints for four
dimensional supergravity (see chapter 5). This is because we can obtain the three
dimensional theory from the four dimensional one, and there is no shift analogous to
(2.6.32) possible in four dimensions.
The superfields R and Gαβγ are the variations of the supergravity action (see
below) with respect to the two unconstrained superfields Ψ and E (µ,νσ) of (2.6.15-17).
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The field equations are R =Gαβγ = 0; these are solved only by flat space (just as for
ordinary gravity in three-dimensional spacetime), so three-dimensional supergravity has
no dynamics (all fields are auxiliary).
g. Actions
We now turn to the construction of actions and their expansion in terms of com-
ponent fields. As we remarked earlier, in flat superspace the integral of any (scalar)
superfield expression with the d 3xd 2θ measure is globally supersymmetric. This is no
longer true for locally supersymmetric theories. (The new features that arise are not
specifically limited to local supersymmetry, but are a general consequence of local coor-
dinate invariance).
We recall that in our formalism an arbitrary "matter" superfield Ψ transforms
according to the rule
Ψ ′ = eiK Ψe−iK = e−iK
←
ΨeiK
←
,
K
←
= KM iD
←
M + K α
βiM
←
β
α , (2.6.35)
where D
←
M means that we let the differential operator act on everything to its left. (The
various forms of the transformation law can be seen to be equivalent after power series
expansion of the exponentials, or by multiplying by a test function and integrating by
parts). Lagrangians are scalar superfields, and since any Lagrangian IL is constructed
from superfields and ∇ operators, a Lagrangian transforms in the same way.
IL ′ = eiK ILe−iK = e−iK
←
ILeiK
←
. (2.6.36)
Therefore the integral
∫
d 3x d 2θ IL is not invariant with respect to our gauge group. To
find invariants, we consider the vielbein as a square supermatrix in its indices and com-
pute its superdeterminant E . The following result will be derived in our discussion of
four-dimensions (see sec. 5.1):
(E−1) ′ = eiKE−1e−iK (1 · eiK
←
)
= E−1 eiK
←
. (2.6.37)
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Therefore the product E−1 IL transforms in exactly the same way as E−1:
(E−1 IL) ′ = E−1 ILeiK
←
. (2.6.38)
Since every term but the first one in the power series expansion of the eiK
←
is a total
derivative, we conclude that up to surface terms
S =
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1 IL , (2.6.39)
is invariant. We therefore have a simple prescription for turning any globally supersym-
metric action into a locally supersymmetric one:
[ IL(DAΦ ,Φ)]global → E−1 IL(∇AΦ ,Φ) , (2.6.40)
in analogy to ordinary gravity. Thus, the action for the scalar multiplet described by eq.
(2.3.5) takes the covariantized form
SΦ =
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1 [ − 1
2
(∇αΦ)2 + 12 mΦ
2 + λ
3!
Φ3] . (2.6.41)
For vector gauge multiplets the simple prescription of replacing flat derivatives DA
by gravitationally covariant ones ∇A is sufficient to convert global actions into local
actions, if we include the Yang-Mills generators in the covariant derivatives, so that they
are covariant with respect to both supergravity and super-Yang-Mills invariances. How-
ever, such a procedure is not sufficient for more general gauge multiplets, and in particu-
lar the superforms of sec. 2.5. On the other hand, it is possible to formulate all gauge
theories within the superform framework, at least at the abelian level (which is all that
is relevant for p-forms for p > 1). Additional terms due to the geometry of the space
will automatically appear in the definitions of field strengths. Specifically, the curved-
space formulation of superforms is obtained as follows: The definitions (2.5.8) hold in
arbitrary superspaces, independent of any metric structure. Converting (2.5.8) to a tan-
gent-space basis with the curved space EA
M , we obtain equations that differ from (2.5.9)
only by the replacement of the flat-space covariant derivatives DA with the curved-space
ones ∇A.
To illustrate this, let us return to the abelian vector multiplet, now in the presence
of supergravity. The field strength for the vector multiplet is a 2-form:
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F αβ = ∇αΓβ + ∇βΓα − 2iΓαβ ,
F αβ ,γ = ∇αβΓγ − ∇γΓαβ −T αβ ,γΓ ,
F αβ,γδ = ∇αβΓγδ − ∇γδΓαβ −T αβ,γδEΓE . (2.6.42)
We again impose the constraint F αβ = 0, which implies
F α,βγ = iC α(βW γ) , W α =
1
2
∇β∇αΓβ + RΓα ; (2.6.43)
where we have used (2.6.30) substituted into (2.4.33). Comparing this to the global field
strength defined in (2.4.20), we see that a new term proportional to R appears. The
extra term in W α is necessary for gauge invariance due to the identity
∇α∇β∇α = i 23 [∇
α,∇αβ ]. In the global limit the commutator vanishes, but in the local
case it gives a contribution that is precisely canceled by the contribution of the R term.
These results can also be obtained by use of derivatives that are covariant with respect
to both supergravity and super-Yang-Mills.
We turn now to the action for the gauge fields of local supersymmetry. We expect
to construct it out of the field strengths Gαβγ and R. By dimensional analysis (noting
that κ has dimensions (mass)−
1
2 in three dimensions), we deduce for the Poincare´ super-
gravity action the supersymmetric generalization of the Einstein-Hilbert action:
SSG = −
2
κ2
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1 R . (2.6.44)
We can check that (2.6.44) leads to the correct component action as follows:∫
d 2θ E−1 R  ∇2R  3
4
r (see (2.6.33)), and thus the gravitational part of the action is
correct. We can also add a supersymmetric cosmological term
Scosmo =
λ
κ2
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1 , (2.6.45)
which leads to an equations of motion R = λ , Gαβγ = 0. The only solution to this equa-
tion (in three dimensions) is empty anti-deSitter space: From (2.6.33),
r = 2λ2 ,W αβγδ = 0.
Higher-derivative actions are possible by using other functions of Gαβγ and R. For
example, the analog of the gauge-invariant mass term for the Yang-Mills multiplet exists
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here and is obtained by the replacements in (2.4.38) (along with, of course,
∫
d 3x d 2θ
→
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1):
ΓA
iT i → ΦAβγ iM γβ , W αi T i →GαβγiM γβ + 23 (∇β R)iM α
β . (2.6.46)
This gives
ILmass =
∫
d 3x d 2θ E−1Φαγ
δ (Gαδ
γ + 2
3
δα
γ∇δR − 16 Φ

δ
ηΦ(α)η
γ ) . (2.6.47)
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2.7. Quantum superspace
a. Scalar multiplet
In this section we discuss the derivation of the Feynman rules for three-dimen-
sional superfield perturbation theory. Since the starting point, the superfield action, is
so much like a component (ordinary field theory) action, it is possible to read off the
rules for doing Feynman supergraphs almost by inspection. However, as an introduction
to the four-dimensional case we use the full machinery of the functional integral. After
deriving the rules we apply them to some one-loop graphs. The manipulations that we
perform on the graphs are typical and illustrate the manner in which superfields handle
the cancellations and other simplifications due to supersymmetry. For more details, we
refer the reader to the four-dimensional discussion in chapter 6.
a.1. General formalism
The Feynman rules for the scalar superfield can be read directly from the
Lagrangian: The propagator is defined by the quadratic terms, and the vertices by the
interactions. The propagator is an operator in both x and θ space, and at the vertices
we integrate over both x and θ. By Fourier transformation we change the x integration
to loop-momentum integration, but we leave the θ integration alone. (θ can also be
Fourier transformed, but this causes little change in the rules: see sec. 6.3.) We now
derive the rules from the functional integral.
We begin by considering the generating functional for the massive scalar superfield
Φ with arbitrary self-interaction :
Z (J ) =
∫
IDΦ exp
∫
d 3xd 2θ [1
2
ΦD2Φ+ 1
2
mΦ2 + f (Φ)+ JΦ]
=
∫
IDΦ exp [S 0(Φ)+SINT (Φ)+
∫
JΦ]
= exp [SINT (
δ
δJ
)]
∫
IDΦ exp [
∫
1
2
Φ(D2 +m)Φ+ JΦ] . (2.7.1)
In the usual fashion we complete the square, do the (functional) Gaussian integral over
Φ, and obtain
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Z (J ) = exp [SINT (
δ
δJ
)] exp [−
∫
d 3xd 2θ 1
2
J
1
D2 +m
J ] . (2.7.2)
Using eq.(2.2.6) we can write
1
D2 +m
=
D2−m
−m2 . (2.7.3)
(Note D2 behaves just as ∂/ in conventional field theory.) We obtain, in momentum
space, the following Feynman rules:
Propagator:
δ
δJ (k , θ)
· δ
δJ (−k , θ′)
∫
d 3k
(2π)3
d 2θ 1
2
J (k , θ)
D2−m
k 2 +m2
J (−k , θ)
=
D2−m
k 2 +m2
δ2(θ− θ′) . (2.7.4)
Vertices: An interaction term, e.g.
∫
d 3xd 2θΦDαΦDβΦ . . . , gives a vertex with Φ
lines leaving it, with the appropriate operators Dα, Dβ , etc. acting on the corresponding
lines, and an integral over d 2θ. The operators Dα which appear in the propagators, or
are coming from a vertex and act on a specific propagator with momentum k leaving
that vertex, depend on that momentum:
Dα =
∂
∂θα
+ θβkαβ . (2.7.5)
In addition we have loop-momentum integrals to perform.
In general we find it convenient to calculate the effective action. It is obtained in
standard fashion by a Legendre transformation on the generating functional for con-
nected supergraphs W (J ) and it consists of a sum of one-particle-irreducible contribu-
tions obtained by amputating external line propagators, replacing them by external field
factors Φ(pi , θi), and integrating over pi , θi . Therefore, it will have the form
Γ(Φ)=
n
∑ 1
n!
∫
d 3p1 . . .d
3pn
(2π)3n
d 2θ1 . . .d
2θn Φ(p1, θ1) . . .Φ(pn , θn)
× (2π)3 δ(
∑
pi)
loops
∏ ∫ d 3k
(2π)3
internal vertices
∏ ∫
d 2θ
∏
propagators
∏
vertices (2.7.6)
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As we have already mentioned, all of this can be read directly from the action, by anal-
ogy with the derivation of the usual Feynman rules.
The integrand in the effective action is a priori a nonlocal function of the x ’s (non-
polynomial in the p’s) and of the θ1, . . . θn . However, we can manipulate the θ-integra-
tions so as to exhibit it explicitly as a functional of the Φ’s all evaluated at a single com-
mon θ as follows: A general multiloop integral consists of vertices labeled i , i +1, con-
nected by propagators which contain factors δ(θi − θi+1) with operators Dα acting on
them. Consider a particular loop in the diagram and examine one line of that loop.
The factors of D can be combined by using the result (‘‘transfer’’ rule):
Dα(θi , k)δ(θi − θi+1) = −Dα(θi+1,−k)δ(θi − θi+1) , (2.7.7)
as well as the rules of eq.(2.2.6), after which we have at most two factors of D acting at
one end of the line. At the vertex where this end is attached these D ’s can be integrated
by parts onto the other lines (or external fields) using the Leibnitz rule (and some care
with minus signs since the D ’s anticommute). Then the particular δ-function no longer
has any derivatives acting on it and can be used to do the θi integration, thus effectively
"shrinking" the (θi , θi+1) line to a point in θ-space. We can repeat this procedure on
each line of the loop, integrating by parts one at a time and shrinking. This will gener-
ate a sum of terms, from the integration by parts. The procedure stops when in each
term we are left with exactly two lines, one with δ(θ1− θm) which is free of any deriva-
tives, and one with δ(θm − θ1) which may carry zero, one, or two derivatives. We now
use the rules (which follow from the definition δ2(θ) = − θ2),
δ2(θ1− θm)δ2(θm − θ1) = 0 ,
δ2(θ1− θm)Dαδ2(θm − θ1) = 0 ,
δ2(θ1− θm)D2δ2(θm − θ1) = δ2(θ1− θm) . (2.7.8)
Thus, in those terms where we are left with no D or one D we get zero, while in the
terms in which we have a D2 acting on one of the δ-functions, multiplied by the other
δ-function, we use the above result. We are left with the single δ-function, which we can
use to do one more θ integration, thus finally reducing the θ-space loop to a point.
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The procedure can be repeated loop by loop, until the whole multiloop diagram
has been reduced to one point in θ-space, giving a contribution to the effective action
Γ(Φ) =
∫
d 3p1 . . .d
3pn
(2π)3n
d 2θ
×G(p1, . . . , pn)Φ(p1, θ) . . .DαΦ(pi , θ) . . .D2Φ(pj , θ) . . . , (2.7.9)
where G is obtained by doing ordinary loop-momentum integrals, with some momentum
factors in the numerators coming from anticommutators of D ’s arising in the previous
manipulation.
a.2. Examples
We give now two examples, in a massless model with Φ3 interactions, to show how
the θ manipulation works. The first one is the calculation of a self-energy correction
represented by the graph in Fig. 2.7.1
k
k + p
φ(−p, θ′) φ(p, θ)
Fig. 2.7.1
Γ2 =
∫
d 3p
(2π)3
d 2θd 2θ ′Φ(−p, θ ′)Φ(p, θ) d
3k
(2π)3
D2δ(θ− θ ′)
k 2
D2δ(θ ′ − θ)
(k +p)2
. (2.7.10)
The terms involving θ can be manipulated as follows, using integration by parts:
D2δ(θ− θ ′)D2δ(θ ′ − θ)Φ(p, θ)
= − 1
2
Dαδ(θ− θ ′) [DαD2δ(θ ′ − θ)Φ(p, θ)+D2δ(θ ′ − θ)DαΦ(p, θ)]
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= δ(θ− θ ′)[(D2)2δ(θ ′ − θ)Φ(p, θ)+DαD2δ(θ ′ − θ)DαΦ(p, θ)
+ D2δ(θ ′ − θ)D2Φ(p, θ)] . (2.7.11)
However, using (D2)2 = − k 2 and DαD2 = kαβDβ we see that according to the rules in
eq. (2.7.8) only the last term contributes. We find
Γ2 =
∫
d 3p
(2π)3
d 2θΦ(−p, θ)D2Φ(p, θ)
∫
d 3k
(2π)3
1
k 2(k +p)2
. (2.7.12)
Doing the integration by parts explicitly can become rather tedious and it is
preferable to perform it by indicating D ’s and moving them directly on the graphs. We
show this in Fig. 2.7.2:
D2
D2D2D2D2
D2
D2 Dα
Dα
Fig. 2.7.2
Only the last diagram gives a contribution. One further rule is useful in this procedure:
In general, after integration by parts, various D-factors end up in different places in the
final expression and one has to worry about minus signs introduced in moving them past
each other. The overall sign can be fixed at the end by realizing that we start with a
particular ordering of the D ’s and we can examine what happened to this ordering at
the end of the calculation. For example, we may start with an expression such as
D2 . . .D2 . . .D2 . . . = 1
2
DαDα . . .
1
2
DβDβ . . .
1
2
DγDγ . . . and end up with
Dα . . .Dβ . . .Dγ . . .Dα . . .Dγ . . .Dβ . . . where the various D ’s act on different fields. The
overall sign can obviously be determined by just counting the number of transpositions.
For example, in the case above we would end up with a plus sign. Note that this rule
also applies if factors such as kαγ arise, provided one pays attention to the manner in
which they were produced (e.g., at which end of the line were the D ’s acting? Did it
come from DαDγ or from DγDα?).
Our second example is the three-point diagram below, which we manipulate as
shown in the sequence of Fig. 2.7.3:
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D2
Dβ
Dα
D2
D2
D2 D
2
D2
D2
D2 D2
D2 D2
D2
D2
D2
Dα
Dα
Dα
Dβ
Fig. 2.7.3
At the first stage we have integrated by parts the D2 off the bottom line and immedi-
ately replaced (D2)2 by = − k 2 . At the second stage we have integrated by parts the
D2 off the right side, but kept only those terms that are not zero: The bottom line has
already been shrunk to a point by the corresponding δ-function (but we need not indi-
cate this explicitly; any line that has no D ’s on it can be considered as having been
shrunk) and in the end we keep only terms with exactly two factors of D in the loop. For
the middle diagram this means using DαD
2Dβ = DαkβγD
γ = − kβαD2 + a term with no
D ’s which may be dropped. The integrand in the effective action can be written then as
∫
d 3k
(2π)3
1
k 2(k +p1)2(k −p3)2
Φ(p3, θ)[ − Φ(p1, θ)Φ(p2, θ)k 2
−DαΦ(p1, θ)DβΦ(p2, θ)kαβ + D2Φ(p1, θ)D2Φ(p2, θ)] , (2.7.13)
and only the k -momentum integral remains to be done.
In general, the loop-momentum integrals may have to be regularized. The proce-
dure we use, which is guaranteed to preserve supersymmetry, is to do all the D-manipu-
lations first, until we reduce the effective action to an integral over a single θ of an
expression that is a product of superfields, and therefore manifestly supersymmetric.
The remaining loop-momentum integrals may then be regularized in any manner
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whatsoever, e.g., by using dimensional regularization. We shall discuss the issues
involved in this kind of regularization in sec. 6.6. An alternative procedure, somewhat
cumbersome in its application but better understood, is supersymmetric Pauli-Villars
regularization. In three dimensions this is applicable even to gauge theories, since gauge
invariant mass terms exist.
b. Vector multiplet
Nothing new is encountered in the derivation or application of the Feynman
rules. However, the derivation must be preceded by quantization, i.e., introduction of
gauge-fixing terms and Faddeev-Popov ghosts, which we now discuss.
We begin with the classical action
SC =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 3xd 2θW 2 . (2.7.14)
The gauge invariance is δΓα = ∇αK and, by direct analogy with the ordinary Yang-Mills
case, we can choose the gauge-fixing function F = 1
2
DαΓα . We use an averaging proce-
dure which leads to a gauge-fixing term without dimensional parameters, FD2F , and
obtain, for the quadratic action,
S 2 =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 3xd 2θ [1
2
(1
2
DβDαΓβ) (
1
2
DγDαΓγ)
− 1
α
(1
2
DβΓβ)D
2(1
2
DγΓγ)]
= 1
2
1
g2
tr
∫
d 3xd 2θ[1
2
(1+ 1
α
)Γα Γα +
1
2
(1− 1
α
)Γαi∂α
βD2Γβ ] . (2.7.15)
Various choices of the gauge parameter α are possible: The choice α = − 1 gives the
kinetic term 1
2
Γαi∂α
βD2Γβ , while the choice α = 1 gives
1
2
Γα Γα, which results in the
simplest propagator.
The Faddeev-Popov action is simply
SFP =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 3xd 2θ c ′(x , θ) 1
2
Dα∇αc(x , θ) , (2.7.16)
with two scalar multiplet ghosts. (Note that in a background-field formulation of the
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theory, similar to the one we discuss in sec. 6.5, one would replace the operator D2 in
the gauge fixing term by the background-covariant operator ∇2, and this would give rise
to a third, Nielsen-Kallosh, ghost as well.)
The Feynman rules are now straightforward to obtain. The ghost propagator is
conventional, following from the quadratic ghost kinetic term c ′D2c, while the gauge
field propagator is
δα
β
k 2
δ2(θ− θ ′) . (2.7.17)
Vertices can be read off from the interaction terms. The gauge-field self-interactions (in
the nonabelian case ) are
g2LINT = − i4 D
γDαΓγ [ Γ
β ,DβΓα ] − 112 D
γDαΓγ [ Γ
β , {Γβ , Γα } ]
− 1
8
[ Γγ ,DγΓ
α ] [ Γβ ,DβΓα ] +
i
12
[ Γγ ,DγΓ
α ] [ Γβ , {Γβ , Γα } ]
+ 1
72
[ Γγ , {Γγ , Γα } ] [ Γβ , {Γβ , Γα } ] , (2.7.18)
those of the ghosts are
g2LINT = − i 12 c
′Dα[Γα ,c] , (2.7.19)
while those of a complex scalar field are
g2LINT = Φ(∇2−D2)Φ = Φ[−iΓαDα − i 12 (D
αΓα)−Γ2]Φ . (2.7.20)
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3. REPRESENTATIONS OF SUPERSYMMETRY
3.1. Notation
An i for an i, and a 2 for a 2.
We now turn to four dimensions. Our treatment will be entirely self-contained; it
will not assume familiarity with our three-dimensional toy. Although supersymmetry is
more complicated in four dimensions than in three, because we give a more detailed dis-
cussion, some general aspects of the theory may be easier to understand. We begin by
giving the notation and conventions we use throughout the rest of the work.
a. Index conventions
Our index conventions are as follows: The simplest nontrivial representation of
the Lorentz group, the two-component complex (Weyl) spinor representation (1
2
, 0) of
SL(2,C ), is labeled by a two-valued (+ or -) lower-case Greek index (e.g., ψα =(ψ+,ψ−)),
and the complex-conjugate representation (0, 1
2
) is labeled by a dotted index
(ψ
•
α =(ψ
•
+,ψ
•−)). A four-component Dirac spinor is the combination of an undotted
spinor with a dotted one (1
2
, 0)+©(0, 1
2
), and a Majorana spinor is a Dirac spinor where
the dotted spinor is the complex conjugate of the undotted one. An arbitrary irre-
ducible representation (A,B) is then conveniently represented by a quantity with 2A
undotted indices and 2B dotted indices, totally symmetric in its undotted indices and in
its dotted indices. An example is the self-dual second-rank antisymmetric tensor (1, 0),
which is represented by a second-rank symmetric spinor f αβ . (The choice of self-dual vs.
anti-self-dual follows from Wick rotation from Euclidean space, where the sign is unam-
biguous.)
Another example is the vector (1
2
, 1
2
), labeled with one undotted and one dotted
index, e.g.,V α
•
α. A real vector satisfies the hermiticity condition V α
•
β =V α
•
β =V β
•
α. As
a shorthand notation, we often use an underlined lower-case Roman index to indicate a
vector index which is a composite of the corresponding undotted and dotted spinor
indices: e.g., Va ≡V α •α. We consider such an index merely as an abbreviation: It may
appear on one side of an equation while the explicit pair of spinor indices appears on the
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other, or it may be contracted with an explicit pair of spinor indices. When discussing
Lorentz noncovariant quantities (as, e.g., in light-cone formalisms), we sometimes label
the values of a vector index as follows:
Va = (V +
•
+ ,V +
•− ,V −
•
+ ,V −
•−) ≡ (V + ,VT ,VT ,−V −) , (3.1.1)
where VT is the complex conjugate of VT , and V ± are real in Minkowski space (but V +
is the complex conjugate of V − in Wick-rotated Euclidean space). More generally, we
can relate a vector label a
˜
in an arbitrary basis, where a
˜
	=α •α, to the α •α basis by a set
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the Pauli matrices: We define
for fields: V α
•
α = 1√
2
σb
˜
α
•
αV
b
˜ , V
b
˜ = 1√
2
σ
b
˜
α
•
αV
α
•
α ;
for derivatives : ∂α •α = σ
b
˜
α
•
α∂b
˜
, ∂b
˜
= 1
2
σb
˜
α
•
α∂α •α ;
for coordinates: x α
•
α = 1
2
σb
˜
α
•
αx
b
˜ , x
b
˜ = σ
b
˜
α
•
αx
α
•
α . (3.1.2a)
The Pauli matrices satisfy
σb
˜
α
•
ασ
c
˜
α
•
α = 2δb
˜
c
˜ , σ
b
˜
α
•
ασb
˜
β
•
β = 2δα
βδ •α
•
β . (3.1.2b)
These conventions lead to an unusual normalization of the Yang-Mills gauge coupling
constant g , since
∇α •α ≡ ∂α •α − igV α •α = σ
b
˜
α
•
α∂b
˜
− ig 1√
2
σ
b
˜
α
•
αV b
˜
≡ σb˜ α •α(∂b
˜
− i g˜V b
˜
)
and hence our g is
√
2 times the usual one g˜ . (We use the summation convention: Any
index of any type appearing twice in the same term, once contravariant (as a super-
script) and once covariant (as a subscript), is summed over.)
Next to Lorentz indices, the type of indices we most frequently use are isospin
indices: internal symmetry indices, usually for the group SU (N ) or U (N ). These are
represented by lower-case Roman letters, without underlining. We use an underlined
index only to indicate a composite index, an abbreviation for a pair of indices. In addi-
tion to the vector index defined above, we define a composite spinor-isospinor index by
an underlined lower-case Greek index (undotted or dotted): ψα ≡ψaα, ψ •α≡ψa
•
α,
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ψα≡ψaα, ψ •α≡ψa •α.
b. Superspace
We define N -extended superspace to be a space with both the usual real com-
muting spacetime coordinates x α
•
α = xa = x a , and anticommuting coordinates θaα = θα
(and their complex conjugates θ
•
α = (θα)†) which transform as a spinor and an N -com-
ponent isospinor. To denote these coordinates collectively we introduce supervector
indices, using upper-case Roman letters:
zA = (xa , θα , θ
•
α) , (3.1.3a)
and the corresponding partial derivatives
∂A = (∂a , ∂α , ∂ •α) , ∂Az
B ≡ δAB , (3.1.3b)
where the nonvanishing parts of δA
B are δa
b , δα
β ≡ δabδαβ , and δ •α
•
β ≡ δbaδ •α
•
β . The deriva-
tives are defined to satisfy a graded Leibnitz rule, given by expressing differentiation as
graded commutation:
(∂AXY ) ≡ [∂A ,XY } = [∂A ,X }Y + (−)XA X [∂A ,Y } , (3.1.4a)
where (−)XA is − when both X and ∂A are anticommuting, and + otherwise, and the
graded commutator [A ,B} ≡ AB − (−)AB BA is the anticommutator {A ,B} when A
and B are both operators with fermi statistics, and the commutator [A ,B ] otherwise.
Eq. (3.1.4a) follows from writing each (anti)commutator as a difference (sum) of two
terms. The partial derivatives also satisfy graded commutation relations:
[∂A , ∂B} = 0 . (3.1.4b)
c. Symmetrization and antisymmetrization
Our notation for symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing indices is as follows: Sym-
metrization is indicated by parentheses ( ), while antisymmetrization is indicated by
brackets [ ]. By symmetrization we mean simply the sum over all permutations of
indices, without additional factors (and similarly for antisymmetrization, with the appro-
priate permutation signs). All indices between parentheses (brackets) are to be
(anti)symmetrized except those between vertical lines | |. For example, A(α|βBγ|δ) =
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AαβBγδ +AδβBγα. In addition, just as it is convenient to define the graded commutator
[A ,B}, we define graded antisymmetrization [ ) to be a sum of permutations with a plus
sign for any transposition of two spinor indices, and a minus sign for any other kind of
pair.
d. Conjugation
When working with operators with fermi statistics, the only type of complex con-
jugation that is usually defined is hermitian conjugation. It is defined so that the hermi-
tian conjugate of a product is the product of the hermitian conjugates of the factors in
reverse order. For anticommuting c-numbers hermitian conjugation again is the most
natural form of complex conjugation. We denote the operation of hermitian conjugation
by a dagger †, and indicate the hermitian conjugate of a given spinor by a bar:
(ψα)† ≡ψ •α, or (χ •α)† ≡χα. In particular, this applies to the coordinates θ and θ intro-
duced above. Hermitian conjugation of an object with many (upper) spinor indices is
defined as for a product of spinors:
(ψ1
α1 . . .ψ j
αj χ1
•
β1 . . .χk
•
βk )† = χk
βk . . .χ1
β1ψ j
•
αj . . .ψ1
•
α1
= (−1)12[j (j−1)+k(k−1)]χ1β1 . . .χk βkψ1
•
α1 . . .ψ j
•
αj , (3.1.5a)
and hence
(ψα1...αj
•
β1...
•
βk )† ≡ (−1)12[j (j−1)+k(k−1)]ψβ1...βk •α1... •αj . (3.1.5b)
In addition, isospin indices for SU (N ) go from upper to lower, or vice versa, upon her-
mitian conjugation. Hermitian conjugation of partial derivatives follows from the reality
of δA
B = (∂Az
B ) = [∂A , z
B}:
(∂A)
† = − (−)A∂A , (3.1.6a)
where (−)A is −1 for spinor indices and +1 otherwise:
(∂a)
† = − ∂a , (∂α)† = + ∂ •α . (3.1.6b)
Hermitian conjugation as applied to general operators is defined by∫
χOψ ≡
∫
(O†χ)ψ , (3.1.7)
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where the integration is over the appropriate space (as will be described in sec. 3.7) and
χ is the hermitian conjugate of the function χ, as defined above.
Since integration defines not only a sesquilinear (hermitian) metric
∫
χψ on the
space of functions, as used to define a Hilbert space, but also a bilinear metric
∫
χψ, we
can also define the transpose of an operator:∫
χOψ ≡
∫
(±Otχ)ψ , (3.1.8)
where ± is − for O and χ anticommuting, + otherwise. When the operator is expressed
as a matrix, the hermitian conjugate and transpose take their familiar forms. We can
also define complex conjugation of an operator:
Oχ ≡ ±O * χ , (3.1.9)
with ± as in (3.1.8). For c-numbers we have ψt =ψ and ψ *=ψ. For partial deriva-
tives, integration by parts implies (∂A)
t =− ∂A. In general, we also have the relation
O * t =O†, and the ordering relations (O1O2)
t =±O2tO1t and (O1O2) *=±O1 *O2 *, as
well as the usual (O1O2)
† =O2
†O1
†.
e. Levi-Civita tensors and index contractions
There is only one nontrivial invariant matrix in SL(2,C ), the antisymmetric sym-
bol C αβ (and its complex conjugate and their inverses), due to the volume-preserving
nature of the group (unit determinant). Similarly, for SU (N ) we have the antisymmet-
ric symbol Ca1...aN (and its complex conjugate). In addition we find it useful to introduce
the antisymmetric symbol of SL(2N ,C )⊃SU (N )×©SL(2,C ), C α1...α2N . Because of anti-
commutativity, it appears in the antisymmetric product of the 2N θ’s of N -extended
supersymmetry. These objects satisfy the following relations:
C αβ =C •β •α , C αβC
γδ = δ[α
γδβ]
δ ; (3.1.10a)
Ca1...aN =C
a1...aN , Ca1...aNC
b1...bN = δ[a1
b1 . . . δaN ]
bN ; (3.1.10b)
C α1...α2N =C •α2N ... •α1 , C α1...α2NC
β1...β2N = δ[α1
β1 . . . δα2N ]
β2N . (3.1.10c)
The SL(2N ,C ) symbol can be expressed in terms of the others:
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C α1...α2N =
1
N !(N + 1)!
(Ca1...aNCaN+1...a2NC α1αN+1 . . .C αN α2N
± permutations of αi) . (3.1.11)
The magnitudes of the C ’s are fixed by the conventions
C αβ =C
•
β
•
α , C α1...α2N =C
•
α2N ...
•
α1 , (3.1.12)
which set the absolute values of their components to 0 or 1.
We have the following relation for the product of all the θ’s (because {θα, θβ} = 0,
the square of any one component of θ vanishes):
θα1 . . . θα2N =C α2N ...α1( 1
(2N )!
C β2N ...β1θ
β1 . . . θβ2N )
≡C α2N ...α1θ2N , (3.1.13)
and a similar relation for θ , where, up to a phase factor, θ2N is simply the product of all
the θ’s. Our conventions for complex conjugation of the C ’s imply θ2N †= θ 2N . Although
seldom needed (except for expressing the SL(2,C )×©SU (N ) covariants in terms of covari-
ants of a subgroup, as, e.g., when performing dimensional reduction or using a light-cone
formalism), we can fix the phases (up to signs) in the definition of the C ’s by the follow-
ing conventions:
C αβ =C •α •β , C α1...α2N =C •α1... •α2N → Ca1...aN =Ca1...aN . (3.1.14)
In particular, we take
C αβ =
(
0
i
−i
0
)
(3.1.15)
For N = 1 we have θ2 = 1
2
C βαθ
αθβ = iθ+θ−. C αβ is thus the SL(2,C ) metric, and can be
used for raising and lowering spinor indices:
ψα = ψ
βC βα , ψ
α =C αβψβ , (3.1.16a)
ψ · χ ≡ ψαχα = χ · ψ , ψ2 ≡ 12C βαψ
αψβ = 1
2
ψαψα =
1
2
ψ · ψ = iψ+ψ− ; (3.1.16b)
ψ •α = ψ
•
βC •
β
•
α
, ψ
•
α =C
•
α
•
βψ •β , (3.1.16c)
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ψ · χ ≡ ψ •αχ •α = χ · ψ , ψ2 ≡ 12C •β •αψ
•
αψ
•
β = 1
2
ψ
•
αψ •α =
1
2
ψ · ψ = iψ •+ψ •− ; (3.1.16d)
Va =V
bC βαC •β •α ≡V bηba , Va =C αβC
•
α
•
βVb ≡ ηabV b , (3.1.16e)
V ·W ≡VaWa =W ·V ,
V 2 ≡ 1
2
ηbaV
aV b = 1
2
VaV a =
1
2
V ·V =V +V −+VTVT = − det V α
•
β . (3.1.16f)
(As indicated by these equations, we contract indices with the contravariant index first.)
Our unusual definition of the square of a vector is useful for spinor algebra, but we cau-
tion the reader not to confuse it with the standard definition. In particular, we define
≡ 1
2
∂a∂a . (However, when we transform (with a nonunimodular transformation) to a
cartesian basis, then we have the usual = ∂
a
˜∂a
˜
. For the coordinates, we have
x 2 = 1
4
x
a
˜ xa
˜
. Our conventions are convenient for superfield calculations, but may lead to
a few unusual component normalizations.)
Defining
∂
α
•
β
≡ δab∂α •β , ∂α
•
β ≡ δba∂α
•
β ; (3.1.17)
we have the identities
∂α
•
γ∂β •γ = δβ
α , ∂α
•
γ∂β •γ = δβ
α . (3.1.18)
From (3.1.10a) we obtain the frequently used relation
ψ[αχβ] =C βα(C
δγψγχδ) =C βα(ψ
δχδ) , (3.1.19)
which is the Weyl-spinor form of the Fierz identities. Similar relations follow from
(3.1.10b,c).
The complex conjugation properties of C αβ imply that the complex conjugates of
covariant (lower index) spinors, including spinor partial derivatives (cf. (3.1.6)), have an
additional minus sign:
(ψα)
† = −ψ •α . (3.1.20)
From (3.1.11) and (3.1.18), or directly from the fact that antisymmetric symbols define
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determinants (detV α
•
β =(detV α
•
β)N =(−V 2)N ), we have the following identity:
C •
β2N ...
•
β1
∂α1
•
β1 . . . ∂α2N
•
β2N =C α1...α2N (− )N . (3.1.21)
Finally, we define the SO(3, 1) Levi-Civita tensor as
abcd = i(C αδC βγC •α •βC •γ •δ −C αβC γδC •α •δC •β •γ) ,
abcd 
e f gh = − δ[aeδb f δcgδd ]h . (3.1.22)
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3.2. The supersymmetry groups
Lie algebras and Lie groups play an important role in field theory; groups such as
the Poincare´ group ISO(3, 1), the Lorentz group SO(3, 1), SU (3) and SU (2)×©U (1) are
familiar. The new feature needed for supersymmetry is a generalization of Lie algebras
to super-Lie algebras (also called graded Lie algebras; however, this term is sometimes
used in a different way).
a. Lie algebras
A Lie algebra consists of a set of generators {ΩA }, A = 1, . . . ,M . These objects
close under an antisymmetric binary operation called a Lie bracket; we write it as a
commutator:
[ΩA , ΩB ] = ΩA ΩB − ΩB ΩA . (3.2.1)
The Lie algebra is defined by its structure constants f AB
C :
[ΩA , ΩB ] = i f AB
C ΩC . (3.2.2)
The structure constants are restricted by the Jacobi identities
f AB
D f DC
E + f BC
D f DA
E + f CA
D f DB
E = 0 (3.2.3)
which follow from
[[ΩA , ΩB ] , ΩC ] + [[ΩB , ΩC ] , ΩA ] + [[ΩC , ΩA ] , ΩB ] = 0 . (3.2.4)
The generators form a basis for vectors of the form K = λA ΩA , where the λ
A are coordi-
nates in the Lie algebra which are usually taken to commute with the generators ΩA . In
most physics applications they are taken to be real, complex, or quaternionic numbers.
Because the structure constants satisfy the Jacobi identities, it is always possible to rep-
resent the generators as matrices. We can then exponentiate the Lie algebra into a Lie
group with elements g = eiK ; in general, different representations of the Lie algebra will
give rise to Lie groups with different topological structures. If a set of fields Φ(x ) trans-
forms linearly under the action of the Lie group, we say Φ(x ) is in or carries a represen-
tation of the group. Abstractly, we write
Φ ′(x ) = eiKΦ(x )e−iK ; (3.2.5)
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to give this meaning, we must specify the action of the generators on Φ, i.e.,[ΩA ,Φ]. For
example, if K is a matrix representation and Φ is a column vector, the expression above
is to be interpreted as Φ ′ = eiKΦ.
b. Super-Lie algebras
For supersymmetry we generalize and consider super-Lie algebras. The essential
new feature is that now the Lie bracket of some generators is symmetric. Those genera-
tors whose bracket is symmetric are called fermionic; the rest are bosonic. We write the
bracket as a graded commutator
[ΩA , ΩB } = ΩA ΩB − (−)AB ΩB ΩA ≡ Ω[AΩB ) . (3.2.6)
The structure constants of the super-Lie algebra obey super-Jacobi identities that follow
from:
0 = 1
2
(−)AC [[Ω[A , ΩB} , ΩC)}
≡ (−)AC [[ΩA , ΩB } , ΩC } + (−)AB [[ΩB , ΩC } , ΩA } + (−)BC [[ΩC , ΩA } , ΩB } . (3.2.7)
Again, we can define a vector space with the generators ΩA acting as a basis; however,
in this case the coordinates λA associated with the fermionic generators are anticommut-
ing numbers or Grassmann parameters that anticommute with each other and with the
fermionic generators. Grassmann parameters commute with ordinary numbers and
bosonic generators; these properties ensure that K = λA ΩA is bosonic. Formally, we
obtain super-Lie group elements by exponentiation of the algebra as we do for Lie
groups.
c. Super-Poincare´ algebra
Field theories in ordinary spacetime are usually symmetric under the action of a
spacetime symmetry group: the Poincare´ group for massive theories in flat space, the
conformal group for massless theories, and the deSitter group for theories in spaces of
constant curvature. For supersymmetry, we consider extensions of these groups to
supergroups. These were investigated by Haag, /Lopuszan´ski, and Sohnius, who classified
the most general symmetries possible (actually, they considered symmetries of the S-
matrix and generalized the Coleman-Mandula theorem on unified internal and spacetime
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symmetries to include super-Lie algebras). They proved that the most general
super-Poincare´ algebra contains, in addition to {J αβ , J •α •β ,Pα •β} (the generators of the
Poincare´ group), N fermionic spinorial generators Qaα (and their hermitian conjugates
−Qa •α), where a = 1, . . . ,N is an isospin index, and at most 12 N (N − 1) complex central
charges (called central because they commute with all generators in the theory)
Zab = − Zba . The algebra is:
{Qaα ,Qb •β} = δabPα •β , (3.2.8a)
{Qaα ,Qbβ} =C αβZab , (3.2.8b)
[Qaα ,Pβ •β ] = [Pα •α ,Pβ •β ] = [J •α •β ,Qcγ ] = 0 , (3.2.8c)
[J αβ ,Qcγ ] =
1
2
iC γ(αQcβ) , (3.2.8d)
[J αβ ,P γ •γ ] =
1
2
iC γ(αPβ) •γ , (3.2.8e)
[J αβ , J
γδ ] = − 1
2
iδ(α
(γJ β)
δ) , (3.2.8f)
[J αβ , J •α •β ] = [Zab ,Zcd ] = [Zab ,Z
cd ] = 0 . (3.2.8g)
The essential ingredients in the proof are the Coleman-Mandula theorem (which restricts
the bosonic parts of the algebra), and the super-Jacobi identities. The N = 1 case is
called simple supersymmetry, whereas the N > 1 case is called extended supersymmetry.
Central charges can arise only in the case of extended (N > 1) supersymmetry. The
supersymmetry generators Q act as ‘‘square roots’’ of the momentum generators P .
d. Positivity of the energy
A direct consequence of the algebra is the positivity of the energy in supersym-
metric theories. The simplest way to understand this result is to note that the total
energy  can be written as
 = 1
2
(P+ − P−) = 1
2
δ
α
•
β
Pα
•
β = − 1
2
δα
•
βP
α
•
β
. (3.2.9)
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Since P
α
•
β
can be obtained from the anticommutator of spinor charges, we have
 = − 1
2N
δα
•
β {Qaα ,Qa •β} = 12N {Qaα , (Qaα)
†} (3.2.10)
(we use Qa •α = − (Qaα)†). The right hand side of eq. (3.2.10) is manifestly non-negative:
For any operator A and any state |ψ >,
< ψ|{A ,A†}|ψ > =
n
∑
(< ψ|A|n >< n|A†|ψ > + < ψ|A†|n >< n|A|ψ >)
=
n
∑
(| < n|A†|ψ > |2 + | < n|A|ψ > |2) . (3.2.11)
Hence,  is also nonnegative. Further, if supersymmetry is unbroken, Q must annihilate
the vacuum; in this case, (3.2.10) leads to the conclusion that the vacuum energy van-
ishes. Although this argument is formal, it can be made more precise; indeed, it is possi-
ble to characterize supersymmetric theories by the condition that the vacuum energy
vanish.
e. Superconformal algebra
For massless theories, Haag, /Lopuszan´ski, and Sohnius showed what form exten-
sions of the conformal group can take: The generators of the superconformal groups
consist of the generators of the conformal group (P
α
•
β
, J αβ , J •α •β ,K α •β , ∆) (these are the
generators of the Poincare´ algebra, the special conformal boost generators, and the dila-
tion generator), 2N spinor generators (Qaα, S
aα) (and their hermitian conjugates
−Qa •α,−Sa
•
α with a total of 8N components), and N 2 further bosonic charges (A,Ta
b)
where Ta
a = 0. The algebra has structure constants defined by the following (anti)com-
mutators:
{Qaα ,Qb •β} = δabPα •β , {Saα , Sb
•
β} = δbaK α
•
β , (3.2.12a)
{Qaα ,Sbβ} = − iδab(J αβ + 12 δα
β∆) − 1
2
δα
βδa
b(1− 4
N
)A + 2δα
βTa
b (3.2.12b)
[Ta
b , Scγ ] = 1
2
(δa
cSbγ − 1
N
δa
bScγ) , (3.2.12c)
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[A ,Scγ ] = 1
2
Scγ , [∆ , Scγ ] = − i 1
2
Scγ , (3.2.12d)
[J α
β ,Scγ ] = − 1
2
iδ(α
|γ|Scβ) , [Pα •α , S
cγ ] = − δαγQc •α , (3.2.12e)
[Ta
b ,Qcγ ] = − 12 (δc
bQaγ − 1N δa
bQcγ) , (3.2.12f)
[A ,Qcγ ] = − 12Qcγ , [∆ ,Qcγ ] = i
1
2
Qcγ , (3.2.12g)
[J α
β ,Qcγ ] =
1
2
iδγ
(βQcα) , [K
α
•
α ,Qcγ ] = δγ
αSc
•
α , (3.2.12h)
[Ta
b ,Tc
d ] = 1
2
(δa
dTc
b − δcbTad ) , (3.2.12i)
[∆ ,K α
•
α] = − iK α •α , [∆ ,Pα •α] = iPα •α , (3.2.12j)
[J α
β ,K γ
•
γ ] = − 1
2
iδ(α
|γ|K β)
•
γ , [J α
β ,P γ •γ ] =
1
2
iδγ
(βPα) •γ , (3.2.12k)
[J αβ , J
γδ ] = − 1
2
iδ(α
(γJ β)
δ) , (3.2.12l)
[Pα •α ,K
β
•
β ] = i(δ •α
•
βJ α
β + δα
βJ •α
•
β + δα
βδ •α
•
β∆) = i(Ja
b + δa
b∆) . (3.2.12m)
All other (anti)commutators vanish or are found by hermitian conjugation.
The superconformal algebra contains the super-Poincare´ algebra as a subalgebra;
however, in the superconformal case, there are no central charges (this is a direct conse-
quence of the Jacobi identities). In the same way that the supersymmetry generators Q
act as ‘‘square roots’’ of the translation generators P , the S -supersymmetry generators S
act as ‘‘square roots’’ of the special conformal generators K . The new bosonic charges A
and Ta
b generate phase rotations of the spinors (axial or γ5 rotations) and SU (N ) trans-
formations respectively (all but the SO(N ) subgroup of the SU (N ) is axial). For N = 4,
the axial charge A drops out of the {Q ,S} anticommutator whereas the [Q ,A] and
[S ,A] commutators are N independent. The normalization of A is chosen such that
Ta
b + 1
N
δa
bA generatesU (N ) (e.g., [Ta
b + 1
N
δa
bA ,Qcγ ] = − 12 δc
bQaγ).
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f. Super-deSitter algebra
Finally, we turn to the supersymmetric extension of the deSitter algebra. The
generators of this algebra are the generators of the deSitter algebra (P˜ , J˜ , J˜ ), spinorial
generators (Q˜ ,Q˜), and 1
2
N (N − 1) bosonic SO(N ) charges T˜ab = −T˜ba . They can be
constructed out of the superconformal algebra (just as the super-Poincare´ algebra is a
subalgebra of the superconformal algebra, so is the super-deSitter algebra). We can
define the generators of the super-deSitter algebra as the following linear combinations
of the superconformal generators:
P˜α •α = Pα •α + |λ|2K α •α , Q˜aα =Qaα + λδabSbα ,
J˜ αβ = J αβ , T˜ab = δc[bTa]
c , (3.2.13)
where, since we break SU (N ) to SO(N ), we have lowered the isospin indices of the
superconformal generators with a kronecker delta. (We could also formally maintain
SU (N ) invariance by using instead λab satisfying λab = λba and λacλ
bc ∼ δab , with
λab =λδab in an appropriate SU (N ) frame.) Thus we find the following algebra:
{Q˜aα ,Q˜bβ} = 2λ(−iδab J˜ αβ +C αβT˜ab) , (3.2.14a)
{Q˜aα ,Q˜b •β} = δabP˜α •β , (3.2.14b)
[Q˜aα , P˜β •β ] = − λC αβδabQ˜b •β , (3.2.14c)
[J˜ αβ ,Q˜cγ ] =
1
2
iC γ(αQ˜cβ) , (3.2.14d)
[J˜ αβ , P˜ γ •γ ] =
1
2
iC γ(αP˜ β) •γ , (3.2.14e)
[P˜α •α , P˜β •β ] = − i2|λ|2(C •α •β J˜ αβ +C αβ J˜ •α •β) , (3.2.14f)
[J˜ αβ , J˜
γδ ] = − 1
2
iδ(α
(γ J˜ β)
δ) . (3.2.14g)
[T˜ab ,Q˜cγ ] =
1
2
δc[aQ˜b]γ , (3.2.14h)
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[T˜ab ,T˜cd ] =
1
2
(δb[cT˜d ]a − δa[cT˜d ]b) (3.2.14i)
This algebra, in contrast to the superconformal and super-Poincare´ cases, depends on a
dimensional constant λ. Physically, |λ|2 is the curvature of the deSitter space. (Actu-
ally, the sign is such that the relevant space is the space of constant negative curvature,
or anti-deSitter space. This is a consequence of supersymmetry: The algebra deter-
mines the relative sign in the combination P + |λ|2K above.)
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3.3. Representations of supersymmetry
a. Particle representations
Before discussing field representations of supersymmetry, we study the particle
content of Poincare´ supersymmetric theories. We analyze representations of the super-
symmetry group in terms of representations of its Poincare´ subgroup. Because P 2 is a
Casimir operator of supersymmetry (it commutes with all the generators), all elements
of a given irreducible representation will have the same mass.
a.1. Massless representations
We first consider massless representations. We then can choose a Lorentz frame
where the only nonvanishing component of the momentum pa is p+. In this frame the
anticommutation relations of the supersymmetry generators are
{Qa+ ,Qb+} = 0 , {Qa+ ,Qb •+} = p+δab ,
{Qa− ,Qb−} = 0 , {Qa− ,Qb •−} = 0 ,
{Qa+ ,Qb−} = 0 , {Qa+ ,Qb •−} = 0 . (3.3.1)
Since the anticommutator of Qa− with its hermitian conjugate vanishes, Qa− must van-
ish identically on all physical states: From (3.2.11) we have the result that
0 = < ψ|{A ,A†}|ψ > =
n
∑
(| < n|A†|ψ > |2 + | < n|A|ψ > |2)
→ < n|A|ψ > = < n|A†|ψ > = 0 . (3.3.2)
On the other hand, Qa+ and its hermitian conjugate satisfy the standard anticommuta-
tion relations for annihilation and creation operators, up to normalization factors (with
the exception of the case p+ = 0, which in this frame means pa =0 and describes the
physical vacuum). We can thus consider a state, the Clifford vacuum |C >, which is
annihilated by all the annihilation operators Qa+ (or construct such a state from a given
state by operating on it with a sufficient number of annihilation operators) and generate
all other states by action of the creation operators Qa •+. Since, as usual, an annihilation
operator acting on any state produces another with one less creation operator acting on
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the Clifford vacuum, this set of states is closed under the action of the supersymmetry
generators, and thus forms a representation of the supersymmetry algebra. Further-
more, if the Clifford vacuum is an irreducible representation of the Poincare´ group, this
set of states is an irreducible representation of the supersymmetry group, since any
attempt to reduce the representation by imposing a constraint on a state (or a linear
combination of states) would also constrain the Clifford vacuum (after applying an
appropriate number of annihilation operators; see also sec. 3.8.a). The Clifford vacuum
may also carry representations of isospin and other internal symmetry groups.
The Clifford vacuum, being an irreducible representation of the Poincare´ group, is
also an eigenstate of helicity. In this frame, Qa •+ has helicity −
1
2
, thus determining the
helicities of the other states in terms of that of the Clifford vacuum. (In general frames,
the helicity − 1
2
component of Q •α is the creation operator, and the helicity +
1
2
compo-
nent, which is the linearly independent Lorentz component of Pα
•
αQa •α, vanishes:
{Pα •αQa •α ,Pβ
•
βQbβ} = δbaP 2Pα •β =0, since p2 = 0 in the massless case.) The representa-
tions of the states under isospin are also determined from the transformation properties
of the Clifford vacuum and the Q ’s: We take the tensor product of the Clifford vac-
uum’s representation with that of the creation operators (namely, that formed by multi-
plying the representations of the individual operators and antisymmetrizing).
As examples, we consider the cases of the massless scalar multiplet (N = 1, 2),
super-Yang-Mills (N = 1, . . . , 4), and supergravity (N = 1, . . . , 8), defined by Clifford
vacua which are isoscalars and have helicity + 1
2
, +1, and +2, respectively. (In the
scalar and Yang-Mills cases, the states may carry a representation of a separate internal
symmetry group.) The states are listed in Table 3.3.1. Each state is totally antisym-
metric in the isospin indices, and thus, for a given N , states with more than N isospin
indices vanish. The scalar multiplet contains helicities (1
2
, . . . , 1
2
− N
2
), super Yang-Mills
contains helicities (1, . . . , 1− N
2
), and supergravity contains helicities (2, . . . , 2− N
2
). In
addition, any representation of an internal symmetry group that commutes with super-
symmetry (such as the gauge group of super Yang-Mills) carried by the Clifford vacuum
is carried by all states (so in super Yang-Mills all states are in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group). Thus the total number of states in a massless representation is
2N k , where k is the number of states in the Clifford vacuum.
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helicity scalar multiplet super-Yang-Mills supergravity
+2 ψ= |C >
+3/2 ψa
+1 ψ= |C > ψab
+1/2 ψ= |C > ψa ψabc
0 ψa ψab ψabcd
-1/2 ψab ψabc ψabcde
-1 ψabcd ψabcdef
-3/2 ψabcdefg
-2 ψabcdefgh
Table 3.3.1. States in theories of physical interest
The CPT conjugate of a state transforms as the complex conjugate representation.
Just as for representations of the Poincare´ group, one may identify a supersymmetry
representation with its conjugate if it has the same quantum numbers: i.e., if it is a real
representation. (In terms of classical fields, or fields in a functional integral, this self-
conjugacy condition relates fields to their complex conjugates: see (3.12.4c) or (3.12.11).
Thus, in a functional integral formalism, self-conjugacy is with respect to a type of
charge conjugation: A charge conjugation is complex conjugation times a matrix (see
sec. 3.3.b.5).) For the above examples, this self-conjugacy occurs for N = 4 super Yang-
Mills and N = 8 supergravity. (This is not true for the N = 2 scalar multiplet, since an
SU (2) isospinor cannot be identified with its complex conjugate, unless an extra isospin
index of the internal SU (2) symmetry, independent of the supersymmetry SU (2), is
added. The self-conjugacy then simply cancels the doubling introduced by the extra
index.)
a.2. Massive representations and central charges
The massive case is treated similarly, except that we can no longer choose the
Lorentz frame above; instead, we choose the rest frame, pα •α =−mδα •α:
{Qα ,Qβ} = 0 , {Qα ,Q •β} = −mδα •β . (3.3.3)
Now we have twice as many creation and annihilation operators, the Q−’s as well as the
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Q+’s. Therefore the number of states in a massive representation is 2
2N k . (For example,
an N = 1 massive vector multiplet has helicity content (1, 1
2
, 1
2
, 0).)
The case with central charges can be analyzed by similar methods, but it is simpler
to understand if we realize that supersymmetry algebras with central charges can be
obtained from supersymmetry algebras without central charges in higher-dimensional
spacetimes by interpreting some of the extra components of the momentum as the cen-
tral charge generators (they will commute with all the four-dimensional generators).
The analysis of the state content is then the same as for the cases without central
charges, since both cases are obtained from the same higher-dimensional set of states
(except that we do not keep the full higher-dimensional Lorentz group). However, the
two distinguishing cases are now, in terms of P 2higher−dimensional = P
2 + Z 2 =
1
2
(PaPa + Z
abZab): (1) P
2 + Z 2 = 0 , which has the same set of states as the massless
Z = 0 case (though the states are now massive, have a smaller internal symmetry group,
and transform somewhat differently under supersymmetry), and (2) P 2 + Z 2 < 0, which
has the same set of states as the massive Z = 0 case. By this same analysis, we see that
P 2 + Z 2 > 0 is not allowed (just as for Z = 0 we never have P 2 > 0).
a.3. Casimir operators
We can construct other Casimir operators than P 2. We first define the supersym-
metric generalization of the Pauli-Lubanski vector
W α •α = i(P
β •
αJ αβ −Pα
•
βJ •
α
•
β
) − 1
2
[Qaα ,Q
a •
α] , (3.3.4)
where the last term is absent in the nonsupersymmetric case. This vector is not invari-
ant under supersymmetry transformations, but satisfies
[Wa ,Qβ ] = − 12 PaQβ , [Wa ,Q •β ] =
1
2
PaQ •β . (3.3.5)
As a result, P [aW b] commutes with Qα, and thus its square P
2W 2 − 1
4
(P ·W )2 com-
mutes with all the generators of the super-Poincare´ algebra and is a Casimir operator.
In the massive case this Casimir operator defines a quantum number s, the superspin.
The generalization of the nonsupersymmetric relationW 2 = m2s(s + 1) is
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P 2W 2 − 1
4
(P ·W )2 = −m4s(s + 1) . (3.3.6)
In the massless case, not only P 2 = 0, but also Pα
•
αQaα = P
α
•
αQa •α = 0, and hence
P ·W = P [aW b] = 0. However, using the generator A of the superconformal group
(3.2.12), we can construct an object that commutes with Q and Q : Wa − APa . Thus
we can define a quantum number λ, the superhelicity, that generalizes helicity λ0
(defined byWa = λ0Pa):
Wa − APa = λPa . (3.3.7)
We also can construct supersymmetry invariant generalizations of the axial genera-
tor A and of the SU (N ) generators:
W 5 ≡ P 2A + 14 P
α
•
α[Qaα ,Q
a •
α] ,
Wa
b ≡ P 2Tab + 14 P
α
•
α([Qaα ,Q
b •
α]− 1N δa
b [Qcα ,Q
c •
α]) . (3.3.8)
In the massive case, the superchiral charge and the superisospin quantum numbers can
then be defined as the usual Casimir operators of the modified group generators
−m−2W 5 ,−m−2Wab . In the massless case, we define the operators
W 5α •α ≡ Pα •αA + 14 [Qaα ,Q
a •
α] ,
Wa
b
α
•
α ≡ Pα •αTab + 14 ([Qaα ,Q
b •
α]− 1N δa
b [Qcα ,Q
c •
α]) . (3.3.9)
These commute with Q and Q when the condition Pα
•
αQaα = 0 holds, which is precisely
the massless case. Since Pβ
•
γW 5γ •γ = P
β
•
γWa
b
γ
•
γ = 0, we can find matrix representations
g5 , ga
b such that
W 5c = g5 Pc , Wa
b
c = ga
b Pc . (3.3.10)
The superchiral charge is g5, and superisospin quantum numbers can be defined from the
traceless matrices ga
b . All supersymmetrically invariant operators that we have con-
structed can be reexpressed in terms of covariant derivatives defined in sec. 3.4.a; see sec
3.4.d.
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b. Representations on superfields
We turn now to field (off-shell) representations of the supersymmetry algebras.
These can be described in superspace, which is an extension of spacetime to include
extra anticommuting coordinates. To discover the action of supersymmetry transforma-
tions on superspace, we use the method of induced representations. We discuss only
simple N = 1 supersymmetry for the moment.
b.1. Superspace
Ordinary spacetime can be defined as the coset space (Poincare´ group)/(Lorentz
group). Similarly, global flat superspace can be defined as the coset space
(super-Poincare´ group)/(Lorentz group): Its points are the orbits which the Lorentz
group sweeps out in the super-Poincare´ group. Relative to some origin, this coset space
can be parametrized as:
h(x , θ, θ ) = e
i( xα
•
βPˆ
α
•
β
+ θαQˆα + θ
•
αQˆ •α ) (3.3.11)
where x , θ, θ are the coordinates of superspace: x is the coordinate of spacetime, and
θ, θ are new fermionic spinor coordinates. The ‘‘hat’’ on Pˆ and Qˆ indicates that they
are abstract group generators, not to be confused with the differential operators P and
Q used to represent them below. The statistics of θ, θ are determined by those of Qˆ ,Qˆ :
{θ, θ} = {θ, θ } = {Qˆ , θ} = [θ, x ] = [θ, Pˆ ] = 0 , (3.3.12)
etc., that is, θ, θ are Grassmann parameters.
b.2. Action of generators on superspace
We define the action of the super-Poincare´ group on superspace by left multiplica-
tion:
h(x ′, θ′, θ ′) = gˆ−1 · h(x , θ, θ ) mod SO(3, 1) (3.3.13)
where gˆ is a group element, and ‘‘mod SO(3, 1)’’ means that any terms involving Lorentz
generators are to be pushed through to the right and then dropped. To find the action
of the generators (J ,P ,Q) on superspace, we consider
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gˆ =
(
e− i(ωαβ Jˆ αβ + ω •α
•
β Jˆ •α
•
β) , e
− i(ξα
•
βPˆ
α
•
β
)
, e− i(αQˆα + 
•
αQˆ •α)
)
, (3.3.14)
respectively. Using the Baker-Hausdorff theorem (eAeB = eA+B+
1
2
[A,B ] if
[A, [A,B ]] = [B , [A,B ]] = 0) to rearrange the exponents, we find:
J & J : x ′α
•
α = [eω]β
α [eω] •β
•
α x β
•
β , θ′α = [eω]β
α θβ , θ ′
•
α = [eω] •β
•
α θ
•
β ,
P : x ′a = xa + ξa , θ′α = θα , θ ′
•
α = θ
•
α ,
Q &Q : x ′a = xa − i 1
2
(αθ
•
α + 
•
αθα) , θ′α = θα + α , θ ′
•
α = θ
•
α + 
•
α . (3.3.15)
Thus the generators are realized as coordinate transformations in superspace. The
Lorentz group acts reducibly: Under its action the x ’s and θ’s do not transform into each
other.
b.3. Action of generators on superfields
To get representations of supersymmetry on physical fields, we consider superfields
Ψα...(x , θ, θ): (generalized) multispinor functions over superspace. Under the supersym-
metry algebra they are defined to transform as coordinate scalars and Lorentz multi-
spinors. They may also be in a matrix representation of an internal symmetry group.
The simplest case is a scalar superfield, which transforms as: Φ′(x ′, θ′, θ ′) = Φ(x , θ, θ ) or,
infinitesimally, δΦ ≡ Φ′(z )−Φ(z ) = − δzM ∂MΦ(z ). Using (3.3.13), we write the trans-
formation as δΦ = − i [(αQˆα + 
•
αQˆ •α) ,Φ] = i [(
αQα + 
•
αQ •α) ,Φ], etc. Hence, just as in
the ordinary Poincare´ case, the generators Qˆ , etc., are represented by differential opera-
tors Q , etc.:
J αβ = − i 12 (x (α
•
γ∂β) •γ + θ(α∂β)) − iM αβ ,
P
α
•
β
= i∂
α
•
β
,
Qα = i(∂α − 12 θ
•
αi∂α •α) , Q •α = i(∂ •α − 12 θ
αi∂α •α) ; (3.3.16)
where M αβ generates the matrix Lorentz transformations of the superfield Ψ:
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[M αβ ,Ψγ...] =
1
2
C γ(αΨβ)... + . . ..
For future use, we write Q and Q as
Qα = e
1
2
U i∂αe
−1
2
U , Q •α = e
−1
2
U i∂ •αe
1
2
U , (3.3.17a)
where
U = θαθ
•
βi∂
α
•
β
. (3.3.17b)
Finally, from the relation {Q ,Q} = P , we conclude that the dimension of θ and θ is
(m)−
1
2 .
b.4. Extended supersymmetry
We now generalize to extended Poincare´ supersymmetry. In principle, the results
we present could be derived by methods similar to the above, or by using a systematic
differential geometry procedure. In practice the simplest procedure is to start with the
N = 1 Poincare´ results and generalize them by dimensional analysis and U (N ) symme-
try.
For general N , superspace has coordinates zA = (xα
•
α , θaα , θ a
•
α) ≡ (xa , θα, θ •α).
Superfields Ψαβ...ab...(x , θ, θ) transform as multispinors and isospinors, and as coordinate
scalars. Including central charges, the super-Poincare´ generators act on superfields as
the following differential operators:
Qaα = i(∂aα − 12 θa
•
βi∂
α
•
β
− 1
2
θbαZba) , (3.3.18a)
Qa •α = i(∂
a •
α − 12 θ
aβi∂β •α − 12 θ b •αZ
ba) , (3.3.18b)
J αβ = − i 12 (x (α
•
γ∂β) •γ + θ
a
(α∂aβ)) − iM αβ , (3.3.18c)
J •
α
•
β
= − i 1
2
(x γ ( •α∂γ •β) + θa( •α∂
a •
β)
) − iM •
α
•
β
, (3.3.18d)
Pα •α = i∂α •α . (3.3.18e)
Central charges are discussed in section 4.6.
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b.5. CPT in superspace
Poincare´ supersymmetry is compatible with the discrete invariances CP (charge
conjugation × parity) and T (time reversal). We begin by reviewing C, P, and T in
ordinary spacetime. We describe the transformations as acting on c-number fields, i.e.,
we use the functional integral formalism, rather than acting on q-number fields or
Hilbert space states.
Under a reflection with respect to an arbitrary (but not lightlike) axis ua , (u = u,
u2 = ± 1) the coordinates transform as
x ′a = R(u)xa = − u−2 uα •βuβ
•
αx β
•
β
= xa − u−2 uau · x , R2 = I (3.3.19)
(u · x changes sign, while the components of x orthogonal to u are unchanged.) T then
acts on the coordinates as R(δa
0) while a space reflection can be represented by
R(δa
1)R(δa
2)R(δa
3) (in terms of a timelike vector δa
0, and three orthogonal spacelike
vectors δai , i = 1, 2, 3).
We define the action of the discrete symmetries on a real scalar field by
φ′(x ′) = φ(x ). The action on a Weyl spinor is
ψ ′α(x ′) = iuα •αψ
•
α(x ) , ψ ′
•
α(x ′) = iuα
•
αψα(x ) ;
ψ ′ ′α(x ) = u2ψα(x ) . (3.3.20)
Since this transformation involves complex conjugation, we interpret R as giving CP and
T. Indeed, since under complex conjugation e−ipx → e+ipx , we have
p ′a = − (pa − u−2uau · p). Therefore p0 changes sign for spacelike u, and this is consis-
tent with our interpretation. The combined transformation CPT is simply x → − x and
the fields transform without any factors (except for irrelevant phases). The transforma-
tion of an arbitrary Lorentz representation is obtained by treating each spinor index as
in (3.3.20).
The definition of C, and thus P and CT, requires the existence of an additional,
internal, discrete symmetry, e.g., a symmetry involving only sign changes: For the pho-
ton field CAa = −Aa ; for a pair of real scalars, Cφ1 = + φ1, Cφ2 = − φ2 gives
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C(φ1 + iφ2) = (φ1 + iφ2)
†. For a pair of spinors, Cψ1
α = ψ2
α, Cψ2
α = ψ1
α gives, for the
Dirac spinor (ψ1
α,ψ2
•
α), the transformation C(ψ1
α,ψ2
•
α) = (ψ2
•
α,ψ1
α)†, i.e., complex con-
jugation times a matrix. Therefore, C generally involves complex conjugation of a field,
as do CP and T, whereas P and CT do not. (However, note that the definition of com-
plex conjugation depends on the definition of the fields, e.g., combining φ1 and φ2 as
φ1 + iφ2.)
The generalization to superspace is straightforward: In addition to the transforma-
tion R(u)x given above, we have (as for any spinor)
θ ′aα = iuα •αθa
•
α , θ ′a
•
α = iuα
•
αθaα . (3.3.21)
A real scalar superfield and a Weyl spinor superfield thus transform as the corresponding
component fields, but now with all superspace coordinates transforming under R(u). To
preserve the chirality of a superspace or superfield (see below), we define R(u) to always
complex conjugate the superfields. We thus have, e.g.,
Φ ′(z ′) = Φ(z ) , Ψ ′α(z ′) = iuα •βΨβ(z ) = iu
α •
βΨ
•
β(z ) . (3.3.22)
As for components, C can be defined as an additional (internal) discrete symmetry
which can be expressed as a matrix times hermitian conjugation.
We remark that R(u) transforms the supersymmetry generators covariantly only
for u2 = + 1. For u2 = − 1 there is a relative sign change between ∂α and θ
•
βi∂
α
•
β
. This
is because CP changes the sign of p0, which is needed to maintain the positivity of the
energy (see (3.2.10)).
b.6. Chiral representations of supersymmetry
As in the N = 1 case (see (3.3.17)), Q ,Q can be written compactly for higher N ,
even in the presence of central charges:
Qα = e
1
2
U i(∂α − 12 θ
b
αZba)e
−1
2
U ,
Q •α = e
−1
2
U i(∂ •α − 12 θ b •αZ
ba)e
1
2
U , (3.3.23a)
U ≡ θγθ
•
δi∂
γ
•
δ
, ∂
γ
•
δ
= δc
d∂
γ
•
δ
. (3.3.23b)
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This allows us to find other representations of the super-Poincare´ algebra in which Q (or
Q) take a very simple form. We perform nonunitary similarity transformations on all
generators ΩA:
ΩA
(±) = e
−+1
2
UΩAe
±1
2
U , (3.3.24)
which leads to:
Qα(+) = i(∂α − 12 θ
b
αZba) ,
Q •α
(+) = e−U i(∂ •α − 12 θ b •αZ
ba)eU , (3.3.25)
or
Qα
(−) = eU i(∂α − 12 θ
b
αZba)e
−U ,
Q •α
(−) = i(∂ •α − 12 θ b •αZ
ba) . (3.3.26a)
The generators act on transformed superfields
Ψ(±)(z ) = e
−+1
2
UΨ(z )e±
1
2
U (3.3.26b)
These representations are called chiral or antichiral representations, whereas the original
one is called the vector representation. They can also be found directly by the method
of induced representations by using a slightly different parametrization of the coset space
manifold (superspace) (cf. (3.3.11)):
h (+) = eiθQˆeix
(+)PˆeiθQˆ , h (−) = eiθ Qˆeix
(−)PˆeiθQˆ , (3.3.27a)
where
x (±) = x ± i 1
2
θθ = e±
1
2
U x e
−+1
2
U (3.3.27b)
are complex (nonhermitian) coordinates. The corresponding superspaces are called chi-
ral and antichiral, respectively. The similarity transformations (3.3.26b) can be regarded
as complex coordinate transformations:
Ψ(z ) = e±
1
2
UΨ(±)(z )e
−+1
2
U = Ψ(±)(z (±)) ,
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z (±) = e±
1
2
U ze
−+1
2
U = (x (±) , θ , θ) . (3.3.28)
Hermitian conjugation takes us from a chiral representation to an antichiral one:
(V (+)) =V (−). Consequently, a hermitian quantity V =V in the vector representation
satisfies
V = e−U V eU (3.3.29)
in the chiral representation.
b.7. Superconformal representations
The method of induced representations can be used to find representations for the
superconformal group. However, we use a different procedure. The representations of
Q , P , and J are as in the super-Poincare´ case. The representations of the remaining
generators are found as follows: In ordinary spacetime, the conformal boost generators
K can be constructed by first performing an inversion, then a translation (P transforma-
tion), and finally performing another inversion; a similar sequence of operations can be
used in superspace to construct K from P and S from Q .
We define the inversion operation as the following map between chiral and antichi-
ral superspace:
x ′(±)α
•
α = (x (
−+))−2 x (−+)α
•
α = (x (±))−2 x (±)α
•
α ,
θ′aα = i(x (−))−2 x (−)α •αθ a
•
α = − i (x (+))−2 x (+)α •αθaα ,
θ ′a
•
α = i(x (+))−2 x (+)α
•
αθaα = − i (x (−))−2 x (−)α •αθ a •α ; (3.3.30)
we have z ′ ′ = z . The essential property of this mapping is that it scales a supersymetri-
cally invariant extension of the line element. We write ds2 = 1
2
s
α
•
β
sα
•
β , where
sα
•
β = dxα
•
β + i
2
(θaαdθ a
•
β + θ a
•
βdθaα) , (3.3.31)
is a supersymmetrically invariant 1-form (invariance follows at once from (3.3.15)).
Under inversions (3.3.30), we find
s ′α
•
β = − (x (+))−2 (x (−))−2 x (+)β
•
βx (−)α
•
α sβ •α ,
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ds ′2 = (x (+))2 (x (−))2 ds2 . (3.3.32)
Superfields transform as
IIΨα...
•
β...(z ) = (x (+))−2d
+
(x (−))−2d
−
f α •α . . . f
•
β
β Ψα
...
•
β...(z ′) , (3.3.33a)
f α •α ≡ i(x (+))−1x (+)α •α , f
•
α
α ≡ i(x (−))−1x (−)α
•
α . (3.3.33b)
Here d ≡ d+ + d− is the canonical dimension (Weyl weight) of Ψ, and d− − d+ is pro-
portional to the chiralU (1) weight w . Note that chiral superfields (fields depending only
on and x (+) and θ, not θ ; see sec. 3.5) with d− = 0 and only undotted indices remain chi-
ral after an inversion.
We can calculate Sα as described above: We use the inversion operator II and
compute Saα = IIQ •αII and Sa •α = IIQαII . Using the superconformal commutator algebra
we then compute K , A,T , and ∆. We find
A = 1
2
(θα∂α − θ
•
α∂ •α) −Y , (3.3.34a)
Ta
b = 1
2
(θbα∂aα − θ a
•
α∂b •α − 1N δa
b(θα∂α − θ
•
α∂ •α)) + ta
b , (3.3.34b)
Saα = i(xα
•
α − i 1
2
θbαθ b
•
α)Qa •α + θ
aβθbαi(∂bβ + i
1
2
θ b
•
γ∂β •γ)
− 2iθbβ [δβα(tba + 14 δb
a(1− 4
N
)Y ) − 1
2
δb
a(M β
α + 1
2
δβ
αd )] , (3.3.34c)
Sa
•
α = i(xα
•
α + i 1
2
θbαθ b
•
α)Qaα + θ a
•
βθ b
•
αi(∂b •β + i
1
2
θbβ∂
β
•
β
)
−2iθ b
•
β [−δ •β
•
α(ta
b + 1
4
δa
b(1− 4
N
)Y ) − 1
2
δa
b(M •β
•
α + 1
2
δ •β
•
αd )] , (3.3.34d)
∆ = − i 1
2
({xα •α , ∂α •α} + 12 ([θ
α , ∂α] + [θ
•
α , ∂ •α])) − id , (3.3.34e)
K α
•
α = − i(xα
•
βx β
•
α∂
β
•
β
+ x α
•
βθ a
•
α∂a •β + x
β
•
αθaα∂aβ − 14 θ
aαθa
•
βθbβθ b
•
α∂
β
•
β
)
+ 1
2
(θaβθ a
•
αθbα∂bβ − θaαθ a
•
βθ b
•
α∂b •β)
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− i(x β •α + i 1
2
θaβθ a
•
α)M β
α − i(xα
•
β − i 1
2
θaαθ a
•
β)M •β
•
α
− xα •αid − 2θaαθ b
•
α(ta
b + 1
4
δa
b(1− 4
N
)Y ) . (3.3.34f)
Here d is the matrix piece of the generator ∆; its eigenvalue is the canonical dimension
d . Similarly,Y , ta
b are the matrix pieces of the axial generator A and the SU (N ) gener-
ators Ta
b ; the eigenvalue of Y is 1
2
w . The terms in S , S proportional to Y and ta
b do
not follow from the inversion (3.3.33), but are determined by the commutation relations
and (3.3.34a,b).
b.8. Super-deSitter representations
To construct the generators of the super-deSitter algebra, we use the expressions
for the conformal generators and take the linear combinations prescribed in (3.2.13).
To summarize, for general N , in each of the cases we have considered the genera-
tors act as differential operators. In addition the superfields may carry a nontrivial
matrix representation of all the generators except for P and Q in the Poincare´ and
deSitter cases, and P , Q , K , and S in the superconformal case. They may also carry a
representation of some arbitrary internal symmetry group.
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3.4. Covariant derivatives
In ordinary flat spacetime, the usual coordinate derivative ∂a is translation
invariant: the translation generator Pa , which is represented by ∂α •α, commutes with
itself. In supersymmetric theories, the supertranslation generator Qα has a nontrivial
anticommutator, and hence is not invariant under supertranslations; a simple computa-
tion reveals that the fermionic coordinate derivatives ∂α, ∂ •α are not invariant either.
There is, however, a simple way to construct derivatives that are invariant under super-
symmetry transformations generated by Qα ,Q •α (and are covariant under Lorentz, chiral,
and isospin rotations generated by J αβ , J •α •β , A, andTa
b).
a. Construction
In the preceding section we used the method of induced representations to find
the action of the super-Poincare´ generators in superspace. The same method can be
used to find covariant derivatives. We define the operators Dα and D •α by the equation
(eD +  D)(ei(x Pˆ + θQˆ + θ Qˆ)) ≡ (ei(xPˆ + θQˆ + θQˆ))(ei(Qˆ +  Qˆ)) . (3.4.1)
The anticommutator of Qˆ with D can be examined as follows:
(e− i(Qˆ +  Qˆ))(eζD + ζD)(ei(Qˆ +  Qˆ))(ei(xPˆ + θQˆ + θ Qˆ))
= (e− i(Qˆ +  Qˆ))
(
(ei(Qˆ + Qˆ))(ei(xPˆ + θQˆ + θ Qˆ))(ei(ζQˆ + ζQˆ))
)
= (ei(x Pˆ + θQˆ + θQˆ))(ei(ζQˆ + ζQˆ))
= (eζD + ζD)(ei(x Pˆ + θQˆ + θ Qˆ)) . (3.4.2)
Thus the D ’s are invariant under supertranslations (and also under ordinary transla-
tions):
{Q ,D} = {Q ,D} = [P ,D ] = 0 . (3.4.3)
We can use the Baker-Hausdorff theorem, (3.4.1), and (3.3.11,13) to compute the
explicit forms of the D ’s from the Q ’s. We find
Dα = − iQα + θ
•
αPα •α , D •α = − iQ •α + θαPα •α . (3.4.4)
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For N = 1, when acting on superfields, they have the form
Dα = ∂α +
1
2
θ
•
αi∂α •α , D •α = ∂ •α +
1
2
θαi∂α •α , (3.4.5)
and are covariant generalizations of the ordinary spinor derivative ∂α, ∂ •α. For general
N , with central charges, the covariant derivatives have the form:
Dα = Daα = ∂α +
1
2
θ
•
αi∂α •α +
1
2
θbαZba ,
D •α = D
a •
α = ∂ •α +
1
2
θαi∂α •α +
1
2
θ b •αZ
ba . (3.4.6)
They can be rewritten using eU as:
Dα = e
−1
2
U (∂α +
1
2
θbαZba)e
1
2
U ,
D •α = e
1
2
U (∂ •α +
1
2
θ b •αZ
ba)e−
1
2
U . (3.4.7)
Consequently, just as the generators Q simplify in the chiral (antichiral) representation,
the covariant derivatives have the simple but asymmetric form:
Dα(+) = e−U (∂α +
1
2
θbαZab)e
U , D •α
(+) = ∂ •α +
1
2
θb •αZ
ab ,
Dα
(−) = ∂α +
1
2
θbαZab , D •α
(−) = eU (∂ •α +
1
2
θ b •αZ
ab)e−U . (3.4.8)
In any representation, they have the following (anti)commutation relations:
{Dα ,Dβ} =C αβZab , {Dα ,D •β} = i∂α •β . (3.4.9)
It is also possible to derive deSitter covariant derivatives by these methods. How-
ever, there is an easier, more useful, and more physical way to derive them within the
framework of supergravity, since deSitter space is simply a curved space with constant
curvature. This will be described in sec. 5.7.
b. Algebraic relations
The covariant derivatives satisfy a number of useful algebraic relations. For
N = 1, the only possible power of D is D2 = 1
2
DαDα. (Because of anticommutativity
higher powers vanish: (D)3 = 0.) From the anticommutation relations we also have
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[Dα,D2] = i∂α
•
αD •α , D
2D2D2 = D2 ,
DαDβ = δβ
αD2 , D2θ2 = − 1 . (3.4.10)
For N > 1 we have similar relations; for vanishing central charges:
Dnα1...αn ≡ Dα1 . . .Dαn ,
Dn αn + 1...α2N ≡ 1
n!
C α2N ...α1Dnα1...αn ,
Dnα1...αn =
1
(2N − n)!C α2N ...α1D
n αn + 1...α2N ,
D2N−n α1...αnDn β1...βn = δ[β1
α1 . . . δβn ]
αnD2N ,
(Dnα1...αn )
† = Dn •αn ... •α1 ,
(D2N−n α1...αn )† = (−1)nD2N−n •αn ... •α1 ,
D2N θ2N = (−1)N ,
D2ND2ND2N = ND2N . (3.4.11)
It is often necessary to reduce the product of D ’s or D ’s with respect to SU (N ), as
well as with respect to SL(2,C ). For each, the reduction is done by symmetrizing and
antisymmetrizing the indices. Specifically, we find the irreducible representations as fol-
lows: A product DαDβ . . . .Dλ is totally antisymmetric in its combined indices since the
D ’s anticommute; however, antisymmetry in α, β implies opposite symmetries between
a, b and α, β, (one pair symmetric, the other antisymmetric), and hence a Young
tableau for the SU (N ) indices is paired with the same Young tableau reflected about the
diagonal for the SL(2,C ) indices. The latter is actually an SU (2) tableau since if we
have only D ’s then only undotted indices appear, and has at most two rows. (Actually,
for SU (2) a column of 2 is equivalent to a column of 0, and hence the SL(2C ) tableau
can be reduced to a single row.) Therefore, the only SU (N ) tableaux that appear have
two columns or less. The SL(2,C ) representation can be read directly from the SU (N )
tableau (if we keep columns of height N ): The general SU (N ) tableau consists of a first
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column of height p and a second of height q , where p + q is the number of D ’s; the cor-
responding SL(2C ) representation is a (p − q)-index totally symmetric undotted spinor.
Therefore this representation of SL(2,C )×©SU (N ) has dimensionality
(p − q + 1) p − q + 1
p + 1
(
N
p
)(
N + 1
q
)
. (3.4.12)
c. Geometry of flat superspace
The covariant derivatives define the geometry of ‘‘flat’’ superspace. We write
them as a supervector:
DA = (Dα ,D •α , ∂a) . (3.4.13)
In general, in flat or curved space, a covariant derivative can be written in terms of coor-
dinate derivatives ∂M ≡ ∂∂zM and connections ΓA:
DA ≡ DAM ∂M + ΓA(M ) + ΓA(T ) + ΓA(Z ) . (3.4.14)
The connections are the Lorentz connection
ΓA(M ) = ΓAβ
γM γ
β + ΓA •β
•
γM •γ
•
β , (3.4.15a)
isospin connection
ΓA(T ) = ΓAb
cTc
b , (3.4.15b)
and central charge connection
ΓA(Z ) =
1
2
(ΓA
bcZbc + ΓAbcZ
bc) . (3.4.15c)
The Lorentz generators M act only on tangent space indices. (Although the distinction
is unimportant in flat space, we distinguish ‘‘curved’’, or coordinate indices M , N , . . .
from covariant or tangent space indices A, B , . . .. In curved superspace we usually write
the covariant derivatives as ∇A = EAMDM + ΓA, DM ≡ δM ADA, i.e., we use the flat
superspace covariant derivatives instead of coordinate derivatives: see chapter 5 for
details.)
In flat superspace, in the vector representation, from (3.4.6) we find the flat viel-
bein
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DA
M =


δα
µ
0
0
0
δ •α
•
µ
0
1
2
iδα
µδa
mθ m
•
µ
1
2
iδ •α
•
µδm
aθmµ
δa
m

 , (3.4.16)
and the flat central charge connection
ΓA
bc = − 1
2
(C αβθ
[bβδa
c] , 0 , 0) ,
ΓAbc = − 12 (0 ,C •α •βθ [b
•
βδc]
a , 0) , (3.4.17)
all other flat connections vanishing. We can describe the geometry of superspace in
terms of covariant torsions TAB
C , curvatures RAB (M ), and field strengths FAB (T ) and
FAB (Z ):
[DA ,DB} =TABCDC + RAB (M ) + FAB (T ) + FAB (Z ) (3.4.18)
From (3.4.16-17), we find that flat superspace has nonvanishing torsion
T
α
•
β
c = iδa
bδα
γδ •β
•
γ (3.4.19)
and nonvanishing central charge field strength
F αβ
cd =C αβδa
[cδb
d ] , F •α •βcd =C •α •βδ[c
aδd ]
b , (3.4.20)
all other torsions, curvatures, and field strengths vanishing. Hence flat superspace has a
nontrivial geometry.
d. Casimir operators
The complete set of operators that commute with Pa , Qα and Q •α (and trans-
form covariantly under J αβ and J •α •β) is {DA ,M αβ ,M •α
•
β ,Y , ta
b ,d }. (Except for DA,
which is only covariant with respect to the super-Poincare´ algebra, all these operators
are covariant with respect to the entire superconformal algebra. Note that the matrix
operators M ,Y , t ,d act only on tangent space indices.) Thus the Casimir operators
(group invariants) can all be expressed in terms of these operators. Following the dis-
cussion of subsec. 3.3.a.3, it is sufficient to construct:
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P [aW b] = P [a f b] , f a ≡ 12 [Daα ,D
a •
α] − i(∂β •αM αβ − ∂α •βM •α
•
β) ,
Wa − APa = f a +Yi∂a , (3.4.21)
Wa
b = −m2tab − i4 ∂
α
•
α([Daα ,D
b •
α] − 1N δa
b [Dcα ,D
c •
α]) ,
W 5 = m
2Y − i
4
∂α
•
α[Daα ,D
a •
α] (3.4.22)
Wa
b
a = ta
bi∂a − 14 ([Daα ,D
b •
α] − 1N δa
b [Dcα ,D
c •
α]) ;
W 5a = −Yi∂a − 14 [Daα ,D
a •
α] (3.4.23)
where we have used P 2 = −m2 forWab , and Pα
•
αQα = ∂
α
•
αDα = ∂
α
•
α∂α = 0 forWa
b
c (the
massless case: see subsec. 3.3.a.3).
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3.5. Constrained superfields
The existence of covariant derivatives allows us to consider constrained super-
fields; the simplest (and for many applications the most useful) is a chiral superfield
defined by
D •αΦ = 0 . (3.5.1)
We observe that the constraint (3.5.1) implies that on a chiral superfield DΦ = 0 and
therefore {D ,D}Φ = 0→ ZΦ = 0.
In a chiral representation, the constraint is simply the statement that Φ(+) is inde-
pendent of θ , that is Φ(+)(x , θ, θ ) = Φ(+)(x , θ). Therefore, in a vector representation,
Φ(x , θ, θ ) = e
1
2
UΦ(+)(x , θ)e−
1
2
U = Φ(+)(x (+), θ) , (3.5.2)
where x (+) is the chiral coordinate of (3.3.27b). Alternatively, one can write a chiral
superfield in terms of a general superfield by using D2N+1 = 0:
Φ = D2N Ψ(x , θ, θ ) (3.5.3)
This form of the solution to the constraint (3.5.1) is valid in any representation. It is
the most general possible; see sec. 3.11.
Similarly, we can define antichiral superfields; these are annihilated by Dα. Note
that Φ, the hermitian conjugate of a chiral superfield Φ, is antichiral. These superfields
may carry external indices.
* * *
The supersymmetry generators are represented much more simply when they act
on chiral superfields, particularly in the chiral representation (3.3.25), than when they
act on general superfields. For the super-Poincare´ case we have:
Qα = i(∂α − 12 θ
b
βZba) , Q •α = θ
aα∂α •α , Pa = i∂a ,
J αβ = − i 12 (x (α
•
α∂β) •α + θ
a
(α∂aβ)) − iM αβ ,
J •
α
•
β
= − i 1
2
x α( •α∂α •β) − iM •α •β , (3.5.4)
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where ZabΦ = 0 (as explained above) but ZabΦ is unrestricted. If we think of Zab as a
partial derivative with respect to complex coordinates ζab , i.e., Zab = i
∂
∂ζab
, then a chiral
superfield is a function of x , θ , ζ and is independent of θ , ζ . In the superconformal
case, Zab must vanish, and, for consistency with the algebra, a chiral superfield must
have no dotted indices (i.e., M •
α
•
β
= 0). On chiral superfields, the inversion (3.3.33) takes
the form
IIΦα...(x , θ) = x−2d f α •α . . .Φα
...(x ′ , θ′) = x−2d f α •α . . .Φ
•
α...(x ′ , θ′) ,
f α •α = i(x )
−1xα •α , x ′a = x
−2xa , θ′α = ix−2xα
•
αθaα ; (3.5.5)
(note that d− = 0 and hence d = d+). The generators of the superconformal algebra are
now just (3.5.4),
S
•
α = − xα •α∂aα , Sα = − θaβGβα , Ka = x β
•
αGβ
α ; (3.5.6a)
with
Gα
β = J α
β + δα
β [∆ + i(1
2
xa∂a + 2 − N )] ,
∆ = − i(xa∂a + 12 θ
α∂α + 2 − N + d ) ,
A = 1
2
θα∂α − (4− N )−1Nd ,
Tab =
1
4
([θbα , ∂aα] − 1N δa
b [θα , ∂α]) . (3.5.6b)
The commutator algebra is, of course, unchanged. Note that the expression for A con-
tains a term (1− 1
4
N )−1d ; this implies that for N = 4, either d vanishes, or the axial
charge must be dropped from the algebra (see sec. 3.2.e). The only known N = 4 theo-
ries are consistent with this fact: N = 4 Yang-Mills has no axial charge and N = 4 con-
formal supergravity has d = 0. We further note that consistency of the algebra forbids
the addition of the matrix operator ta
b to Ta
b in the case of conformal chiral superfields.
This means that conformal chiral superfields must be isosinglets, i.e., cannot carry exter-
nal isospin indices.
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* * *
For N = 1, a complex field satisfying the constraint D2Σ = 0 is called a linear
superfield. A real linear superfield satisfies the constraint D2G = D2G = 0. While such
objects appear in some theories, they are less useful for describing interacting particle
multiplets than chiral superfields. A complex linear superfield can always be written as
Σ = D
•
αΨ •α, whereas a real linear superfield can be written as G = D
αD2Ψα + h.c..
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3.6. Component expansions
a. θ-expansions
Because the square of any anticommuting number vanishes, any function of a
finite number of anticommuting variables has a terminating Taylor expansion with
respect to them. This allows us to expand a superfield in terms of a finite number of
ordinary spacetime dependent fields, or components. For general N , there are 4N inde-
pendent anticommuting numbers in θ, and thus
4N
i=0
∑(4N
i
)
= 24N components in an uncon-
strained scalar superfield. For example, for N = 1, a real scalar superfield has the
expansion
V =C + θαχα + θ
•
αχ •α − θ2M − θ 2M
+ θαθ
•
αAa − θ 2θαλα − θ2θ
•
αλ •α + θ
2θ 2D ′ (3.6.1)
with 16 real components. Similarly, a chiral scalar superfield in vector representation
has the expansion:
Φ = e
1
2
U (A + θαψα − θ2F )e−
1
2
U
= A + θαψα − θ2F + i 12 θ
αθ
•
α∂aA
+ i 1
2
θ2θ
•
α∂aψ
α + 1
4
θ2θ 2 A (3.6.2)
with 4 independent complex components.
These expansions become complicated for N > 1 superfields but fortunately are
not needed. However, we give some examples to familiarize the reader with the compo-
nent content of such superfields. For instance, for N = 2, in addition to carrying
Lorentz spinor indices, superfields are representations of SU (2). A real scalar-isoscalar
superfield has the expansion
V (x , θ, θ ) =C (x ) + θαχα + θ
•
αχ •α − θ2αβM (αβ) − θ2abM (ab)
− θ 2 •α
•
βM
( •α
•
β)
− θ 2abM (ab) + θaαθb
•
α(Wa
b
α
•
α + δa
bV α •α) + . . .
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+ θ4N + θ 4N + . . . + θ2αβθ 2
•
α
•
βhαβ •α •β +
. . . + θ4θ 4D ′(x ) (3.6.3)
where Wa
a
α
•
α = 0, while a chiral scalar isospinor superfield has the expansion (in the chi-
ral representation)
Φ(+)a(x , θ) = Aa + θ
bα(Cabψα + ψ(ab)α)
− θ2αβFa(αβ) − θ2bc(F (abc) +CabFc)
− θ3bα(δabλα + λabα) + θ4D ′a , (3.6.4)
where λa
a
α = 0. The spin and isospin of the component fields can be read from these
expressions.
General superfields are not irreducible representations of extended supersymmetry.
As we discuss in sec. 3.11, chiral superfields are irreducible under supersymmetry (except
for a possible further decomposition into real and imaginary parts); we present there a
systematic way of decomposing any superfield into its irreducible parts.
The supersymmetry transformations of the component fields follow straightfor-
wardly from the transformations of the superfields. Thus, for example, for N = 1, from
δV = [i(Q + Q),V ] = δC + θαδχα + . . . (with a constant spinor parameter 
α) we
find:
δC (x ) = − (αχα + 
•
αχ •α) ,
δχα(x ) = αM − 
•
α(i 1
2
∂aC + Aa) ,
δχ •α(x ) =  •αM − α(i 12 ∂aC − Aa) ,
δM (x ) = −  •α(λ •α + i 12 ∂aχ
α) ,
δAa(x ) = − β(C βαλ •α + i 12 ∂β •αχα) + 
•
β(C •
β
•
α
λα + i
1
2
∂
α
•
β
χ •α) ,
δλα(x ) = 
β(C βαD′ + i
1
2
∂β •αAα
•
β) − i 1
2

•
α∂α •αM ,
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δD ′(x ) = i 1
2
∂a(αλ
•
α + 
•
αλα) , etc. , (3.6.5)
Similarly, for a chiral superfield Φ we find:
δA = − αψα ,
δψα = − 
•
αi∂α •αA + αF ,
δF = −  •αi∂α •αψα . (3.6.6)
b. Projection
For many applications, the θ-expansions just considered are inconvenient; an
alternative is to define ‘‘components by projection’’ of an expression as the θ-independent
parts of its successive spinor derivatives. We introduce the notation X | to indicate the θ
independent part of an expression X . Then, for example, we can define the components
of a chiral superfield by
A(x ) = Φ(x , θ, θ )| ,
ψα(x ) = DαΦ(x , θ, θ )| ,
F (x ) = D2Φ(x , θ, θ )| . (3.6.7)
The supersymmetry transformations of the component fields follow from the algebra of
the covariant derivatives D ; we use (−iQΨ)| = (DΨ)| and {Dα ,D •β} = i∂α •β to find
δA = i( ·Q +  ·Q)Φ| = − ( ·D +  ·D)Φ|
= −  ·DΦ| = − αψα ,
δψα = i( ·Q +  ·Q)DαΦ| = − ( ·D +  ·D)DαΦ|
= (αD
2 −  •αi∂α •α)Φ| = αF − 
•
αi∂α •αA ,
δF = i( ·Q +  ·Q)D2Φ| = −  ·DD2Φ| = −  •αi∂α •αψα . (3.6.8)
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Explicit computation of the components shows that, in this particular case, the
components in the θ-expansion are identical to those defined by projection. This is not
necessarily the case: For superfields that are not chiral, some components are defined
with both D ’s and D ’s; for these components, there is an ambiguity stemming from how
the D ’s and D ’s are ordered. For example, the θ2θ component of a real scalar superfield
V could be defined as D2DV |, DDDV |, or DD2V |. These definitions differ only by
spacetime derivatives of components lower down in the θ-expansion (defined with fewer
D ’s). In general, they will also differ from components defined by θ-expansions by the
same derivative terms. These differences are just field redefinitions and have no physical
significance.
Usually, one particular definition of components is preferable. For example, one
model that we will consider (see sec. 4.2.a) depends on a real scalar superfield V which
transforms as V ′ =V + i (Λ−Λ) under a gauge transformation that leaves all the
physics invariant (here Λ is a chiral field). In this case, if possible, we select components
that are gauge invariant; in the example above, D2DV | is the preferred choice.
If the superfield carries an external Lorentz index, the separation into components
requires reduction with respect to the Lorentz group. Thus, for example, a chiral spinor
superfield has the expansion in the chiral representation (where it only depends on θ):
Φα
(+)(x , θ) = λα + θ
β(C βαD ′ + f αβ) − θ2χα . (3.6.9)
Using projections, we would define the components by
λα = Φα| ,
D ′ = 1
2
DαΦ
α| ,
f αβ =
1
2
D (αΦβ)| ,
χα = D
2Φα| . (3.6.10)
For N > 1 a similar definition of components by projection is possible. In this
case, in addition to reduction with respect to the external Lorentz indices, one can fur-
ther reduce with respect to SU (N ) indices.
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The projection method is also convenient for finding components of a product of
superfields. For example, the product Φ = Φ1Φ2 is chiral, and has components
Φ| = Φ1Φ2| = A1A2 ,
DαΦ| = (DαΦ1)Φ2| + Φ1(DαΦ2)| = ψ1αA2 + A1ψ2α ,
D2Φ| = (D2Φ1)Φ2| + (DαΦ1)(DαΦ2)| + Φ1(D2Φ2)|
= F 1A2 + ψ1
αψ2α + A1F 2 . (3.6.11)
Similarly, the components of the product Ψ = Φ1Φ2 can be worked out in a straightfor-
ward manner, using the Leibnitz rule for derivatives.
c. The transformation superfield
The transformations of Poincare´ supersymmetry (translations and Q-supersymme-
try transformations) are parametrized by a 4-vector ξa and a spinor α respectively. It is
possible to view these, along with the parameter r of ‘‘R-symmetry’’ transformations
generated by A in (3.2.12, 3.3.34a), as components of an x -independent real superfield ζ
ξa ≡ 12 [D •α ,Dα]ζ| , α ≡ iD
2Dαζ| , r ≡ 12 D
αD2Dαζ| , (3.6.12)
and to write the supersymmetry transformations in terms of ζ and the covariant
derivatives DA:
δΨ = i(ξaPa + αQα + 
•
αQ •α + 2rA)Ψ
= − [(iD2Dαζ)Dα + (− iD2D
•
αζ)D •α + (
1
2
[D
•
α ,Dα]ζ)∂α •α
+ iw(1
2
DαD2Dαζ)]Ψ , (3.6.13)
where 1
2
w is the eigenvalue of the operatorY (the matrix part of the axial generator A).
These transformations are invariant under ‘‘gauge transformations’’ δζ = i(λ − λ), λ chi-
ral and x -independent. Consequently, they depend only on ξa , α, and the component r .
The R-transformations with parameter r are axial rotations
Ψ′(x , θ, θ ) = e−iwrΨ(x , eirθ, e−irθ ) . (3.6.14)
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3.7. Superintegration
a. Berezin integral
To construct manifestly supersymmetrically invariant actions, it is useful to have
a notion of (definite) integration with respect to θ. The essential properties we require
of the Berezin integral are translation invariance and linearity. Consider a 1-dimensional
anticommuting space; then the most general form a function can take is a + θb. The
most general form that the integral can take has the same form:∫
dθ ′ (a + θb) = A + θB where A ,B are functions of a,b. Imposing linearity and invari-
ance under translations θ ′→ θ ′+  leads uniquely to the conclusion that∫
dθ (a + θb) ∼ b. The normalization of the integral is arbitrary. We choose
∫
dθ θ = 1 (3.7.1)
and, as we found above, ∫
dθ 1 = 0 . (3.7.2)
We can define a δ-function: We require∫
dθ δ(θ − θ′) (a + θb) = a + θ′b (3.7.3)
and find
δ(θ − θ′) = θ − θ′ (3.7.4)
These concepts generalize in an obvious way to higher dimensional anticommuting
spaces; for N -extended supersymmetry,
∫
d 2N θd 2N θ picks out the highest θ component
of the integrand, and a δ-function has the form
δ4N (θ − θ′) = (θ − θ′)2N (θ − θ ′)2N . (3.7.5)
We define δ4+4N (z − z ′) ≡ δ4(x − x ′)δ4N (θ − θ′). We thus have∫
d 4+4N z δ4+4N (z − z ′)Ψ(z )
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=
∫
d 4xd 4N θ δ4(x − x ′)δ4N (θ − θ′)Ψ(x , θ) = Ψ(z ′) (3.7.6)
We note that all the properties of the Berezin integral can be characterized by say-
ing it is identical to differentiation:∫
dθβ f (θ) = ∂β f (θ) . (3.7.7)
This has an important consequence in the context of supersymmetry: Because super-
space actions are integrated over spacetime as well as over θ, any spacetime total deriva-
tive added to the integrand is irrelevant (modulo boundary terms). Consequently, inside
a spacetime integral, in the absence of central charges we can replace
∫
dθβ = ∂β by Dβ .
This allows us to expand superspace actions directly in terms of components defined by
projection (see chap. 4, where we consider specific models). Inside superspace integrals,
we can integrate D by parts, because
∫
d 4N θ∂α = ∂
2N∂2N∂α =0 (since ∂
2N+1 = 0).
Since supersymmetry variations are also total derivatives (in superspace), we have
∫
d 4xd 2N θ QαΨ =
∫
d 4xd 2N θQ •αΨ = 0, and thus for any general superfield Ψ the follow-
ing is a supersymmetry invariant:
SΨ =
∫
d 4xd 4N θ Ψ . (3.7.8)
In the case of chiral superfields we can define invariants in the chiral representation by
SΦ =
∫
d 4xd 2N θ Φ , (3.7.9)
since Φ is a function of only xa and θα. In fact, this definition is representation indepen-
dent, since the operator U used to change representations is a spacetime derivative, so
only the 1 part of e
1
2
U contributes to SΦ. Furthermore, if we express Φ in terms of a gen-
eral superfield Ψ by Φ = D2NΨ, we find
SΦ =
∫
d 4xd 2N θ D2NΨ =
∫
d 4xd 4N θ Ψ = SΨ , (3.7.10)
since D •α =
∫
dθ •α when inside a d
4x integral.
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Similarly, the chiral delta function, which we define as
δ4(x − x ′)δ2N (θ − θ′) ≡ δ4(x − x ′)(−1)N (θ − θ′)2N in the chiral representation, takes the
following form in arbitrary representations:
D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′) , (3.7.11)
which is equivalent in the chiral representation (D •α = ∂ •α), and in general representations
gives ∫
d 4xd 2N θ [D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′)]Φ(z )
=
∫
d 4xd 4N θ δ4+4N (z − z ′)Φ(z )
= Φ(z ) (3.7.12)
b. Dimensions
Since the Berezin integral acts like a derivative (3.7.7), it also scales like a deriva-
tive; thus it has dimension [
∫
dθ] = [D ]. However, from (3.4.9), we see that the dimen-
sions of Dα∼m
1
2 , and consequently, a general integral has dimension
∫
d 4x d 4N θ∼m2N−4
and a chiral integral has dimension
∫
d 4x d 2N θ∼mN−4. In particular, for N = 1, we have∫
d 4x d 4θ ≡
∫
d 8z ∼m−2 and
∫
d 4x d 2θ ≡
∫
d 6z ∼m−3.
c. Superdeterminants
Finally, we use superspace integrals to define superdeterminants (Berezinians).
Consider a (k ,n) by (k ,n) dimensional supermatrix M with a k by k dimensional even-
even part A, a k by n dimensional even-odd part B , an n by k dimensional odd-even
part C , and an n by n dimensional odd-odd part D :
M =
(
A
C
B
D
)
(3.7.13)
where the entries of A,D are bosonic and those of B ,C are fermionic. We define the
superdeterminant by analogy with the usual determinant:
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(sdet M )−1 = K
∫
dkx dkx ′dnθdnθ′e−z ′tM z , (3.7.14a)
where
z ′t = (x ′ θ ′) , z =
( x
θ
)
, (3.7.14b)
and K is a normalization factor chosen to ensure that sdet(1) = 1. The exponent
x ′Ax + x ′Bθ + θ′Cx + θ′Dθ can be written, after shifts of integration variables either in
x or in θ, in two equivalent forms: x ′Ax + θ′(D −C A−1 B)θ or
x ′(A− B D−1C )x + θ′Dθ. Integration over the bosonic variables gives us an inverse
determinant factor, and integration over the fermionic variables gives a determinant fac-
tor. We obtain sdet M in terms of ordinary determinants:
sdet(M ) =
det A
det(D −CA−1B) =
det(A − BD−1C )
det D
. (3.7.15)
This formula has a number of useful properties. Just as with the ordinary deter-
minant, the superdeterminant of the product of several supermatrices is equal to the
product of the superdeterminants of the supermatrices. Furthermore,
ln (sdet M ) = str(ln M ) , (3.7.16a)
where the supertrace of a supermatrix M is the trace of the even-even matrix A minus
the trace of the odd-odd matrix D :
strM ≡ trA − trD (3.7.16b)
An arbitrary infinitesimal variation of M induces a variation of the superdeterminant:
δ(sdet M ) = δexp[str(ln M )]
= (sdet M )str(M −1δM ) (3.7.17)
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3.8. Superfunctional differentiation and integration
a. Differentiation
In this section we discuss functional calculus for superfields. We begin by review-
ing functional differentiation for component fields: By analogy with ordinary differentia-
tion, functional differentiation of a functional F of a field A can be defined as
δF [A]
δA(x )
=
→0
lim
F [A + δ,xA] − F [A]

, (3.8.1)
where
δ,xA(x ′) = δ
4(x − x ′) . (3.8.2)
This is not the same as dividing δF by δA. The derivative can also be defined for arbi-
trary variations by a Taylor expansion:
F [A+ δA] = F [A] +
(
δA ,
δF [A]
δA
)
+O((δA)2) , (3.8.3)
where the product ( , ) of two arbitrary functions is given by
(C ,B) =
∫
d 4x C (x )B(x ) . (3.8.4)
In particular, from (3.8.2) we find
(δ,xA ,B) = B(x ) . (3.8.5)
This definition allows a convenient prescription for generalized differentiation. For
example, in curved space, where the invariant product is (C ,B) =
∫
d 4x g 1/2CB , the
normalization (δA,B) = B(x ) corresponds to the functional variation
δA(x ′) = g−1/2(x )δ4(x − x ′). Generally, a choice of δ,x is equivalent to a choice of the
product ( , ). In particular, for (3.8.2,4) we have the functional derivative
δA(x )
δA(x ′)
= δ4(x − x ′) . (3.8.6)
In curved space, using the invariant product, we would obtain g−1/2(x )δ4(x − x ′). Note
that the inner product is not always symmetric: In (C ,B), C transforms contragredi-
ently to B . For example, if A is a covariant vector, the quantity on the left-hand side of
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the inner-product is a covariant vector, while that on the right is a contravariant vector;
if A is an isospinor,
δF
δA
is a complex-conjugate isospinor; etc.
In superspace, the definitions for general superfields are analogous. The product
(Ψ,Ψ ′) is
∫
d 4+4N z Ψ(z )Ψ ′(z ) =
∫
d 4xd 4N θ Ψ(x , θ)Ψ ′(x , θ), and thus
δΨ(z )
δΨ(z ′)
= δ4+4N (z − z ′) = δ4(x − x ′)δ4N (θ − θ′) . (3.8.7)
(Appropriate modifications will be made in curved superspace.) However, for chiral
superfields we have
(Φ ,Φ ′) =
∫
d 4+2N z ΦΦ ′ =
∫
d 4xd 2N θ ΦΦ ′ , (3.8.8)
since Φ and Φ ′ essentially depend on only xa and θα, not θ
•
α. The variation is therefore
defined in terms of the chiral delta function:
δ,zΦ(z ′) = D
2N δ4+4N (z − z ′) (3.8.9)
so that
δΦ(z )
δΦ(z ′)
= D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′) , (3.8.10)
and the complex conjugate relation
δΦ(z )
δΦ(z ′)
= D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′) . (3.8.11)
(Again, appropriate modifications will be made in curved superspace.) Furthermore,
variations of chiral integrals give the expected result
δ
δΦ(z ′)
∫
d 4xd 2N θ f (Φ(z )) =
∫
d 4xd 2N θ f ′(Φ(z ))D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′)
=
∫
d 4xd 4N θ f ′(Φ(z ))δ4+4N (z − z ′) = f ′(Φ(z ′)) . (3.8.12)
When the functional differentiation is on an expression appearing in a chiral integral
with d 2N θ, the D2N can always be used to convert it to a d 4N θ integral, after which the
full δ-function can be used as in (3.8.12).
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This result can also be obtained by expressing Φ in terms of a general superfield,
as Φ = D2NΨ: we have
δΦ(z )
δΨ(z ′)
=
δD2NΨ(z )
δΨ(z ′)
= D2N
δΨ(z )
δΨ(z ′)
= D2N δ4+4N (z − z ′) . (3.8.13)
We can thus identify
δ
δΦ
with
δ
δΨ
for Φ=D2NΨ.
These definitions can be analyzed in terms of components and correspond to ordi-
nary functional differentiation of the component fields. We cannot define functional dif-
ferentiation for constrained superfields other than chiral or antichiral ones. For exam-
ple, for a linear superfield Υ (which can be written as Υ = D
•
αΨ •α) there is no functional
derivative which is both linear and a scalar.
b. Integration
In chapters 5 and 6 we discuss quantization of superfield theories by means of
functional integration. We need to define only integrals of Gaussians, as all other func-
tional integrals in perturbation theory are defined in terms of these by introducing
sources and differentiating with respect to them. The basic integrals are
∫
IDV e
∫
d4xd4N θ 1
2
V 2
= 1 , (3.8.14a)
∫
IDΦ e
∫
d4xd2N θ 1
2
Φ2
= 1 , (3.8.14b)
∫
IDΦ e
∫
d4xd2N θ 1
2
Φ2 = 1 , (3.8.14c)
where, e.g., IDV =
i
∏
IDV i , for V i the components of V . Because a superfield has the
same number of bose and fermi components, many factors that appear in ordinary func-
tional integrals cancel for superfields. Thus we can make any change of variables that
does not involve both explicit θ’s and ∂
∂θ
’s without generating any Jacobian factor,
because unless the bosons and fermions mix nontrivially, the superdeterminant (3.7.14)
is equal to one. For example, a change of variables V → f (V ,X ) where X is an arbi-
trary external superfield generates no Jacobian factor; the same is true for the change of
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variables V → V as long as is a purely bosonic operator. Nontrivial Jacobian
determinants arise for changes of variables such as V → D2V or V → V where is
background covariant, e.g., in supergravity or super-Yang-Mills theory, and hence con-
tains spinor derivatives.
To prove the preceding assertions, we consider the case with one θ; the general case
can be proven by choosing one particular θ and proceeding inductively. We expand the
superfield with respect to θ as V = A + θψ; similarly, we expand the arbitrary external
superfield as X =C + θχ. Then we can expand the new variable f (V ,X ) as
f (V ,X ) = f (A ,C ) + θ[ψ fV (A ,C )| + χ f X (A ,C )|] (3.8.15)
where f V | ≡ f A ≡ ∂( f |)∂A , etc. The Jacobian of this transformation is
sdet
∂ f
∂V
= sdet
(
f A(A ,C )
0
ψ f AA +χ f AC
f A(A ,C )
)
=
det( f A)
det( f A)
= 1 . (3.8.16)
In particular, the external superfield X can be a nonlocal operator such as −1.
An immediate consequence of the preceding result is that superfield δ-functions
δ(V −V ′) ≡
i
∏
δ(V i −V ′i) (3.8.17a)
are invariant under ‘‘θ-nonmixing’’ changes of variables:
δ( f (V )) =
f (ci)=0
∑
δ(V − ci) . (3.8.17b)
In general, if nontrivial operators appear in the actions, the functional integrals are
no longer constant. We first introduce the following convenient notation:
Ξ ≡

VΦ
Φ

 ,
∫
Ξt ≡
∫
d 4x
( ∫
d 4N θV t
∫
d 2N θ Φt
∫
d 2N θ Φt
)
, (3.8.18)
where V , Φ, and Φ themselves can stand for several superfields arranged as column vec-
tors. We next consider actions of the form
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S = 1
2
∫
ΞtOΞ , (3.8.19)
where the nonsingular operator O is such that the components of the column vector OΞ
have the same chirality as the corresponding components of Ξ. These actions give the
field equations
δS
δΞ
= OΞ , (3.8.20)
due to the integration measures chosen for the definition of the integrals (3.8.18).
We define, for commuting Ξ,
(det O)−
1
2 ≡
∫
IDΞeS , (3.8.21)
with S given by (3.8.19). For anticommuting Ξ we obtain (det O)
1
2 . Then (3.8.14) can
be written as
det I = 1 . (3.8.22)
From the definition (3.8.21) we have∫
IDΞ1IDΞ2e
∫
Ξ1TOΞ2 = (detO)−1 . (3.8.23)
We also have
(det O1) (detO2) = det (O1O2) . (3.8.24)
This can be proven as follows: We consider the action∫
(Ξ1
tO1Ξ2 + Ξ3
tO2Ξ4) . (3.8.25)
The functional integral of the exponential of this action is equal to that of∫
(Ξ1
tO1O2Ξ2 + Ξ3
tΞ4) , (3.8.26)
as can be seen from the field redefinitions
Ξ2 →O2Ξ2 , Ξ4 →O2−1Ξ4 , (3.8.27)
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whose Jacobians cancel.
As an important example we consider the N = 1 case with one Φ and one Φ and
noV :
Ξ =

 Φ
Φ

 , O =

 0
D2
D2
0

 . (3.8.28)
This operator satisfies the identity
O2Ξ = Ξ . (3.8.29)
Therefore, from (3.8.24) we have
(det O)2 = det (3.8.30)
and hence the integral of the exponential of the action
S = 1
2
[
∫
d 4x d 2θ (Φ1D
2Φ1 + Φ2D
2Φ2) + h.c. ]
=
∫
d 4x d 4θ (Φ1Φ1 + Φ2Φ2) (3.8.31)
is equal to that of
S = 1
2
[
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φ Φ + h.c. ] . (3.8.32)
In the same manner we have the following equivalence:
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ mΦ ←→
2m+1
i=1
∑ ∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦi . (3.8.33)
As another example we consider the case of a chiral spinor Φα:
Ξ =

 Φα
Φ •α

 , O =


0
i∂β •αD
2
i∂α
•
βD2
0

 , (3.8.34)
with
O2Ξ = 2Ξ . (3.8.35)
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Therefore ∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ
•
αi∂α •αΦα ←→ 12 [
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φα Φα + h.c. ] . (3.8.36)
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3.9. Physical, auxiliary, and gauge components
In section 3.6 we discussed the component field content of supersymmetric theo-
ries. However, the field content of a theory does not determine its physical states. Con-
versely, a given set of physical states can be described by different sets of fields.
Given a set of fields and their free Lagrangian, we can classify any component of a
field as one of three types: (1) physical, with a propagating degree of freedom; (2) auxil-
iary, with an equation of motion that sets it identically equal to zero; and (3) gauge, not
appearing in the Lagrangian. (Super)Fields can contain all three kinds of components;
off-shell representations (of the Poincare´ or supersymmetry group) contain only the first
two; and on-shell representations contain only the first. We also classify any field as one
of three types: (1) physical, containing physical components, but perhaps also auxiliary
and/or gauge components; (2) auxiliary, containing auxiliary, but perhaps also gauge,
components; and (3) compensating, containing only gauge components.
The simplest example of this is the conventional vector gauge field of electromag-
netism. The explicit separation is necessarily non(Poincare´)covariant, and is most con-
veniently performed in a light-cone formalism. In the notation of (3.1.1) we treat
x− = x −
•− as the ‘‘time’’ coordinate, and x+, xT , xT as ‘‘space’’ coordinates. We are thus
free to construct expressions that are nonlocal in x+ (i.e. containing inverse powers of
∂+), since the dynamics is described by evolution in x
− •−. (In fact, the formalism closely
resembles nonrelativistic field theory, with x− acting as the time and ∂+ as the mass.)
The vector gauge field Aα •α transforms as
δAα •α = ∂α •αλ . (3.9.1)
By making the field redefinitions (by A→ f (A) we mean A = f (A ′) and then drop all
′’s)
A+ → A+ ,
AT → AT +(∂+)−1∂TA+ ,
A− → A−+ (∂+)−1(∂−A+− ∂TAT − ∂TAT ) ; (3.9.2)
we obtain the new transformation laws
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δAT = δA− = 0 , δA+ = ∂+λ . (3.9.3)
Furthermore, the Lagrangian
IL = − 1
2
F αβF αβ , (3.9.4)
where
F αβ =
1
2
∂(α •γAβ)
•
γ (3.9.5)
in terms of the old A, becomes
IL = AT AT − 14 A−(∂+)
2A− . (3.9.6)
Thus, the complex component AT describes the two physical (propagating) polarizations,
the real component A− is auxiliary (it has no dynamics; its equation of motion sets it
equal to zero) , and the real component A+ is gauge. In this formalism the obvious
gauge choice is A+ =0 (the light-cone gauge), since A+ does not appear in IL. However,
gauge components are important for Lorentz covariant gauge fixing: For example,
(∂α
•
βA
α
•
β
)2 → (∂+A− + 2(∂+)−1 A+)2.
We can perform similar redefinitions to separate arbitrary fields into physical, aux-
iliary, and gauge components. Any original component that transforms under a gauge
transformation with a ∂+ or a nonderivative term corresponds to a gauge component of
the redefined field. Any component that transforms with a ∂− term corresponds to an
auxiliary component. Of the remaining components, some will be auxiliary and some
physical (depending on the action), organized in a way that preserves the ‘‘transverse’’
SO(2) Lorentz covariance. For the known fields appearing in interacting theories, the
components with highest spin are physical and the rest (when there are any: i.e., for
physical spin 2 or 3
2
) are auxiliary. These arguments can be applied in all dimensions.
An example that illustrates the separation between physical and auxiliary (but not
gauge) components without the use of nonlocal, noncovariant redefinitions is that of a
massive spinor field:
IL = ψ
•
αi∂α •αψα− 12 m(ψ
αψα +ψ
•
αψ •α) . (3.9.7)
Since ψ and ψ may be considered as independent fields in the functional integral (and,
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in fact, must be considered independent locally after Wick rotation to Euclidean space),
we can make the following nonunitary (but local and covariant) redefinition:
ψα → ψα ,
ψ •α → ψ •α− 1m i∂α •αψ
α . (3.9.8)
The Lagrangian becomes
IL = 1
2m
ψα( −m2)ψα− 12 mψ
•
αψ •α . (3.9.9)
We thus find that ψ represents two physical polarizations, while ψ contains two auxiliary
components.
The same analysis can be made for the simplest supersymmetric multiplet: the
massive scalar multiplet, described by a chiral scalar superfield (see section 4.1). The
action is
S =
∫
d 4xd 4θΦΦ− 1
2
m(
∫
d 4xd 2θΦ2 +
∫
d 4xd 2θ Φ2) . (3.9.10)
We now redefine
Φ→ Φ ,
Φ→ Φ+ 1
m
D2Φ ; (3.9.11)
and, using
∫
d 2θ = D2, we obtain the action
S = 1
2m
∫
d 4xd 2θΦ( −m2)Φ− 1
2
m
∫
d 4xd 2θ Φ2 . (3.9.12)
(Note that the redefinition of Φ preserves its antichirality DαΦ=0.) Now Φ contains
only physical and Φ contains only auxiliary components; each contains two Bose compo-
nents and two Fermi. As can be checked using the component expansion of Φ, the origi-
nal action (3.9.10) contains the spinor Lagrangian of (3.9.7), whereas (3.9.12) contains
the Lagrangian (3.9.9). It also contains two scalars and two pseudoscalars, one of each
being a physical field (with kinetic operator −m2) and the other an auxiliary field
(with kinetic operator 1). For more detail of the component analysis, see sec. 4.1.
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As we discuss in sec. 4.1, auxiliary fields are needed in interacting supersymmetric
theories for several reasons: (1) They facilitate the construction of actions, since without
them the kinetic and various interaction terms are not separately supersymmetric; (2)
because of this, actions without auxiliary fields have supersymmetry transformations
that are nonlinear and coupling dependent, and make difficult the application of super-
symmetry Ward identities (e.g., to prove renormalizability); and (3) auxiliary fields are
necessary for manifestly supersymmetric quantization. Compensating fields (see follow-
ing section) are also necessary for the latter two reasons. Although they disappear from
the classical action, they appear in supersymmetric gauge-fixing terms.
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3.10. Compensators
In our subsequent discussions, we will often use ‘‘compensating’’ fields or compen-
sators. These are fields that enter a theory in such a way that they can be algebraically
gauged away. Thus, in a certain sense, they are trivial: The theory can always be writ-
ten without them. However, they frequently simplify the structure of the theory; in par-
ticular, they can be used to write nonlinearly realized symmetries in a linear way. This
is often important for quantization. Another application, which is particularly relevant
to supergravity, arises in situations where one knows how to write invariant actions for
systems transforming under a certain symmetry group G (e.g., the superconformal
group): If one wants to write actions for systems transforming only under a subgroup H
(e.g., the super-Poincare´ group), one can enlarge the symmetry of such systems to the
full group by introducing compensators. After writing the action for the systems with
the enlarged symmetry, one simply chooses a gauge, thus breaking the symmetry of the
action down to the subgroup H .
A simple example in ordinary field theory is ‘‘fake’’ scalar electrodynamics. The
usual kinetic action for a complex scalar z (x )
S = 1
2
∫
d 4x z∂a∂az (3.10.1)
has a global U (1) symmetry: z ′ = eiλz . This symmetry can be gauged trivially by intro-
ducing a real compensating scalar φ, assumed to transform under a local U (1) transfor-
mation as φ′ = φ− λ. We can then construct a covariant derivative
∇a = e−iφ∂aeiφ = ∂a + i∂aφ that can be used to define a locallyU (1) invariant action
S = 1
2
∫
d 4x z∇a∇az (3.10.2)
Fake spinor electrodynamics can be obtained by an obvious generalization.
a. Stueckelberg formalism
In the previous example, the compensator served no useful purpose. The Stueck-
elberg formalism provides a familiar example of a compensator that simplifies the theory.
We begin with the Lagrangian for a massive vector Aa :
IL = − 1
8
FabFab − m2(Aa)2 , (3.10.3)
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Fab = ∂ [aAb] . (3.10.4)
The propagator for this theory is:
Dab = − 1−m2 (ηab −
1
2m2
∂a∂b) (3.10.5)
We can recast the theory in an improved form by introducing a U (1) compensator φ
that makes the action (3.10.3) gauge invariant. We define
A′a = Aa +
1
m
∂aφ (3.10.6)
where A′a and φ transform under U (1) gauge transformations:
δA′a = ∂aλ , δφ = mλ . (3.10.7)
In terms of these fields, the gauge invariant Lagrangian is (dropping the prime):
IL = − 1
8
FabFab − m2(Aa)2
− mφ∂aAa − (∂aφ)2 . (3.10.8)
We now choose a gauge by adding the gauge fixing term
ILGF = − 14 (∂
aAa − 2mφ)2 (3.10.9)
and find:
IL+ ILGF =
1
2
Aa( − m2)Aa + φ( − m2)φ . (3.10.10)
The propagators can be trivially read off from (3.10.10): for Aa ,
Dab = − ηab( − m2)−1, and for φ, D = − 12 ( − m
2)−1. They have better high energy
behavior than (3.10.5). Thus, by introducing the compensator φ, we have simplified the
structure of the theory. We note that the compensator decouples whenever Aa is cou-
pled to a conserved source (i.e., in a gauge invariant way).
b. CP(1) model
Another familiar example is the CP(1) nonlinear σ-model, which describes the
Goldstone bosons of an SU (2) gauge theory spontaneously broken down toU (1). It con-
sists of a real scalar field ρ and a complex field y subject to the constraint
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|y |2 + ρ2 = 1 (3.10.11)
The group SU (2) can be realized nonlinearly on these fields by
δρ = 1
2
(βy + βy)
δy = − 2iαy − βρ− 1
2
ρ−1(βy − βy)y . (3.10.12)
where α, β, and β are the (constant) parameters of the global SU (2) transformations.
These transformations leave the Lagrangian
IL = − [(∂aρ)2 + |∂ay |2 + 14 (y
↔
∂ ay)
2] (3.10.13)
invariant, but because the transformations are nonlinear this is far from obvious.
We can give a description of the theory where the SU (2) is represented linearly by
introducing a local U (1) invariance which is realized by a compensating field φ. Under
this localU (1), φ transforms as
φ′(x ) = φ(x ) − λ(x ) . (3.10.14)
We define fields z i by
z 1 = e
−iφρ , z 2 = e
−iφy . (3.10.15)
Because of this definition they transform under the localU (1) as
z ′i = e
iλz i . (3.10.16)
The constraint (3.10.11) becomes
|z 1|2 + |z 2|2 = 1 . (3.10.17)
Ignoring the constraint the SU (2) acts linearly on these fields (see below):
δz 1 = iαz 1 + βz 2
δz 2 = − iαz 2 − βz 1 . (3.10.18)
The complicated nonlinear transformations (3.10.12) arise in the following manner:
when we fix theU (1) gauge
z 1 = z 1 ≡ ρ (3.10.19)
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the linear SU (2) transformations (3.10.18) do not preserve the condition (3.10.19). Thus
we must add a ‘‘gauge-restoring’’U (1) transformation with parameter
iλ(x ) = − 1
2
ρ−1(δz 1 − δz 1) = − iα − 12 ρ
−1(βz 2 − βz 2) . (3.10.20)
The combined linear SU (2) transformation and gauge transformation (3.10.16) with
nonlinear parameter (3.10.20) preserves the gauge condition (3.10.19) and are equivalent
to (3.10.12).
To write an action invariant under both the global SU (2) and the localU (1) trans-
formations we need a covariant derivative for the latter. By analogy with our first
example we could write
∇a = e−iφ∂aeiφ = ∂a + i∂aφ . (3.10.21)
A manifestly SU (2) invariant choice in terms of the new variables is
∇a = ∂a − 12 z
i ↔∂ az i
= ∂a + i∂aφ − 12 y
↔
∂ ay . (3.10.22)
This differs from (3.10.21) by the U (1) gauge invariant term y
↔
∂ ay ; one is always free to
change a covariant derivative by adding covariant terms to the connection. (This is sim-
ilar to adding contortion to the Lorentz connection in (super)gravity; see sec. 5.3.a.3.)
Then a manifestly covariant Lagrangian is
IL = − |∇az i |2
= − |∂az i |2 − 14 (z
i ↔∂ az i)
2 . (3.10.23)
In the gauge (3.10.19) this Lagrangian becomes that of (3.10.13).
We consider now another application of compensators: The constraint (3.10.17) is
awkward: It makes the transformations (3.10.18) implicitly nonlinear. We can avoid
this by introducing a second compensating field. We observe that neither the constraint
nor the Lagrangian are invariant under scale transformations. However, we can intro-
duce a scale invariance into the theory by writing
z i = e
−ζZ i (3.10.24)
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in terms of new fields Zi and the compensator ζ(x ). The constraint and the action,
written in terms of Z i , ζ, will be invariant under the scale transformations
Z ′i = e
τZi , ζ ′ = ζ + τ . (3.10.25)
The SU (2) transformations of Zi are now the (truly) linear transformations
(3.10.18). The U (1) and the scale transformations can be combined into a single com-
plex scale transformation with parameter
σ = τ + iλ (3.10.26)
Z ′i = e
σZ i , ζ ′ = ζ + τ . (3.10.27)
The constraint (3.10.17) becomes
ZZ = e2ζ (3.10.28)
where we write ZZ ≡ |Z 1|2 + |Z 2|2. In terms of the new variables the Lagrangian is
IL = − |∇a(e−ζZi)|2
= − |∂a(e−ζZi)|2 − 14 e
−4ζ(Z i
↔
∂ aZ i)
2 . (3.10.29)
Substituting for ζ the solution of the constraint (3.10.28), a manifestly SU (2) invariant
procedure, leads to
IL = − |∂a Z i√
ZZ
|2 − 1
4
(Z i
↔
∂ aZ i)
2
(ZZ )2
= − 1
ZZ
(δi
k − ZiZ
k
ZZ
) 1
2
(∂aZ i) (∂
aZ k ) (3.10.30)
This last form of the Lagrangian is expressed in terms of unconstrained fields Zi only. It
is manifestly globally SU (2) invariant and also invariant under the local complex scale
transformations (3.10.27). We can use this invariance to choose a convenient gauge. For
example, we can choose the gauge Z 1 = 1; or we can choose a gauge in which we obtain
(3.10.13). Once we choose a gauge, the SU (2) transformations become nonlinear again.
These two compensators allowed us to realize a global symmetry (SU (2)) of the
system linearly. However, they play different roles: φ(x ), the U (1) compensator, gauges
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a global symmetry of the system, whereas ζ(x ), the scale compensator introduces an
altogether new symmetry. For the U (1) invariance we introduced a connection, whereas
for the scale invariance we introduced ζ(x ) directly, without a connection. In the former
case, the connection consisted of a pure gauge part, and a covariant part chosen to make
it manifestly covariant under a symmetry (SU (2)) of the system; had we tried to intro-
duce φ(x ) directly, we would have found it difficult to maintain the SU (2) invariance. In
the case of the scale transformations no such difficulties arise, and a connection is unnec-
essary. As we shall see, both kinds of compensators appear in supersymmetric theories.
c. Coset spaces
Compensators also simplify the description of more general nonlinear σ-models.
We consider a model with fields y(x ) that are points of a coset space G/H ; they trans-
form nonlinearly under the global action of a group G , but linearly with respect to a
subgroup H . By introducing local transformations of the subgroup H via compensators
φ(x ), we realize G linearly, and thus easily find an invariant action.
The generators of G are T , S , where S are the generators of H and T are the
remaining generators, with T ,S antihermitian. Since H is a subgroup, the generators S
close under commutation:
[S ,S ] ∼ S . (3.10.31)
We require in addition that the generatorsT carry a representation of the H , that is
[T , S ] ∼T . (3.10.32)
(This is always true when the structure constants are totally antisymmetric, since then
the absence of [S ,S ] ∼T terms implies the absence of [T , S ] ∼ S terms.)
We could write y(x ) = eζ(x )T mod H , but instead we introduce compensating fields
φ(x ), and define fields z (x ) that are elements of the whole group G :
z = eζ(x )Teφ(x )S ≡ eΦ (3.10.33)
(where Φ = ζˆ (x )T + φˆ (x )S provides an equivalent parametrization of the group). The
new fields z transform under global G-transformations and local H -transformations:
z ′ = g z h−1(x ) , gG , hH (3.10.34)
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(where again we can use an exponential parametrization for g and h(x ) if we wish).
The local H transformations can be used to gauge away the compensators φ and
reduce z to the coset variables y . If we choose the gauge φ = 0, then the global G-trans-
formations will induce local gauge-restoring H -transformations needed to maintain
φ = 0: For gH , due to (3.10.32), we use h(x ) = g :
eζ
′T = g eζT g−1 (3.10.35)
and thus the fields y transform linearly under H . For gG/H , the gauge restoring trans-
formation is complicated and depends nonlinearly on ζ, and thus the fields y transform
nonlinearly under G/H .
To find a globally G- and locally H -invariant Lagrangian, we consider the following
quantity:
z−1∂az ≡ ∂a + AaS + BaT ≡ ∇a + BaT . (3.10.36)
Under global G-transformations, both ∇a and Ba are invariant; under local H -transfor-
mations we have
(z−1∂az )′ = h z
−1∂a(z h
−1)
= h∂ah
−1 + h z−1(∂az )h
−1
= h∂ah
−1 + h(AaS + BaT )h
−1 = h(∇a + BaT )h−1 (3.10.37)
Because of (3.10.31), h S h−1∼ S and h∂ah−1∼ S ; because of (3.10.32), hT h−1∼T ;
hence Aa transforms as a connection for local H transformations (∇a transforms as a
covariant derivative), and Ba transforms covariantly. Therefore, an invariant Lagrangian
is
IL = − 1
4
tr(BaB
a) (3.10.38)
If we choose the gauge φ(x ) = 0, this becomes a complicated nonlinear Lagrangian for
the fields y(x ). We can also couple this system to other fields transforming linearly
under H by replacing all derivatives with ∇a .
Finally, from (3.10.33) we have
z−1∂az = ∂a + e−φS (∂aeφS ) + e−φS(e−ζT∂aeζT )eφS
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= ∂a + (∂aφ)S + (∂aζ)T + . . . (3.10.39)
and hence ∇a = ∂a + ∂aφS + . . . and Ba = ∂aζT + . . . = ∂ayT + . . .. This is what we
expect: The covariant derivative has the usual dependence on the compensator, and the
Lagrangian (3.10.38) has a term − 1
2
tr(∂ay)2, which is appropriate for a physical field.
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3.11. Projection operators
a. General
The analysis of many aspects of the superspace formulation of supersymmetric
theories requires an understanding of the irreducible representations of (off-shell) super-
symmetry (physical and auxiliary components). We need to know how to decompose an
arbitrary superfield or product of superfields into such representations. In this section
we describe a procedure for constructing projection operators onto irreducible represen-
tations of supersymmetry for general N .
The basic idea is that a general superfield can be expanded into a sum of chiral
superfields. A chiral superfield that is irreducible under the Poincare´ and internal sym-
metry groups is also irreducible under off-shell supersymmetry (except for possible sepa-
ration into real and imaginary parts, which we call bisection). Thus, this expansion per-
forms the decomposition.
To show that chiral superfields are irreducible under supersymmetry up to bisec-
tion, we try to reduce a chiral superfield Φ by imposing some covariant constraint
ΩΦ = 0. If we do not consider reality conditions (bisection), we cannot allow constraints
relating Φ to Φ. The only covariant operators available for writing constraints are the
spinor derivatives Daα ,D
a •
α and the spacetime derivative ∂α •β . In momentum space,
since we are off-shell, all relations must be true for arbitrary momentum, and hence we
can freely divide out any spacetime derivative factors. Therefore, any constraint we
write down can be reduced to a constraint that is free of spacetime derivatives. If the
constraint contained any D spinor derivatives, since Φ is chiral, DΦ = 0, by moving the
D ’s to the right we could convert them to spacetime derivatives, which we have just
argued can be removed. (For example DDDΦ = iD∂Φ.)
We thus conclude that any possible constraint on Φ involves only products of the
spinor derivatives Daα. However, by applying a sufficient number of D ’s to the con-
straint, we can convert all of the D ’s to spacetime derivatives; hence, any constraint on
Φ independent of Φ would set Φ itself to zero (off-shell!). Therefore Φ must be irre-
ducible. This argument is analogous to the proof in section 3.3 that irreducible represen-
tations of supersymmetry can be obtained by repeatedly applying the generators Qa •α to
the Clifford vacuum |C > defined by Qaα|C > = 0: instead of |C >, Q , and Q with
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Q |C > = 0, we have Φ, D , and D with DΦ = 0, respectively.
The only further reduction we can perform is to impose a reality condition on the
superfield. A chiral superfield of superspin s (the spin content of its external Lorentz
indices) has a single maximum spin component of spin smax = s +
1
2
N residing at the
θN [a1...aN ](α1...αN ) level of the superfield. (This is most easily seen in the chiral representa-
tion, where a chiral superfield depends only on θ. The reduction of products of θ’s into
irreducible representations is done by the method described for the reduction of products
of spinor derivatives in sec. 3.4. Since the maximum spin component has the maximum
number of symmetrized SL(2C ) indices, it must have the maximum number of antisym-
metrized SU (N ) indices, i.e., it must have N indices of each type. Terms with fewer θ’s
have fewer SL(2C ) indices, whereas terms with more θ’s cannot be antisymmetric in N
SU (N ) indices, and hence cannot be symmetric in N SL(2C ) indices. For examples see
(3.6.1-4)). Only if we can impose a reality condition on the highest spin component can
we impose a reality condition on the entire superfield. This is possible when smax is an
integer. (A component field with an odd number of Weyl indices cannot satisfy a local
reality condition.)
a.1. Poincare´ projectors
We begin with the decomposition of an arbitrary spinor into irreducible representa-
tions of the Poincare´ group in ordinary spacetime, both because it is one of the steps in
the superspace decomposition, and because it illustrates some of the superspace features.
This reduction is most easily performed by converting dotted indices into undotted ones
with the formal operator ∆
α
•
β
= −i∂
α
•
β
−1
2 , reducing under SU (2) (by symmetrizing and
antisymmetrizing, i.e., taking traces), and converting formerly dotted indices back with
∆. (This insures that no fractional powers of remain. We generally consider −
1
2 to
be hermitian, since we mainly are concerned with = m2 > 0.) Explicitly, we write for
each index
Ψˆα = ∆α
•
βΨ •β , Ψˆ •α = ∆
β •
αΨβ ,
(Ψα
† ) = (Ψα )
† , ˆˆΨα = Ψα . (3.11.1)
Thus, for example, a vector Ψa decomposes in the following manner:
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Ψa = ∆γ •αΨˆαγ = ∆
γ •
α
1
2
(C αγΨˆδ
δ + Ψˆ(αγ))
= ∆γ •α
1
2
(∆δ
•
C αγΨδ • + ∆(γ
•
δΨ
α)
•
δ
)
= 1
2
−1[∂α •α(∂
γ
•
δΨ
γ
•
δ
) − ∂γ •α(∂(α
•
δΨ
γ)
•
δ
)]
= [(ΠL + ΠT )Ψ]a , (3.11.2)
where ΠL and ΠT are the longitudinal and transverse projection operators for a four-vec-
tor.
The projections can be written in terms of field strengths S and F αγ :
(ΠLΨ)a = −1∂α •αS , S =
1
2
∂γ
•
δΨ
γ
•
δ
,
(ΠTΨ)a =
−1∂γ •αF αγ , F αγ =
1
2
∂
(α
•
δ
Ψγ)
•
δ . (3.11.3)
The field strengths are themselves irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group.
The projections ΨL = ΠLΨ and ΨT = ΠTΨ are invariant under gauge transformations
δΨ = ΠTχ and δΨ = ΠLχ respectively. The field strengths have the same gauge invari-
ance as the projections: δΨLa = −1∂aδS = 0 implies δS = 0 , and similarly
δΨTa = −1∂γ •αδF αγ = 0 implies δF αγ = 0.
a.2. Super-Poincare´ projectors
Projections of superfields can be written in terms of field strengths in superspace
as well. We will find that projections of a general superfield can be expressed in terms
of chiral field strengths with gauge invariances determined by the projection operators.
Thus, for a superfield with decomposition Ψ = (
n
∑
Πn)Ψ, any single term Ψn =ΠnΨ has
a gauge invariance δΨ=
i 	=n
∑
Πiχi . Each projection can be written in the form
Ψn = D
2N−nΦ(n) where the chiral field strengths Φ(n) = D2NDnΨ are Poincare´ and
SU (N ) irreducible and have the same gauge invariance as Ψn : 0 = δΨn = D
2N−nδΦ(n)
implies δΦ(n) = 0 because Φ and hence δΦ are irreducible.
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The same index conversion used in (3.11.1) can be used to define the operation of
rest-frame conjugation on a component field or general superfield Ψ
α1...αi
•
βi+1...
•
β2s
by
Ψ˜
α1...αi
•
βi+1...
•
β2s
= ∆α1
•
γ1 . . .∆αi
•
γi∆δi+1 •
βi+1
. . . ∆δ2s •
β2s
Ψδ2s ...δi + 1 •γi ... •γ1 ,
Ψ˜˜ = Ψ . (3.11.4)
For example, we have:
Ψ˜ = Ψ , Ψ˜α = ∆α
•
βΨ •β , H˜ α •β = ∆α
•
γ∆δ •βH δ •γ . (3.11.5)
We extend this to chiral superfields and define a rest-frame conjugation operator K
which preserves chirality, by using an extra factor −
1
2
ND2N to convert the antichiral
(complex conjugated chiral) superfield back to a chiral one (and similarly for antichiral
superfields). We define
KΦ
α1...αi
•
βi+1...
•
β2sa1...ai
b1...bi = D2N −
1
2
N Φ˜
α1...αi
•
βi+1...
•
β2s
b1...bi
a1...ai ,
KΦ... = D2N −
1
2
N Φ˜... , K(Φ...) = (KΦ...) ,
K2 = 1 , [1
2
(1±K)]2 = 1
2
(1±K) , (3.11.6)
where D •αΦ... = DαΦ... = 0. For example, for an N = 1 chiral spinor Φα,
KΦα =
−D2i∂α
•
β
Φ •β , (3.11.7)
We can define self-conjugacy or reality under K if we restrict ourselves to superfields
that are real representations of SU (N ) with smax = s +
N
2
integral (the latter is required
to insure that only integral powers of appear). The reality condition is KΦ... = ±Φ...
and the splitting of a chiral superfield into real and imaginary parts is simply
Φ±... =
1
2
(1±K)Φ... . (3.11.8)
In the previous example, if we impose the reality condition KΦα = Φα, contract both
sides with Dα and use the antichirality of Φ •α, we find the equivalent condition:
DαΦα = D
•
αΦ •α (3.11.9)
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These ‘‘real’’ chiral superfields appear in many models of interest. For example, isoscalar
‘‘real’’ chiral superfields with 2−N undotted spinor indices describe N ≤ 2 Yang-Mills
gauge multiplets. Similar superfields with 4− N undotted spinor indices describe the
conformal field strength of N ≤ 4 supergravity.
To decompose a general superfield into irreducible representations, we first expand
it in terms of chiral superfields. In the chiral representation (D •α = ∂ •α) a Taylor series in
θ gives
Ψ(x , θ, θ ) =
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
θ n
•
α1...
•
αnΦ(n) •αn ... •α1(x , θ) , (3.11.10a)
where Φn can be rewritten as
Φ(n) •α1... •αn (x , θ) = D
n •
α1...
•
αn
Ψ(x , θ, θ )|θ = 0 , (3.11.10b)
or, using {D •α , θ
•
β} = δ •α
•
β and {θ •α , θ
•
β} = 0 (which implies θ 2N+1 = 0),
Φ(n) •α1... •αn (x , θ) = (−1)ND2N θ 2NDn •α1... •αnΨ(x , θ, θ) . (3.11.10c)
However, θ is not covariant, and hence neither is the expansion (3.11.10). We can gen-
eralize (3.11.10): For any operator ζ
•
α(θ ) which obeys
{D •α , ζ
•
β} = δ •α
•
β , {ζ •α , ζ
•
β} = 0 , (3.11.11)
we can write
Ψˆ(x , θ, ζ) =
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
ζn
•
α1...
•
αnΦˆ(n) •αn ... •α1(x , θ) , (3.11.12a)
where
Φˆ(n) •αn ... •α1(x , θ) = (−1)ND2N ζ 2NDn •αn ... •α1Ψˆ(x , θ, ζ) . (3.11.12b)
If we choose Ψ(x , θ, θ ) ≡ Ψˆ(x , θ, ζ(θ )), we obtain, substituting (3.11.12b) into (3.11.12a):
Ψ(x , θ, θ ) = (−1)N
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
ζn
•
α1...
•
αnD2N ζ 2NDn •αn ... •α1Ψ(x , θ, θ ) , (3.11.13)
for any ζ satisfying (3.11.11). A manifestly supersymmetric operator satisfying (3.11.11)
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is
ζ
•
α = − i ∂
β
•
α
Dβ = θ
•
α − i ∂
β
•
α
∂β . (3.11.14)
Substituting (3.11.14) into (3.11.13), we find
Ψ(x , θ, θ ) = −N
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
Dnα1...αn
(
−i∂α1
•
β1
)
. . .
(
−i∂αn
•
βn
)
×D2ND2NDn •
βn ...
•
β1
Ψ(x , θ, θ ) , (3.11.15)
where we have used (
−i∂β •α
Dβ)
2N = (− )−ND2N . Pushing Dn through D2N to the
D2N , we find (reordering the sum by replacing n → 2N − n)
Ψ = −N
1
(2N )!
C α1...α2N
2N
n=0
∑
(−1)n
(
2N
n
)
D2N−nα2N ...αn+1D
2NDnαn ...α1Ψ(x , θ, θ )
= −N
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
(−1)nD2N−nα1...αn D2NDnα1...αnΨ(x , θ, θ ) . (3.11.16)
This final expression can be compared to the noncovariant θ expansion in (3.11.10).
The chiral fields D2NDnΨ are the covariant analogs of the Φ(2N−n)’s. We thus obtain
1 =
2N
n=0
∑ 1
n!
(−1)n −ND2N−nα1...αn D2NDnα1...αn . (3.11.17)
For example, in N = 1 this is the relation
1 =
D2D2 − D
αD2Dα +
D2D2
. (3.11.18)
Each term in the sum is a (reducible) projection operator which picks out the part
of a superfield Ψ appearing in the chiral field strength D2NDnΨ (which is irreducible
under SL(2N ,C ) but reducible under SU (N )×©Poincare´, and possibly also under K).
We thus have the projection operators Πn , n = 0, 1, . . . , 2N :
Πn =
1
n!
(−1)n −ND2N−nα1...αnD2NDnα1...αn ,
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2N
n=0
∑
Πn = 1 . (3.11.19)
In particular, Π0 =
−ND2ND2N and Π2N =
−ND2ND2N project out the antichiral and
chiral parts of Ψ respectively. The projectors (3.11.19) satisfy a number of relations:
Orthonormality
ΠmΠn = δmnΠm (not summed) (3.11.20)
follows from D2NDnD2N = 0 unless n = 2N and hence ΠmΠn = 0 for m 	= n; then∑
Πm = 1 implies Πn = Πn
∑
Πm = Π
2
n . There are relations between the Π’s: Πn is
equal to the transpose and to the complex conjugate of Π2N−n
Πn = Π
t
2N−n
= 1
(2N − n)!
−N D2N−nα1...α2N−n D
2NDn α1...α2N−n , (3.11.21)
Πn = Π
*
2N−n
= 1
(2N − n)! (−1)
n −N Dn
•
α1...
•
α2N−nD2ND2N−n •α1... •α2N−n . (3.11.22)
Combining (3.11.21) and (3.11.22), we find another form of Πn :
Πn = Π†n =
1
n!
−N Dn •α1... •αnD
2ND2N−n
•
α1...
•
αn . (3.11.23)
The complex conjugation relation (3.11.22) implies that half of the Π’s are redundant for
real superfields:V =V → Π2N−nV = Π*nV = (ΠnV ).
Reduction of the Π’s into irreducible projection operators is now easy:
(1) Algebraically reduce D2NDnΨ under SU (N )×©Poincare´ (where Ψ may have further
isospinor and Weyl spinor indices);
(2) When the reduced chiral field strength D2NDnΨ is in a real representation of SU (N )
and has s + 1
2
N integral, further reduce by bisection, i.e. multiplication by 1
2
(1±K).
To perform (1) it is convenient to first reduce D2NDn by using the total antisymmetry of
the D ’s (see sec. 3.4), and then reduce the tensor product of the irreducible
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representations of D2NDn with the representation of the superfield Ψ as usual. If we
only want to preserve SO(N ), further reduction is performed in step 1; for step 2,
D2NDnΨ is always in a real representation of SO(N ).
Although Πn contains the product of 2N D ’s and 2N D ’s and is thus in its sim-
plest form, Πn±, obtained by directly introducing
1
2
(1±K) in front of the D2N , contains
2N D ’s and 4N D ’s in the K term, and can be further simplified. After some algebra
we find:
For n ≥ N :
KD2NDnα1...αnΨ
b1...bn = (−1)2sˆ n 12(n−N )D2ND2N−n β1...βnC β1α1 . . .C βnαnΨ˜a1...an , (3.11.24)
or
KD2NDn α1...α2N−nΨb1...b2N−n
= (−1)2sˆ n 12(n−N )D2NC α1β1 . . .C α2N−nβ2N−nD2N−n β1...β2N−nΨ˜a1
...a2N−n , (3.11.25)
where 2sˆ extra Weyl spinor indices, and extra isospinor indices, reduced as in step 1, are
implicit on Ψ.
For n ≤ N :
KD2ND2N−n •α1...Ψb1... = (−1)2sˆ n
1
2
(N−n)D2NDn
•
β1...C •
β1
•
α1...
Ψ˜a1... , (3.11.26)
or
KD2ND2N−n
•
α1...Ψb1... = (−1)2sˆ n 12(N−n)D2NC •α1
•
β1...Dn •
β1...
Ψ˜a1... . (3.11.27)
As an example of this simplification, we consider the N = 1 chiral field above (3.11.7) for
the special case when it is a field strength of a real superfieldV : Φα = D
2DαV
KΦα =
−D2i∂α
•
β
D2D •βV = D
2DαV = Φα . (3.11.28)
We now collect our results: The superprojectors take the final form
If bisection is possible:
n ≤ N : Πn,i± = 1n!
−N Dn •α1... •αn
1
2
(1±K)IPiD2ND2N−n
•
α1...
•
αn ,
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n ≥ N : Πn,i± = 1(2N − n)!
−N D2N−nα1...α2N−n
1
2
(1±K)IPiD2NDnα1...α2N−n , (3.11.29)
If bisection is not possible:
Πn,i = either of the above with
1
2
(1±K) dropped , (3.11.30)
where the IPi are SU (N )×©Poincare´ projectors acting on the explicit indices (including
those of the superfield). We have chosen the particular forms of Πn from (3.11.19,21-23)
that minimize the number of indices that the IPi act on. The chiral expansion, besides
its simplicity, has the advantage that the chiral field strengths appear explicitly, and the
superspin and superisospin of the representation onto which Π projects are those of the
chiral field strength.
b. Examples
b.1. N=0
We begin by giving a few Poincare´ projection operators. The procedure for find-
ing them was discussed in considerable detail in subsec. 3.11.a.1, so here we simply list
results. Scalars and spinors are irreducible (no bisection is possible for a spinor:
s + N
2
= 1
2
is not an integer). A (real) vector decomposes into a spin 1 and a spin 0 pro-
jection (see (3.11.2,3)). For a spinor-vector ψ
α
•
β,γ
= ∆β •βψαβ,γ we have:
ψαβ,γ =
1
3!
ψ(αβ,γ) +
1
3!
(ψ(αδ)
δC βγ + ψ(βδ)
δCαγ) +
1
2
C αβψδ
δ
,γ
and hence
ψ
α
•
β,γ
= (Π3
2
+ ΠT 1
2
+ ΠL 1
2
)ψ
α
•
β,γ
,
where
Π3
2
ψ
α
•
β,γ
= − −1∂β •βwαβγ , wαβγ = 16 ∂(α
•
δψ
β
•
δγ)
;
ΠT 1
2
ψ
α
•
β,γ
= − −1∂β •
β
[C βγrα +C αγrβ ] , rα =
1
6
∂(α
•
δψ
β)
•
δ
β ;
ΠL 1
2
ψ
α
•
β,γ
= −1∂
α
•
β
sγ , sγ =
1
2
∂aψa,γ . (3.11.31)
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For a real two-index tensor hac = ∆β •α∆
δ •
γhαβ,γδ we have
hαβ,γδ =
1
4!
h (αβ,γδ) + (C γ(αqβ)δ +C δ(αqβ)γ) +C αβC γδq +C γ(αC β)δr
+ 1
4
(C αβh (γ,
||
δ) +C γδh (α||,β)
) , (3.11.32)
where
qαβ = − 132 ( h (α
|α|
,β)δ + h (α|δ|,β)
α + h (α
|α|
,δ)β + h (α|β|,δ)
α ) ,
r = − 1
24
h (α
(α
,β)
β) , q = 1
4
h 

,ζ
ζ . (3.11.33)
Therefore the complete decomposition of the the two-index tensor is given by
h
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
= (Π2,S + Π1,S + Π
L
0,S + Π
T
0,S + Π1,A
+ + Π1,A
−)h
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
,
where the projectors are labeled by the spin (2, 1, 0), the symmetric and antisymmetric
part of hab (S and A), longitudinal and transverse parts (L and T ), and self-dual and
anti-self-dual parts (+ and −). The explicit form of the projection operators is
Π2,Shα •β,γ •δ =
−2∂β •β∂
δ •
δwαβγδ , wαβγδ =
1
4!
∂(α
•
β∂β
•
δh
γ
•
β,δ)
•
δ
;
Π1,Shα •β,γ •δ =
−2∂β •β∂
δ •
δ [C γ(αwβ)δ +C δ(αwβ)γ ] ,
wβδ = − 132 ∂
α(
•
β [∂δ
•
δ)h
(α
•
β,β)
•
δ
+ ∂β
•
δ)h
(α
•
β,δ)
•
δ
] ;
ΠL0,Shα •β,γ •δ =
−2∂
α
•
β
∂
γ
•
δ
S , S = 1
4
∂α
•
β∂γ
•
δh
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
;
ΠT 0,Shα •β,γ •δ =
−2(C γαC •β •δ + ∂γ •β∂α •δ)T , T = −
1
12
∂(α
•
β∂γ)
•
δh
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
;
Π1,A
+h
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
= −1∂β •
β
∂
γ
•
δ
l+(αβ) , l
+
(αβ) = − 14 h (α •γ,β)
•
γ ;
Π1,A
−h
α
•
β,γ
•
δ
= −2∂
α
•
β
∂δ •
δ
l−(γδ) , l
−
(γδ) = − 14 ∂(γ
•
β∂δ)
•
δh
α
•
β,
α •
δ
. (3.11.34)
(The field strengths wαβγδ and T are proportional to the linearized Weyl tensor and
scalar curvatures respectively.) From this decomposition, we see that the two-index
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tensor field consists of irreducible spins 2+©1+©1+©1+©0+©0.
b.2. N=1
We construct the irreducible projection operators for a complex scalar superfield
Ψ. From (3.9.26-32) we have, for the cases without bisection (s + 1
2
N = s + 1
2
is half-
integral, so that s is integral)
Π0 =
−1D2D2 , Π1 = − −1DαD2Dα , Π2 = −1D2D2 . (3.11.35)
Since Ψ has no external indices we can go directly to step 2. The chiral field strengths
D2Ψ and D2D2Ψ do not satisfy the condition that s + 1
2
is integral, whereas D2DαΨ
does. For N = 1, the condition of being in a real isospin representation is trivially satis-
fied, and that means that Π1 needs to be bisected:
Π1 = Π1+ + Π1− ,
Π1± = − −1Dα 12 (1±K)D
2Dα . (3.11.36)
Therefore, from (3.11.26-7),
Π1±Ψ = − −1DαD2Dα 12 (Ψ±Ψ) , (3.11.37)
and thus Π0, Π1± and Π2 completely reduce Ψ. These irreducible representations turn
out to describe two scalar and two vector multiplets, respectively.
We give next the decomposition of the spinor superfield Ψα. To find the irre-
ducible parts of Π1Ψα we Poincare´ reduce the chiral field strength
D2DαΨβ =
1
2
[C αβD
2DγΨ
γ +D2D (αΨβ)]. This gives the projections Πn,s for superspin s
of this chiral field strength:
Π1,0Ψα =
1
2
−1DαD
2DβΨβ , Π1,1Ψα = − 12
−1DβD2D (αΨβ) . (3.11.38)
The latter irreducible representation is a ‘‘conformal’’ submultiplet of the (3
2
, 1) multi-
plet (see section 4.5). For Π0 and Π2 we must bisect:
Π01
2
±Ψα =
−1 1
2
(1±K)D2D2Ψα = −1D2 12 (D
2Ψα ± i∂α •βΨ
•
β) ,
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Π21
2
±Ψα =
−1 1
2
(1±K)D2D2Ψα = −1D2 12 (D
2Ψα ± i∂α •βΨ
•
β) . (3.11.39)
Equivalent forms are:
Π01
2
±Ψα = − −1Dα
1
2
(DβD2Ψβ ±D
•
βD2Ψ •β) ,
Π21
2
±Ψα =
−1D2Dα
1
2
(DβΨ
β ±D •βΨ
•
β) . (3.11.40)
Finally we decompose the real vector superfield H
α
•
β
. Because of its reality bisec-
tion is unnecessary. Poincare´ projection is performed by writing H
α
•
β
= ∆γ •βH αγ and
(anti)symmetrizing in the indices of the chiral field strengths. To ensure that the projec-
tion operators maintain the reality of H
α
•
β
, we combine the Π2’s with the Π0’s, since
from (3.9.24) Π2H α •β = (Π0H β •α)
†. We obtain
ΠT 0,1H α •β =
1
2
−1∆γ •β{D2,D2}H (αγ) ,
ΠL0,0H α •β =
1
2
−1∆
α
•
β
{D2,D2}H γγ ,
ΠT 1,3
2
H
α
•
β
= − 1
6
−1∆γ •βD
δD2D (αH γδ) ,
ΠT 1,1
2
H
α
•
β
= 1
6
−1∆γ •β(DαD
2DδH (γδ) + DγD
2DδH (αδ)) ,
ΠL1,1
2
H
α
•
β
= − 1
2
−1∆
α
•
β
DγD2DγH
δ
δ , (3.11.41)
where T and L denote transverse and longitudinal. Reexpressing H αβ in terms of H α •β ,
we find
ΠT 0,1H α •β =
1
2
−2∂γ •β{D2,D2}∂(α •δH γ)
•
δ ,
ΠL0,0H α •β =
1
2
−2∂
α
•
β
{D2,D2}∂cH c ,
ΠT 1,3
2
H
α
•
β
= 1
6
−2∂γ •βD
δD2D (α∂γ
•
H δ) • ,
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ΠT 1,1
2
H
α
•
β
= 1
6
−2∂γ •β(DαD
2Dδ∂(γ •H δ)
•
 + DγD
2Dδ∂(α •H δ)
•
) ,
ΠL1,1
2
H
α
•
β
= − 1
2
−2∂
α
•
β
DγD2Dγ∂dH
d . (3.11.42)
b.3. N=2
We begin by giving the expressions for SL(4,C ) C ’s in terms of those of SU (2) and
SL(2,C ):
C αβγδ =CabCcdC αδC βγ −CadCcbC αβC δγ ,
C •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
=CabCcdC •
α
•
δ
C •
β
•
γ
−CadCcbC •
α
•
β
C •
δ
•
γ
,
C αβγδ =CabCcdC αδC βγ −CadCcbC αβC δγ ,
C
•
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ =CabCcdC
•
α
•
δC
•
β
•
γ −CadCcbC
•
α
•
βC
•
δ
•
γ . (3.11.43)
We define the SU (2)×©Poincare´ reduction of D2αβ as follows:
D2αβ =C βαD
2
ab +CbaD
2
αβ ,
D2 •
α
•
β
=C •
β
•
α
D2ab +CbaD2 •
α
•
β
,
D2αβ =C βαCacCdbD2cd +C
baD2αβ ,
D2ab =
1
2
Da
αDbα = D
2
ba = (D
2ab)† ,
D2αβ =
1
2
CbaDaαDbβ = D
2
βα = − (D2 •α •β)† . (3.11.44)
The set of (possibly) reducible projection operators is:
Π0,0 =
−2D4D4 , Π4,0 =
−2D4D4 ,
Π3,1
2
= −2DαD
4D3 α , Π1,1
2
= − −2D3αD4Dα ,
Π2,0 =
−2CcaCbdD2abD
4D2cd ,
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Π2,1 =
−2D2αβD4D2αβ . (3.11.45)
In writing Π2,0 and Π2,1 we have taken Π2 defined by (3.11.19) and used (3.11.44) to fur-
ther reduce it. We can now decompose N = 2 superfields.
We start with a complex N = 2 scalar superfield Ψ. We need not bisect the terms
obtained from Π1,1
2
and Π3,1
2
. Bisecting the rest, we find eight more irreducible projec-
tions.
Π0,0±Ψ = −2
1
2
(1±K)D4D4Ψ = −2D4 1
2
(D4Ψ ± Ψ) ,
Π4,0±Ψ =
−2 1
2
(1±K)D4D4Ψ = −2D4 1
2
(D4Ψ± Ψ) ,
Π2,0±Ψ =
−2CcaD2ab
1
2
(1±K)D4CbdD2cdΨ = −2CcaCbdD2abD4D2cd 12 (Ψ±Ψ) ,
Π2,1±Ψ =
−2D2αβ 1
2
(1±K)D4D2αβΨ = −2D2αβD4D2αβ 12 (Ψ±Ψ) . (3.11.46)
We give two more results without details: For the N = 2 vector multiplet, described by
a real scalar-isovector superfieldVa
b we find
Π0,0,1±Va
b = −2D4(D4 ± )Vab ,
Π1,1
2
,3
2
Va
b = 1
3!
−2CdbD3cγD4Ce(aDcγVd)
e ,
Π1,1
2
,1
2
Va
b = 1
3
−2CdbD3cγD4DeγCc(aV d)
e ,
Π2,1,1Va
b = −2D2αβD4D2αβV a
b ,
Π2,0,2Va
b = − 1
4!
−2CbgCceC fdD2ef D
4D2(cdV a
hC g)h ,
Π2,0,1Va
b = − 1
4
−2CcdCbeD2d(a|D
4(D2|e) fV c
f + D2cfV |e)
f ) ,
Π2,0,0Va
b = 1
3
−2CbcD2acD
4C feD2deV f
d , (3.11.47)
where the projection operators are labeled by projector number, superspin, superisospin,
and K conjugation ±. Again, to construct real projection operators, the complex
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conjugate must be added for the Π0’s and Π1’s (Π0 → Π0 + Π4, Π1 → Π1 + Π3). Finally,
for the spinor-isospinor superfield Ψaα (the unconstrained prepotential of N = 2 super-
gravity) we find
Π0,1
2
,1
2
Ψaα =
−2D4D4Ψaα ,
Π4,1
2
,1
2
Ψaα =
−2D4D4Ψaα ,
Π2,1
2
,3
2
Ψaα =
1
3!
−2D2deD
4Cb(dCe|cD2bcΨ
|a)
α ,
Π2,1
2
,1
2
Ψaα =
2
3
−2CadCecD2deD
4D2cbΨ
b
α ,
Π2,3
2
,1
2
Ψaα =
1
3!
−2D2 βγD4D2(αβΨ
a
γ) ,
Π2,1
2
,1
2
Ψaα =
2
3
−2D2αβD
4D2βγΨaγ ,
Π1,1,1±Ψ
a
α =
1
8
−2Db
•
βD4∂α
•
γ( −1D3
(b(
•
β
∂ •γ)Ψ
a)

−+iD (a
(
•
β
Ψb) •γ)) ,
Π1,1,0±Ψ
a
α =
1
8
−2Da
•
βD4∂α
•
γ( −1D3
b(
•
β
∂ •γ)Ψ
b

−+iDb
(
•
β
Ψb •γ)) ,
Π1,0,1±Ψ
a
α = − 18
−2Db
•
βD4∂
α
•
β
( −1∂
•
γD3(b •γΨ
a)

−+iD (a •γΨb)
•
γ) ,
Π1,0,0±Ψ
a
α = − 18
−2Da
•
βD4∂
α
•
β
( −1∂
•
γD3b •γΨ
b

−+iDb •γΨb
•
γ) ,
Π3,1,1±Ψ
a
α =
1
4
−2Db
βD4D2αβC
c(a(DcγΨ
b)γ ±Db) •γΨc
•
γ) ,
Π3,1,0±Ψ
a
α =
1
4
−2CabDb
βD4D2αβ(DeγΨ
eγ ±De •γΨe
•
γ) ,
Π3,0,1±Ψ
a
α =
1
4
−2CbdDbαD
4CacD2dc(DeγΨ
eγ ±De •γΨe
•
γ) ,
Π3,0,0±Ψ
a
α =
1
12
−2CabDbαD
4CcdD2ce(DdγΨ
eγ ±De •γΨd
•
γ) . (3.11.48a)
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There are 22 irreducible representations. One simplification is possible: Using (3.9.21)
instead of (3.9.25) for just the first term in 1±K, we find
Π1,1,1±Ψ
a
α =
1
8
−2(−D3bβD4D (b(αΨa)β)−+i∂α
•
γDb
•
βD4D (a
(
•
β
Ψb) •γ)) ,
Π1,1,0±Ψ
a
α =
1
8
−2(−D3aβD4De(αΨeβ)−+i∂α
•
γDa
•
βD4De
(
•
β
Ψe •γ)) ,
Π1,0,1±Ψ
a
α = − 18
−2(D3bαD
4D (bγΨ
a)γ−+i∂
α
•
β
Db
•
βD4D (a •γΨb)
•
γ) ,
Π1,0,0±Ψ
a
α = − 18
−2(D3aαD
4DeγΨ
eγ−+i∂
α
•
β
Da
•
βD4De •γΨe
•
γ) . (3.11.48b)
b.4. N=4
We begin by defining a set of irreducible D-operators:
D2αβ =C βαD
2
ab + D
2
[ab]αβ ,
D3αβγ =CdcbaD
3d
αβγ + (C αβD
3
[ac]bγ −C αγD3[ab]cβ)
D4αβγδ =CdcbaD
4
αβγδ +
1
2
(C αδC βγCcdef D
4
[ab]
[ef ] −C αβC δγCbcef D4[ad ][ef ])
+ (C αβCeacdD
4
b
e
γδ −C αγCeabdD4ceβδ +C αδCeabcD4deβγ)
D5αβγ =CdcbaD5d
αβγ + (C αβD5[ac]bγ −C αγD5[ab]cβ)
D6αβ =C βαD6ab + D6 [ab]αβ . (3.11.49)
They satisfy the following algebraic relations
D2ab = D
2
ba , D
6ab = D6ba ,
D4a
a
αβ = D
4
[ab]
[cb] =CabcdD3[ab]cα =CabcdD
5 [ab]c
α = 0 . (3.11.50)
All SL(2,C ) indices on the Dn ’s are totally symmetric. We also have
D4α1...α4 =
1
4!
C α1...α8D
4α5...α8 ,
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D4α1...α4 = 1
4!
C α1...α8D4α5...α8 , (3.11.51)
and these imply
D4αβγδ =CdcbaD4αβγδ + 1
2
(C αδC βγCcdef D4[ef ]
[ab] −C αβC δγCbcef D4[ef ][ad ])
+ (C αβCeacdD4e
bγδ −C αγCeabdD4ecβδ +C αδCeabcD4edβγ) , (3.11.52)
as can be verified by substituting explicit values for the indices.
We consider now a complex scalar N = 4 superfield Ψ and find first
Π0,0,1 =
−4D8D8 , Π8,0,1 =
−4D8D8 ,
Π1,1
2
,4 =
−4D •αD
8D7
•
α , Π7,1
2
,4 =
−4DαD
8D7 α
Π2,0,10 = −4D2abD8D6ab ,
Π2,1,6 =
1
2
−4D2 [ab] •
α
•
β
D8D6[ab]
•
α
•
β ,
Π3,3
2
,4 =
−4D3
a •α
•
β
•
γ
D8D5a
•
α
•
β
•
γ ,
Π3,1
2
,20 =
1
3!
−4D3 [ab]c •αD
8D5[ab]c
•
α ,
Π4,2,1 =
−4D4 •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
D8D4
•
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ ,
Π4,1,15 =
−4D4a
b
•
α
•
β
D8D4b
a •α
•
β ,
Π4,0,20′ =
−4D4[cd ]
[ab]D8D4[cd ][ab] ,
Π5,3
2
,4 =
−4D3aαβγD
8D5a
αβγ ,
Π5,1
2
,20 =
1
3!
−4D3[ab]cαD
8D5 [ab]cα ,
Π6,0,10 =
−4D2abD
8D6ab ,
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Π6,1,6 =
1
2
−4D2[ab]αβD
8D6 [ab]αβ , (3.11.53)
where the superisospin quantum number here refers to the dimensionality of the SU (4)
representation. The only projectors that need bisection are the real representations of
SU (4): the 1, 6, 15, and 20’. We find:
Π0,0,1±Ψ =
−4D8 1
2
(D8Ψ ± 2Ψ) ,
Π8,0,1±Ψ =
−4D8 1
2
(D8Ψ ± 2Ψ) ,
Π4,2,1±Ψ =
−4D4 •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
D8D4
•
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ 1
2
(Ψ±Ψ) ,
Π2,1,6±Ψ =
1
2
−4D2 [ab] •
α
•
β
D8 1
2
(D6[ab]
•
α
•
βΨ± 1
2
Cabcd D
2 [cd ] •α
•
βΨ) ,
Π6,1,6±Ψ =
1
2
−4D2[ab]αβD
8 1
2
(D6 [ab]αβΨ± 1
2
Cabcd D2[cd ]
αβΨ) ,
Π4,1,15±Ψ =
−4D4a
b
•
α
•
β
D8b
a •α
•
β 1
2
(Ψ±Ψ) ,
Π4,0,20′±Ψ =
−4D4[cd ]
[ab]D8D4[ab]
[cd ] 1
2
(Ψ±Ψ) , (3.11.54)
and a total of 22 irreducible representations. The 6 is a real representation only if we
use a ‘‘duality’’ transformation in the rest-frame conjugation (3.11.4):
X˜ [ab] =
1
2
CabcdX
[cd ]. This occurs for rank 1
2
N antisymmetric tensors of SU (N ) when N
is a multiple of 4.
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3.12. On-shell representations and superfields
In section 3.9 we discussed irreducible representations of off-shell supersymmetry
in terms of superfields; here we give the corresponding analysis of on-shell representa-
tions. We first discuss the description of on-shell physical components by means of field
strengths. We then describe a (non-Lorentz-covariant) subgroup of supersymmetry,
which we call on-shell supersymmetry, under which (reducible or irreducible) off-shell
representations of ordinary (or off-shell) supersymmetry decompose into multiplets that
contain only one of the three types of components discussed in sec. 3.9. By considering
representations of this smaller group in terms of on-shell superfields (defined in a super-
space which is a non-Lorentz-covariant subspace of the original superspace), we can con-
centrate on just the physical components, and thus on the physical content of the theory.
a. Field strengths
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to massless fields. (Massive fields may be
treated similarly.) It is more convenient to describe the physical components in terms of
field strengths rather than gauge fields: Every irreducible representation of the Lorentz
group, when considered as a field strength, satisfies certain unique constraints (Bianchi
identities) plus field equations, and corresponds to a unique nontrivial irreducible repre-
sentation of the Poincare´ group (a zero mass single helicity state). On the other hand, a
given irreducible representation of the Lorentz group, when considered as a gauge field,
may correspond to several representations of the Poincare´ group, depending on the form
of its gauge transformation.
Specifically, any field strength ψα1...α2A •α1... •α2B , totally symmetric in its 2A undotted
indices and in its 2B dotted indices, has mass dimension A+ B + 1 and satisfies the con-
straints plus field equations
∂α1
•
βψα1...α2A •α1... •α2B = ∂
β
•
α1ψα1...α2A •α1... •α2B = 0 , (3.12.1a)
ψα1...α2A •α1... •α2B = 0 . (3.12.1b)
The Klein-Gordon equation (3.12.1b) projects onto the mass zero representation, while
(3.12.1a) project onto the helicity A− B state. The Klein-Gordon equation is a conse-
quence of the others except when A=B =0. To solve these equations we go to
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momentum space: Then (3.12.1b) sets p2 to 0 (i.e., ψ∼δ(p2)), and we may choose the
Lorentz frame p+
•
+ = p+
•− =0, p−
•− 	=0. In this frame (3.12.1a) states that only one com-
ponent of ψ is nonvanishing: ψ+...+ •+... •+. Since each ‘‘+’’ index has a helicity
1
2
and each
‘‘ •+’’ has helicity − 1
2
, the total helicity of ψ is A− B , and of its complex conjugate
B − A. In the cases where A = B we may choose ψ real (since it has an equal number
of dotted and undotted indices), so that it describes a single state of helicity 0.
The most familiar examples of field strengths have B = 0: A = 0 is the usual
description of a scalar, A = 1
2
a Weyl spinor, A = 1 describes a vector (e.g., the photon),
A = 3
2
the gravitino, and the case A = 2 is the Weyl tensor of the graviton. Since we are
describing only the on-shell components, we do not see field strengths that vanish on
shell: e.g., in gravity the Ricci tensor vanishes by the equations of motion, leaving the
Weyl tensor as the only nonvanishing part of the Riemann curvature tensor. (This hap-
pens because, although these theories are irreducible on shell, they may be reducible off
shell; i.e., the field equations may eliminate Poincare´ representations not eliminated by
(off-shell) constraints.) The most familiar example of A,B 	=0 is the field strength of
the second-rank antisymmetric tensor gauge field: (A,B) = (1
2
, 1
2
) (see sec. 4.4.c). Some
less familiar examples are the spin-3
2
representation of spin 1
2
, (A,B) = (1, 1
2
), the spin-2
representation of spin 0, (A,B) = (1, 1), and the higher-derivative representation of spin
1, (A,B) = (3
2
, 1
2
). Generally, the off-shell theory contains maximum spin indicated by
the indices of ψ: A+ B .
Although the analogous analysis for supersymmetric multiplets is not yet com-
pletely understood, the on-shell content of superfields can be analyzed by component
projection. In particular, a complete superfield analysis has been made of on-shell multi-
plets that contain only component field strengths of type (A, 0). This is sufficient to
describe all on-shell multiplets: Theories with field strengths (A,B) describe the same
on-shell helicity states as theories with (A− B , 0), and are physically equivalent. They
only differ by their auxiliary field content. Furthermore, type (A, 0) theories allow the
most general interactions, whereas theories with B 	= 0 fields are generally more
restricted in the form of their self-interactions and interactions with external fields. (In
some cases, they cannot even couple to gravity.)
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Before discussing the general case, we consider a specific example in detail. The
multiplet of N = 2 supergravity (see sec. 3.3.a.1) with helicities 2, 3
2
, 1, is described by
component field strengths ψαβγδ(x ), ψ
a
αβγ(x ), ψ
ab
αβ(x ). They have dimension 3,
5
2
, 2
respectively, and satisfy the component Bianchi identities and field equations (3.12.1).
We introduce a superfield strength F (0)
ab
αβ(x , θ) that contains the lowest dimension com-
ponent field strength at the θ = 0 level:
F (0)
ab
αβ(x , θ)| =CabF (0)αβ(x , θ)| = ψabαβ(x ) . (3.12.2)
We require that all the higher components of F (0) are component field strengths of the
theory (or their spacetime derivatives; superfield strengths contain no gauge components
and, on shell, no auxiliary fields). Thus, for example, we must have Da(γF (0)
ab
αβ)| 	= 0,
whereas Cc(dDcγF (0)
ab)
αβ | = D •γF (0)abαβ | = 0. Since a superfield that vanishes at θ = 0
vanishes identically (as follows from the supersymmetry transformations, e.g., (3.6.5-6))
Cc(dDcγF (0)
ab)
αβ = D •γF (0)
ab
αβ = 0. From these arguments it follows that the superfield
equations and Bianchi identities are:
D •
β
F (0)
ab
αβ = 0 ,
DγF (0)
ab
αβ = δc
[a F (1)
b]
αβγ ,
D δDγF (0)
ab
αβ = δc
[aδd
b] F (2)αβγδ ,
D D δDγF (0)
ab
αβ = 0 ; (3.12.3)
where F (1)(x , θ) and F (2)(x , θ) are superfields containing the field strengths ψ
b
αβγ(x ) and
ψαβγδ(x ) at the θ = 0 level. By applying powers of Dα and D •α to these equations we
recover the component field equations and Bianchi identities, and verify that F (0)
ab
αβ
contains no extra components.
Generalization to the rest of the supermultiplets in Table 3.12.1 is straightforward:
We introduce a set of superfields which at θ=0 are the component field strengths (as in
(3.12.1)) that describe the states appearing in Table 3.3.1: These superfields satisfy a set
of Bianchi identities plus field equations (as in the example (3.12.3)) that are uniquely
determined by dimensional analysis and Lorentz ×©SU (N ) covariance.
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helicity scalar multiplet super-Yang-Mills supergravity
+2 F αβγδ
+3/2 Faαβγ
+1 F αβ F
ab
αβ
+1/2 F α F
a
α F
abc
α
0 Fa Fab Fabcd
-1/2 Fab •α F
abc •
α F
abcde •
α
-1 Fabcd •
α
•
β
Fabcdef •
α
•
β
-3/2 Fabcdefg •
α
•
β
•
γ
-2 Fabcdefgh •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
Table 3.12.1. Field strengths in theories of physical interest
We now consider arbitrary supermultiplets of type (A, 0). There are two cases:
For an on-shell multiplet with lowest spin s = 0, the superfield strength has the form
F (0)
a1...am , N
2
≤ m ≤ N , and is totally antisymmetric in its m SU (N ) isospin indices. If
the lowest spin s > 0, the superfield strength has the form F (0)α1...α2s and is totally sym-
metric in its 2s Weyl spinor indices. To treat both cases together, for s > 0 we write
F (0)
a1...aN
α1...α2s =C
a1...aN F (0)α1...α2s . Then the superfield strength has the form
F (0)
a1...am
α1...α2s and is totally antisymmetric in its isospinor indices and totally symmetric
in its spinor indices. It has (mass) dimension s + 1.
This superfield contains all the on-shell component field strengths; in particular, at
θ = 0, it contains the field strength of lowest dimension (and therefore of lowest spin).
For s =0, the superfield strength describes helicities m −N
2
, m −N + 1
2
, . . . , m
2
, and its
hermitian conjugate describes helicities − m
2
, −m + 1
2
, . . . , N −m
2
. Since m ≤ N , some
helicities appear in both F (0) and F (0). For s ≥ 0, the superfield strength describes helic-
ities s , s + 1
2
, . . . , s + N
2
, and its hermitian conjugate describes helicities
−(s + N
2
) , . . . ,− s. In this case, positive helicities appear only in F (0) and negative
helicities only in F (0). For both cases the superfield strength together with its conjugate
describe (perhaps multiple) helicities ±s , ±(s + 1
2
) , . . . ,± (s + m
2
).
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The higher-spin component field strengths occur at θ = 0 in the superfields F (n)
obtained by applying n D ’s (for n > 0) or −n D ’s (for n < 0) to F (0). They are totally
antisymmetric in their m − n isospinor indices and totally symmetric in their 2s + n spin
indices, and satisfy the following Bianchi identities and field equations:
n > 0 : Dnβn ...β1F (0)
a1...am
α1...α2s =
1
(m − n)! δb1
[a1 . . . δbn
anF (n)
an+1...am ]
α1...α2sβ1...βn , (3.12.4a)
n < 0 : Dn •
β−n ...
•
β1
F (0)
a1...am = F (n)
a1...amb1...b−n •
β1...
•
β−n
, (3.12.4b)
with m − N ≤ n ≤ m; in particular, for s > 0, DF (0) = 0. These equations follow from
the requirement that all components of the on-shell superfield strength (defined by pro-
jection) are on-shell component field strengths. The θ = 0 component of the superfield
F (0) is the lowest dimension component field strength; this determines the dimension and
index structure of the superfield. The higher components of the superfield are either
higher dimension component field strengths, or vanish; this determines the superfield
equations and Bianchi identities. Note that the difference between maximum and mini-
mum helicities in the F (n) is always
1
2
N .
In the special case s = 0, m even, and m = 1
2
N we have in addition to (3.12.4a,b)
the self-conjugacy relation
F (0)
a1...a 1
2
N =
1
(1
2
N )!
Ca1...aN F (0)a 1
2
N
...aN . (3.12.4c)
For this case only, F (+n) is related to F (−n); this relation follows from (3.12.4c) for n = 0,
and from spinor derivatives of (3.12.4c), using (3.12.4a,b), for n > 0. Eqs. (3.12.4a,b)
are U (N ) covariant, whereas, because the antisymmetric tensor Ca1...aN is not phase
invariant, (3.12.4c) is only SU (N ) covariant; thus, self-conjugate multiplets have a
smaller symmetry.
b. Light-cone formalism
When studying only the on-shell properties of a free, massless theory it is simpler
to represent the fields in a form where just the physical components appear. As
described in sec. 3.9, we use a light-cone formalism, in which an irreducible representa-
tion of the Poincare´ group is given by a single component (complex except for zero
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helicity). For superfields we make a light-cone decomposition of θ as well as x . We use
the notation (see (3.1.1)):
(x +
•
+, x +
•−, x −
•
+, x −
•−) ≡ (x+, xT , xT ,− x−) , (θa+, θa−) ≡ (θa , ζa) , (3.12.5a)
(∂+ •+, ∂+ •−, ∂− •+, ∂− •−) ≡ (∂+, ∂T , ∂T ,− ∂−) , (∂a+,∂a−) ≡ (∂a , δa) . (3.12.5b)
(The spinor derivative ∂a should not be confused with the spacetime derivative ∂a).
Under the transverse SO(2) part of the Lorentz group the coordinates transform as
x±′= x±, xT ′=e2iη xT , θa ′=eiη θa , ζa ′=e−iη ζa , and the corresponding derivatives trans-
form in the opposite way.
In sec. 3.11 we described the decomposition of general superfields in terms of chiral
field strengths, which are irreducible gauge invariant representations of supersymmetry
off shell. Although they contain no gauge components, they may contain auxiliary fields
that only drop out on shell. To analyze the decomposition of an irreducible off-shell rep-
resentation of supersymmetry into irreducible on-shell representations, we perform a
nonlocal, nonlinear, nonunitary similarity transformation on the field strengths Φ and all
operators X :
Φ ′ = eiHΦ , X ′ = eiHXe−iH ; H = (ζai∂a)
∂T
∂+
. (3.12.6a)
We use this transformation because it makes some of the supersymmetry generators
independent of ζa in the chiral representation. Dropping primes, we have
Qa+ = i∂a , Q
a •
+ = i(∂
a − θai∂+) ,
Qa− = i(δa + ∂a
∂T
∂+
) , Qa •− = i(δ
a − θai∂T + iζa ∂+
) . (3.12.6b)
Thus Q+ and Q •+ are local and depend only on ∂a , θ
a , and ∂+, but not on δa , ζ
a , ∂−, and
∂T , whereas Q− and Q •− are nonlocal and depend on all ∂α and ∂a . We expand the
transformed superfield strength Φ in powers of ζa (the external indices of Φ are sup-
pressed):
Φ(xα
•
α, θa , ζa) =
N
m=0
∑ 1
m!
ζma1...amφ(m)am ...a1(x
α
•
α, θa) , (3.12.7)
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where the mth power ζm , and thus φ(m), is totally antisymmetric in isospinor indices.
Each φ(m) is a representation of a subgroup of supersymmetry that we call ‘‘on-
shell’’ supersymmetry, and that includes the Q+ transformations, the transverse SO(2)
part of Lorentz transformations (and a corresponding conformal boost), SU (N ) (or
U (N )), and all four translations (as well as scale transformations in the massless case).
Although each φ(m) is a realization of the full supersymmetry group off-shell as well as
on-shell, on-shell supersymmetry is the maximal subgroup that can be realized locally
(and in the interacting case, linearly).
The remaining generators of the full supersymmetry group (including the other
Lorentz generators, that mix θa with ζa) mix the various φ(m)’s. In particular, Q− and
Q •− allow us to distinguish physical and auxiliary on-shell superfields: Auxiliary fields
vanish on-shell, and hence must have transformations proportional to field equations.
We go to a Lorentz frame where ∂T = 0. In this frame, Qa− = iδa and
Q •− = i(δ
a + iζa
∂+
). The Q− and Q •− supersymmetry variation of the highest ζa compo-
nent of Φ,
φ′(N ) − φ(N ) ∼ i ∂+
φ(N−1) (3.12.8a)
is proportional to , which identifies it as an auxiliary field. Setting φ(N ) to zero on-
shell, we iterate the argument: the variation of the next component of Φ,
φ′(N−1) − φ(N−1) ∼ i ∂+
φ(N−2) (3.12.8b)
is again proportional to , etc. We find that only φ(0) has a variation not proportional
to . This identifies it as the physical on-shell superfield.
Thus, on-shell, Φ reduces to φ(0). (All other φ(m) vanish.) In the Lorentz frame
chosen above (∂T = 0), Q− and Q •− vanish when acting on φ(0), and thus this superfield is
a local representation of the full supersymmetry algebra on shell, namely, it describes
the multiplet of physical polarizations. By expanding actions in ζ, it can be shown that
φ(0) represents the multiplet of physical components while the other φ(m)’s represent mul-
tiplets of auxiliary components.
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We can also define (chiral representation) spinor derivatives Da , D
a that are
covariant under the on-shell supersymmetry:
Da = ∂a + θ ai∂+ , D
a = ∂a ; {Da ,Db} = δabi∂+ . (3.12.9)
When a bisection condition is imposed on the chiral field strength Φ (i.e., Φ is real,
as discussed in sec. 3.11), we can express the condition in terms of the on-shell super-
fields. For superspin s = 0, the condition
D2NΦ =
1
2
NΦ (3.12.10)
becomes
DN φ(m)
a1...am = iN m −
1
2
N (i∂+)
N−m 1
(N −m)!C
aN ...a1 φ(N−m)aN ...am+1 (3.12.11)
(where DN ≡ 1
N !
CaN ...a1DN a1...aN ) and similarly for superspin s > 0. In general, an on-
shell representation can be reduced by a reality condition of the form DN φ∼ (i∂+)
1
2
Nφ
when the ‘‘middle’’ (θ
1
2
N ) component of φ has helicity 0 (i.e., is invariant under trans-
verse SO(2) Lorentz transformations ). (Compare the discussion of reality of off-shell
representations in sec. 3.11.)
Putting together the results of sec. 3.11 and this section, we have the following
reductions: general superfields (4N θ’s; physical + auxiliary + gauge) → chiral field
strengths (2N θ’s; physical + auxiliary = irreducible off-shell representations) → chiral
on-shell superfields (N θ’s; physical = irreducible on-shell representations). All three
types of superfields can satisfy reality conditions; therefore, the smallest type of each has
24N , 22N , and 2N components, respectively (when the reality condition is allowed), and is
a ‘‘real’’ scalar superfield. All other representations are (real or complex) superfields
with (Lorentz or internal) indices, and thus have an integral multiple of this number of
components. These counting arguments for off-shell and on-shell components can also
be obtained by the usual operator arguments (off-shell, the counting is the same as for
on-shell massive theories, since p2 	= 0), but superfields allow an explicit construction,
and are thus more useful for applications.
Similar arguments apply to higher dimensions: We can use the same numbers
there (but taking into account the difference in external indices), if we understand ‘‘4N ’’
to mean the number of anticommuting coordinates in the higher dimensional superspace.
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For simple supersymmetry in D < 4, because chirality cannot be defined, the counting of
states is different.
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3.13. Off-shell field strengths and prepotentials
We have shown how superfields can be reduced to irreducible off-shell representa-
tions (sec. 3.11), which can be reduced further to on-shell superfield strengths (sec.
3.12). To find a superfield description of a given multiplet of physical states, we need to
reverse the procedure: Starting with an on-shell superfield strength F (0) that describes
the multiplet, we need to find the off-shell superfield strength W that reduces to F (0) on
shell, and then find a superfield prepotential Ψ in terms of which W can be expressed.
There is no unambiguous way to do this: The same F (0) is described by different W ’s,
and the same W is described by different Ψ’s. However, for a class of theories that
includes many of the models that are understood, we impose additional requirements to
reduce the ambiguity and find a unique chiral field strength and a family of prepotentials
for a given multiplet.
The multiplets we consider have on-shell superfield strengths of Lorentz representa-
tion type (A, 0) (superspin s = A) and are isoscalars: F (0)α1...α2s . From (3.12.4b), this
implies that the F (0)’s are chiral and therefore can be generalized to off-shell irreducible
(up to bisection) field strengthsW α1...α2s , D •βW α1...α2s = 0. Physically, theW ’s correspond
to field strengths of conformally invariant models. (They transform in the same way as
Ca1...aN : as SU (N ) scalars, but not U (N ) scalars). In the physical models where these
superfields arise, the chirality and bisection conditions on W are linearized Bianchi
identities. We can use the projection operator analysis of sec. 3.11 to solve the identities
by expressing theW ’s in terms of appropriate prepotentials.
When there is no bisection (s + 1
2
N not an integer), the W ’s are general chiral
superfields:W α1...α2s = D
2N Ψ˜α1...α2s . The Ψ˜α1...α2s ’s may be expressed in terms of more fun-
damental superfields. An interesting class of prepotentials are those that contain the
lowest superspins: In that case, theW ’s have the form
N ≤ 2s − 1: W α1...α2s =
1
(2s)!
D2NDN (α1...αN ∂αN+1
•
β1 . . . ∂αN+M
•
βMΨ
αN+M+1...α2s)
•
β1...
•
βM
,
N ≥ 2s − 1: W α1...α2s =
1
(−M )!(2s)! D
2NDN [a1...a−M ]
[b1...b−M ]
(α1...α2s−1Ψα2s)b1...b−M
a1...a−M (3.13.1)
where Ψ is an arbitrary (complex) superfield and M = s − 1
2
(N + 1).
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If W is bisected (s + 1
2
N integer, (1−K)W = 0), then Ψ˜ must be expressed in
terms of a real prepotential V that has maximum superspin s. W has a form similar to
(3.13.1):
N ≤ 2s: W α1...α2s =
1
(2s)!
D2NDN (α1...αN ∂αN+1
•
β1 . . . ∂αN+M
•
βMV
αN+M+1...α2s)
•
β1...
•
βM
,
N ≥ 2s: W α1...α2s =
1
(−M )! D
2NDN [a1...a−M ]
[b1...b−M ]
α1...α2sV b1...b−M
a1...a−M (3.13.2)
where M = s − 1
2
N .
Whether or not W is bisected, ambiguity remains in the prepotentials Ψ˜ ,V , since
they may still be expressed as derivatives of more fundamental superfields: This leads to
‘‘variant off-shell multiplets’’ (see sec. 4.5.c). Our expression (3.13.1) for Ψ˜ in terms of Ψ
is an example of such an ambiguity: There is no a priori reason why Ψ˜ must take the
special form, unless it is obtained as a submultiplet of a bisected higher-N multiplet (as,
for example, in the case of the N = 1 spin 3
2
, 1 multiplet (sec. 4.5.e), which is a submul-
tiplet of the N = 2 supergravity multiplet). Modulo such ambiguities, the expressions
for W in terms of Ψ˜ and V are the most general local solutions to the Bianchi identities
constrainingW (i.e., chirality, and if possible, bisection).
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4. CLASSICAL, GLOBAL, SIMPLE (N=1) SUPERFIELDS
In this chapter we discuss interacting field theories that can be built out of the
superfields of global N = 1 Poincare´ supersymmetry. This restricts us to theories
describing particles with spins no higher than 1. The simplest description of such theo-
ries is in terms of chiral scalar superfields for particles of the scalar multiplet (spins 0
and 1
2
), and real scalar gauge superfields for particles of the vector multiplet (spins 1
2
and 1). However, other descriptions are possible; we treat some of these in a general
framework provided by superforms. We describe N = 1 theories and also extended
N ≤ 4 theories in terms of N = 1 superfields. Our primary goal is to explain the struc-
ture of these theories in superspace. We do not discuss phenomenological models.
4.1. The scalar multiplet
a. Renormalizable models
The lowest superspin representation of the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra is car-
ried by a chiral scalar superfield. In sec. 3.6 we described its components and transfor-
mations. In the chiral representation we have Φ(+) = A+ θαψα − θ2F , with complex
scalar component fields A = 2−
1
2 (A+iB), F = 2−
1
2 (F+iG), and the transformations of
(3.6.6).
a.1. Actions
To find superspace actions for the chiral superfield we use dimensional analysis:
The superfield contains two complex scalars differing by one unit of dimension (recall
that θ has dimension − 1
2
); however, it contains only one spinor, and we require this
spinor to have the usual physical dimension 3
2
. Therefore, we should assign the super-
field dimension 1. This leads us to a unique choice for a free (quadratic) massless action
with no dimensional parameters:
Skin =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ (4.1.1)
(see sec. 3.7.a for a description of the Berezin integral). Up to an irrelevant phase there
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is a unique mass term and a unique interaction term with dimensionless coupling con-
stant:
S (m,λ) =
∫
d 4x d 2θ (1
2
mΦ2 + λ
3!
Φ3) +
∫
d 4x d 2θ (1
2
mΦ2 + λ
3!
Φ3) . (4.1.2)
The resulting action describes the ‘‘Wess-Zumino model’’.
All of the integrals are independent of the representation (vector, chiral or antichi-
ral) in which the fields are given; the integrands in different representations differ by
total x -derivatives (from the eU factors, see (3.3.26)), that vanish upon x -integration.
We can express the action in its component form either by straightforward
θ-expansion and integration, or by D-projection. In the former approach, we write for
example, in the antichiral representation for Φ = Φ(−), and Φ(−) = eUΦ(+):
Skin =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ(−)eUΦ(+)
=
∫
d 4x d 4θ [A + θ
•
αψ •α − θ 2F ]eθαθ
•
αi∂
α
•
α [A + θαψα − θ2F ] , (4.1.3a)
and after some algebra obtain
Skin =
∫
d 4x [A A + ψ
•
αi∂α •αψα + FF ] . (4.1.3b)
It is simpler to use the projection technique; we write
∫
d 4xd 4θ =
∫
d 4xD2D2 and
Skin =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ =
∫
d 4x D2[ΦD2Φ]|
=
∫
d 4x [ΦD2D2Φ + (D2Φ)(D2Φ) + (D
•
αΦ)(D •αD
2Φ)]| . (4.1.4)
Using the identities DD2Φ = Di∂Φ and D2D2Φ = Φ, which follow from the chirality of
Φ, and the definition of the components (3.6.7), we obtain (4.1.3b).
To evaluate chiral integrals by projection we write, for any function f (Φ)∫
d 4x d 2θ f (Φ) =
∫
d 4x D2 f (Φ)
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=
∫
d 4x [ f ′ ′(Φ)(DΦ)2 + f ′(Φ)D2Φ]|
=
∫
d 4x [ f ′ ′(A)ψ2 + f ′(A)F ] . (4.1.5)
In particular we obtain for the mass and interaction terms
S (m,λ) =
∫
d 4x {m[ψ2 + AF ] + λ [Aψ2 + 1
2
FA2] + h.c. } . (4.1.6)
(Without loss of generality, we can choose m and λ real.)
We could add a linear term ξΦ and its hermitian conjugate to the action (4.1.2).
Such a term would add to the component action a linear ξF + ξF term. However, in
the Wess-Zumino model such a term can always be eliminated from the action by a con-
stant shift Φ→ Φ + c. Linear terms do however play an important role in constructing
models with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking (see sec. 8.3).
a.2. Auxiliary fields
The component field F does not describe an independent degree of freedom; its
equation of motion is algebraic:
F = −mA − 1
2
λA2 . (4.1.7)
If we eliminate the auxiliary field F from the action and the transformation laws, we find
S =
∫
d 4x [A( − m2)A + ψ •αi∂α •αψα + m(ψ2 + ψ2)
− 1
2
mλ(AA2 + AA2) − 1
4
λ2A2A2 + λ(Aψ2 + Aψ2)] , (4.1.8)
and
δA = − αψα ,
δψα = −  •αi∂α •αA − α(mA + 12 λA
2) . (4.1.9)
Therefore the Wess-Zumino action gives equal masses to the scalars and the spinor,
cubic and quartic self-interactions for the scalars, and Yukawa couplings between the
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scalars and the spinor, all governed by a common coupling constant.
After eliminating F , the supersymmetry transformations of the spinor are nonlin-
ear; this makes an analysis of the supersymmetry Ward identities without the auxiliary
fields difficult. This is not the only problem caused by eliminating auxiliary component
fields: The transformations are not only nonlinear, but also dependent on parameters in
the Lagrangian, and it is difficult to discover further supersymmetric terms that could be
added to the component Lagrangian (e.g., gauge couplings). Furthermore, equation
(4.1.7) is not itself supersymmetric unless the equation of motion of the spinor is satis-
fied; only then is
δF = −  •αi∂α •αψα (4.1.10a)
the same as
δF (A) = δ(−mA − 1
2
λA2) = (m + λA)
•
αψ •α . (4.1.10b)
For this reason, formulations of supersymmetric theories that lack the component auxil-
iary fields are often called ‘‘on-shell supersymmetric’’. Indeed, if we calculate the com-
mutator of two supersymmetry transformations acting on the spinor, we find that the
fields A, ψ, form a representation of the algebra (i.e., the algebra closes) only if the
spinor equation of motion is satisfied.
The Wess-Zumino model can be generalized to include several chiral superfields.
The most general action that leads to a conventional renormalizable theory is
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦ
i +
∫
d 4x d 2θ P(Φi) + h.c. , (4.1.11)
where P is a polynomial of maximum degree 3 in the fields. The component action has
the form
S =
∫
d 4x [Ai Ai + ψi
•
αi∂α •αψαi + FiF i ]
+
∫
d 4x [Pi(A)F
i + Pij (A)
1
2
ψαiψα
j + h.c. ] , (4.1.12)
where
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Pi =
∂P
∂Ai
, Pij =
∂2P
∂Ai∂Aj
. (4.1.13)
In particular, elimination of the auxiliary fields gives the scalar interaction terms (the
scalar potentialU ):
−U (Ai) = −
i
∑
|Pi |2 . (4.1.14)
As a consequence of supersymmetry (see (3.2.10)) the potential is positive semidefinite.
The action (4.1.11) can also be invariant under a global internal symmetry group carried
by the Φ’s.
a.3. R-invariance
An additional tool used to study these models is R-symmetry (3.6.14). This is the
chiral symmetry generated by rotating θ and θ by opposite phases (so that
∫
d 4θ is
invariant but
∫
d 2θ is not) and by rotating different chiral superfields by related phases:
Φ(x , θ, θ )→ e−iwrΦ(x ,eirθ,e−irθ) . (4.1.15)
It may be, but is not always, possible to assign appropriate weights w to the various
superfields to make the total action R-invariant. For example, with only one chiral mul-
tiplet, R-invariance holds if either a mass or a dimensionless self-coupling is present, but
not both: The appropriate transformations weights are w = 1 and w = 2
3
respectively.
With more than one chiral multiplet, it is possible to write R-symmetric Lagrangians
having both mass and interaction terms: A chiral self-interaction term is R-invariant if
its total R-weight w = 2 (i.e., the sum of the R-weights of each superfield factor is 2).
a.4. Superfield equations
From the action for a chiral superfield, we obtain the equations of motion by func-
tional differentiation (see (3.8.10,11)). For example, including sources, we have
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ + {
∫
d 4x d 2θ [P(Φ) + JΦ] + h.c. } , (4.1.16)
from which, using (3.8.9-12), we derive the equations
D2Φ + P ′(Φ) + J = 0 , (4.1.17a)
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D2Φ + P ′(Φ) + J = 0 . (4.1.17b)
We consider first the massive noninteracting case P(Φ) = 1
2
mΦ2. Multiplying (4.1.17a)
by D2, we find
D2D2Φ + mD2Φ + D2J = 0 . (4.1.18)
Substituting (4.1.17b) into (4.1.18) and using the chirality of Φ (D2D2Φ = Φ), we
obtain
( − m2)Φ = mJ − D2J . (4.1.19)
Similarly, we find
( − m2)Φ = mJ − D2J . (4.1.20)
and these equations can be readily solved.
For arbitrary P(Φ), we derive the equations of motion for the component fields by
projection from the superfield equations. Successively applying D ’s to (4.1.17a) we find
F + P ′(A) + JA = 0
i∂α
•
αψ •α + P ′ ′(A)ψ
α + J ψ
α = 0
A + P ′ ′ ′(A)ψ2 + P ′ ′F + JF = 0 (4.1.21)
as would be obtained from the component Lagrangian.
b. Nonlinear σ-models
If renormalizability is not an issue, we can construct general supersymmetric
actions by taking arbitrary functions of Φ, Φ, and their derivatives, and integrating over
superspace. An interesting class of supersymmetric models that can be constructed out
of chiral superfields is the generalized nonlinear σ-model. In ordinary spacetime, a gen-
eralized nonlinear σ-model is described by fields φi that are the coordinates of an arbi-
trary manifold. The action of such a model is
S σ = − 14
∫
d 4x gij (∂aφ
i)(∂aφj ) , (4.1.22)
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where gij (φ
i) is the metric tensor defined on the manifold. The supersymmetric general-
ization of these models is described by chiral superfields Φi and their conjugates Φi
which are the complex coordinates of an arbitrary Ka¨hler manifold (see below). (We use
a group theoretic convention: Upper and lower indices are related by complex conjuga-
tion, and all factors of the metric are kept explicit.) The action depends on a single real
function IK (Φ,Φ) defined up to arbitrary additive chiral and antichiral terms that do
not contribute:
S σ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ IK (Φi ,Φj ) . (4.1.23)
The component content of this action can be worked out straightforwardly using the
projection technique; we find
S σ = − 12
∫
d 4x
∂2IK
∂Ai∂Aj
(∂aAi)(∂
aAj ) + . . . . (4.1.24)
This has the form (4.1.22) if we identify ∂
2IK
∂Ai∂Aj
as the metric gij . A complex manifold
whose metric can be written (locally) in terms of a potential IK is called Ka¨hler; thus all
four-dimensional supersymmetric nonlinear σ-models are defined on Ka¨hler manifolds.
Conversely, any bosonic nonlinear σ-model whose fields reside on a Ka¨hler manifold can
be extended to a supersymmetric model. The remaining terms in (4.1.24) provide cou-
plings between the scalar fields and the spinor fields.
Ka¨hler geometry is an interesting branch of complex manifold theory that mathe-
maticians have investigated extensively. Here we discuss only those aspects relevant to
subsequent topics (e.g., sec. 8.3.b). We define
IK j 1
...j n
i1...im =
∂
∂Φi1
. . . ∂
∂Φim
∂
∂Φj 1
. . . ∂
∂Φj n
IK . (4.1.25a)
In particular, the metric is
IK i
j =
∂2IK
∂Φi∂Φj
. (4.1.25b)
Equivalently, we can write the line element as
ds2 = IK i
j dΦi dΦj . (4.1.25c)
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The metric, like the action (4.1.23), is invariant under Ka¨hler gauge transformations
IK → IK + Λ(Φ) + Λ(Φ) (4.1.26)
of the Ka¨hler potential IK . Field redefinitions Φ ′ = f (Φ) define holomorphic coordinate
transformations on the manifold; under these, the form of the metric (4.1.25b,c) is pre-
served, whereas under arbitrary nonholomorphic coordinate transformations, in general
terms of the form gij dΦ
i dΦj and gij dΦi dΦj are generated in the line element. The
nonhermitian metric coefficients gij , g
ij are not related to IK ij and IK
ij . When working
with superfields, since Φi is chiral, only holomorphic coordinate transformations make
obvious sense; however, we can perform arbitrary coordinate transformations on the
scalar fields Ai .
Using the gauge transformations (4.1.26) and holomorphic coordinate transforma-
tions, it is possible to go to a normal gauge where, at any given point Φ0, Φ0, evaluated
at θ = θ = 0,
IK i1...im = IK
j 1...j n = 0 for all n,m , (4.1.27a)
IK ji1...im = IK
j 1...j n
i = 0 for all n,m > 1 , (4.1.27b)
IK i
j = ηi
j , (4.1.27c)
with ηi
j = (1, 1, . . .−1,−1, . . . ) depending on the signature of the manifold. If the Φi
describe physical matter multiplets, ηi
j = δi
j . In a normal gauge, all the connections
vanish at the point Φ0, the Riemann curvature tensor has the form:
Ri
j
k
l = IK ik
jl , (4.1.28a)
with all other components related by the usual symmetries of the Riemann tensor or
zero, and hence the Ricci tensor is simply:
Rk
j = IK ik
ji . (4.1.28b)
In a general gauge, the connection is
Γij
k = IK ij
l (IK−1)l
k (4.1.29a)
where (IK−1)l
k is the inverse of the metric IK k
l ; all other components are related by
complex conjugation or are zero. The contracted connection is, as always,
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Γi ≡ Γij j = [ ln det IK k l ]i . (4.1.29b)
The Riemann tensor in a general gauge is
Ri
j
k
l = IK ik
jl − (IK−1)mn IK ikm IKn jl (4.1.30a)
and the Ricci tensor has the simple form
Rk
j ≡ Ri j k l IK l i = [ ln det IK i l ]k j . (4.1.30b)
Manifolds can have symmetries, or isometries. On a Ka¨hler manifold, an isometry
of the metric is, in general, an invariance of the Ka¨hler potential IK up to a Ka¨hler
gauge transformation (4.1.26). One can require the isometry to be an invariance of the
potential. (Actually, this is only true if there is a point on the manifold where the isom-
etry group is unbroken, i.e., the transformations do not shift the point.) This (partially)
fixes the Ka¨hler gauge invariance: It is no longer possible to go to a normal gauge
(4.1.27). However, holomorphic coordinate transformations still make it possible to
choose normal coordinates, where the metric IK i
j satisfies (4.1.27c), and its holomorphic
derivatives (IK i1
j )i2...im ≡ IK ji1...im satisfy (4.1.27b) (likewise for the antiholomorphic
derivatives) but the conditions (4.1.27a) are not satisfied.
In arbitrary coordinate systems, the isometries act on the coordinates as
δΦi = ΛA kA
i , δΦi = Λ
A kAi (4.1.31)
where the Λ’s are infinitesimal parameters (Λ = Λ are constant unless we introduce
gauge fields and gauge the isometry group; supersymmetric gauge theories are discussed
in the remainder of this chapter), and the k (Φ,Φ)’s are Killing vectors. These satisfy
Killing’s equations:
kA
i ;j + kA
j ;i = kAi ;j + kA j ;i = 0 (4.1.32a)
kA
i
;j + (IK
−1)i k kA l
;k IK l j = 0 . (4.1.32b)
where
ki ;j = ki ,j =
∂ki
∂Φj
(4.1.32c)
and
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ki ;j = k
i
,j + k
k Γjk
i =
∂ki
∂Φj
+ kk IK jk
l (IK−1)l
i (4.1.32d)
For holomorphic Killing vectors ki = ki (Φ) , ki = ki (Φ), (4.1.32a) is a triviality and
(4.1.32b) follows directly from
IK ikA
i + IK ikAi = 0 , (4.1.33)
which is just the statement that the Ka¨hler potential is invariant under the isometries.
(Actually, invariance up to gauge transformations (4.1.26) suffices to imply (4.1.32b).)
We can also write the transformations (4.1.31) as
δΦi = ΛA kA
j ∂
∂Φj
Φi , δΦi = Λ
A kA j
∂
∂Φj
Φi ; (4.1.34a)
This form exponentiates to give the finite transformation:
Φ ′i = exp ( ΛA kA
j ∂
∂Φj
) Φi , Φ ′i = exp ( Λ
A kA j
∂
∂Φj
) Φi . (4.1.34b)
For the cases when there exists a fixed point on the manifold, we can choose a special
coordinate system (that in general is not compatible with normal coordinates) where the
transformations (4.1.31,34) take the familiar form
δΦi = iΛA (TA )
i
j Φ
j , δΦi = − i ΦjΛA (T A )j i (4.1.35a)
or, for finite transformations,
Φ ′i = (eiΛ
A TA )i j Φ
j , Φ ′i = Φj (e
−iΛA TA )j i . (4.1.35b)
In arbitrary coordinates, the notion of multiplying vectors by i is represented by
multiplication by a two index tensor called the complex structure. It has the property
that its square is −1 × a Kronecker delta. For a Ka¨hler manifold, the complex structure
is covariantly constant and preserves the metric.
It may happen that there exist nontrivial nonholomorphic coordinate transforma-
tions that do preserve the form of the metric (4.1.25b,c); then one can show that the
manifold is hyperKa¨hler. Such manifolds have three linearly independent complex struc-
tures and are locally quaternionic. They are even (complex) dimensional; all
hyperKa¨hler manifolds are Ricci flat, though the converse is true only in four (real)
dimensions (two complex dimensions).
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4.2. Yang-Mills gauge theories
a. Prepotentials
In general, we can find a formulation of any supersymmetric gauge theory either
by studying off-shell representations to derive the free (linear) theory in terms of uncon-
strained gauge superfields or prepotentials, or by postulating covariant derivatives and
imposing covariant constraints on them until all quantities can be expressed in terms of
a single irreducible representation of supersymmetry. In the former case, we must con-
struct covariantly transforming derivatives out of the unconstrained fields and generalize
to the nonlinear case, whereas in the latter case we must solve the covariant constraints
in terms of prepotentials. We study both approaches and exhibit the relation between
them.
a.1. Linear case
From the analysis of sec. 3.3.a.1, the N = 1 vector multiplet consists of massless
spin 1
2
and spin 1 physical states. We denote the corresponding component field
strengths by λα, f αβ . According to the discussion of sec. 3.12.a, these lie in an irre-
ducible on-shell chiral superfield strength Ψ(0)α, which satisfies the field equations and
Bianchi identities DαΨ(0)α = 0. The corresponding irreducible off-shell field strength is a
chiral superfield W α, D •αW α = 0, satisfying the bisection condition (s +
1
2
N = 1
2
+ 1
2
is
an integer) KW α = −W α, which can be written (see (3.11.9))
DαW α = −D
•
αW •α . (4.2.1)
(We have a − sign in the bisection condition to obtain usual parity assignments for the
components.) Therefore, by (3.13.2), it can be expressed in terms of an unconstrained
real scalar superfield by
W α = iD
2DαV , W •α = − iD2D •αV , V =V , (4.2.2)
and this turns out to be the simplest description of the corresponding multiplet.
The definition ofW α is invariant under gauge transformations with a chiral param-
eter Λ
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V ′ =V + i(Λ − Λ) , D •αΛ = DαΛ = 0 . (4.2.3)
Later we generalize this to a nonabelian gauge invariance, but for the moment we ana-
lyze the simplest case. The prepotential V can be expanded in components by projec-
tion:
C =V | , χα = iDαV | , χ •α = − iD •αV | ,
M = D2V | , M = D2V | , Aα •α = 12 [D •α ,Dα]V | ,
λα = iD
2DαV | , λ •α = − iD2D •αV | , D ′ = 12 D
αD2DαV | . (4.2.4a)
(To avoid confusion with Dα, we denote the ‘‘D’’ auxiliary field by D ′.) As discussed in
sec. 3.6.b, there is some choice in the order of the D ’s which simply amounts to field
redefinitions. The particular form we chose in (4.2.4a) is such that the physical compo-
nents are invariant under the Λ gauge transformations (except for an ordinary gauge
transformation of the vector component field). By making a similar component expan-
sion
Λ1 = Λ| , Λα = DαΛ| , Λ2 = D2Λ| , (4.2.4b)
we find
δC = i(Λ1 − Λ1) ,
δχα = Λα ,
δM = − iΛ2 ,
δAα •α =
1
2
∂α •α(Λ1 + Λ1) ,
δλα = 0 ,
δD ′ = 0 . (4.2.5)
Thus, all the components of V can be gauged away by nonderivative gauge transforma-
tions except for Aa , λα and D ′. The vector and spinor are the physical component fields
of the multiplet; D ′ is an auxiliary field. They (and their derivatives) are the only
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components appearing inW α:
λα =W α| ,
f αβ =
1
2
D (αW β)| , D′ = − 12 iD
αW α| ,
i∂α
•
αλ •α = D
2W α| . (4.2.6)
The symmetric bispinor f αβ and its conjugate f •α •β are the self-dual and anti self-dual
parts of the component field strength of the gauge field Aa . The gauge in which A,λ, D ′
are the only nonzero components of V is called the Wess-Zumino gauge. The remaining
gauge freedom is the usual abelian gauge transformation of the vector component field.
The Wess-Zumino (‘‘WZ’’) gauge breaks supersymmetry: The supersymmetry vari-
ations of χα and M violate the gauge condition C = χα = M = 0, e.g.,
δχα = iαM + i
•
α(i 1
2
∂α •αC − Aα •α) , (4.2.7)
does not vanish in the WZ gauge. We can define transformations that preserve the WZ
gauge by augmenting the usual supersymmetry transformations with ‘‘gauge-restoring’’
gauge transformations. Thus, instead of
δV = i(
•
αQ •α + 
αQα)V , (4.2.8)
we take
δ
WZV = i(
•
αQ •α + 
αQα)V + i(Λ − Λ)WZ
= i(
•
αQ •α
WZ + αQα
WZ )V , (4.2.9)
where ΛWZ is chosen to restore the WZ gauge condition by canceling the terms in δV
that violate it. Specifically, δ
WZχα = 0 requires
δ
WZ (DαV )| = 0 . (4.2.10)
Using D2V | = 0 and {D •α,Dα}V | = ∂aV | = 0 (in the WZ gauge), we have
Λα
WZ = DαΛ
WZ | = i •αD •αDαV | = i
•
αAα •α . (4.2.11)
Similarly, from δ
WZM = 0 we find
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Λ2
WZ = D2ΛWZ | = −  •αλ •α . (4.2.12)
Finally, from δ
WZC = 0, we find that Λ1
WZ = Λ1
WZ . The remaining real scalar in ΛWZ is
the usual component gauge parameter for the vector gauge field (see (4.2.5)).
The WZ gauge preserving ‘‘supersymmetry’’ transformations are
δAa = − i( •αλα + αλ •α) ,
δλα = − β f βα + iαD ′ ,
δD ′ = 1
2
∂α •α(
•
αλα − αλ •α) . (4.2.13)
The commutator algebra of these transformations closes only up to gauge transforma-
tions of the vector field. The need for gauge-restoring Λ transformations makes super-
symmetric quantization in the WZ gauge impossible. The (vector) gauge-fixing proce-
dure, by breaking gauge invariance, also breaks supersymmetry.
From the requirement that the physical components Aa and λα have canonical
dimension, we conclude that V has dimension zero. By dimensional analysis and gauge
invariance under the Λ transformations we find the action
S =
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 = 1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θVDαD2DαV . (4.2.14)
Replacing d 2θ by D2 and using (4.2.6), we obtain the component action
S =
∫
d 4x [− 1
2
f αβ f αβ + λ
•
αi∂α •αλα + D ′
2] . (4.2.15)
We have not added the hermitian conjugate to S ; Im S is a total derivative and con-
tributes only a surface term (∼
∫
d 4x abcd f ab f cd + spinorial terms). The field D ′ is
clearly auxiliary.
a.2. Nonlinear case
The nonabelian generalization can be motivated by starting with a global internal
symmetry and making it local. For this purpose we consider a multiplet of chiral scalar
fields Φ transforming according to some representation of a global group with generators
T A and constant parameters λ
A :
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Φ ′ = eiλΦ , λ = λATA , TA =T A
† . (4.2.16)
We extend this to a local transformation in superspace. Clearly, to maintain the chiral-
ity of Φ the local parameters should be chiral. We therefore consider transformations of
the form
Φ ′ = eiΛΦ , Λ = ΛAT A , D •αΛ = 0 , (4.2.17)
and correspondingly, for the antichiral Φ, transforming with the complex conjugate rep-
resentation,
Φ ′ = Φe−iΛ , Λ = ΛAT A , DαΛ = 0 . (4.2.18)
The Lagrangian ΦΦ is invariant if the parameters λA are real. For local transfor-
mations Λ 	= Λ and we must introduce a gauge field to covariantize the action. The sim-
plest procedure is to introduce a multiplet of real scalar superfields V A transforming in
the following fashion:
eV
′
= eiΛeVe−iΛ , V =V ATA . (4.2.19)
In the abelian case, this transformation is just (4.2.3). We covariantize the action by∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦeVΦ . (4.2.20)
The gauge field V acts as a "converter", changing a Λ representation to a Λ repre-
sentation of the group. Thus,
(eVΦ) ′ = eiΛ(eVΦ) , (4.2.21a)
and similarly
(ΦeV ) ′ = (ΦeV )e−iΛ . (4.2.21b)
In the nonabelian case, even the infinitesimal gauge transformations of V are
highly nonlinear. Nonetheless, as in the abelian case they can be used to algebraically
gauge away all but the physical components of V A and take us to the Wess-Zumino
gauge: Starting with an arbitrary V , we perform successive gauge transformations to
gauge away C , χα, and M . Requiring that the first transformation gauge away C we
find, by evaluating (4.2.19) at θ = 0:
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1 = eV
′| = eiΛ(1)eVe−iΛ(1)| = (eiΛ(1)|)eC (e−iΛ(1)|) , (4.2.22)
and hence we must choose Λ(1)1 = Λ
(1)| = − i 1
2
C . The gauge C ′ = 0 is preserved by all
further transformations with ImΛ1 = 0. To gauge away χα we choose a second gauge
transformation Λ(2) (with Λ(2)1 = 0) by requiring
0 = Dαe
V ′ ′| = Dα(eiΛ(2)eV ′e−iΛ(2))|
= DαV ′| − iDαΛ(2)| = − iχ ′α − iΛ(2)α , (4.2.23)
and hence Λ(2)α = DαΛ
(2)| = − χ′α. Finally, we can find a third transformation Λ(3) to
gauge away M . In the WZ gauge, the only gauge freedom left corresponds to ordinary
gauge transformations of the vector field Aa , with parameter Λ = Λ = ω(x ).
As in the abelian case, the WZ gauge is not supersymmetric, and gauge-restoring
transformations are required to define the WZ gauge ‘‘supersymmetry’’ transformations.
The parameter of the transformations is still (4.2.11-12), but the transformations now
become nonabelian and hence nonlinear. To find them, we compute the infinitesimal
gauge transformations ofV : We begin by defining the symbol
LVX = [V ,X ] , (4.2.24)
so that
eVX e−V = eLV X . (4.2.25)
From [V ,eV ] = 0 we obtain
(δV )eV +V (δeV ) − eV (δV ) − (δeV )V = 0 , (4.2.26a)
or
e−
1
2
V (δV )e
1
2
V − e 12V (δV )e−12V + e−12V [V , δeV ]e−12V = 0 , (4.2.26b)
and hence
2 sinh(1
2
LV )(δV ) = e−
1
2
VLV (δe
V )e−
1
2
V
= LV [e
−1
2
V iΛe
1
2
V − e 12V iΛe−12V ]
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= iLV [cosh(
1
2
LV )(Λ−Λ) − sinh(12 LV )(Λ+Λ)] , (4.2.27)
from which it follows
δV = − 1
2
iLV [Λ + Λ + coth(
1
2
LV )(Λ − Λ)]
= i (Λ − Λ) − 1
2
i [V , Λ + Λ] +O(V 2) . (4.2.28)
From the transformations (4.2.28) and the parameter (4.2.11-12) we find the non-
abelian WZ gauge-preserving ‘‘supersymmetry’’ transformations:
δAa = − i( •αλα + αλ •α) ,
δλα = − β f βα + iαD ′ ,
δD ′ = 1
2
∇α •α(
•
αλα − αλ •α) , (4.2.29)
where now f αβ is the self-dual part of the nonabelian field strength and
∇α •α = ∂α •α − iAα •α. The nonlinearity comes from the gauge-covariantization of the linear
transformations (4.2.13). The components of the nonabelian vector multiplet are covari-
ant generalizations of the abelian components; in the WZ gauge, they are the same as
(4.2.4a) (see also (4.3.5)).
a.3. Covariant derivatives
The gauge field V can be used to construct derivatives, gauge covariant with
respect to Λ transformations
∇A = DA − iΓA = (∇α ,∇ •α ,∇α •α) , (4.2.30)
defined by the requirement
(∇AΦ) ′ = eiΛ(∇AΦ) , (4.2.31)
i.e.,
∇′A = eiΛ∇Ae−iΛ , (4.2.32a)
or
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δ∇A = i [Λ ,∇A] . (4.2.32b)
Since Λ is chiral, ∇ •α ≡ D •α is covariant without further modification:
∇′ •α = eiΛD •αe−iΛ = ∇ •α . (4.2.33)
The undotted spinor derivative Dα is covariant with respect to Λ transformations. We
can use eV to convert it into a derivative covariant with respect to Λ (see (4.2.21));
∇α ≡ e−VDαeV transforms correctly:
∇′α = (eiΛ e−Ve−iΛ)Dα(eiΛeVe−iΛ)
= eiΛ e−VDαe
Ve−iΛ
= eiΛ∇αe−iΛ . (4.2.34)
Finally, we construct ∇a by analogy with (3.4.9): ∇a = ∇α •α ≡ − i{∇α ,∇ •α}. Its covari-
ance follows from that of ∇α and ∇α •α.
We summarize:
∇A = (e−VDαeV ,D •α ,− i{∇α ,∇ •α}) . (4.2.35)
These derivatives are not hermitian. Their conjugates ∇A are covariant with
respect to Λ transformations:
∇A = (Dα ,eVD •αe−V ,− i{∇α ,∇ •α}) ,
∇′A = eiΛ∇Ae−iΛ . (4.2.36)
The derivatives ∇A (∇A) are called gauge chiral (antichiral) representation covariant
derivatives. They are related by a nonunitary similarity transformation
∇A = eV∇Ae−V . (4.2.37)
This is analogous to the relation between global supersymmetry chiral and antichiral
representations
DA
(−) = eUDA
(+)e−U (4.2.38)
of (3.4.8).
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The gauge covariant derivatives are usually defined in terms of vector representa-
tion DA’s; if we express these in terms of ordinary derivatives, (4.2.35) becomes
∇A = (e−V e−
1
2
U∂α e
1
2
U eV ,e
1
2
U∂ •αe
−1
2
U ,− i{∇α ,∇ •α}) . (4.2.39)
By a further similarity transformation ∇A → e−
1
2
U ∇A e
1
2
U , we go to a new representation
that is chiral with respect to both global supersymmetry and gauge transformations:
∇A = (e−
1
2
U e−V e−
1
2
U∂α e
1
2
U eV e
1
2
U , ∂ •α ,− i{∇α ,∇ •α}) . (4.2.40)
We define V˜ by
e
1
2
UeVe
1
2
U = eU+V˜ . (4.2.41)
In this form, it is clear that V˜ gauge covariantizes U : iθαθ
•
α∂α •α →
. . . + iθαθ
•
α(∂α •α− iAα •α) + . . .. This combination transforms as
(eU+V˜ ) ′ = eiΛ(eU+V˜ )e−iΛ , ∂αΛ = ∂ •αΛ = 0 . (4.2.42)
There also exists a symmetric gauge vector representation that treats chiral and antichi-
ral fields on the same footing. Such a representation uses a complex scalar gauge field
Ω, and requires a larger gauge group. We discuss the vector representation in subsec.
4.2.b, where the covariant derivatives are defined abstractly, and where it enters natu-
rally.
a.4. Field strengths
The covariant derivatives define field strengths by commutation:
[∇A ,∇B} =TABC∇C − iFAB , (4.2.43)
with V =V AT A , and TA in the adjoint representation. From the explicit form of the
covariant derivatives (4.2.35) we find that the torsion TAB
C is the same one as in flat
global superspace (3.4.19), and some field strengths vanish:
F αβ = F •α •β = F α •β = 0 . (4.2.44)
The remaining field strengths are
F •
α,β
•
β
=C •
β
•
α
D2(e−VDβe
V ) = iC •
α
•
β
W β ,
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F
α
•
α,β
•
β
= 1
2
(C •
α
•
β
∇(αW β) +C αβ∇( •αW •β)) ,
W α ≡ iD2(e−VDαeV ) ,
W •α ≡ e−VW •αeV ≡ e−V (−W α)†eV . (4.2.45)
(Recall thatW
•
α ≡ (W α)† impliesW •α = (−W α)† (3.1.20).) Thus all the field strengths of
the theory are expressed in terms of a single spinor W α that is the nonlinear version of
(4.2.2). It satisfies Bianchi identities analogous to (4.2.1):
∇αW α = −∇
•
αW •α . (4.2.46)
It is chiral, has dimension 3
2
, and can be used to construct a gauge invariant action
S = 1
g2
tr
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 = − 1
2g2
tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (e−VDαeV )D2(e−VDαe
V ) ,
V =V ATA , trT AT B = δAB . (4.2.47)
As in the abelian case, this action is hermitian up to a surface term (see discussion fol-
lowing (4.2.15)).
a.5. Covariant variations
To derive the field equations from the action (4.2.47), we need to vary the action
with respect to V . However, since V is not a covariant object, this results in noncovari-
ant field equations (although multiplication by a suitable (but complicated) invertible
operator covariantizes them). In addition, variation with respect to V is complicated
becauseV appears in eV factors. We therefore define a covariant variation ofV by
∆V ≡ e−V δeV = 1−e
−LV
LV
δV = δV + . . . . (4.2.48)
∆V satisfies the chiral representation hermiticity condition as in (4.2.37). In practice,
we always vary an action with respect to V by expressing its variation in terms of δeV ,
and then rewriting that in terms of ∆V . We thus define a covariant functional deriva-
tive ∆F
[V ]
∆V
by (cf. (3.8.3))
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F [V + δV ] − F [V ] ≡ (∆V , ∆F
[V ]
∆V
) +O((∆V )2) . (4.2.49)
We now obtain the equations of motion from:
g2δS = i tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ δ(e−VDαeV )W α
= i tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ [e−VDαeV ,∆V ]W α
= − i tr
∫
d 4xd 4θ ∆V∇αW α , (4.2.50)
which gives
g2
∆S
∆V
= − i∇αW α = 0 . (4.2.51)
* * *
At the end of sec. 3.6 we expressed supersymmetry transformations in terms of the
spinor derivatives Dα. Using the covariant derivatives that we have constructed, we can
write manifestly gauge covariant supersymmetry transformations by using the form
(3.6.13) (for w = 0) and adding the gauge transformation
Λ = iD2(ΓαDαζ) , (4.2.52a)
where ΓA is defined in (4.2.30). We then find
e−V δζe
V = (W α∇α +W
•
α∇ •α)ζ = (W αe−VDαeV +e−VW •αeVD •α)ζ (4.2.52b)
(where ζ is a real x -independent superfield that commutes with the group generators,
e.g., ∇αζ = Dαζ). Since (4.2.52b) is manifestly gauge covariant, it preserves the Wess-
Zumino gauge (but it is not a symmetry of the action after gauge-fixing). The corre-
sponding supersymmetry transformations for covariantly chiral superfields Φ, ∇ •αΦ = 0
with arbitrary R-weight w are
δΦ = − i∇2[(∇αζ)∇α + w(∇2ζ)]Φ . (4.2.52c)
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b. Covariant approach
In this subsection we discuss another approach to supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory that reverses the direction of the previous section. We postulate derivatives
transforming covariantly under a gauge group, impose constraints on them, and discover
that they can be expressed in terms of prepotentials. This procedure will prove espe-
cially useful in studying supergravity and extended super-Yang-Mills, so we give a
detailed analysis for the simpler case of N = 1 super-Yang-Mills.
We start with the ordinary superspace derivatives DA satisfying
[DA,DB} =TABCDC , where TABC is the torsion and has only one nonzero component
T
α
•
β
c (see(3.4.19)). For a Lie algebra with generators T A we covariantize the derivatives
by introducing connection fields
∇A = DA − iΓA , (4.2.53)
where ΓA = ΓA
BT B is hermitian and ∇A = − (−)A∇A. At the component level we have
Γα = vα +
i
2
θ
•
αvα •α + . . . , Γa = wa + . . . , (4.2.54a)
and hence
∇α = ∂α − ivα + i2 θ
•
α(∂α •α − ivα •α) + . . . ,
∇ •α = ∂ •α − iv •α + i2 θ
α(∂α •α − ivα •α) + . . . ,
∇a = ∂a − iwa + . . . , (4.2.54b)
so that the component derivatives are covariantized.
Under gauge transformations the covariant derivatives are postulated to transform
as
∇′A = eiK∇Ae−iK , (4.2.55)
where the parameter K = K ATA is a real superfield.
K = ω(x ) + θαK (1)α(x ) + θ
•
αK (1) •α(x ) + . . . . (4.2.56)
This is very different from what emerged in the previous section: Instead of chiral
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representation derivatives transforming with the chiral parameter Λ, we have vector rep-
resentation hermitian derivatives, transforming with the hermitian parameter K . The
asymmetric form of the previous section will emerge when we make a similarity transfor-
mation to go to the chiral representation.
For infinitesimal K , we find the component transformations:
δvα •α = [∂α •α − ivα •α ,ω] − iωα •α ,
δwα •α = [∂α •α − iwα •α ,ω] , (4.2.57)
where ω ≡ K |, ωα •α ≡ [D •α ,Dα]K | = ωα •α. The component gauge parameter ωα •α can be
used to gauge away Im vα •α algebraically; however, the component fields Re vα •α and wα •α
both remain as two a priori independent gauge fields for the same component gauge
transformation. To avoid this we impose constraints on the covariant derivatives.
b.1. Conventional constraints
Field strengths FAB are defined by (4.2.43). Substituting (4.2.53) we find
FAB = D [AΓB) − i [ΓA , ΓB} −TABCΓC . (4.2.58)
In particular,
F α •α = DαΓ •α + D •αΓα − i{Γα , Γ •α} − iΓα •α . (4.2.59)
If we impose the constraint
F α •α = 0 , (4.2.60)
(4.2.59) defines the vector connection Γα •α in terms of the spinor connections. (In com-
ponents, this expresses wα •α in terms of vα •α and vα.)
In any theory one can add covariant terms to the connections (e.g., (3.10.22))
without changing the transformation of the covariant derivatives. If we did not impose
the constraint (4.2.60) on the connections ΓA, we could define equally satisfactory new
connections Γ ′A = (Γα, Γ •α, Γα •α − iF α •α) that identically satisfy the constraints. For this
reason (4.2.60) is called a conventional constraint. It implies
∇A = (∇α ,∇ •α ,− i{∇α ,∇ •α}) . (4.2.61)
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The theory now is expressed entirely in terms of the connection Γα. However, it
contains spin s > 1 gauge covariant component fields, for example
ψ
(αβ)
•
β
≡ F
(α,β)
•
β
| = i [D •β ,D (α]Γβ)| + . . . . (4.2.62)
It also contains a superfield strength F αβ whose θ-independent component
f αβ = F αβ | = D (αΓβ)| + . . . , (4.2.63)
is a dimension one symmetric spinor (equivalent to an antisymmetric second rank ten-
sor). Because of its dimension, it cannot be the Yang-Mills field strength. Although in
principle the theory might contain such fields (as auxiliary, not physical, components), in
the covariant approach there are generally further types of constraints that eliminate
(many) such components.
b.2. Representation-preserving constraints
To couple scalar multiplets described by chiral scalar superfields to super-Yang-
Mills theory, we must define covariantly chiral superfields Φ: The covariant derivatives
transform with the hermitian parameter K , and all fields must either be neutral or
transform with the same parameter. However, K is not chiral, and gauge transforma-
tions will not preserve chirality defined with D •α. Instead we define a covariantly chiral
superfield by
∇ •αΦ = 0 , Φ ′ = eiKΦ ,
∇αΦ = 0 , Φ ′ = Φe−iK . (4.2.64)
This implies
0 = {∇ •α ,∇ •β}Φ = − iF •α •βΦ . (4.2.65)
Consistency requires that we impose the representation-preserving constraint
F αβ = F •α •β = 0 . (4.2.66)
This can be written as
{∇α ,∇β} = 0 . (4.2.67)
The most general solution is
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∇α = e−ΩDαeΩ , Ω = ΩAT A , (4.2.68)
where ΩA is an arbitrary complex superfield. Eq. (4.2.67) states that ∇α satisfies the
same algebra as Dα, and the solution expresses the fact that they are equivalent up to a
complex gauge transformation. Hermitian conjugation yields
∇ •α = eΩD •αe−Ω . (4.2.69)
Thus ∇A is completely expressed in terms of the unconstrained prepotential Ω by the
solutions (4.2.61,68,69) to the constraints (4.2.60,66).
The K gauge transformations are realized by
(eΩ) ′ = eΩe−iK . (4.2.70)
However, the solution to the constraint (4.2.67) has introduced an additional gauge
invariance: The covariant derivatives (4.2.68) are invariant under the transformation
(eΩ) ′ = eiΛeΩ , D •αΛ = 0 . (4.2.71)
Therefore, the gauge group of Ω is larger than that of ΓA.
We define the K -invariant hermitian part of Ω by
eV = eΩeΩ . (4.2.72)
The K gauge transformations can be used to gauge away the antihermitian part of Ω.
In this gauge, Ω = Ω = 1
2
V , and Λ transformations must be accompanied by gauge-
restoring K transformations:
(eΩ) ′ = eiΛeΩe−iK (Λ) ,
e−iK (Λ) = e−Ωe−iΛ(eiΛe2Ωe−iΛ)
1
2 . (4.2.73)
In any gauge, the transformation ofV is
(eV ) ′ = eiΛeVe−iΛ . (4.2.74)
We have defined covariantly chiral superfields Φ by (4.2.64). We can use Ω (see
(4.2.69)) to express them in terms of ordinary chiral superfields Φ0 (which we called Φ in
sect. 4.2.a):
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Φ = eΩΦ0 , D •αΦ0 = 0 . (4.2.75)
The factor eΩ converts K -transforming fields into Λ-transforming fields:
(Φ0) ′ = (e
−ΩΦ) ′ = eiΛΦ0 . (4.2.76)
* * *
A useful identity that follows from the explicit form (4.2.68) expresses δ∇α in
terms of an arbitrary variation δΩ:
δ∇α = (δe−Ω)eΩ∇α + ∇αe−ΩδeΩ = [∇α ,e−ΩδeΩ] . (4.2.77)
b.3. Gauge chiral representation
We can also use Ω to go to gauge chiral representation in which all quantities are
K -inert and transform only under Λ. This is analogous to and not to be confused with
the supersymmetry chiral representation (3.3.24-27), (3.4.8). We make a similarity
transformation
∇0A = e−Ω∇AeΩ = (e−VDαeV ,D •α ,− i{∇0α ,∇0 •α}) ,
Φ0 = e
−ΩΦ ,
Φ˜0 = Φe
Ω = (Φ0)e
V . (4.2.78)
The quantities ∇0A and Φ0 are the chiral representation ∇A and Φ of the previous sub-
section. We sometimes write the chiral representation hermitian conjugate of Φ0 as Φ˜0
to avoid confusion with the ordinary hermitian conjugate Φ0 ≡ (Φ0).
In the chiral representation we see no trace of Ω or K : Only V and Λ appear.
However, we necessarily have an asymmetry between chiral and antichiral objects.
c. Bianchi identities
In subsection 4.2.a we analyzed the physical content of the theory using compo-
nent expansions and the Wess-Zumino gauge. Alternatively, we can find the field con-
tent of the theory by ‘‘solving’’ the Bianchi identities. These follow from the Jacobi
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identities:
[∇[A[∇B ,∇C )}} = 0 , (4.2.79a)
which imply
∇[AFBC ) −T [AB |DFD |C ) = 0 . (4.2.79b)
Normally these equations are trivial identities. However, once constraints have been
imposed on some field strengths, they give information about the remaining ones, and in
particular allow one to express all the fields strengths in terms of a basic set. We now
describe the procedure.
We solve the equations (4.2.79) subject to the constraints (4.2.60,66) starting with
the ones of lowest dimension. For each equation, we consider various pieces irreducible
under the Lorentz group, and see what relations are implied among the field strengths.
Thus, for example, the relation [{∇(α ,∇β} ,∇γ)] = 0 is identically satisfied when
F α,β = 0. From [{∇α ,∇β} ,∇ •γ ] + [{∇ •γ ,∇(α} ,∇β)] = 0, we find
F
(α,β)
•
β
= 0 , (4.2.80)
which implies, for some spinor superfieldW β ,
F
α,β
•
β
= − iC βαW •β . (4.2.81)
From [{∇α ,∇β} ,∇c ] + {[∇c ,∇(α],∇β)} = 0 we find
C γ(α∇β)W •γ = 0 , (4.2.82)
which implies
∇αW •β = 0 . (4.2.83)
From [{∇α ,∇ •β} ,∇c ] + {[∇c ,∇α] ,∇ •β} + {[∇c ,∇ •β ] ,∇α} = 0 we obtain
F
α
•
β,γ •γ
+C γα∇ •βW •γ +C •γ •β∇αW γ = 0 , (4.2.84)
which separates into two equations:
F
α
•
α,β
•
β
= 1
2
(C αβ∇( •αW •β) +C •α •β∇(αW β)) ≡C αβ f •α •β +C •α •β f αβ , (4.2.85)
and
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∇αW α + ∇
•
αW •α = 0 . (4.2.86)
These can be reexpressed as
∇αW β = iC βαD ′ + f αβ , D ′ = D ′ = − i2 ∇
αW α . (4.2.87)
Finally, [[∇α,∇[b ],∇c]] + [[∇b ,∇c ],∇α] = 0 and [[∇[a ,∇b ],∇c]] = 0 are automatically sat-
isfied as a consequence of the previous identities. From (4.2.87) we also obtain
∇ •αD ′ = 12 ∇
β •
αW β ,
∇ •α f αβ = i 12 ∇(α •αW β) , (4.2.88)
and
∇α f βγ = 12C α(βi∇γ) •δW
•
δ . (4.2.89)
Therefore, all the field strengths are expressed in terms of the chiral field strength
W α. In particular, the commutators of the covariant derivatives can be written as:
{∇α ,∇β} = 0 ,
{∇α ,∇ •β} = i∇α •β ,
[∇ •α , i∇β •β ] = − iC •β •αW β ,
[i∇a , i∇b ] = i(C •α •β f αβ +C αβ f •α •β) . (4.2.90)
Furthermore, the set
F = {W α , D ′ , f αβ} , (4.2.91)
is closed under the operation of applying ∇α and ∇ •α: Only spacetime derivatives ∇a of
F are generated. These superfields are the nonlinear off-shell extension of the superfield
strengths Ψ(n) of sec. 3.12. The covariant components are the θ = 0 projections of these
superfields. Thus the constraints and the Bianchi identities directly determine the field
content of the theory.
* * *
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The existence of a ‘‘geometric’’ superspace formulation in terms of a (constrained)
connection ΓA is important. For quantized super Yang-Mills theories, the geometric (or
covariant) formulation can be combined with the background field method to derive
improved superfield power-counting laws. We can also use ΓA to generalize the concept
of the path-ordered phase factor to superspace:
IP [e
( i
∫
dzA ΓA )] , (4.2.92)
where the differential superspace element dzA is to be interpreted as dτ
∂dzA
∂τ
for τ some
parametrization of the path. (In particular,
∫
dθα is not a Berezin integral.) If we
choose a closed path, this quantity defines a supersymmetric Wilson loop. Thus nonper-
turbative studies of ordinary Yang-Mills theories based on the properties of the Wilson
loop should be extendible into superspace. (There is also a manifestly covariant form of
path ordering, expressed directly in terms of covariant derivatives: see sec. 6.6.)
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4.3. Gauge-invariant models
a. Renormalizable models
In this subsection we consider properties of systems of interacting chiral and real
gauge superfields with actions of the form
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φj (eV )j iΦi + tr
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 + [
∫
d 4x d 2θ P(Φi) + h.c. ] (4.3.1)
(in the gauge-chiral representation), invariant under a group G . Here V i j =V
A (T A )
i
j
and (TA )
i
j is a (in general reducible) matrix representation of the generators TA of G .
In the vector representation, (4.3.1) takes the form
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦ
i + tr
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 + [
∫
d 4x d 2θ P(Φi) + h.c. ] (4.3.2)
where we have used tr e−Ω feΩ = tr f in the chiral integral, and rewritten the action in
terms of covariantly chiral superfields. The gauge coupling has been set to 1, but can be
restored by the rescalingsW α → g−1W α. S may be R-symmetric, with the gauge super-
field transforming asV ′(x , θ, θ ) =V (x ,e−irθ,eirθ ).
Another term can be added to the action: If G is abelian, or has an abelian sub-
group, the Fayet-Iliopoulos term
SFI = tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ νV = tr
∫
d 4x νD ′ , (4.3.3)
is gauge invariant.
Component actions can be obtained by the projection techniques we have dis-
cussed before. A more efficient and, up to field redefinitions, totally equivalent proce-
dure is to define covariant components by projecting with covariant derivatives. Thus,
for a covariantly chiral superfield we define
A = Φ| , ψα = ∇αΦ| , F = ∇2Φ| . (4.3.4)
Similarly, the covariant components of the gauge multiplet can be obtained by projection
fromW α (here f αβ denotes the component field strength):
λα =W α| , f αβ = 12 {∇(α ,W β)}| ,
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i∇α
•
αλ •α =
1
2
[∇β , {∇β ,W α}]| , D ′ = − i2 {∇
α ,W α}| . (4.3.5)
The covariant derivative ∇
α
•
β
| is the covariant space-time derivative. To obtain compo-
nent actions by covariant projection, we use the fact that on a gauge invariant quantity
D2D2 = ∇2∇2.
The component action that results from (4.3.1) plus (4.3.3) takes the form
S =
∫
d 4x [Ai Ai + Ψαi i∇α
•
αΨ •αi + iAi(λ
α)i jΨα
j − iΨ •αi(λ •α)i j Aj
+ Ai(D ′)
i
j A
j + FiFi + tr (λ
α[i∇α
•
α ,λ •α] − 12 f
αβ f αβ + D ′
2 )
+ trνD ′ + (PiF
i + 1
2
PijΨ
αiΨα
j + h.c. )] (4.3.6)
where ≡ 1
2
∇a∇a , Pi , Pij are defined in (4.1.13), (λ)i j = λAT A , etc. The auxiliary
field D ′ can be eliminated algebraically using its field equations. This leads to interac-
tion terms for the spin-zero fields of the chiral multiplets:
−U D ′ = − 14 [Ai(T A )
i
j A
j + νtrT A ]2 (4.3.7)
in addition to those obtained by eliminating F (see (4.1.14)).
b. CP(n) models
In sec. 4.1.b we discussed supersymmetric nonlinear σ-models written in terms of
chiral and antichiral superfields that are the complex coordinates of a Ka¨hler manifold.
Some nonlinear σ-models can be written linearly if we introduce a (classically) non-prop-
agating gauge field. We consider here supersymmetric extensions of the bosonic CP(n)
models. The bosonic models are straightforward generalizations of the CP(1) model of
sec. 3.10. They are written in terms of (n + 1) complex scalar fields z i constrained by
z i z i = c; the action is written by introducing an abelian gauge field with no kinetic
term:
S =
∫
d 4x [|(∂
α
•
β
− i A
α
•
β
)z i |2 + D ′(|z i |2 − c)] , (4.3.8)
where D ′ is a Lagrange multiplier field. Eliminating A
α
•
β
by its classical field equation,
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we find the action given in (3.10.23). This action is still invariant under the local U(1)
gauge transformation z → eiαz , z → e−iα where α(x ) is a real parameter. It can be
rewritten in terms of n + 1 unconstrained fields Zi in the form (3.10.30).
In the supersymmetric case, the model is most conveniently described in terms of
(n + 1) chiral fields Φ (and their complex conjugates Φ), and a single abelian gauge field
V . The action, which is globally supersymmetric, SU (n + 1) invariant, and locally
gauge invariant, is:
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ (ΦiΦi e
V − cV ) . (4.3.9)
Note the presence of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. Upon eliminating the gauge field V by
its field equation we find
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ c ln(ΦiΦi) . (4.3.10)
This action is still invariant under the (local) abelian gauge transformation Φ→ eiΛΦ.
We can use this invariance to choose a gauge, e.g., Φi = (c ,ua). In components, (4.3.10)
gives the action generalizing (3.10.30) for the CP(n) nonlinear σ-model coupled to a
spinor field.
The action (4.3.9) has a straightforward generalization:
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ (Φi(e
V )i jΦ
j − c trV ) , (4.3.11)
where, as in (4.3.1),V =V ATA and (T A )
i
j is a (in general reducible) matrix representa-
tion of the generators T A of some group. However, in contrast to (4.3.9), when we vary
(4.3.11) with respect to V , we get an equation that in general does not have an explicit
solution:
ΦeVTA Φ − c trT A = 0 . (4.3.12)
(To derive (4.3.12), we use the covariant variation (4.2.48) ∆V = ∆V AT A ≡ e−V δeV , and
tr∆V = trδV .)
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4.4. Superforms
a. General
In ordinary spacetime, there is a family of gauge theories that can be constructed
systematically; these theories are expressed in terms of p-forms
Γp =
1
p!
dxm1/\ dxm2/\ . . . /\ dxmpΓm1m2...mp where the differentials satisfy
dxm/\ dxn = −dxn/\ dxm . The ‘‘tower’’ of theories based on forms is: Γ0 = scalar, Γ1 =
vector gauge field, Γ2 = tensor gauge field, Γ3 = auxiliary field, and Γ4 = ‘‘nothing’’
field. Their gauge transformations, field strengths, and Bianchi identities are given by
gauge transformation : δΓp = dKp−1 ,
field strength : Fp+1 = dΓp ,
Bianchi identity : dFp+1 = 0 . (4.4.1)
Here Kp , Γp , Fp are p-form gauge parameters, gauge fields, and field strengths respec-
tively, and d = dxm∂m . By definition, −1-forms vanish, and 5-forms (or (D+1)-forms in
D dimensions) vanish by antisymmetry. The Bianchi identities and the gauge invariance
of the field strengths are automatic consequences of the Poincare´ lemma dd = 0.
In superspace the same construction is possible, using super p-forms:
Γp = (−1)
1
2
p(p−1) 1
p!
dzM 1/\ . . . /\ dzMpΓMp ...M 1 (4.4.2a)
(note the ordering of the indices), where now
dzM /\ dzN = − (−)MNdzN /\ dzM , (4.4.2b)
the coefficients of the form are superfields, and d = dzM ∂M . The same tower of gauge
parameters, gauge fields, field strengths, and Bianchi identities can be built up (now
using the superPoincare´ lemma dd = 0). An advantage of this description of flat super-
space theories is that it generalizes immediately to curved superspace and determines
the coupling of these global multiplets to supergravity.
However, superforms do not describe irreducible representations of supersymmetry
unless we impose constraints. To maintain gauge invariance, these constraints should be
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imposed on the coefficients of the field strength form; when the constraints are solved,
the coefficients of the (gauge) potential form are expressed in terms of prepotentials. In
table 4.4.1 the prepotentials Aˆp correspond to the constrained super p-form Ap and the
expressions dAp correspond to dAp .
p Aˆp dAp
0 Φ i(Φ−Φ)
1 V iD2DαV
2 Φα 1
2
(DαΦ
α +D •αΦ
•
α)
3 V D2V
4 Φ 0
Table 4.4.1. Simple superfields (prepotentials) corresponding to superforms
In this Table Φ and Φα are chiral and V is real. The relation Aˆp = Aˆ4−p corresponds to
Hodge duality of the component forms.
The constrained super p-forms correspond to particular prepotentials Aˆp whether
Ap is a gauge parameter Kp , a potential Γp , a field strength Fp , or a Bianchi identity
(dF )p . The explicit expressions for Ap in terms of Aˆp take the same form whether A is
K ,Γ,F ,or dF . Thus the prepotentials give rise to a tower of theories that mimics (4.4.1):
The gauge field strength and Bianchi identities at one level are the gauge parameter and
field strength at the next level. If Ap−1, Ap , and Ap+1 are the gauge parameter Kp−1, the
gauge field Γp , and the field strength Fp+1 superforms, respectively, then the gauge
transformation, field strength, and Bianchi identities of the prepotentials are
gauge transformation : δ Γˆp = dKp−1 ,
field strength : Fˆ p+1 = dΓp ,
Bianchi identity : dFp+1 = 0 . (4.4.3)
The Lagrangians for all p-form theories are quadratic in the field strengths, without
extra derivatives. We discuss details in the subsections that follow.
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Under a supersymmetry transformation the superforms are defined to transform as
Γ ′(z ′ ,dz ′) = Γ(z ,dz ) , (4.4.4)
where (cf. (3.3.15))
dz ′ = (dθ ′µ ,dθ ′
•
µ ,dx ′µ
•
µ) = (dθµ ,dθ
•
µ ,dxµ
•
µ− i
2
(
•
µdθµ + µdθ
•
µ)) . (4.4.5)
Consequently, the coefficients ΓMN ... mix under supersymmetry transformations and this
makes it difficult to impose supersymmetric constraints on them. To maintain manifest
supersymmetry, we therefore go to a ‘‘tangent space’’ basis, parametrized by the duals of
the covariant derivatives DA rather than the duals of ∂M . We use the flat superspace
vielbeins DA
M (3.4.16):
DA = DA
M ∂M = (Dα ,D •α , ∂α •α) , (4.4.6)
and the dual forms
ωA ≡ dzM (D−1)M A . (4.4.7)
From (3.4.18), the D ’s satisfy
D [ADB)
M =TAB
CDC
M , (4.4.8)
and hence
dωA = 1
2
ωC /\ ωBTBCA . (4.4.9)
In this ω-basis we write a superform as
Γp = (−1)
1
2
p(p−1) 1
p!
ωA1/\ . . . /\ ωApΓAp ...A1 . (4.4.10)
We also have d ≡ dzM ∂M = ωADA. The tangent space coefficients ΓAp ...A1 of the p-form
do not mix under supersymmetry transformations because ωA is invariant. We can now
impose supersymmetric constraints on individual coefficients of a form.
In this basis, the coefficients of the field strength form (on which we impose the
constraints) Fp+1 = dΓp have the following expression in terms of the gauge fields:
FA1...Ap+1 =
1
p!
D [A1ΓA2...Ap+1) −
1
2(p − 1)!T [A1A2|
BΓB |A3...Ap+1) , (4.4.11)
where the torsion terms come from (4.4.9). The Bianchi identity on F takes a similar
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appearance. Equation (4.4.11) is the essential result we need for the discussion of sub-
secs. 4.4.b-e.
We now summarize some of the results of subsecs. 4.4.b-e. In particular, we give
the explicit expressions for the coefficients of the superforms Ap in terms of the prepo-
tentials Aˆp (of table 4.4.1) for all p. In the case of Γp , these expressions are found by
solving the constraints on certain coefficients of Fp+1 and choosing a suitable K -gauge
(δΓ = dK ). The expressions for K follow from the new invariance found when solving
these constraints. The expressions for F follow from solving those Bianchi identities dF
that explicitly express one part of F in terms of another in the presence of the con-
straints. Finally, for dF , the explicit expressions correspond to the remaining part of the
Bianchi identities that are not algebraically soluble. (For clarification, see subsecs. 4.4.b-
e, where the expressions are worked out in detail.) We find:
p = 0: A = 1
2
(Aˆ + Aˆ) ;
p = 1: Aα = i
1
2
DαAˆ , Aa =
1
2
[D •α ,Dα]Aˆ ;
p = 2: Aαβ = Aα •β = 0 , Aαb = iC αβAˆ
•
β ,
Aab =
1
2
(C •
α
•
β
D (αAˆβ) +C αβD ( •αAˆ •β)) ;
p = 3: Aαβγ = Aαβ •γ = Aαβc = 0 , Aα •βc =T α •βcAˆ ,
Aαbc = −C •β •γC α(βDγ)Aˆ , Aabc = dabc [D
•
δ ,Dδ ]Aˆ ;
p = 4: Aαβγδ = Aαβγ •δ = Aαβ •γ •δ = Aαβγd = Aαβ •γd = Aα •βcd = 0 ,
Aαβcd = 2C •γ •δC α(γC δ)β Aˆ ,
Aαbcd = 2abcdD
•
α Aˆ , Aabcd = 2iabcd (D
2Aˆ −D2Aˆ) , (4.4.12)
where for even p, D •αAˆ = 0, and for odd p, Aˆ = Aˆ.
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For example, in the case of the vector multiplet of sec. 4.2, we found the vector
representation potentials ΓA given by the case p = 1 above, with Aˆ =V (in the vector
representation, and in the gauge where Ω = Ω = 1
2
V ; then K = 1
2
(Λ + Λ), as given
above by p = 0); the field strengths FAB by p = 2 above, with Aˆα =W α = iD
2DαV (by
table 4.4.1); and the remaining Bianchi identity dF on W α by p = 3 above, with
Aˆ = 1
2
(DαW
α +D •αW
•
α) (again by table 4.4.1; dF = 0 thus reduces to Aˆ(W α) = 0). Fur-
ther examples will be derived in the remainder of this section. (Note that an action
written in terms of a super 0-form does not describe the most general chiral multiplet
theory: The field strength FA = DAΓ always has the invariance δΓ = k , where k is a
real constant. Here δFˆ = δ[i(Φ−Φ)] = 0 for δΦ = k . This invariance excludes mass
terms, and has consequences even for the free massless multiplet when it is coupled to
supergravity.)
b. Vector multiplet
As an introduction, we describe the abelian vector multiplet in the language of
superforms. We begin with a real super 1−form
Γ1 = ω
αΓα + ω
•
αΓ •α + ω
aΓa , (4.4.13)
with gauge transformation δΓ1 = dK 0, where K 0 is a 0−form (scalar). The field
strength is a super 2−form F 2 = dΓ1, with superfield coefficients that follow from
(4.4.11):
F α,β = D (αΓβ) ,
F
α,
•
β
= DαΓ •β + D •βΓα − iΓα •β ,
F α,b = DαΓb − ∂bΓα ,
Fa,b = − 12C •α •β∂(α
•
γΓβ) •γ + h.c. . (4.4.14)
We impose a conventional constraint F
α,
•
β
= 0 which algebraically determines Γα •α. We
further restrict the form by imposing the constraint (4.2.44) F α,β = 0. The solution to
the constraints is
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Γα = iDαΩ , Γ •α = − iD •αΩ ,
Γa = − i(DαΓ •α + D •αΓα) , (4.4.15)
and the prepotential Ω transforms as
δΩ = − iK 0 + Λ . (4.4.16)
The Λ transformations are an invariance of Γ1 introduced by solving the constraints.
It is always obvious, by examining equations such as (4.4.14), what conventional
constraints can be imposed. Finding additional constraints is more difficult. In general,
if we wish to describe a multiplet that contains a component p-form, we require that it
be the θ = 0 component of a super p-form coefficient with only vector indices (e.g., in
(4.4.14) Fa,b | is the Yang-Mills field strength), and therefore we will not constrain this
coefficient. For the same reason we assign dimension 2 to this coefficient, and this deter-
mines the dimension of the superform. As a consequence, coefficients with more than
two spinor indices have too low dimension to contain component field strengths (or aux-
iliary fields), and must be constrained to zero. We also constrain to zero coefficients
that contain at the θ = 0 level component forms that are not present in the multiplet.
c. Tensor multiplet
c.1. Geometric formulation
The antisymmetric-tensor gauge multiplet contains among its component fields a
second-rank antisymmetric tensor (2-form). To describe it in superspace we consider a
super 2-form Γ2:
−Γ2 = 12 ω
β/\ ωαΓα,β + ω
•
β/\ ωαΓ
α,
•
β
+ ωb/\ ωαΓα,b +
1
2
ωb/\ ωaC •
α
•
β
Γ(αβ) + h.c. ,
(4.4.17)
where we have used the symmetries of Γ to write Γab =C •α •βΓ(αβ) + h.c.. The gauge
variations δΓ2 = dK 1 are
δΓα,β = D (αK β) ,
δΓ
α,
•
β
= DαK •β + D •βK α − iK α •β ,
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δΓα,b = DαKb − ∂bK α ,
δΓ(αβ) = − 12 ∂(α
•
γK β) •γ . (4.4.18)
The field strengths follow from the definition (4.4.11):
F α,β,γ =
1
2
D (αΓβ,γ) ,
F α,β, •γ = D (αΓβ) •γ + D •γΓα,β + iΓ(α,β) •γ ,
F α,β,c = D (αΓβ)c + ∂cΓα,β ,
F
α,
•
β,c
= DαΓ •β,c + D
•
βΓα,c + ∂cΓα, •β − iC •β •γΓ(αγ) − iC αγΓ( •β •γ) ,
F α,b,c =C •β •γ(DαΓ(βγ) −
1
2
∂(β
•
δΓ
γ)
•
δ,α
) +C βγ(DαΓ( •β •γ) +
1
2
∂
δ(
•
β
Γδ •γ),α) ,
Fa,b,c ≡ − abcdFd = − i(C •α •γC βγ F α •β −C αγC •β •γ F β •α) ,
F
α
•
β
= − i(∂α
•
γΓ
(
•
β
•
γ)
− ∂γ •βΓ(αγ)) . (4.4.19)
where we have used (3.1.22).
We can impose two conventional constraints. The first,
F α,β, •γ = 0 , (4.4.20)
gives
Γ
(α,β)
•
β
= i [D (αΓβ) •β + D
•
βΓα,β ] , (4.4.21)
which implies
Γ
α,β
•
β
= i C αβΦ •β + i [DαΓβ, •β +
1
2
D •βΓα,β ] , (4.4.22)
for an arbitrary spinor Φ •γ . The second conventional constraint,
F
(α,
•
β,β)
•
β = 0 , (4.4.23)
gives
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Γ(αβ) = − i 14 [D (αΓ •β,β)
•
β + D •βΓ(α,β)
•
β − ∂
(α
•
β
Γβ)
•
β ] , (4.4.24)
which implies
Γ(αβ) =
1
2
D (αΦβ) − 12 D
2Γα,β − 12 i∂(α
•
βΓ
β),
•
β
. (4.4.25)
The potential Γ
α,
•
β
is pure gauge: It can be gauged to zero using (4.4.18). To eliminate
the remaining unwanted physical states we choose two additional constraints
F α,β,γ = F α,β,c = 0 . (4.4.26)
The first implies Γα,β is pure gauge, and the second imposes
DαΦ •β = 0 , D •αΦβ = 0 . (4.4.27)
In the gauge Γα,β = Γα, •β = 0, all of ΓAB is expressed in terms of Φα; thus the superfield
Φα is the chiral spinor prepotential that describes the tensor gauge multiplet.
The constraints also imply that all the nonvanishing field strengths can be
expressed in terms of a single independent field strength
G = − 1
2
(DαΦα + D
•
αΦ •α) . (4.4.28)
For example,
F
α,
•
β
c = i δα
γδ •β
•
γG =T
α
•
β
cG . (4.4.29)
G is a linear superfield: D2G = 0. It is invariant under gauge transformations of the pre-
potential
δΦα = iD
2DαL , L = L . (4.4.30)
Projecting the components of Φα we have:
χα = Φα| ,
tαβ =
1
2
D (αΦβ)| = Γ(αβ)| ,
A + iB = −DαΦα| ,
ψ˜α = D
2Φα| .
(4.4.31)
The components of the gauge parameter that enter δΦα are:
Lα = iD
2DαL| ,
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L(1) = DαD2DαL| = L(1) ,
L(α,β) = i
1
2
D (αD
2Dβ)L| = 12 ∂(β
•
α[Dα) ,D •α]L|
≡ − 1
2
∂(β
•
αLα) •α , Lα •α = Lα •α . (4.4.32)
The components χα and B can be algebraically gauged away by Lα and L
(1) respectively,
whereas Lα •α is the parameter of the usual gauge transformation for the tensor gauge
field tαβ . The spinor ψ˜α is the physical spinor of the theory (up to terms that vanish in
the WZ gauge). The gauge invariant components are found by projecting from the field
strength G :
A =G | ,
ψα = DαG | = 12 (ψ˜α − i∂α
•
αχ •α) ,
f a = Fa | = [D •α ,Dα]G | = i(∂β •αtαβ − ∂α
•
βt •
α
•
β
) ,
D2G = D2G = 0 . (4.4.33)
Since there is only one physical spinor in the multiplet, G has dimension one. This
determines the kinetic action uniquely:
Sk = − 12
∫
d 4x d 4θ G2 . (4.4.34)
The corresponding component action is
Sk =
∫
d 4x [1
4
A A + 1
4
( f a)2 + ψ
•
αi∂α •αψα] . (4.4.35)
Note that none of the fields is auxiliary. The physical degrees of freedom are those of
the scalar multiplet. On shell, the only difference is the replacement of the physical
pseudoscalar by the field strength of the antisymmetric tensor.
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c.2. Duality transformation to chiral multiplet
We can write two first order actions that are equivalent to Sk . Introducing an
auxiliary superfield X , we define
S ′k =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [1
2
X 2 −GX ] . (4.4.36a)
Varying X and substituting the result back into S ′k , we reobtain Sk . We also see that
the tensor multiplet is classically equivalent to a chiral scalar multiplet: Varying Φα, we
obtain D2DαX = 0, which is solved by X = χ + χ, D •αχ = 0. Substitution back into S ′k
yields the usual kinetic action for a chiral scalar χ (because χ is chiral and G is linear,∫
d 4x d 4θ χG = 0). Because the same first order action can be used to describe the ten-
sor multiplet and the chiral scalar multiplet, we say that they are dual to each other.
Alternatively, we can write
S ′ ′k =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [− 1
2
X 2 + (χ + χ)X ] . (4.4.36b)
Varying X and substituting the result back into S ′ ′k , we obtain the usual kinetic action
for the chiral scalar χ; varying χ ,χ, we find D2X = D2X = 0, which is solved by
X =G . Substitution back into S ′ ′ yields Sk (4.4.34).
The tensor multiplet admits arbitrary (nonrenormalizable) self-interactions with a
dimensional coupling constant µ:
S = µ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ f (µ−1G) . (4.4.37)
The component action contains quartic fermion self-interactions and ‘‘Yukawa’’ terms
ψαψ
•
αF α •α, multiplied by derivatives of f (µ
−1A). Remarkably, we can perform the dual-
ity transformation to a chiral scalar multiplet even in the interacting theory. The first
order action equivalent to S is:
S ′ = µ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [ f (X ) − µ−1(χ + χ)X ] . (4.4.38)
Varying χ ,χ, we find X = µ−1G (the normalization can be chosen arbitrarily), and reob-
tain the interacting action (4.4.37). Varying X , we find the dual action in terms of χ ,χ:
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S˜ = µ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ IK (µ−1(χ + χ)) (4.4.39)
where IK is the Legendre transform of f :
IK (µ−1(χ + χ)) = f (X (µ−1(χ + χ))) − µ−1(χ + χ)X (µ−1(χ + χ)) ,
∂ f (X )
∂X
≡ µ−1(χ + χ) . (4.4.40)
The dual action (4.4.39) is recognizable as the action for a nonlinear σ-model (see sec.
4.1.b, e.g. (4.1.23)).
We can also perform the reverse duality transformation, that is, start with a the-
ory described by a chiral scalar superfield and find an equivalent theory described by a
tensor multiplet. Although we can find the model dual to an arbitrary tensor multiplet
model, the reverse is not true: For a chiral scalar model, possibly with interactions to
other chiral and/or gauge multiplets, we can find the dual tensor model only if the origi-
nal action depends only on χ + χ, or equivalently, defining η ≡ µeµ−1χ, on ηη. Thus,
starting with an action
Sχ = µ
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ IK (µ−1(χ + χ)) (4.4.41)
we can write the first order action
S ′ ′ = µ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [IK (X ) + µ−1GX ] (4.4.42)
Varying G yields X = µ−1(χ + χ) and (4.4.41), whereas varying X leads to (4.4.37),
where now f is the (inverse) Legendre transform of IK :
f (µ−1G) = IK (X (µ−1G)) + µ−1GX (µ−1G) ,
∂IK (X )
∂X
= − µ−1G . (4.4.43)
We can now find a second tensor multiplet model dual to the free chiral scalar mul-
tiplet. We begin with
S η = µ
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ ηη =
∫
d 4x d 4θ eµ
−1(χ+χ) (4.4.44)
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We write this in first order form as
S ′imp = µ
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [eX −GX ] , (4.4.45)
and find the dual action
Simp = −µ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ G lnG , (4.4.46)
where now G has a nonvanishing classical vacuum expectation value. This duality holds
even in the presence of supergravity, where the equivalence is to the superconformal
form of the scalar multiplet (ηη), as opposed to the (χ + χ)2 form obtained from
(4.4.36); in general curved superspace, these two Lagrangians are different. The model
described by the action Simp (4.4.46) is called the improved tensor multiplet, because,
unlike the unimproved action (4.4.34), Simp is conformally invariant. (Both are globally
scale invariant, but the action for an antisymmetric tensor by itself is not invariant
under conformal boosts.)
It is interesting to study what happens to the interactions of a chiral multiplet
after a duality transformation. Here we consider interactions with a gauge vector multi-
plet (for other examples, see secs. 4.5e, 4.6, 5.5). For an action of the form
Sgauge =
∫
d 4x d 4θ IK (χ + χ +V ) +
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 (4.4.47)
where V is an abelian gauge superfield, W is its field strength, and
IK (χ + χ +V ) ≡ IK (ln(ηeV η)), we can write the first order action
S ′gauge =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [IK (X +V ) +GX ] +
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 . (4.4.48)
Varying G gives (4.4.47); varying X gives
S ′G =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [ f (G) −GV ] +
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2 . (4.4.49)
Thus the gauge interactions of the original theory are described by the single term GV
in the dual theory (this coupling is gauge invariant because G is linear). Observe that
for the usual kinetic term IK = ηeV η, the dual theory has the improved Lagrangian
−G lnG −GV (4.4.46) rather than − 1
2
G2 −GV (4.4.34). It is straightforward to verify
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that the latter theory describes a massive vector multiplet rather than a scalar coupled
to a vector. Another way to describe a massive vector multiplet, but without vector
fields, is in terms of the chiral spinor Φα alone by adding a mass term (which breaks the
gauge invariance (4.4.30)) to Sk (4.4.34):
Sm = − 12 m
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ (Φα)
2 + h.c. . (4.4.50)
Sk + Sm describes a massive vector multiplet. The component antisymmetric tensor
describes a massive spin 1 field, χα and ψα describe a massive Dirac spinor, A is a mas-
sive scalar, and B is auxiliary.
d. Gauge 3-form multiplets
d.1. Real 3-form
We begin by considering a real 3-form. It has the following independent coeffi-
cient superfields
Γα,β,γ , Γα,β, •γ , Γα,β,c , Γα, •β,c ,
Γα,(βγ) , Γα,( •β •γ) , Γa , (4.4.51)
where we have used the symmetries of Γ to write it in terms of Lorentz irreducible coeffi-
cients.
Γα,b,c =C •β •γΓα,(βγ) +C βγΓα,( •β •γ) ,
Γa,b,c = − abcdΓd = − i(C •α •γC βγΓα •β −C αγC •β •γΓβ •α) , (4.4.52)
The independent field strengths are
F α,β,γ,δ , F α,β,γ, •δ , F α,β, •γ, •δ ,
F α,β,γ,d , F α,β, •γ,d ,
F α,β,(γδ) , F α,β,( •γ •δ) , F α, •β,(γδ) ,
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F α,b , F . (4.4.53)
The last five field strengths are Lorentz irreducible coefficients, e.g. (see 3.1.22)),
Fa,b,c,d = F a,b,c,d = i(C αδC βγC •α •γC •β •δ −C αγC βδC •α •δC •β •γ)F . (4.4.54)
We impose the following constraints on the field strengths:
F α,β,γ,δ = F α,β,γ, •δ = F α,β, •γ, •δ = 0 ,
F α,β,γ,d = F α,β, •γ,d = F α,β,( •γ •δ) = F α, •β,(γδ) = 0 ,
F α,β,(γδ) = 2C α(γC δ)βΠ , (4.4.55)
where Π is an undetermined gauge invariant superfield. Solving the constraints gives
Γα,β,γ = Γα,β, •γ = Γα,β,c = Γα,( •β •γ) = 0 ,
Γ
α,
•
β,c
= iC αγC •β •γV ,
Γα,(βγ) = −C α(βDγ)V ,
Γα •α = [D •α ,Dα]V , V =V , (4.4.56)
up to a pure gauge transformation of ΓABC . Given the solution, we find
Π = D2V . (4.4.57)
The prepotentialV has gauge transformations
δV = − 1
2
(Dαωα +D
•
αω •α) , Dαω •α = 0 . (4.4.58)
The physical component fields of this multiplet are
φ = Π| = D2V | , ψα = DαΠ| = DαD2V ,
h = (D2Π +D2Π)| = {D2 ,D2}V | ,
f = − i(D2Π−D2Π)| = 1
2
∂aΓ
a | = 1
2
∂α
•
α[D •α ,Dα]V | . (4.4.59)
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The quantity f is the field strength of the component gauge three-form lα •α = Γα •α|. The
component three-form transforms as (cf. (4.4.33) for f a)
δlα •α = i
1
2
(∂β •αD (βωα) − ∂α
•
βD
(
•
β
ω •α))| , (4.4.60)
so that its field strength f is invariant.
The field strength Π is a chiral field of dimension one (determined by ψα), and
hence the kinetic action is
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΠΠ . (4.4.61)
It gives conventional kinetic terms for the components φ and ψα; the scalar field h is an
auxiliary field and the gauge field lα •α enters the action through the square of its field
strength f . Such a field does not propagate physical states in four dimensions.
The only difference between this multiplet, described by Π, and the usual chiral
scalar multiplet Φ is the replacement of the imaginary part (the pseudoscalar field) of
the F auxiliary field by the field strength of the component gauge three-form. Mass and
interaction terms for Φ can also be used for Π. However, at the component level, after
elimination of the auxiliary fields the theories differ: We no longer obtain algebraic
equations, since f is the derivative of another field lα •α. Another difference is that the
super three-form gauge multiplet cannot be coupled to Yang-Mills multiplets.
d.2. Complex 3-form
A complex super three-form multiplet can be treated in the same way. It has more
independent coefficient superfields:
Γα,β,γ , Γα,β, •γ , Γα, •β, •γ , Γ •α, •β, •γ ,
Γα,β,c , Γα, •β,c , Γ •α, •β,c ,
Γα,(βγ) , Γα,( •β •γ) , Γ •α,(βγ) , Γ •α,( •β •γ) ,
Γa . (4.4.62)
(For example, Γ
α(
•
β
•
γ)
	= Γ •α(βγ).) Correspondingly, there are more independent field
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strengths. These are
F α,β,γ,δ , F α,β,γ, •δ , F α,β, •γ, •δ , F α, •β, •γ, •δ , F •α, •β, •γ, •δ ,
F α,β,γ,d , F α,β, •γ,d , F α, •β, •γ,d , F •α, •β, •γ,d ,
F α,β,(γδ) , F α,β,( •γ •δ) , F α, •β,(γδ) , F α, •β,( •γ •δ) , F •α, •β,(γδ) , F •α, •β,( •γ •δ) ,
F α,b , F •α,b , F , (4.4.63)
The constraints however, set more field strengths to zero. The nonzero ones are
F α,β,(γδ) , F α,b , F , (4.4.64)
and we still impose the constraint:
F α,β,(γδ) = 2C α(γC δ)βΠ . (4.4.65)
The only form coefficients that are not pure gauge are given by
Γα,(βγ) = −C α(βDγ)D
•
Ψ • ,
Γ •
α,(
•
β
•
γ)
= −C •
α(
•
β
D •γ)D
•
Ψ • =C •α( •βD
2Ψ •γ) ,
Γ
α,
•
β,c
= iC αγC •β •γD
•
Ψ • ,
Γa = [D •α ,Dα]D
•
Ψ • , (4.4.66)
(up to arbitrary gauge transformation terms). These expressions allow us to compute Π;
we find that it is expressed in terms of the prepotential Ψα as follows:
Π = D2DαΨα , D •αΠ = 0 . (4.4.67)
The gauge transformations of the prepotential Ψα are
δΨα = Λα + D
βL(αβ) , D •αΛβ = 0 . (4.4.68)
The components contained in the field strength are
A = Π| = D2DαΨα| ,
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ζα = DαΠ| = DαD2DβΨβ | ,
f = D2Π| = i
2
∂α
•
α[D •α ,Dα]D
βΨβ | , (4.4.69)
where f is the field strength of a complex 3-form.
This multiplet can be described in terms of two real super 3-form multiplets:
Γ = Γ1 + iΓ2. The constraints imposed above are the ones given in sec. 4.4.d.1 for Γ1
and Γ2 , plus the additional constraint F •α, •β,( •γ •δ) = 0. This is simply the constraint
Π1 + iΠ2 = D
2(V 1 + iV 2) = 0, which impliesV 1 + iV 2 = D
•
Ψ •.
The field strength Π is chiral and of dimension one. Therefore all of the action for-
mulae for the usual chiral scalar can be used for Π. As for the real gauge three-form
multiplet, the equations of motion for the auxiliary fields are no longer purely algebraic.
Again, this multiplet cannot be coupled to Yang-Mills multiplets.
e. 4-form multiplet
The final superform we consider has no physical degrees of freedom. It is
described by a real super 4-form ΓABCD . The field strength supertensor is a super 5-form
FABCDE . Therefore the field strength with all five vector indices vanishes by antisymme-
try.
As constraints we ‘‘impose’’ the equations FABCDE = 0. This implies that all of
ΓABCD is pure gauge. Since all field strengths vanish, no gauge invariant action is possi-
ble at the classical level. However, this multiplet (and the corresponding component
form) has some unusual properties at the quantum level, because its gauge fixing term is
not zero.
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4.5. Other gauge multiplets
a. Gauge Wess-Zumino model
In (3.5.3) we noted that a chiral superfield can be expressed in terms of an
unconstrained superfield
Φ = D2Ψ . (4.5.1)
The field Ψ provides an alternate description of the scalar multiplet. The actions we
considered in secs. 4.1-2 can be expressed in terms of Ψ. For example, the Wess-Zumino
action (4.1.1-2) becomes
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [(D2Ψ)(D2Ψ) + 1
2
m(ΨD2Ψ + ΨD2Ψ)
+ λ
3!
(Ψ(D2Ψ)2 + Ψ(D2Ψ)2)] , (4.5.2a)
where we have used ∫
d 4x d 2θ (D2Ψ)2 =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΨD2Ψ , (4.5.2b)
etc.
The solution (4.5.1) of the chirality constraint introduces the abelian gauge invari-
ance
δΨ = D
•
αω •α (4.5.3)
where ωα is an unconstrained superfield. The gauge invariant superfield Φ is the chiral
field strength of the gauge superfield Ψ, and the action is obviously invariant. The
gauge transformation can be used to go to a WZ gauge, by algebraically removing all the
components of Ψ except those that appear in Φ. In this formulation the coupling to
super Yang-Mills can be achieved by covariantizing the derivatives: If Φ is covariantly
chiral, then Φ = ∇2Ψ, δΨ = ∇ •αω •α. Under Yang-Mills gauge transformations Ψ trans-
forms in the same way as Φ.
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b. The nonminimal scalar multiplet
This multiplet has a number of interesting features: (a) It is a multiplet where
the spin of auxiliary fields exceeds that of the physical fields; (b) none of the component
fields (in a Wess-Zumino gauge) of this multiplet are gauge fields, even though the multi-
plet is described by a gauge superfield; (c) this multiplet, unlike other scalar multiplets,
forms a reducible representation of supersymmetry.
We introduce a general spinor superfield Ψα with the gauge transformation
δΨα = DβL
(αβ), L(αβ) arbitrary. An action that is invariant under this gauge transforma-
tion is
S = −
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΣΣ , Σ = D
•
αΨ •α , (4.5.4)
The field strength Σ satisfies D2Σ = 0, so that it is a complex linear superfield; in con-
trast, the field strength of the tensor gauge multiplet is a real linear superfield.
The component fields of the multiplet are
A = Σ| , ζ •α = D •αΣ| ,
λα = DαΣ| , Pα •β = D •βDαΣ| ,
F = D2Σ| , χ •α = 12 D
αD •αDαΣ| . (4.5.5)
The component action is
S =
∫
d 4x [A A + ζ
•
βi∂α •βζα − |F |2
+ 2|Pα •α|2 + χαλα + χ
•
αλ •α] , (4.5.6)
with propagating complex A and ζα. All the other fields are auxiliary.
In terms of superfields we can see that the action (4.5.4) describes a scalar multi-
plet. The constraint and field equations for Σ are:
D2Σ = 0 , D •αΣ = 0 . (4.5.7)
These are the same as those for the on-shell chiral scalar multiplet, but with constraint
and field equation interchanged.
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To see the reducibility of this multiplet we use the superprojectors of sec. 3.11.
The action can be written
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Ψ
•
βi∂α •β [2Π1,0 + (Π2,1
2
+ + Π2,1
2
−)]Ψα ,
Π1,0Ψα = − 12
−1DαD
2DγΨ
γ ,
Π2,1
2
±Ψα =
−1D2Dα
1
2
(DγΨ
γ ±D •γΨ
•
γ) . (4.5.8)
Thus the multiplet consists of three irreducible submultiplets: one of superspin 0, and
two of superspin 1
2
.
In contrast to the chiral scalar multiplet, it is not possible to introduce arbitrary
mass and nonderivative self-interaction terms. However, we can write down the action
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ f (Σ ,Σ) , (4.5.9)
where f (z , z ) = f (z , z ). Thus, for example, it is possible to formulate supersymmetric
nonlinear σ-models in terms of the nonminimal scalar multiplet. Furthermore, the non-
minimal multiplet can be coupled to Yang-Mills multiplets by covariantizing the deriva-
tives: Σ = ∇αΨα.
* * *
Just as for the tensor multiplet (sec. 4.4.c), we can exhibit the duality of the non-
minimal scalar and chiral multiplets by writing a first order action. Most of the discus-
sion of sec. 4.4.c.2 has an analog for the nonminimal scalar multiplet, except, since the
multiplet is described by a linear superfield, the Legendre transform is two dimensional
and hence there is no restriction on the form of the nonlinear σ-model that can be
described. The two first order actions equivalent to (4.5.9) are (see (4.4.38,42)):
S ′ =
∫
d 8z [ f (X ,X ) − ΦX − ΦX ] ,
D •αΦ = 0 , (4.5.10a)
and
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S ′ ′ =
∫
d 8z [IK (X ,X ) + ΣX + ΣX ] ,
D2Σ = 0 , (4.5.10b)
where X is a complex unconstrained superfield and IK is the Legendre transform of f .
Just as for the tensor multiplet, this duality transformation can be performed even in
the presence of interactions with other multiplets (e.g., supergravity).
c. More variant multiplets
As we have seen, several inequivalent superfield formulations can describe the
same set of physical states. The (0, 1
2
) multiplet can be described by a chiral scalar, a
gauge two-form, real (or complex) gauge three-forms, or a gauge spinor. The chiral
scalar provides the simplest representation. All but one of the other representations are
obtained by replacing either the physical or auxiliary field by component 2-forms or
3-forms respectively. We call these ‘‘variant’’ representations of the scalar multiplet. In
general, variant representations are very restricted in either their self-interactions or cou-
plings to other multiplets. In this subsection we discuss variant vector and tensor multi-
plets.
c.1. Vector multiplet
We have described super Yang-Mills theories in terms of a hermitian gauge prepo-
tential V . It contains a component vector as its highest spin component:
Aa =
1
2
[D •α ,Dα]V |. There is, however, a smaller superfield that contains a component
vector: A chiral dotted spinor Φ •α (D •αΦ •β = 0), has as its highest spin component
Aa ≡ − i(D •αΦα + DαΦ •α)| . (4.5.11)
The superfield Φ •α is reducible; it can be bisected (see (3.11.7)
1
2
(1±K)Φ •α = 12 (Φ •α
−+ −1D2i∂α •αΦα) . (4.5.12)
Since we want to describe a gauge theory, we gauge away one of the representations
instead of constraining it. The transformation
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δΦ •α = D •α(DβΛ
β + D •βΛ
•
β) = D2Λ •α − i∂α •αΛα = (1 + K)D2Λ •α ,
DαΛ •β = 0 , (4.5.13)
can be used to gauge away (1 +K)Φ •α, and leaves (1−K)Φ •α inert. The gauge parame-
ter DβΛ
β +D •βΛ
•
β describes the tensor multiplet of sec. 4.4.
The field strength for Φα is the lowest dimension local gauge invariant superfield:
W α = D
2(1 − K)Φα = D2Φα + i∂α
•
αΦ •α . (4.5.14)
The field strength W α is the familiar chiral field strength of the gauge multiplet
described by V , but now with Γα = Φα, Γ •α = Φ •α, Γa = − i(D •αΦα + DαΦ •α), and
Aa = Γa |. Its components are the same, except for the auxiliary field D′:
λα ≡W α| ,
f αβ ≡ 12 D (αW β)| =
1
2
∂(α •γAβ)
•
γ ,
D ≡ 1
2
iDαW
α = 1
2
∂α
•
α(D •αΦα − DαΦ •α)| = 12 ∂
α
•
αBα •α . (4.5.15)
We thus see the auxiliary pseudoscalar has been replaced by the field strength of a gauge
three-form. The action is still (4.2.14), and in components differs from the usual vector
multiplet only by the replacement D′ → 1
2
∂α
•
αBα •α.
This variant form of the vector multiplet can also be obtained from the covariant
approach of sec. 4.2: In the abelian case, we can solve the constraint F αβ = D (αΓβ) = 0
by Γα = Φα. Just as the usual solution Γα = − i 12 DαV directly in terms of the real
scalar prepotential fixed some of the K invariance (corresponding to a gauge condition
DαD2Γα = −D
•
αD2Γ •α, which implies K =
1
2
(Λ + Λ)), the variant solution fixes some of
the K invariance with the gauge condition DαΓα = 0 (which, together with the con-
straint, implies that Γα is antichiral), reducing it to K = DαΛ
α + D •αΛ
•
α.
The covariant derivatives can be used to couple this abelian multiplet to matter.
However, Γα = Φα is not a solution to the nonabelian constraints, nor to the abelian
ones in general curved superspace. Thus, like other variant multiplets, it is limited in
the types of interactions it can have.
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c.2. Tensor multiplet
The variant representation for the tensor multiplet is described by the same chiral
spinor superfield Φα as the usual one (4.4.27), but the gauge transformation is changed.
In place of the real scalar parameter L (4.4.30), we use the chiral dotted spinor Λ •α.
Explicitly, the modified gauge variation is (cf. (4.5.14))
δΦα = D
2Λα + i∂α
•
αΛ •α . (4.5.16)
This leads to the usual transformations for t (αβ) and leaves A and ψα invariant (see
(4.4.31)). But the variation of the component field B = i 1
2
(D •αΦ
•
α − DαΦα)| is
δB = − 1
2
∂α
•
αvα •α . (4.5.17)
Therefore this component field is a gauge four-form.
The action for Ψα is the usual one proportional to G
2, and the four-form does not
appear in G2 and in the action. However, at the quantum level, the four-form would
reappear in gauge fixing terms, and chiral dotted spinors would appear as ghosts.
d. Superfield Lagrange multipliers
We have given a number of examples of supersymmetric theories that describe
the scalar multiplet on shell (same physical states) but are inequivalent off shell. They
differ primarily in the types of interactions they can have. So far, we have found that
the simplest formulation of the scalar multiplet, a chiral scalar superfield (or, equiva-
lently even off shell, D2 on a general scalar), has the most general interactions. How-
ever, in extended supersymmetry none of the known N = 2 theories equivalent on-shell
to the N = 2 scalar multiplet can have all the interactions known from on-shell formula-
tions. We now introduce a form of the N = 1 scalar multiplet that is a submultiplet of
an off-shell formulation of the N = 2 scalar multiplet. Its most distinctive feature is a
superfield that appears only as a Lagrange multiplier. This formulation has some draw-
backs in common with the tensor multiplet (another theory equivalent to the scalar mul-
tiplet on shell), to which it is closely related: (1) It does not have renormalizable self-
interactions (i.e, those corresponding to terms
∫
d 4xd 2θP(Φ)), (2) it is restricted in its
couplings to supergravity, and (3) it is not an off-shell representation of the (chiral)U (1)
symmetry which the scalar multiplet has on shell (corresponding to Φ ′=eiλΦ). On the
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other hand, unlike the tensor multiplet (and most variant forms of the scalar multiplet),
it does couple to Yang-Mills. However, because of (3), it can only be a real representa-
tion of any internal symmetry group, and couples to Yang-Mills accordingly (e.g., it can
couple to aU (1) vector multiplet only as a doublet of opposite charges).
The formulation is described by a general spinor gauge superfield with a term in
the action like that of the chiral spinor gauge superfield of the tensor multiplet, and a
real scalar superfield Lagrange multiplier with a term in the action that constrains to
zero the submultiplets in the former term that don’t occur in the tensor multiplet.
Explicitly, the action is
S = −
∫
d 4x d 4θ (1
2
F 2 +Y G) ,
F = 1
2
(DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α) , G = i
1
2
(DαΨα − D
•
αΨ •α) ; (4.5.18)
with gauge invariance
δΨα = DβL
(αβ) (4.5.19)
in terms of a general superfield gauge parameter. The Bianchi identities and field equa-
tions are:
Bianchi identities : D2(F − iG) = 0 , (4.5.20a)
field equations : D •α(F + iY ) =G = 0 . (4.5.20b)
If we make a ‘‘duality’’ transformation by switching the Bianchi identities with the field
equations, we obtain the usual formulation of the scalar multiplet, with the identifica-
tions
F = 1
2
(Φ+Φ) , Y = 1
2
i(Φ−Φ) , G = 0 . (4.5.21)
In terms of irreducible representations of supersymmetry, this theory contains
superspins 1
2
+© 1
2
+© 0 in Ψα and 1
2
+© 0 in Y . The representations in Y set the corre-
sponding ones in Ψ to zero on shell, leaving the remaining one as a tensor multiplet.
However, unlike the tensor multiplet, the physical spin zero states are all represented by
scalars: The vector obtained by projection from [D •α ,Dα]F is an unconstrained
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auxiliary field, appearing at θ2θ order in Ψ, whereas the corresponding vector in the ten-
sor multiplet is the transverse field strength of the tensor appearing at θ order in the
chiral spinor Φα. This theory has the same component-field content as the nonminimal
scalar multiplet plus an auxiliary real scalar superfield.
Coupling to Yang-Mills is straightforward; however, since both Ψ and Ψ appear in
F and in G , Ψ must transform under a real representation of the Yang-Mills group. We
covariantize by replacing the spinor derivatives in the definitions of F and G by Yang-
Mills covariant spinor derivatives. Invariance of the action under the Yang-Mills covari-
antization of (4.5.19) then requires
0 = δ∇αΨα = ∇α∇βL(αβ) = − i 12 F αβL
(αβ) , (4.5.22)
implying the same representation-preserving constraint F αβ =0 as for the chiral scalar
formulation. The total set of Bianchi identities and field equations is the same as for the
chiral scalar.
Just as there is an improved form of the tensor multiplet, with superconformal
invariance, there is an improved form of this scalar multiplet. In analogy to the tensor
multiplet, it is obtained by replacing 1
2
F 2 in (4.5.18) with F ln F (cf. (4.4.46)). Further-
more, the first-order formulation of this multiplet turns out to be equivalent to the first-
order formulation of the nonminimal scalar multiplet. We start with (cf. (4.4.45))
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [eX − XF −Y G ] . (4.5.23)
The first order form of the nonminimal scalar multiplet is usually written as (4.5.10b):
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [X ′X ′ − (X ′DαΨ ′α + h.c. )] . (4.5.24)
Upon elimination of the complex scalar X ′, this gives the second-order form of the non-
minimal scalar multiplet (4.5.4). Upon elimination of the spinor Ψ ′α, we obtain the con-
straint D •αX ′=0, whose solution X ′=Φ in terms of a chiral scalar Φ gives the minimal
scalar multiplet (proving their duality). The equivalence of the actions (4.5.23) and
(4.5.24) follows from the change of variables
Ψ ′α = X ′
−1Ψα , X ′ = e
1
2
(X+iY ) , (4.5.25)
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(some integration by parts is necessary to show the equivalence).
e. The gravitino matter multiplet
Thus far we have considered supermultiplets with physical fields of spin one or
less. We conclude our discussion of global N = 1 multiplets by considering one with a
spin 1 and a spin 3
2
(gravitino) component field. It is possible to discuss it without
introducing supergravity only if the multiplet describes a free theory. The gravitino
multiplet is of interest because many of the features encountered in the superfield formu-
lation of supergravity, such as irreducible submultiplets, compensators, and inequivalent
off-shell formulations, are already present.
e.1. Off-shell field strength and prepotential
Following the discussion of sec. 3.12.a we describe this multiplet on-shell with com-
ponent field strengths ψαβ (vector field strength) and ψαβγ (the Rarita-Schwinger field
strength), totally symmetric in their indices. We denote the off-shell superfield strength
corresponding to ψαβ by W αβ . It is a chiral field strength of superspin 1, no bisection is
possible (s + 1
2
N = 3
2
is not an integer), and therefore we write (see (3.13.1))
W αβ =
1
2
D2D (αΨβ) , (4.5.26)
in terms of a general spinor superfield. From dimensional analysis (the gravitino field
has canonical dimension 3
2
), the dimension ofW is 2.
The gauge transformations that leaveW invariant are
δΨα = Λα + DαΩ , D •βΛα = 0 , Ω 	= Ω , (4.5.27)
To analyze the transformations of the components, we define
tαβ =W αβ | = 12 D
2D (αΨβ)| ,
ψαβγ = D (αW βγ)| = 12 D (αD
2DβΨγ)| = i 12 ∂(α •δ
1
2
[D
•
δ ,Dβ ]Ψγ)|
χα = D
βW αβ | = 12 D
βD2D (αΨβ)| ,
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f αβ = D
2W αβ | = 12 D
2D2D (αΨβ)| = i 12 ∂(α •γD
2D
•
γΨβ)| . (4.5.28)
We identify the gravitino and (complex) vector field strengths, ψαβγ and f αβ . The corre-
sponding component gauge fields appear in Ψα and are given by
ψaγ = i
1
2
[D •α ,Dα]Ψγ | , Aa = iD2D •αΨα| , (4.5.29)
Their gauge transformations are
δψaγ = [
1
2
∂a(DγΩ − Λγ) + iC γαD •αD2Ω]| ,
δAa = − ∂aD2Ω| . (4.5.30)
The gravitino field, in addition to undergoing a Rarita-Schwinger gauge transformation
described by the first term, also is translated by iC γαη •β , η •β = D •βD
2Ω|. (When coupled
to N = 1 supergravity to give N = 2 supergravity, the transformation (4.5.30) is part of
the N = 2 superconformal group: The first term becomes the second local Q-supersym-
metry transformation, the second term, the second S -supersymmetry transformation.)
We refer to this multiplet as the conformal gravitino multiplet.
The multiplet of component fields of W αβ is irreducible and gauge invariant and
should appear in the gauge invariant action. However, in the absence of dimensional
constants we cannot write a free action of the correct dimension in terms ofW . We can
write a nonlocal gauge invariant action in terms of Ψ, e.g.,
S = 1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ Ψ
•
βi∂α •β Π1,1Ψα + h.c. , (4.5.31)
(Π1,1Ψ
α is the correct projector onto the physical gauge invariant representation) but it
leads to a nonlocal component action.
To find a local action, we add more representations. Clearly removing Π from the
action restores locality but introduces all the representations in Ψα and destroys the
gauge invariance. We can, however, restrict the representations which appear. We begin
with the general expression
S = 1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ Ψ
•
βi∂α •β(
i
∑
ciΠi)Ψα + h.c. , (4.5.32)
with the sum running over all projectors (3.11.38,39), and choose ci to obtain a local
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action. We require that the superprojector Π1,1 be present, and find two solutions con-
taining the least number of additional superprojectors. One uses the superprojectors
−Π1,1 − 2Π0,1
2
,− − Π2,1
2
,+ the other uses −Π1,1 − 2Π0,1
2
,− + Π1,0. (The overall sign is cho-
sen to give the physical vector the correct kinetic term.) The resulting actions are
(1) S (1) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [−(D •αΨα)(DαΨ •α) − 12 (Ψ
αD2Ψα + h.c. ) +
1
4
(DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α)
2]
(2) S (2) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [−(D •αΨα)(DαΨ •α) − 12 (Ψ
αD2Ψα + h.c. )] . (4.5.33)
However, the gauge group is no longer described by (4.5.27); the invariance groups asso-
ciated with the actions above are smaller than the invariance group ofW αβ ; they are
(1) δΨα = iD
2DαK 1 + DαK 2 , Ki = Ki ,
(2) δΨα = Λ1α + Dα(DβΛ2
β + D •βΛ2
•
β) , D •βΛiα = 0 , (4.5.34)
for the two actions.
As compared to (4.5.27), in the first case the invariance group has been reduced
because Λα is restricted to the special form iD
2DαK 1, K 1 = K 1, and Ω is restricted to
be real. In the second case Λα remains unrestricted but Ω is restricted to the form
DβΛ2
β +D •βΛ2
•
β . In both cases the final gauge group has fewer parameters than the
original one. However, for many purposes (e.g., quantization), we need to use the origi-
nal gauge group; to do this, we introduce compensating multiplets (see sec. 3.10).
e.2. Compensators
For the gravitino multiplet, two inequivalent sets of compensators can be intro-
duced. We do this by nonlocal field redefinitions of the basic gauge superfield. Thus, for
the two local actions we make the redefinitions
(1) Ψα → Ψα + −1(12 D
2W α + D
2DαG) ,
W α = iD
2DαV , V =V ,
G = 1
2
(DαΦ
α + D •αΦ
•
α) , D •βΦα = 0 ,
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(2) Ψα → Ψα + −1(12 D
2W α + DαD
2Φ) ,
D •βΦ = 0 . (4.5.35)
They induce the following changes in the actions
(1) S (1) → S (1) −
∫
d 6z W 2 +
∫
d 8z [ − (W αΨα +W
•
αΨ •α) +G
2
−G(DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α)] ,
(2) S (2) → S (2) −
∫
d 6z W 2 +
∫
d 8z [ − (W αΨα +W
•
αΨ •α) − 2ΦΦ
− (ΦDαΨα + ΦD
•
αΨ •α)] . (4.5.36)
Although the redefinitions are nonlocal, the actions remain local. (Actually, in case (1)
we can also use simply Ψα → Ψα + i 12 DαV + Φα.)
In the above field redefinitions we introduced a vector multiplet V and either a
tensor multiplet Φα or a chiral scalar multiplet Φ. These choices are a reflection of the
representations that were introduced by the additional projections: A vector multiplet
Π0,1
2
−Ψα, a tensor multiplet Π2,1
2
+Ψα, and a chiral scalar multiplet Π1,0Ψα. In the pres-
ence of the compensating multiplets the gauge variation of Ψα is given by (4.5.27). The
compensating multiplets transform as follows:
(1) δV = i(Ω − Ω) , δΦα = − Λα + iD2DαK 3 ,
(2) δV = i(Ω − Ω) , δΦ = −D2Ω , (4.5.37)
Since they are compensators, they can be algebraically gauged to zero. In the resulting
gauge, the transformations (4.5.27) of Ψα are restricted back to (4.5.34).
The two inequivalent formulations of the gravitino multiplet, one using a tensor
multiplet compensator and the other using a chiral scalar compensator, lead to different
auxiliary field structures at the component level. In the Wess-Zumino gauge for case (1)
the components of the gravitino multiplet are
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λα = D
•
βDαΨ •β + D
2Ψα +
1
2
Dα(D
βΨβ + D
•
βΨ •
β
) +W α − DαG ,
P = − i(DαD2Ψα − D
•
αD2Ψ •α + D
αW α) ,
Va = i(D
2D •αΨα + D
2DαΨ •α ) − ∂a [G − 12 (D
γΨγ + D
•
γΨ •γ )] ,
A ′a = (D
2D •αΨα − D2DαΨ •α ) ,
t ′αβ = D (α[Φβ) + Ψβ) ] ,
tαβ = 2W αβ + ∂(α
•
γBβ) •γ ,
χα = D
2Dα[G − 12 (D
βΨβ + D
•
βΨ •
β
) ] ,
Ba =
1
2
[Dα ,D •α]V + i(DαΨ •α + D •αΨα ) ,
ψa
β = i 1
2
[Dα ,D •α]Ψ
β + iδα
β [DγD •αΨγ + D
2Ψ •α +W •α ] . (4.5.38)
For case (2) we have instead
λα = D
•
βDαΨ •β + D
2Ψα +W α − DαΦ ,
P = − i(DαD2Ψα − D
•
αD2Ψ •α + D
αW α ) ,
J = D2(DαΨα + 2Φ ) ,
Aa = − iD2DαΨ •α + ∂aΦ ,
tαβ = 2W αβ + ∂(α
•
γBβ) •γ ,
χα = D
2D2Ψα + i∂α •αD
βD
•
αΨβ − i∂α •αD
•
αΦ ,
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Ba =
1
2
[Dα ,D •α]V + i(DαΨ •α + D •αΨα ) ,
ψa
β = i 1
2
[Dα ,D •α]Ψ
β + iδα
β [DγD •αΨγ + D
2Ψ •α +W •α ] . (4.5.39)
In case (1), the gauge field t ′αβ of the tensor multiplet replaces the complex scalar com-
ponent field J , which corresponds to the auxiliary field of the chiral scalar multiplet of
case (2). In the component action t ′αβ only appears as t ′αβ ∂
α
•
γA ′β •γ − t ′ •α •β ∂γ
•
αA ′γ
•
β . This
term is invariant under separate gauge transformations of t ′αβ and A ′α •β . Also it should
be noted that the field A ′a is real. In case (2) Aα •β 	= (Aα •β) has no gauge transforma-
tions because the physical scalars of the chiral scalar multiplet have become the longitu-
dinal parts of A
α
•
β
and cancel the transformation in (4.5.30). In both cases, the physical
vector of the compensating vector multiplet has become the physical vector of the grav-
itino multiplet, while the physical spinor of the vector multiplet becomes the spin 1
2
part
of the gravitino and cancels the spinor translation in (4.5.30).
e.3. Duality
Since the two formulations above differ in that (1) has a tensor compensator where
(2) has a chiral compensator, using the approach of sec. 4.4.c.2, we can write first order
actions that demonstrate the duality between the two formulations. For example, we
can start with (1) and write
S ′(1) = S (1)[Ψ ,V ] +
∫
d 8z [X 2 − X (DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α) − 2X (Φ +Φ)] . (4.5.40a)
Varying the chiral field Φ leads to X =G and formulation (1), whereas eliminating X
results in formulation (2). Similarly, we can start with (2) and write
S ′(2) = S (2)[Ψ ,V ] +
∫
d 8z [−X 2 − X (DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α) + 2XG ] . (4.5.40b)
Varying the linear superfield G we find X = Φ+Φ and formulation (2), whereas elimi-
nating X leads directly to (1).
There are other inequivalent formulations where we replace V by the variant vec-
tor multiplet and/or replace Φ by either the real or complex three-form multiplets. This
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simply replaces some of the scalar auxiliary fields with gauge three-form field strengths.
e.4. Geometric formulations
Finally, we give geometrical formulations of the theories. To describe a multiplet
that gauges a symmetry with a spinorial gauge parameter, we introduce a super 1-form
ΓA
β with an additional spinor ‘‘group’’ index. The analysis is simplified if the irreducible
multiplet is considered first. The irreducible theory was described by W αβ in (4.5.26).
To describe this multiplet geometrically, we introduce more gauge fields (in particular a
complex super 1-form ΓA ( 	= ΓA)) and enlarge the gauge group. When we get to super-
gravity we will find that this process can also be carried out. There the irreducible mul-
tiplet is the Weyl multiplet and the enlarged group is the conformal group. The final
form of the (3
2
, 1) multiplet with more irreducible multiplets and compensators is analo-
gous to Poincare´ supergravity. We will use the words ‘‘Poincare´’’ and ‘‘Weyl’’ for the
(3
2
, 1) multiplet to emphasize this analogy.
The complete set of gauge fields and gauge transformations that describe the Weyl
(3
2
, 1) multiplet is:
δΓA
β = DAK
β − δAβL , δΓA
•
β = DAK
•
β − δA
•
βL ,
δΓA = DAL , δΓA = DAL . (4.5.41)
The K -terms are the usual gauge transformations associated with a superform and the
L-terms are the ‘‘conformal’’ transformation. Recall that we found that the gauge trans-
formations of the irreducible multiplet contain an S -supersymmetry term. L is the
superfield parameter that contains these component parameters. The vector component
of the complex super 1-form ΓA is the component gauge field whose field strength
appears in (4.5.28). The field strengths for ΓA are those for an ordinary (complex) vec-
tor multiplet, but those for ΓA
β and its conjugate ΓA
•
β must be L-covariantized:
FAB
γ = D [AΓB)
γ −TABDΓD γ + Γ[AδB)γ ,
FAB
•
γ = D [AΓB)
•
γ −TABDΓD
•
γ + Γ[AδB)
•
γ . (4.5.42)
We can now impose the constraints :
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F α,β
γ = F
α,
•
β
γ = F •
α,
•
β
γ
= Fa,β
γ = 0 ,
Fa
•
α,α + Fa
α, •α = 0 ,
F α,β = F α, •β = 0 , (F •α, •β 	= 0) . (4.5.43)
Even with the L invariance the geometrical description here does not quite reduce to the
irreducible multiplet W αβ . However, these constraints reduce the super 1-forms to the
irreducible multiplet plus the compensating vector multiplet, which are the two irre-
ducible multiplets common to both forms of the Poincare´ (3
2
, 1) multiplet, and thus are
sufficient for their general analysis.
The explicit solution of these constraints is in terms of prepotentials Ψˆα, Ψ˜α,
Ψ(complex), andV (real):
Γα
β = DαΨˆ
β − δαβΨ , Γ •αβ = D •αΨ˜β ,
Γa
β = − i [D •αDαΨˆβ + DαD •αΨ˜β + δαβ( Γ •α − D •αΨ )] ;
Γα = DαΨ , Γ •α = −DαD •α(Ψˆα− Ψ˜α) − D2(Ψˆ •α− Ψ˜ •α ) + D •αΨ −W •α ,
Γa = − i D2D •α( Ψˆα − Ψ˜α ) + ∂aΨ ; (4.5.44)
where W α = iD
2DαV . The prepotentials transform under K α and L, as well as under
new parameters Ω(complex) and Λα(complex) under which the Γ’s are invariant (this is
analogous to the Λ-group parameters in super-Yang-Mills):
δΨˆα = K α + DαΩ , δΨ˜α = K α − Λα , D •αΛα = 0 ;
δΨ = L − D2Ω , δV = i( Ω − Ω ) . (4.5.45)
As with the vector multiplet, we can go to a chiral representation where Ψˆα and Ψ˜α only
appear as the combination Ψα = Ψˆα− Ψ˜α, with
δΨα = δ( Ψˆα − Ψ˜α ) = Λα + DαΩ . (4.5.46)
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At this point, by comparison with (4.5.27), we can identify Ψα andV with the cor-
responding quantities there. To recover the full Poincare´ theory, we must break the L
invariance. To break the L invariance, we introduce a ‘‘tensor’’ compensator Gˆ or Φˆ, to
obtain the tensor-multiplet or scalar-multiplet, respectively. These ‘‘tensor’’ (scalars) are
not prepotentials, and transform covariantly under all of the gauge transformations
defined thus far. By covariant, we mean that these transform without derivatives DA.
δGˆ = − (L + L ) , (4.5.47)
δΦˆ = − L . (4.5.48)
We now impose the L-covariantized form of the usual constraints (D2G = 0 and
D •αΦ = 0) which describe tensor and chiral scalar multiplets;
1
2
D
•
α[D •αGˆ + (Γ •α + Γ •α )] + h.c. = 0 , (4.5.49)
D •αΦˆ + Γ •α = 0 . (4.5.50)
The invariance of these constraints follows directly (4.5.27,37,47,48). (The hermitian
conjugate term above is necessary to avoid constraining Ψα itself.) These constraints
can be solved in terms of prepotentials:
Gˆ =G − (Ψ + Ψ ) − 1
2
(DαΨα + D
•
αΨ •α ) , (4.5.51)
Φˆ = Φ − Ψ ; (4.5.52)
where G and Φ are given in (4.5.35) and transform as in (4.5.37). To obtain case (1) as
described above, we introduce the tensor compensator Gˆ , choose the L-gauge Gˆ = 0, and
solve for Ψ+Ψ in terms of G . The quantity Ψ−Ψ is undetermined, but can be gauged
away by using the remaining invariance parametrized L−L. (Recall gauging Gˆ to zero
only uses the freedom in L+L.) To obtain case (2), we introduce the chiral scalar com-
pensator Φˆ and gauge it to zero which gives Ψ = Φ. Thus, gauging either tensor com-
pensator Φˆ or Gˆ to zero forces the Γ’s to contain the correct and complete Poincare´ mul-
tiplets. Alternatively, we could gauge Ψ to zero, so that the tensor(scalar) submultiplet
is contained only in Gˆ(Φˆ). We should also mention that other choices could be made for
tensor compensators. Any of the variant scalar or nonminimal scalar multiplets can be
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used by generalizing the discussion above. These will lead to a number of inequivalent
off-shell formulations of the Poincare´ (3
2
, 1) theory.
The field equations, obtained from the action (4.5.36), take the covariant form
D •αX + (Γ •α + Γ •α ) = 0 , X = Gˆ or Φˆ + Φˆ . (4.5.53)
(In case (2), using (4.5.50), these simplify to D •αΦˆ + Γ •α = 0.)
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4.6. N-extended multiplets
So far in this chapter we have described the multiplets of N = 1 global supersym-
metry. For interacting theories there are two such multiplets, with spins (1
2
, 0), and
(1, 1
2
), although their superfield description may take many forms. For N -extended
supersymmetry, global multiplets exist for N ≤ 4. They are naturally described in terms
of extended superfields. It is possible, however, to discuss these multiplets, and their
interactions, in terms of N = 1 superfields describing their N = 1 submultiplets. In
many cases of interest this is the most complete description that we have at the present
time.
a. N=2 multiplets
As discussed in sec. 3.3, there exist two global N = 2 multiplets: a vector multi-
plet with spins (1, 1
2
, 1
2
, 0, 0), and a scalar multiplet with spins (1
2
, 1
2
, 0, 0, 0, 0). There
exists only one global N = 4 multiplet: the N = 4 vector multiplet, with SU (4)
representation×© spins (1×© 1, 4×© 1
2
, 6×© 0). (The only N = 3 multiplet is the same as
that of N = 4.) We begin by discussing the N = 2 situation.
a.1. Vector multiplet
The N = 2 vector multiplet consists of an N = 1 Yang-Mills multiplet coupled to a
scalar multiplet in the same (adjoint) representation of the internal symmetry group.
The action is
S =
1
g2
tr (
∫
d 4xd 4θΦΦ+
∫
d 4xd 2θW 2) (4.6.1)
in the vector representation. In addition to the usual gauge invariance, it is invariant
under the following global transformations with parameters χ, ζ:
δΦ = −W α∇αχ− i [∇2(∇αζ)∇α +(∇αζ)iW α]Φ
= −W α∇αχ− [(12 [∇
•
α ,∇α]ζ)∇α •α +( i∇2∇αζ)∇α]Φ ,
e−ΩδeΩ = − iχΦ+W •α∇ •αζ . (4.6.2)
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(For the ζ transformation we use (4.2.52), and also a gauge transformation with
K = − i(Γ •αD2D •αζ − ΓαD2Dαζ) + Γα
•
α 1
2
[D •α,Dα]ζ.) Due to the identity
δ∇α = [∇α, (e−ΩδeΩ)] (4.2.77), the second transformation can be written as
δ∇α = −∇α(iχΦ−W
•
β∇ •βζ) = − iΦ∇αχ+W
•
α 1
2
[∇ •α ,∇α]ζ . (4.6.3)
Both parameters are x -independent superfields and commute with the group generators
(e.g., ∇αχ = Dαχ). The parameter χ is chiral and mixes the two N = 1 multiplets,
whereas ζ is the real parameter of the N = 1 supersymmetry transformations (3.6.13).
Since ζ has the (x -independent) gauge invariance δζ = i(λ − λ), the global superparame-
ters themselves form an abelian N = 2 vector multiplet. Referring to the components of
this parameter multiplet (χ , ζ) by the names of the corresponding components in the
field multiplet (Φ ,V ), we find the following: The ‘‘physical bosonic fields’’ give transla-
tions (from the vector ζa ≡ 12 [D •α,Dα]ζ|) and central charges (from the scalars z ≡ χ|);
the ‘‘physical fermionic fields’’ give supersymmetry transformations (1α ≡ iD2Dαζ|,
2α ≡ Dαχ|); and the ‘‘auxiliary fields’’ give internal symmetry U (2)/SO(2) transforma-
tions (r ≡ 1
2
DαD2Dαζ|, q ≡ D2χ). (The full U (2) symmetry has, in addition to (r ,q ,q)
transformations, phase rotations δΦ= iuΦ, δV = 0).
The algebra of the N = 2 global transformations closes off shell; e.g., the commuta-
tor of two χ transformations gives a ζ transformation:
[δχ1 , δχ2 ] = δζ12 , ζ12 = iχ[1χ2] = i(χ1χ2 − χ2χ1) . (4.6.4)
The transformations take a somewhat different form in the chiral representation:
δΦ = −W α∇αχ− i∇2(∇αζ)∇αΦ ,
e−V δeV = i(χΦ−χΦ˜)+ (W β∇β +W
•
β∇ •β)ζ , (4.6.5a)
and hence
δ∇α = ∇α[i(χΦ−χΦ˜) + (W β∇β +W
•
β∇ •β)ζ] . (4.6.5b)
Now the i(λ − λ) part of the ζ transformation does contribute, but only as a field-depen-
dent gauge transformation Λ=W α∇αλ.
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We can add an N = 2 Fayet-Iliopoulos term (parametrized by constants
ν = ν1 + iν2 , ν3 = ν3) ∫
d 4xd 4θ ν3V +(−i
∫
d 4xd 2θ νΦ+ h.c. ) (4.6.6)
to the above action in the abelian (free) case. This is invariant under (4.6.5) if we
restrict the global parameters by
−νD2χ = νD2χ , ν3D2χ = iν(2D2D2ζ +u) , (4.6.7)
where u is the real constant parameter of the phase SO(2) part of U (2). The constraint
on the parameters implies that theU (2) is broken down to SO(2)×©U (1).
This model has some interesting quantum properties. It has gauge invariant diver-
gences at one-loop, but explicit calculations show their absence at the two- and three-
loop level. In sec. 7.7 we present an argument to establish their absence at all higher
loops.
a.2. Hypermultiplet
a.2.i. Free theory
The N = 2 scalar multiplet can be described by a chiral scalar isospinor superfield
Φa (the ‘‘Φa hypermultiplet’’) with the free action
S =
∫
d 4xd 4θΦaΦ
a + 1
2
(
∫
d 4xd 2θΦamabΦ
b + h.c. ) , (4.6.8)
where the symmetric matrix m satisfies the condition
macC
cb =Cacm
cb . (4.6.9)
(The explicit form is mab = iMCabτ
b
c , M = M , with τ
a
a = 0 and τba = τ
a
b . Without
loss of generality, mab can be chosen proportional to δab .) The free action is invariant
under the global symmetries
δΦa = − (D2χCabΦb −χZΦa)− iD2[(Dαζ)DαΦa + (D2ζ)Φa ] , (4.6.10)
where Z is a central charge:
ZΦa =CabmbcΦ
c , ZΦa =Cabm
bcΦc . (4.6.11)
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On shell, we also have
ZΦa = −CabD2Φb . (4.6.12)
We can use either of the forms (4.6.11,12) in the transformation (4.6.10), because of the
local invariance
δΦa = ηCabSb , Sb ≡
δS
δΦb
, (4.6.13)
for arbitrary x -dependent chiral η. (This is an invariance because the variation of the
action is proportional to δS ∼ SaCabSb = 0.) If we use the form (4.6.12), the variations
do not depend on the parameters mab . An interesting feature of the algebra (4.6.10) is
that it does not close off-shell if we use realization (4.6.11) for Z . On the other hand, if
we use realization (4.6.12) instead, the symmetries (4.6.10) contain part of the field
equations, and hence become nonlinear and coupling-dependent when interactions are
introduced. These effects are a signal that in the decomposition of the N = 2 superfield
that describes the theory into N = 1 superfields, some auxiliary N = 1 superfields have
been discarded. We discuss further aspects of this problem below.
Without the mass term, the internal symmetries of the free scalar multiplet are the
explicit SU (2) that acts on the isospinor index of Φa and the U (2) made up of the r and
q transformations in ζ and χ, and of the uniform phase rotations δΦa = iuΦa . The mass
term breaks the explicit SU (2) to theU (1) subgroup that commutes with mac .
a.2.ii. Interactions
The N = 2 scalar multiplet can interact with an N = 2 vector multiplet, and it can
have self-interactions describing a nonlinear σ model. A class of supersymmetric σ-mod-
els can be found by coupling an abelian N = 2 vector multiplet (with no kinetic term
but with a Fayet-Iliopoulos term) to n N = 2 scalar multiplets described by the n-vector
→
Φ. The supersymmetry transformations of the vector multiplet are the same as those
given above in (4.6.2) or (4.6.5) for the abelian case. (They are independent of the fields
in the scalar multiplets.) However, the transformations of the scalar multiplets (each of
which is described by a pair of chiral superfields Φa) are gauge covariantized:
δΦa = −D2[χΦc(eτV )cb Cab] − iD2[(Dαζ)∇αΦa + (D2ζ)Φa ] − i 12 uΦ
a .
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(4.6.14)
The matrix τ is an SU (2) generator that breaks the explicit SU (2) of the scalar multi-
plet down to U (1). Because SU (2) preserves the alternating tensor Cab ,
(eτV )ab (eτV )
c
d Cac =Cbd . The action that is left invariant by these transformations is:
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [
→
Φa (eτV )ab ·
→
Φb + ν3V ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ iΦ[1
2
→
Φa Cabτ
b
c ·
→
Φc − ν] + h.c. (4.6.15)
provided (4.6.7) are satisfied. The theory is also invariant under local abelian gauge
transformations:
δ
→
Φa = i Λ τ ab
→
Φb , δV = i(Λ− Λ) , δΦ = 0 ; (4.6.16)
as well as global SU (n) rotations of
→
Φa . For explicit computation, it is useful to choose
a specific τ : We choose τ = τ 3. We write
→
Φa ≡ (
→
Φ+ ,
→
Φ−) ≡ (Φ+i ,Φ−i) where i = 1 . . .n
is the SU (n) index, +,− are the SU (2) isospin indices, and
→
Φ+ transforms under the
SU (n) representation conjugate to
→
Φ−. The transformations (4.6.14) and the action
(4.6.15) become (using (4.6.7))
δΦ± = ±D2(χΦ−+e
−+V ) − 1
2
ν3
ν
(D2χ)Φ± − iD2(Dαζ)∇αΦ± (4.6.17a)
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φ+i eVΦ+i + Φ−i e−VΦ−i + ν3V ] ,
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ iΦ[Φ−iΦ+i − ν] + h.c. (4.6.17b)
We now proceed as we did in the case of the CP(n) models (see (4.3.9)): We eliminate
the vector multiplet by its (algebraic) equations of motion. In this case, Φ acts as a
Lagrange multiplier to impose the constraint:
Φ−iΦ+
i = ν . (4.6.18)
Choosing a gauge (e.g., Φ+
1 = Φ−1), we can easily solve this constraint; for example, we
can parametrize the solution as:
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Φ+
i = (1 + u+ · u−)−
1
2ν
1
2 ( 1 , →u+ ) ,
Φ−i = (1 + u+ · u−)−
1
2ν
1
2 ( 1 , →u− ) . (4.6.19)
TheV equation of motion gives:
Φ+i e
VΦ+
i − Φ−i e−VΦ−i + ν3 = 0 , (4.6.20a)
or
M ±e
±V = 1
2
[(ν3
2 + 4M +M −)
1
2−+ν3] ; (4.6.20b)
where
M ± = Φ± ·Φ± = |Φ±|2 = |ν| |1 + u+ · u−|−1(1 + |u±|2) . (4.6.20c)
Substituting, we find the action
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ {(ν32 + 4M +M −)12 + |ν3| ln[(ν32 + 4M +M −)12 − |ν3|]} . (4.6.21)
In terms of the unconstrained chiral superfields u±, the transformations (4.6.17a) become
δu± = ±D2[χe−+V (νν )
1
2 (1 + u+ · u−)
1
2 (1 + u+ · u−)−
1
2 (u−+ − u±)]
− iD2[(Dαζ)Dαu±] , (4.6.22a)
where the auxiliary gauge field V is expressed in terms of u± by (4.6.20). The super-
symmetry transformations (4.6.22a) include a compensating gauge transformation with
parameter
iΛ = −D2[χ(cosh V )(ν
ν
)
1
2 (1 + u+ · u−)
1
2 (1 + u+ · u−)−
1
2 ] (4.6.22b)
that must be added to (4.6.17a) to maintain the gauge choice we made in (4.6.19).
As for the free N = 2 scalar multiplet, we can add an invariant mass term (which
introduces a nonvanishing central charge). The mass term necessarily breaks SU (n) and
has the form
Im = i
1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φa Cabτ
b
c M Φ
c + h.c. , (4.6.23)
where M is any traceless n × n matrix (M ’s differing by SU (n) transformations are
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equivalent). The supersymmetry transformations that leave this term invariant are the
same as before, including the Z term of (4.6.10). The realization of Z given in (4.6.11)
is preferable, since it is linear, whereas the realization (4.6.12) must be gauge covari-
antized.
These nonlinear σ-models live on Ka¨hler manifolds with three independent com-
plex coordinate systems related by nonholomorphic coordinate transformations (they
have three independent complex structures (see the end of sec. 4.1); the constants
ν3 , ν , ν parametrize the linear combination of complex structures chosen by the particu-
lar coordinate system). Thus these manifolds are hyperKa¨hler. Just as we found that
for every Ka¨hler manifold there is an N = 1 nonlinear σ-model (and conversely), one can
show that for every hyperKa¨hler manifold there is an N = 2 nonlinear σ-model, and con-
versely, N = 2 nonlinear σ-models are defined only on hyperKa¨hler manifolds. An
immediate consequence of this relation is a strong restriction on possible off-shell formu-
lations of the N = 2 scalar multiplet:
No formulation can exist that contains as physical submultiplets two N = 1 scalar
multiplets (e.g., such as we have considered), that can be used to describe N = 2
nonlinear σ-models, and that has supersymmetry transformations independent of
the form of the action.
If such a formulation existed, then the sum of two N = 2 invariant actions would neces-
sarily be invariant; however, the sum of the Ka¨hler potentials of two hyperKa¨hler mani-
folds is not in general the Ka¨hler potential of a hyperKa¨hler manifold. We will see
below that we can give an off-shell formulation of the N = 2 scalar multiplet that avoids
this problem.
We can generalize the action (4.6.15) in the same way that we generalized the
CP(n) models (see (4.3.11)):
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φa (eτV )ab Φb + ν3trV ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ i [1
2
Φa ΦCabτ
b
c Φ
c − νtrΦ] + h.c. , (4.6.24a)
where V =V AT A , Φ = Φ
AT A , and T A are the generators of some group. The N = 2
transformations that leave (4.6.24a) invariant are the obvious nonabelian generalizations
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of (4.6.14). The equations that result from varying (4.6.23a) with respect to ΦA ,V A are,
choosing τ = τ 3 as above,
Φ−T AΦ+ − νtrT A = 0 ,
Φ+e
VTAΦ+ − Φ−TAe−VΦ− + ν3trT A = 0 . (4.6.24b)
As in the N = 1 case, these do not, in general, have an explicit solution.
a.3. Tensor multiplet
Just as the N = 1 scalar multiplet can be described by different superfields, we can
describe the N = 2 scalar multiplet by superfields other than the chiral isodoublet Φa .
We now discuss the N = 2 tensor formulation of the scalar multiplet. This is dual to the
previous description in the same way that the N = 1 tensor and scalar multiplets are
dual (see sec. 4.4.c). We write the tensor form of the scalar multiplet in terms of one
chiral scalar field η and a chiral spinor gauge field φα with linear field strength
G = 1
2
(Dαφ
α + D •αφ
•
α), D2G = D2G = 0. The N = 2 supersymmetry transformations of
this theory are
δφα = − 2ηDαχ − iD2[(Dβζ)Dβφα + (D2ζ)φα] ,
δη = −D2(χG) − iD2[(Dβζ)Dβη + 2(D2ζ)η] . (4.6.25)
In contrast to the Φa hypermultiplet realization of the N = 2 scalar multiplet, these
transformations close off-shell; they have the same algebra as the transformations of the
N = 2 vector multiplet (4.6.4) (up to a gauge transformation of φα). However, although
the superfields describe a scalar multiplet, the central charge transformations z = χ|
leave the fields φ , η inert; this gives one guide to understanding the duality to the hyper-
multiplet.
The simplest action invariant under the transformations (4.6.25) is the sum of the
usual free chiral and tensor actions ((4.1.1) and (4.4.34)):
Skin =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [− 1
2
G2 + ηη] . (4.6.26)
To find other actions, we consider a general ansatz, and require invariance under the
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transformations (4.6.25). Actually, we can consider a slightly more general case that
still has full off-shell N = 2 invariance by restricting the chiral parameter χ by D2χ = 0,
and the real parameter ζ by D2D2ζ = 0. This means that we do not impose SU (2)
invariance. An action
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ f (G , η , η) (4.6.27)
is invariant under (4.6.25) (with D2χ = 0) if f satisfies
∂2 f
∂G2
+
∂2 f
∂η∂η
≡ f GG + f ηη = 0 . (4.6.28)
( f contains no derivatives of G , η, η.) It describes a general N = 2 tensor multiplet
interacting model. We also can consider more than one multiplet Gi , ηi , ηi , each trans-
forming as (4.6.25); then the most general invariant action is (4.6.27) where the
Lagrangian f satisfies
f GiGj + f ηiη j = 0 . (4.6.29)
(Actually, we can generalize (4.6.27) slightly by adding a term
∫
d 4x d 2θ hiη
i + h.c.
where the hi ’s are arbitrary constants.)
a.4. Duality
To gain insight into the physics of these models we find the dual theories described
by the Φa hypermultiplet. We consider the following first order action (cf. (4.4.38)):
S ′ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [ f (V i , ηi , ηi) −V i(Φi +Φi)] . (4.6.30)
Eliminating Φ,Φ gives (4.6.27), while eliminatingV results in the dual theory. We find
the N = 2 transformations of the resulting Φai hypermultiplets from the transformations
that leave the first order action (4.6.43) invariant. Since
∫
d 4x d 4θ f (V , η, η) is invari-
ant under (4.6.25) with G →V except for terms ∼ D2V or ∼ D2V (V differs from G
only because it does not satisfy the Bianchi identities D2G = D2G = 0), we can cancel
these terms by choosing the variation of Φ appropriately. The first order action (4.6.43)
is invariant under
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δV i = DαηiDαχ + D
•
αηiD •αχ + δζV
i , (4.6.31a)
δηi = −D2(χV i) + δζηi , (4.6.31b)
δΦi = −D2[χ( f ηi +V j ( f η jV i − f ηiV j ))] + δζΦi ; (4.6.31c)
where δζ is the usual N = 1 supersymmetry (3.6.13) (with wV = 0, w η = − 2, wΦ = 0).
(To prove the invariance of (4.6.30) under (4.6.31), we need (4.6.29) and its conse-
quences, in particular, f V iV [j ηk ] = 0 and f ηiη[jV k ] = 0 because of the antisymmetrization,
and therefore, using the chain rule we find D •α f η[jV i ] = 0.) Performing the duality trans-
formations, we can rewrite the transformations (4.6.31) and the condition (4.6.29) in
terms of the dual variables Φ , η and the Legendre transformed Lagrangian
IK (Φ +Φ, η, η). We find (dropping the uninteresting δζ terms)
δηi = D2(χIKΦi ) , (4.6.32a)
δΦi = −D2[χ(IK ηi + IKΦj ((IKΦkΦi )−1IK η jΦk − (IKΦkΦj )−1IK ηiΦk ))] , (4.6.32b)
for the transformations, and
IK ηiη j = (IKΦiΦj )
−1 + IK ηiΦm (IKΦmΦn )
−1IKΦnη j (4.6.33)
for the condition that the Lagrangian must satisfy to guarantee invariance. Note that in
contrast with the off-shell transformations (4.6.25), the on-shell transformations
(4.6.31,32) depend explicitly on the form of the action. Furthermore, the condition
(4.6.29) needed for invariance of the off-shell version of the model is linear, and hence
the sum of two invariant actions is automatically invariant, whereas the condition
(4.6.33) is nonlinear. The Legendre transformation allows this to occur, and allows us to
comply with the restriction on off-shell formulations that we discussed above.
Although it is always possible to go from the off-shell formulation (in terms of the
tensor multiplet) to the on-shell formulation (in terms of the hypermultiplet), the reverse
transformation is generally not so straightforward. The improved form (see (4.4.45-5))
of the free multiplet can be found by exploiting an analogy with the nonlinear σ-models
discussed above (Actually, the tensor multiplet form of the interacting models can be
found in this way). Alternatively, some simple models can be found by using the cen-
tral charge invariance of the tensor multiplet (see below).
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By analogy with (4.6.17), we can write down the following first order N = 2 invari-
ant action by introducing an auxiliary N = 2 vector multipletV ,Φ:
S ′ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φ+ eVΦ+ + Φ− e−VΦ− −GV ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ iΦ[Φ−Φ+ − η] + h.c. (4.6.34)
This action is invariant under the transformations (4.6.5,14,25). Varying G and η, we
find the free hypermultiplet (see discussion in sec. 4.6.a.2); varying V and Φ, we find
that Φ± drop out of the action entirely, and the improved (N = 2) tensor multiplet
results:
Simp =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [(G2 + 4ηη)
1
2 −G ln(G + (G2 + 4ηη)12 )] . (4.6.35)
This complicated nonlinear action corresponds to a free hypermultiplet! It is, however,
an off-shell formulation, invariant under the transformations (4.6.25). It generalizes
directly to give an off-shell formulation of the nonlinear σ-models we discussed above.
An alternative derivation of the improved tensor multiplet does not require an
N = 2 vector multiplet, but uses the central charge invariance of the tensor multiplet.
We begin with the free hypermultiplet action (4.6.8) (without loss of generality, we take
mab = imCab(τ 3)
b
c). We wish to Legendre transform one of the chiral fields
Φa = (Φ+ ,Φ−), and keep the other field as the chiral field η of the tensor multiplet.
However, though η is inert under central charge transformations, Φ± are not; we there-
fore define the invariant combination η ≡ iΦ+Φ−, and in terms of it write the first order
action
S ′ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [ηηe−V + eV −GV ] + 1
2
m[
∫
d 4x d 2θ η + h.c. ] . (4.6.36)
Varying G , we recover the hypermultiplet action (4.6.8) with V = ln(Φ+Φ+); varying V ,
we recover the improved tensor multiplet action (4.6.35) with a linear η term that acts
as a mass term. The algebra of transformations that act on the massive scalar multiplet
has a central charge; however, the description of the multiplet given by the N = 2 tensor
multiplet only involves fields that are inert under the central charge.
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Finally, we note that the gauge interactions of the N = 2 tensor multiplet are anal-
ogous to the N = 1 case (see sec. 4.4.c).
a.5. N=2 superfield Lagrange multiplier
Another formulation of the N = 2 scalar multiplet with off-shell N = 2 supersym-
metry is the N = 2 Lagrange multiplier multiplet. It is the N = 2 generalization of the
multiplet discussed in sec. 4.5.d, and contains that N = 1 multiplet as a submultiplet.
Unlike the off-shell N = 2 supersymmetric scalar multiplet discussed above (the N = 2
tensor multiplet of secs. 4.6.a.3,4), this multiplet can be coupled to the (N = 2) non-
abelian vector multiplet, though only in real representations. By using the adjoint rep-
resentation, this allows construction of N = 4 Yang-Mills with off-shell N = 2 supersym-
metry, as discussed below in sec. 4.6.b.2.
The N = 2 Lagrange multiplier multiplet is described by the following N = 1
superfields: (1) Ψ1
α and Y , describing an N = 1 Lagrange multiplier multiplet as in
(4.5.18), with the gauge invariance of (4.5.19), and field strength Σ1 = D •αΨ1
•
α (for which
F and G of (4.5.18) are the real and imaginary parts); (2) a second spinor Ψ2
α, with the
same dimension and gauge invariance, but which is auxiliary; (3) a complex Lagrange
multiplier Ξ, which constrains all of Σ2 to vanish (instead of just the imaginary part, as
does Y for Σ1), and has a field strength D •αΞ with gauge invariance δΞ = Λ (for Λ chi-
ral); (4) a minimal scalar multiplet, described by a complex gauge field Ψ1 with chiral
field strength Φ1 (see sec. 4.5.a); and (5) two more minimal scalar multiplets Ψ2 and Ψ3,
but auxiliary. We thus have an N = 1 Lagrange multiplier multiplet, a minimal scalar
multiplet, and assorted auxiliary superfields.
The action is
S = −
∫
d 4x d 4θ [ 1
8
(Σ1 + Σ1 )
2 + i
2
Y ( Σ1 − Σ1 ) ]
+
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φ1Φ1 + (ΞΣ2 + ΞΣ2 ) + (Ψ2Φ3 + Ψ2Φ3 ) ] . (4.6.37)
The most interesting properties of this theory appear when it is coupled to N = 2 super-
Yang-Mills. We do this by N = 2 gauge covariantizing the N = 2 Lagrange multiplier
multiplet field strengths. (In the absence of Yang-Mills coupling, the Φ’s can be
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considered as ordinary scalar multiplets, rather than field strengths.) This coupling is
discussed in sec. 4.6.b.2.
b. N=4 Yang-Mills
In many respects, the N = 2 nonlinear σ-models, when studied in two dimen-
sions, are analogs of N = 4 Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. Despite power-count-
ing arguments, they are completely finite on shell, and they are the maximally super-
symmetric models containing only scalar multiplets (the vector is auxiliary and can be
eliminated). The N = 4 Yang-Mills theory is the first and best-studied 4-dimensional
theory that is ultraviolet finite to all orders of perturbation theory, and thus scale invari-
ant at the quantum as well as the classical level. (Its β-function has been calculated to
vanish through three loops; arguments for total finiteness are given in sec. 7.7. Inde-
pendent arguments using light-cone superfields have been given elsewhere.) It is self-
conjugate and is the maximally extended globally supersymmetric theory. Two super-
field formulations of the theory have been given: One uses an N = 2 vector multiplet
coupled to a Φa hypermultiplet and has only N = 1 supersymmetry off shell, and the
other uses an N = 2 vector multiplet coupled to an N = 2 Lagrange multiplier multiplet
and has N = 2 supersymmetry off shell (however, it has a large number of auxiliary
superfields).
b.1. Minimal formulation
At the component level the theory contains a gauge vector particle, four spin 1
2
Weyl spinors, and six spin 0 particles, all in the adjoint representation of the internal
symmetry group. It can be described by one real scalar gauge superfield V and three
chiral scalar superfields Φi , and is the same as an N = 2 vector multiplet coupled to an
N = 2 scalar multiplet. If we use a matrix representation for the Φi , the (chiral repre-
sentation) conjugate can be written as Φ˜i = e
−VΦie
V . The N = 1 supersymmetric action
(in the chiral representation) is given by
S =
1
g2
tr(
∫
d 4xd 4θ e−VΦie
VΦi +
∫
d 4xd 2θW 2
+ 1
3!
∫
d 4xd 2θ iC ijkΦ
i [Φj ,Φk ] + 1
3!
∫
d 4xd 2θ iC ijkΦi [Φj ,Φk ]) . (4.6.38)
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In addition to the manifest SU(3) symmetry on the i , j , k indices of Φ and Φ, it has the
following global symmetries:
δΦi = − (W α∇αχi +Cijk∇2χj Φ˜k )− i∇2[(∇αζ)∇αΦi + 23 (∇
2ζ)Φi ] ,
δ∇α = ∇α[i(χiΦi −χiΦ˜i)+ (W β∇β +W
•
β∇ •β)ζ] ; (4.6.39)
in the chiral representation, and in the vector representation
δΦi = − (W α∇αχi +Cijk∇2χjΦk − i [χjΦj ,Φi ])
− i [∇2(∇αζ)∇αΦi +(∇αζ)iW αΦi + 23 ∇
2(∇2ζ)Φi ] ;
δ∇α = −∇α(iχiΦi +W
•
β∇ •βζ) . (4.6.40)
The χi are the generalization of those given for the N = 2 multiplets above, but now
they form an SU (3) isospinor, as does Φi . The identification of the components of χ and
ζ is the same: The ‘‘physical bosonic fields’’ are the translations and the central charge
parameters (3 complex = 6 real, as follows from dimensional reduction from D=10: see
sec. 10.6), the spinors are the supersymmetry parameters, and the ‘‘auxiliary fields’’ are
internal symmetry parameters of SU (4)/SU (3). The algebra does not close off-shell.
Upon reduction to its N = 2 submultiplets, (4.6.39) (or (4.6.40)) reduces to (4.6.5) (or
(4.6.2)) and (4.6.14) (but with different R-weights).
The corresponding component action has a conventional appearance, with gauge,
Yukawa, and quartic scalar couplings all governed by the same coupling constant. In
sec. 6.4 we discuss some of the quantum properties of this theory.
b.2. Lagrange multiplier formulation
We now briefly describe another N = 1 superfield formulation of N = 4 super-
Yang-Mills; it employs the (unimproved) type of N = 1 scalar multiplet of sec. 4.5.d.
Although even less of the SU (4) symmetry is manifest, this formulation is off-shell
N = 2 supersymmetric: It follows from the N = 2 superfield formulation of the theory,
as described by the coupling of N = 2 super Yang-Mills to an N = 2 (Lagrange multi-
plier) scalar multiplet. This formulation has a number of other novel features: (1)
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renormalizable couplings between nonminimal and other scalar multiplets, (2) the neces-
sary appearance (in interaction terms) of the minimal scalar multiplet in the form of a
gauge multiplet (sec. 4.5.a), and (3) loss of (super)conformal invariance off shell (this
occurs because the model includes an unimproved Lagrange multiplier multiplet).
The action can be written as (in the super-Yang-Mills vector representation) the
sum of (4.6.1) and (4.6.37). However, the definitions of the field strengths Σi and Φi are
now modified:
Σi = ∇ •αΨi
•
α − i [Φ0 ,Ψi ]
Φi = ∇2Ψi (i = 0, 1, 2) , Φ3 = ∇2Ψ3 − i [Φ0 , Ξ] ; (4.6.41)
where Φ0 (with prepotential Ψ0) is the chiral superfield of the N = 2 Yang-Mills multi-
plet. The ∇A in these definitions is the Yang-Mills covariant derivative. In addition to
the usual (adjoint, vector representation) Yang-Mills gauge transformations, we have
many new local symmetries of the action:
δΨi = ∇ •αKi
•
α (i = 0, 1, 2) , δΨ3 = ∇ •αK 3
•
α + i [Ψ0 , Λ] ; (4.6.42a)
δΨi
α = ∇βKi (αβ) + i [Φ0 ,Kiα] (i = 1, 2) ; δΞ = Λ ; δY = δΩ = 0 ; (4.6.42b)
where Λ is covariantly chiral (∇ •αΛ = 0), and Ω is the Yang-Mills vector-representation
prepotential. Under these transformations the field strengths Φi (i = 0, . . . , 3), Σi
(i = 1, 2), ∇ •αΞ, Y , and W α are invariant. In the abelian (or linearized) case, the sum of
(4.6.1) and (4.6.37) as modified by (4.6.42) describes an N = 2 vector multiplet (W α and
Φ0) plus an N = 2 scalar multiplet consisting of the N = 1 Lagrange multiplier multiplet
of (4.5.18) (Ψ1
α and Y ), a minimal N = 1 scalar multiplet (Φ1), and some auxiliary
superfields (Ψ2
α, Ξ, Ψ2, and Ψ3). However, in the interacting case the formulation is
somewhat unusual in that Φ3 is not just N = 1 covariantly chiral (∇ •αΦ3 	= 0) nor are Σi
N = 1 covariantly linear (∇2Σi 	= 0), but they satisfy the N = 2 covariant Bianchi iden-
tities
∇ •αΦ3 = − i [Φ0 ,∇ •αΞ] ,
∇2Σi = − i [Φ0 ,Φi ] . (4.6.43)
The interaction terms of the auxiliary superfields (introduced through the nonlinearities
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of the field strengths Σ2 and Φ3) cancel among themselves: Their terms in the action can
be rewritten as, in the chiral representation,∫
d 4x d 4θ ( ΞD •αΨ2
•
α + h.c. ) + [
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φ2(D
2Ψ3 ) + h.c. ] . (4.6.44)
By combining the Bianchi identities (4.6.43), the usual constraint ∇ •αΦi = 0 (for
i = 0, 1, 2), and ∇ •αW α = 0, ∇αW α + ∇
•
αW •α = 0 with the field equations which follow
from the action, we obtain the on-shell equations for all of the superfields
D •αΞ = Σ1 − Σ1 = Σ2 = Φ2 = Φ3 = 0 ,
i∇αW α = − i∇
•
αW •α = [Φ0 ,Φ0] + [Φ1 ,Φ1] +
1
4
[(Σ1 + iY ) , ( Σ1 + iY )] ,
∇ •αΦ0 = ∇2Φ0 + i [Φ1 , 12 (Σ1 + iY )] = 0 ,
∇ •αΦ1 = ∇2Φ1 + i [12 (Σ1 + iY ) ,Φ0] = 0 ,
∇ •α( Σ1 + iY ) = ∇2( Σ1 + iY ) + 2i [Φ0 ,Φ1] = 0 . (4.6.45)
We can thus identify this formulation on shell with that given above in subsec. 4.6.b.1.
by the correspondences
W α ←→W α , (Φ0 ,Φ1 , 12 ( Σ1 + iY ) )←→ Φ
i . (4.6.46)
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5. CLASSICAL N=1 SUPERGRAVITY
5.1. Review of gravity
a. Potentials
Our review is intended to describe the approach to gravity that is most useful in
understanding supergravity. We treat gravity as the theory of a massless spin-2 particle
described by a gauge field with an additional vector index as a group index (so that it
contains spin 2). By analogy with the theory of a massless spin 1 particle its linearized
transformation law is
δha
m = ∂aλ
m . (5.1.1)
Since the only global symmetry of the S-matrix with a vector generator is translations,
we choose partial spacetime derivatives (momentum) as the generators appearing con-
tracted with the gauge field’s group index in the covariant derivative
ea ≡ ∂a − iham(i∂m)
= (δa
m + ha
m)∂m ≡ eam∂m . (5.1.2a)
Thus, in contrast with Yang-Mills theory, we are able to combine the derivative and
‘‘group’’ terms into a single term. The gauge field ea
m is the vierbein, which reduces to a
Kronecker delta in flat space. It is invertible: Its inverse em
a is defined by
em
a ea
n = δm
n , ea
m em
b = δa
b . (5.1.2b)
Finite gauge transformations are also defined by analogy with Yang-Mills theory:
e ′a = e
iλ ea e
−iλ , λ ≡ λmi∂m . (5.1.3)
The linearized transformation takes the form of (5.1.1), whereas the full infinitesimal
form takes the form of a Lie derivative:
(δea
m)∂m = i [λ,ea ] = − [λn∂n , eam∂m ], (5.1.4a)
or, in more conventional notation,
δea
m = ea
n∂nλ
m − λn∂neam . (5.1.4b)
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The gauge transformation of a scalar matter field is, again by analogy with Yang-Mills
theory,
ψ ′ = eiλψ ≡ eiλψe−iλ , (5.1.5)
and in infinitesimal form
δψ = i [λ,ψ] = −λm∂mψ . (5.1.6)
Equation (5.1.5) can also be written as the more common general coordinate transforma-
tion
ψ ′(x ′) ≡ ψ(x ) , x ′ = e−iλxeiλ . (5.1.7)
(This can be verified by a Taylor expansion.) For the case of constant λ it takes the
familiar form of global translations. Orbital (global) Lorentz transformations are
obtained by choosing λm = Ωµνx
ν
•
µ + Ω
•
µ •
νx
µ
•
ν (which just equals δxm in the infinitesimal
case); Ω is traceless. Scale transformations are obtained by choosing λm = σxm .
We could at this point define field strengths in terms of the covariant derivatives
(5.1.2), but the invariance group we have defined is too small for two reasons: (1) The
vierbein is a reducible representation of the (global) Lorentz group, so more of it should
be gauged away; and (2) there are difficulties in realizing (global) Lorentz transforma-
tions on general representations, as we now discuss.
Since under global Lorentz transformations ψ(x ) transforms as a scalar field, its
gradient ∂mψ will transform as a covariant vector. In general, we define a covariant vec-
tor to be any object that transforms like ∂mψ. We can define a contravariant vector to
belong to the ‘‘adjoint’’ representation of our gauge group. Indeed, if we define
V ≡Vmi∂m and require that [V ,ψ] =Vmi∂mψ transform as a scalar, i.e.,
V ′ ≡V ′mi∂m = eiλVe−iλ , (5.1.8)
then Vm transforms contravariantly under global Lorentz transformations. However,
this procedure does not allow us to define objects which transform as spinors under
global Lorentz transformations, and in fact it is impossible to define a field, transforming
linearly under the λ group, which also transforms as a spinor when the λ’s are restricted
to represent global Lorentz transformations. It is possible to get around this difficulty
by realizing the λ transformations nonlinearly, but this is not a convenient solution.
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Comparing (5.1.3) to (5.1.8), we see ea
m transforms as four independent contravariant
vectors under the global Lorentz group: The λ transformations do not act on the a
indices.
To solve these problems we enlarge the gauge group by adjoining to the λ transfor-
mations a group of local Lorentz transformations, and define spinors with respect to this
group. This is a procedure familiar in treatments of nonlinear σ models. Nonlinear real-
izations of a group are replaced by linear representations of an enlarged (gauge) group.
The nonlinearities reappear only when a definite gauge choice is made. Similarly here,
by enlarging the gauge group, we obtain linear spinor representations. The nonlinear
spinor representations of the general coordinate group reappear only if we fix a gauge for
the local Lorentz transformations. It will thus turn out that our final gauge group for
gravity can be interpreted physically as the direct product of the translation (general
coordinate) group with the spin (internal) angular momentum group.
We define the action of the local Lorentz group on the vierbein to be
δea
m = − λαβ eβ •αm + h.c. , λαα = 0 . (5.1.9)
These transformations act only on the free indices in the operator ea (but not the hidden
indices contracted with ∂, since we want the operator to transform covariantly). From
now on we will indicate indices on which the local Lorentz transformation acts (flat or
tangent space indices) by using letters from the beginning of the Greek and Roman
alphabets (α,β, . . .a,b, . . .), and indices on which local translations (general coordinate
transformations) act (curved or world indices) by letters from the middle
(µ, ν, . . .m,n, . . .). Transformations represented by a matrix multiplying the free index
of ea are called tangent space transformations.
The linearized form of the local Lorentz transformations is
δha
m = − δ •α
•
µλα
µ + h.c. . (5.1.10)
It is thus possible to gauge away the antisymmetric-tensor part of the vierbein (although
not the scalar part) with a nonderivative transformation. To stay in this gauge a local
coordinate transformation must be accompanied by a related local Lorentz transforma-
tion; the Lorentz parameter is determined in terms of the translation parameter. At the
linearized level we find, using the combined transformations (5.1.1) and (5.1.10),
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δ •µ
•
αh (α •α
µ) •µ = 0 → λαβ = − 12 ∂(α •αλ
β) •α . (5.1.11)
In this gauge the Ω (orbital Lorentz coordinate) transformation defined above induces
the same global Lorentz transformation acting on the flat indices. We can thus define a
Lorentz spinor by choosing its spinor index to be a flat index; flat, or tangent space,
indices transform under local Lorentz transformations but not local translations except
when a gauge is chosen, e.g., as in (5.1.11). Furthermore, we can define all covariant
objects except the vierbein to have only flat indices. The curved-index vectors defined
above can be related to flat-index ones by multiplying with the vierbein or its inverse.
b. Covariant derivatives
We now define our new local group of Poincare´ transformations, derivatives
covariant under it, and its representation on all fields. The parameter of our enlarged
local group is defined by
λ = λmi∂m + (λα
βiM β
α + λ •α
•
βiM •
β
•
α) . (5.1.12)
The generator M β
α (and the parameter λα
β) is traceless and acts only on free flat
indices. Its action on such indices is defined by
[λβ
γM γ
β ,ψα] = λα
βψβ , [λβ
γM γ
β ,ψ •α] = 0 ,
[λ •
β
•
γM •γ
•
β ,ψα] = 0 , [λ •β
•
γM •γ
•
β ,ψ •α] = λ •α
•
βψ •
β
. (5.1.13)
Any covariant field with only flat indices transforms under this gauge group as:
ψ ′... = e
iλψ...e
−iλ . (5.1.14)
The covariant derivative is defined by introducing a gauge field for each group generator,
so we must now add to ea of (5.1.2) a new gauge field for the Lorentz generators:
Da = ea +(φa,β
γM γ
β +φ
a,
•
β
•
γM •γ
•
β) . (5.1.15)
Its transformation law takes the covariant form
D ′a = eiλDae−iλ . (5.1.16)
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In defining this covariant derivative we have introduced a gauge field φa which
transforms with a derivative of the Lorentz gauge parameter ( δφaα
β = ∂aλα
β + . . .).
However, due to the vierbein’s Lorentz transformation law (5.1.10), we can define this
Lorentz gauge field to be a derivative of our fundamental field (the vierbein), just as for
the nonlinear σ-model (see sec. 3.10), rather than having it as an independent field.
There are two ways to find this expression for φa : (1) Compare the full transformation
laws of the vierbein and the Lorentz gauge field, and construct directly from the vierbein
a Lorentz connection that has the correct transformation properties; or (2) constrain
some of the field strengths in such a way that the Lorentz gauge field is determined in
terms of the vierbein. Because the field strengths are covariant this will automatically
lead to correctly transforming gauge fields φa .
The field strengths tab
c and rab(M ) are defined by:
[Da ,Db ] = ta,b
cDc +(ra,b,γ
δM δ
γ + ra,b, •γ
•
δM •
δ
•
γ) . (5.1.17)
We have expanded the right-hand side over D and M instead of ∂ and M because then
the torsion t and curvature r are covariant. By examining the resultant expressions for
the field strengths in terms of the gauge fields, we find
ta,b
c = ca,b
c + [(φa,β
γδ •
β
•
γ +φ
a,
•
β
•
γδβ
γ)−a←→b] ,
ra,b,γ
δ = (eaφb,γ
δ −a←→b)−ca,beφe,γδ +φa,(γ|φb,|δ) , (5.1.18a)
where the anholonomy coefficient c is defined by
[ea ,eb ] = ca,b
cec . (5.1.18b)
We see that constraining the torsion to vanish gives a suitable Lorentz gauge field:
φa,β
γ = − 1
4
(c
a,(β
•
β
γ)
•
β +c(γ •
α,β)
•
β,α
•
β ) . (5.1.19)
(If instead of the torsion we constrained the curvature to vanish, the connection φa
would be pure Lorentz gauge, and unrelated to the vierbein. However, the antisymmet-
ric part of the vierbein would remain as a compensator for a second hidden local Lorentz
group of the theory, under which φa would transform homogeneously and not as a con-
nection. Hence D defined by (5.1.15) would be noncovariant under the new transforma-
tions, and instead
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Dˆa = ea − [12 (ca,β •β
γ
•
β + cγ •
α,β
•
β,α
•
β)M γ
β + h.c. ]
= ea − [12 (ta,β •β
γ
•
β + tγ •
α,β
•
β,α
•
β)M γ
β + h.c. ] (5.1.20)
would be covariant. Since Einstein theory is now described in terms of a curvature con-
structed out of Dˆ, the original φa and its associated Lorentz invariance would be irrele-
vant to the theory. Constraining the curvature to vanish is gauge equivalent to not
introducing any connection at all. Such a formulation of gravity is often referred to as a
‘‘teleparallelism’’ theory. Of course, if we were to constrain both t and r to vanish, D
would be gauge equivalent to ∂, and we would have no gravity.)
In the absence of any constraint, we could always express the covariant derivative
as the constrained covariant derivative (t =0) plus Lorentz covariant terms that contain
only the torsion. The torsion could thus be considered as an independent tensor with no
relation to gravity. Our torsion constraint is thus a ‘‘conventional’’ constraint, just like
the conventional constraint (4.2.60) of super-Yang-Mills theories.
All remaining tensors (i.e., covariant objects that are not operators) can be
expressed in terms of the curvature and its covariant derivatives. The curvature itself is
algebraically reducible (under the Lorentz group) into three tensors:
ra,b,
γδ =C •
α
•
β
(wαβ
γδ − 1
2
δ(α
γ δβ)
δ r) +C αβ r
γδ
•
α
•
β
, (5.1.21)
where the tensors are totally symmetric in undotted indices and in dotted indices (which
is equivalent to being algebraically Lorentz-irreducible). The tensors r and r
αβ
•
α
•
β
are the
trace and traceless parts of the Ricci tensor, and wαβγδ is the Weyl tensor. (Note that
our normalization of the Ricci scalar differs from the standard: We use the more con-
venient normalization, in general spacetime dimension D, rab
cd = − δ[acδb]dr + . . ., rather
than rab
ab = r . The sign is chosen so that r is nonnegative on shell in unbroken super-
symmetric theories.) These tensors are, of course, related differentially through the
Bianchi identities (the Jacobi identities of the covariant derivatives). Explicitly from
[[Da ,Db ] ,Dc ] + [[Db ,Dc ] ,Da ] + [[Dc ,Da ] ,Db ] = 0, (5.1.22)
we find
D[atb,c]
d − t [a,b|ete,|c]d − r [a,b,c]d = 0, (5.1.23a)
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D[arb,c] γ
δ − t [a,b|ere,|c] γδ = 0. (5.1.23b)
These last two equations (which follow from the linear independence of Da and M γ
δ) are
the first and second Bianchi identities, respectively.
c. Actions
In contrast to Yang-Mills theory, in gravity one cannot trace over the group with-
out integrating over the spacetime coordinates, since the translation group acts on the
coordinates themselves. Thus, only integrated quantities can form invariants. Further-
more, gravity differs even from the group manifold approach to Yang-Mills, where the
group generators are treated as translations in the group space, in that the local transla-
tion group is not unitary: Although λm is hermitian, an infinitesimal translation is not:
(λmi∂m)
† = i∂mλ
m = λmi∂m + (i∂mλ
m) . (5.1.24)
From the reordering of the two factors, we get an additional term proportional to the
divergence of λ. This term arises because some coordinate transformations are not vol-
ume-preserving: e.g., the transformation given by λm ∼ xm is a scale transformation.
Consequently the volume element d 4x∼dx + •+/\ dx+ •−/\ dx− •+/\ dx− •− is not covariant. To
covariantize, we simply replace dxm with an object that is a scalar under coordinate
transformations (a world scalar): ωa = dxmem
a . The resulting volume element is ω4 =
d 4xe−1, where e is the determinant of ea
m .
The invariance of a scalar integrated with the covariant volume element can also
be seen from the transformation law of e, which we write in the compact and convenient
form
e ′−1 = e−1eiλ
←
. (5.1.25)
Here λ
←
= λmi∂
←
m means that the derivative acts on all objects to its left. (For the pre-
sent discussion we may ignore Lorentz transformations.) Before deriving this transfor-
mation law, we show how it allows e−1 to form invariant integrals: For any scalar L,∫
d 4x ( e−1L) ′ =
∫
d 4x (e−1eiλ
←
)(eiλLe−iλ)
=
∫
d 4x e−1eiλ
←
(e−iλ
←
Leiλ
←
)
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=
∫
d 4x (e−1L)eiλ
←
, (5.1.26a)
where we have used the identity (for any X )
[λ ,X ] = [X ,λ
←
] → eiλXe−iλ = e−iλ
←
Xeiλ
←
. (5.1.26b)
Finally, using Xeiλ
←
= X + total derivative, we find∫
d 4x (e−1L) ′ =
∫
d 4x e−1L . (5.1.27)
To derive the transformation law (5.1.25), we need the identity
δ det X = det X tr(X−1δX ) , (5.1.28)
which follows from det X = etr ln X . Thus we find, from (5.1.4b),
δe−1 = − e−1(ema(ean∂nλm − λn∂neam))
= − e−1(∂mλm − emaλn∂neam)
= − e−1∂mλm − λm∂me−1
= − ∂m(λme−1) = e−1iλ
←
. (5.1.29)
To find the finite transformation, we iterate the infinitesimal transformation (5.1.29) and
use ex =
n→∞
lim (1 + x
n
)n ; we thus arrive at the desired result (5.1.25). An equivalent state-
ment of our result is that 1 · eiλ
←
is the Jacobian determinant of the coordinate transfor-
mation eiλ. (1 · eiλ
←
means that derivatives act to the left until annihilating the 1.)
We can now construct invariant actions for gravity and its couplings to matter.
The only possible action that gives hab a second-order kinetic operator is
S = − 3
κ2
∫
d 4x e−1r , (5.1.30)
where r is the curvature scalar defined by (5.1.18) and (5.1.21). The resultant field equa-
tions are r = r
αβ
•
α
•
β
= 0. Coupling to matter is achieved by covariantization of the
derivatives, as in Yang-Mills theory, but now the volume element is also covariantized
(with e−1). As in Yang-Mills, we are also free to add nonminimal couplings depending
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on the curvature. (For the teleparallelism theory we can still use this action if r is
defined by the commutator of Da . This action leads, by use of the first Bianchi identity,
to an expression that is purely quadratic in ta,b
c .)
d. Conformal compensator
In flat space (i.e., without gravity) certain theories (e.g., massless φ4, or massless
QCD) are invariant under (global) conformal transformations at the classical level. On
the other hand, when gravity is present all theories are conformally invariant since con-
formal transformations are a special case of general coordinate transformations. How-
ever, this type of conformal invariance has no physical significance, and is present simply
because the vierbein automatically compensates the conformal transformations of other
fields. This is analogous to global orbital Lorentz transformations: Any nonLorentz
covariant flat-space theory can be made covariant under these orbital transformations in
curved space, because the antisymmetric part of the vierbein acts as a compensator
(e.g.,
∫
d 4x (∂0φ)2 →
∫
d 4xe−1(e0
m∂mφ)2 ). As we saw above, it is necessary to intro-
duce additional, local, tangent-space Lorentz transformations to give a meaningful defini-
tion of Lorentz invariance in curved space. Theories that are invariant under these tan-
gent space Lorentz transformations will automatically be invariant under the usual
Lorentz transformations in flat space, or when a gauge for local Lorentz and general
coordinate transformations is chosen.
Similarly, in the presence of gravity it is possible to give a meaning to global con-
formal invariance by observing that in curved space it corresponds to an additional
invariance under local scale transformations
e ′a = e
ζea , ψ ′... = e
dζψ... . (5.1.31)
Here ζ(x ) is a local parameter and d is the canonical dimension of the field ψ... (usually
1 for bosons, 3
2
for fermions) when written with flat tangent-space indices. (Note that
ea , which has no free curved indices and describes a boson, has canonical dimension 1
since it contains a derivative.) Any theory in curved space that has local scale invari-
ance gives a flat space theory which is conformally invariant. The transformation in
(5.1.31) is another example of a tangent space transformation.
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Thus, both local Lorentz and local scale invariance reflect flat space invariance
properties of matter systems. However, there is an important distinction between
Lorentz and conformal transformations: Conformal invariance is not a general property
of physical systems, and consequently we do not introduce local scale generators and cor-
responding gauge fields into our covariant derivatives.
As described above, the antisymmetric part of the vierbein can be gauged away by
local Lorentz transformations. In the resulting gauge, general coordinate transforma-
tions must be accompanied by related local Lorentz transformations that restore the
gauge. The local Lorentz parameter becomes a nonlinear function of the general coordi-
nate parameter, making construction of Lorentz covariant actions more difficult. Simi-
larly, local scale transformations can be used to gauge away the trace of the vierbein. In
fact, in locally scale invariant theories, the determinant of the vierbein can be gauged to
1 by local scale transformations. In the resulting gauge, general coordinate transforma-
tions must be accompanied by local scale transformations with parameter ζ determined
by
1 = (e−1) ′ = e−1eiλ
←
e−4ζ = (1 · eiλ
←
)e−4ζ . (5.1.32)
The local scale parameter becomes a nonlinear function of the general coordinate param-
eter. In particular, dimension d fields ψ... now transform as densities under general coor-
dinate transformations, i.e., with an additional factor (1 · eiλ
←
)d/4. The formalism
becomes rather cumbersome. (We note that even in theories that are not invariant
under local scale transformations, e can still be gauged to 1, at least in small regions of
spacetime, by some of the general coordinate transformations: δe∼∂mλm . However, this
results in the constraint ∂mλ
m =0 on further coordinate transformations, and differen-
tially constrained gauge parameters are undesirable when a theory is quantized (see sec.
7.3); such gauge choices are possible upon quantization, but e should not be set to 1
before quantization.)
We have already indicated that e acts as a compensator for the local scale transfor-
mations of fields ψ... as given in (5.1.31). In fact, by making the field redefinition
ψ... → e−d/4ψ... we can make all fields except e inert under scale transformations. In
terms of the new fields local scale invariance of an action is equivalent to independence
of e. However, to maintain manifest coordinate invariance, it is preferable to keep
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explicit the dependence on e. On the other hand, it is frequently useful to describe to
what extent a theory breaks local scale invariance, both because locally scale invariant
theories are interesting in their own right, and because a decomposition into locally scale
invariant plus scale-breaking parts can be helpful. This can be done by introducing an
additional compensating field into the theory, but one which unlike e is a scalar under
general coordinate and local Lorentz transformations. To distinguish this type of com-
pensator from the e type, we will henceforth refer to them as tensor compensators and
density compensators, respectively. Density compensators (e.g., e [a
m] for local Lorentz,
or e for local scale) generally occur as parts of physical fields and are not tensors under
the local symmetry group (e.g., general coordinate transformations) of the action with-
out compensators. Tensor compensators are covariant, and their presence allows the
introduction of a local symmetry even in the absence of a corresponding global, flat
space symmetry.
For local scale transformations we introduce a scalar compensator transforming as
φ ′ = eζφ . (5.1.33)
Starting with fields invariant under ζ transformations,we now make the replacements
ea → φ−1ea , ψ... → φ−dψ... . (5.1.34)
The new fields still transform according to (5.1.31). The replacement (5.1.34) is just a
φ-dependent scale transformation. Hence local scale invariance of a given quantity is
equivalent to independence from φ. For example, after the redefinition (5.1.34), the
usual gravity action (5.1.30) becomes
S = − 3
κ2
∫
d 4x e−1 φ( + r)φ . (5.1.35)
This action is scale invariant because φ compensates the transformation of e and + r .
Since it is not φ-independent the original Einstein action was not scale invariant. Alter-
natively, (5.1.35) can be interpreted as a scale invariant action for the field φ. The scale
invariance allows φ to be gauged to one. In that gauge one recovers the usual Einstein
action.
In contrast, the Weyl tensor, which is the only part of the curvature which is
homogeneous in φ after (5.1.34), can form a φ independent, locally scale invariant (but
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higher-derivative) action:
SWeyl ∼
∫
d 4x e−1(wαβγδ)
2 . (5.1.36)
* * *
We introduced the linearized vierbein ha
m as a gauge field for translations; alterna-
tively, we can use the analysis of chapter 3 to find ha
m . Linearized gravity is the theory
of a massless spin 2 field. As discussed in sec. 3.12, it is described by an irreducible on-
shell field strength ψαβγδ satisfying (see (3.12.1))
∂α
•
αψαβγδ = 0 . (5.1.37)
Using the results of sec. 3.13, the corresponding irreducible off-shell field strength is the
linearized Weyl tensor wαβγδ satisfying the bisection condition (s +
N
2
= 2 is an integer)
wαβγδ = Kwαβγδ = ∆α
•
α∆β
•
β∆γ
•
γ∆δ
•
δw •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
(5.1.38)
which is equivalent to
∂α •α∂
β •
βwαβγδ = ∂γ
•
γ∂δ
•
δw •
α
•
β
•
γ
•
δ
. (5.1.39)
By (3.13.2) applied to N = 0, the solution to this equation is
wαβγδ = ∂(α
•
α∂β
•
βV
γδ) •α
•
β
, (5.1.40)
where hab ≡ hα •αβ •β ≡V (αβ)( •α •β) is a traceless symmetric tensor. The maximal gauge
invariance of (5.1.40) is:
δhab = ∂(aλb ) − 12 ηab∂cλ
c . (5.1.41)
These are linearized coordinate transformations identical to (5.1.1), except that scale
transformations and Lorentz transformations are not included. They can be added by
introducing compensators: the trace and antisymmetric parts of hab .
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5.2. Prepotentials
a. Conformal
As for superfield Yang-Mills and for gravity, one can develop a formulation for
superfield supergravity in either of two ways: (1) Study off-shell representations to
determine the linearized formulation in terms of unconstrained superfields (prepoten-
tials), and then construct covariant derivatives, which provide the generalization to the
nonlinear case; or (2) start by postulating covariant derivatives, determine what con-
straints they must satisfy, and solve them in terms of prepotentials. In this section we
will describe the former approach, and in the following section the latter.
a.1. Linearized theory
From the analysis in sec. 3.3.a.1, we know that the N = 1 supergravity multiplet
consists of massless spin 2 and spin 3
2
physical states. The corresponding on-shell com-
ponent field strengths are ψαβγδ and ψαβγ (on-shell Weyl tensor and Rarita-Schwinger
field strength), totally symmetric in their indices, as discussed in sec. 3.12.a. These lie
in an irreducible on-shell multiplet described by a chiral superfield Ψ(0)αβγ that satisfies
the constraint
DδΨ(0)αβγ = Ψ(1)αβγδ , (5.2.1)
where Ψ(1) is totally symmetric and is the superfield containing the on-shell Weyl tensor
ψαβγδ (= wαβγδ) at the θ = 0 level. The constraint implies
DαΨ(0)αβγ = 0 . (5.2.2)
By the analysis of sec. 3.13, the corresponding irreducible off-shell superfield
strength is a chiral superfield W αβγ satisfying the bisection condition (s +
N
2
= 3
2
+ 1
2
is
an integer)
W αβγ = −KW αβγ = − −
1
2 D2 ∆α
•
α ∆β
•
β ∆γ
•
γW •
α
•
β
•
γ
, (5.2.3)
which can be rewritten as
∂β •βD
αW αβγ = − ∂γ
•
γD
•
αW •
α
•
β
•
γ
. (5.2.4)
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By (3.13.2) the solution to this equation is
W αβγ = − i 13! D
2D (α∂β
•
βH
γ)
•
β
, (5.2.5)
where H
γ
•
β
is real. (H might be expressed as a derivative of a more fundamental field;
this possibility is eliminated when we examine the N = 1 theory at the nonlinear level.)
We remark in passing that
Sconf =
∫
d 4xd 2θW 2 =
∫
d 4x [WD2W + (DW )2]| (5.2.6)
contains the action for linearized conformal gravity
∫
d 4x (wαβγδ)
2. Thus (5.2.6) is the
extension of conformal gravity to conformal supergravity at the linearized level.
A careful examination of (5.2.4) reveals that the largest gauge invariance of W αβγ ,
written in a form containing the fewest derivatives (and thus the component transforma-
tions contain the fewest possible spacetime derivatives), is
δHa = DαL •α−D •αLα . (5.2.7)
To get insight into the physical content of H and its transformation, we consider their
components using D projection.
The components of Ha are
ha = Ha | , hαβ •β = DβH α •β | , h (2)a = D2Ha | ,
hab = − 12 [Dα,D •α]H β •β | , ψa, •β = − i D
2D •αH α •β | ,
Aa = − 23 D
βD2DβHa | − 16 abcd ∂
b [Dγ ,D
•
γ ]Hd | . (5.2.8)
where abcd = i (C αδC βγC •α •βC •γ •δ −C αβC γδC •α •δC •β •γ ) (3.1.22). Although it is convenient to
define the component fields hab , ψa, •β , Aa as above, these are only the linearized, confor-
mal definitions of these component fields. In the final Poincare´ theory additional Ha
and compensator superfield dependent terms, as well as nonlinearities, are present.
The components of D •αLα (the rest of L never enters) are:
ξa = D •αLα| , L1αβ •β = DαD •βLβ | , α = D2Lα| ,
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L2a = D2D •αLα| , σ = DαD2Lα| ,
ωαβ =
1
2
D (αD
2Lβ)| , ηα = D2D2Lα| , (5.2.9)
and similarly for the complex conjugate (but note ξa = −DαL •α). The transformations
of the independent components of H are:
δha = 2Re ξα •α ,
δh
αβ
•
β
= 1
2
C αβ •β − L1βα •β ,
δh (2)a = − L2a ,
δhab = − (C •α •βωαβ +C αβω •α •β)+C αβC •α •β Re σ− ∂a Im ξb ,
δψ
a,
•
β
= ∂a •β − i C •β •αηα ,
δAa =
2
3
∂aIm σ . (5.2.10)
We can therefore go to a Wess-Zumino gauge by using Re ξ,L1,L2 to algebraically gauge
away all of Ha except hab , ψaβ , Aa . These can be identified as the linearized vierbein,
the spin 3
2
Rarita-Schwinger field, and an axial vector auxiliary field, respectively.
We study the remaining transformations: Examining δhab we note that ω can be
used to eliminate the antisymmetric part of the vierbein, which identifies it as an
infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation. Re σ removes the trace, and is therefore a
local scale transformation. Finally, Im ξ generates a coordinate transformation. Exam-
ining ψ
a,
•
β
we identify the  •β term as a Rarita-Schwinger gauge transformation (a lin-
earized local supersymmetry transformation). The ηα term is a local S -supersymmetry
transformation: it gauges away the trace ψ
α
•
β,
•
β . From δAa we identify Im σ as an axial
gauge transformation. (Note that the local S -transformation of the spin 3
2
field contains
no spacetime derivatives. Avoiding derivatives is important for quantization (see sec.
7.3)).
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Thus, in the Wess-Zumino gauge, the L-gauge group that remains consists of local
superconformal transformations: the super-Poincare´ subgroup (coordinate, Lorentz, and
local supersymmetry), and axial, S -supersymmetry, and scale transformations (see sec.
3.2.e). Local conformal invariance plays a more important role in supergravity than in
gravity: Whereas the nonconformal part of the vierbein (its trace) can be projected out
algebraically, the analogous statement does not hold for H (a vector is not algebraically
reducible in a Lorentz covariant way). The same distinction between the reducibility of
the vierbein and H applies with regard to local Lorentz invariance (which must be main-
tained in supergravity simply because supersymmetric theories contain spinors).
a.2. Nonlinear theory
To generalize to the nonlinear case we examine (as in super-Yang-Mills) the appro-
priate transformations of the simplest multiplet, the chiral scalar superfield. Since grav-
ity gauges translations, supergravity will gauge supertranslations. We therefore look for
the most general transformation of the form
η ′ = eiΛηe−iΛ , Λ = ΛMiDM ; (5.2.11)
(We choose to parametrize with DM rather than ∂M in order to keep manifest global
supersymmetry. This simply amounts to a redefinition of the parameters.) We maintain
the chirality of η (D •µη=0), by requiring Λ to satisfy
[D •µ , Λ]η = 0 , (5.2.12)
which implies
D •µΛ
ν = 0 , D •µΛ
n = i Λνδ •µ
•
ν , (5.2.13)
and has the solution
Λm = − iD •µLµ , Λµ = D2Lµ , Λ •µ arbitrary ; (5.2.14a)
i.e.,
Λm∂m + ΛµDµ =
1
2
{D •µ , [D •µ ,LµDµ]} . (5.2.14b)
Note that the parameter superfield ΛM must be complex. In particular this means that
Λm 	= (Λm)† , Λµ 	= (Λ •µ)† , and Λ •µ 	= (Λµ)† . Care must be taken to distinguish Λµ and
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Λ
•
µ from the hermitian conjugated quantities Λµ (= (Λ
•
µ)†) and Λ
•
µ (= (Λµ)†) . We define
the transformation of an antichiral scalar in a similar fashion:
η ′ = eiΛηe−iΛ , Λ = ΛMiDM ,
Λm = − iDµL •µ , Λ •µ = D2L •µ , Λµ arbitrary . (5.2.15)
The quantity ΛM is the complex conjugate of ΛM .
At this point it is clear, by analogy with super-Yang-Mills, that Hm is the correct
field to covariantize the Λm part of the transformation of the scalar multiplet kinetic
term, since its linearized transformation is (from (5.2.7)) δHm = iΛm − iΛm . We there-
fore complete Hm to a supervector HM = (H µ,H
•
µ,Hm) and introduce an exponential
eH , H =HMiDM . As for Yang-Mills, the nonlinear transformation law is
eH
′
= eiΛ eHe−iΛ . (5.2.16)
We note that H
•
µ can be trivially gauged away because the parameter Λ
•
µ is arbi-
trary; consequently H µ is also gauged away by Λµ. To preserve this gauge choice, the L-
gauge transformations (5.2.14,15) must be accompanied now by compensating Λ
•
µ and Λµ
transformations. For infinitesimal Λ we have
δ(eH
mi∂m ) = − (Λm∂m +Λ
•
µD •µ +Λ
µDµ)(eH
mi∂m )
+ (eH
mi∂m )(Λm∂m +Λ
µDµ +Λ
•
µD •µ) . (5.2.17)
(This equation is to be interpreted as an operator equation acting on an arbitrary super-
function to the right.) This implies that we must cancel Dµ and D •µ terms on the right-
hand side and hence
Λµ = eHΛµe−H = eHD2Lµe−H , Λ
•
µ = e−HΛ
•
µeH = e−HD2L
•
µeH . (5.2.18)
However, we will not restrict ourselves to this gauge in the subsequent discussion.
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a.3. Covariant derivatives
Our next task is to construct covariant derivatives ∇A = (∇α,∇ •α,∇a). By analogy
with Yang-Mills theory we would require (∇AΦ) ′ = eiΛ(∇AΦ), i.e., ∇A ′ = eiΛ∇Ae−iΛ or
δ∇A = i [Λ,∇A]. However, since we expect local Lorentz transformations to be present,
we can generalize to
(∇AΦ) ′ = LABeiΛ∇BΦ ,
LA
B = (Lα
β ,L •α
•
β ,Lα
β L •α
•
β) , (5.2.19)
We define, by analogy with Einstein’s theory (5.1.15), covariant derivatives that take the
form:
∇A = EA +ΦAγβM βγ +ΦA •γ
•
βM •β
•
γ , (5.2.20)
where the M ’s are Lorentz rotation operators. Their action is defined in (5.1.13). Again
in analogy with ordinary gravity, we adhere to a late-early index convention to distin-
guish between quantities with curved indices (that transform only under the Λ-gauge
group) and quantities with flat indices (that transform only under the action of the
Lorentz generators M α
β and M •α
•
β). The form (5.2.19) assumes that the Lorentz trans-
formations LA
B act in the usual manner: Spinors and vectors do not mix, and both
rotate with the same parameter. For an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation,
LA
B = δA
B + ωA
B , the covariant derivatives transform as
δ∇A = [iΛ ,∇A] + ωAB∇B , (5.2.21)
where ωA
B = (ω˜α
β ,ω •α
•
β ,ωa
b) and (from (5.2.19)) ωa
b = ω˜α
βδ •α
•
β + δα
βω •α
•
β (ω˜α
β is the chi-
ral representation conjugate of ω •α
•
β : see below). This implies the following transforma-
tion laws for the connections:
δΦA •β
•
γ = [iΛ ,ΦA •β
•
γ ] − EAω •β
•
γ + ωA
DΦD •β
•
γ + ω •β
•
δΦA •δ
•
γ − ΦA •β
•
δω •δ
•
γ . (5.2.22)
There is a certain amount of arbitrariness in defining connections that transform
properly: One can always add to ΦAβ
γ any tensor KAβ
γ that transforms covariantly. As
will be discussed in the next section, this arbitrariness is physically irrelevant. A stan-
dard way to find connections is to compute the anholonomy coefficients CAB
C defined by
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[EA,EB} =CABCEC . Suitable connections can be defined as linear combinations of the
C ’s.
Pushing the analogy with Yang-Mills further, we can try to construct the following
chiral-representation ‘‘covariant’’ derivatives:
Eˆ •µ ≡ D •µ , Eˆµ ≡ e−HDµeH , Eˆm ≡ − i {Eˆ µ , Eˆ •µ} . (5.2.23)
However, at this point the analogy with Yang-Mills theory breaks down. These deriva-
tives are not covariant for two reasons: (1) Acting on nontrivial representations of the
Lorentz group, they are noncovariant because they have no connections (this is easily
cured); and (2) more seriously, even acting on scalars they are noncovariant because Λ
•
µ
is not chiral. Thus,
δEˆ •µ = [ i Λ , Eˆ •µ ] − ( Eˆ •µ Λ
•
ν ) Eˆ •ν
= [ i Λ , Eˆ •µ ] + ω •µ
•
νEˆ •ν + ΣEˆ •µ , (5.2.24)
where
ω •µ
•
ν = − 1
2
Eˆ ( •µΛ
•
ν) = − 1
2
D ( •µΛ
•
ν) , Σ = − 1
2
Eˆ •µΛ
•
µ = − 1
2
D •µΛ
•
µ . (5.2.25)
The term involving ω is harmless: it is just a Lorentz rotation, and will be perfectly
covariant after we introduce Lorentz connections. (There is a slight problem, however.
The indices in (5.2.19,20) are flat spinor indices whereas those in (5.2.24,25) are curved
indices in analogy with our discussion of ordinary gravity. Therefore it is not quite cor-
rect to identify the ω in (5.2.25) with the one in (5.2.20). We will find a solution for this
shortly.)
By contrast, the term proportional to Σ is a superspace scale transformation
which is not part of our original gauge group as defined by (5.2.19) and (5.2.20). For
the time being we introduce into the theory a (density) compensator Ψ that transforms
as:
δΨ = [ i Λ ,Ψ ] − ΣΨ . (5.2.26)
Later on, Ψ will be determined in terms of H . With this object, we can construct a
covariant spinor derivative:
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Eˇ •µ ≡ ΨEˆ •µ = ΨD •µ , δEˇ •µ = [ i Λ , Eˇ •µ ] + ω •µ
•
νEˇ •ν . (5.2.27)
The complex conjugate of Eˇ •µ is covariant not with respect to Λ but rather with respect
to Λ; however, just as in the Yang-Mills case, we can use eH to convert any object
covariant with respect to Λ into an object covariant with respect to Λ. We obtain
Eˇµ ≡ e−H ΨDµ eH = (e−H ΨeH ) Eˆµ
≡ Ψ˜Eˆ µ , (5.2.28)
where Ψ˜ is the chiral-representation Hermitian conjugate of Ψ (as in super-Yang-Mills:
see (4.2.37) and (4.2.78)). The covariant transformation of Eˇ µ is
δEˇ µ = [iΛ , Eˇ µ] + ω˜µ
νEˇ ν , (5.2.29)
where ω˜µ
ν = e−Hωµ
νeH .
The spinor vielbeins that we have constructed transform as in (5.2.21) but with
the important restriction that the parameter of Lorentz rotations, ωA
B , must be deter-
mined (by the definition in (5.2.25) and those following (5.2.29) and (5.2.21)) in terms of
the parameter of supercoordinate transformations ΛM . In the discussion of ordinary
gravity (see (5.1.10,11)), we saw that an analogous situation occurred only if the anti-
symmetric part of the vierbein was gauged away. We also have the related problem that
the free index on the vielbein is curved whereas the index in (5.2.19) is flat (and conse-
quently the problem of identifying ω •α
•
β with ω •µ
•
ν). This situation arises because the viel-
bein E •α
•
µ as defined in (5.2.27) is given by Ψδ •α
•
µ and thus has no symmetric part (i.e.,
E ( •α
•
µ) = 0). The solution is to restore the ‘‘missing’’ part by introducing a new superfield
N •α
•
µ. In a general Lorentz frame the spinor vielbein (5.2.27) is modified to
E •α = N •α
•
µΨD •µ , (5.2.30)
where N •α
•
µ is an arbitrary SL(2C ) matrix superfield (det N = 1). It acts as a compen-
sating field for tangent space Lorentz transformations. (This is analogous to generalizing
from a frame where the usual vierbein is symmetric.) The N -dependence of the other
equations can easily be found by simply performing the general Lorentz transformation
which takes E •α
•
µ from Ψδ •α
•
µ to ΨN •α
•
µ. The quantity N α
µ maps between curved and flat
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spinor indices. This permits us to solve the problem of identifying ω •α
•
β with ω •µ
•
ν . Since
we began in the gauge N •α
•
µ = δ •α
•
µ, the two quantities are equal. Furthermore, as long as
we remain in this gauge, we need not be careful to distinguish curved and flat spinor
indices. A distinction must still be made between flat and curved vector indices.
We now attempt to construct the vector covariant derivative by analogy with
Yang-Mills theory:
Eˇm = − i { Eˇµ , Eˇ •µ } . (5.2.31)
The transformation law follows from (5.2.27,29):
δEˇm = [iΛ , Eˇm ] + ω˜µ
νEˇ ν •µ + ω •µ
•
νEˇµ •ν − i(Eˇµω •µ
•
ν)Eˇ •ν − i(Eˇ •µω˜µν)Eˇ ν . (5.2.32)
Defining EˇM ≡ (Eˇµ , Eˇ •µ , Eˇm) we can write (5.2.27,29,32) as
δEˇM = [iΛ , EˇM ] + ωM
NEˇN . (5.2.33)
However, because of terms like ωm
•
ν = − iEˇ µω •µ
•
ν , which are not present in (5.2.19), EˇM is
not quite covariant.
The terms we want to eliminate are (spinor) derivatives of the Lorentz transforma-
tion parameter ω •µ
•
ν ; therefore, the remedy is to introduce (spinor) Lorentz connections
into (5.2.31). These connection terms will redefine Eˇm so that it transforms covariantly.
To find the connections, we define a (noncovariant) set of anholonomy coefficients Cˇ MN
P
by
[EˇM , EˇN } = Cˇ MN PEˇP . (5.2.34)
From the transformations in (5.2.27,29,32) we obtain
δCˇ MN
P = [ iΛ,Cˇ MN
P ] + Eˇ [MωN )
P + ω[M |
RCˇ R|N )
P − Cˇ MN RωRP . (5.2.35)
In particular we find
δCˇ •µ •ν
•
π = [ iΛ,Cˇ •µ •ν
•
π] + Eˇ ( •µ ω •ν)
•
π + ω( •µ|
•
ρCˇ •ρ,| •ν)
•
π − Cˇ •µ, •ν
•
ρω •ρ
•
π ,
δCˇm, •ν
r = [ iΛ,Cˇm, •ν
r ] − Eˇ •ν ωmr + ωmnCˇ n, •νr − Cˇm, •νnωnr
+ ω •ν
•
σCˇ •σ,m
r + iωm
ρδ •ν
•
ρ , (5.2.36)
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and corresponding equations for the conjugates Cˇ µ ν
π and Cˇm,ν
r . From (5.2.36) we see
that − 1
2
Cˇ (µ •ν, •µ
ν) •ν transforms as the needed spinor connection:
δ[− i 1
2
Cˇ (µ •ν, •µ
ν) •ν Eˇ ν ] = i( Eˇ •µω˜µ
ν) Eˇ ν − i 12 ω˜µ
ρCˇ (ρ •ν, •µ
ν) •νEˇ ν
− i 1
2
ω •µ
•
ρCˇ (µ •ν, •ρ
ν) •νEˇ ν . (5.2.37)
Therefore we define
Ea ≡ δam [Eˇm − i 12 Cˇ (µ •ν, •µ
ν) •νEˇ ν − i 12 Cˇ ν( •µ,µ
ν
•
ν)Eˇ •ν ] , (5.2.38)
where δa
m ≡ N˜ αµN •α
•
µ in the gauge N •α
•
µ=δ •α
•
µ. The vector vielbein Ea transforms covari-
antly.
We have already constructed one of the Lorentz connection superfields ΦAβ
γ (as
noted above, in the gauge N α
µ = δα
µ we need not distinguish curved and flat spinor
indices). We can construct the remaining connections in the standard way (see subsec.
5.3.b.1) from the anholonomy coefficients CAB
C defined by EA ≡ (E •α ,Eα ,Ea), where
E •α = δ •α
•
µEˇ •µ ,Eα = δα
µEˇ µ in our particular Lorentz gauge, and Ea is given in (5.2.38).
Alternatively, we can use Cˇ directly. As we saw above, an appropriately trans-
forming spin connection Φ •
βα
γ is given by 1
2
Cˇ
(α •α,
•
β
γ) •α. For Φ •
α
•
β
•
γ we have a choice: Both
− 1
4
Cˇ •
α,α(
•
β
α
•
γ) and − 1
2
[Cˇ •
α,
•
β
•
γ + Cˇ •α,
•
γ
,
•
β
− Cˇ •
β,
•
γ
, •α ] transform appropriately. In general, any
linear combination of these can be used as a spin connection. Furthermore δ •α
( •γCˇ •
β),d
d is
Lorentz covariant, and can be added to Φ •
α
•
β
•
γ ; see sec. 5.3.a.3. We choose
Φ •
α
•
β
•
γ = 1
4
[−Cˇ •
α,α(
•
β
α
•
γ) + δ •α
( •γCˇ •
β),d
d ] . (5.2.39a)
We already had
Φ
α
•
β
•
γ = − 1
2
Cˇ
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) . (5.2.39b)
We also have corresponding expressions for the complex conjugates Φαβ
γ , Φ •αβ
γ .
The vector connection is defined by:
Φa,β
γ = − i [EαΦ •αβγ +Φα, •α
•
δΦ •
δβ
γ + E •αΦαβ
γ +Φ •α,α
δΦδβ
γ + Φα(β
|δΦ •αδ|
γ)] . (5.2.40)
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as follows from ∇α •α = − i{∇α ,∇ •α}.
a.4. Covariant actions
In supergravity Lagrangians cannot be invariant because all our quantities, includ-
ing scalars, transform under Λ transformations. At best a Lagrangian can transform as
a total derivative:
δIL = − (−)MDM (ΛM IL) . (5.2.41)
This can be rewritten as
δIL = iILΛ
←
= i [Λ , IL] + i(1 ·Λ← )IL , (5.2.42)
where
Λ
←
= iΛMD
←
M = i(−)M [D
←
MΛ
M + (DMΛ
M )] . (5.2.43)
Equation (5.2.42) is the transformation law for a density. It is easy to check that a
scalar times a density is also a density.
By analogy with gravity, we take the vielbein superdeterminant E = sdet EA
M as a
candidate for a density. Indeed, from (3.7.17)
δE−1 = − (−)ME−1[(E−1)M AδEAM ] , (5.2.44)
where, from (5.2.21)
δEA
M = i(ΛEA
M ) + (EAΛ
M ) + ωA
BEB
M . (5.2.45)
(However the Lorentz rotation terms trivially drop out of (5.2.44).) Consequently,
δE−1 = − i(−)ME−1[(E−1)M AΛEAM ] − (−)ME−1[DMΛM ]
= i [Λ ,E−1] − (−)M (DMΛM )E−1
= iE−1Λ
←
. (5.2.46)
Therefore, invariant actions can be constructed as integrals of products of E−1 and
scalar quantities of the appropriate dimension (E itself is dimensionless):
δ(E−1IL) = i(E−1IL)Λ
←
.
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For supergravity we want to have the usual Einstein term in the component action;
hence we require
SSG =
1
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ILSG =
1
κ2
∫
d 4x e−1ILcomponent . (5.2.47)
This implies that ILSG is a dimensionless scalar. In general, the only dimensionless
scalars in the theory are constants, so we must take (however, see below)
SSG ∼ 1κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1 (5.2.48)
as the locally supersymmetric invariant action for Poincare´ supergravity.
The vielbein superdeterminant can be worked out in a straightforward manner
using (3.7.15). We find
E = sdet [EA
M ] = sdet [EˇA
M ] = Ψ2Ψ˜2sdet [EˆA
M (H )] . (5.2.49)
However, variation of the action with the field Ψ considered as an independent variable
leads to a singular field equation: (ΨE )−1 = 0. This is not surprising: Ψ was introduced
as a device to simplify the construction of the covariant derivatives, and it should be
related to the fundamental prepotential HM .
b. Poincare´
We now consider specific forms for the compensator Ψ in terms of H . As we dis-
cussed earlier, the Λ-gauge group includes superconformal transformations: Thus, the
covariant derivatives we have constructed are appropriate for describing a superconfor-
mally invariant theory. The superconformal action is the nonlinear version of (5.2.6). It
is a functional of HM only; Ψ drops out completely. To describe Poincare´ supergravity,
we will have to break the extra invariance, i.e., the component superscale invariance.
To find an appropriate expression for Ψ we recall that it transforms as a (nonco-
variant) density (5.2.25,26)
δΨ = [iΛ ,Ψ] − ΣΨ . (5.2.50)
The only other dimensionless object that transforms as a density with respect to Λ and
not Λ is E (Ψ,H ) (see (5.2.46)). We therefore express Ψ in terms of HM (implicitly) by
writing
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Ψ4n = En+1 . (5.2.51)
(This particular parametrization will prove convenient when writing the explicit action
(5.2.65).) However, this relation is not preserved by the full Λ-group: If we transform
both sides of (5.2.51), using (5.2.46,50) we find the restriction
−4nΣ = − (n + 1)(1 · iΛ← ) , (5.2.52)
or, more explicitly,
(3n + 1)D •µΛ
•
µ = (n + 1)(∂mΛ
m − DµΛµ) . (5.2.53)
This is an acceptable restriction on the gauge group: We can show that it corre-
sponds to reducing the component local superconformal group to the super-Poincare´
group. We note that when n = − 1
3
(5.2.53) sets the chiral quantity ∂mΛ
m −DµΛµ to
zero: i.e., using (5.2.14) the restriction can be written as
n = − 1
3
: DµΛ
µ− ∂mΛm = D2DµLµ = 0 . (5.2.54)
On the other hand, for n 	= − 1
3
the condition restricts Λ
•
µ: (5.2.53,54) imply
n 	= − 1
3
: D2Λ
•
µ = 0 . (5.2.55)
We analyze the case n = − 1
3
first. Since Λ
•
µ is unrestricted, we can still use it to
gauge away H
•
µ; we then need only reconsider our discussion of the Wess-Zumino gauge
for Hm subject to the restriction (5.2.54). This restriction implies the following relations
among the components of Lµ in (5.2.9):
σ = i∂aξ
a , ηα = − i∂β
•
βL1
αβ
•
β
,
∂aL2a = 0 . (5.2.56)
Thus the local superconformal transformations are reduced to those of local
super-Poincare´: σ and ηα have been removed as independent parameters. Further, a dif-
ferential constraint has been imposed on one of the parameters, the L2 that we used to
gauge away extra components of Hm : B = ∂mh (2)m can no longer be eliminated. Conse-
quently (cf. the discussion following (5.2.10)), we find that the minimal set of component
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fields describing N = 1 Poincare´ supergravity are the vierbein (the nonlinear extension
of hab), the gravitino ψaβ , an axial vector field Aa , and in addition the complex scalar
field B (which could be gauged away in the superconformal case).
For n 	= − 1
3
, we cannot use Λ
•
µ to gauge away all of H
•
µ. We can gauge away parts
of it by using up all the components of D •µΛ
•
µ and hence, because of the constraint
(5.2.52), those of D2DµL
µ. Again the local superconformal group has been reduced to
the super-Poincare´ group: σ and ηα no longer enter as independent parameters. We will
discuss the component content of n 	= − 1
3
supergravity later.
For n = 0, (5.2.51) implies that E = 1 and hence that the action (5.2.48) vanishes.
It is clear from (5.2.53) that for n = 0 the parameter ΛM satisfies (−)MDMΛM = 0 .
This is precisely the condition that the supercoordinate transformation parametrized by
Λ are ‘‘supervolume preserving’’. However, the n = 0 case is unique because it contains
a (constrained) dimensionless scalar V (an abelian gauge prepotential) which can be
used to construct an action. Furthermore, the constraint (5.2.51) is invariant under an
arbitrary local phase rotation of Ψ: Ψ ′ = eiK 5Ψ, K 5 = K˜ 5 = e
−HK 5e
H . This invariance
can be used to choose a gauge where Ψ = Ψ˜. Another consequence of (5.2.51),
E = E = 1, is that we have imposed a partial gauge condition on H : The hermiticity
condition that E−1 satisfies (see (5.2.60) below) implies that (1 · e−H
←
) = 1, i.e.,
1 ·H← = 0. This is achieved by choosing the gauge where H α = −iD •αH α
•
α instead of
zero, so that H = DαH
α
•
αD •α +D •αH
α
•
αDα where the D and D preceding H
α
•
α act on all
objects to the right. The case of n = 0 will be discussed in more detail in the following
sections.
To find the explicit expression for Ψ in terms of H , we use (5.2.49) and (5.2.51)
and write
Ψ˜4n = e−HΨ4neH = e−HEn+1eH . (5.2.57)
(For simplicity we have assumed that n is real; the generalization to complex n is
straightforward but not interesting). Therefore, we must compute E . Although this
could be done by brute force, a more elegant procedure is possible:
In (5.2.28) we defined
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Eα = e
−HEαe
H , (5.2.58)
where Eα is the hermitian conjugate of E •α. The right-hand side can be interpreted as a
coordinate transformation with imaginary parameter iHM instead of iΛM . By hermitian
conjugation E •α is the coordinate transform of E •α (the hermitian conjugate of Eα).
Therefore, any covariant constructed from Eα and E •α can be obtained by a complex
coordinate transformation from the corresponding object constructed out of E •α and Eα.
This is the case for Ea , and also for the vielbein superdeterminant.
The full nonlinear transformation of the superdeterminant follows from (5.2.46):
(E−1) ′ = E−1eiΛ
←
= (eiΛE−1e−iΛ)(1 · eiΛ
←
) . (5.2.59)
By the same method used to derive this result from E ′A =e
iΛEAe
−iΛ, from
EA = e
HEAe
−H (5.2.60a)
we have
E−1 = E−1eH
←
(5.2.60b)
and hence
E−1 = e−HE−1eH (1 · e−H
←
) . (5.2.60c)
Substituting (5.2.60) into (5.2.57) we find
Ψ˜4n = [E (1 · e−H
←
)]n+1 , (5.2.61)
or, using the original constraint (5.2.51),
Ψ˜4n = Ψ4n(1 · e−H
←
)n+1 . (5.2.62)
Finally, substituting (5.2.62) and (5.2.51) into (5.2.49) we find
Ψ4n = Ψ4(n+1)(1 · e−H
←
)
(n+1)2
2n Eˆn+1 , (5.2.63)
or
Ψ = [(1 · e−H
←
)
(n+1)2
8n Eˆ
n+1
4 ]−1 . (5.2.64)
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Thus we have solved for Ψ in terms of H . Using these results, we can rewrite the n 	= 0
supergravity action (5.2.48) in terms of the unconstrained superfield HM :
SSG =
1
nκ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Eˆn(1 · e−H
←
)
n+1
2 ] . (5.2.65)
(The factor 1
n
gives the appropriate normalization for the physical component actions
and for the supersymmetric-gauge propagators: Eˆn = (1 + ∆)n  1 + n∆; see, e.g.,
(7.2.26).) This action is invariant under the group of Λ transformations restricted by
(5.2.53).
c. Density compensators
For many purposes, e.g., quantization, it is awkward to work with the con-
strained gauge group. As described in sec 3.10 we can enlarge the invariance group of a
theory by introducing compensating fields. In this case, the constraint (5.2.53) was
introduced by the relation (5.2.51), which is not covariant under the full gauge group.
We choose our compensators to restore the covariance of (5.2.51) under the full Λ group.
For the n = − 1
3
case a suitable compensating field is a chiral density φ that trans-
forms as
δφ = [iΛ ,φ] + 1
3
(DµΛ
µ − ∂mΛm)φ , D •µφ = 0 . (5.2.66)
(The factor 1
3
gives φ the same weight as a density matter multiplet: see below.) From
(5.2.46,50,66), it follows that the covariant version of (5.2.51) is:
Ψ−
4
3 = φ2E
2
3 . (5.2.67)
Eq. (5.2.66) can be rewritten as
(φ3) ′ = (φ3)eiΛ
←
ch , Λch = Λ
mi∂m + Λ
µiDµ . (5.2.68)
The chiral parameter (1 · iΛ← ch) = − ∂mΛm +DµΛµ can be used to scale φ arbitrarily: In
particular, if we choose the gauge φ = 1, from (5.2.67,68) we recover the constraints
(5.2.51,54), respectively.
In the n 	= − 1
3
case, the constrained object is the linear superfield expression (cf.
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(5.2.53,54)) D •µΛ
•
µ + ( n + 1
3n + 1
)D2DµL
µ. Hence, a suitable compensator is a complex linear
superfield Υ, D2Υ = 0. We determine its transformation properties by requiring that its
variation is linear and that Υ can be scaled to 1. (It should be recalled from the discus-
sion in sec. 4 that a complex linear superfield can always be expressed in terms of an
unconstrained spinor superfield: Υ = D •µΦ
•
µ (4.5.4).) Since the product of a chiral and a
linear superfield is linear, we can always have a term (DµΛ
µ − ∂mΛm)Υ in δΥ. To scale
Υ to 1, we need a term (D •µΛ
•
µ)Υ, but since the product of two linear superfields is not
linear, such a term must come from the combination (D •µΛ
•
µ)Υ − Λ •µD •µΥ = D •µ(Λ
•
µΥ).
This leads uniquely to
δΥ = [iΛ ,Υ] + (D •µΛ
•
µ)Υ + ( n + 1
3n + 1
)(DµΛ
µ − ∂mΛm)Υ (5.2.69)
and
Ψ4n = Υ3n+1En+1 . (5.2.70)
As in the minimal n = − 1
3
case, choosing the gauge Υ = 1 leads back to the constraints
(5.2.53,51). We observe that for n = 0, (5.2.70) implies Υ = Υ˜(1 · e−H
←
). (We can define
a linear compensator Υ ′ ≡ φ−3n+33n+1Υ in terms of both Υ and φ; this enlarges the gauge
group by a chiral scale transformation, and results in n-independent transformation laws
for both φ and Υ ′).
We can repeat the computations of eqs. (5.2.57-64) including the compensators; we
find
n 	= − 1
3
, Ψ = [Υn−1 Υ˜n+1 ]−(
3n+1
8n
) [ (1 · e−H
←
)n+1 Eˆ 2n ]−(
n+1
8n
) ,
n = − 1
3
, Ψ = φ−1 φ˜
1
2 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
6 Eˆ−
1
6 . (5.2.71)
The n 	= 0 supergravity action (5.2.48,65) takes the form
n 	= − 1
3
, SSG(H ,Υ) =
1
nκ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ Eˆn(1 · e−H
←
)
n+1
2 [Υ˜Υ]
3n+1
2 ,
n = − 1
3
, SSG(H ,φ) = − 3κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ Eˆ−
1
3 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
3 φ˜φ . (5.2.72)
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These are invariant under the full Λ gauge group; after θ-integration, they become the
usual Poincare´ supergravity component action for the graviton, gravitino, and auxiliary
fields. The n = 0 case will be discussed later.
d. Gauge choices
The component field content of the actions (5.2.72) is manifest in a Wess-Zumino
gauge where the Λ transformations have been used to remove algebraically the gauge
components of the superfields. Since the Λ group is now unconstrained, we can choose
the gauge H µ = 0 and Hm with only h ,ψ ,A as described following (5.2.10). There we
found that the remaining gauge freedom is parametrized by the ω, Imξ, α, Reσ + i Imσ,
and ηα components of Lα; these correspond to Lorentz, coordinate, local supersymmetry,
scale+ ichiral, and S -supersymmetry transformations respectively.
For n = − 1
3
, we define the (linearized) components of φ by
u = φ| , uα = Dαφ| , S = S + iP = D2φ| . (5.2.73)
Under the gauge transformations that remain in the Wess-Zumino gauge (we need the
compensating transformations (5.2.18) and in addition L1
βα
•
β
= 1
2
C αβ •β in (5.2.10)),
these components transform as
δu = − 1
3
(σ+ i∂aξa) ,
δuα = 1
3
(ηα + i∂
β
•
β
L1 αβ
•
β) ,
δS = i 1
3
∂aL2a . (5.2.74)
In writing these transformation laws we have linearized the full infinitesimal transforma-
tion of (5.2.66) and kept only those terms independent of Ha and φ. (This is analogous
to the approximation given in (5.2.7) as compared to the full infinitesimal transforma-
tion given in (5.2.17).) The scale and axial transformations parametrized by σ can be
used to scale u to 1, and the S -supersymmetry transformation can be used to gauge uα
away. Thus we see that φ acts as a compensator for the constrained part of the Λ
group, i.e., u and uα are compensators for the component superscale transformations
(scale, chiral U (1), and S -supersymmetry). Setting u − 1 = uα = 0 restores the
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constraint and leaves only the component super-Poincare´ transformations. The remain-
ing fields S , S along with h, ψ, and A from Hm are the component fields of minimal
supergravity.
Within the framework of the n = − 1
3
theory, the choice of compensator is not
unique. Any superfield that contains only superspin 0 (components u and uα) can be
used as a compensator. In global supersymmetry we found a number of such multiplets:
the variant representations of sec. 4.5.d. Thus we can replace φ3 − 1 in (5.2.66-72) by
the chiral field strengths Π = D2V of (4.5.56) or Π = D2DαΨα of (4.5.66). The new
components u ,uα of the new multiplets are completely equivalent to the corresponding
components of φ. On the other hand the S component is changed. We thus have two
cases in addition to S = D2φ| = S + iP
(2) S = D2Π| = D2D2V | = 1
2
{D2 ,D2}V | + 1
2
[D2 ,D2]V |
= 1
2
{D2 ,D2}V | + i∂α •α[Dα ,D •α]V | = S + i∂aPa , (5.2.75a)
or
(3) S = D2D2DαΨα| = − i∂α
•
αD2D •αΨα| = ∂aSa + i∂aPa . (5.2.75b)
In case (2) the auxiliary fields are the real scalar S and the divergence of the axial vector
Pa (instead of the pseudoscalar P). Also in case (2) we can make the replacement
V = iV ′. The effect of this at the component level is that S takes the form
S = ∂aSa + iP. The auxiliary fields are the divergence of a vector Sa and the pseu-
doscalar P. In case (3), both auxiliary fields are divergences.
For n = − 1
3
, before we introduced compensators, the restricted gauge group
(5.2.54) could be used to eliminate all but the h ,ψ ,A and S components of Hm , where
S ≡ ∂mD2Hm | (cf. the discussion after (5.2.56)). In the presence of the compensators,
the full gauge group was used to gauge away S from Hm ; S appeared in the compen-
sator instead. However, only in case (3) above is S (in the compensator) a divergence;
therefore this is the only case in which the theory with the compensator is completely
equivalent to the theory without the compensator.
For n 	= − 1
3
, 0, we can also go to the Wess-Zumino gauge and find the components
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of the nonminimal theory. We define the (linearized) components of Υ:
u = Υ| , uα = DαΥ| , S = D2Υ| ,
λα = DαΥ| − (4n + 1
3n
)DαΥ| , Va = DαD •αΥ| , χ •α = D2D •αΥ| . (5.2.76)
The transformations analogous to (5.2.74) are
δu = − σ − ( n + 1
3n + 1
)(σ − i∂mξm) ,
δuα = ηα ,
δS = i( n + 1
3n + 1
)∂mL2m ,
δλα = − i∂α •α •α + i( n + 13n + 1)∂β •βL
1 αβ
•
β ,
δVa = − i 1
2
∂aσ − i∂α •
β
ω
•
α
•
β ,
δχ
•
α = 
•
α . (5.2.77)
As before we can scale u to 1 and gauge uα to zero. The remaining components
χα ,Va ,λα are the additional auxiliary fields of nonminimal supergravity.
Once again we note that the case n = 0 is different; the transformation δu is inde-
pendent of Im σ (the axial rotations) so that this gauge invariance survives in the Wess-
Zumino gauge for Λ. Since Υ = Υ˜(1 · e−H
←
), we have S = χ
•
α = λ
•
α = 0 and Va = ∂bT
[ab],
whereT [ab] is a real antisymmetric tensor gauge field.
e. Summary
We summarize here some of the quantities that we have constructed so far:
Eˆ •µ = D •µ , Eˆ µ = e
−HDµe
H , H = HMiDM ,
Eˇ •µ = ΨEˆ •µ , Eˇµ = Ψ˜Eˆ µ , Ψ˜ = e
−HΨeH ,
Eˇµ •µ = − i{Eˇµ , Eˇ •µ} , [ EˇM , EˇN } = Cˇ MN REˇR . (5.2.78a)
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E •α = N •α
•
µEˇ •µ , Eα = N˜ α
µEˇ µ ,
Eα •α = N α •α
µ
•
µ( Eˇ µ •µ + i
1
2
Cˇ •µ,(µ •ρ
ν) •ρEˇ ν + i
1
2
Cˇ µ,ρ( •µ
ρ
•
ν)Eˇ •ν ) ,
N α •α
µ
•
µ = N˜ α
µN •α
•
µ , det(N •α
•
µ) = 1 . (5.2.78b)
The factor N α
µ is equal to δα
µ in a suitable Lorentz frame. The superscale compensator
Ψ takes the form
n = − 1
3
: Ψ = φ−1φ˜
1
2 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
6 Eˆ−
1
6 ,
n 	= − 1
3
, 0: Ψ = [Υn−1Υ˜n+1 ]−(
3n+1
8n
)[(1 · e−H
←
)n+1Eˆ 2n ]−(
n+1
8n
) . (5.2.78c)
The tilde quantities are chiral representation hermitian conjugates defined by analogy
with the way Ψ˜ is defined from Ψ. The Lorentz connection superfields ΦA γ
δ and ΦA •γ
•
δ
take simple forms when expressed as functions of the anholonomy coefficients defined by
[EA ,EB} =CABCEC . They are given by
Φαβ
γ = − 1
4
[C
α,(β
•
β
γ)
•
β − δα(γC β),dd ] ,
Φ
α
•
β
•
γ = − 1
4
C
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) ,
Φa β
γ = − i [EαΦ •αβγ + E •αΦαβγ −C α, •αδΦδ βγ −C α, •α
•
δΦ •
δ β
γ
+ Φαβ
δΦ •αδ
γ + Φ •αβ
δΦαδ
γ ] , (5.2.78d)
and Φ •
α
•
β
•
γ , Φ •αβ
γ , Φ
a
•
β
•
γ are obtained by chiral-representation complex conjugation (i.e.,
the tilde operation).
f. Torsions and curvatures
From the covariant derivatives ∇A = EA + ΦA(M ) we define torsions and curva-
tures
[∇A ,∇B} =TABC∇C + RAB (M ) . (5.2.79)
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Using the explicit form, we find that the torsions and curvatures identically satisfy the
following constraints:
T α,β
•
γ =T
α,
•
β
c − iδαγδ •β
•
γ =T α,β
c = 0 ,
R
α,
•
β γδ
= R
α,β •γ
•
δ
=T α,(b
c) − 1
2
δb
cTα,d
d = 0 . (5.2.80a)
We also find further constraints whose form depends on the value of n. These are
n = − 1
3
: T α,b
c = 0 ,
n 	= − 1
3
, 0: T α,b
c = 1
2
δ •
β
•
γδα
γT β,d
d ,
R = − n
3n + 1
(∇ •α + n − 1
2(3n + 1)
T
•
α)T •α , (5.2.80b)
where R = i 1
4
Tα •α,
•
α,α and Tα = Tα,b
b . We refer to these as conformal breaking con-
straints. In a treatment that does not use compensators, these constraints have to be
imposed directly, to break conformal supergravity down to Poincare´ supergravity. In the
compensator approach they arise naturally when a gauge choice is made to break the
conformal invariance; see sec. 5.3.b.6,7.
Another way to express the constraints on the torsions and curvatures is to write
the graded commutator of the covariant derivatives. For the minimal theory (n = − 1
3
)
we find
{∇α ,∇β} = − 2RM αβ ,
{∇α ,∇ •β} = i ∇α •β ,
[∇α ,∇b ] = − iC αβ [R∇ •β −Gγ •β∇γ ]
+ iC αβ [W •β •γ
•
δM •
δ
•
γ − (∇γG
δ
•
β
)M γ
δ ]− i(∇ •
β
R)M αβ ,
[∇a ,∇b ] = {[C •α •βW αβγ +C αβ(∇ •αGγ •β) −C •α •β(∇αR)δβγ ]∇γ + iC αβGγ •β∇γ •α
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+ [C •
α
•
β
(∇αW βγδ + (∇2R + 2RR)C γβδαδ )
−C αβ(∇ •α∇δGγ •β) ]M δγ} + h.c. , (5.2.81)
where W αβγ , Ga , and R are independent Lorentz irreducible field strengths defined by
these equations.
For nonminimal theories (n 	= − 1
3
, 0) the graded commutators take the forms
{∇α ,∇β} = 12T (α∇β) − 2RM αβ ,
{∇α ,∇ •β} = i∇α •β ,
[∇α ,∇b ] = 12T β∇α •β − iC αβ [R +
1
4
∇γT γ ]∇ •β
+ i [C αβG
γ •
β
− 1
2
C αβ((∇γ + 12T
γ)T •
β
) + 1
2
(∇ •
β
T β)δα
γ ]∇γ
− i [C αβ(∇γG δ •β)M γδ + ((∇ •β −T •β)R)M αβ ]
+ iC αβ [W •β •γ
•
δM •
δ
•
γ + i 1
3
W •γM •β
•
γ ] , (5.2.82)
whereW αβγ , Ga , and Tα are the independent tensors. In these equations, R andW α are
defined in terms ofTα . The quantity R was defined in (5.2.80b) andW α is given by
W α = i [
1
2
∇
•
β(∇ •
β
+ 1
2
T •
β
) + R ]Tα (5.2.83)
The expression for the commutator of two vectorial covariant derivatives in the nonmini-
mal theory can be calculated from the Bianchi identity;
[∇a , {∇β ,∇ •β} ] = {∇ •β , [∇a ,∇β ] } + {∇β , [∇a ,∇ •β ] } . (5.2.84)
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5.3. Covariant approach to supergravity
a. Choice of constraints
In the previous section we showed how to start with unconstrained prepotentials
and construct out of them a covariant superfield formulation of supergravity. Here we
do the reverse: Starting with a manifestly covariant but highly reducible representation
of supersymmetry, we impose constraints on the geometry and solve them in terms of
the prepotentials. Prepotentials are essential for superfield quantization, whereas mani-
festly covariant formulations make coupling to matter straightforward and allow us to
develop an efficient and powerful background field method for the quantum theory.
a.1. Compensators
As discussed in sec. 3.10, it is often useful to introduce (additional) local symme-
tries realized through compensators. As discussed in sec. 5.1, in gravitational theories
there are two types of compensators: (1) density compensators, which transform nonco-
variantly under the full local symmetry group, and thus appear in covariant quantities
only in combination with other fields; (2) tensor compensators, which transform covari-
antly, and thus allow the realization of symmetries that may not be invariances of the
entire theory. Density compensators allow the linear realization of symmetries that
would otherwise be realized nonlinearly (as, for example, in nonlinear σ models, or
Lorentz invariance in gravity with spinors). When such symmetries are global symme-
tries of some theory (at least on-shell), the (super) spacetime derivative of the density
compensator can appear as a gauge connection. (If some field transforms as δσ = λ then
it is easy to construct a connection as ∂σ since δ∂σ = ∂λ.)
On the other hand, if the symmetries one wants to realize linearly and locally are
not even global symmetries of the entire theory, it is necessary to introduce tensor com-
pensators to ‘‘cancel’’ arbitrary gauge transformations of this type in terms that are not
invariant. This phenomenon was illustrated in sec. 3.10.b in the discussion of the CP(1)
model, and in (5.1.35), where the compensator φ permits a generalization of the Ein-
stein-Hilbert action to an action with an additional local scale invariance. (This does
not imply any new physics. The gauge invariance with respect to scale transformations
must be fixed just as any gauge invariance and the most convenient choice is φ = 1.)
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In gravitational theories, some symmetries need both types of compensators. This
is because the symmetries are realized twice. For example, in ordinary gravity, the den-
sity compensator e−1 transforms as δe−1 = − ∂mλm − 4ζ, where ∂mλm represents the local
scale transformation part of the general coordinate transformation parametrized by λm ,
and ζ is an independent local tangent space parameter. The quantity e−1 is thus a gauge
field for scale transformations in λm , but also a compensator for the transformations
parametrized by ζ. It allows the full λm invariance to be realized linearly; it also allows
local scale transformations to be realized linearly via ζ. However, most gravitational
theories are not locally (tangent space) scale invariant: Thus, if we still want to represent
local scale transformations, we must introduce a tensor compensator φ , δφ = ζ , to can-
cel the ζ transformation of noninvariant terms in an action. To summarize: (1) e−1 is a
density compensator for local scale transformations, allowing them to be realized linearly
in locally scale-invariant theories; while (2) φ is a tensor compensator for local scale
transformations, allowing them to be realized linearly (when e−1 is also present) in non-
invariant theories. Note that e−1 transforms under both ∂mλ
m and ζ , whereas φ trans-
forms only under ζ (in the linearized transformation). There is also the combination
e−1φ4 , transforming only under ∂mλ
m as δe−1φ4 = − ∂mλm , which is useful in construct-
ing invariant actions. It should be noted that e−1φ4 is, in a sense, a ‘‘field strength’’ for
the ζ gauge transformations. Another such ‘‘field strength’’ is the integrand of the
expression in (5.1.35).
We find a similar situation in supergravity. There we introduce not only local
(real) scale invariance, but also local (chiral) U (1) invariance (as a generalization of the
global R-invariance of pure supergravity) to simplify the analysis of constraints and
Bianchi identities as much as possible, and we include its generator in the covariant
derivatives. (In extended supergravity, the corresponding extra invariance is U (N ): i.e.,
the largest internal symmetry of the on-shell theory. See secs. 3.2 and 3.12.) In the pre-
sent application, the result of such an approach is that the torsions and curvatures con-
tain fewer tensors than they would without the enlarged tangent space. (The missing
tensors reappear as field strengths of a tensor compensator.) These latter tensors are
generally the tensors of lowest dimension, so their elimination from the torsions and cur-
vatures allows great simplification in the analysis of the Bianchi identities, as discussed
below (sec. 5.4), and simplifies our analysis of constraints.
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Since neither U (1) (R-invariance) nor scale invariance is a symmetry of general
theories of supergravity + matter, we introduce a complex scalar tensor compensator to
compensate for both (except for n = 0, where R-invariance is maintained, so the com-
pensator is real). In analogy to gravity, there is also a complex scalar density compen-
sator for these transformations: It is the density Ψ of the previous section, now uncon-
strained, which will appear when solving the constraints. The quantity Ψ is the direct
analog of e−1 of gravity, and the tensor compensator is the analog of gravity’s component
field compensator φ. We will furthermore find a special significance for the analog of
gravity’s combination e−1φ4: It is the superspace density compensator φ or Υ, which sat-
isfies a simple (noncovariant) constraint. The tensor compensator satisfies the direct
covariantization of this constraint. The analog of gravity’s λm is ΛM , and that of ζ is
the scale parameter L and U (1) parameter K 5. A feature of supergravity not appearing
in gravity is that of a global symmetry, namely U (1), with both density and tensor com-
pensators, whose density compensator (Ψ) is used to construct a U (1)-gauge connection
that trivially gauges the symmetry in superspace (as in nonlinear σ models). (However,
as in gravity, it is not useful to introduce gauge connections for scale transformations,
since global scale transformations, unlike R-symmetry, are not an unbroken invariance of
the classical theory (even without matter)).
After completing our analysis of theU (1)-covariant derivatives and tensor compen-
sators, we will obtain the (n 	= 0) U (1)-noncovariant derivatives of the previous section,
which are more convenient for some applications. This is achieved by first gauging the
tensor compensator to 1, which expresses Ψ in terms of H and φ or Υ, and then by
dropping theU (1) connection, should it not disappear automatically.
We begin with the covariant derivatives (cf. (5.2.20))
∇A = EA +ΦA(M )− iΓAY ,
[∇A ,∇B} =TABC∇C +RAB (M )− iFABY , (5.3.1)
where Y =Y † is the U (1) generator, whose tangent space action can be summarized by
[Y ,∇A] = 12 w(A)∇A, or explicitly:
[Y ,∇α] = − 12 ∇α , [Y ,∇ •α] =
1
2
∇ •α , [Y ,∇a ] = 0 . (5.3.2)
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The covariant derivatives transform as
∇′A = eiK∇Ae−iK , K = KMiDM + (K αβiM βα +K •α
•
βiM •β
•
α)+K 5Y . (5.3.3)
a.2. Conformal supergravity constraints
The covariant derivatives define a realization of local supersymmetry. However, it
is highly reducible and contains much more than the supergravity multiplet. Therefore,
by analogy with Yang-Mills, we impose covariant constraints on these derivatives to
eliminate unwanted representations. The supergravity constraints can be expressed in
the simple form
∇α •α = − i{∇α ,∇ •α} , (5.3.4a)
T αβ
γ =T αb
b =T
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) = 0 , (5.3.4b)
{∇α ,∇β}χ = 0 when ∇αχ = 0 ; (5.3.4c)
(and their hermitian conjugates) or, in terms of the field strengths,
T
α
•
β
c = iδα
γδ •β
•
γ , T
α
•
β
γ = R
α
•
βγ
δ = F
α
•
β
= 0 , (5.3.5a)
T αβ
γ =T αb
b =T
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) = 0 , (5.3.5b)
T αβ
c =T αβ
•
γ = 0 . (5.3.5c)
We have divided the constraints into three categories: (a) conventional constraints
that determine the vector Lorentz component of the covariant derivative, ∇a , in terms of
the spinor components ∇α, ∇ •α; (b) conventional constraints that determine the spinor
connections Φα and Γα (and their hermitian conjugates) in terms of the spinor vielbein
Eα; and (c) representation-preserving constraints that are needed for consistency with
the definition of chiral superfields in curved superspace. As for super-Yang-Mills and
ordinary gravity, conventional constraints can be interpreted as either setting certain
field strengths to zero, or as eliminating them from the theory by field redefinitions.
The first set of conventional constraints is of the same form as for super-Yang-Mills the-
ory, while the second is analogous to the constraints of ordinary gravity. The
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representation-preserving constraints are also of the same form as for super-Yang-Mills
theory. Although we have only required the existence of chiral scalars (i.e., scalar multi-
plets), this set of constraints is also sufficient to allow the existence of chiral undotted
spinors (for example, the field strengths of super-Yang-Mills), with arbitrary U (1)
charge. (The second type of constraint already determines the spinorial Lorentz and
U (1) connections.)
The constraints actually have a larger invariance group than that implied by
(5.3.3): in addition to being invariant under the transformations generated by (5.3.3),
they are invariant under local superscale transformations. In the compensator approach,
we use constraints that determine only the conformal part of the Poincare´ supergravity
multiplet. The rest of the multiplet (the superscale part) is contained in the compen-
sator itself, and therefore the particular form of the Poincare´ supergravity multiplet
depends on the choice of compensator multiplet.
To discover the explicit form of the additional invariance, we first note that the
infinitesimal variation of the spinorial vielbein under scale transformations must be of
the form
δLEα =
1
2
LEα (5.3.6)
where L is a real unconstrained superfield which parametrizes the scale transformation
(see (5.3.4c)). Next, to find the superscale variation of ∇A, we use (5.3.6), vary Φ(M ),
Γ, and Ea arbitrarily, and demand that (5.3.5) is satisfied. This determines the remain-
ing variations. The results can be summarized as
δL∇α = 12 L∇α + 2(∇βL)M α
β + 3(∇αL)Y , (5.3.7a)
δL∇α •α = L∇α •α − 2i(∇ •αL)∇α − 2i(∇αL)∇ •α
− 2i(∇ •α∇βL)M αβ − i2(∇α∇ •βL)M •α
•
β + 3i([∇α ,∇ •α]L)Y , (5.3.7b)
and consequently
δLE
−1 = − 2LE−1 . (5.3.8)
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The gauge symmetries of the theory, (5.3.3,7), and the constraints (5.3.4) are suffi-
cient to reduce the covariant derivatives so that they describe an irreducible multiplet:
conformal supergravity. To see this, we study the scaling properties of the remaining
field strengths. These are not all independent; Using the Bianchi identities, as we show
in sec. 5.4, all nontrivial field strengths can be expressed in terms of three tensors R, Ga ,
and W αβγ . For convenience, we also introduce the (dependent) U (1) field strength W α.
These objects can be defined by
R = 1
6
R •
α
•
β
•
α
•
β = 1
4
iTα •α
•
α,α ,
Ga = iTaβ
β ,
W αβγ =
1
12
iR
•
α
(α •α,βγ) = − 112T (α
•
α,
β
•
α,γ) ,
W α =
1
2
iF
•
α,
α
•
α . (5.3.9)
From (5.3.2,7) we have the U (1) and superscale transformations of ∇α (and hence ∇ •α by
hermitian conjugation), and ∇a . We can then determine the transformations of these
field strengths by evaluating commutators. The result is:
[Y ,R] = R , δLR = LR − 2∇2L ;
[Y ,Ga ] = 0 , δLGa = LGa − 2[∇ •α ,∇α]L ;
[Y ,W αβγ ] =
1
2
W αβγ , δLW αβγ =
3
2
LW αβγ ;
[Y ,W α] =
1
2
W α , δLW α =
3
2
LW α + 6i(∇2 + R)∇αL . (5.3.10)
Thus the superscale and U (1) transformations can be used to gauge away parts of these
tensors, leaving only the field W αβγ of conformal supergravity. At the linearized level,
this contains the pure superspin 3
2
projection of Hm discussed in sec. 5.2.a.1.
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a.3. Contortion
There is nothing unique about the set of conventional constraints we use. Any set
that allows us to express the vector derivative and spinor connections in terms of the
spinor vielbeins Eα ,E •α is equally suitable. For example, we could use Tab
c = 0 instead
of R
α
•
βc
d = 0 to determine Φab
c . This would give a Φ ′ab
c whose corresponding ∇′a is an
equally good covariant derivative. The difference Φ−Φ ′ is a tensor (the contortion ten-
sor). Adding contortions to connections does not change the physics and simply
amounts to a redefinition of minimal coupling. Indeed, for most familiar models the con-
nections do not enter at all: For the scalar multiplet the Lagrangian ηη and the chirality
constraint ∇ •αη=0 are independent of the connection. The field strengths of super-
Yang-Mills theory are
FAB = ∇[AΓB) + Γ[AΓB) −TABCΓC
= E [AΓB) + Γ[AΓB) −CABCΓC (5.3.11)
and are also independent of the supergravity connections. Finally, the supergravity
Lagrangian (for n 	= 0) is E−1, also independent of the connections.
Furthermore, any other set of constraints that determines Ea is correct: We can
always redefine EaM by writing
E ′aM = EaM + gaγE γ
M + ga
•
γE •γ
M , (5.3.12)
where ga
γ is a covariant object constructed out of the field strengths of ∇A. Therefore,
in superspace, in addition to the contortion tensor for the Lorentz connection, we have a
contortion that changes EaM . However, this does not affect the physics as, once again, it
amounts simply to a redefinition of minimal coupling.
There is another ambiguity in the choice of constraints, which, however, leads to
no modification of the theory at all: Since the Bianchi identities relate various field
strengths, there are many ways to express any particular constraint. For example, since
all curvatures and U (1) field strengths can be expressed in terms of torsions (see sec.
5.4), any constraint on a curvature or U (1) field strength can be expressed in terms of
torsions. Which form is chosen is purely a matter of convenience.
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a.4. Poincare´ supergravity constraints
The superspin 3
2
superconformal multiplet with field strengthW αβγ is not sufficient
to describe off-shell Poincare´ supergravity. We must include lower superspin superfields
to obtain a consistent action. We can do this in two ways: By introducing extra confor-
mal representations as compensators, or by directly restricting the gauge group so that
some lower superspin conformal representations contained in HM cannot be gauged
away. Such restrictions on the gauge group are introduced by imposing constraints that
are not invariant under the full group. These constraints appear naturally when we use
the full superconformal transformations to gauge the compensators away and require
that the remaining transformations preserve the resulting superconformal gauge.
There are three types of tensor compensators that can be coupled to conformal
supergravity and can be used to reduce it to Poincare´ supergravity. The possible com-
pensators are restricted by the requirement that they must have dimensionless scalar
field strengths to compensate for L of (5.3.6,7,8,10). (Thus, the compensator field
strength X has the usual linearized compensator transformation δX = L. X | is then a
scalar with action (5.1.35). The remaining type of conformal matter multiplet, the vec-
tor multiplet, cannot be used as a compensator because its only scalar field strength
∇αW α has the wrong dimension and its prepotential is inert under superscale transfor-
mations.) They are parametrized by the complex number n: (1) the scalar multiplet Φ
(n = − 1
3
), (2) the nonminimal scalar multiplet Σ (any n except 0 or − 1
3
), and (3) the
tensor multiplet G (n = 0). These multiplets can be defined by constraints and can be
expressed explicitly in terms of unconstrained superfields (prepotentials):
∇ •αΦ = 0 , Φ = (∇2 +R)Ξ ; (5.3.13a)
(∇2 +R)Σ = 0 , Σ = ∇ •αΞ •α ; (5.3.13b)
(∇2 +R)G = 0 , G =G = 1
2
∇α(∇2 +R)Ξα + h.c. ; (5.3.13c)
where R is a field strength (see (5.3.9) and sec. 5.4) and ∇2 +R gives a chiral superfield
when acting on a superfield without dotted spinor indices (see below). The U (1) and
superscale transformations for which they compensate are
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[Y ,Φ] = 1
3
Φ , δLΦ = LΦ ; (5.3.14a)
[Y , Σ] = − 2n
3n + 1
Σ , δLΣ =
2
3n + 1
LΣ ; (5.3.14b)
[Y ,G ] = 0 , δLG = 2LG . (5.3.14c)
In sec. 5.3.b.7 we will break the superconformal symmetry by fixing the compensators.
In the resulting super-Poincare´ theory (5.3.13) become additional, conformal breaking
constraints on the covariant derivatives (i.e., on the torsions and curvatures).
The scale weight of Φ is arbitrary (since we could replace Φ by Φm and still satisfy
(5.3.13a)). However, the ratio of the U (1) charge to the scale weight for a chiral super-
field is fixed. This can be seen by a simple argument. Consider an arbitrary chiral
superfield χ, ∇ •αχ = 0. We write its scale transformation in terms of the dilatational
generator d (see (3.3.34)): δLχ = L [d ,χ]. If we perform a scale variation of the defining
condition for a chiral field, and use (5.3.7a), we find:
0 = (δL∇ •α)χ + ∇ •α(δLχ)
= − 3(∇ •αL)[Y ,χ ] + ∇ •α(L[d ,χ ])
= (∇ •αL)[− 3Y + d ,χ] , (5.3.15a)
and hence
0 = [− 3Y + d ,χ] . (5.3.15b)
Thus the U (1) charge and the dilatational charge always satisfy the rule d − 3Y =0 for
chiral superfields. This is seen for W αβγ , W α, and R in (5.3.10) and for Φ in (5.3.14a).
(Actually for R this is only clear if the transformation law is written in the form
δLR = 3LR− 2(∇2 +R)L.) The relation of the chiral charge to the dilatation charge for
chiral superfields in N = 1 supersymmetry is a special case of the general relation noted
in sec. 3.5.
In precisely the same manner, starting from the defining condition (5.3.13b,c) for a
linear superfield, we can show that the condition d − 3Y =2 must be satisfied for all lin-
ear superfields. This is seen for Σ and G in (5.3.14b,c). In the case of Σ in (5.3.14b) we
have chosen a convenient parametrization for its scale weight. The tensor multiplet is
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neutral because its field strength is real (Y = 0), and thus the n = 0 theory (with the G
compensator) retains its localU (1) invariance after superscale invariance is broken.
The relation of the dilatational charge and the chiral U (1) charge for chiral and
linear superfields implies that combined L and K 5 transformations on arbitrary chiral
and linear superfields, χ and Ξ respectively, take the forms
δχ = L[d ,χ] + iK 5[Y ,χ] ,
= d (L+ i 1
3
K 5)χ , (5.3.16a)
δΞ = L[d , Ξ] + iK 5[Y , Ξ] ,
= [d ′L+ i 1
3
(d ′ − 2)K 5]Ξ . (5.3.16b)
The quantities d and d ′ are the scale weights of the superfields.
b. Solution to constraints
b.1. Conventional constraints
The first constraint in the form (5.3.4a) is already explicitly solved (as was the
case for super-Yang-Mills).
We begin our analysis of the second constraint by extracting from (5.3.1) the
explicit form of the torsion. In sections 5.1,2 we defined the coefficients of anholonomy
CAB
C by
[EA,EB} =CABCEC (5.3.17)
They can be expressed explicitly in terms of the EA
M and their derivatives. We then
have
TAB
C =CAB
C + Φ[AB)
C − i 1
2
w(C )Γ[AδB)
C ; (5.3.18)
i.e.,
T αβ
•
γ =C αβ
•
γ , T αβ
c =C αβ
c ,
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T
α
•
β
c =C
α
•
β
c , Tαb
•
γ =C αb
•
γ ,
Tab
γ =Cab
•
γ ,
T αβ
γ =C αβ
γ + Φ(αβ)
γ + 1
2
iδ(α
γΓβ) ,
T
α
•
β
•
γ =C
α
•
β
•
γ + Φ
α
•
β
•
γ − 1
2
iδ •β
•
γΓα ,
Taβγ =Caβγ + Φaβγ +
1
2
iδβ
γΓa ,
T αb
c =C αb
c + Φαβ
γδ •β
•
γ + Φ
α
•
β
•
γδβ
γ ,
Tab
c =Cab
c + (Φaβγδ •β
•
γ + h.c. − b ←→ a) ; (5.3.19)
as well as the complex conjugates.
By using these equations the first constraint of (5.3.4b) can be solved directly (not-
ing that ΦAβ
γ is traceless in its last two indices):
T αβ
γ = 0 → Φαβγ = 12 (C βγα −C α(βγ)) −
1
2
iC α(βΓγ) . (5.3.20)
However, solving the last two equations of (5.3.4b) for Γα and Φα •β
•
γ , respectively, is less
straightforward, since C αb
c itself depends on them through ∇a . (On the other hand,
(5.3.4a) introduces no dependence of ∇a on Φαβγ .) To solve these constraints we intro-
duce, as in sec. 5.2.a.3,
EˇA = ( Eˇα , Eˇ •α , Eˇa ) ≡ (Eα , E •α , − i{Eα ,E •α } ) . (5.3.21)
We define Cˇ AB
C by [ EˇA , EˇB} = Cˇ ABCEˇC . We emphasize that, since Ea is still depen-
dent on Φ
α
•
β
•
γ and Γα, CAB
C is also. In contrast, Cˇ AB
C is completely determined in terms
of Eα and E •α. We begin by expressing Ea in terms of Eˇa and (the as yet undetermined)
C
α
•
β
M :
Ea = − i [{Eα,E •α} + (Φα •α
•
β − 1
2
iδ •α
•
βΓα)E •β + (Φ •αα
β + 1
2
iΓ •αδα
β)E β ]
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= Eˇα •α − i(Φα •α
•
β − 1
2
iδ •α
•
βΓα)E •β − i(Φ •ααβ + 12 iΓ •αδδ
β)Eβ , (5.3.22)
where we use (5.3.4a). Then computing the commutator [Eα,Eb ] =C αb
DED we find
C αb
c = Cˇ αb
c − δαγ(Φβ •β
•
γ − 1
2
iδ •β
•
γΓβ) + i(Φ •ββ
δ + 1
2
iδβ
δΓ •β)Cˇ αδ
c . (5.3.23)
As we will see shortly, the next constraint we impose (eq. (5.3.4c)) will set Cˇ αδ
c = 0, and
therefore the nonlinear term drops out. Consequently, the last two constraints of
(5.3.4b) (in combined form)
0 =T
α,β
•
β
β
•
γ =C
α,β
•
β
β
•
γ + 2Φ
α
•
β
•
γ
= (Cˇ
α,β
•
β
β
•
γ − Φ
α
•
β
•
γ + 1
2
iδ •β
•
γΓα) + 2Φα •β
•
γ (5.3.24)
give
Φ
α
•
β
•
γ = − 1
2
Cˇ
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) , Γα = iCˇ αb
b . (5.3.25)
This completes the solution of the conventional constraints (5.3.4a,b). We have now
determined Ea , ΦA, and ΓA in terms of Eα and E •α. Furthermore, from the form of
(5.3.22) we immediately obtain
E = sdet EA
M = sdet EˇA
M . (5.3.26)
(The last terms in (5.3.22) give no contribution to the superdeterminant.)
b.2. Representation preserving constraints
Having determined all quantities in terms of Eα, we have a realization of local
supersymmetry with 512 ordinary component fields. In the Yang-Mills case, further
reduction was achieved by imposing representation-preserving constraints: To ensure the
existence of (anti)chiral scalar superfields (defined by ∇αχ = 0), we required
{∇α,∇β}χ = 0 . (5.3.27)
In supergravity (assuming [Y ,χ] = 0 for simplicity), we find (5.3.27) implies
Tαβ
D∇Dχ =T αβγ∇γχ +T αβ
•
γ∇ •γχ +T αβc∇cχ = 0 . (5.3.28)
Therefore, to allow the existence of chiral scalars in supergravity we must enforce the
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constraints (5.3.5c):
Tαβ
•
γ =T αβ
c = 0 . (5.3.29)
From (5.3.19), this implies:
{Eα , E β } =C αβγE γ . (5.3.30)
(Equivalently since ∇αχ = Eαχ = 0 it follows that {Eα,E β}χ = 0 which immediately
leads to (5.3.30).) Thus Eα = Eα
MDM is a basis for tangent vectors that lie in a com-
plex two-dimensional subspace of the full superspace: All operators λαEα generate com-
plex translations with an algebra that closes. We can also parametrize these translations
by a basis of derivatives with respect to coordinates (τ 1, τ 2): Eα =Aα
µ ∂
∂τµ
, where Aα
µ is
an arbitrary matrix or zweibein. We can always express the coordinates τµ as complex
supercoordinate transforms of the usual θ-coordinates: ∂
∂τµ
=e−ΩDµe
Ω, where
Ω=ΩMiDM 	=Ω is arbitrary. Our full solution of the constraints (5.3.4c) is thus
Eα = Aα
µe−ΩDµe
Ω ≡ e−ΩA
˜ α
µDµe
Ω ;
Ω = ΩMiDM , Aα
µ = ΨN α
µ ; (5.3.31)
where we have split Aα
µ into a complex scale factor Ψ and a Lorentz rotation N α
µ
(det N =1). This solution is closely analogous to the Yang-Mills solution ∇α =e−ΩDαeΩ
to {∇α ,∇β}=0, except for the introduction of Aαµ. In fact, the Ω of Yang-Mills can be
interpreted as a complex translation in the group manifold. We now have a description
of supergravity in terms of Ω, Ψ, and N α
µ. However, N α
µ can be gauged away by a
Lorentz transformation (with parameter K α
β ).
b.3. The Λ gauge group
At this point, we can make contact with the previous section: The solution of the
constraints imposed so far has introduced a new gauge group as an invariance of
Eα = e
−ΩA
˜ α
µDµe
Ω. The vielbein Eα remains unchanged under the transformations
(eΩ) ′ = eiΛeΩ ,
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(A
˜ α
µDµ) ′ = e
iΛ(A
˜ α
µDµ)e
−iΛ . (5.3.32)
with
Λ = ΛMiDM , [Λ,Dµ] = − i(DµΛν)Dν ; (5.3.33)
provided that
DνΛ
•
µ = DνΛ
µ
•
µ − iδνµΛ
•
µ = 0 , Λµ arbitrary ; (5.3.34)
or
Λ
•
µ = D2L
•
µ , Λµ
•
µ = − iDµL •µ . (5.3.35)
The fact that Λν is completely arbitrary implies that the part of the Λ-gauge group
parametrized by Λν can always be ‘‘compensated away’’ by a redefinition of N α
µ. Thus
as in the Yang-Mills theory solving a constraint (F αβ = 0) gives rise to a new gauge
group. The transformation on A
˜ α
µ can be rewritten as
Ψ
˜
′ = eiΛ(1 · e−iΣ
←
)−
1
2Ψ
˜
e−iΛ ,
(N
˜ α
µDµ ) ′ = e
iΛ(1 · e−iΣ
←
)
1
2N
˜ α
µDµe
−iΛ ; (5.3.36)
where the factor (1 · e−iΣ
←
), Σ
←
= ΛµiD
←
µ, is the super-Jacobian of the transformation (c.f.
(5.2.59)).
We still have the real K = KMiDM coordinate transformations of the theory (see
(5.3.3)), as well as the tangent space Lorentz and U (1) rotations: E ′α = e
iKEαe
−iK is
realized by
(eΩ) ′ = eΩe−iK , (A
˜ α
µ ) ′ = A
˜ α
µ ; (5.3.37)
while E ′α = e
−1
2
iK 5K α
βE β is realized by
(eΩ) ′ = eΩ , (A
˜ α
µ ) ′ = (eΩe−
1
2
iK 5K α
βe−Ω)A
˜ β
µ . (5.3.38)
The K transformations can be rewritten as
Ω ′ = Ω − iK +O(Ω,K ) . (5.3.39)
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Since K = K , this implies that Ω−Ω can be gauged away. In the resulting gauge,
Ω = 1
2
H , H = H = HMiDM . (5.3.40)
Similarly, the Lorentz transformation can be used to gauge N α
µ to δα
µ. In the resulting
gauge we have
Eα = e
−1
2
HΨ
˜
Dαe
1
2
H ,
E •α = e
1
2
HΨ
˜
D •αe
−1
2
H . (5.3.41)
However, it is more convenient to eliminate the real part of Ω by going to a chiral repre-
sentation (as for super-Yang-Mills), as discused in sec. 5.3.b.5 below.
b.4. Evaluation of Γα and R
We can now find simple forms for Γα (5.3.25) and R (5.3.9). The results are con-
tained in (5.3.52,53,56). The details of the derivation are not essential for further read-
ing, but present some useful general techniques. To solve for Γα, we use the identity
E−1∇←A = − E−1(−)BTABB , (5.3.42)
which holds independently of any constraints, for any superspace, for any tangent space.
In cases where (−)BTABB vanishes (as here), it allows covariant integration by parts,
since ∫
dz E−1∇AX = −
∫
dz E−1∇←AX = 0 . (5.3.43)
To derive this identity we will save ourselves a lot of trouble by noting that at the end of
a calculation the signs resulting from graded statistics can easily be determined if the
indices of each contracted pair are adjacent, with the contravariant index first. The net
sign change is then just that resulting from the graded reordering of the indices of the
initial expression. Using this fact to ignore the signs from grading at intermediate steps
of the calculation, we have (in the basis EA = EA
M ∂M )
(−)BTABB = EM B [∇A ,∇B}zM = EM B∇[AEB)M
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= EM
B∇AEBM −EM B∇BEAM . (5.3.44)
We evaluate the second term by use of the identity (again ignoring grading signs) for
arbitrary superfunctions X andY
XY∇←A = X [Y ,∇
←
A] +X∇
←
AY = X∇AY +X∇
←
AY , (5.3.45)
where we have used (5.1.26b) to evaluate the commutator. (5.3.44) now becomes
EM
B∇AEBM −EM BEAM∇
←
B +EM
B∇←BEAM
= ∇Aln E − 1 · ∇
←
A +0 , (5.3.46)
which leads to (5.3.42). The evaluation of the first term used the usual expression for
the derivative of the logarithm of a determinant (see (5.1.28); for tangent space groups
which include scale transformations, (−)BΦABB 	=0, so that the scale generator acts non-
trivially on E ). The last term vanishes because
EM
B∇← B = EM BEBN (∂
←
N +ΦN (M
←
)− iΓNY
←
). Therefore δM
N (∂
←
N +ΦN (M
←
)− iΓNY
←
)
= δM
N∇← N = 0.
Actually, it is simpler for our purposes to use the form of (5.3.42) in terms of EˇA
instead of ∇A. Using Eˇ =E , we have:
E−1Eˇ
←
A = − E−1(−)BCˇ ABB . (5.3.47)
From the expression (5.3.25) for Γα, Eˇα =Eα, and Cˇ α •β
γ =Cˇ
α
•
β
•
γ =0 we obtain
− iΓα = (−)BCˇ αBB +Cˇ αββ = −E−1E
←
αE +Cˇ αβ
β . (5.3.48)
Using the expression (5.3.31) for Eα in the Lorentz gauge N α
µ = δα
µ (the general Lorentz
gauge will be easily restored at the end), we find Cˇ αβ
γ = δ(α
γE β)lnΨ, so this expression
becomes
− iΓα = − E−1E
←
αE +3Eαln Ψ = − 1 · eΩ
←
D
←
αe
−Ω←Ψ+Eαln EΨ
2 , (5.3.49)
where we have used
Eˆα = e
−ΩDαe
Ω (5.3.50a)
which implies
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Eˆ
←
α = e
Ω
←
D
←
αe
−Ω← . (5.3.50b)
We use the identity, valid for any function f and linear operator X ,
feX
←
= (1 · eX
←
e−X
←
) feX
←
= (1 · eX
←
)(e−X
←
feX
←
)
= (1 · eX
←
)(eX fe−X )
= (1 · eX
←
)(eX f ) , (5.3.51a)
to derive the relation
1 = (1 · e−X
←
)eX
←
= (1 · eX
←
)[eX (1 · e−X
←
)] . (5.3.51b)
These two results make it possible to rewrite (5.3.49) as
− iΓα = −Ψ(1 · e−Ω
←
)e−ΩDα(1 · eΩ
←
)+Eαln EΨ
2
= −Ψ(1 · e−Ω
←
)e−ΩDαe
Ω(1 · e−Ω
←
)−1 +Eαln EΨ
2
= ∇αT ≡T α , (5.3.52)
where we have introduced a (noncovariant) scalar density T :
T ≡ ln [EΨ2(1 · e−Ω
←
)] . (5.3.53)
An immediate consequence of (5.3.52) is F αβ = 0 (see (5.3.1)).
We now solve for R, where
{∇α ,∇β} = − 2RM αβ , (5.3.54)
as follows from the Bianchi identities (sec. 5.4). Using the same form for Eα as in the
previous calculation, and using the result for Γα, we find from (5.3.20)
Φαβ
γ = − 1
2
δα
(γ(E β)lnΨ
2 + iΓβ)) = − 12 δα
(γE β)ln (e
−TΨ2)
= − 1
2
δα
(γE β)ln [(1 · e−Ω
←
)−1E−1] . (5.3.55)
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We then find (Φ
α
•
β
•
γ does not contribute)
R = eT (Eˆ •α)
2(e−TΨ2) = eT (Eˆ •α)
2(1 · eΩ
←
)−1E−1
= E−1 · (Eˆ
←
•
α)
2eT (1 · eΩ
←
)−1 . (5.3.56)
where (Eˆ
←
•
α)
2 = 1
2
(Eˆ
← •
α)(Eˆ
←
•
α).
* * *
It is useful to derive the explicit form of the operator that gives a chiral scalar
from a general scalar f . For the case [Y , f ] = 0, a simple calculation using (5.3.55) for
the connection gives the result that (∇2 + R) f = fE−1(Eˆ
←
•
α)
2eT (1 · eΩ
←
)−1 is covariantly
chiral. This result can then most easily be extended to arbitrary U (1) charge
[Y , f ] = 1
2
wf by using the expression (5.3.53) for Γα to write
(∇2 + R) f = [e 12wT (∇2 + R)e−12wT f ](1 · eΩ
←
)−1 , (5.3.57)
where ∇2 is the form of ∇2 on a neutral scalar (as implied by (5.3.57) for 1
2
w = 0). We
thus obtain
(∇2 + R) f = fe−12wTE−1(Eˆ
←
•
α)
2e(1+
1
2
w)T (1 · eΩ
←
)−1 . (5.3.58)
This quantity is covariantly chiral withU (1) charge 1 + 1
2
w .
b.5. Chiral representation
Due to the form of Eα in (5.3.31), it is possible to define local representations that
are chiral with respect to the supergravity fields. (These are analogous to chiral repre-
sentations in super Yang-Mills (4.2.78) as well as in global supersymmetry (3.4.8).) On
all quantities F we perform a (nonunitary) similarity transformation
F (+) = e−ΩFeΩ . (5.3.59)
(Antichiral representations can also be defined, with Ω→ −Ω.) In this representation,
as for super-Yang-Mills, all quantities are invariant under KM transformations, and the
covariant derivatives transform explicitly under Λ transformations. Furthermore, we
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choose the Lorentz gauge N α
µ = δα
µ, which forces K •α
•
β to equal ω •α
•
β of (5.2.27) to main-
tain the gauge. In the chiral representation, the vielbein becomes:
E (+) •α = ΨD •α , E
(+)
α = e
−HΨDαe
H = Ψ˜e−HDαe
H ;
eH = eΩeΩ . (5.3.60)
This is precisely what we had constructed in the previous section ((5.2.27) and (5.2.28)).
The transformation of H can be obtained from that of Ω:
(eH ) ′ = eiΛeHe−iΛ . (5.3.61)
(Note that, as in super-Yang-Mills, (5.3.60) can be used to define H in any K -gauge; it
is K invariant. Alternately the Λµ and Λ
•
µ transformations can be used to gauge away
H µ and H
•
µ.)
It is possible to go to a representation that is also chiral with respect to U (1).
From (5.3.53) we have
Γα = iEαT , Γ •α = − iE •αT˜ ; (5.3.62a)
where T˜ = e−HTeH is the chiral-representation hermitian conjugate of T (cf. (5.2.28)).
Using (5.3.2), we can write
Eα − iΓαY = e−TYe−
1
2
TEαe
TY ,
E •α − iΓ •αY = eT˜Ye−
1
2
T˜ E •αe
−T˜Y ; (5.3.62b)
In addition to the transformation δT = − iK 5, these expressions are invariant under
δT = i Λ˜5, where Λ5 is chiral. We can use this gauge freedom to replaceT by
Ω5 =T + 3lnφ˜ , (5.3.62c)
thus introducing for subsequent use the chiral density φ, D •αφ = 0. We now go to a chi-
ral representation not only with respect to ΩMDM and N α
µ, but also with respect to Ω5,
by making the appropriate nonunitary U (1) transformation, and obtain:
E •α − iΓ •αY = E−
1
2D •α ,
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Eα − iΓαY = e−V 5YE−
1
2 (1 · e−H
←
)−
1
2 Eˆαe
V 5Y = EEˆ−
1
2Eˆα + (EEˆ
−1
2EˆαV 5)Y ,
eV 5 ≡ eΩ5eΩ˜5 = E 3Eˆ−1(1 · e−H
←
)φ˜3φ3 = (
••
E−1E )3 ,
••
E−1 ≡ Eˆ−13 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
3 φ˜φ ; (5.3.63)
where we have used E = Ψ2Ψ2Eˆ (5.2.49) to replace Ψ with Eˆ . This effectively replaces
Ψ with E as superscale density compensator: In the U (1)-chiral representation, the
U (1) density compensator Ω5 no longer appears. For this reason this chiral representa-
tion is useful for n = 0 supergravity, where a true local U (1) invariance remains, but not
very useful for other n. However, it does bear a close relationship to the n = − 1
3
results
of the previous section: n = − 1
3
can be obtained by constraining ΓA to vanish identi-
cally. In this representation, the result is simply thatV 5 vanishes, and hence E
−1 =
••
E−1,
in agreement with (5.2.72). In section 5.5, this result will be used to write a first-order
formalism for n = 0 combined with n = − 1
3
.
b.6. Density compensators
After gauging away H µ and H
•
µ, we have now determined all the geometrical
superfields in ∇A in terms of Hm and Ψ, which contain 64 and 32 component fields,
respectively. The axial vector prepotential Hm contains the component gauge fields.
The superfield Ψ is the superconformal (density type) compensator: By scaling Ψ arbi-
trarily (without transforming Hm), we generate complex scale transformations (real scale
×©U (1)) of the vielbein. Thus, the complex scale transformation properties of any quan-
tity expresses its Ψ dependence. These transformations must be restricted and the rep-
resentation reduced further, since Einstein theory is included in Poincare´ supergravity
and is not scale invariant. We now consider the (scalar) tensor-type compensators
Φ , Σ ,G (5.3.13), which also transform under these combined transformations. Fixing
the gauges of these transformations by fixing the compensator is a convenient way of
determining Ψ, since it separates the lower superspin multiplets from the conformal
supergravity multiplet in a covariant way.
It is convenient to solve the constraints (5.3.13) on the tensor compensators in
terms of corresponding density compensators that satisfy the corresponding flat-space
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constraints; this allows us to find an explicit solution for Ψ.
b.6.i. Minimal (n = − 1
3
) supergravity
We first consider the (covariantly) chiral scalar compensator Φ. The constraint is,
using (5.3.62a),
∇ •αΦ = (E •α − 13 iΓ •α)Φ = e
1
3
TE •αe
− 1
3
TΦ = 0 (5.3.64a)
and is solved by
Φ = e
1
3
Tφ = [Ψ4Ψ2Eˆ (1 · eΩ
←
)]
1
3φ , E •αφ = 0 . (5.3.64b)
It transforms under scale transformations as in (5.3.14). Here φ is a flat space chiral
superfield, in the chiral representation, as follows from the definition of Eα. If we choose
the gauge Φ = 1, thenT = − 3lnφ and we obtain
Ψ = φ−1φ
1
2 Eˆ−
1
6 (1 · e−Ω
←
)
1
6 (1 · eΩ
←
)−
1
3 . (5.3.65)
(We have again used E =Ψ2Ψ2Eˆ .) In this gauge ∇ •αΦ = 0 implies Γ •α = 0; by complex
conjugation and (5.3.4a) ΓA =0, and thus the field strength of the axial U (1) transfor-
mations (see (5.3.9)) vanishes: W α = (∇2 +R)Γα =0. The relation (5.3.58) becomes
φ3(∇2 + R) f = fE−1(Eˆ
←
•
α)
2(1 · eΩ
←
)−1 . (5.3.66a)
In the chiral representation, this simplifies to
φ3(∇2 + R) f = D2(E−1 f ) . (5.3.66b)
The theory is now described by Hm and φ and the only superspace gauge freedom
left is that of super-Poincare´ transformations. As in (5.2.75), the density compensator φ
can be replaced by one of its variants.
b.6.ii. Nonminimal (n 	= − 1
3
) supergravity
For the nonminimal scalar multiplet, we again find a solution in terms of a density
compensator Υ. The constraint is, using (5.3.58),
(∇2 + R)Σ = ΣE−1e 2n3n+1T (Eˆ
←
•
α)
2e−
2n
3n+1
T (1 · eΩ
←
)−1 = 0 (5.3.67a)
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and is solved by
Σ = e−
2n
3n+1
TE (1 · eΩ
←
)Υ = [Ψ4Ψ2Eˆ (1 · eΩ
←
)]
n+1
3n+1Ψ−2Υ , (Eˆ •α)
2Υ = 0 . (5.3.67b)
Here Υ is a flat-space-linear superfield (as opposed to the covariantly linear superfield
Σ): In the chiral representation D2Υ= 0. Again, in the gauge Σ = 1, we obtain the
solution for Ψ:
Ψ = [Υn−1Υn+1]−
3n+1
8n [Eˆ 2n(1 · e−Ω
←
)n+1(1 · eΩ
←
)n−1]−
n+1
8n . (5.3.68)
In this gauge we have T α≡ iΓα as a new tensor (appearing in arbitrary gauges as
∼∇αΣ), in terms of which R and W α are determined. The solution (5.3.68) does not
apply to the following cases: (1) n = − 1
3
, for which the minimal scalar multiplet is used
instead; (2) n = 0, for which the solution of (5.3.67a) is more subtle and will be dis-
cussed next; and (3) n =∞, which does not lead to a sensible theory. The parameter n
can also be generalized to complex values, but the constraints then violate parity (off
shell), and we do not discuss them here.
b.6.iii. Axial (n = 0) supergravity
The constraint (5.3.13c) for n = 0 is most easily solved by expressing the compen-
sator G in terms of a covariantly chiral spinor φα = (∇2 +R)Ξα. Using the relation
∇αφα = E (φαE−1E
←
α) (as follows from integration by parts on
∫
d 4xd 4θ E−1φα∇α f =∫
d 4xd 4θ E−1φαE α f for any f ), we have in the chiral representation (using (5.3.63)):
G = 1
2
(∇αφα + ∇ •αφ
•
α) = 1
2
E (φαEˆ
−1
2Eˆ
←
α + h.c. ) ≡ EGˆ , (5.3.69)
so that Gˆ is a function of only H and φα. In the chiral representation, but in the
Lorentz gauge Φ
α
•
β
•
γ =0, φα is flat-space chiral: D •αφα =0. (This gauge exists because
Rαβ •γ
•
δ =0, as follows from the Bianchi identities, see sec. 5.4, which implies that Φ
α
•
β
•
γ
and its conjugate are pure gauge.) In such a gauge N α
µ = X α
µ 	= δαµ, but depends only
on H . On the other hand, in the Lorentz gauge N α
µ = δα
µ, where Φ
α
•
β
•
γ depends only on
H up to a factor of Ψ (see (5.3.25)), φα is (X −1)µ
α times a flat-space chiral spinor.
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In the Weyl gauge G = 1 we obtain
E−1 = Gˆ(H ,φα) =
1
2
(φαEˆ
−1
2 Eˆ
←
α + h.c. ) . (5.3.70)
In this gauge, (5.3.13c) implies the constraint R = 0. Furthermore, in the chiral repre-
sentation (5.3.70) may be combined with (5.3.63) to replace Ψ with E as the compen-
sator for the n = 0 covariant derivatives:
Ψ = E−
1
2 = Gˆ
1
2 , Ψ˜ = EEˆ−
1
2 = Gˆ−1Eˆ−
1
2 . (5.3.71)
b.7. Degauging
The theory and the covariant derivatives we have constructed so far contain
explicit U (1) generators and connections. For n = 0, the U (1) symmetry is a genuine
local symmetry of the theory at the classical level (there are anomalies at the quantum
level, see sec. 7.10) and therefore n = 0 supergravity only couples to R-invariant matter
systems (3.6.14, 4.1.15). For n 	= 0, the superscale compensator can be used to remove
theU (1) charge of any multiplet: By multiplying the superfield by an appropriate power
of the compensator (see (5.3.12a,b)) we can always construct a U (1) neutral object. If
we do this to all quantities (vielbein, connections, matter), the U (1) generators do not
act and can be dropped from the theory. The resulting formalism is applicable to mat-
ter multiplets without definite U (1) charge and hence to systems without global R-invari-
ance (see sec. 5.5). The procedure we are following is similar to what one does in ordi-
nary spontaneously broken gauge theories. One goes to a U-gauge either by using the
Goldstone field to define gauge invariant quantities as we just did, or by gauging the
Goldstone field away, as we do now: Instead of rescaling fields by the compensator, we
can gauge it away, and fix the U (1) (and superscale) gauge as discussed in sec. b.6.
above. For n = − 1
3
, this sets ΓA = 0 and the Y generator drops from the covariant
derivatives. For n 	= − 1
3
, 0, the U (1) connection becomes a covariant tensor with
respect to the remaining (super-Poincare´) group. Therefore we can eliminate Y by
adding a ‘‘contortion’’ term ∇A → ∇A − iΓAY and thus, by (5.3.18),
TAB
C →TABC − i 12 w(C )Γ[AδB)
C (but with no change in the curvatures). The only modi-
fied torsions are (where Γα ≡ iTα, see (5.3.52)):
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Tαβ
γ →T αβγ − 12 δ(α
γT β) ,
T
α
•
β
•
γ →T
α
•
β
•
γ + 1
2
δ •β
•
γTα ,
Taβ
γ →Taβγ − 12 iδβ
γ(∇αT •α − ∇ •αT α +T αT •α) . (5.3.72)
Furthermore, R andW α have the following explicit expressions in terms of Tα and theY
independent or degauged ∇:
R = −Σ−1∇2Σ→ − n
3n + 1
(∇ •α + n − 1
2(3n + 1)
T
•
α)T •α , (5.3.73)
W α = (∇2 + R)Γα → i [12 ∇
•
α(∇ •α + 12T •α) + R]Tα . (5.3.74)
We emphasize that for n = − 1
3
we can simply drop all reference to U (1) without
any other modifications.
Although we have emphasized the compensator approach to the breaking of the
superconformal invariance, we should point out that fixing the conformal gauge by set-
ting the compensator to 1 is completely equivalent to imposing additional, conformal-
breaking constraints on the covariant derivatives. After U (1) degauging, the constraint
equations (5.3.13) or (5.3.64a,67a) become, when the compensators are fixed, conditions
on the covariant derivatives. These conditions are the constraints on torsions and curva-
tures given in (5.2.80b).
At this point we have a description of Poincare´ supergravity in terms of H and one
of the density compensators. They compensate for component conformal transforma-
tions. For example, the θ-independent of φ can be identified with the component φ of
(5.1.33). Similarly, the linear θ component, a spinor, compensates for S -supersymmetry.
After degauging, the superconformal invariance of the supergravity constraints is
destroyed for arbitrary superfields L and K 5. Nevertheless a remnant of superconformal
invariance remains. This is because the unconstrained superfields that describe Poincare´
supergavity are Hm and some scalar superfield compensator. Thus superfield supergrav-
ity, unlike ordinary gravity, always contains a component φ compensator of (5.1.33).
(This is the reason why at the component level superconformal symmetry is so useful.)
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Obviously a redefinition of the density compensating multiplet (once its type has been
specified) cannot affect the Poincare´ supergravity constraints. This is realized by an
invariance group of the constraints in addition to that parametrized by KM and K α
β .
The transformations of this invariance group are exactly the same as those of the confor-
mal group, but with the important restriction that L and K 5 are no longer arbitrary.
The simplest way to obtain the form of these restricted conformal transformations is to
use the tensor type compensators Φ, Σ, and G .
Before gauging the compensators to 1 we can simply make an arbitrary redefinition
of the tensor type compensators. We have (i): δΦ = −∆Φ, (ii) δΣ = −∆Σ, and (iii)
δG = −∆G , where ∆ is a covariant superfield. In each case the redefinition must be
such that the product of the compensator times ∆ satisfies the same differential equation
as the original compensator (5.3.13) (i.e., (i) ∇ •α∆ = 0, (ii) (∇2 + R)(∆Σ) = 0, and (iii)
(∇2 + R)(∆G) = 0, ∆ = ∆). The ∆ transformations affect only the compensators, not
the covariant derivatives nor matter superfields, whereas L and K 5 transformations
affect all fields. The combined transformation of the tensor compensators under L,K 5,
and ∆ is thus
n = − 1
3
: δΦ = (L + i 1
3
K 5 )Φ − ∆Φ , (5.3.75a)
n 	= − 1
3
, 0: δΣ = [ ( 2
3n + 1
)L − i ( 2n
3n + 1
)K 5 ]Σ − ∆Σ , (5.3.75b)
n = 0: δG = 2LG − ∆G . (5.3.75c)
We now degauge by setting the compensator to one. In order to maintain this
gauge condition we must set the total variation of the compensator to zero and we find
that L and K 5 satisfy the constraints
L = 1
2
(∆ + ∆) , K 5 =
3
2
i(∆ − ∆) ; (5.3.76a)
L = 3n + 1
4
(∆ + ∆) , K 5 =
3n + 1
4n
i(∆ − ∆) ; (5.3.76b)
L = 1
2
∆ , ∆ = ∆ ; (5.3.76c)
respectively.
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5.4. Solution to Bianchi identities
In any gauge theory the field strengths satisfy Bianchi identities that are a conse-
quence of the Jacobi identities for the covariant derivatives, or more generally, for super-
forms, a consequence of the Poincare´ theorem. As explained in sec. 4.2, the Bianchi
identities contain no useful information unless some of the field strengths have been con-
strained. In that case they make it possible to express all the field strengths in terms of
an irreducible set (that may still satisfy differential constraints that are also called
Bianchi identities). In sec. 4.2 we gave a detailed example of this procedure for super
Yang-Mills theories; here we consider supergravity.
We begin in a general context, with covariant derivatives for arbitrary N and arbi-
trary internal symmetry generators Ωi (cf. (5.2.20, 5.3.1)):
∇A = EAMDM + ΦAδγM γδ + ΦA •δ
•
γM •γ
•
δ + ΓA
iΩi (5.4.1)
where EA
M , ΦA, and ΓA are the vielbein, Lorentz connection, and gauge potential,
respectively. We define field strengths: torsions TAB
C , curvatures RAB δ
γ and RAB •δ
•
γ , and
gauge field strengths FAB
i in terms of the graded commutator
[∇A ,∇B} =TABC∇C + RAB δγM γδ + RAB •δ
•
γM •γ
•
δ + FAB
iΩi . (5.4.2)
The geometry of superspace implicit in (5.4.1) gives nontrivial relations among the
field strengths T ,R,F . We have chosen the action of the Lorentz group to be reducible
in tangent space: It does not mix the (V α ,V •α ,Va) parts of a supervector VA, and it
rotates the vector and the spinor parts by the same transformation; i.e.,
δωV A ≡ ωABV B , where ωAB = (ωαβ ,ω •α
•
β ,ωα
βδ •α
•
β + ω •α
•
βδα
β) (cf. (5.2.19, 5.3.3)). Conse-
quently, there are no connections such as ΦAβ
c or ΦAβ
•
γ , and ΦAb
c = ΦAβ
γ δ •β
•
γ + h.c., etc.
We can view this restriction as a constraint: It has the consequence that the Bianchi
identities now give algebraic relations among the field strengths. Because we have cho-
sen the action of the Lorentz group to be reducible, we have imposed the constraints
RAB c
δ = RAB γ
γ = RAB •γ
δ = RAB γ
d = 0 ,
RAB γ
δ = RAB γ
δδc
d , RABc
d = RAB γ
δδ •γ
•
δ +RAB •γ
•
δδγ
δ , (5.4.3)
and their hermitian conjugates. These constraints are sufficient to express all of the
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curvatures R and gauge field strengths F in terms of the torsions T if we assume that
EA
M transforms under the action of Ωi ; otherwise F
i remains as an independent object.
In particular, in the presence of central charges the corresponding field strengths can
remain as independent quantities. We write the transformation in terms of matrices
(Ωi)A
B :
[Ωi ,∇A] = (Ωi)AB∇B (5.4.4)
where the only nonvanishing (Ωi)A
B are
(Ωi)a
bδα
β , (Ωi)
a
bδ •α
•
β , (Ωi)a
b , (Ωi)a
b = ((Ωi)ab)† (5.4.5)
The Bianchi identities follow from the Jacobi identities 0 =
[[∇[A ,∇B},∇C )} = BABC E∇E + BABC and are:
BABC
E ≡ − ∆ABC E + R[AB ,C )E + F [AB ,C )E = 0 , (5.4.6a)
BABC (M ) ≡ − ∇[ARBC )(M ) +T [AB |DRD |C )(M ) = 0 , (5.4.6b)
BABC
i ≡ − ∇[AFBC )i +T [AB |DFD |C )i = 0 (5.4.6c)
where
∆ABC
E ≡ ∇[ATBC )E −T [AB |DTD |C )E , FABC E ≡ FABi(Ωi)C E . (5.4.7)
The Bianchi identities are satisfied identically simply because the field strengths are con-
structed out of the potentials EA
M , ΦA, and ΓA. In (5.4.6a) by decomposing BABC
E into
irreducible pieces under the Lorentz and internal symmetry groups, we express F and R
in terms of T ; this solution automatically satisfies BABC (M ) = BABC
i = 0, so that
(5.4.6b-c) contain no useful information.
To organize the analysis of the Bianchi identities, we classify the identities by
(mass) dimension. The lowest dimension identities have dimension 1
2
:
Bαβγ
d = Bαβ •γ
d = 0 and hermitian conjugates. The highest dimension identities have
dimension 3: Babci = Babc(M ) = 0. Ordinarily, we start with the lowest dimension iden-
tities and work our way up; however, the dimension 1
2
B ’s are relations among the tor-
sions only (they are independent of the curvatures and field strengths). Therefore, to
determine R and F we start with the dimension 1 B ’s. For example, Bαβ •γ
•
 = 0 implies
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Rαβ, •γ
•
δce + F αβ,
c
eδ •γ
•
 = ∆αβ •γ
•
 (5.4.8)
(The graded symmetrization drops out because of the constraints (5.4.3) and (5.4.5)).
To extract F αβ,
c
e and Rαβ, •γ
•
 from (5.4.8), we decompose it into Lorentz irreducible
pieces. This gives:
F αβ,
c
e =
1
2
∆αβ, •
c •
e (5.4.9a)
Rαβ, •γ
•
 = 1
2N
∆αβ,( •γ
c •)
c (5.4.9b)
Proceeding in a similar manner, we determine all the remaining curvatures and gauge
field strengths in terms of the torsions:
Rα , β γδ =
1
4
∆
α ,β , (γ
•
δ , δ)
•
δ , (5.4.9c)
F α , β c
d = 1
2
∆α , β ,
d •
γ ,c
•
γ . (5.4.9d)
Furthermore we find
RAB γδ =
1
2N
∆AB d(γ,
d
δ) , (5.4.9e)
FAB c
d = 1
2
∆AB cγ,
dγ , (5.4.9f)
for (A,B) = ( •α ,
•
β), ( •α ,b), and (a ,b), and finally
Rα ,B γδ =
1
4
[ ( 1
N + 1
)(∆B , (a|α , |c)(γ ,
c
δ) +
1
3
∆+B ,a(γC δ)α )
+ ( 1
N − 1)(∆B , [a|α , |c](γ ,
c
δ) + ∆
−
B ,a(γC δ) ) ] , (5.4.9g)
F α ,B c
d = 1
2
[ 1
3
∆B , (a|α , |c)γ ,
dγ + ∆B , [a|α , |c]γ ,
dγ ]
− 1
2
[ 1
3
R(a| ,B α
δ|c)
d − R[a| ,B αδ|c]d ] , (5.4.9h)
∆+B ,α = ∆B , (a|α , |c)γ
cγ , ∆−B ,α = ∆B , [a|α , |c]γ
cγ ,
for (B) = (
•
β) and (b). This solution automatically satisfies (5.4.6b-c), as can be verified
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by direct computation. From now on we need only consider the Bianchi identities in
(5.4.6a) that are independent of R and F .
We now specialize to N = 1 supergravity: Our tangent space transformations con-
tain only the Lorentz group andU (1); i.e., Ωi =Y . We impose:
Tαβ
γ =T αβ
•
γ =T αβ
c =T
α
•
β
•
γ =T
α
•
β
c − iδαγδ •β
•
γ = 0 , (5.4.10a)
T
α,(β
•
β
γ)
•
β =T
α,β(
•
β
β
•
γ) =T αb
b = F
α
•
β
= 0 . (5.4.10b)
We proceed as above, starting with the lowest dimension identities. For example,
Bα , β , •γ
d = ∇αT β , •γd + ∇βT •γ ,αd + ∇ •γT α , βd
+T α , β
ETE , •γ
d +T β , •γ
ETE ,α
d +T •γ ,α
ETE , β
d (5.4.11)
butTα , β
E = 0 andT
α ,
•
β
E = iδα
δ •
β
•
 which implies
0 = Bα , β , •γ
d = − iδ •γ
•
Tα ,β •γ
δ
•
δ − iδ •γ
•
T β ,α •γ
δ
•
δ . (5.4.12)
Next we decompose Tα ,b
c into irreducible representations of the Lorentz group,
T α ,b ,c =C •β •γ [ f˜
1
αβγ +C α(β f˜
2
γ) +C βγ f˜
3
α ]
+ [ f˜ 4
(αβγ)(
•
β
•
γ)
+C α(β f˜
5
γ)(
•
β
•
γ)
+C βγ f˜
6
α(
•
β
•
γ)
] (5.4.13)
and note T α ,b
b = 0 implies f˜ 3 = 0, T
α , (β
•
β
γ)
•
β = 0 implies f˜ 2 = f˜ 1 = 0,and finally
T
α , β(
•
β
β
•
γ) = 0 implies f˜ 6 = 0. Now substituting (5.4.13) into (5.4.12) leads to
0 = − i2 f˜ 4
(αβγ)( •γ
•
δ)
− i2C α(β f˜ 5γ)( •γ •δ) , (5.4.14)
which yields f˜ 4
(αβγ)( •γ
•
δ)
= f˜ 5
β( •γ
•
δ)
= 0. In other wordsTα ,b
c vanishes identically.
This example shows how we decompose the torsions into irreducible representa-
tions of the Lorentz group, and then solve the constraints by looking at what they imply
about the various irreducible parts. For two component spinors this decomposition sim-
ply consists of symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing in all possible ways. Other examples
are
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T •
α , β
•
β , γ
=C •
α
•
β
C βγX
1 +C βγX
2
( •α
•
β)
+C •
α
•
β
X 3(βγ) + X
4
( •α
•
β)(βγ)
,
T •
α ,β
•
β , •γ
= X˜ 1
β( •α
•
β
•
γ)
+ X˜ 2β( •αC •β) •γ + X˜
3
β
•
γC •α •β . (5.4.15)
These expressions are now substituted into the Bianchi identities which separate into
several equations. These are then solved, with the result that some of the irreducible
parts are zero, while others are expressible in terms of a minimal set.
The complete analysis is straightforward but tedious. We find that all the Bianchi
identities and constraints are satisfied by
{∇α ,∇ •β} = i∇α •β ,
{∇ •α ,∇ •β} = − 2RM •α •β ,
[∇ •α , i∇β •β ] =C •β •α[ − R∇β −Gβ
•
γ∇ •γ + (∇
•
γG
β
•
δ
)M •γ
•
δ − iW βY
− 1
3
iW γM β
γ +W βγ
δM δ
γ ] + (∇βR)M •α •β ,
[i∇α •α , i∇β •β ] =C •β •α f αβ − h.c. (5.4.16)
where the operator f αβ is defined by
f αβ = − i 12G (α
•
γ∇β) •γ − 12 (∇(αR − i
1
3
W (α)∇β) +W αβγ∇γ − 12 (∇(αGβ)
•
γ)∇ •γ
− i 1
2
(∇(αW β))Y −W αβγδM γδ − i 18 [(∇(γ
•
αGα) •α)M β
γ + α ←→ β]
+ (∇2R + 2RR + i 1
6
∇γW γ)M αβ + 12 (∇(α∇
•
γG
β)
•
δ
)M •γ
•
δ , (5.4.17)
and
W αβγδ ≡ 14! ∇(αW βγδ) .
The independent tensors R, Ga , and W αβγ , and the dependent one W α satisfy the rela-
tions
Ga =Ga , ∇ •αR = ∇ •αW αβγ = ∇ •αW α = 0 ,
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∇ •αGα •α = ∇αR + iW α ,
∇αW αβγ + 13 i∇(βW γ) =
1
2
i∇(β
•
αGγ) •α ,
∇αW α + ∇
•
αW •α = 0 . (5.4.18)
Therefore, all the torsions, curvatures, and field strengths of (5.4.2) are expressible in
terms of the three covariant superfieldsW αβγ , Gα •α, and R, and their derivatives.
By considering the coefficient of M γδ on both sides of the equation for the commu-
tator of two vectorial derivatives, we conclude that the superspace analog of the decom-
position in (5.1.21) takes the form
Rab
γδ =C •
α
•
β
[W αβ
γδ − 1
2
δ(α
γδβ)
δ(∇2R + 2RR + i 1
6
∇γW γ) + 12 δ(α
(γX β)
δ)]
+C βα
1
4
(∇( •α∇(γG δ) •β)) , (5.4.19)
where X α
β is defined by
X αβ = − i 18 ∇(α
•
αGβ) •α . (5.4.20)
By comparing this to (5.1.21), we see there is a representation X αβ present in the super-
covariant curvature Rab
γδ that was absent in the component curvature rab
γδ . This
occurs because the constraints that we have chosen imply there is nontrivial x -space tor-
sionTabc∼abcdGd present.
We now choose the scale +©U (1) gauge where the compensator equals 1. For n = 0
the only resulting modification of (5.4.16) is that we set R=0 (thus, for n = 0, the
spinor derivatives (but not the vector derivatives!) obey the global supersymmetry alge-
bra). For other n it is necessary to drop the Y part of the covariant derivatives. How-
ever, for n = − 1
3
, ΓA vanishes identically in this gauge, so the only modification of
(5.4.16) is to setW α =0 (see discussion before (5.3.72)). In this case, (5.4.16) reduces to
(5.2.81). For n 	=0,− 1
3
the modifications are slightly more complicated: (1) The spinor
U (1) connection Γα is now covariant; to avoid confusion, we define
T α ≡ − iΓα(degauged). (2) No tensors are set to zero, but now R is determined by the
compensator constraint (see (5.3.73)), and W α by its explicit form (see (5.3.74)). (3)
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Separating out the Y parts causes shifts in a few of the torsions (see (5.3.72)) by the
covariant quantityTα. The resulting form of (5.4.16) is
{∇α ,∇ •α} = i∇α •α − 12 (T α∇ •α +T •α∇α)
{∇ •α ,∇ •β} = 12T ( •α∇ •β) − 2RM •α •β
[∇ •α , i∇β •β ] =C •α •β [R∇β +Gβ
•
γ∇ •γ ] − 12 (∇βT
•
β − ∇ •βT β +T βT •β)∇ •α
+C •
α
•
β
[−(∇ •γG
β
•
δ
)M •γ
•
δ −W βγδM δγ + i 13W γM β
γ ] + ((∇β +T β)R)M •α •β , (5.4.21)
with (5.4.18) modified by ∇α → ∇α +T αY and ∇ •α → ∇ •α −T •αY . This is just the U (1)
degauging described in sec. 5.3.b.7.
This result corresponds to one of the many forms of nonminimal n 	= − 1
3
N = 1
supergravity. As explained in sec. 5.3, covariant derivatives can be redefined by shifting
with contortions. As an example, we note that the two anticommutators in (5.4.21) can
be simplified by the shift
∇α •α →∇α •α − i 12 (Tα∇ •α +T •α∇α) , (5.4.22)
which gives (5.2.82). For the remainder of the book, unless otherwise stated, our covari-
ant derivatives for N = 1 supergravity will be in the gauge with the tensor compensator
set to one, and for n 	= 0, with theY parts dropped.
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5.5. Actions
In this section we construct and discuss superspace actions for matter systems
coupled to supergravity, and for supergravity itself.
a. Review of vector and chiral representations
In the vector representation (where, e.g., ∇ •α = (∇α)†), a covariant superfield
X
α
•
β...
transforms under the gauge transformations of local supersymmetry (hermitian
supercoordinate and tangent space transformations) as
X ′ = eiKXe−iK (5.5.1a)
with K = K = KMiDM + K α
βiM β
α +K •α
•
βiM •β
•
α (cf. (5.3.3)). In chiral (∇ •α∼D •α) or
antichiral (∇α∼Dα) representations, the transformation laws are
X (+) ′ = eiΛX (+)e−iΛ , (5.5.1b)
X (−) ′ = eiΛX (−)e−iΛ , (5.5.1c)
respectively, with Λ, Λ given by, e.g., (5.3.33-35), and
X (+) = e−HX (−)eH = e−ΩXeΩ . (5.5.2)
(Recall that the hermitian conjugate of an object in the chiral representation is in the
antichiral representation and transforms with Λ (5.5.1c). Therefore, just as in (5.2.28)
and in Yang-Mills theory (4.2.21), we must convert the conjugate to an object trans-
forming with Λ (5.5.1b), and define the chiral representation conjugate
X˜ (+) = e−H (X (+))
†
eH .) The transformation properties of E−1 in the vector, chiral, and
antichiral representations are
E−1 ′ = E−1eiK
←
(5.5.3a)
E (+)−1 ′ = E (+)−1eiΛ
←
(5.5.3b)
E (−)−1 ′ = E (−)−1eiΛ
←
(5.5.3c)
respectively.
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b. The general measure
Using the results of the previous sections, it is straightforward to construct
locally supersymmetric actions: We covariantize all derivatives (with possibly some
ambiguity in whether we use minimal coupling or add contortion terms), including the
derivatives used to define constrained matter fields (such as chiral fields), and we covari-
antize the measure. For integrals over all superspace, by analogy with ordinary space
(see 5.1.23-5), we use E−1 as a density to define a covariant measure, and write actions
of the form:
S =
∫
d 4xd 4θ E−1 ILgen , (5.5.4)
where ILgen is a general real scalar superfield constructed out of covariant matter fields,
derivatives, etc. Since by construction ILgen must transform as in (5.5.1), and since E
−1
transforms as in (5.5.3), the expression in (5.5.4) is invariant. (Recall that coordinate
invariance is defined only up to surface terms (5.1.27).) This type of expression is the
integrated version of what is referred to as a ‘‘D - type’’ density formula.
c. Tensor compensators
Just as in gravity (sec. 5.1.d), we can generalize the coordinate invariant measure
(5.5.4) to a scale (and U (1)) invariant measure by introducing tensor compensators. For
an ILgen that has scale weight d (the reality of the action implies that it must be U (1)
invariant), we have (see (5.3.8,14))
n = − 1
3
: S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1(ΦΦ)1−
d
2 ILgen , (5.5.5a)
n 	= − 1
3
, 0: S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1(ΣΣ)
3n+1
2
(1−d
2
)ILgen , (5.5.5b)
n = 0: S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1G1−
d
2 ILgen . (5.5.5c)
These actions reduce to (5.5.4) in the gauge where the compensator is 1. (The analo-
gous expression in ordinary gravity is
∫
d 4x d 4θ e−1φ4−dL where φ is the tensor-type
component scale compensator introduced in (5.1.33) and L is a scale weight d
Lagrangian.)
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d. The chiral measure
In the chiral representation, a covariantly chiral scalar superfield
Φ(+) ,∇ •αΦ(+) = 0 is chiral in the flat superspace sense D •αΦ(+) = 0. Therefore, its trans-
formation (5.5.2b) can be written as
Φ(+) ′ = eiΛΦ(+)e−iΛ = eiΛchΦ(+)e−iΛch (5.5.6a)
where
Λch = Λ (for Λ
•
µ = 0) = Λmi∂m + Λ
µiDµ . (5.5.6b)
Since for n = − 1
3
the transformation of φ3 is (5.2.68)
φ3 ′ = φ3eiΛ
←
ch , Λ
←
ch = Λ
←
(for Λ
•
µ = 0) = (Λmi∂
←
m + Λ
µiD
←
µ) , (5.5.7)
the quantity φ3 is a suitable chiral density to covariantize the flat space chiral measure
(see sec. 5.2.c).
Sn=−1
3
=
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 ILchiral . (5.5.8)
This is the integrated version of an ‘‘F - type’’ density multiplet. For other values of n
no dimensionless chiral density exists. We describe how this situation is handled below.
e. Representation independent form of the chiral measure
For n = − 1
3
, we can write the chiral measure in terms of the real measure. From
(5.3.66b) we have, in chiral representation,
D2E−1IL = φ3(∇2 +R)IL . (5.5.9)
Thus ∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ILgen =
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3(∇2 +R)ILgen . (5.5.10)
From (5.3.66a) we can find the vector representation of (5.5.10):∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ILgen =
∫
d 4x d 2θ e−Ωφ3(∇2 +R)ILgen . (5.5.11)
If we choose ILgen = R
−1ILchiral , since ∇ILchiral = ∇R = 0,
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∫
d 4xd 2θ φ3ILchiral =
∫
d 4xd 4θ E−1R−1ILchiral . (5.5.12)
The form of the chiral measure d 4xd 4θ E−1R−1 is valid in all representations since it does
not depend on the existence of a chiral density. It is manifestly covariant and, in princi-
ple, could be used for all n 	= 0 (R = 0 for n = 0). Thus ‘‘F - type’’ density multiplets
also exist for nonminimal supergravity. However, unless n = − 1
3
, (5.5.12) leads to com-
ponent actions containing inverse powers of the auxiliary fields (with the exception of R-
invariant systems: see below).
The U (1)-covariant form of the chiral measure (n = − 1
3
) is somewhat more subtle:
U (1) invariance alone gives the analog of (5.5.12) as
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1R−1Φ3(1−
1
2
w)ILchiral (5.5.13)
when [Y , ILchiral ] =
1
2
wILchiral . In particular, superconformal actions always have w = 2.
However, scale invariance is not so straightforward: Using (5.3.10), we see that R has an
inhomogeneous term in its transformation law proportional to ∇2L, but because of the
chirality of R, Φ, and ILchiral this term vanishes upon integration by parts. Thus the chi-
rality of the compensator is essential for constructing general chiral actions. Since in the
(U (1)-)chiral representation Φ=φ, using (5.3.64a), we reobtain (5.5.8). The expression
(5.5.13) can be used for n 	= − 1
3
, 0 if w = 2, since then the action is Φ independent and
consequently superconformal.
f. Scalar multiplet
To discuss specific couplings to matter, we first consider the U (1)-covariant form.
According to our general prescription, the direct covariantization of the action (4.1.1) for
the free scalar multiplet is
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1 ηη , (5.5.14a)
with covariantly chiral η
∇ •αη = 0 , (5.5.14b)
This form of the action is valid for any n. If we assign scale weight d = 1 to η (see
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(5.5.5)), the action is superconformal since it is independent of the tensor type compen-
sators. In particular, it is invariant under the ‘‘restricted’’ superconformal transforma-
tions that survive in Poincare´ supergravity (5.3.76). At the component level this action
leads to conformally coupled scalar fields with actions as in (5.1.35) but with the oppo-
site sign. (Compensators generally have actions with an overall minus sign relative to
physical systems). Since the action is superconformal even without the compensators, it
is clear that the scalars of the multiplet are conformally coupled to gravity without the
need for a component calculation.
After degauging, the action (5.5.14a) and defining condition remain unchanged for
n = − 1
3
. For the nonminimal theories, we use the same action but if we want the com-
ponent scalars to be conformally coupled to gravity we must change the defining condi-
tion ((5.5.18) with w = 2
3
; see below). Alternatively if the defining condition is not mod-
ified and the ∇ operator in (5.5.14b) is for a degauged nonminimal theory, then the
action of (5.5.14a) does not have conformally coupled scalars.
f.1. Superconformal interactions
For superconformally invariant actions, the density compensator φ can be gauged
away (i.e., removed by a field redefinition which is a superscale transformation). In this
case, the action (5.5.8) written for n = − 1
3
makes sense for any n. For example, since
E−1 = φφ˜Eˆ−
1
3 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
3 (5.2.72), the conformally invariant action for a covariantly chiral
scalar superfield is
S =
∫
d 8z E−1η˜η + (λ 1
3!
∫
d 6z φ3η3 + h.c. ) . (5.5.15)
At the component level, the terms proportional to λ describe quartic self-interactions
and Yukawa couplings for the component fields of the matter chiral multiplet just as in
the global case. The rescaling ηˆ ≡ φη removes φ from the action entirely, and the result
is valid for any n (ηˆ is a chiral density of weight w = 2
3
). This can be generalized
slightly: To remove φ from the chiral integrands, full superconformal invariance is not
required; R-invariance (3.6.14) is sufficient. Then φ appears only in the full superspace
integrand, and only in the combination φφ˜; in that case, the n = − 1
3
compensator φ can
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be replaced by n = 0 or nonminimal compensators. For example, in the case of a single
chiral multiplet, we can generalize to a rescaled chiral density ηˆ with arbitrary weight w ;
see (5.5.20) and the paragraph after (5.5.32) below.
f.2. Conformally noninvariant actions
Nonconformal couplings of the scalar multiplet are also possible. We can always
add the supersymmetric term
Snonconf =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1(η2 + η2) (5.5.16)
This actually vanishes for n = 0. (It is also possible to write a CP non-conserving term
by taking i time the difference instead of the sum in (5.5.16).) At the component level,
(5.5.16) generates ‘‘dis-improvement’’ terms r(A2 − B2) + . . . with opposite contributions
for the scalar and pseudoscalar fields. Therefore, (5.5.16) cannot be used to eliminate
the improvement terms of both fields. For n = − 1
3
, we can rewrite (5.5.16) as the chiral
integral
Snonconf =
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 R η2 + h.c. (5.5.17)
For nonminimal (n 	= − 1
3
, 0) supergravity (5.5.16) also introduces ‘‘dis-
improvement’’ terms but there exists another way of introducing such nonconformal
terms for the scalar multiplet. Before degauging, if the scale weight of η is not 1, then
the only way to write a superconformal kinetic action for the chiral multiplet is to intro-
duce one of the density compensators of (5.5.5). Thus the action without the compen-
sators is not superconformal. After degauging the U (1) invariance (see sec. 5.3.b.8), we
can use the ‘‘new’’ tensor T α to define a modified chiral condition. We can replace
(5.5.14b) by
(∇ •α + 12 wT •α)η = 0 . (5.5.18)
The kinetic action is still given by (5.5.14a), and if w 	= 2
3
, it is not superconformal with-
out one of the compensators of (5.5.5). Even though the U (1) group is no longer
gauged, it still exists as a global R-invariance of the action (5.5.14), and the constraint
(5.5.18) is covariant even under local transformations
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[Y , η] = 1
2
wη . (5.5.19)
The modified chirality condition of (5.5.18) in terms of unconstrained superfields
leads to a more complicated action for the scalar multiplet. We can express η in terms
of a flat chiral density ηˆ ≡ e−12wTη ,E •αηˆ = 0 (in the chiral representation D •αηˆ = 0). In
terms of unconstrained superfields, the action (5.5.14a) becomes (in the gauge with com-
pensators set equal to one)
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Eˆ n˜ [(1 · e−Ω
←
)(1 · eΩ
←
)]
n˜+1
2 ηˆ ηˆ , (5.5.20)
where n˜ is defined in terms of w by w = 2 n − n˜
3n + 1
. Only n˜ = − 1
3
is superconformal and
has the conventional conformal improvement terms; then w = 2
3
. Thus in the nonmini-
mal theories, conformal coupling for the scalars is achieved by replacing (5.5.14b) by
(5.5.18) with w = 2
3
.
f.3. Chiral self-interactions
The covariantization of any global chiral polynomial self-interaction terms P(η) is
straightforward. From our general prescription (5.5.12) we have (for n 	= 0)
Sint =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1R−1P(η) + h.c. . (5.5.21)
The expression (5.5.21) remains locally supersymmetric for fields satisfying the modified
chirality condition (5.5.18) or in the U (1)-covariant formalism with the usual ∇ •αη = 0
for arbitrary chiral weight. For n = − 1
3
, Sint is polynomial in the component fields after
the elimination of the supergravity auxiliary fields whenever P(η) is polynomial. For
n 	= − 1
3
, it is in general nonpolynomial, except for P(η) = η
2
w (for a single chiral multi-
plet; for more multiplets, the condition is given below). Thus, as mentioned earlier,
although ‘‘F - type’’ densities exist for nonminimal theories, in general these will lead to
nonpolynomiality after the elimination of auxiliary fields.
In the chiral representation, for n = − 1
3
, (5.5.21) can be rewritten in the form
(5.5.8), and for n 	= − 1
3
, in the form
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S =
∫
d 4x d 2θ e−T P(η) + h.c. (5.5.22)
when the chiral charge of P(η) is 1
2
w = 1. This follows from (5.5.13), since for n 	= − 1
3
,
S must be Φ independent. (For the special interaction given above, this can be written
as
∫
d 4x d 2θ ηˆ
2
w , with no dependence on the supergravity fields.)
g. Vector multiplet
The vector multiplet can be coupled to supergravity by simply defining deriva-
tives that are covariant with respect to the local invariances of both supergravity and
super-Yang-Mills:
∇
˜ A
= EA +(ΦAβ
γM γ
β +Φ
A
•
β
•
γM •γ
•
β)− i ΓAAT A ;
∇
˜ A
′ = eiK∇
˜ A
e−iK , K = KMiDM + (K α
βiM β
α + h.c. )+K ATA ; (5.5.23)
where ΓA
A is the Yang-Mills potential and K A its gauge parameter. Field strengths for
both supergravity and Yang-Mills are defined by the graded commutators of the covari-
ant derivatives as usual, and the same supergravity and Yang-Mills constraints are
imposed (see (4.2.66) and (5.3.4,5,13)). The solution to the constraints can be given by
expressing ∇
˜ A
in terms of the pure supergravity covariant derivatives ∇A and the usual
Yang-Mills superpotential Ω
˜
= ΩATA :
∇
˜ α
= e
−Ω
˜∇αe
Ω
˜ , ∇
˜ α
•
α = − i{∇˜ α
,∇
˜
•
α} . (5.5.24)
Alternatively, the solution can be written with ∇
˜
of the same form as ∇ but now with
Ω=ΩMiDM + Ω˜
(in analogy to U →U +V in the global case). The Yang-Mills field
strength is
W α = i [∇˜
•
α , {∇
˜
•
α ,∇˜ α
}] (5.5.25)
and the action is
S = g−2 tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1R−1W 2 . (5.5.26)
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For n = − 1
3
in the Yang-Mills chiral representation, using the Bianchi identities
(5.4.16,18) we can rewrite (5.5.25) as
W α = i(∇2 +R)e−V∇αeV , (5.5.27)
and the action is
S = g−2 tr
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 W 2 . (5.5.28)
As for the conformal coupling of the scalar multiplet in (5.5.8), the actions in (5.5.26,28)
are invariant with respect to the conformal transformations parametrized by arbitrary L
and K 5 superfields. This ensures that the φ dependence of W is such that it cancels in
the action of (5.5.28). More generally, also as a consequence of conformal invariance,
(5.5.26) is independent of φ orT .
For n = 0 the form (5.5.26) cannot be used since R = 0 and (5.5.28) cannot be
used since φ only occurs in the n = 1
3
theory. The correct action is
S = g−2 tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1Γα(W α − 16 [Γ
•
α , Γα •α]) + h.c. (5.5.29)
where W α is given by (5.5.25) and Γα , Γα •α are obtained from (5.5.24) using
−iΓA = ∇˜ A
−∇A. The gauge invariance of the action (5.5.29) follows from the Bianchi
identity ∇
˜
αW α + ∇˜
•
αW •α = 0. We note that this form (valid for all n and in all repre-
sentations) is similar to the three-dimensional gauge invariant mass term (2.4.38).
Alternatively, it is possible to use (5.5.28) for all n, if we are only interested in the
explicit dependence on the supergravity prepotential Hm . The Hm dependence and den-
sity type compensator independence of any truly conformal action is independent of n.
h. General matter models
We now consider a general class of matter multiplets (chiral and gauge) coupled
to n = − 1
3
supergravity. A globally supersymmetric gauge invariant action, restricted
only by the requirement that no bosonic terms with more than two derivatives or
fermionic terms with more than one derivative appear in the component Lagrangian is
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S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [IK (Φi , Φ˜j ) + νtrV ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ [P(Φi) + 1
4
QAB (Φ
i)W αAW α
B ] + h.c. (5.5.30)
where
Φ˜j = Φk (e
V )j
k , W α
A = iD2(e−V Dαe
V )A (5.5.31)
and P(Φi) and QAB (Φ
i) = δAB +O(Φ) are chiral. The term νtrV is the (global) Fayet-
Iliopoulos term (4.3.3). As explained in sec. (4.1.b), IK can be interpreted as the Ka¨hler
potential of an internal space manifold.
The corresponding locally supersymmetric action, including (n = − 1
3
) supergravity,
is
S = − 3
κ2
∫
d 8z E−1e−
κ2
3
[IK (Φi , Φ˜j ) + νtrV ]
+
∫
d 6z φ3[P(Φi) + 1
4
QAB (Φ
i)W αAW α
B ] + h.c. (5.5.32)
In the limit κ → 0, E and φ → 1, this reduces to the global action (5.5.30). The covari-
ant Fayet-Iliopoulos term is (Yang-Mills) gauge invariant only if the chiral action is glob-
ally R-invariant. Under a gauge transformation δ(trV ) = i tr(Λ− Λ),
E−1exp(− 1
3
κ2νtrV ) is invariant if we simultaneously perform the (restricted) complex
superscale transformation discussed at the end of sec. 5.3 with chiral parameter
L+ i 1
3
K 5 = −i κ
2
6
trΛ. The invariance of the chiral integral in (5.5.32) follows from R-
invariance of (the chiral piece of) the global action.
In general the couplings of the scalar multiplet in superspace involve conformal
coupling of the spin zero component fields to gravity. There is one special choice of the
Ka¨hler potential, however, where all such conformal coupling can be eliminated for the
component scalar fields. This special choice is given by IK (Φi , Φ˜j ) = Φ
iΦ˜i .
For R-invariant theories superscale transformations can be used to rescale the mat-
ter fields and remove φ from the chiral integral; as mentioned above, the resulting action
depends only on the combination φφ, and we can rewrite it for any n, e.g., using duality
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transformations of the compensator as will be described in sec. 5.5.i below. In particu-
lar, if we perform a duality transformation to the n = 0 theory, the action (5.5.32)
becomes
S =
∫
d 8z E−1[ − 1
κ2
V 5 + IK (Φ
i , Φ˜j ) + νtrV ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ [P(Φi) + 1
4
QAB (Φ
i)W αAW α
B ] + h.c. (5.5.33)
where Φi andW α are suitably defined densities (the φ-independent quantities we defined
to make the duality transformation possible).
Although we have concentrated here on the n = − 1
3
theory coupled to vector and
chiral scalar multiplets, more general systems also can be considered. As we stated
above, coupling of other versions of supergravity can be obtained by performing duality
transformations. As described in chapter 4, there are a large number of ‘‘scalar’’ multi-
plets and many other matter multiplets. These may be coupled to supergravity by use
the prescription of (5.5.4,12).
i. Supergravity actions
i.1. Poincare´
For n 	= 0, the Poincare´ supergravity action is obtained from (5.5.4) (or (5.5.5),
for d = 0) by choosing Lgen = (nκ
2)−1. For n = − 1
3
, this can be rewritten as
S = − 3κ−2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3R . (5.5.34)
For n = 0, the obvious choice S =
∫
d 8z E−1, (or its scale invariant form with the
tensor compensator (see (5.5.5c)) and Lgen = κ
−2) vanishes: With the compensator
G = 1, the chiral curvature R = 0 (see sec. 5.3.b.7.iii), and (e.g., in the chiral represen-
tation) (5.3.56) implies D2E−1 = 0. If the action vanishes in one gauge, it must do so in
all gauges, including ones where the compensator has not been gauged away. However,
the n = 0 theory has a dimensionless U (1) prepotential V 5 that allows us to write an
action: Since D2E−1 = 0, in the gauge G = 1 the following action is invariant under
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U (1) gauge transformations δE = 0 , δV 5 = i(Λ5 − Λ5):
Sn=0 = − 1κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1V 5 . (5.5.35)
In the chiral representation, this can be rewritten, using (5.3.63), as
Sn=0 =
3
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ln[E−1Eˆ
1
3 (1 · e−H )−13 ] . (5.5.36)
Since in the gauge G = 1 we have E−1 = Gˆ (5.3.70), this is the covariantization of the
flat space action (4.4.46) for the improved tensor multiplet. We saw that (4.4.46) could
be written in a first-order form that made manifest the duality between the scalar and
tensor multiplet. This construction carries over to the local case, and we find that n = 0
supergravity (with a tensor compensator) is dual to n = − 1
3
supergravity (with a chiral
scalar compensator).
We write a first-order action as
S = − 3
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ
••
E−1(e
••
X − ••G ••X ) ,
••
G = 1
2
(
••∇αφα + ∇
••
•
αφ
•
α) , ∇
••
•
αφα = 0 ; (5.5.37)
where
••
X is an independent, unconstrained, real superfield, and all objects (
••
E−1,
••∇α) are
those of n = − 1
3
. This is just n = − 1
3
supergravity coupled to the first-order form of
the improved tensor multiplet (4.4.45). If we vary with respect to
••
X , and substitute the
result back into (5.5.37), we find the n = 0 action; on the other hand, if we vary with
respect to φα, we find the n = − 13 action. In detail, we have, from the variation with
respect to
••
X
••
X = ln
••
G (5.5.38)
and hence (5.5.37) becomes
Sn=0 =
3
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ
••
E−1(
••
Gln
••
G − ••G) (5.5.39)
Because
••
G is linear, the second term can be dropped. Since
••
E−1
••
G = Gˆ = E−1G , (see
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(5.3.63)), using (5.3.63) we obtain the action (5.5.35) with the compensator G in a gen-
eral gauge:
Sn=0 =
3
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1G( lnG − 1
3
V 5 ) . (5.5.40)
This action is scale andU (1) invariant.
Alternatively, variation with respect to φα gives (∇
••
2 +
••
R)
••∇α
••
X = 0 and hence
••
X = ln Φ + ln Φ , ∇
••
•
αΦ = 0, so that again using the linearity of
••
G to eliminate the terms
••
G ln Φ + h.c., we obtain
S = − 3
κ2
∫
d 4x d 4θ
••
E−1ΦΦ , (5.5.41)
i.e., the n = − 1
3
action (5.5.5a).
The duality transformation from the n = − 1
3
supergravity theory to the n = 0 the-
ory, as described above, can be reversed through a straightforward covariantization of
the reverse dual transform (4.4.38) (compare to (4.4.42)). Both forms of the duality
transform can be performed even in systems where the supergravity multiplet is coupled
to matter multiplets (just as in sec. 4.4.c.2); however, though any n = 0 system can be
‘‘converted’’ to an n = − 1
3
system, the reverse transformation is possible only if the
n = − 1
3
system is R-invariant, and hence the action can be written so that it depends
on the n = − 1
3
compensator (tensor or density type) in the combination ΦΦ or φφ˜.
Analogous duality transformations that are the covariantization of those described
at the end of sec. 4.5.b. can be used to relate n = − 1
3
and nonminimal supergravity sys-
tems.
The form of the superspace action for n = 0 reveals a characteristic common to
most extended supersymmetric theories. Naively, we might expect actions to take a geo-
metrical form
∫
dz E−1IL( field strengths). However, we can easily see that for N ≥ 3,
even if dz is a chiral measure, there are no quantities of proper dimensions to form such
an action for global or local supersymmetry. Our experience with the n = 0 theory
shows that it is possible, after solving constraints, to find quantities likeV 5 that we may
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call ‘‘semiprepotentials’’ or ‘‘precurvatures’’, without which the action cannot be written.
Thus, the unconstrained superfield approach becomes increasingly important, since such
precurvatures are actually found as intermediate steps in solving constraints.
i.2. Cosmological term
To the Poincare´ supergravity action we can add a supersymmetric cosmological
term (for a discussion of global deSitter supersymmetry, see sec. 5.7). For n = − 1
3
, we
have
Scosmo = λκ
−2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 + h.c. (5.5.42)
For n 	= − 1
3
, 0 we could write a type of cosmological term using the form (5.5.12),
but that term contains inverse powers of the scalar auxiliary field; for n = 0, R = 0 and
hence it is impossible to write a cosmological term (these difficulties arise because the
cosmological term is not R-invariant). One other interesting feature of the cosmological
term for nonminimal supergravity is that the sum of (5.5.12) (with ILchiral = 1) and
(5.5.5b) (with ILgen = 1) leads to a spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry. The result-
ing field equations are such that it is not possible to construct an anti-deSitter back-
ground which is supersymmetric (see sec. 5.7).
i.3. Conformal supergravity
Next we consider the action for conformal supergravity. It is just the covariantiza-
tion of the linearized expression (5.2.6):
Sconf =
∫
d 4xd 2θ φ3 (W αβγ)
2 . (5.5.43)
The conformal field strength W αβγ depends on φ only through a proportionality factor
φ−
3
2 , so all φ dependence cancels. The form of (5.5.43) is valid only for the minimal the-
ory. It can be extended to the nonminimal theory by the use of (5.5.12). For n = 0 even
this insufficient, again because R = 0. This does not imply that conformal supergravity
does not exist; it is n-independent. Instead the action for conformal supergravity takes
a form similar to the three-dimensional supergravity topological mass term with W αβγ
taking the place of the three-dimensional Gαβγ , and Gα •α and R the place of the three-
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dimensional R (see (2.6.47)).
j. Field equations
To obtain covariant field equations from the action by functional differentiation
with respect to the supergravity superfields, which are not covariant themselves, we
define a modified functional variation, as we did for super-Yang-Mills (see (4.2.48)):
∆H ≡ e−H δeH or ∆Ω ≡ e−ΩδeΩ , ∆Ω ≡ (δeΩ)e−Ω ; (5.5.44a)
∆φ ≡ δ(φ3) . (5.5.44b)
The equations of motion for supergravity with action given by (5.5.4) and the cosmologi-
cal term (5.5.42) can then be shown to be
∆S
∆Ha
= −κ−2Ga = 0 ,
∆S
∆φ
= −κ−2(R−λ) = 0 . (5.5.45)
The covariantized field equation for H α
•
α is the same as that obtained by the background
field method (the variation ∆ is the same as the background-quantum splitting lin-
earized in the quantum field). The derivation of this field equation will be described in
more detail when we describe this splitting in sec. 7.2. The φ equation is easily obtained
using (5.2.71,5.3.56,5.5.34,42).
To obtain covariant field equations for a covariantly chiral superfield, it is neces-
sary to define a suitable functional derivative. This can be done in any of three ways:
(1) by first using the flat-space definition for differentiation by η, and using the relation
(5.5.2); (2) by covariantizing the flat-space form in a way that satisfies the correct
covariant chirality condition; or (3) by expressing the chiral superfield as the field
strength of a general superfield. The result is:
δη(z )
δη(z ′)
= (∇2 +R)δ8(z − z ′) , (5.5.46)
where, for n 	=− 1
3
, ∇ is U (1) covariant. The resulting field equations for a scalar multi-
plet are thus the same as in the global case except that D2 is replaced with ∇2 + R.
The field equations for supergravity coupled to a scalar multiplet are (for n = − 1
3
, and
using the action (5.5.14))
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κ−2Gα •α =
1
3
[ηi
↔∇α •αη− (∇ •αη)(∇αη)+ ηηGα •α] ,
κ−2R = 1
3
(∇2 + R)η = 0 . (5.5.47)
When a self-interaction term is added, the G equation is unchanged, but R becomes
nonzero (except for the superconformal coupling η3). In the last equation we have used
the equation of motion of the scalar multiplet. Alternatively, terms in field equations
proportional to other field equations can be removed in general even off shell by field
redefinitions in the action. (To remove terms proportional to the field equations of ψ2
from the field equations of ψ1, a field redefinition of the form ψ1 = ψ1′, ψ2 = ψ2′+ f
modifies the field equations to δS
δψ1
′ =
δS
δψ1
+ δS
δψ2
δ f
δψ2
′ .) In this case, the appropriate field
redefinition is η = φ−1η′ = η′ − χη′ + . . ., which removes all φ dependence from the
scalar-multiplet action (see sec. 7.10.c).
For the coupled supergravity-Yang-Mills system (sec. 5.5.h), the field equations for
Yang-Mills are still {∇
˜
α ,W α }=0, while the supergravity equations are
κ−2Gα •α = g
−2 trW •αW α , κ
−2R = 0 . (5.5.48)
We have dropped terms in the G equation proportional to the Yang-Mills field equation.
These terms, which in this case are not Yang-Mills gauge covariant, can again be elimi-
nated by a field redefinition (again see sec. 7.10.c).
Although we have only considered n = − 1
3
for simplicity, covariant variation with
respect to the compensators for the other versions of supergravity can also be defined
analogously. In both n = 0 and nonminimal theories the important point to note in
defining the covariant variations is that the unconstrained compensators for both theo-
ries are spinors (Υ = D •µΦ
•
µ for the nonminimal theory and φα for n = 0). Thus func-
tional differentiation in these cases lead to spinorial equations of motion.
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5.6. From superspace to components
a. General considerations
So far in our discussion of supergravity we have concentrated exclusively on
superspace and superfields. On the other hand, somewhere in this formalism a super-
gravity theory in ordinary spacetime is being described. The question arises how to
extract from a superspace formulation information about component fields. We know
how to do this in the global supersymmetry case, and here we will describe the corre-
sponding procedure in local supersymmetry, and derive the tensor calculus of component
supergravity. We cannot use D and D to define the components of superfields by pro-
jection as in global superspace, since this would not be covariant with respect to local
supersymmetry.
To discuss component supergravity, we must first choose a Wess-Zumino gauge in
which the K -transformations have been used to set to zero all supergravity components
that can be gauged away algebraically. A Wess-Zumino gauge is necessary so that
results for noncovariant quantities (i.e. gauge fields) can be derived along with those for
covariant quantities. We can then derive transformation laws for the remaining super-
gravity components as well as components of other superfields and exhibit supercovari-
antization and the commutator algebra of local supersymmetry at the component level.
We derive multiplication rules for local (covariantly chiral) scalar multiplets, and write
the component form of the integration measures (density formulae), from which compo-
nent actions can be obtained. All the results reflect the underlying superspace geometry
and can be obtained for any N , imposing as few constraints as possible (preferably
none). This implies that superspace geometry is more general than a component tensor
calculus which follows from a choice of constraints on superspace torsions and/or curva-
tures. The final form of the tensor calculus is determined by which solution of the
Bianchi identities is utilized.
We begin with a general superspace for N -extended supergravity. (We will special-
ize to N = 1 whenever needed.) In such a superspace we have a vielbein EA
M which
describes supergravity. We also introduce a number of connection superfields ΦA
ι for
tangent space symmetries such as Lorentz rotations, scale transformations, SU (N )-rota-
tions, central charges, etc. These superfields are combined with operators DM and M ι
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to form a supercovariant derivative
∇A = EA + ΦAιM ι , EA = EAMDM , (5.6.1)
where M ι are the generators of the tangent space symmetries. The ι-subscript is a label
that runs over all the generators of the tangent space symmetries. For instance, in
N = 1, n 	= 0 supergravity M ι = (M αβ ,M •α •β). The realization of these generators is
specified by giving their action on an arbitrary tangent vector XA. Thus, for some set of
matrices (M ι)A
B we have
[M ι ,XA] = (M ι)A
B XB . (5.6.2)
We write DM = DM
N ∂
∂zN
+ ΓM
ιM ι for fixed matrices DM
N and ΓM
ι where DM
N − δM N
and ΓM
ι vanish at θ = 0 (see sec. 3.4.c). We assume the vielbein is invertible; specifi-
cally, we assume that we can always find a coordinate system (or gauge) in which we can
write
∇A = ∂A + ∆A . (5.6.3)
The gauge transformations of ∇A are given as usual by
∇′A = eiK∇Ae−iK . (5.6.4)
The parameter K is a superfield which is also expanded over iDM and iM ι
K = KMiDM + Kˆ
ιiM ι , (5.6.5a)
and is subject to a reality condition K = (K ). We can equally well expand the parame-
ter K over the covariant derivatives ∇A and M ι:
K = KAi∇A + (Kˆ ι −KAΦAι)iM ι ,
= KAi∇A + K ιiM ι . (5.6.5b)
A gauge transformation of an arbitrary covariant superfield quantity is always generated
by acting with iK as in (5.6.4). For infinitesimal transformations of supercovariant
quantities this implies that we simply act on the quantity with the operator iK .
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b. Wess-Zumino gauge for supergravity
We define components of covariant quantities (matter fields, torsions and curva-
tures) using the local generalization of the covariant projection method introduced in a
global context: these components are the θ, θ independent projections of the superfields
and their covariant derivatives. We define components of gauge fields EA
M , ΦA
ι by
choosing a special gauge and then projecting as on covariant quantities. This Wess-
Zumino gauge choice reduces the superspace gauge transformations to component gauge
transformations: It uses all but the θ, θ independent part of K to algebraically gauge
away the noncovariant pieces of the higher components of the gauge fields (the lowest
components remain as the spacetime component gauge fields). We use the notation X |
to mean the θ, θ independent part of any superfield quantity X ; if X is an operator
XMiDM + Xˆ
ιiM ι, then X | is the operator XM |i∂M + Xˆ ι|iM ι; we use DM | = ∂M and do
not set ∂µ, ∂ •µ to zero. In particular, we define the components of the covariant deriva-
tives by ∇C |, ∇α∇C |, ∇α∇β∇C |, ∇α∇ •β∇C |, etc.
We define the usual component gauge fields by
∇a | ≡ eam∂m + ψaµ∂µ + ψa
•
µ∂ •µ + φa
ιM ι
≡ Da + ψaµ∂µ + ψa
•
µ∂ •µ , (5.6.6)
where ea
m is the component inverse vierbein, ψa
µ ,ψa
•
µ are the component gravitino
fields, and φa ι are the component gauge fields of the component tangent space symme-
tries. (For M ι = (M γ
β ,M •γ
•
β) these gauge fields are the Lorentz spin connections φaβγ
and φa •β
•
γ .) From the infinitesimal transformation law δ∇a = [iK ,∇a ] = − i∂aK + . . .,
we see that these components transform as spacetime gradients of the gauge parameters,
which justifies the definition. We have also introduced the ordinary spacetime covariant
derivative Da = ea + φa
ιM ι (cf. 5.1.15). Covariantly transforming components of the
supergravity multiplet (e.g. auxiliary fields) appear as components of the torsions and
curvatures.
We now derive the first few components of the covariant derivatives. We begin by
exploiting the existence of a Wess-Zumino gauge. From the infinitesimal transformation
law δ∇α = [iK ,∇α], using (5.6.3) we find
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δ∆α| = − i∂αK + . . .
= [iK ,∇α]| ≡ K (1)α (5.6.7)
and hence, by using the ∇α component of K , i.e., K (1)α, we can choose a gauge ∆α| = 0
or
∇α| = ∂α . (5.6.8)
We have thus determined ∇A|. We can proceed to find the higher-order terms in a
straightforward manner. Thus to find ∇α∇β | we start with
δ(∇α∇β) = [iK ,∇α∇β ] . (5.6.9)
Then
δ(∇α∇β)| = − i∂α∂βK + . . . . (5.6.10)
Since {∂α , ∂β} = 0 we can gauge away [∇α ,∇β ] but not {∇α ,∇β}. However, the latter
is covariant: It can be expressed in terms of torsions and curvatures. Hence in this
gauge we find the ∇α component of ∇β :
∇α∇β | = 12 {∇α ,∇β}| =
1
2
Tαβ
C∇C | + 12 Rαβ
ι|M ι . (5.6.11)
In the same way, we find the ∇ •α component of ∇β :
∇ •α∇β | = 12 {∇ •α ,∇β}| =
1
2
T •αβ
C∇C | + 12 R •αβ
ι|M ι . (5.6.12)
Similarly, we find the next component of ∇b ; we first observe that because
∇α| = ∂α, we have
∇b | = Db + ψbγ∇γ | + ψb
•
γ∇ •γ | . (5.6.13)
Then we compute
∇α∇b | = [∇α ,∇b ]| + ∇b∇α|
= [∇α ,∇b ]| + Db∇α| + ψbγ∇γ∇α| + ψb
•
γ∇ •γ∇α| . (5.6.14)
Using (5.6.8,11,12) we obtain
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∇α∇b | =T αbC∇C | + Rαb ι|M ι + φb ι[M ι ,∇α| ]
+ 1
2
ψb
γ[T γαC∇C | + Rγαι|M ι] + 12 ψb
•
γ[T •γαC∇C | + R •γαι|M ι] (5.6.15)
Thus we have found ∇α∇B |. We can find higher components, but what we have is suffi-
cient for the applications we give below. We have obtained these formulae without
imposing any constraints.
The procedure we have described uses all the higher components (projections with
more ∇’s) of K to eliminate the noncovariant pieces of ∇α and ∇ •α and defines the Wess-
Zumino gauge. The remaining gauge transformations, determined by the θ independent
term K |, are just the usual component transformations. Coordinate transformations are
determined by
iKGC | = − λm(x ) ∂m (5.6.16)
(or equivalently covariant translations iKCT | = − λa(x )Da = − λm∂m − λa(φa ιM ι)).
Tangent space gauge transformations are determined by
iKTS | = − λι(x )M ι , (5.6.17)
and supersymmetry transformations are determined by
iKQ | = − α(x )∂α − 
•
α(x )∂ •α
= − α(x )∇α| − 
•
α(x )∇ •α| . (5.6.18)
However, to stay in the Wess-Zumino gauge, the K transformations must be
restricted: the higher components are expressed in terms of K |. For example, ∇α| = ∂α
implies:
δ∂α = 0 = [iK ,∇α]| , (5.6.19a)
so that
0 = − [KB∇B ,∇α]| − [K ιM ι ,∇α]|
= −KB [∇B ,∇α}| + [∇α ,KB}∇B | − K ι[M ι ,∇α]| + [∇α ,K ι]|M ι , (5.6.19b)
and hence
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∇αKB | = KCTC αB | + K ι|(M ι)αB
∇αK ι| = KCRC αι| . (5.6.20)
Similarly, we can find the higher components of K from the higher components of ∇α
and the requirement that the Wess-Zumino gauge is maintained. It turns out that in the
Wess-Zumino gauge (5.6.16) holds to all orders in θ i.e., KGC has no higher components,
whereas both KTS and KQ have higher components depending on the component fields,
the gauge parameters, and in general, the gradients of the parameters. Thus, in the
local case, we cannot write −iKQ = αQα + 
•
αQ •α for some operator Qα. The higher
order terms in iKTS are always proportional to the matrices (M )α
β , (M ) •α
•
β ; hence for
internal symmetries as compared to tangent space symmetries, iKTS has no higher com-
ponents and (5.6.17) is exact.
c. Commutator algebra
As another application of the use of the Wess-Zumino gauge supersymmetry gen-
erator, we derive the commutator algebra of local component supersymmetry. In this
gauge we use the differential operator iKQ as the local supersymmetry generator for the
component formulation of supergravity. Since the supersymmetry generator is field
dependent, we can indicate this by writing iKQ(;ψ) where ψ denotes all of the x -space
fields contained in iKQ . This means that care must be taken in defining the commutator
of two such transformations. Let us imagine performing sequentially on η two supersym-
metry transformations with parameters 2 and 1. The first transformation is obtained
from iKQ(2;ψ)η, where we have dropped the commutator notation, keeping in mind
that iKQ is an operator. The second transformation is implemented by
iKQ(1;ψ + δ2ψ)iKQ(2;ψ)η. Therefore, the correct way to compute the commutator
algebra is from the definition
[iKQ1 , iKQ2 ] ≡ iKQ(1;ψ + δ2ψ)iKQ(2;ψ) − ( 1←→ 2 ) ≡ iK 12 . (5.6.21)
However, by looking at the form of the supersymmetry generator in (5.6.18) we note
that iKQ | has no field dependent terms. This implies [iKQ1 , iKQ2 ]| corresponds to the
usual commutator [iKQ(1,ψ) , iKQ(2,ψ)], and this is all we need to find the component
commutator algebra. Taking the expression for iKQ from (5.6.18) and using the Wess-
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Zumino gauge-preserving condition [iK ,∇α]| = 0 (see (5.6.19)), we obtain
[iKQ1 , iKQ2 ] = 1
α2
β{∇α ,∇β} +  1
•
α 2
•
β{∇ •α ,∇ •β} + (1α 2
•
β +  1
•
β2
α){∇α ,∇ •β}| .
(5.6.22)
Comparing the right hand side of the above equation to iKGC |, iKTS | and iKQ | we find
iK 12 ≡ iKGC (λm) + iKTS (λι) + iKQ() ,
λm = − [(1α 2
•
β +  1
•
β2
α)T
α
•
β
c + 1
α2
βT αβ
c +  1
•
α 2
•
βT •
α
•
β
c ]ec
m ,
λι = − [(1α 2
•
β +  1
•
β2
α)(R
α
•
β
ι +T
α
•
β
cΦc ι)
+ 1
α2
β(Rαβ
ι +T αβ
cΦc ι) +  1
•
α 2
•
β(R •
α
•
β
ι +T •
α
•
β
cΦc ι) ] ,
δ = − [(1α 2
•
β +  1
•
β2
α)(T
α
•
β
δ +T
α
•
β
cψc
δ)
+ 1
α2
β(T αβ
δ +T αβ
cψc
δ) +  1
•
α 2
•
β(T •
α
•
β
δ +T •
α
•
β
cψc
δ ) ] . (5.6.23)
These results show how the commutator algebra of local supersymmetry is com-
pletely determined by superspace geometry. In particular the field dependence of the
local algebra is a consequence of only considering component fields which are present in
the WZ gauge. The full result for (5.6.21), to all orders in θ is given by
[iKQ1 , iKQ2 ] = iKGC (λ
m) + iKTS (λ
ι;ψ ′) + iKQ(;ψ ′) ,
ψ ′ ≡ ψ + δ2ψ − δ1ψ . (5.6.24)
d. Local supersymmetry and component gauge fields
We now derive the supersymmetry variation of the component gauge fields. We
obtain these by evaluating a superfield equation at θ = 0
δ∇a | = [iKQ ,∇a ]| . (5.6.25)
From (5.6.13) we have
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[iK ,∇a ]| = iK∇a | − ∇aiK |
= − (β∇β + 
•
β∇ •
β
)∇a | − DaiK | − ψaβ∇βiK | − ψa
•
β∇ •
β
iK | . (5.6.26)
Using the Wess-Zumino gauge condition (5.6.19a,17), we rewrite this as
[iK ,∇a ]| = − (β∇β + 
•
β∇ •
β
)∇a | − DaiK | − ψaβiK∇β | − ψa
•
βiK∇ •
β
|
= − (β∇β∇a | + 
•
β∇ •
β
∇a |) + Da(β∇β + 
•
β∇ •
β
)|
+ ψaβ(γ∇γ + 
•
γ∇ •γ)∇β | + ψa
•
β(γ∇γ + 
•
γ∇ •γ)∇ •β | . (5.6.27)
Expanding over ∂m , ∇α| and M ι, and using (5.6.10,11,15) we find:
δQea
m = − [βT βad + 
•
βT •
βa
d + (
•
βψa
γ + γψa
•
β)T •
βγ
d
+ βψa
γT γβ
d + 
•
βψa
•
γT •
β
•
γ
d ]ed
m ,
δQψa
δ = Da
δ − β(T βa δ +T βaeψe δ)− 
•
β(T •
βa
δ +T •
βa
eψe
δ)
− (
•
βψa
γ + γψa
•
β)(T γ •β
δ +T γ •β
eψe
δ)
− βψaγ(T βγδ +T βγeψe δ) − 
•
βψa
•
γ(T •
β
•
γ
δ +T •
β
•
γ
eψe
δ) ,
δQφa
ι = − β(Rβa ι +T βaeφe ι)− 
•
β(R •
βa
ι +T •
βa
eφe
ι)
− (
•
βψa
γ + γψa
•
β)(Rγ •β
ι +T γ •β
eφe
ι)
− βψaγ(Rβγι +T βγeφe ι) − 
•
βψa
•
γ(R •
β
•
γ
ι +T •
β
•
γ
eφe
ι) . (5.6.28)
These results can be specialized to N = 1, n = − 1
3
superspace, and using the solution to
constraints and Bianchi identities we can deduce the transformation law for ea
m and ψa
γ :
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δQea
m = − i(βψa
•
β + 
•
βψa
β)e
β
•
β
m , (5.6.29a)
δQψa
β = Da
β + i •αSδα
β − iαAβ •α
− i(  •γψaγ + γψa
•
γ )ψγ •γ
β . (5.6.29b)
The transformation law of the gravitino can be simplified somewhat by considering the
supersymmetry variation of ψmβ . (The last term in (5.6.29b) is absent as a consequence
of (5.6.29a).) The auxiliary fields S and Aa are defined as R| and Ga | respectively; con-
sequently, their transformations can be found directly because R and Ga are covariant
(see below). These covariant definitions of the minimal auxiliary fields are the general-
izations of the linearized expressions of (5.2.8) and (5.2.73).
We should point out that the results for δQφa
ι are valid for gauged internal sym-
metries (such as U (1), SU (2), etc.) also. In this case (M ι)α
β = 0, (M ι) •α
•
β = 0 and the
quantities RAB
ι are the field strengths for the internal symmetry gauge superfield.
Therefore the formulae in (5.6.28) contains part of the tensor calculus for a matter vec-
tor multiplet. The covariant components of such a multiplet are treated just like those
of any covariant multiplet, e.g., a chiral scalar multiplet.
e. Superspace field strengths
To simplify calculations with component gauge fields it is convenient to define
supercovariant field strengths (quantities which transform without derivatives of the
local supersymmetry parameter). We begin by computing
[∇a | ,∇b |] = [Da ,Db ] + (D[aψb]γ)∂γ + (D[aψb]
•
γ)∂ •γ
+ (φ[a|γ
δψ|b]
γ)∂δ + (φ[a| •γ
•
δψ|b]
•
γ)∂ •
δ
. (5.6.30)
The ordinary spacetime torsions and curvatures are defined by (see (5.1.17))
[Da ,Db ] = tab
cDc + rab
ιM ι , (5.6.31a)
where
tab
c = cab
c + φ[a
ι(M ι)b]
c , (5.6.31b)
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[ea ,eb ] = cab
cec , (5.6.31c)
rab ι = e [aφb]
ι − cabcφc ι + φa ι1φb ι2 f ι1ι2ι , (5.6.31d)
and [M ι1 ,M ι2 ] = f ι1ι2
ι3M ι3 . We define a curvature for ψa
β by
tab
γ ≡ D[aψb]γ − tabdψd γ
= e [aψb]
γ − cabdψd γ − ψ[b δφa]δγ . (5.6.32)
We now have all the x -space field strengths. From the fact that eam , ψaγ , and φa ι are
gauge fields, tab
c , tabγ , and rab ι are the appropriate field strengths. The field strength
associated with M γδ (and M •γ •δ), rab,γδ = −rab, •γ •δ is the Riemann curvature tensor. With
these definitions we can express the superspace torsion and curvatures at θ = 0 as
TabC = tabC + ψ[a
δT δb]C + ψ[a
•
δT •
δb]
C + ψ[a
δψb]
•
T δ •
C
+ ψa
δψb
T δ
C + ψa
•
δψb
•
T •
δ
•

C , (5.6.33)
Rab
ι = rab
ι + ψ[a
δRδb]
ι + ψ[a
•
δR •
δb]
ι
+ ψ[a
δψb]
•
Rδ •
ι + ψa
δψb
Rδι + ψa
•
δψb
•
R •
δ
•

ι . (5.6.34)
We have used
[∇a ,∇b ]| = [∇a |,∇b |] + ψ[aγ∇γ∇b]| + ψ[a
•
γ∇ •γ∇b]| (5.6.35)
and (5.6.15). We see these tensors differ from their x -space analogs (5.1.17,18) by addi-
tional gravitino terms. The superspace field strengths are covariant: Therefore the
θ = 0 projections of (5.6.33,34) are the supercovariant x -space field strengths.
For the gauge fields of internal symmetries, covariant field strengths are also neces-
sary. These field strengths are defined by exactly the same formulae as the curvatures
above.
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f. Supercovariant supergravity field strengths
We now use the explicit solution of the n = − 1
3
Bianchi identities to obtain from
(5.6.33,34) the component field strengths. The solution of the Bianchi identities contains
all of the necessary information about the torsions and curvatures. For the torsions and
curvatures with at least one lower spinorial index, we substitute from (5.2.81) into the
left hand side of (5.6.33).
Considering firstTab
γ we find
Tabγ = tabγ + i(ψaβGγ •β − ψbαGγ •α ) − i(ψa •βδβγ − ψb •αδαγ )R . (5.6.36)
This equation is correct to θ-independent order and thus a supercovariant gravitino field
strength, f abγ , is defined by
f ab
γ =Tab
γ | . (5.6.37)
For Tab
c we use (5.6.33) in a slightly different way. Along with the torsions with
at least one lower spinorial index, we also substitute for Tab
c on the right side. This
yields
tab
c + iψ[a
γψb]
•
γ = i(C αβδ •α
•
γGγ •
β
−C •
α
•
β
δα
γGβ
•
γ) . (5.6.38)
Now we can take this result, use it to solve for the component spin-connection, and thus
obtain a second order formalism. Before doing this it is convenient to observe that
i(C αβC •α •γGγ •β −C •α •βC αγGβ •γ ) = − abcdGd , (5.6.39)
so that φabc can be expressed as
φabc = φ(e)abc + i
1
2
(ψ[b αψc] •α + ψ[a βψc] •β − ψ[a γψb] •γ ) −
1
2
abcdA
d . (5.6.40)
where φ(e)abc is defined in (5.1.19).
Finally the supercovariantized Riemann curvature tensor is treated analogously to
Tab
γ . We begin by substituting from (5.2.81) for the curvatures with at least one spino-
rial index.
Rab γδ = rab γδ + Rψa(γψbδ) + i{ [ψa •βW βγδ
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− 1
2
ψa
(C β∇(γG δ) •β + (∇ •βR )C (γC δ)β ) ] − (a ←→ b ) } . (5.6.41)
However, we must carry out one further step before we have an expression which can be
evaluated in terms of component fields. We must eliminate ∇γG δ •β , ∇ •βR, andW βγδ from
this expression. This can be done by considering the coefficients of ∇γ on both sides of
(5.2.81). On the left hand side we find f ab
γ , while on the right hand side W αβγ , ∇ •αGγ •β ,
and ∇αR appear. We can therefore solve for these quantities in terms of f abγ which is
expressed in terms of component fields in (5.6.36).
W αβγ =
1
12
f (α •α,β
•
α
γ) , (5.6.42a)
∇αGb = − 12 [ f α •α,β
•
α
,
•
β
− 1
3
C αβ f γ •β,
γ
•
δ, •
δ
] , (5.6.42b)
∇αR = − 13 f α •β,γ
•
β,γ . (5.6.42c)
These expressions can now be substituted into (5.6.41) which results in a well defined (at
the component level) supercovariantized Riemann curvature tensor.
As a by-product of this process we have also derived the component supersymme-
try transformation law of the auxiliary fields Aa and S where S ≡ R| and Aa ≡Ga |.
These are supercovariants and hence their supersymmetry variations are given by,
δQAa = iKQGa | = − 12 [ 
γ f
γ
•
β,α
•
β
, •α +
1
3
α f β •α,
β •
δ
•
δ ] + h.c. , (5.6.43a)
δQS = iKQR| = − 13 
α f
α
•
β,γ
•
β,γ . (5.6.43b)
g. Tensor calculus
The component rules for the manipulation of locally supersymmetric quantities
are called the tensor calculus for supergravity theories. These rules give a component by
component description of supersymmetric theories. Superfields on the other hand pro-
vide a concise description of these theories in much the same way that vector notation
provides a more concise description of Maxwell’s equations. Superfields can always be
reduced to their component field content in the case of global supersymmetry and in this
section we discuss the analogous procedure in the locally supersymmetric case.
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As an example, let us consider for N = 1 supergravity a local scalar multiplet
described by a covariantly chiral superfield η, ∇ •αη = 0. The component fields of this
multiplet are defined by projection
A ≡ η| ,
ψα ≡ ∇αη| ,
F ≡ ∇2η| . (5.6.44)
The infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations of all quantities are obtained by com-
mutation with iKQ(). Thus, using (5.6.18)
δQA = iKQ()η| = − α∇αη| = − αψα ,
δQψα = − (β∇β + 
•
β∇ •β)∇αη|
= − [β(1
2
{∇α ,∇β} +C αβ∇2) + 
•
β{∇α ,∇ •β}]η| . (5.6.45)
At this point, no specific choice of auxiliary fields for supergravity has been made. The
only constraints on the superspace torsions necessary are those which follow as consis-
tency requirements for the existence of chiral superfields, i.e., the representation-preserv-
ing constraints. Using the solution to the Bianchi identities for the case of N = 1,
n = − 1
3
supergravity we obtain
δQψα = αF − i
•
β(∇
α
•
β
η)| . (5.6.46)
Using (5.6.6), we have
δQψα = αF − i
•
α(Dα •αA+ ψα •α
γψγ) . (5.6.47)
The last expression illustrates the concept of a supercovariant derivative at the compo-
nent level. The combination [DaA + ψa
γψγ ], which generalizes the ordinary covariant
derivative DaA, transforms without a term proportional to Da
γ . Thus, this combina-
tion of fields is covariant with respect to a local component supersymmetry transforma-
tion. Finally, for the transformation law for the auxiliary field we find
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δQF = − (α∇α + 
•
α∇ •α)∇2η|
= −  •α[iDβ •αψβ − Aβ •αψβ − iψβ •αβF − ψβ •α
•
β(D
β
•
β
A + ψ
β
•
β
γψγ) ] + S
αψα
= −  •α[iD
˜
β •
α − Aβ •α]ψβ + Sαψα . (5.6.48)
(Analogous transformations for a chiral scalar multiplet can be found for n 	= − 1
3
by
using the appropriate solution to the Bianchi identities.) On the second line above we
have introduced the notation D
˜ a
ψβ for the supercovariant derivative of the spinor mat-
ter field.
We can also find the components of the product of two different multiplets in
terms of the components of the original multiplets. Thus, for example, a product of two
chiral scalar multiplets described by chiral superfields η1, η2 is the scalar multiplet
described by the chiral superfield η3 = η1η2:
A3 = η1η2| = A1A2 ,
(ψ3)α = ∇α(η1η2)| = ([∇αη1]η2 + η2[∇αη2])| = (ψ1)αA2 + A1(ψ2)α ,
F 3 = ∇2(η1η2)| = ([∇2η1]η2 + [∇βη1][∇βη2] + η1[∇2η2])|
= F 1A2 + (ψ1)
β(ψ2)β + A1F 2 . (5.6.49)
The components of Φ3 transform according to (5.6.45,47,48). This multiplication law is
just like in the global case (3.6.11).
Another possible product of two scalar multiplets is found by taking the product of
a chiral superfield η1 and an antichiral superfield η2; this gives the complex general
scalar superfield Ψ = η1η2:
Ψ| = A1A2 ,
∇αΨ| = ψ1α A2 ,
∇2Ψ| = F 1A2 ,
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[∇α ,∇ •α]Ψ| = 2ψ1αψ2 •α ,
(∇2 +R)∇αΨ| = F 2ψ1α + iψ2
•
β(D
˜ α
•
β
A1) ,
∇α(∇2 +R)∇αΨ| = − ψ1α( iD˜
α
•
β + Aα
•
β)ψ
2
•
β
+ ψ2
•
β(− iD
˜ α
•
β
+ 2A
α
•
β
)ψ1
α
+ 2F 2F 1 − (D˜
α
•
βA2)(D˜ α
•
β
A1) . (5.6.50)
where we have used (∇2 +R)∇αη = 0 which can be obtained from (5.4.16). Note the
appearance of the supercovariant derivative D
˜ a
.
We can also give the components of a chiral superfield made out of an antichiral
one η1 = (∇2 + R)η. This is sometimes called the kinetic multiplet. Its components
are:
A1 = (∇2 + R)η| = F + SA ,
(ψ1)α = − ( iD˜ α
•
β
+ A
α
•
β
)ψ
•
β − 1
3
f
α
•
β,γ
•
β,γA ,
F 1 = ( (D˜
a + i3Aa)D
˜ a
− 1
3
Rα •α,
α •
β
•
α
•
β − 4SS )A− 4SF − 1
3
f
α
•
β,
α •
γ
, •γψ
•
β . (5.6.51)
where we have made use of the result
∇2R + 2RR = − 1
6
Rα •α,
α •
β
•
α
•
β . (5.6.52)
The x -space supercovariant curvature Rα •α,
α •
β
•
α
•
β in (5.6.51) is given by (5.6.41). The
computation of these results is straightforward but tedious. All of the above results have
made extensive use of the commutator algebra in (5.2.82).
As a further example of component tensor calculus, we consider the vector multi-
plet. The local components are defined in the same way as in the global case (4.3.5),
but with ∇A replaced by ∇˜ A
, the supergravity and Yang-Mills covariant derivative. The
field strengths and Bianchi identities for the vector multiplet take the forms
FYM αβ = F
YM
α
•
β
= 0,
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FYM α,b = − iC βαW •βYM ,
FYMa,b =C •α •β f˜ αβ +C αβ f˜ •α •β ,
∇
˜
•
αW α
YM = ∇
˜
αW α
YM + ∇
˜
•
αW •α
YM = 0 . (5.6.53)
The quantity f˜ αβ is a supercovariant field strength (see below). The local components of
the multiplet are thus defined by
va = Γa | , λα =W αYM | , D ′ = − i 12 ∇˜
αW α
YM | . (5.6.54)
The supersymmetry variations of the covariant components ,λα and D ′, are obtained as
with the components of the chiral multiplet (see (5.6.46)).
δαQλ = − β f˜ αβ + iαD ′ ,
δQD ′ =
1
2
( αD
˜ α
•
β
λ
•
β − 
•
βD
˜ α
•
β
λα ) , (5.6.55)
where D
˜ α
•
β
λ
•
β is the supercovariant derivative of λ,
D
˜ α
•
β
λ
•
β = D
α
•
β
λ
•
β − ψ
α
•
β
•
γ
( f˜
•
β
•
γ − iC
•
β
•
γD ′ ) . (5.6.56)
This follows from (5.6.13) and the Bianchi identities of the vector multiplet (4.2.90)
which are valid in a curved superspace. The quantity f˜ αβ (and its conjugate f˜ •α •β) can be
calculated in the same way as (5.6.41) from ( 5.6.34,53)
f˜ αβ =
1
2
[ fYM α •α,β
•
α + i(ψ(α •α,β)λ
•
α) + i(ψ(α •α,
•
αλβ)) ] , (5.6.57)
where fYM a,b is the ordinary x -space Yang-Mills field strength. For the transformation
law of va , we use (5.6.28). (Even though the derivation of that result was for the gauge
fields for tangent space symmetries, it also applies to the gauge fields for internal sym-
metries.)
δQva = i( αλ •α +  •αλα) − i( βψa
•
β + 
•
βψa
β)v
β
•
β
. (5.6.58)
Just as for the gravitino tansformation law in (5.6.29b), the last two terms above are
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absent if we consider the transformation law of vm .
We have presented the above results for N = 1, n = − 1
3
supergravity; they can be
generalized to all n by using the appropriate set of Bianchi identities (5.4.16-17).
In our discussion of global supermultiplets we found a large number of gauge mul-
tiplets where the component gauge field was not a spin-one field (for example the tensor
multiplet). Since we gave a completely geometrical treatment of these multiplets using
p-forms within global supersymmetry, their extension to the locally supersymmetric case
(i.e., transformation laws, supercovariant field strengths, etc.) is obtained by the
straightforward generalization of the methods which we used to treat the spin-one case.
The only complication that can occur is that the existence of the unconstrained prepo-
tential must be consistent with the set of constraints that describe the supergravity
background. An example of an N = 1 multiplet for which the superfield extension to
local supersymmetry is not known is the matter gravitino multiplet. This is not surpris-
ing since a second supersymmetry (i.e., N = 2 supersymmetry) is required for the consis-
tency of the equations of motion for the matter gravitino.
h. Component actions
Finally we give formulae to obtain component actions from the N = 1 n = − 1
3
superspace actions
S 1 =
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 ILchiral , (5.6.59a)
S 2 =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1 ILgeneral . (5.6.59b)
We first have
S 1 =
∫
d 4x e−1[∇2 + iψα •α •α∇α + 3S + 12 ψα( •α|
•
αψα| •β)
•
β ]ILchiral | .
(5.6.60)
To derive (5.6.60) there are several steps. First, using (5.5.9) and choosing IL = R−1, we
see that φ3 = D2E−1R−1. This is a density under x -space coordinate transformations.
But in x -space, a density is e−1 multiplied possibly by a dimensionless x -space scalar.
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No such dimensionless scalars can be constructed in the minimal theory. Therefore φ3 at
lowest order in θ must be proportional to e−1. (It should be noted that there are no
explicit factors of κ anywhere except that multiplying the supergravity action.) This sit-
uation is not true for the nonminimal theories, in which it is possible to construct a
dimensionless scalar from some of the additional auxiliary fields. This is precisely what
happens for the F-type density for the nonminimal theory, and is responsible for the
nonpolynomiality discussed in subsec. 5.5.f.3.
Once we know that the lowest component of φ3 is e−1, we derive (5.6.60) by multi-
plying e−1 by the highest component F of a chiral superfield and performing a supersym-
metry transformation. This generates a term proportional to F times the gravitino,
which we can cancel by adding to e−1F a term proportional to ψα
•
α •
αψα. This new term
generates supersymmetry variations proportional to D
˜
A times the gravitino. These can
be canceled by adding a term proportional to ψ2A to the starting point. Finally, we
determine the contribution of the SA term by canceling variations proportional to ψαS .
By dimensional analysis, there can be no other contributions, and we have obtained the
density formula of (5.6.60).
To find the corresponding expression for S 2, we use
S 2 =
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 (∇2 + R)ILgeneral (5.6.61)
and the formula (5.6.60) for the chiral case. The covariant derivatives act on the super-
fields in the Lagrangian and project out the components.
As a simple example, we compute the mass term for a chiral superfield η:
S = 1
2
m
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 η2
= 1
2
m
∫
d 4x e−1[2FA + ψαψα + i2ψ
α
•
α •
αψα A
+ (3S + 1
2
ψα( •α|
•
αψα| •β)
•
β)A2] . (5.6.62)
As a second example we compute the N = 1, n = − 1
3
component supergravity action
and cosmological term.
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From (5.5.4,34) we have
SSG =
1
κ2
∫
d 4x e−1 [ 1
2
rα •α,
α •
β,
•
α
•
β − abcdψ
a,
•
β
Dcψd ,β − 3|S |2 ] . (5.6.63)
This is the component form of the supergravity action with the improved spin connec-
tion. The axial vector auxiliary field is present implicitly in the first term since the spin
connection, as defined in (5.6.40), depends on Aa . If we separate out from φ(e)abc the
contribution of Aa it appears only quadratically in the action. In particular, there is a
cancellation among terms of the form Aaψb,γψd , which come from the first two terms in
the action.
For the cosmological term from (5.5.42) and using (5.6.60), we have
Scosmo = λκ
−2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 + h.c.
= λκ−2
∫
d 4x e−1[ 3S + 1
2
ψα( •α|
•
αψα| •β)
•
β + h.c. ] (5.6.64)
The cosmological term contains at the component level an apparent mass term for the
gravitino. However, in the deSitter background geometry the gravitino is actually mass-
less, since it is still a gauge field.
In closing we make two observations: Although (5.6.61) was computed after the
constraints were imposed on the covariant derivatives, in principle one can compute such
an action formula without imposing any constraints at all. This follows because the
transformation laws for the components of the totally unconstrained superspace are
directly obtainable from (5.6.28) and, for matter multiplets, from equations analogous to
(5.6.45-48). A large number of auxiliary fields defined as the θ = 0 value of the various
superspace torsions will enter such a construction. Among these occurs an auxiliary field
which is a Lagrange multiplier that multiplies e−1. (The variation of this Lagrange mul-
tiplier will constrain the geometry of x -space.) Clearly this is unacceptable, and we have
seen how, for N = 1 supergravity, this can be avoided. However, understanding the role
of such fields may be necessary to understand N > 4 off-shell theories.
The second point is that we lack at present a direct method for computing density
formulae analogous to (5.6.60). We can always compute such a formula by hand: We
start with e−1 × ∇2NΨ (where Ψ is an arbitrary superfield) and perform supersymmetry
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variations to obtain an entire density multiplet. What is lacking is a way to obtain this
result without laborious calculation.
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5.7. DeSitter supersymmetry
In sec. 3.2.f, we discussed the super-deSitter algebra (3.2.14). Here we describe
how supersymmetric deSitter covariant derivatives can be obtained from supergravity
covariant derivatives. We first discuss the nonsupersymmetric analog. Nonsupersym-
metric deSitter covariant derivatives can be obtained from gravitational covariant deriva-
tives by eliminating all field components except the (density) compensating field (i.e.,
the determinant of the metric or vierbein). This follows from the fact that in deSitter
space the Weyl tensor vanishes, which says that there is no conformal (spin 2) part to
the metric: It is ‘‘conformally flat’’. On the other hand, the scalar curvature tensor is
a nonzero constant r = 2λ2 (this is the gravity field equation).
We can write ea
m = φ−1δa
m where φ is the compensator of (5.1.33). After setting
the other components to zero, the action for deSitter gravity (Poincare´ plus cosmological
term) is just the action for a massless scalar field with a quartic self-interaction term.
(The rest of gravity, the conformal part, is simply the locally conformal coupling of grav-
ity to this scalar.) The equation of motion corresponding to the covariant equation
r =2λ2,
φ = 2λ2φ3 , (5.7.1)
has the solution, with appropriate boundary conditions,
φ−1 = 1− λ2x 2 . (5.7.2)
The deSitter covariant derivatives are now obtained from the gravity covariant deriva-
tives of sec. 5.1 by substituting ea
m = φ−1δa
m , with φ−1 given by (5.7.2).
In the supersymmetric case, we start with the supergravity action and a cosmologi-
cal term (5.5.16). We set H to zero, and solve for the chiral density compensator φ: In
super-deSitter spaceW αβγ vanishes (as does Ga), while R= λ.
The action for the compensator is the massless Wess-Zumino action (again a con-
formal action, whose superconformal coupling to H gives the deSitter supergravity
action). The field equations in the chiral representation
D2φ = λφ2 (5.7.3)
have the solution
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φ−1 = 1 − λλx 2 + λθ2 . (5.7.4)
The (real part of the) θ = 0 component of φ is thus the gravity compensator of (5.7.1,2).
The super-deSitter covariant derivatives are obtained by substituting this solution for φ
(with H = 0) into the expressions for the supergravity covariant derivatives given in sec.
5.2.
The preceding discussion involved the n = − 1
3
compensator φ. For other n, we
find strange pathologies: deSitter space cannot be described for n 	= − 1
3
in a globally
(deSitter) supersymmetric way. For n = − 1
3
, empty deSitter space is described by
R = λ, Ga =W αβγ = 0, but for nonminimal n we would require Ga =W αβγ = 0 with
T α∼λθα. This follows from the fact that the commutators of covariant derivatives must
take the following form to describe deSitter superspace
{∇α ,∇β} = − 2λM αβ , {∇α ,∇ •α} = i∇α •α , [∇α ,∇b ] = − i λC αβ∇ •β ,
[∇a ,∇b ] = 2λλ(C αβM •α •β +C •α •βM αβ ) . (5.7.5)
This requires spontaneous breakdown of N = 1 supersymmetry, since Tα is a tensor:
T α| = 0 would imply T α = 0 if global (deSitter or other) supersymmetry were main-
tained. (Tα must be nonzero for R to be nonzero in the nonminimal theory. See
(5.2.80b)). For n = 0, Ga =W αβγ =0 already implies Minkowski space.
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6. QUANTUM GLOBAL SUPERFIELDS
6.1. Introduction to supergraphs
As we have seen in previous chapters, at the component level supersymmetric
models are described by ordinary field theory Lagrangians, and their quantization and
renormalization uses conventional methods. Evidently the quantum theory should be
renormalized in a manner that preserves supersymmetry. Unless a manifestly supersym-
metric regularization method is used, this requires applying the Ward-Takahashi identi-
ties of supersymmetry at each order of perturbation theory.
Supersymmetric models are in general less divergent than naive component power
counting indicates, and this can be traced to the equality of numbers of bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom, together with relations between coupling constants that
are imposed by supersymmetry. We find that the vacuum energy (or, when (super)grav-
ity is present, the cosmological term) receives no radiative corrections, and that, in
renormalizable models, a common wave-function renormalization constant is sufficient to
renormalize terms involving only scalar multiplet fields (the no renormalization theo-
rem). A related result is a theorem that if the classical potential has a supersymmetric
minimum (no spontaneous supersymmetry breaking), so does the effective potential to
all orders of perturbation theory (no Coleman-Weinberg mechanism: see sec. 8.3.b).
Improved convergence due to supersymmetry is also evident in supergravity. For
all N , the S-matrix of (extended) supergravity is finite at the first two loops; we argue
in sec.7.7 that it is also finite at less than N − 1 loops. In suitable supersymmetric
gauges this finiteness also holds for the off-shell Green functions.
In supersymmetric theories the one-loop superconformal anomalies (trace of the
energy-momentum tensor, γ-trace of the component supersymmetry current, and the
divergence of the axial current) form a supersymmetric multiplet, the ‘‘supertrace’’, so
that their coefficients are equal. There exist other anomalies as well. We show in sec.
7.10 that in nonminimal N = 1 supergravity (n 	= − 1
3
), anomalies may be present in the
Ward identities of local supersymmetry. Thus, in general, only minimal N = 1 super-
gravity is consistent at the quantum level (but extended theories that have nonminimal
N = 1 supergravity as a submultiplet are consistent because of anomaly cancellation
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mechanisms).
Superfields greatly simplify classical calculations: Supersymmetric actions can be
easily constructed, and the tensor calculus of supersymmetry becomes trivial. However,
the greatest advantages of superfields appear at the quantum level. There are algebraic
simplifications in supersymmetric Feynman graph (‘‘supergraph’’) calculations for a
number of reasons: (1) compactness of notation, (2) decrease in the number of indices
(e.g., the vector field Aa is hidden inside the scalar superfield V ), and (3) automatic can-
cellation of component graphs related by supersymmetry (which would require separate
calculation in component formulations). Furthermore, the use of superfields leads to
power-counting rules which explain many component results and can be used to derive
additional finiteness predictions, especially when combined with supersymmetric back-
ground-field methods.
Renormalization is much simpler in the superfield formalism. Supersymmetry is
manifest and, as we discuss later, any regularization method that preserves translational
invariance in superspace will maintain it. For gauge theories we can use supersymmetric
gauge-fixing terms. By contrast component Wess-Zumino gauge calculations explicitly
break supersymmetry and have the disadvantage that the Ward-Takahashi identities for
global supersymmetry cannot be directly applied due to their nonlinearity.
In this chapter and the next one we discuss the quantization of N = 1 superfield
theories. We consider classical superfield actions S (Ψ) and use functional methods to
construct the generating functional Z (J ) and the effective action Γ(Ψ). If Ψ is a gauge
field we quantize covariantly, introducing gauge-fixing terms, gauge averaging, and
superfield Faddeev-Popov ghosts. We then derive Feynman rules for supergraphs using
superspace propagators ∆(x , x ′, θ, θ′). The methods are completely analogous to those
for component fields, but some new features are present: We must deal with constrained
(chiral) superfields, and we encounter not only i∂a = pa operators, but also spinor
derivatives Dα acting on the arguments of propagators or external lines. We show how
these operators are manipulated and how, for any graph, the θ-integrals at each vertex
can be done, leaving us with one overall θ-integral for the whole graph (the effective
action is local in θ), and ordinary loop-momentum integrals. At all steps of the calcula-
tions manifest supersymmetry is maintained.
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We discuss next the background field method for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theo-
ries. This is similar to that for component theories, with one significant difference: The
quantum-background splitting is nonlinear, reflecting the nonlinearities of the gauge
transformations of the superfield V . The method simplifies many calculations and can
be used to study higher-loop finiteness questions.
For supergraphs the simplest regularization procedure is to use dimensional regu-
larization of momentum integrals after the contribution from a graph has been reduced
to a single θ integral. The resulting effective action, which is a (local in θ) functional of
the external superfields, is manifestly supersymmetric. However, this regularization
method corresponds to (component) regularization by dimensional reduction, which is
known to be inconsistent. The superfield results, although supersymmetric, may reflect
this inconsistency by exhibiting ambiguities associated with the order in which some of
the θ-integrations have been carried out. We also discuss alternative regularization pro-
cedures. Besides giving power counting rules we do not discuss the details of the renor-
malization of superfield theories. We work with Wick-rotated time coordinates:
d 4x → id 4x , so e−iS → eS . (The metric ηab has signature (−+++)→ (+ + ++), so
→ + , etc. Note that in our conventions, i is opposite in sign from usual conven-
tions: Thus positive-energy states are described by eiωt and propagators are
(p2 +m2 + i)−1. We further warn the reader that the gauge coupling constant g is
√
2
times the usual g (see page 55).)
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6.2. Gauge fixing and ghosts
The quantization of supersymmetric gauge theories is similar to that of ordinary
gauge theories. There are two related aspects of the situation: (a) The action is invari-
ant under gauge transformations and therefore the functional integration should be
restricted to the subset of gauge inequivalent fields. (b) The kinetic operator is not
invertible over the space of all field configurations so that the propagator, needed for
doing perturbation theory, cannot be defined unless the set of fields is restricted. In
component gauge theories, imposing an algebraic restriction explicitly in the functional
integral leads to an axial gauge which breaks manifest Lorentz invariance. Alternatively,
we can quantize covariantly using the Faddeev-Popov procedure: We introduce gauge
fixing function(s), weighted gauges and Faddeev-Popov ghosts. In supersymmetric gauge
theories the analog of the axial gauge is the Wess-Zumino gauge. In this gauge, quanti-
zation breaks manifest supersymmetry. In contrast, covariant superfield quantization
maintains manifest supersymmetry.
a. Ordinary Yang-Mills theory
For orientation we briefly recall the quantization method for ordinary Yang-Mills
theory. The Yang-Mills gauge action is
SYM =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 4x [− 1
8
f ab f ab ] , f ab = ∂ [aAb] − i [Aa ,Ab ] , (6.2.1)
with gauge invariance under the transformation
A′a ≡ Aaω = eiω[Aa + i∂a ]e−iω , (6.2.2a)
or, infinitesimally,
δAa = ∇aω = ∂aω + i [ω,Aa ] . (6.2.2b)
Here ω is an element of the gauge algebra. Both A and ω are matrices in the adjoint
representation. We observe that the kinetic (quadratic) part of the Lagrangian can be
written (after rescaling A→ gA) in the form 1
2
A ΠTA where (ΠT )ab = ηab − 12 ∂a∂b
−1
is a transverse projection operator (see (3.11.2)).
We start with the normalized functional integral
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Z = N ′
∫
IDAa eSinv , (6.2.3)
where we have included in Sinv possible terms with sources coupled to gauge invariant
operators. We define the gauge invariant integral over the group manifold
∆F (Aa) =
∫
IDω δ[F (Aa
ω) − f (x )] , (6.2.4)
where f (x ) is an arbitrary field-independent function, and F is a gauge-variant function
such that F = f for some value of ω. It is important to verify that this is the case. We
introduce a factor of 1 in the functional integral, in the form ∆F
−1∆F :
Z = N ′
∫
IDAa ∆F
−1(Aa)
∫
IDω δ[F (Aaω)− f ]eSinv
= N ′
∫
IDAa ∆F
−1(Aa)
∫
IDω δ[F (Aa)− f ]eSinv , (6.2.5)
where the last form follows from a change of variables that is a gauge transformation,
and the gauge invariance of ∆F and S . The ω integral now gives a constant infinite fac-
tor that we absorb into the normalization N ′, leading to the form
Z = N ′
∫
IDAa ∆F
−1(Aa) δ[F (Aa)− f ]eSinv . (6.2.6)
By construction Z is independent of F and f , and hence we can average over f with an
arbitrary (normalized) weighting factor. In particular, if we introduce a factor
1 = N ′ ′
∫
ID f exp(− 1
g2α
tr
∫
d 4x f 2), the δ(F (A)− f ) factor can be used to carry out
the integration and leads to the form
Z = N ′
∫
IDAa ∆F
−1 eSinv + SGF ,
SGF = − 1g2α tr
∫
d 4x [F (Aa)]2 . (6.2.7)
where we have absorbed N ′ ′ into N ′.
We can parametrize the gauge group by a gauge parameter ω(x ) such that
F (Aa
ω) = f (x ) for ω = 0. Then
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∆F (Aa) =
∫
IDω δ[F (Aa
ω)− f ] =
∫
IDω [δF
δω
]−1 δ(ω)
=
∫
IDω δ[δF
δω
ω] =
∫
IDω IDω′ e
∫
ω′
δF
δω
ω dx
, (6.2.8)
where we have written an integral representation for the functional δ-function. In the
second line of (6.2.8), and in the equations below, δF
δω
is evaluated at ω = 0. To obtain
∆F
−1 we replace ω and ω′ by real anticommuting (Faddeev-Popov ghost) fields c(x ) and
c ′(x ) (see sec. 3.7). Finally, we can choose for the gauge fixing function the form
F (Aa) =
1
2
∂aAa . Then
δF
δω
ω = 1
2
∂a∇aω, and we have
Z = N ′
∫
IDAa IDc IDc ′ eSeff ,
Seff =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 4x [Linv (Aa) − 1α F (A)
2 + ic ′ δF
δω
c]
= 1
g2
tr
∫
d 4x [Linv (Aa) − 14α (∂
aAa)
2 + ic ′ 1
2
∂a∇ac] . (6.2.9)
(The i is for hermiticity.) The gauge-fixing term can be written in the form 1
2α
A ΠLA
where ΠL = 1−ΠT is the longitudinal projection operator (ΠL)ab = 12 ∂a∂b
−1. The
total kinetic operator becomes (1+ ( 1
α
− 1)ΠL), which is invertible: Minus its inverse
(the propagator) is − −1(1+ (α− 1)ΠL). In the Fermi-Feynman gauge, α = 1, the
propagator is − −1.
The gauge-fixed Lagrangian, including ghosts, is invariant under the global BRST
transformations:
δAa = iξ∇ac ,
δc ′ = 2
α
ξF = 1
α
ξ∂aA
a ,
δc = − ξc2 , (6.2.10)
with constant Grassmann parameter ξ. These transformations are nilpotent: δ2 on any
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field vanishes (when the antighost equations of motion are imposed). The Ward identi-
ties for this global invariance are the Slavnov-Taylor identities of the gauge theory.
b. Supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
For supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory we quantize following the same procedure.
We start with the functional integral for a gauge real scalar superfieldV =V ATA , where
T A are the generators of the gauge group:
Z =
∫
IDV eSinv (V ) . (6.2.11)
Note that in supersymmetric theories the normalization factor of (6.2.3) N ′ = 1 (see sec.
3.8.b). The action is
Sinv =
1
g2
tr
∫
d 4x d 2θW 2
= − 1
2g2
tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (e−VDαeV )D2(e−VDαe
V )
= 1
2g2
tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ [VDαD2DαV + higher − order terms ] . (6.2.12)
It is invariant under the gauge transformations
eV
′
= eiΛ eV e−iΛ , (6.2.13a)
or, for infinitesimal Λ (see (4.2.28)),
δV = L1
2
V [−i(Λ + Λ) + coth L1
2
V i(Λ − Λ)] , LX Y = [X ,Y ] . (6.2.13b)
In the abelian case, this is δV = i(Λ− Λ). The kinetic operator is Π1
2
with the super-
spin 1
2
projection operator Π1
2
= − −1DαD2Dα , and is not invertible because it annihi-
lates the chiral and antichiral superspin zero parts of V :
V 0 = Π0V =
−1(D2D2 +D2D2)V .
We must now choose gauge-fixing functions. Corresponding to the chiral gauge
parameter Λ we need a gauge-variant function that can be made to vanish by a suitable
gauge transformation. Therefore it must have the same spin and superspin as the gauge
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parameter and hence should be chosen a chiral scalar. The gauge-variant quantity
F = D2V is a suitable gauge-fixing function. For any chiral function f (x , θ), we verify
that gauge transformations can be found to make F = f . For example, in the abelian
case, under a gauge transformation F (V )→ F (V Λ) = D2V + iD2Λ; if we choose
iΛ = −1D2( f −D2V ), we find F Λ = f .
We define the functional determinant
∆(V ) =
∫
IDΛ IDΛ δ[F (V , Λ, Λ)− f ] δ[F (V , Λ, Λ)− f ] . (6.2.14)
We first write (cf. (6.2.5))
Z =
∫
IDV ∆−1(V ) δ[D2V − f ] δ[D2V − f ] eSinv . (6.2.15)
As in (6.2.7), we average over f and f with a weighting factor
∫
ID fID f exp(− 1
g2α
tr
∫
d 4xd 4θ f f ), and obtain the form
Z =
∫
IDV ∆−1(V )eSinv + SGF , (6.2.16)
where
SGF = − 1αg2 tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (D2V ) (D2V ) . (6.2.17)
We write
∆(V ) =
∫
IDΛ IDΛ IDΛ′ IDΛ′ e
∫
d4x d2θ Λ′
(
δF
δΛ
Λ +
δF
δΛ
Λ
)
+
∫
d4x d2θ Λ′
(
δF
δΛ
Λ +
δF
δΛ
Λ
)
,
(6.2.18)
where we have replaced the δ-functions involving (anti)chiral quantities by integral rep-
resentations involving (anti)chiral parameters and integration measures. The variational
derivatives of F , F , are evaluated at Λ = Λ = 0. In the functional integral, where
∆−1(V ) appears, we replace the parameters Λ, Λ′ by anticommuting chiral ghost fields
c,c ′. Finally, we find
Z =
∫
IDV IDc IDc ′ IDc IDc ′ eSinv + SGF + SFP , (6.2.19)
where
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SFP = i tr
∫
d 4x d 2θ c ′D2(δV ) + i tr
∫
d 4x d 2θ c ′D2(δV )
= tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (c ′ + c ′)L1
2
V [(c + c) + coth L1
2
V (c − c)] . (6.2.20)
Integrating by parts, we can write (D2V ) (D2V ) = 1
2
V (D2D2 +D2D2)V = 1
2
V Π0V .
The quadratic part of the gauge field action has now the form
− 1
2
V (Π1
2
+ α−1Π0)V = − 12V [1 + (α
−1 − 1)Π0]V , (6.2.21)
and the operator is invertible. To avoid −2 terms in the propagator and thus bad
infrared behavior, we choose the supersymmetric Fermi-Feynman gauge α = 1, which
leads to a simple −1 propagator. (The − sign in (6.2.21) leads to the usual kinetic
term for the component gauge field: −
∫
d 4θV V ∼Aa Aa .)
The quadratic part of the ghost action has the form
S (2)FP = tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (c ′ + c ′)(c − c) = tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ (c ′c − c ′c) . (6.2.22)
The chiral and antichiral c ′c and c ′c terms vanish when integrated with d 4θ and have
been dropped. (Such terms cannot be dropped in the presence of supergravity fields:
see, for example, (5.5.16)).
The total action is invariant under superfield BRST transformations. These take
the form
δV = δΛV |Λ=iξc = ξLV [(c + c) + coth L1
2
V (c − c)] ,
δc ′ = 1
α
ξD2F = 1
α
ξD2D2V , δc ′ = 1
α
ξD2F = 1
α
ξD2D2V ,
δc = − ξc2 , δc = − ξc2 , (6.2.23)
and the invariance can be used to derive the Slavnov-Taylor identities of the theory.
Before performing perturbation expansions, we rescale V → gV . Then all
quadratic terms are O(g0), cubic terms are O(g), etc. We rescale back gV →V in the
effective action Γ. Alternatively, we simply provide each graph with a factor (g2)L−1,
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where L is the number of loops.
c. Other gauge multiplets
We give two other examples of the gauge-fixing procedure: For a chiral superfield
Φ, the solution of the chirality constraint, Φ = D2Ψ, gives the kinetic action
Sinv =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΨD2D2Ψ , (6.2.24)
and introduces the gauge invariance
δΨ = D
•
αω •α , δΨ = D
αωα , (6.2.25)
for an arbitrary spinor parameter ωα (see (4.5.1-4)). Suitable gauge fixing functions are
the linear spinor superfields
F α = DαΨ , F •α = D •αΨ . (6.2.26)
To obtain a convenient gauge fixing term we average with f
•
αM α •α f
α, where
M α •α = DαD •α +
3
4
D •αDα . (6.2.27)
This leads to
Sinv + SGF =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Ψ Ψ , (6.2.28)
and a standard p−2 propagator.
A second example is for the action of the chiral spinor superfield Φα that describes
the tensor multiplet (4.4.46):
Sinv = − 12
∫
d 4x d 4θ G2 = − 1
8
∫
d 4x d 4θ (DαΦα + D
•
αΦ •α)
2 , (6.2.29)
with gauge invariance under
δΦα = iD
2DαK , K = K . (6.2.30)
A suitable gauge fixing function is
F = − i 1
2
(DαΦα − D
•
αΦ •α) , (6.2.31)
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where F is linear. The gauge-fixed action
Sinv + SGF =
1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [−G2 + 1
α
F 2]
= − 1
4
∫
d 4xd 2θΦα [1
2
(1 + K) + 1
α
1
2
(1 − K)]Φα + h.c.
= 1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ [− 1
2
(1 + α)(1
2
ΦαD2Φα + h.c. ) +
1
2
(1 − α)Φ •αi∂α •αΦα]
(6.2.32)
(with K as in sec 3.11) takes two convenient forms:
For α = 1,
Sinv + SGF = − 14
∫
d 4x d 4θ (ΦαD2Φα + Φ
•
αD2Φ •α) ; (6.2.33)
for α = − 1,
Sinv + SGF =
1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ
•
αi∂α •αΦα (6.2.34)
(cf. (3.8.36)).
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6.3. Supergraph rules
Given an action S (Ψ), we define the generating functional for Green functions
Z (J ) =
∫
IDΨe
S (Ψ)+
∫
JΨ
, (6.3.1)
where J is a source of the same type as the field Ψ (general if Ψ is general, chiral if Ψ is
chiral, etc.). The generating functional of connected Green functions is
W (J ) = ln Z (J ) . (6.3.2)
The expectation value of the field Ψ or the ‘‘classical field’’ Ψˆ in the presence of the
source is
Ψˆ(J ) =
δW
δJ
. (6.3.3)
This relation can be inverted to give J (Ψˆ). The effective action Γ(Ψˆ), the generating
functional of one particle irreducible graphs, is defined by a functional Legendre trans-
form
Γ(Ψˆ) =W [J (Ψˆ)] −
∫
J (Ψˆ)Ψˆ . (6.3.4)
In this section we derive the Feynman rules for the pertubative expansion of the
effective action. The derivation of the Feynman rules for unconstrained superfields pre-
sents few surprises. Instead of having d 4x integrals we have d 4xd 4θ integrals. Propaga-
tors are obtained from the inverses of the kinetic operators, and vertices can be read
directly from the interaction terms. However, for chiral superfields the Feynman rules
reflect the chirality constraints.
a. Derivation of Feynman rules
We begin by deriving the rules for the real scalar gauge superfield. The gauge
fixed action (in the Fermi-Feynman gauge, α = 1) reads
SV = tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ [− 1
2
V V + 1
2
[V , (DαV )](D2DαV ) + · ··] . (6.3.5)
The Feynman rules can be read directly from this expression: The propagator is minus
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the inverse of the kinetic operator, −1δ4(x − x ′)δ4(θ − θ′) or, in momentum space,
−p−2δ4(θ − θ′). Since the spinor derivatives D contain explicit θ’s, we do not Fourier
transform with respect to the θ variables. (If one does Fourier transform with respect to
θ, there is little change in the Feynman rules.) Vertices can be read from the interaction
terms. Thus, the cubic term 1
2
tr [V , (DαV )](D2DαV ) leads to a three-point vertex with
factors of Dα and D2Dα acting on two of the lines, and a group theory factor. In addi-
tion we integrate over x ’s and θ’s at each vertex or, equivalently, over loop momenta and
over θ’s at each vertex.
These rules can also be obtained by starting with the functional integral:
Z (J ) =
∫
IDV e
∫
[−1
2
V V + ILint (V ) + JV ]
= e
∫
ILint
(
δ
δJ
) ∫
IDV e
∫
[−1
2
V V + JV ]
= e
∫
ILint
(
δ
δJ
)
e
1
2
∫
J −1J
, (6.3.6)
where in the last step we have performed the Gaussian integral over V . The Feynman
rules can be obtained using δJ (x , θ)
δJ (x ′, θ′)
= δ4(x − x ′)δ4(θ − θ′) and expanding the exponen-
tials in power series. Thus, we obtain factors of ILint(
δ
δJ
) corresponding to vertices, and
the δ
δJ
operators, when acting on the factors of J −1J remove the J ’s and produce
propagators −1 connecting the vertices. The result is exactly as for ordinary field the-
ory, with the additional feature of d 4θ integrals at each vertex, and additional δ4(θ − θ′)
factors in each propagator.
Chiral scalar superfields usually have a kinetic action (with chiral sources j , j ) of
the form
S (2) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ − 1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ mΦ2 − 1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ mΦ2
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ jΦ +
∫
d 4x d 2θ j Φ . (6.3.7)
To perform the Gaussian integration, we rewrite chiral integrals as integrals over full
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superspace. A chiral integral
I c =
∫
d 4x d 2θ FG , (6.3.8)
where F and G are arbitrary chiral expressions, can be rewritten as
I c =
∫
d 4x d 4θ F −1D2G , (6.3.9)
using −1D2D2G =G (3.4.10) and
∫
d 4x d 4θ =
∫
d 4x d 2θ D2. The Gaussian integral
can be rewritten as
eW 0(j ) ≡
∫
IDΦ IDΦexp
∫
d 4x d 4θ [1
2
(Φ Φ)O
(
Φ
Φ
)
+(Φ Φ)
( −1D2 j
−1D2 j
)
] (6.3.10)
where
O =


− mD
2
1
1
− mD
2

 . (6.3.11)
The inverse of O is
O−1 =


mD2
− m2
1 +
m2D2D2
( − m2)
1 +
m2D2D2
( − m2)
mD2
− m2

 . (6.3.12)
Performing the integral we obtain
W 0(j ) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [− j 1− m2 j −
1
2
( j
mD2
( − m2) j + h.c. )] . (6.3.13)
For a general interaction Lagrangian ILint(Φ,Φ) we can write
Z (j ) = e
∫
d4x d4θ ILint
(
δ
δ j
,
δ
δ j
)
eW 0(j ) , (6.3.14)
and the Feynman rules can be obtained from this expression. Since
δj (x , θ)
δj (x ′, θ′)
= D2δ4(θ − θ′)δ4(x − x ′) (3.8.10), there is an operator D2 acting on each chiral
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field line leaving a vertex. Similarly, there is an operator D2 acting on each antichiral
line leaving a vertex. However, at a purely chiral vertex, e.g.
∫
d 2θΦn , we use one of
these factors to convert the d 2θ integral to a d 4θ integral. Therefore at such vertices we
omit one factor of D2.
We now summarize the Feynman rules for interacting gauge and chiral superfields.
(a) Propagators:
VV : − 1
p2
δ4(θ − θ′) , (6.3.15a)
ΦΦ :
1
p2 + m2
δ4(θ − θ′) , (6.3.15b)
ΦΦ : − mD
2
p2(p2 + m2)
δ4(θ − θ′) , (6.3.15c)
ΦΦ : − mD
2
p2(p2 + m2)
δ4(θ − θ′) . (6.3.15d)
In the massive case, the p−2 factors in the ΦΦ and ΦΦ propagators are always canceled
by numerator factors (e.g., for ΦΦ the vertices give D2 factors and, as we discuss later,
we obtain D2D2D2 = − p2D2). In the massless case these propagators are absent.
(b) Vertices: These are read directly from the interaction Lagrangian, with the
additional feature that for each chiral or antichiral line leaving a vertex there is a factor
D2 or D2 acting on the corresponding propagator, and the rule that at purely chiral or
antichiral vertices we omit one D2 or D2 factor from among the ones acting on the prop-
agators.
(c) We integrate over d 4θ at each vertex, and in momentum space we have loop-
momentum integrals
∫
d 4p(2π)−4 for each loop, and an overall factor (2π)4δ(
∑
kext).
(d) To obtain the effective action Γ, we compute one-particle-irreducible graphs.
For each external line with outgoing momentum ki , we multiply by a factor∫
d 4ki(2π)
−4 Ψ(ki) where Ψ stands for any of the fields in the effective action. For each
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external chiral or antichiral line, we have a Φ or Φ factor, but no D2 or D2 factors.
(e) Finally, there may be symmetry factors associated with certain graphs.
An alternative derivation of the Feynman rules for chiral superfields can be
obtained by solving the chirality constraints in terms of an unconstrained field (see sec.
4.5a):
Φ = D2Ψ , Φ = D2Ψ , (6.3.16)
where Ψ is a general, complex scalar superfield. The action, including source terms,
becomes
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [(D2Ψ)(D2Ψ) + ILint(D
2Ψ ,D2Ψ)]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ (D2Ψ)(− 1
2
mD2Ψ + j ) + h.c. . (6.3.17)
Chiral integrals can be rewritten as full integrals by using up a D2 factor. We recall
that in terms of Ψ we have an abelian gauge invariance, Ψ→ Ψ+D •αω •α (4.5.4). Conse-
quently, the kinetic operator appearing in the action, ΨD2D2Ψ, is not invertible. As dis-
cussed in sec. 6.2, we can fix the gauge and arrive at an invertible quadratic action (the
ghosts decouple)
S (2) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ 1
2
(
Ψ Ψ
)(−mD2
−mD2
)(
Ψ
Ψ
)
. (6.3.18)
The Feynman rules are now the naive ones and are identical to the ones we have
obtained before (after using the D2, D2 factors at the vertices to simplify the propaga-
tors, obtained from (6.3.12)). In particular, from ILint(D
2Ψ,D2Ψ), we again find factors
of D2, D2 acting on the propagators, except that one such factor is missing at purely
(anti)chiral vertices, since we convert everywhere to full d 4θ integrals.
It is simple to obtain the supergraph rules for the tensor multiplet, with gauge-
invariant action
S =
∫
d 4xd 4θ f (G) , f (G) = − 1
2
G2 + . . . , (6.3.19)
with ΦΦ propagator −2p−4δαβD2δ4(θ − θ′) (and the hermitian conjugate for ΦΦ) from
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(6.2.33). However, there is a much simpler form of the rules which resembles the rules
for the scalar multiplet (to which the tensor multiplet is on-shell equivalent by a duality
transformation: see sec. 4.4.c.2). We first note that the vertex at either end of a ΦΦ
propagator has a D at the vertex (from f (G) with G = DΦ+DΦ), and next to it a D2
(as occurs at the end of any chiral propagator, rule (b) above; this kills the DΦ part of
the vertex). Also note that the spinor index at the vertex contracts directly with the
corresponding spinor index of the propagator (because the vertex is a function of only
G = 1
2
DαΦ
α + h.c.). Contracting these spinor indices, and integrating by parts all D ’s
from the vertices onto the propagators, we obtain the same expression for the ΦΦ and
ΦΦ propagators (with the same vertices), which can now be added together (i.e., the
total contribution from graphs with both types of propagators is the same as that from
only one type, but with an overall factor of 2 for each propagator). The rules are thus
cast into the following form: All vertices are now simply constants, read from the expan-
sion of f (G) in G . There is only one type of propagator, with no spinor indices, which is
− 1
p2
DαD2Dαδ
4(θ − θ′) = − Π1
2
δ4(θ − θ′) . (6.3.20)
(The algebra from the various contributing factors is DD2D2D2D = DD2D .) Each
external line gets a factor of G . If we were to perform the same rearrangement of vertex
factors for the supergraphs of the dual scalar-multiplet theory, we would obtain Π0
instead of Π1
2
, the external line factors would be Φ +Φ, and the constants at the vertices
would be obtained from f˜ (Φ +Φ) in terms of the function f˜ dual to f (see again sec.
4.4.c.2). The on-shell equivalence then follows from the fact that the combinatorics
resulting from using Π1
2
= 1− Π0, with a propagator 1 collapsing to a point (in θ and x ),
performs the duality, where for the external lines G = Φ+Φ on shell.
b. A sample calculation
We now give an example in a theory of a massless chiral superfield Φ interacting
with a gauge superfield V . We compute the one-loop contribution from the chiral super-
field to the V two-point function. The relevant interaction is obtained from
ΦeVΦ = ΦΦ+ΦVΦ+ . . .. We find a contribution to the effective action, according to
our rules and Fig. 6.3.1,
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p
k + p
V (−k , θ2) V (k , θ1)
Fig. 6.3.1
1
2
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4θ1 d
4θ2 V (−k , θ2)V (+k , θ1)
·
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
D1
2δ4(θ1 − θ2)D
←
2
2
p2
D2
2δ4(θ2 − θ1)D
←
1
2
(p + k)2
. (6.3.21)
Note that in the above expression
D1α =
∂
∂θ1α
+ 1
2
θ 1
•
α pα •α , D1 •α =
∂
∂θ 1
•
α
− 1
2
θ1
α(k + p)α •α ,
D2α =
∂
∂θ2α
+ 1
2
θ 2
•
α (k + p)α •α , D2 •α =
∂
∂θ 2
•
α
− 1
2
θ2
αpα •α . (6.3.22)
Although we do not indicate the momentum dependence explicitly, it is implicit that the
momentum is that leaving the vertex through the propagator on which the operators act.
(From the ΦV 2Φ interaction term we also obtain a tadpole-type diagram; its contribu-
tion cancels a similar contribution from the diagram we are considering, or vanishes if we
use dimensional regularization).
The D ’s can be manipulated like ordinary derivatives. They obey a Leibnitz rule,
and a ‘‘transfer’’ rule
δ4(θ1 − θ2)D
←
•
α2(p) = −D
→
•
α1(−p)δ4(θ1 − θ2) , (6.3.23)
which can be checked by examining the explicit form of the operators. Another example
of the transfer rule is
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D1
2δ4(θ1 − θ2)D
←
2
2 = D1
2D1
2δ4(θ1 − θ2) 	= D12D12δ4(θ1 − θ2) . (6.3.24)
Inside integrals the D ’s can be integrated by parts (see sec. 3.7). Thus∫
d 4θ[Dα(p) f (θ, p)]g(θ,−p) = −
∫
d 4θ f (θ, p)Dα(−p)g(θ,−p) . (6.3.25)
This can be most easily understood in x -space. Since Dα = ∂α +
1
2
iθ
•
α∂α •α we are doing
integration by parts in ∂α and in ∂α •α.
Armed with these facts we return to the evaluation of the expression in (6.3.21).
We concentrate on the θ dependence and write the relevant part as∫
d 4θ1 d
4θ2 V (−k , θ2)[D12D12δ12][D12D12δ12]V (k , θ1) . (6.3.26)
We have abbreviated δ4(θ1 − θ2) = δ12. We now integrate by parts and find first of all
[D2D2δ][D2D2δ]V = D2δD2[(D2D2δ)V ]
= δD2[(D2D2D2δ)V + (DαD2D2δ)DαV + (D
2D2δ)D2V ]
= δD2[−p2(D2δ)V + pα •α(D •αD2δ)DαV + (D2D2δ)D2V ] , (6.3.27)
where we have used (D)3 = 0 and the anticommutation relations {Dα,D •α} = pα •α when
acting on the propagator with momentum p.
Before proceeding we make the following important observation: Since
δ4(θ) = θ2θ2, multiplying two identical δ-functions together, or multiplying one by θ
gives zero. We have therefore the following relations:
δ21 δ21 = δ21 δ12 = 0 ,
δ21 D
αδ21 = 0 ,
δ21 D
2δ21 = 0 ,
δ21 D
αD
•
αδ21 = 0 ,
δ21 D
αD2δ21 = 0 ,
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δ21 D
2D2δ21 = δ21 D
2D2δ21 = δ21
1
2
DαD2Dαδ21 = δ21 ,
δ21 D
αD2Dβδ21 =C
βαδ21 . (6.3.28)
In these relations, we obtain a nonzero result only if all the θ’s in the second δ-function
are removed by differentiation. Hence two D ’s and two D ’s are needed and only their
momentum independent parts contribute. Expressions of this kind, but with more D ’s,
can be reduced to one of the above forms by using the anticommutation relations. In
the expressions with four D ’s the order is irrelevant (except for producing some minus
signs).
Returning to our calculation (6.3.27), and letting D2 act on the factors to its right,
we see that out of the a priori possible six terms, only three survive:
δ[−p2(D2D2δ)V − pα •α(D
•
βD •αD
2δ)D •βDαV + (D
2D2δ)(D2D2V )] . (6.3.29)
Finally, using D
•
αD •β = δ •β
•
αD2 we find
δ4(θ1 − θ2)[−p2 − pα
•
αD •αDα + D
2D2]V (k , θ1) . (6.3.30)
Inserting this result into the original integral (6.3.21), we use the remaining δ-function to
do the θ2 integral, and finally obtain
1
2
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4θV (−k , θ)[
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
−p2 − pα •αD •αDα + D2D2
p2(k + p)2
]V (k , θ). (6.3.31)
The result consists of an ordinary loop momentum integral, with usual propagators and
some momentum factors in the numerator, and operators D ,D , acting on the external
superfields (i.e., D and D depend on k , not p). The p2 term is canceled by the tadpole
diagram mentioned above, (or gives zero in dimensional regularization) so that the final
contribution to the one-loop self-energy is logarithmically divergent. This is a conse-
quence of gauge invariance. The remaining terms in the numerator, in a gauge-invariant
regularization (such as dimensional), combine to form 1
2
DαD2Dα, giving a result propor-
tional toW 2.
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c. The effective action
In the example above, the δ-function has reduced the expression to one which
involves a single θ. This is a general and important result of superfield perturbation the-
ory. The effective action is a sum of terms involving products of fields evaluated at dif-
ferent points, and a Green function which is a nonlocal function of its arguments:
Γ =
n
∑∫
d 4x 1 . . .d
4xn d
4θ1 . . .d
4θn G(x 1 . . . xn ; θ1 . . . θn) Φ(x 1, θ1) . . .D
αV (xi , θi) . . . .
(6.3.32)
It turns out, however, that by manipulation of the contributions from any graph, we can
reduce it to an expression that is local in θ, i.e.
Γ =
n
∑∫
d 4x 1 . . .d
4xn d
4θ G˜(x 1 . . . xn) Φ(x 1, θ) . . .D
αV (xi , θ) . . . . (6.3.33)
We do this as follows: Consider an arbitrary L-loop contribution to the effective
action. It consists of propagators, with factors δ4(θi − θi+1) and D operators acting on
them, external superfield factors, and d 4θi integrals. We choose any propagator from a
particular vertex v to another vertex v ′, and integrate by parts to remove all the D ’s
from its δ-function. The original contribution now becomes a sum of terms. If there are
other propagators, each of which connects v and v ′, we use the relations (6.3.28): The
terms vanish unless each of the other δ-functions has exactly two D ’s and two D ’s acting
on it, in which case they can be replaced by 1. We now use the free δ-function to do the
θ-integral at v ′ and shrink all the propagators between the two vertices to a point in
θ-space. We repeat the procedure, choosing a propagator leading to a new vertex v ′′,
until we have removed all δ-functions and performed all θ-integrals except the original
one at v . Whenever we have more than two D ’s and two D ’s on a line we use the anti-
commutation relations to replace D ,D pairs by momenta. We are left with a sum of
terms, all with a single θ integral, and various factors of loop-momenta coming from the
anticommutators of D ’s, as well as D factors acting on the external superfields, coming
from the integration by parts.
In the course of evaluating Feynman diagrams, we may encounter loop-momentum
ultraviolet divergences, and a suitable regularization procedure is needed to handle
them. We discuss regularization issues later on. For the time being we assume that
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there exists a procedure that allows us to carry out the manipulations we have described
above inside momentum integrals.
The expression for the effective action in (6.3.33) reveals one important fact: We
have ended up with a d 4θ integral, even though in the original classical action we may
have had d 2θ integrals. This is a consequence of our Feynman rules: All our vertices
carry d 4θ integrals, and nowhere in our manipulations does a d 2θ appear. In particular,
if the original action had purely chiral d 2θ mass or cubic interaction terms Φ2 or Φ3,
radiative corrections do not induce finite or infinite modifications of these terms. This is
the no-renormalization theorem for chiral superfields. Masses and coupling constants are
renormalized, but only as a consequence of wave function renormalization. (Any d 4θ
integral can be written as a d 2θ integral and a D2 operator acting on the integrand;
however, this will not produce the above terms.) This theorem is valid in perturbation
theory. So far no one has succeeded in giving examples, in four dimensions, where it
might fail nonperturbatively, but a proof of its general validity does not exist. Even
within perturbation theory there exists the possibility of a pathological infrared-type
behavior which might invalidate it. For example, if in the course of evaluating the effec-
tive action a term
∫
d 4θΦ2
D2
Φ were produced, the D2 operator which comes from con-
verting the integral to chiral form, when acting on the chiral field, would give
D2D2 −1Φ = Φ and we would end up with a contribution to the chiral cubic vertex.
Whether such pathological behavior can be obtained in any calculation with a sensible
infrared regularization is doubtful.
d. Divergences
We now discuss the divergence structure of the effective action. There are two
issues involved: We must determine which terms in the effective action are divergent
(power counting), and which terms in the classical action lead only to divergences that
can be absorbed in a renormalization of the parameters (renormalizable interactions).
We restrict our discussion to interacting gauge and chiral scalar superfields (with no neg-
ative-dimension coupling constants).
The possible divergences of the effective action can be understood by straight
power counting (see sec. 6.6) or simply by a dimensional argument: The divergent parts
of graphs that contain no subdivergences give rise to local terms in the effective action of
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the form
Γ∞ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ IP(Φ,Φ,V ,DαΦ, . . . ) , (6.3.34)
where IP is a polynomial in the fields and their derivatives. Since the effective action
must be dimensionless, and d 4θ has dimension 2, IP must also have dimension 2. Φ has
dimension 1, Dα has dimension
1
2
, and V is dimensionless. Therefore, graphs with more
than two external Φ’s are convergent. A ΦΦ or ΦΦ propagator produces a numerator
factor of m which contributes to the dimension of IP and therefore reduces the degree of
divergence. If IP is made up of only chiral superfields the θ integration will give zero
unless some D ’s (at least two of them, to contract indices ) are present to make the inte-
grand nonchiral, and again the D ’s contribute to the dimension of IP reducing the
number of fields that can appear. Finally, if gauge invariance requires V to appear
through its field strength W α = iD
2DαV (or its nonabelian generalization), this limits
the possible divergences involving V fields. (This is an oversimplification: We must use
the full machinery of Slavnov-Taylor identities, at least in the nonabelian case, or use
the background-field method (see sec. 6.5) to analyze the divergences involving gauge
superfields.)
The net result of the analysis is to establish that the only local divergent terms
contain at most one Φ and one Φ and, while they contain an arbitrary number of V fac-
tors, these enter in a manner which is controlled by the Slavnov-Taylor identities. For a
renormalizable theory of chiral scalar multiplets interacting with a vector multiplet (we
omit the ghost terms) the renormalized classical action has the form∫
d 4x d 4θ [ΦRe
gRV RΦR + trνRV R − trαR−1(D2V R)(D2VR)]
+ 1
gR2
∫
d 4x d 2θ trW R
2 + [
∫
d 4x d 2θ IP(ΦR) + h.c. ] , (6.3.35)
where the subscript R labels renormalized quantities. (In the exponential we have writ-
ten explicitly the gauge coupling constant g that we normally absorb intoV .)
Since V is dimensionless, V R is in general a nonlinear function ofV , i.e., the wave-
function renormalization factor may be a function of V : We can have functional renor-
malizations VR = f (V ), where each coefficient in the Taylor expansion of f is a
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renormalization constant. Since all such renormalizations are proportional to the field
equations (δS =
∫
δS
δV
δV ), they vanish on shell. (Such noncovariant renormalizations
are avoided in the background field gauges that we discuss below.)
Ghosts are described by chiral superfields which follow the same rules. The diver-
gences of the theory are all logarithmic, except that of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, which
is quadratic. (However, as we shall discuss in sec. 6.5, this term is not produced by
radiative corrections.)
In general, renormalizable interactions are associated with dimensionless (or posi-
tive dimension) coupling constants. For Feynman graphs, since at each vertex we have a
d 4θ integral with dimension 2 and a d 4x integral with dimension −4, we may allow up to
the equivalent of four D ’s at each vertex. This is indeed the case with the gauge field
self-couplings, and also the usual vertices involving chiral superfields, where the D fac-
tors come from our Feynman rules. On the other hand a term such as Φ2Φ , or Φ4,
would lead to an excess of D ’s at the vertices and a nonrenormalizable theory.
e. D-algebra
In the next section we give a number of examples of evaluation of supergraphs.
As preparation we discuss several simplifications that we use in performing the manipu-
lation of the D ’s and the θ integration. The numerous integrations by parts that have to
be performed can lead to long intermediate expressions, and a lot of effort (and paper)
can be saved by doing the manipulations directly on the graphs.
We draw the supergraph and indicate on it, adjacent to the vertices, the D factors
acting on the propagators in the order in which they act. We ignore signs having to do
with the ordering of the D ’s: These will be determined later. Thus, an expression such
as D2Dαδ
4(θ − θ′)D← βD
←
•
βD
←
γ , with the last three D ’s acting backwards on the θ′ argu-
ment of the δ-function (and thus in the order Dβ first, then D •β next, etc.), would be
represented on the graph as shown in fig. 6.3.2:
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D2Dα DβD •
β
Dγ
Fig. 6.3.2
The transfer rule can be implemented by ‘‘sliding’’ the D ’s to the left, keeping the order.
This corresponds to writing −D2DαDβD •βDγδ4(θ − θ′) with Dγ acting first on the θ
argument of the δ-function. We must keep track of the − sign coming from transferring
an odd number of D ’s. (Note the order in these expressions, e.g.,
D1
αδ12D
←
2
β = D1
αD2
βδ12 = −D1αD1βδ12.)
We use the commutation relations to replace the rightmost D ,D by p •
βγ
. (Since p
is hermitian p •
βγ
= p
γ
•
β
but we maintain the distinction to keep track of the order in
which the D ’s appeared.) When we encounter expressions such as D2D2D2 we replace
them with −p2D2.
The integration by parts can also be carried out directly on the graphs. For exam-
ple, we show in fig. 6.3.3 the integration by parts on a vertex coming from the ΦVΦ
interaction:
D2
D2
D •
α D2D2D2 D
2
D2D
•
α
Fig. 6.3.3
Starting from a given graph in general we obtain several, because integration by
parts gives several contributions. We remove the D ’s from any given line and use the
δ-function to do one of the θ integrals, thus contracting the line to a point in θ space.
We need not indicate explicitly this contraction: A line without any operators on it is
understood to be contracted. Whenever several lines connect the same pair of vertices,
if all the lines (other than the one we have cleared of D ’s) have exactly two D ’s and two
D ’s each, we use (6.3.28) to replace them by 1. If any line has fewer D ’s or D ’s, the
contribution vanishes. If any line has more D ’s or D ’s, we use the anticommutation
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relations to reduce their number. In the end we have a sum of graphs, with momentum
factors from the anticommutators, and D ’s acting on the external lines only.
To make this procedure clear, we redo the example considered above (fig. 6.3.1,
(6.3.21-31)), working directly on the graph, as shown in fig. 6.3.4:
D2
D •
α
Dα
D2
DαD
•
α
Dα
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2 D2
D2
D2
D2 D2 D2 D
2
D2
D2
D2
D2 D
2
D2
D2Dα
Fig. 6.3.4
In the last step we have only indicated nonzero contributions (the others vanish trivially
because of (6.3.28).)
In the course of the manipulations on the graphs, we must keep track of − signs
coming from transfers and from integration by parts. However, we need not keep track
of − signs that come from passing a D past another D , nor from signs that come from
raising or lowering indices. (On the graphs, we do not indicate the relative order of D ’s
on different lines, nor which indices are up or down). These signs can be determined at
the end of the computation in the following manner: On the original graph, we have fac-
tors such as D2D2 = 1
4
DαDαD
•
αD •α , and also, from a vertex such as V (DαV )(D2DαV ),
adjacent factors Dα and 1
2
D
•
αD •αDα where we determine the initial sign by requiring that
in any contracted pair, the first D or D has the upper index. These various factors may
end up in a different order in the final expression, e.g., Dα . . .D
•
α . . .Dα . . .D •α, possibly
acting on different superfields; however, we still write a contracted pair with the first
index raised. To determine the final overall sign, we count the number of transpositions
needed in the final expression to bring the D ’s back to the original order. This is true
even if some of the D ’s have been replaced by momenta: An expression such as p •
βγ
will
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correctly keep track of the transpositions. We do not count transpositions of contracted
pairs, since the convention for raising and lowering indices cancels such signs:
X αY α = +Y
αX α. A quick way to count the transpositions is to draw lines connecting
all contracted pairs with lines, and count the number of intersections: an odd number
means an odd number of transpositions, and hence a − sign, whereas an even number
means no − sign.
There are many other tricks that one can use to simplify the manipulations. We
give the following ‘‘twingling’’ rule which is often useful:
D2DαDβ
Dα
Dβ Dα
Dα
Fig. 6.3.5
We are now ready to consider further examples of graph evaluation.
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6.4. Examples
In this section we give a number of examples of supergraph calculations. Most of
the examples were encountered in various calculations that have been performed. For
more complicated ones we refer the reader to the calculations of the 3-loop β-function in
N = 4 Yang-Mills, and the 3- and 4-loop β-function in the Wess-Zumino model.
We do our manipulations directly on the graphs until only an ordinary momentum
integral remains. For notational convenience we sometimes indicate a factor p2 multiply-
ing a propagator with the same momentum by a drawn on the corresponding line. In
the case of a line with no D ’s acting on it, we sometimes leave it in the graph, while at
other times, when we draw θ-space graphs, we contract it out. To establish the proce-
dure we begin with some simple examples.
For the massive Wess-Zumino model we consider first some self energy graphs:
(1)
D2 D2
φ φ
Fig. 6.4.1
→
∫
d 4 θ Φ(−p, θ)Φ(p, θ)
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
1
(k 2 + m2)[(k + p)2 + m2]
. (6.4.1)
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(2)
D2 D2
φ φ
− mD
2
(k + p)2
− mD
2
(k + p)2
− mD
2
p2 mD2
Fig. 6.4.2
We have used D2D2D2 = − p2D2. At a chiral vertex the D2 factors can be put on either
line by integration by parts. The result is
∫
d 4xd 4θΦΦ = 0 because the integrand is chi-
ral. We consider next a triangle diagram with Φ3 and Φ3 vertices:
(3)
mD2− mD
2
p2
m
D2 D2
D2 D2
φ
φ φ
Fig. 6.4.3
Thus, the one-loop contributions to this three-point function are zero in the massless
case and nonlocal in the massive case.
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(4) For m = 0, with Φ3 and Φ3 vertices,
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
φ φ
Fig. 6.4.4
In the second graph, the small loop is contracted to a point in θ-space, after which the
D2D2 operators can be transferred across it and all act on the same line. The final
graph shows the actual momentum-space diagram one would have to evaluate. A propa-
gator has been canceled by .
(5) Again in the massless case,
A
B
C
E
F
φ φ
φφφφ
D2
D2 D
2
D2 D2
D2D
2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
Fig. 6.4.5a
We have placed the D ’s and D ’s on certain two of the three lines for convenience, and
have labeled the vertices. In the second graph we have transferred D2, D2 from C,B, to
E,F, respectively. We now integrate by parts the D2 factor at E. This will generate
three terms.
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D2 D
2
D2
D2 D2
D2D •α
D
•
αD2 D2 D2
D2 D2 D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
Fig. 6.4.5b
By examining the θ-space loops AECBA and EFBCE, it is clear that in each graph the
D2’s on AB and BF, respectively, must give a single term when integrated by parts at
their respective vertices (A and F). We obtain
k
q
φ
φ φ φ φ
Dαφ
DβφD2φ
D2φ
k
α
•
α
qβ
•
α
Fig. 6.4.5c
We have used
δD
•
αD2D2Dαδ = kβ
•
αδDβD
2Dαδ = − kaδ . (6.4.2)
Our next example has ΦeVΦ interactions:
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(6)
A
B C
E F
φφ
D2 D
2
D2 D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
Fig. 6.4.6a
In the loop BCF we have just a D2D2 factor, so we contract it to a point. Similarly, we
contract the AE line to a point. For clarity we draw a θ-space graph where q and h are
the momenta of the AB and EF lines:
h
q
A B
CE
F
φφ
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
Fig. 6.4.6b
We integrate the D2 factor off the middle line. It cannot go on Φ so it must go on either
the top or bottom line, or split. Because of (6.3.28) the D2 factor must follow it. This
is the same as computing D2D2[η(q)η(h)] where the η’s are chiral. The result is simply
−(q + h)2η(q)η(h). Therefore, the D manipulation is finished and we obtain
−Φ(−p, θ)Φ(p, θ)(q + k)2 multiplying a standard momentum integral with the propaga-
tors of the original diagram.
We give now an example in nonabelian Yang-Mills theory:
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(7)
k
V
φ
Dα
Dα
D2
D2
D2 D2 D2D2DαD •αD
2D2DαD
αφ Dαφ D
•
αφφ(p) φ(p ′)
Fig. 6.4.7
→V (−p − p ′)DαΦ(p)D •αΦ(p ′)
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
kα •α
k 2(k − p)2(k + p ′)2 . (6.4.3)
(8) N = 4 Yang-Mills theory.
In sec. 4.6.b we have given the classical action of this theory in terms of N = 1
superfields. Here we discuss some of its quantum properties.
The theory is described by superfields V ,Φi (i = 1, 2, 3), all in the adjoint repre-
sentation of an arbitrary group, and with interactions governed by a common coupling
constant g . It is classically scale invariant, and both component and superfield calcula-
tions have established that its β-function vanishes to three loops, so that, perturbatively,
the scale invariance survives quantization. Proofs exist that extend this conclusion to all
orders of perturbation theory. Here we discuss some of the explicit supergraph calcula-
tions for establishing β(g) = 0, and leave the general arguments to sec. 7.7.
We add to the classical action (4.6.38) the gauge fixing and ghost terms
(6.2.17,20-22) with gauge parameter α = 1 +O(g2). To O(g0) this choice gives the
Fermi-Feynman gauge and a propagator −1 that avoids serious infrared problems.
However, the transverse part of the self-energy receives (local) radiative corrections,
whereas the longitudinal part does not (as follows from the Ward identities). To stay in
the Fermi-Feynman gauge, we must maintain the equality of the longitudinal and trans-
verse parts, and we do this by adjusting the O(g2) parts of α in each order of perturba-
tion theory (actually, the radiative corrections vanish at one loop, and only arise at
O(g4)).
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At the classical level the O(4) invariance of the theory requires the equality of the
gauge and Φ1Φ2Φ3 coupling constants. Although the gauge fixing procedure breaks the
O(4) symmetry (this could be avoided if we had an N = 4 superfield formalism), gauge
invariance should insure that the coupling constants receive a common renormalization.
Therefore, the theory has only one β-function, which we can compute, for example, by
comparing the renormalization of the CijkΦ
iΦjΦk vertex function and the ΦiΦ
i wave
function renormalization. However, the vertex being chiral, receives no radiative correc-
tions (see sec. 6.3), so that to establish β(g) = 0 it is sufficient to show that the ΦiΦ
i
self-energy is finite. (We observe that if O(4) invariance of the quantum effective action
were not spoiled by the gauge fixing procedure, finiteness to all orders would follow
immediately: The finiteness of the CijkΦ
iΦjΦk vertex would imply the finiteness of all
other local terms in the effective action. In principle, the desired result should still fol-
low from the O(4) Ward identities, but in practice the nonlinearity of the transforma-
tions (4.6.39,40) makes them difficult to apply.)
To low orders inV (sufficient for the three-loop calculation) the action is
S = tr
∫
d 4x d 4θ {ΦiΦi − 12V V + c
′c − c ′c
+ g [Φi ,V ]Φ
i + 1
2
gV {DαV ,D2DαV } + 12 g(c
′ + c ′)[V ,c + c]
+ 1
2
g2[[Φi ,V ],V ]Φ
i + 1
8
g2[V ,DαV ]D2[V ,DαV ]
+ 1
6
g2(D2DαV )[V , [V ,DαV ]] +
1
12
g2(c ′ + c ′)[V , [V ,c − c]]
1
3!
g3[[[Φi ,V ],V ],V ]Φ
i − 1
2
( 1
α
− 1)VΠ0 V + . . . }
+ tr{
∫
d 4x d 2θ ig 1
3!
CijkΦ
i [Φj ,Φk ] + h.c. } (6.4.4)
with
V =V AT A , Φ
i = ΦiAT A , c = c
AT A ,
[TA ,T B] = i f AB
CT C , f AB
C f DC
B = − kδAD . (6.4.5)
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Using the Feynman rules it is trivial to see that at the one-loop level, in the Fermi-
Feynman gauge defined above, the ΦΦ self energy is identically zero. The contributions
from the two graphs below cancel:
D2 D2D2 D2
φ φφ φ
Fig. 6.4.8a
It is easy to verify that the one-loop corrections to the ghost and vector self-energies also
completely vanish. For the former, this is true in any theory, but for the latter it is due
to the multiplicity (3) of the chiral multiplets, which leads to cancellations among the
three graphs below:
Fig. 6.4.8b
This result is trivially true in the background field method: (see sec. 6.5). Then
the field V does not contribute and the three chiral fields exactly cancel contributions
from three chiral ghosts. This also occurs for the V three-point function, and is suffi-
cient to establish in an independent way that β(one-loop) = 0. We refer the reader to
the literature for other one- and higher-loop calculations and summarize the supergraph
results: (a) One-loop three-point functions are finite. The V -field four- and higher-point
functions have a divergence that can be removed by a nonlinear V -field renormalization.
(The divergence never arises in the background field method.) (b) At the two-loop level
the ghost self-energies are still zero, whereas those for V and Φi are only finite. (Conse-
quently, the higher-order contributions to the gauge parameter are O(g4).) (c) At the
three-loop level the Φi self-energy is finite, thus ensuring the vanishing of the β-function.
We present arguments for proving the results to all orders in sec. 7.7.
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The vanishing of the β-function to all orders of perturbation theory leads to the
conclusion that N = 4 Yang-Mills is a finite four-dimensional field theory (up to gauge
artifacts; e.g., except in supersymmetric background or light-cone gauges, divergences
are present, but only in gauge-dependent quantities).
Another theory with interesting finiteness properties is N = 2 Yang-Mills theory.
It has one-loop divergences, but is finite to all higher orders of perturbation theory (as
explicitly verified at two and three loops), making it superrenormalizable. By coupling
an appropriate number of N = 2 hypermultiplets to N = 2 Yang-Mills theory, one can
arrange for the one-loop divergences to cancel, and thus construct a completely finite
theory (in perturbation theory). (In the special case of one adjoint-representation
hypermultiplet, we obtain N = 4 Yang-Mills theory.)
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6.5. The background field method
a. Ordinary Yang-Mills
The background field method is extremely useful in supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory, and essential in the quantum theory of supergravity. In this section we review
the background field method for ordinary Yang-Mills, and then extend it to the super-
symmetric case. The extension involves some subtleties, primarily because of the nonlin-
earity of the gauge transformations.
In gauge theories we start with the gauge-fixed functional integral (6.2.9) and
introduce sources coupled to the fields, defining
Z (J ) =
∫
IDA IDc IDc ′ eSeff + JA , JA ≡
∫
d 4x JaAa . (6.5.1)
We introduceW (J ) = ln Z (J ) and define the effective action by a Legendre transform
Γ(Aˆ) =W (J ) − J Aˆ , Aˆa =
δW
δJa
. (6.5.2)
This quantity is not gauge invariant in general. Physical quantities computed from it
are gauge invariant, and the Green functions satisfy Slavnov-Taylor identities that
express the underlying gauge invariance, but manifest gauge invariance is lost because of
the gauge fixing procedure. On the other hand, the effective action computed in the
background field method is manifestly gauge invariant. It is equivalent to the usual one,
but is more convenient to handle.
In the background field quantization of Yang-Mills theories we follow a procedure
similar to that of sec. 6.2a. We start with the gauge-invariant Lagrangian ILinv (Aa)
(other fields may be present but we do not indicate them explicitly) and split the field
into a background and quantum part: ILinv (A a + Aa). The action is invariant under two
kinds of transformations that give the same δ(A a + Aa):
Quantum:
δA a = 0 , δAa = ∇aλ + i [λ,Aa ] , (6.5.3)
∇aλ = ∂aλ + i [λ,Aa ] ,
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Background:
δA a = ∇aλ , δAa = i [λ,Aa ] . (6.5.4)
We consider now the functional
Z(A) =
∫
IDAa e
∫
ILinv (Aa + A a) , (6.5.5)
and quantize as before to fix the quantum gauge invariance except that, to maintain
manifest invariance with respect to the background gauge transformations, we choose the
gauge-fixing function so that it transforms covariantly under these transformations.
This requires in particular that we covariantize the derivatives that appear there with
respect to the background field: ∂aAa →∇aAa = ∂aAa − i [Aa ,Aa ]. The remainder of
the quantization procedure is the same. We require the Faddeev-Popov ghosts to trans-
form covariantly under background gauge transformations, and we choose the weighting
function exp(− 1
αg2
tr
∫
f 2) to be invariant. We thus obtain the following expression :
Z(A) =
∫
IDAa IDc IDc ′ e
Sinv (A + A) −
∫ 1
4αg2
tr(∇·A)2+SFP . (6.5.6)
Z is manifestly invariant under background gauge transformations but its significance is
not obvious. To elucidate its meaning we consider an object defined exactly like Z
except that we also couple the quantum field to a source:
Z˜ (J ,A) =
∫
IDAa IDc IDc ′ eSeff (Aa ,Aa) + JA . (6.5.7)
We can now pass from Z˜ (J ,A) to Γ˜(A˜,A) by a Legendre transformation in the presence
of the fixed field A. On the other hand, returning to Z˜ itself, we can make a change of
variables A− > A−A which gives
Z˜ (J ,A) = e−JA
∫
IDAa IDc IDc ′ e
∫
[ ILinv (Aa) + ILGF + ILFP + JA]
= e−JAZ (J ,A) . (6.5.8)
It contains the usual ILinv (Aa) but unusual gauge fixing and ghost terms that have addi-
tional dependence on A a . Therefore, Z (J ,A) is the usual generating functional but
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with A-dependent gauge fixing and ghost terms. Now we have
W˜(J ,A) = ln Z˜ (J ,A) = ln Z (J ,A) − JA =W (J ,A) − JA , (6.5.9)
and
Γ˜(A˜,A) =W˜(J ,A) − JA˜ = [W (J ,A) − JA] − JA˜
=W (J ,A) − J (A˜ + A) , A˜ =
δW˜
δJ
=
δW
δJ
− A . (6.5.10)
Therefore
Γ˜(A˜,A) = Γ(A˜ + A ,A) , (6.5.11)
is the usual effective action Γ(Aˆ), evaluated in an unusual A-dependent gauge, and at
Aˆ = A˜ +A . In particular, if in the evaluation of Γ˜(A˜,A) we restrict ourselves to
graphs with no external A˜ lines (‘‘vacuum’’ graphs), i.e., set A˜ = 0, we will obtain Γ(A),
the usual effective action. But these ‘‘A˜-vacuum’’ graphs are simply the one-particle-
irreducible subset of the graphs obtained from Z˜ (0,A) = Z(A). (Actually, this is an
oversimplification. What one obtains is not exactly the effective action, because A lines
from the gauge-fixing term give additional contributions. However, because of gauge
invariance, it can be shown that these have no effect on S-matrix elements so that the
identification, though strictly speaking not correct, can be used when computing physi-
cal quantities.)
Our conclusion is that the effective action is obtained from Z(A) by evaluating in
perturbation theory one-particle-irreducible graphs with only internal Aa lines and exter-
nal A a lines (as well as ghost, and other non-gauge field lines). In particular, if we
expand ILinv (A + A) = IL(A) + IL′(A)A+ IL′′(A)A
2 + . . ., the first term does not con-
tribute to loop graphs (it is the classical contribution to Γ), and the second can be
dropped because it does not contribute to one-particle-irreducible graphs with no exter-
nal A lines. The A2 term gives the complete contribution (from the gauge field) to one-
loop graphs. For higher-loop graphs, internal vertices are read from the higher order
expansion, and all the terms contribute to vertices that involve the external A lines.
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There is an additional feature of the background-field quantization that is not usu-
ally encountered in the Yang-Mills case but that is important. This is the appearance of
the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost. In the gauge-averaging procedure we used the simplest expo-
nential factor to produce the gauge-fixing term in the effective Lagrangian. However, a
more complicated averaging function could be used, e.g., exp
∫
( fMf ) where M is any
operator (matrix). To properly normalize the averaging procedure, we must divide by
det M . If M is field independent, this is a trivial factor. However, if M is a function of
the background field, we normalize the gauge averaging by introducing into the func-
tional integral a factor ∫
ID f IDb e fMf ebMb , (6.5.12)
where b is a ghost field, with opposite statistics to f . When we carry out the f integra-
tion using the δ-function of sec. 6.2.a, we are left with the b field. Thus, the final form is
Z(A a) =
∫
IDAa IDc IDc ′ IDb e
∫
[ILinv (A + A) + ILGF (A,A) + ILFP(c,c ′,A,A) + ILNK (b,A)]
(6.5.13)
where ILNK = bMb. If M is independent of the background field, the additional ghost
gives trivial contributions and can be dropped; otherwise, since the ghost field b has no
interactions with other quantum fields and since it enters quadratically, it only con-
tributes at the one-loop level.
To motivate the procedure we use in the background field quantization of super-
symmetric Yang-Mills theory, we point out two aspects of the background-quantum
splitting Aa → A a + Aa of ordinary Yang-Mills. This splitting has the virtue that the
transformations δ(A a + Aa) = (∂aω − i [A a ,ω]) + (−i [Aa ,ω]), which leave the action
invariant, can be interpreted as ordinary gauge transformations of the background field
accompanied by covariant gauge rotations (linear and homogeneous) of the quantum
field. Furthermore, in an expansion
IL(A + A) =
∑
[IL(n)(A)](A)n , (6.5.14)
each term in the power series is separately invariant under these transformations, since
Aa transforms linearly and homogeneously, as do the functional derivatives of IL(A).
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Thus, if we truncate the series, as we do in a perturbative loop-by-loop evaluation of the
effective action, we maintain the background gauge invariance. This would not be true if
the transformation of the quantum field were nonlinear.
b. Supersymmetric Yang-Mills
In supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory the classical action is invariant under non-
linear gauge transformations eV → eV ′ = eiΛeVe−iΛ, and the splitting V →V + V is
unsuitable. To motivate the subsequent procedure, we first reexamine the background-
quantum splitting of ordinary Yang-Mills theory from a different point of view. We start
with the original gauge and matter action, invariant under the local transformations
δAa = ∂aω − i [Aa ,ω] and, for some matter field, δψ = i [ω,ψ]. Under global transforma-
tions with constant ω we still have invariance, with the gauge fields rotating like the
matter fields. For local ω, we can introduce a new invariance by keeping the covariant
transformations i [ω,Aa ] and i [ω,ψ] for all fields, and introducing a separate gauge field,
the background field Aa to covariantize the derivatives. Since in the original action all
derivatives entered in the form ∇a = ∂a − i [Aa , ], this covariantization amounts to the
replacement
∇a = ∂a − i [Aa , ]→ ∇a − i [Aa , ] = ∂a − i [Aa + Aa , ] , (6.5.15)
which is equivalent to the ordinary quantum-background splitting. We now have two
invariances: the original one where the background field is inert, and the new one, under
which all the fields transform. We obtain a linear splitting A→ A+A because the
gauge field enters linearly in the covariant derivative. In supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory this is so in the abelian case, but not in the nonabelian case. However, the phi-
losophy is the same. We start with the locally invariant gauge theory, observe that it is
invariant for global transformations (with Λ = λ = Λ a constant matrix, not a super-
field), under which the gauge fields transform covariantly (linearly and homogeneously,
since eV → eiλeVe−iλ implies V → eiλVe−iλ) and now gauge this transformation by
covariantizing with the aid of a background field. This amounts to the replacement
DA → ∇A where ∇A is a background covariant derivative. We also have to treat the
covariantly chiral superfields properly.
We recall that supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory can be formulated in terms of
constrained covariant derivatives. The reason for solving the constraints and introducing
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the gauge prepotentials is that only these unconstrained objects are suitable for quanti-
zation. In solving the constraints we have the choice of working in the vector represen-
tation or in the chiral representation. The latter is more convenient for quantization,
expressing the theory in terms of the real superfield V , rather than superfields Ω, Ω with
a redundant gauge invariance. We want to maintain this advantage in the background
field method and work with a quantum V . On the other hand, when we introduce the
background covariant derivatives, it is useful to think of them in the vector representa-
tion. In fact it is possible to express all our results in terms of the (constrained) back-
ground covariant derivatives themselves, without ever introducing explicitly the back-
ground gauge superfields, i.e. without solving the constraints, and in that case the only
representation that is available is the vector representation. The advantage of working
with the background derivatives directly is that background covariance is manifest and
we obtain significant simplifications and improvement in the power counting rules for
Feynman graphs.
We also express covariantly chiral superfields in terms of the quantum field V and
background-covariantly chiral superfields. The latter therefore depend implicitly on the
background fields and would seem not to be suitable for quantization. However, this is
not always the case: At more than one loop, and even at one loop for real representa-
tions of the gauge group, we formulate covariant Feynman rules directly for covariantly
chiral superfields that lead to considerable improvement over the ordinary ones.
Starting with the ordinary covariant derivatives we perform the splitting by writ-
ing them, in the quantum-chiral but background-vector representation, as
∇α = e−V∇αeV , ∇ •α = ∇ •α , ∇a = − i{∇α,∇ •α} ; (6.5.16)
where ∇α and ∇ •α are background covariant derivatives satisfying the usual constraints.
The ∇’s transform covariantly under two sets of transformations:
(a) Quantum:
eV → eiΛ eV e−iΛ ,
∇A → ∇A , (6.5.17)
with background covariantly chiral parameters ∇αΛ = ∇ •αΛ = 0 , i.e.,
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∇A → eiΛ∇A e−iΛ . (6.5.18)
(b) Background:
eV → eiK eV e−iK ,
∇A → eiK∇Ae−iK , (6.5.19)
with a real parameter K = K , i.e.,
∇A → eiK∇Ae−iK . (6.5.20)
The background field transformations ofV can be rewritten as
V → eiKV e−iK , (6.5.21)
i.e.,V transforms covariantly.
* * *
While this procedure has given us a correct quantum-background splitting, in con-
trast to the component Yang-Mills case it results in different transformations of ∇A
under quantum and background transformations. However, the transformation of the
unsplit gauge field is the same. To understand the splitting of the gauge field we solve
the constraints on the background covariant derivatives:
∇α = e−ΩDαeΩ , ∇ •α = eΩD •αe−Ω . (6.5.22)
Hence the splitting of the full derivatives is
∇α = e−Ve−ΩDαeΩeV , ∇ •α = eΩD •αe−Ω . (6.5.23)
We transform to a background chiral representation by pre- and post-multiplying all
quantities by e−Ω and eΩ, respectively. Then
∇α → e−Ωe−Ve−ΩDαeΩeVeΩ , ∇ •α → D •α , (6.5.24)
and the splitting is equivalent to replacing eV by
eV (split) = eΩeVeΩ . (6.5.25)
In other words, we split the full V into a quantum V and background Ω and Ω in a
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particular, nonlinear fashion. (In the abelian case this reduces toV →V + Ω + Ω which
is just the ordinary splitting since by (4.2.72) Ω + Ω = V.)
The usual chiral representation transformations of (6.5.25)
(eΩeVeΩ)′ = eiΛ0(eΩeVeΩ)e−iΛ0 , (6.5.26)
(where Λ0 is ordinary chiral, D •αΛ0 = 0), can be written in two ways:
(a)
(eΩeVeΩ) ′ = eΩ[(e−ΩeiΛ0eΩ)eV (eΩe−iΛ0e−Ω)]eΩ
= eΩ(eiΛeVe−iΛ)eΩ , (6.5.27a)
i.e., the quantum transformations (6.5.17), with background covariantly chiral Λ, or
(b)
(eΩeVeΩ) ′ = (eiΛ0eΩe−iK ) (eiKeVe−iK ) (eiKeΩe−iΛ0) , (6.5.27b)
i.e., the background transformations (6.5.19) (cf. (4.2.70-71); recall that the Λ0 part of
the transformation of Ω does not affect the transformation of the background covariant
derivatives). This is very similar to the situation in component Yang-Mills.
The gauge Lagrangian has the form
trW 2 = − tr(1
2
[∇ •α, {∇ •α,∇α}])2 . (6.5.28)
When we substitute (6.5.16) into (6.5.28), we obtain a splitting of the action into
explicit quantum V ’s and background covariant derivatives. Since the ∇’s transform
covariantly, the Lagrangian will be invariant under both background and quantum trans-
formations. Furthermore, since V transforms homogeneously, expanding the Lagrangian
in powers of V will maintain the background invariance term-by-term, which is one of
the required properties of a good splitting.
When covariantly chiral superfields Φ, ∇ •αΦ = 0 are present, we first express them
in terms of background covariantly chiral superfields by Φ = Φ, Φ˜ = ΦeV (in the quan-
tum chiral representation) ∇ •αΦ = ∇αΦ = 0, and then linearly split them into a sum of
background and quantum fields. The quantum fields transform under
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(a)Quantum transformations:
Φ′ = eiΛΦ ,
Φ′ = Φe−iΛ . (6.5.29)
(b)Background transformations:
Φ′ = eiKΦ ,
Φ′ = Φe−iK . (6.5.30)
The chiral field action is invariant under both quantum and background transformations.
We examine now the background field quantization. We proceed as in the conven-
tional approach, but compute
Z =
∫
IDV IDcIDc ′IDcIDc ′ δ(∇ 2V − f )δ(∇2V − f )eSinv+SFP . (6.5.31)
We have chosen background-covariantly chiral gauge fixing functions, and this means
that the Faddeev-Popov ghosts, introduced as in sec. 6.2, are also background covari-
antly chiral. Finally, we gauge average with
∫
ID f ID f IDb IDb e−
∫
d4x d4θ [ f f + bb]
, (6.5.32)
where the background covariantly chiral Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts b, b have been intro-
duced to normalize to 1 the averaging over f , f . This leads to the final form
Z =
∫
IDV IDc IDc ′ IDc IDc ′ IDb IDb eSeff ,
Seff = Sinv + SGF + SFP +
∫
bb ; (6.5.33)
which, except for the Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts, is like (6.2.19), but with background
covariant derivatives and covariantly chiral superfields. The N.-K. ghosts interact with
the background field, and only give one-loop contributions. If we couple external sources
to the quantum fields, e.g.,
∫
d 4xd 4θJV , the generating functional Z(J , Ω) will still be
invariant under background transformations, provided we require the sources to
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transform covariantly, δJ = i [K , J ].
What we must do now is argue that the background field functional, obtained by
setting sources to zero and computing one-particle-irreducible graphs with only internal
quantum lines and external background lines, is equivalent to the usual effective action,
except for being computed in a different gauge. This is less direct than in the ordinary
case because the splitting is highly nonlinear. We present the following argument:
The splitting (6.5.25) is
V →V + Ω + Ω + nonlinear terms . (6.5.34)
In a gauge for the background fields where Ω = Ω = 1
2
V we write this as V → f (V ,V)
where f (0,V) = V and f (V , 0) =V . If now in the original functional integral we add a
source term
∫
d 4xd 4θJ [ f (V ,V)− f (0,V)] to define a Z˜ (J ,V) we will have a JV cou-
pling, and coupling to higher order terms in V and V (which are irrelevant when com-
puting the S-matrix), but no linear coupling JV. When we set V = 0 we obtain the
conventional Z (J ). As in (6.5.8) we make a change of variables of integration which
involves the inverse of the function f . Under this transformation the invariant gauge
action goes to its usual form in terms ofV , the gauge fixing and ghost terms change in a
complicated, but physically irrelevant manner, and the coupling to the source becomes
simply JV − JV. Furthermore, the Jacobian of the transformation is 1 (see sec. 3.8.b).
We now have the same form as in ordinary Yang-Mills theory, and we conclude that the
background field functional computed by setting J = 0, i.e., evaluating graphs with only
internal quantum lines, does give the usual effective action as a function of the back-
ground field, albeit in an unconventional gauge. Therefore all physically relevant quan-
tum corrections can be obtained from the background field functional. We now discuss
how to evaluate it in perturbation theory.
c. Covariant Feynman rules
We consider first contributions from only the quantum gauge field V . The effec-
tive Lagrangian is
− 1
2g2
tr [(e−V∇αeV )∇ 2(e−V∇αeV ) +V (∇2∇ 2 + ∇ 2∇2)V ] . (6.5.35)
All the dependence on the background fields is through the connection coefficients and
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never through the gauge fields themselves.
The quadratic action has the form
− 1
2g2
trV [ − ∇α∇ 2∇α − iWα∇α + 12 i(∇αW
α) + ∇2∇ 2 + ∇ 2∇2]V . (6.5.36)
Using the commutation relations
[∇ •α,∇α •β ] =C •α •βWα , (6.5.37)
this can be rewritten as
− 1
2g2
trV [ − iWα∇α − iW
•
α∇ •α]V , (6.5.38)
where = 1
2
∇a∇a is the background covariant d’Alembertian and Wα is the back-
ground field strength. Introducing connection coefficients (depending on the background
fields) by ∇A = DA − iΓA, we can separate out a free kinetic term, and interactions with
the background:
− 1
2g2
trV [ 0 − iΓa∂a − 12 i(∂
aΓa) − 12 Γ
aΓa
− iWα(Dα − iΓα) − iW
•
α(D •α − iΓ •α)]V . (6.5.39)
This expression is sufficient for doing one-loop calculations using conventional propaga-
tors for real scalar superfields and the usual D-manipulations. Since the interaction
with the background fields is at most linear in D ’s, and at least four D ’s are needed in a
loop, the first nonvanishing one-loop contribution from V is in the four-point function.
Self-interactions for computing higher-loop contributions can be obtained from the
higher-order inV terms in the Lagrangian (6.5.35).
We now turn to contributions from (fully) covariantly chiral physical superfields
and background covariantly chiral ghost superfields. In principle we have to solve the
chirality constraint ∇ •αΦ = 0 (by writing Φ = eΩΦ0 in terms of an ordinary chiral super-
field), but this introduces explicit dependence on the background gauge prepotentials
which we wish to avoid if possible. Instead, we reexamine the derivation of the Feynman
rules for chiral superfields.
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We consider the generating functional of the form
Z (j , j ) =
∫
IDΦ IDΦ eS + (
∫
d4x d2θ jΦ + h.c.)
, (6.5.40)
where Φ and j are covariantly chiral ∇ •αΦ = ∇ •α j = 0. For the time being we need not
specify whether these are full covariant derivatives or just background covariant deriva-
tives. In principle we define
∫
IDΦ as the integral over the corresponding chiral-repre-
sentation field Φ0 (antichiral for Φ integration), but in practice we simply define it by
the Gaussian integral
∫
IDΦe
∫
d4xd2θ 1
2
Φ2
= 1 . (6.5.41)
Additional fields may be present but we need not indicate them explicitly.
We define covariant functional differentiation by
δΦ(z )
δΦ(z ′)
= ∇2δ8(z − z ′) . (6.5.42)
This form can be derived from (3.8.3), or by writing Φ = ∇2Ψ, in terms of a general
superfield, and covariantizing (3.8.13). Manifestly covariant rules for chiral superfields
can now be found by a direct covariantization of the usual method. The covariantiza-
tion of the identity D2D2Φ = 0Φ (where 0 denotes now the free d’Alembertian)
becomes
∇2∇2Φ = +Φ ,
+ = − iW α∇α − 12 i(∇
αW α) , (6.5.43)
with the covariant . We consider first the massless case.
We carry out the functional integration over Φ by separating out the interaction
terms and doing the Gaussian integral, and obtain
Z = ∆ · eSint (
δ
δ j
,
δ
δ j
) e−
∫
d4x d4θ j +−1 j , (6.5.44)
where ∆ is the functional determinant
∆ =
∫
IDΦ IDΦ eS 0 , S 0 =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ . (6.5.45)
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In general the above expression must still be integrated over other quantum fields that
may be present.
Before we evaluate ∆, which will give a separate, one-loop contribution to the
effective action from the Φ field, we examine the rest of the contributions. The expres-
sion for Z is identical to the one in (6.3.14), except for the presence of covariant deriva-
tives and covariantly chiral sources, and the factor ∆. The perturbation expansion takes
the same form, except that from the functional differentiation we get factors of ∇2 or ∇2
acting on chiral and antichiral lines. The propagators are given by − +−1, but in a per-
turbative calculation we separate + into a free part, which leads to p
−2 propagators,
and the remainder, which gives additional interaction vertices. However, at no stage do
we encounter explicit gauge fields, only connections and field strengths. (The explicit
dependence on the quantum gauge fields will be needed only when we functionally inte-
grate over them.)
We now evaluate ∆. It gives the complete one-loop contribution of the chiral
superfield to graphs with only externalV lines and could be evaluated by using standard
Feynman rules, but this we wish to avoid. This turns out to be possible only for real
representations of the Yang-Mills group. Of course, real representations are frequently
the ones of interest: e.g., the Yang-Mills ghosts are in the adjoint representation, which
is always real. We therefore consider first the case of real representations, and return
later to the complications caused by complex representations. We are still considering
the massless case.
The action S 0 leads to the equations of motion (in the presence of sources)
O
(
Φ
Φ
)
+
(
j
j
)
= 0 , O≡
(
0
∇2
∇2
0
)
. (6.5.46)
We define an action whose equations of motion are
O 2
(
Φ
Φ
)
−
(
j
j
)
= 0 , O 2 =
( ∇2∇2
0
0
∇2∇2
)
, (6.5.47)
in terms of the square of O. This action is given by S ′0 + S ′0, where
S ′0 =
∫
d 4x d 2θ 1
2
Φ +Φ =
∫
d 4x d 4θ 1
2
Φ∇2Φ . (6.5.48)
In terms of it we can write the functional integral
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∆2 =
∫
IDΦ IDΦ eS
′
0 + S ′0 = |
∫
IDΦ eS
′
o |2 = (
∫
IDΦ eS
′
o)2 . (6.5.49)
We have used the fact that S ′0 and its hermitian conjugate contribute equally to ∆, as
can be seen, for example, by examining the resulting Feynman rules below. (This proce-
dure is analogous to the ‘‘doubling’’ trick in QED, where the analogue of O is ∇
α
•
β
and
of + is C αβ + f αβ , with f αβ the electromagnetic field strength. )
We now integrate S ′0 by separating out D
2D2 from ∇2∇2 and treating
(∇2∇2 −D2D2) as an interaction term. The result is
∆ = e
∫
d4x d2θ 1
2
δ
δ j
[∇2∇2 − D2D2] δ
δ j e−
∫
d4x d2θ 1
2
j o−1 j . (6.5.50)
(Writing instead ∇2∇2 = D2e−VD2eV in the chiral representation gives the rules for the
one-loop expression in the usual noncovariant formalism.) Therefore, a calculation of the
one-loop contribution consists in evaluating graphs with propagators p−2δ4(θ − θ′) and
vertices ∇2∇2 −D2D2 giving rise to a string
. . . [∇2∇2 − D2D2]iδ4(θi − θi+1)[∇2∇2 − D2D2]i+1 . . . , (6.5.51)
with
∫
d 4θi integrals at each vertex and one loop-momentum integral. We carry out the
evaluation in the chiral representation, so that ∇ •α = D •α . We concentrate on the i ver-
tex, and from the next vertex we temporarily transfer the D2 = ∇2 factor across the
δ-function. We now use the identity (∇2∇2 −D2D2)D2 = ( + − 0)D2 (in the chiral
representation). Having performed this maneuver we return the D2 to its original place,
and proceed to manipulate the next vertex in the same way. This procedure can be car-
ried out at all vertices but one, which retains its original form. The resulting rules for
the evaluation of ∆ are, with the usual propagator,
one vertex:
D2(∇2 − D2) , (6.5.52)
other vertices:
+ − 0 , (6.5.53)
with the covariant derivatives in chiral representation. Now only one vertex contributes
any D ’s and as a consequence the evaluation of one-loop graph contributions from chiral
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superfields is considerably simplified. Higher loops are given by the rest of the expres-
sion in (6.5.44).
Up to now we have not specified whether the ∇’s are full or background covariant
derivatives. If both quantum and background gauge fields are present, it is more con-
venient to carry out the above procedure at an early stage, before we write Φ˜ = ΦeV ,
i.e., work with fully covariantly chiral superfields (but not for the ghosts, which are only
background covariantly chiral). The result of the calculation is expressible in terms of
the full covariant derivatives, and only at that stage, having integrated out the chiral
superfields, do we need to make the background quantum splitting on the gauge fields.
The ‘‘doubling’’ trick cannot be applied covariantly when the scalar multiplet is in
a complex representation of the Yang-Mills group. If we write the covariantly chiral Φ in
terms of ordinary chiral Φ0 (D •αΦ0 = 0) in the vector representation
Φ = eΩΦ0 , (6.5.54)
we have
Φ = eΩ*Φ0 , (6.5.55)
and
∇2Φ = e−Ω*D2eΩ*eΩ*Φ0 , (6.5.56)
is not in the same representation as Φ (does not satisfy the same chirality condition)
except when the representation is real (in which case Ω * = − Ω). Therefore, the opera-
tor O in (6.5.46) cannot be squared, since it is not representation-preserving. As a
result, we must use rules at one loop which are not expressed manifestly in terms of con-
nections ΓA, but involve explicit gauge fields.
In (6.5.45) we express Φ in terms of Φ0, and introduce ordinary chiral sources j 0
(D •α j 0 = 0). We have instead of (6.5.46) the following equations of motion in the pres-
ence of external super-Yang-Mills:
Oˆ

 Φ0
Φ0

 +

 j 0
j 0

 = 0 , Oˆ =

 0
D2eV
D2eV *
0

 . (6.5.57)
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The noncovariant object Oˆ can be squared, since it preserves (D •α-)chirality:
Oˆ2 =

 D
2eV *D2eV
0
0
D2eVD2eV *

 . (6.5.58)
The action Sˆ 0′ obtained from Oˆ
2 again gives a contribution equal to that of its hermi-
tian conjugate. As in (6.5.50) we separate a D2 from eV *D2eV and treat the rest as an
interaction. The propagator is as before, but the vertex is now
D2(eV *D2eV − D2) . (6.5.59)
Note that, for real representations,V * = −V = −V , so this vertex is just D2(∇2 − D2),
and the rules of (6.5.52,53) can be obtained. In general, for a group containing factors
for which Φ is in a real representation, we can write V =V 1 +V 2, where V 1 * = −V 1,
butV 2 * 	= −V 2 ( [V 1,V 2] = 0), and write the vertex as
D2(eV 2*∇12eV 2 − D2) , ∇1α = e−V 1DαeV 1 = Dα + Γ1α . (6.5.60)
ThenV 1 appears in the rules only as Γ1A whileV 2 appears explicitly.
The net result is that the effective action is expressed manifestly in terms of ∇A
for Yang-Mills factors that occur coupled only to real representations, and always for
higher-loop contributions. However, at one loop, and only for Yang-Mills factors coupled
to complex representations, the contribution must be calculated in a way where the
covariance is not manifest.
Our methods can also be applied to massive chiral superfields. In that case the
term j +
−1 j of (6.5.44) is replaced with
j
1
+ − m2
j + 1
2
[j
m∇2
+( + − m2)
j + h.c. ] , (6.5.61)
a direct covariantization of the result (6.3.13). In performing the doubling trick, we use
∆(m) = ∆(−m). We replace the kinetic operator
O(m) =

 m
∇2
∇2
m

 (6.5.62)
by
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O(−m)O(m) =

 ∇
2∇2 − m2
0
0
∇2∇2 − m2

 . (6.5.63)
After making the corresponding replacements in (6.5.50), we obtain −( 0 − m2)−1 for
the propagator, while the vertices are the same as before.
We summarize the procedure for evaluating the effective action in the background
field formalism: One-loop graphs with only external gauge field lines are obtained from
the quadratic Lagrangian for V in (6.5.39), and by evaluating ∆ for each chiral super-
field. Higher loops are obtained with vertices involving interactions of the quantum
fields, either from the higher-order expansion of theV Lagrangian, or from the perturba-
tive evaluation of (6.5.44). The rules for loops with (some) external chiral lines follow
from (6.5.44) and are the usual ones but with covariant propagators and vertices.
d. Examples
We now present some results. We begin by investigating the radiative generation
of a Fayet-Iliopoulos term (4.3.3) for an abelian gauge field, and consider first the one-
loop tadpole graph with a chiral field inside (Fig. 6.5.1).
Fig. 6.5.1
If the chiral field is massless, we can drop it when using dimensional regularization. In
the massive case, according to the usual rules, it would seem to contribute but gauge
invariance requires that there be two chiral fields of opposite charges, and their contribu-
tions cancel. Therefore, gauge-invariant Pauli-Villars regulators cannot contribute to
this graph either. As a result, the graph must be defined to vanish in the massless case
in any gauge-invariant supersymmetric regularization procedure, dimensional or Pauli-
Villars.
However, in the case of real representations, with the covariant rules, there is no
need for such an argument. At the vertex we have a contribution (see (6.5.52); to
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linearized order we need not distinguish between full and background derivatives )
D2(∇2 −D2) = D2[− iΓαDα − i(12 D
αΓα)] (6.5.64)
(to linearized order), and we do not have two D ’s in the loop. Thus, for real representa-
tions, the graph vanishes just by D algebra.
Actually, even this calculation is unnecessary, because we can give a simple proof
that the Fayet-Iliopoulos term is never generated in perturbation theory for real repre-
sentations: This term corresponds to a contribution to the effective action of the form∫
d 4xd 4θV . However, according to our covariant Feynman rules, a V never appears at a
vertex, only connections and field strengths, so that no such term can be produced.
We next calculate the one-loop contribution to the V self-energy from a massive
chiral superfield in a real representation. If we use the ordinary non-background rules
there are three graphs to compute (because we have massive ΦΦ propagators), and they
have to be combined to exhibit the gauge invariance of the final result. Also, there are
some D manipulations to be performed. Here, there is essentially nothing to do. We
consider again the relevant graph, shown in Fig. 6.5.2.
Fig. 6.5.2
One vertex is given by (6.5.64), while at the other vertex we have (again to linear order)
+ − 0 = [−iΓa∂a − i(12 ∂
aΓa)] + [−iW αDα − i(12 D
αW α)] . (6.5.65)
Since we require two D ’s and two D ’s in the loop, there is a unique term with contribu-
tions −iD2ΓαDα from one vertex, and −iW αDα from the other. The answer is
1
4
k tr
∫
d 4θW α(p)Γα(−p)
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
1
(k 2 + m2)((k + p)2 + m2)
. (6.5.66)
(The factor k was defined in (6.4.5).) We observe that with the covariant rules there is
no seagull-tadpole contribution. This would have to come from the nonlinear part of the
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one-vertex formula (6.5.64), but it does not have enough D ’s to contribute.
We can obtain the V self energy in nonabelian Yang-Mills theory without any cal-
culation. According to the discussion following (6.5.39), if we look at graphs with two
external lines, there are not enough D ’s in the loop. The only source of D ’s are the W -
terms, and each factor of W brings with it just one D . Thus the whole contribution to
the self energy comes from the three chiral ghosts, and therefore we obtain an answer
which is just −3 times that from the chiral field we considered above (with the fields
now being background). This is a general feature: As already mentioned, V ’s start con-
tributing at one loop only beginning with the four-point function. To see the implica-
tions of this remark, we give now a computation of the one-loop, four-particle S-matrix
in N = 4 Yang-Mills theory.
The one-loop contributions with external V lines come from a V loop, from the
three chiral fields, or from the three chiral ghosts. Because of the statistics of the ghosts
the chiral contributions cancel exactly. This is true for a graph with an arbitrary number
of external vector lines. In particular, it implies that the two- and three-point functions
are identically zero at the one-loop level. Therefore, we need only compute the V -loop
contribution. We have just a box diagram, with factors −i(WαDα + W
•
αD •α) at each
vertex, and we must keep terms with two D ’s and two D ’s. The D-algebra is trivial,
and we obtain for the four-V amplitude
Γ = 1
2
tr
∫
d 4p1. . .d 4p4
(2π)16
d 4θ (2π)4δ(Σpi)Go(p1. . .p4)
×[Wα(p1)Wα(p2)W
•
α(p3)W •α(p4)
− 1
2
Wα(p1)W
•
α(p2)Wα(p3)W •α(p4)] , (6.5.67)
where G0 is the contribution from the four-point scalar box diagram
G0 =
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
1
k 2(k − p1)2(k − p1 − p2)2(k + p4)2
. (6.5.68)
The trace is over internal symmetry indices, and all the superfields have the same θ
argument.
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This result is valid off-shell and is ultraviolet finite. On-shell it gives the one-loop
S-matrix, but it is infrared divergent. (To obtain the S-matrix we drop the pi integrals
and sum over pi permutations. The W ’s give kinematical factors proportional to
momenta and polarizations). The simplicity of the calculation is due in large part to the
absence of chiral superfield contributions. In the particular gauge we are using there are
no self-energy or triangle graphs to consider, and the whole S-matrix is given by the box
graph. We will encounter a similar situation in supergravity (see sec. 7.8).
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6.6. Regularization
a. General
The perturbative renormalization of superfield theories is in principle no different
from that of ordinary field theories. We need a procedure for regularizing divergent inte-
grals, and a prescription for subtracting ultraviolet divergences. We must deal with
renormalizable non-polynomial Lagrangians (e.g., supersymmetric Yang-Mills in a super-
symmetric gauge), and use the supersymmetry Ward identities in the course of renor-
malization or, alternatively, use a regularization scheme that manifestly preserves super-
symmetry. We do not have much to say about renormalization. For renormalizable
models, we introduce renormalization constants in the classical action and use them to
cancel, order by order in perturbation theory, the divergences we encounter.
As we have already mentioned, in supersymmetric theories there are fewer diver-
gences present than in nonsupersymmetric ones. In general, the degree of divergence of
any supergraph can be determined by the dimensional argument of sec. 6.3 or by the fol-
lowing power counting rules: In renormalizable theories all supersymmetric vertices have
four D ’s (either from the D2 and D2 of chiral superfields, or the Dα, D2Dα of gauge
superfields). In nonrenormalizable theories there are additional factors, but we first con-
sider the renormalizable case. All vertices have a d 4θ factor.
We consider an L-loop graph withV vertices, P propagators of which C are ΦΦ or
ΦΦ massive chiral propagators, and E external lines of which Ec are chiral or antichiral.
From the vertices there areV factors of D2D2∼q2. The propagators produce q−2 factors,
but ΦΦ or ΦΦ propagators give an additional D2q−2∼q−1 factor. Each loop produces a
d 4q∼q4 and uses up a D2D2∼q2 factor from δD2D2δ = δ. Each external chiral line
accounts for one D2∼q missing at the corresponding vertex. The superficial degree of
divergence is (using L − P +V = 1)
D∞ = 4L − 2L − 2P + 2V −C − Ec = 2 −C − Ec
Therefore, for graphs with only external V ’s the superficial degree of divergence is two
(but gauge invariance improves this), and zero if there are two external chiral lines. Fur-
thermore, if the external lines are all chiral an additional D2 must come out of the loop:∫
d 4θΦn = 0 so one must have at least
∫
d 4θΦn−1D2Φ for a nonzero result. Therefore the
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convergence is improved and only graphs with one Φ and one Φ line may be divergent.
For renormalizable theories we obtain the results of sec. 6.3. In supergravity on the
other hand, where at each vertex we have the equivalent of six factors of D , the degree
of divergence of a graph is 2 −C − Ec +V . This result can also be obtained by a
dimensional argument (see sec. 7.7).
Regularization is an important part of any renormalization scheme. Although in
principle any regularization may be used, in practice it is preferable to use a scheme that
is computationally simple and maintains as many properties of the classical theory as
possible. This simplifies the renormalization procedure, which must not only make the
quantum theory finite by subtraction of divergences, but also must maintain unitarity by
possible subtraction of additional finite quantities. For theories with (global or local)
symmetries, such additional subtractions are determined by the requirement that renor-
malized Green functions satisfy Ward-Takahashi identities, and in the case of nonabelian
gauge theories, Slavnov-Taylor identities. However, it is preferable to employ a regular-
ization scheme that manifestly preserves all symmetries; this allows a renormalization
scheme that requires the subtraction of only the divergent parts, so the application of
Ward-Takahashi-Slavnov-Taylor identities is unnecessary.
b. Dimensional reduction
Dimensional regularization has proven to be the most practical method of regu-
larization in component field theories because it has three properties: (1) It manifestly
preserves (almost) all symmetries, thus bypassing the Ward-Takahashi or Slavnov-Taylor
identities; (2) the regularized graphs are no harder to calculate than the unregularized
ones and require only one regulator, the dimensionality of spacetime; (3) renormalization
is a simple procedure, requiring only minimal subtraction. The prescription for dimen-
sional regularization is: (1) Write the action in a form which is valid for any dimension
D of spacetime; (2) calculate Feynman graphs formally in arbitrary spacetime dimen-
sions, integrating over D components of each loop momentum, giving fields of any
Lorentz representation the number of components appropriate to that value of D, and
performing any algebraic manipulations that would be valid for finite integrals (i.e., per-
forming the integral in dimensions D for which it is finite and analytically continuing in
D); (3) renormalize by subtracting from divergent contributions (as D→ 4) only their
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pole parts (proportional to 1
D− 4), and no additional finite parts, first in subdivergences
and then for the superficial divergence (in amputated one-particle-irreducible graphs,
i.e., the effective action).
This procedure has two drawbacks: (1) It must be supplemented by a prescription
for handling symmetries which do not commute with parity, i.e., involving γ5 or abcd ,
and in particular for correctly obtaining chiral anomalies for those cases where they are
present. (2) It does not maintain supersymmetry: The prescription for giving fields of
any Lorentz representation the number of components appropriate to D dimensions does
not keep Fermi and Bose degrees of freedom balanced. A modification of the prescrip-
tion, which would continue a four-dimensional theory to a theory supersymmetric in D
dimensions, is not possible either. For example, if D is increased past 10, a globally
supersymmetric theory would have to be continued to a locally supersymmetric one. We
would have spins ≥ 2 because the number of supersymmetry generators increases with
increasing D. We now describe a modification of dimensional regularization intended to
preserve supersymmetry, and return later to the first difficulty.
Since the change in structure of supersymmetric theories as the number of super-
symmetry generators (4N ) is increased is not uniform, we consider keeping this number
fixed. For regularizing ultraviolet divergences it is only necessary to continue to lower
dimensions, and it is then possible to keep the number of supersymmetry generators
fixed at their four-dimensional value. In general, our prescription for continuing to lower
dimensions is to continue only the dimensionality of spacetime, but keep the range of all
Lorentz indices the same, as if they were internal symmetry indices. As we reduce D, an
N -extended supersymmetry can be reinterpreted as an N ′-extended supersymmetry,
N ′ > N . For example, N = 1 in D=4 dimensions can be regarded as N = 2 in D=3
dimensions. In this way, the number of bosonic and fermionic variables stay equal. Such
a continuation is called ‘‘dimensional reduction’’. Here we consider continuation only
from D=4 to D<4.
Our rules for applying dimensional reduction to regularize component Feynman
graphs are: (1) All indices on the fields, and corresponding matrices, coming from the
action are treated as 4-dimensional indices; (2) as in ordinary dimensional regularization,
all momentum integrals are integrated over D-component momenta, and all resulting
Kronecker δ’s are D-dimensional; (3) since D<4 always, any 4-dimensional Kronecker δ
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contracted with a momentum equals that momentum δa
bpb = pa , and any 4-dimensional
δ contracted with a D-dimensional one gives the D-dimensional one δab δˆ bc = δˆ ac , where
the ‘‘ˆ’’ indicates D-dimensional quantities. The first rule is necessary to preserve super-
symmetry, since it keeps the number of components the same; the second rule preserves
all the useful properties of dimensional regularization (e.g., gauge invariance); the last
rule defines the regularization as dimensional reduction.
Unlike in ordinary dimensional regularization, both 4-dimensional and D-dimen-
sional quantities occur. Therefore, when applied to components, dimensional reduction
requires handling more types of fields: e.g., a 4-dimensional vector becomes a D-dimen-
sional vector and 4-D scalars. This can cause difficulties in nonsupersymmetric theories,
since a larger variety of divergences can occur, but in supersymmetric theories supersym-
metry allows only divergences containing the full set of 4-dimensional fields. For exam-
ple, ([Aa ,Ab ])
2 → ZA2([Aˆa , Aˆb ])2 + ZAZ φ([Aˆa ,φi ])2 + Z φ2([φi ,φj ])2, but in supersym-
metric theories the D-dimensional extended supersymmetry that results from reducing
4-dimensional supersymmetry ensures that ZA = Z φ. (In theories with only scalars and
spinors, the only difference from usual dimensional regularization is in the normalization
of the spinor trace, and hence these problems do not arise.)
When applied to superfields, dimensional reduction is the unique form of dimen-
sional regularization that allows the naive algebraic manipulation of the 4-dimensional
spinor derivatives Dα in divergent as well as convergent supergraphs. This requirement
leads to the following definition of regularization by dimensional reduction on super-
graphs: (1) Perform all algebra as in D=4, obtaining a form where all θ-integration has
been performed i.e., the graph is expressed as an integral over a single d 4N θ of products
of superfields of various momenta times an ordinary momentum integral and is therefore
manifestly supersymmetric; (2) perform the remaining momentum integral in D-dimen-
sions. In step (1), we use the 4-dimensional identity p
α
•
β
pβ
•
β = δα
βp2 (recall p2 ≡ 1
2
papa
(3.1.16,18)). No D-dimensional Kronecker deltas arise at this stage. In step (2), sym-
metric integrations generate D-dimensional Kronecker deltas, e.g.,
pα •α p
β
•
β → 2
D
p2 δˆ α •α
β
•
β , (6.6.1)
where δˆ α •α
β
•
β = δˆ a
b has the properties
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δˆ α •α
β
•
βδβ
α = D
2
δ •α
•
β , δˆ α •α
β
•
βδˆ
β
•
β
γ
•
γ = δˆ α •α
γ
•
γ , (6.6.2)
and spinor indices are still manipulated as in 4 dimensions.
On the other hand, a dimensional regularization scheme, which like ordinary
dimensional regularizations continued spinor indices (including the one on θα) to D-
dimensional ones with k = 2
D
2
−1 components, would have problems: e.g.,∫
dkθdkθ = DkDk would no longer have well defined statistics, and would introduce
higher derivatives (for k > 2) into the action, requiring some nonminimal subtraction
scheme (such as analytic regularization).
Unfortunately, although it preserves supersymmetry, regularization by dimensional
reduction leads to ambiguities. For example, let us consider the expression
δˆ [a
f pbqcrd se] = 0 (6.6.3)
which vanishes in D<5 because it is totally antisymmetric in 5 indices which take less
than 5 values. (This also follows if we write the vector indices in terms of spinor indices
and use 4-dimensional spinor manipulations.) If we now contract with δˆ f
a we obtain
(D − 4)p [aqbrcsd ] = 0 (6.6.4)
Since p [aqbrcsd ] does not vanish in D=4, and we must require it not to vanish in D	=4 to
avoid generating arbitrary coefficients for such terms upon continuation, we have an
inconsistency. This can also be viewed as an ambiguity: By evaluating a supergraph in
two different ways, we may obtain results that differ by the left hand side of (6.6.4). If
the supergraph is convergent, this ambiguity disappears in the limit D→4. However, if
it is divergent, a finite difference between the two ways of evaluating the graph may
result.
The same ambiguity is present in component theories (supersymmetric or other-
wise) that have chiral anomalies, where the corresponding expression is
0 = δˆ f
a [tr(γ5γ f γa p/q/r/s/) + tr(γ5γa p/q/r/s/γ f )]
= (D − 4)tr(γ5 p/q/r/s/) (6.6.5)
To derive this result, we have used the identities
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{γa , γb} = 2δab , {γ5 , γa} = 0 , δˆ aa = D , (6.6.6)
which are equivalent to the prescription (6.6.2) combined with the 4-dimensional spinor
algebra.
This problem arises because we have required that our regularization respects local
gauge invariance: When we consider theories with axial couplings, we must use a pre-
scription such as (6.6.6) that respects chiral invariance. This makes it impossible to cal-
culate (unambiguously) anomalies that should be there. Modifications of (6.6.6) exist
that give the correct anomalies, but unfortunately, these also give spurious anomalies
that must be eliminated by using Ward-Takahashi-Slavnov-Taylor identities, which is
just what we were trying to avoid.
c. Other methods
There do exist alternative schemes for supersymmetric regularization, at least for
special systems. For theories that allow the introduction of mass terms, we can use
supersymmetric Pauli-Villars regularization. This is the case, for example, in the Wess-
Zumino model (or models with several chiral scalar superfields) where one can work with
the regularized Lagrangian
ILR =
∫
d 8z (ΦΦ +
∑
ciΦiΦi)
+
∫
d 6z [1
2
(mΦ2 +
∑
MiΦ
2
i) +
1
3!
λ(Φ +
∑
Φi)
3] + h.c. , (6.6.7)
or in models of chiral multiplets coupled to a Yang-Mills multiplet, for regularizing chiral
loops,
ILR =
∫
d 8z (ΦeVΦ+
∑
ciΦie
VΦi)
+ 1
2
∫
d 6z (mΦ2 +
∑
MiΦ
2
i) + h.c. . (6.6.8)
Here the Φi are chiral regulator fields, and the limit Mi →∞ is to be taken at the end
of the calculations.
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For supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories we can use higher derivative regulariza-
tion. For example, the usual covariant action can be modified to read
tr
∫
d 4x d 2θ 1
2
W α(1 + ξ−2 +)W α , (6.6.9)
and similar modifications can be made in the gauge fixing and ghost terms to produce
propagators with k−4 behavior for large k . As in ordinary Yang-Mills, all multiloop dia-
grams are superficially convergent. However this procedure must be supplemented by a
different one-loop regularization.
Straightforward Pauli-Villars regularization cannot be used for Yang-Mills theories
because it destroys gauge invariance. However, in the background field method it seems
perfectly acceptable. In this method the effective action is manifestly covariant, and
since the quantum fields transform covariantly (rotate like tensors), one can add a mass
term, and therefore massive regulators, without destroying the gauge invariance. What
is not entirely clear is that this can be done in general in a manifestly BRS invariant
way, i.e., without destroying the unitarity of the S-matrix. But there seem to be no
problems at the one-loop level, so that a combination of higher-derivative and one-loop
Pauli-Villars regularization is a perfectly acceptable procedure for maintaining manifest
supersymmetry in the background field formalism. A related procedure for one-loop
graphs can be used even in a non-background formalism.
Another regularization procedure, which has been used for one-loop graphs, is
point splitting. We first consider the nonsupersymmetric case. The regularization is
applied to one-loop graphs by expressing them as traces of propagators in external fields,
and separating the coincident end points of the propagator:∫
d 4x G(x , x )→
∫
d 4x G(x , x + ) , (6.6.10)
where  is an infinitesimal regulator. Writing the Green function G as a functional aver-
age of fields,
G(x ,y) = < ψ(x )ψ(y) > =
∫
IDψeS(ψ)ψ(x )ψ(y) , (6.6.11)
we can express the point splitting in the following form in terms of an explicit operator:
G(x , x + ) = < ψ(x )e·∂ψ(x ) > . (6.6.12))
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This procedure must be modified in order to preserve gauge invariances. However, for
the form (6.6.12), gauge covariantization is trivial: We replace the partial derivative ∂
with a covariant one ∇= ∂ − iA:
< ψ(x )e·∇ψ(x ) > . (6.6.13)
This is equivalent to the form:
< ψ(x )IP{exp[− i
x + 
x
∫
dx ′ · A(x ′)]}ψ(x + ) > , (6.6.14)
where the line integral is along a straight line and IP means path ordering. The equiva-
lence can be proven, even for finite , by writing the exponential in (6.6.13) as a product
of exponentials of infinitesimals, and then reordering all the ∂’s to the right (which
translates the A’s). In calculations, it is more convenient to have the manifestly covari-
ant form (6.6.13) in terms of ∇’s.
The supersymmetric generalization is straightforward: For ∇a use the superspace
covariant derivative. (In principle one could also translate in θ with ∇α, but the θ inte-
gration is already finite and doesn’t need regularization.) The above equivalence to the
path-ordered expression also holds in superspace.
While such regularization methods maintain supersymmetry, they are cumbersome.
Some form of dimensional regularization is preferable, for all the reasons we gave earlier.
As we have already discussed, at the supergraph level this amounts to doing first all the
D-algebra in four dimensions, and then dimensionally continuing the momentum inte-
grals. The results are manifestly supersymmetric, but presumably the inconsistencies we
have discussed earlier will give rise to some ambiguities in the results.
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6.7. Anomalies in Yang-Mills currents
As an example of our rules for chiral superfields and regularization methods, we
calculate the supersymmetric version of the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. We consider a
chiral multiplet coupled to both polar and axial vector gauge multiplets. The only phys-
ical component in the anomaly multiplet is the anomaly in the chiral symmetry current
corresponding to phase transformations of the chiral superfields. This symmetry com-
mutes with supersymmetry transformations and should be distinguished from R-symme-
try, which does not commute with supersymmetry. The R-symmetry chiral anomaly
appears in the multiplet of superconformal anomalies, which also includes the trace and
supersymmetry current anomalies. We will discuss this in sec. 7.10.
We consider the action for scalar multiplets coupled to vector multiplets:
S =
∫
d 4xd 4θΦeVΦ . (6.7.1)
For simplicity, we assume an even number of scalar multiplets, in pairs of opposite
charge with respect to polar vector gauge fields. The two Weyl spinors in such a pair
form a Dirac spinor, with the usual transformation under parity. The column vector Φ
is thus in a real representation of the symmetries which the polar vectors gauge. We can
also consider the coupling of axial vector gauge fields, with respect to which the two
members of a pair have the same charge. The Dirac spinors of the pairs couple to these
axial vectors with a γ5. To indicate these two types of vectors, and the corresponding
two types of vector multiplets, we separateV into polar and axial parts:
V =V + +V − ; V + = −V + * , V − = V − * . (6.7.2)
The * refers to complex conjugation in the sense of (3.1.9) (V *=V t , since V =V †), but
can refer to matrix complex conjugation if an appropriate representation is chosen. This
is a special case of the situation discussed after (6.5.59). Since Φ is in a real representa-
tion of the group of V +, the polar vector multiplet, we can use improved rules with
respect to it, but must use the unimproved form (at one loop) for V −, the axial vector
multiplet.
We consider the one-loop graphs with two external polar vectors and one external
axial vector. Depending on the group structure, the anomaly in the line of the axial vec-
tor may or may not cancel. If the axial anomaly is nonvanishing, axial gauge invariance
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is lost, and the axial vector cannot be considered physical. To be general, we consider
the axial vector as merely a device for defining the appropriate axial current. We then
evaluate the divergence of that current in terms of the polar vector fields appearing at
the other two legs.
Varying the action with respect to any of the axial vector multipletsV −, we obtain
the axial current superfields
J A = ΦT AΦ , (6.7.3)
where we have written V − =V −
ATA . Gauge invariance of the action requires the on-
shell conservation law ∇2J A =0 (as follows from substituting the transformation law
eV − ′ = eiΛeV −e − iΛ into the action and varying with respect to the chiral gauge parame-
ter). Therefore we define the anomaly AA by
∇2J A = AA . (6.7.4)
We will find that the anomaly ∇2J is proportional toW 2. The component (axial)
current is given by j α •α =
1
2
[∇ •α,∇α]J |. Its divergence is therefore given by
∇α •α j α •α∼ [∇2,∇2]J | ∼ (∇2W 2 − ∇2W 2)| ∼ abcd f ab f cd , which is the familiar component
result.
The anomaly can be calculated by evaluating the matrix element
∇2 < ΦTAΦ > , (6.7.5)
where Φ is now covariantly chiral with respect toV +. In the calculations below we omit
the group theory factor. We compute the matrix element < ΦΦ > and at the end we
must take the trace of its product withT A .
We will evaluate the anomaly by three methods: (1) the Adler-Rosenberg method,
(2) with a Pauli-Villars regulator, and (3) with point-splitting regularization.
In the Adler-Rosenberg method we need only compute a triangle graph with one
axial and two polar vectors at the vertices. Other, self-energy-type graphs, with one vec-
tor at one vertex and two at the other also contribute. However, their contribution
merely covariantizes that from the triangle graph and therefore, by imposing gauge
invariance, the full result can be extracted from this graph. We use the background-field
formalism of sec. 6.5. At the axial vertex we have, from < ΦΦ > itself,
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D2D2 , (6.7.6)
while at the other two we use the linearized expression (6.5.65) with on-shell, Landau-
gauge polar vectors (∂aΓa = DαW α = 0):
−i(Γa∂a +W αDα) . (6.7.7)
The supergraph is shown in fig. 6.7.1:
p − q ′
Γapa − iW αDα Γbpb − iW βDβ
D2
p + q
p
D2
Fig. 6.7.1
It is easy to check, by integration by parts, that the W αDα, W
βDβ terms do not
contribute on shell. Therefore the D manipulation is trivial and we must evaluate an
ordinary graph, as in scalar QED, with 1 at one vertex, and −iΓa∂a at the others. The
Feynman integral is
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
papb
p2(p − q)2(p + q ′)2 Γ
a(q)Γb(q ′) . (6.7.8)
This directly gives the contribution to the matrix element < ΦΦ >. (If considered as an
ordinary triangle graph, with external vectors attached afterwards, the factor of 2 from
functionally differentiating the two Γa ’s corresponds to this graph plus that with crossed
vector lines.)
According to our supersymmetric dimensional regularization prescription the rest
of the evaluation should be carried in D dimensions and the other graphs should be
included. However, gauge invariance requires that Γa(q) enter the result in the form
Fab = − iq [aΓb], and a term of this form can only be obtained from the triangle graph, by
extracting from the integral the (finite) part proportional to q ′aqb . After introducing
Feynman parameters and shifting the loop momentum this part can be easily extracted,
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and we obtain for the complete contribution to < ΦΦ >
− 1
4
1
(4π)2
1
(q + q ′)2
Fab(q)Fab(q ′) (6.7.9)
or, in x -space
< ΦΦ > = 1
4
1
(4π)2
1
(FabFab) . (6.7.10)
Here
Fab = ∂ [aΓb] =
1
2
C αβ∇( •αW •β) +
1
2
C •
α
•
β
∇(αW β) (6.7.11)
and hence
FabFab =
1
2
(∇(αW β)) (∇(αW β)) + h.c.
= − 4∇2W 2 + h.c. , (6.7.12)
where we have used the field equations ∇αW α = ∇2W α = 0.
The anomaly is given by
∇2[1
4
1
(4π)2
1
FabFab ] = − 1(4π)2
1 ∇2∇2W 2 = − 1
(4π)2
W 2 . (6.7.13)
This must be multiplied by the group generator T A and a trace taken (with
W α =Wα
BT B ).
In the Pauli-Villars regularization method we compute
m→∞
lim ∇2(< ΦΦ > − < ΦmΦm >) (6.7.14)
where Φm is a massive regulator field. In this regularized expression we can use the
equations of motion
∇2Φ = 0 , ∇2Φm = mΦm (6.7.15)
so that the relevant quantity to compute is
−
m→∞
lim m < ΦmΦm > (6.7.16)
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Using (6.5.44,61) we have
< ΦmΦm > =
δ
δj
δ
δj
W (j )
= ∇2 −m∇
2
+( + − m2)
∇2 = −m∇
2
+ − m2
. (6.7.17)
We must therefore compute a loop graph, with ∇2 replaced by D2 (this is the only
source of D ’s), and ( + − m2)−1 expanded in powers of the background field (we need
at least two D ’s):
1
+ − m2
 1
0 − m2
(−iW αDα)
1
0 − m2
(−iW βDβ)
1
0 − m2
+ . . . (6.7.18)
The only nonzero contribution in the m →∞ limit comes from the term explicitly
written. In momentum space it corresponds to a triangle graph with D2 at one vertex
andW αDα,W
βDβ at the other two. The anomaly is therefore given by
−
m→∞
lim m2
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
1
[p2 + m2][(p − q)2 + m2][(p + q ′)2 + m2] (2W
2)
= − 1
(4π)2
W 2 (6.7.19)
as before.
In the point-splitting method we compute
D2 < Φe·∇Φ > = < Φ∇2e·∇Φ >
= < Φe·∇(e−·∇ ∇e·∇)2 Φ > . (6.7.20)
Using the commutation relations (4.2.90) of the covariant derivatives, we find
e−·∇∇ •αe·∇ = ∇ •α − α •αW α + 12 
α •
α
β
•
β(∇
β
•
β
W α) +O(
3) . (6.7.21)
We then expand the remaining e·∇ = e·∂ [1 − i · Γ +O(2)], express everything in
terms of < Φ(x )e·∂Φ(x ) > = < Φ(x )Φ(x + ) >, and take the limit  → 0.
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However, we can limit the number of terms we need consider by evaluating
< Φ(x )Φ(x + ) > first. The only terms which are divergent in the limit  → 0 (from
power counting) are given by the tadpole and propagator graphs, as shown in fig. 6.7.2:
− i(Γa∂a − iW αDα)
D2 D2
D2 D2
Fig. 6.7.2
(As before, we have two factors D2 and D2 from Φ and Φ, and
+ − 0− i(Γa∂a +W αDα).) The W αDα term does not contribute. The graphs are
evaluated as
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
e−i·p
1
p2
=
1
(4π)2
1
2
,
−Γa
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
e−i·p
pa
p2(p + k)2
=
1
(4π)2
1
2
i · Γ (6.7.22)
so that
< Φ(x )Φ(x + ) > =
1
(4π)2
1
2
[1 + i · Γ +O(2)] . (6.7.23)
We thus keep factors multiplying < ΦΦ > only to O(2), and also drop factors O(2)
which have a D •α acting on < ΦΦ >. The result is
D2 < Φe·∇Φ > (−α •αW αD •α − 12 
α
•
αW αβ •αW
β) < Φe·∂Φ >
 (−α •αW αD •α + 2W 2)
1
(4π)2
1
2
(1 + i · Γ)
 1
(4π)2
(−i 1
2
α
•
αβ
•
βW αD •αΓβ •β +W
2) . (6.7.24)
(Note in particular that only the e·∂ part of the remaining e·∇ contributes, and only
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up to O() in e−·∇∇ •αe·∇.)
Using the chiral representation relation
D •αΓβ •β = iC •α •βW β , (6.7.25)
we obtain the same result as by the previous two methods. (Note that in ordinary QED
the calculation is slightly simpler because the point-split propagator goes only as −1.)
At higher loops, and also at one loop for real representations, our covariant Feyn-
man rules apply. Consequently the triangle graph contribution to the effective action
depends on the connections and field strengths and not on the gauge fields themselves
and, by simple power counting, it is therefore superficially convergent. We draw two
conclusions: There are no one-loop chiral anomalies for the Yang-Mills multiplet itself
(the chiral ghosts are in a real representation of the group), and there are no higher-loop
chiral anomalies for any multiplet: For the chiral current defined by (6.7.3) the Adler-
Bardeen theorem holds.
The Adler-Bardeen theorem is not in conflict with the existence of higher-order
contributions to the β-function. As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, the
chiral current that is in the same multiplet with the energy-momentum tensor is not the
one we have discussed here, but the R-symmetry axial current. It is a member of the
supercurrent defined by coupling to supergravity, and in general its anomaly does receive
higher-order radiative corrections as do the anomalies of its supersymmetric partners.
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7. QUANTUM N=1 SUPERGRAVITY
7.1. Introduction
The quantization of superfield supergravity presents a number of new features
and complications that we discuss in this chapter. Once the gauge-fixing procedure and
ghost structure have been determined Feynman rules can be obtained. Useful as super-
graphs are in global supersymmetry, their power is awesome when it comes to doing per-
turbation theory calculations in supergravity. Much of the simplicity of superfield calcu-
lations in supergravity, as compared with component calculations, occurs because, as in
global supersymmetry, we deal with objects having fewer Lorentz indices. The super-
gravity superfield is a Lorentz vector, as compared to the Lorentz second-rank tensor
and vector-spinor of component supergravity. Consequently the interaction Lagrangians
have fewer terms, and the tensor algebra is much simpler. For example, the three-gravi-
ton vertex contains 171 terms, while the corresponding three-vertex in supergravity con-
sists of only 27. As a result, it is possible to do calculations in superfield supergravity
that have not even been attempted in ordinary quantum gravity or component super-
gravity.
The investigation of the divergence structure of quantum supergravity is also very
much facilitated by the use of superfields. Many cancellations due to supersymmetry
happen automatically, and it is much easier to list and understand the possible countert-
erms. In component calculations, with non-supersymmetric gauge-fixing terms for the
graviton and gravitino, the corresponding cancellations do not occur automatically, and
it is much more difficult to determine what infinities might be present or absent.
Background field methods play a crucial role here. Since the calculations are never
very easy, and the algebra does get complicated, it is essential to keep some control of
the gauge invariance of the theory, and this is best accomplished by working in the man-
ifestly gauge-invariant background field formalism. In particular, we have the usual
property that all divergences are gauge invariant: The formalism avoids the noncovari-
ant divergences of gravitational theories quantized in nonbackground gauges. We shall
see that, just as in Yang-Mills theory, the background field quantization has the further
virtue of simplifying some of the vertices. It also allows us to work with only back-
ground covariant derivatives rather than prepotentials, and consequently leads to some
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improvement in the power counting rules for the theory.
The new feature of the quantization procedure is the appearance of large numbers
and new types of ghosts, besides the Faddeev-Popov and Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts. They
arise either because of certain constraints that the gauge-fixing functions satisfy, or are
introduced to remove certain nonlocalities that have been produced by the gauge-fixing
procedure. In addition, we find numerous ghosts-for-ghosts.
We discuss first the background field quantization procedure. Ordinary quantiza-
tion Feynman rules can easily be obtained from the ones we derive by setting the back-
ground fields to zero, but in pure supergravity there is little advantage to using them:
In general, L-loop calculations in ordinary field theory present about the same level of
difficulty as L+ 1-loop calculations in the background field method. In the following
sections we discuss the background-quantum splitting, which we pattern after the one in
Yang-Mills theory, the number and kinds of ghosts one may encounter, and the choice of
gauge-fixing function. Once we have the Lagrangian, we can discuss general properties
of the effective action, derive supergraph rules, and do loop calculations.
We consider only n = − 1
3
supergravity. In sec. 7.10.e we shall argue that N = 1,
n 	=− 1
3
theories are inconsistent at the quantum level due to anomalies in the Ward
identities of local supersymmetry (except when part of an extended theory).
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7.2. Background-quantum splitting
We divide the discussion in two parts: the splitting itself, and the expansion of
the action. As in the Yang-Mills case, the splitting into quantum and background fields
is nonlinear and done in terms of exponentials. The simplest way to understand it is as
an expansion of the (constrained) covariant derivatives in terms of unconstrained quan-
tum prepotentials (needed for quantization) and constrained background derivatives;
the simplest way to obtain it is by re-solving the constraints, as in sec. 5.3., but using
background covariant instead of flat superspace derivatives. Except for some small mod-
ifications explained below, the results can be written almost immediately.
The expansion of the action is algebraically lengthy, but straightforward. We give
the part quadratic in the quantum fields, but the procedure can be extended for finding
higher order terms.
a. Formalism
The quantum-background splitting in supergravity follows a pattern very similar
to that of Yang-Mills, and we simply repeat it here, referring the reader back to sec. 6.5
for motivation and an explanation of the procedure. We start with the conventional
derivatives (with degaugedU (1); see sec. 5.3.b.8)
∇A = EAMDM +(ΦAβγM γβ +ΦA •β
•
γM •γ
•
β) ,
[∇A,∇B} =TABC∇C +(RABγδM δγ +RAB •γ
•
δM •
δ
•
γ) ; (7.2.1)
covariant under the (vector-representation) transformations:
∇A ′ = eiK∇Ae−iK , K = K ;
K = KMiDM + (K α
βiM β
α +K •α
•
βiM •
β
•
α) . (7.2.2)
The solution to the constraints expresses the derivatives in terms of the unconstrained
prepotentials H α •α and φ and ordinary flat-space derivatives DM , in the chiral representa-
tion, as in sec. 5.3. For the time being we use a chiral density compensator. We achieve
our quantum-background splitting by substituting into the solution background covari-
ant derivatives for the flat derivatives. The fields H α •α and φ are the quantum fields,
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while the background fields appear implicitly in the background derivatives.
We take the background covariant derivatives ∇A in the vector representation,
∇ •α = (∇α)†, i∇a = (i∇a)†, and require them to satisfy the same constraints as ∇A.
This immediately allows us to solve the representation preserving constraints:
{∇α ,∇β} =T αβγ∇γ + Rαβ(M ) (7.2.3)
and its hermitian conjugate are obviously satisfied by (cf. sec. 5.3.b.2)
∇ •α = Ψ(∇ •α +ω •αβγM γβ +ω •α •β
•
γM •γ
•
β) , (7.2.4a)
∇α = e−HΨ(∇α +ωαβγM γβ +ωα •β
•
γM •γ
•
β)eH , (7.2.4b)
where H = HAi∇A introduces the quantum field HA which also appears in Ψ and the
quantum connection ω. We have written the derivatives in a chiral representation with
respect to HA. Replacing eH = eΩeΩ and multiplying all quantities by eΩ from the left
and e−Ω from the right would take us to a quantum vector representation. However, for
quantization, it is simpler to work with H .
It is also convenient to define background covariant hatted objects as in (5.2.23),
but from background covariant derivatives and H :
∇ •α = ∇ •α , ∇α = e−H∇αeH , ∇α •α = − i{∇α,∇ •α} ; (7.2.5)
∇A = EˆAB∇B +(ΦˆAβγM γβ +ΦˆA •β
•
γM •γ
•
β) = − (−1)Ae−H (∇A)eH ; (7.2.6)
and define Tˆ AB
C and RˆAB in terms of them. We also define the superdeterminants, with
their appropriate hermiticity conditions:
E = sdet EA
M , E = sdet EA
M , Eˆ = sdet EˆA
B ;
E−1 = (E−1)†e−H
←
, E−1 = (E−1)† , Eˆ−1E−1 = (Eˆ−1)†E−1e−H
←
. (7.2.7)
We have used the identity, for any function f ,
fE−1H
←
E = Hf + fi(−1)A∇AHA (7.2.8)
(dropping the term iH A(E−1∇←AE) = − iH A(−1)BT ABB = 0 (see (5.3.42)). The
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background covariantization of the operator e−H
←
is thus e−E
−1H
←
E = E−1e−H
←
E. It results
in the hermiticity conditions (from (5.3.51b) and (7.2.9))
(1 · e−E−1H
←
E)−1 = e−H (1 · eE−1H
←
E)† , Eˆ−1 = (Eˆ−1)†e−E
−1H
←
E . (7.2.9)
We use a conventional constraint to determine the vector covariant derivative
∇α •α = − i{∇α,∇ •α} , (7.2.10)
and conventional constraints T •
α
•
β
•
γ = 0 (or equivalently T •
αβ(
•
β
β
•
γ) = 0) and T •
α(β
•
β
γ)
•
β = 0 to
determine the spinor connections:
ω •
α
•
β
•
γ = − δ •α(
•
γ ∇ •
β)
lnΨ ≡ − (ωαβγ)† ,
ω •αβ
γ = − 1
2
Tˆ •
α,(β
•
δ
γ)
•
δ ≡ − (ω
α
•
β
•
γ)† ; (7.2.11)
(compare to (5.3.55) and (5.3.25) after degauging).
Finally, we impose the n = − 1
3
conformal-breaking constraint, which determines Ψ
by a procedure similar to that of sec 5.3:
Ψ = φ−1(e−Hφ)
1
2 (1 · e−E−1H
←
E)
1
6 Eˆ−
1
6 , (7.2.12)
where φ is background covariantly chiral: ∇ •αφ = ∇αφ = 0. For quantum calculations,
we have to either express φ explicitly in terms of an ordinary chiral superfield and the
background gauge field or, what is preferable in general, derive covariant Feynman rules
that allow us to work with it directly.
The full derivatives ∇A transform covariantly under two sets of transformations:
(a) Background transformations:
∇A ′ = eiK∇Ae−iK ,
H ′ = eiKHe−iK , φ ′ = eiKφe−iK , ω ′(M ) = eiKω(M )e−iK ,
∇A ′ = eiK∇Ae−iK ,
K = K = KAi∇A +(K αβiM βα +K •α
•
βiM •
β
•
α) . (7.2.13)
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These transformations follow from the requirement that the full derivative ∇A transform
covariantly and φ be background covariantly chiral: From (7.2.4a) or (7.2.6,12) it fol-
lows that Ψ and ω transform covariantly, and therefore, from (7.2.4b) H transforms
covariantly.
(b) Quantum transformations:
∇A ′ = ∇A ; (7.2.14a)
eH
′
= eiΛeHe−iΛeX (Λ) ,
φ ′ = eiΛ −
1
3
(∇aΛa − ∇αΛα − iGaΛa)φ , (7.2.14b)
∇A′ = LAB (Λ)eiΛ∇Be−iΛ ; (7.2.14c)
where
Λ = ΛAi∇A 	= Λ , [∇ •α , Λ]η = 0 ; (7.2.14d)
for any background covariantly chiral η (∇ •αη = 0). We have taken the standard chiral
representation transformations (5.2.16,67) for the quantum superfields H and φ except
for certain modifications required because of the ∇A’s in H and Λ. Since
[H , Λ] = (HΛA − ΛHA)i∇A − ΛBHA(TABC∇C + RAB (M )) , (7.2.15)
eiΛeHe−iΛ generates Lorentz transformation terms. We introduce
X (Λ) = X α
βM β
α + X •α
•
βM •β
•
α to cancel them. Similarly, the usual transformation law of
φ has the additional GaΛ
a term because we require φ ′ to be background chiral and
∇ •β(∇aΛa − ∇αΛα − iGaΛa) = 0. The transformation (7.2.14c) of ∇A follows from
(7.2.14a,b). The Λ-dependent Lorentz transformation LA
B (Λ) corresponds to the ωA
B
term in (5.2.21) with additional contributions from X (Λ).
In practice, we never need to compute X explicitly. Using (7.2.15) and the Baker-
Hausdorff theorem,
eiΛeHe−iΛ = eH
′ +Y (M ) (7.2.16)
for some Lorentz transformationY (M ). Since H ′ is a scalar operator,
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[H ′ ,Y (M )] =Y ′(M ) (7.2.17a)
for some Lorentz rotationY ′ and hence
eH
′ +Y = eH
′
e−X , (7.2.17b)
thus defining X . Introducing X into (7.2.14b) is equivalent to the prescription of drop-
ping at any stage of the calculation Lorentz terms other than those implicit in ∇A. For
convenience, we introduce the operation < > that removes explicit Lorentz generators as
follows: For any
A = AA∇A + (AαβM βα +A •α
•
βM •
β
•
α) , (7.2.18a)
we define
< A > ≡ AA∇A , < eA > ≡ e<A> . (7.2.18b)
The transformation law for H can be rewritten
eH
′
= < eiΛeHe−iΛ > . (7.2.19)
The quantum-background splitting we have described is equivalent to the following
splitting of the prepotential in terms of a quantum chiral H and background vector Ω:
eH (split) = < eΩeHeΩ > , (7.2.20)
which is analogous to the Yang-Mills case (6.5.25). The usual chiral representation
transformation law
< eΩeHeΩ > ′ = eiΛ0 < eΩeHeΩ > e−iΛ0 (7.2.21)
can be rewritten as either background (7.2.13) or quantum (7.2.14) transformations
analogous to those of (6.5.27).
As in the nonbackground case, the quantum transformations must preserve chiral-
ity (7.2.14d). Therefore, Λ takes the following form, expressing it in terms of the uncon-
strained supergravity gauge parameter Lα (cf. (5.2.14)):
Λα •α = − i∇ •αφ−3Lα , Λα = ∇ 2φ−3Lα . (7.2.22)
(We have made the redefinition Lα→φ−3Lα to simplify quantization, as will be
explained in sec. 7.4.) Furthermore, we choose the (quantum) Λ •α-gauge H
α = H
•
α = 0
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(see (5.2.18)), which determines Λ •α in terms of Lα :
Λ •α = e
−H∇2φ−3L •α + O(R,G,W) . (7.2.23)
This supersymmetric gauge choice does not introduce any ghosts.
We now take the classical supergravity action (5.2.48) in terms of full superfields
and express it in terms of the quantum gauge fields and the background covariant
derivatives, using (7.2.4-12):
SC = −
3
κ2
∫
d 4xd 4θ E−1 ,
E−1 = E−1Eˆ−
1
3 (1 · e−E−1H
←
E)
1
3φe−Hφ , (7.2.24)
This expression is the direct background covariantization of (5.2.72), including a factor
of E−1 to make it a density. The quantum fields appear explicitly and in Eˆ , while the
background fields appear implicitly in covariant derivatives and E.
b. Expanding the action
Our next task is to expand the action in powers of the quantum fields. This is a
tedious but healthy exercise and we outline the steps needed to get the quadratic part,
which we need for discussing gauge-fixing, and for doing one-loop calculations. Cubic
and higher-order terms are needed for higher-loop calculations, but we do not derive
them here.
We must expand the exponentials and the determinant Eˆ−
1
3 in (7.2.24) in powers
of H . We first define ∆A by
EˆA = < ∇A > = EˆAB∇B ≡ (δAB + ∆AB )∇B = ∇A + ∆A . (7.2.25)
The expansion of Eˆ−
1
3 is then, to quadratic order in ∆ (and H ):
Eˆ−
1
3 = [sdet(1 + ∆)]−
1
3 = exp(− 1
3
str ln(1 + ∆))
= 1 − 1
3
str∆ + 1
18
(str∆)2 + 1
6
str(∆2)
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= 1 − 1
3
(−1)A∆AA + 118 [(−1)
A∆A
A]2 + 1
6
(−1)A∆AB∆BA . (7.2.26)
To find the explicit form of ∆A
B , we return to (7.2.5,6) and write ∆A explicitly. Since
< ∇ •α > = ∇ •α = ∇ •α,
∆ •α = 0 . (7.2.27a)
From
< ∇α > = < e−H∇αeH > = ∇α + < [∇α ,H ] > + 12 < [[∇α ,H ],H ] > + <O(H
3) >
(7.2.27b)
we obtain ∆α
B ( + δα
B ) from the coefficient of ∇B on the right hand side of (7.2.27b).
Since H is a scalar operator, we can drop Lorentz rotation terms produced by the com-
mutators at each stage, because they can produce only more Lorentz terms (see
(7.2.17a)). We obtain ∆a
B from the right hand side of
< ∇a > = − i < {∇α ,∇ •α} >
= ∇a − i < {∇ •α, [∇α ,H ]} > − i 12 < {∇ •α, [[∇α ,H ],H ]} > . (7.2.27c)
Again we can drop Lorentz terms at intermediate stages of the calculation: They con-
tribute only to ∆a
•
β , and since ∆ •α
B = 0 (to all orders), they do not contribute to the
determinant Eˆ . We first find ∆α
B to lowest order in H :
[∇α ,H ] = [∇α ,Hbi∇b ] = i [∇α ,Hb ]∇b + iH b [∇α ,∇b ]
= i(∇αHb)∇b − H α
•
β(R∇ •β −Gγ •β∇γ) + Lorentz terms ,
and hence
∆α
β = − H α •γGβ
•
γ , ∆α
b = i∇αHb . (7.2.28)
(Again we can ignore ∆α
•
β .)
Proceeding in this manner we then find, to the order in H α
•
α necessary for the
quadratic action (H · ∇ ≡ H α •α∇α •α):
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∆α
β = − (1 − 1
2
iH · ∇)H α •γGβ
•
γ
− 1
2
(∇αH γ
•
δ)H

•
ζ
[1
2
δγ
∇
(
•
δ
Gβ
•
ζ) + δ •δ
•
ζ(Wγ
β − 1
2
δ(γ
β∇)R)]
+ 1
2
H
α
•
δ
Gγ
•
δH γ •G
β
•
 − 1
2
δα
βRRH 2 ,
∆α
b = i∇αHb ,
∆a
β = − i(−∇ •αH α •Gβ
•
 + R∇αH β •α) ,
∆a
b = ∇ •α∇αHb + δ •α
•
β∆α
β . (7.2.29)
We have used the fact that, for the part of the action quadratic in H , we need only the
linear parts of ∆α
β
•
β and ∆α •α
β , and we can also drop any total derivatives of quadratic
terms (but not if we were to compute higher-order terms in the action). After substi-
tuting (7.2.29) into (7.2.26) we find, again dropping irrelevant terms,
Eˆ−
1
3 = 1 − 1
3
{∇ •β∇αH α •β − (1 − 12 iH · ∇)G ·H
− 1
4
(∇αH γ
•
δ)H

•
ζ
[δγ
∇
(
•
δ
Gα
•
ζ) + δ •δ
•
ζ(2Wγ
α − δ(γα∇)R)]
+ 1
2
[(G · H )2 − 2G2H 2] − RRH 2} + 1
18
(∇ •β∇αH α
•
β −G · H )2
+ 1
6
{(∇ •β∇αH γ •δ − δ •β
•
δH α •G
γ
•
)(∇ •δ∇γH α
•
β − δ •δ
•
βH
γ
•
ζ
Gα
•
ζ)
−2(∇ •δH γ •Gβ
•
 − R∇γH β •δ)∇βH γ
•
δ − [(G · H )2 − 2G2H 2]} . (7.2.30)
We also have the relevant terms of ( using (7.2.10), and expanding φ = 1 + χ):
(1 · e−E−1H
←
E)
1
3 = 1 − 1
3
i∇ · H + 1
9
(∇ · H )2 ,
φe−Hφ = 1 + (χ + χ) + χχ − iH · ∇χ . (7.2.31)
Finally, we obtain the quadratic part of the Lagrangian by multiplying together the
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various contributions, to obtain :
EE−1 = 1 + (χ + χ + 1
3
G · H ) + χχ − 1
3
i(χ − χ)∇ · H + 1
3
(χ + χ)G ·H
+ 1
3
RRH 2 + 1
18
(G · H )2 + 1
12
(∇ · H )2 − 1
36
([∇ •β ,∇α]H α
•
β)2
− 1
18
(G · H )[∇ •β ,∇α]H α
•
β + 1
3
R(∇αH β •γ)(∇βH α •γ)
+ 1
12
(∇αH γ
•
δ)H

•
ζ
[δγ
∇
(
•
δ
Gα
•
ζ) + δ •δ
•
ζ(2Wγ
α − δ(γα∇)R)]
− 1
6
H α
•
β(∇α∇ •β∇ •δ∇γ + ∇γ∇ •δ∇ •β∇α)H γ
•
δ . (7.2.32)
By using the identity (with = 1
2
∇α •α∇α •α)
∇α∇ •β∇ •δ∇γ + ∇γ∇ •δ∇ •β∇α
=C αγC •β •δ(− + {∇2,∇ 2} −
1
2
[−R∇ • +Gζ •∇ζ + (∇ζGη
•
)M ζη + W
•
 •
ζ
•
ηM •η
•
ζ ,∇ •])
+ 2RRM αγM •β •δ − (∇ (αR)∇γ)M •β •δ , (7.2.33)
we can rewrite (7.2.32) as
EE−1 = 1+{χ+χ+ 1
3
H α
•
αGα •α}+{χχ+ 13 i(χ−χ)∇α •αH α
•
α + 1
6
H α
•
α H α •α
+ 1
12
(∇α •αH α
•
α)2− 1
36
([∇ •α,∇α]H α
•
α)2− 1
3
[(∇ 2 + 3
2
R)H α
•
α][(∇2 + 3
2
R)H α •α]}
+{ 1
3
(χ+χ)H α
•
αGα •α +
1
18
(H α
•
αGα •α)
2 + 2
3
RRH α
•
αH α •α
+ 1
12
(∇2R+∇ 2R)H α •αH α •α + 16 H
α
•
α(R∇2 + R∇ 2)H α •α
− 1
12
H α
•
αGβ
•
β [∇ •
β
,∇β ]H α •α + 112 H
α
•
α[(∇ (αGβ)
•
β)∇ •
β
H β •α +(∇ ( •αGβ •β))∇βH α
•
β ]
− 1
18
(H α
•
αGα •α)[∇ •β ,∇β ]H β
•
β + 1
6
H α
•
α(Wα
βγ∇βH γ •α +W •α
•
β
•
γ∇ •
β
H α •γ)} , (7.2.34)
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where we have also used the Bianchi identities (5.4.16,17,18). The expression in the
first set of braces is linear in the quantum fields. If sources are coupled to them, varia-
tion with respect to H and χ gives R = J and Gα •α = J α •α, using∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1χ =
∫
d 4x d 2θ e−Ωφ3(∇ 2 + R)χ =
∫
d 4x d 2θ e−Ωφ3R χ (7.2.35)
(see sec. 5.5.e; we are in the background vector representation). The expression in the
second set of braces is the direct covariantization of the free Lagrangian, which is
obtained by setting all background fields to zero:
− 1
3
IL(2) = χχ + 1
3
i(χ − χ)∂α •αH α
•
α + 1
6
H α
•
α[ − D2D2 − D2D2]H α •α
+ 1
12
(∂α •αH
α
•
α)2 − 1
36
([D •α,Dα]H
α
•
α)2 . (7.2.36)
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7.3. Ghosts
In the next section we shall discuss in detail the quantization of superfield super-
gravity. The procedure is not entirely straightforward and runs into a number of sub-
tleties not normally encountered in simpler theories, so it is desirable to know ahead of
time the general ghost structure of the quantized theory. This is the topic of the present
section. We discuss the following subjects: (a) how the linearized ghost structure can be
easily determined before performing the quantization; (b) the modifications to the Fad-
deev-Popov procedure necessary when using constrained gauge-fixing functions in the
presence of background fields; (c) how to obtain only propagators that go as p−2, and
avoid infrared difficulties, while still keeping the action local, by the introduction of
additional fields; and (d) the necessity for appropriate parametrization of the gauge
transformations (for which (density) compensators are crucial) so that the Faddeev-
Popov procedure is applicable, and so that we only use the types of superfields allowed
in an arbitrary supergravity background.
a. Ghost counting
We first give a simple rule for counting all the ghosts in any gauge theory. In
ordinary gauges some of these ghosts may decouple, but in background field gauges all
the ghosts couple to the background. We begin by deriving the rules for a general com-
ponent-field gauge theory. To streamline notation, we drop all indices and indicate
abnormal-statistics fields by primes. The general quadratic Lagrangian for any gauge
field can be written in the form A nΠA, where Π is a projection operator and n is an
integer (when A is a tensor ) or half-integer (when A is a spinor :
1
2 ≡ ∂/ ). For physical
fields n = 1 or 1
2
. ( The operators , ∂/, etc. may be covariant with respect to back-
ground fields, and may include ‘‘nonminimal’’ couplings to the background.) The gauge
invariance is expressed as δA = ∂λ , with Π∂λ = 0. After gauge fixing, the Lagrangian
becomes A nA but, in order to cancel the A = ∂λ mode, which did not occur in the
original Lagrangian, we must introduce a ghost B ′. Its Lagrangian is obtained through
the substitution A− > A′ = ∂B ′ in the gauge-fixed Lagrangian. We thus obtain
IL = A nA+ (∂B ′) n(∂B ′) = A nA+B ′ n+1Π′B ′ (7.3.1)
where Π′ is a new projection operator. In the simplest cases Π′ = 1 (e.g., if A is the
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photon field) and we are through. More generally (e.g., if A is an antisymmetric tensor
gauge field) B ′ has a gauge invariance, and we must continue the procedure until no
gauge invariance remains. (This is a finite procedure, since each ghost has one less vector
index than its predecessor).
The final Lagrangian thus has the form
IL = A nA+B ′ n+1B ′+C n+2C + . . . . (7.3.2)
For tensor fields, a field with kinetic operator m represents m fields of that type with
kinetic operator ; for spinors, m represents 2m fields with a ∂/. (If includes back-
ground interactions their contribution to the effective action is
ln det m =m ln det =2m ln det ∂/ .) Thus, for physical tensor fields A (n = 1), the
number of successive fields goes as 1,−2, 3,−4,..., while for physical spinor fields
(n = 1
2
), they go as 1,−3, 5,−7,..., where the minus signs indicate abnormal statistics.
These numbers represent the net number of normal-statistics minus abnormal-statistics
quantum fields in the linearized Lagrangian, all coupling to the background fields. Fur-
thermore, as we will see below, all the fields in this counting decouple at higher loops
(and at one loop when one is quantizing in ordinary gauges rather than background field
gauges) except for the physical fields and (for nonabelian theories) the Faddeev-Popov
ghosts of the physical fields. There may also be additional compensating fields coming
in pairs of opposite statistics (‘‘catalysts’’: see below) which cancel in this counting, and
which also cancel in one-loop background field calculations (but may contribute for
higher loops). Examples where this counting includes more than just the physical and
Faddeev-Popov fields are: (1) the gravitino, which has 1,−3 instead of 1,−2, due to the
appearance of the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost (see below); (2) p-forms, which have
1,−2, 3, . . . , (−1)p(p + 1) instead of 1,−2, 4, . . . , (−1)p2p , due to Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts
and ‘‘hidden’’ ghosts (see also below).
Generalization of the counting rules to superfields is straightforward, though each
case has to be treated separately because of the greater variety of superfield gauge trans-
formations. We first generalize to superfields the result of the previous paragraph for
obtaining the number of superfields with standard kinetic term corresponding to one
with a higher-derivative kinetic term. When m is the kinetic operator for general
unconstrained superfields, it is equivalent to m general tensor superfields with kinetic
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operator , or 2m general spinor superfields with kinetic operator ∂/. (Note that, as dis-
cussed in sec. 3.8, sdet = 1 unless has nontrivial θ-dependence.) However, for chiral
superfields the situation is slightly more subtle (see (3.8.28-36)):
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φ mΦ ←→
m
i=1
∑∫
d 4x d 2θ Φi Φi ←→
2m
i=1
∑∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦi , (7.3.3a)
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ mΦ ←→
2m+1
i=1
∑ ∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦi , (7.3.3b)
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φ
•
α mi∂α •αΦα ←→
m+1
i=1
∑
[1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ Φα Φα + h.c. ] . (7.3.3c)
The ΦΦ form of (7.3.3a) gives the result for chiral scalar superfields, whereas the Φ Φ
form is applicable to chiral (undotted) spinor superfields. This latter result can also be
related to (7.3.3c) by noting that (7.3.3a) for m = 1 and (7.3.3c) for m = 0 are merely
different gauge choices for the gauge-fixed action for the tensor multiplet (cf.
(6.2.32-34)).
We now consider some examples of superfield ghost counting. The simplest is the
vector multiplet. The classical Lagrangian isV Π1
2
V , with δV = i(Λ− Λ) , where Λ is
chiral and Π1
2
is the superspin 1
2
projection operator. After gauge fixing (which removes
Π1
2
) and the substitution V− > i(Φ′ −Φ′) with chiral ghost Φ′ to cancel the gauge
modes, we obtain
IL =V V +Φ′ Φ′ . (7.3.4)
(With d 4θ integration the Φ′ Φ′ and Φ′ Φ′ terms give zero, modulo nonminimal cou-
plings which we incorporate into the definition of Φ′ Φ′.) The ghost Lagrangian is
equivalent to three of the usual terms Φ′Φ′ (see (7.3.3b)). We thus expect three chiral
ghosts, which agrees with our results from explicit quantization in sec. 6.5.
A second example is that of the tensor multiplet, with classical action∫
d 4xd 2θ φα Π1
2
+φα and gauge invariance δφα = iD
2DαK , K = K . After gauge fixing
(which removes the projector Π1
2
+), substitution leads to a first generation ghost
Lagrangian V ′ 2Π1
2
V ′, and its gauge invariance δV ′ = i(Λ− Λ) leads to a second
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generation ghost Lagrangian φ 2φ. (The gauge invariance of V ′ is the same as the
gauge invariance of the variation of φα: δφα(K ) = δφα(K + iΛ − iΛ).) We end up with
one φα φα term, twoV ′ V ′ terms, and five φφ terms.
A third example is that of the general spinor superfield ψα, which together with a
compensating chiral scalar describes the (3
2
, 1) multiplet (see sec. 4.6; we are using the
second form of (4.6.42), but with the compensator V gauged to zero). The Lagrangian
has the form
IL = 1
2
Ψ
•
αi∂α •αΠ˜Ψα + h.c. − 2ΦΦ + crossterms (7.3.5)
where Π˜ is a sum of projection operators and IL has the gauge invariance
δΨα = Λα + iDαK , δΦ = −D2K , with chiral Λ and real K . In the gauge fixed
Lagrangian Π˜ is absent and we have a chiral spinor ghost φ′α and a real scalar ghost V ′
(corresponding to Λα and K , respectively) without any further gauge invariance (the
variation δψα, δφ, is not invariant under any changes of Λ
α or K ):
IL = Ψ
•
αi∂α •αΨα + ΦΦ + φ′
•
αi∂α •αφ′α +V ′ V ′ (7.3.6)
(ψαφ cross terms can be eliminated by a suitable choice of gauge fixing function).
The other form of the theory has the Lagrangian 1
2
Ψ
•
αi∂α •αΠ˜Ψα + h.c. + . . . with a
different Π˜, and gauge invariance δΨα = iD
2DαK 1 + iDαK 2. After including ghosts, it
becomes
IL = Ψ
•
αi∂α •αΨα +V ′2 V ′2 +V ′1
2V ′1 + Φ
2Φ . (7.3.7)
The chiral scalar field Φ is a second-generation ghost, arising from the invariance
δV ′1 = i(Λ − Λ) (due to the invariance of δΨα under K 1 → K 1 + i(Λ − Λ)). We thus
obtain the equivalent of three real scalar ghosts and five chiral scalar second-generation
(normal statistics) ghosts.
We consider now n = − 1
3
supergravity itself, with kinetic Lagrangian
H Π˜H + χχ (+Hχ cross terms), where Π˜ is a sum of projection operators. We have
the (linearized) gauge invariance δH
α
•
β
= DαL •β −D •βLα, δχ = D2DαLα, with general
spinor gauge parameter Lα. After gauge fixing we have a Lagrangian
H H + χχ + ψ
•
α′ i∂α •αΠ˜
′ψα′, where the ghost term is obtained by substitution in the
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gauge-fixed Lagrangian with the gauge parameter Lα replaced by the ghost ψα′. We
have a new gauge invariance, δψα′=Λα where Λ is chiral. (This reflects the invariance
of the original gauge transformations under δLα = Λα.) We thus introduce a second gen-
eration chiral ghost φα and are finally led to the form
IL = H H +χχ+ψ′ ∂/ψ′+φ ∂/φ . (7.3.8)
We obtain the equivalent of three first-generation general spinor ghosts, with Lagrangian
ψ∂/ψ, and two second-generation chiral spinor ghosts. In the next section we will derive
these results from the gauge fixing procedure, and give the results for a variant form of
the n = − 1
3
compensator which leads to a different set of ghosts.
b. Hidden ghosts
In addition to the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost, which emerges from a careful applica-
tion of the gauge-averaging procedure (see (6.5.12,13)), there is a second subtlety that
may occur, and which must be handled correctly in order to arrive at the correct set of
ghosts. This has to do with the occurrence of gauge-fixing functions which satisfy con-
straints. In the nonsupersymmetric case the simplest example is given by the 2-form Aab
in a background gravitational field. The naive ’t Hooft gauge averaging∫
ID f a δ(∇bAab − f a)exp(−
∫
d 4x g
1
2 f 2) = exp[−
∫
d 4x g
1
2 (∇bAab)2] (7.3.9)
would give an incorrect result, since the constraint in the δ functional implies ∇ · f =0,
and introduces extraneous dependence on the external gravitational field. We would
therefore like to put just the transverse part of f in the δ functional, and in the gauge-
averaging function as f 2 → 1
2
f a(δab − 12 ∇a
−1∇b) f b . However, since then only the
transverse part of f appears in the functional integral, the integrand has a gauge invari-
ance δ f a = ∇aλ, so we must introduce appropriate gauge-fixing and (Faddeev-Popov and
Nielsen-Kallosh) ghost terms. The intermediate steps vary depending on the choice of
gauge-fixing function (e.g., ∇ · f vs. −1∇ · f ), but the net result is that one obtains −1
additional scalar fields, (a hidden ghost) and thus the total set of fields consists of 1
2-form, −2 1-forms, and +3 scalars (vs. the +4 expected from considering just the Fad-
deev-Popov ghosts of the vector ghosts of the 2-form), in agreement with our general
counting argument given above. Similar arguments apply to higher-rank forms.
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A simpler form of the argument for the necessity of these ‘‘hidden’’ ghosts can be
given in supersymmetric theories. Consider again the chiral spinor gauge superfield Φα,
with gauge invariance δΦα = iD
2DαK and gauge-fixing function
F = F = 1
2
i(DαΦ
α −D •αΦ
•
α). Because of the chirality of Φ, F satisfies the constraint
D2F = 0, so that F is a linear superfield. The usual gauge-fixing procedure involves
introducing in the functional integral δ(F − f ); however, the linear nature of F would
imply that f is also linear, an unfortunate feature since it is impossible to functionally
integrate or differentiate with respect to linear superfields.
This difficulty can be avoided by ‘‘completing’’ F to a general superfield, by the
addition of chiral and antichiral pieces to it. We do this by replacing F in the δ func-
tional with the expression
Fˆ = F + (D2 −1η+D2 −1η) . (7.3.10)
and functionally integrating over η as well. The chiral superfield η is the hidden ghost.
Now D2Fˆ = η is unconstrained, and so f is also.
To understand the procedure we examine its component form. The δ-function
δ(Fˆ − f ) is a product of δ-functions for the individual components of Fˆ − f (see
(3.8.17a)). Since F is the Π1
2
part of Fˆ and the rest is the Π0 part, the components of
the two terms in (7.3.10) appear in different component δ-functions. The D2 f |, DαD2 f |
and D2D2 f | components are set equal to components of η without spacetime derivatives
(which is why we included the D2 −1 factor), and without any F = 1
2
i(DαΦ
α −D •αΦ
•
α)
contributions. Averaging with exp
∫
d 4x d 4θ f 2 produces an action for these η compo-
nents that does not contribute to the functional integral upon η integration (trivial
kinetic terms). The f |, Dα f | components produce standard gauge-fixing terms for the
gauge components of Φα which are absent in the Wess-Zumino gauge (namely χα and B
(4.5.30)), and whose contribution is therefore canceled by corresponding ghosts. Finally,
the [D •α,Dα] f | component gives the gauge-fixing function ∂bAab + ∂a −1G , where
G = Im D2η| and Aab is the antisymmetric tensor component of Φα. Averaging of this
component of f gives a term (∂bAab)
2−G −1G : the usual Aab gauge-fixing term as in
(7.3.9) plus the hidden component ghost (+1 scalar with −1, counting as −1 scalar
with ), in agreement with the above discussion in the component theory.
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A similar situation occurs in supergravity due to the appearance of the gauge-fix-
ing function F α =D
•
αH α •α satisfying D
2F α =0. This will be discussed in more detail in
the next section.
Note that these hidden ghosts couple only to background fields, and thus con-
tribute only at one loop. It would be desirable to have a general derivation of these
ghosts based on BRST invariance of the gauge-fixed action, from which Slavnov-Taylor
identities could be derived. The appropriate BRST transformations would be those
whose Slavnov-Taylor identities implied gauge-independence of the effective action. At
present this approach has not been worked out.
c. More compensators
Unwanted terms in the Lagrangian, such as those leading to p−4 terms in the
propagator or nonlocal vertices, can sometimes be canceled by introducing additional
fields and gauge-fixing them conveniently. Since only the ghosts discussed in the preced-
ing sections are needed to preserve unitarity, contributions of these ‘‘catalyst’’ fields must
themselves be canceled by their own ghosts, and indeed this happens at the one-loop
level. The catalysts may in general interact with the other quantum fields, and hence
contribute at higher loops, whereas their ghosts don’t. If one were to integrate out the
catalysts, their higher-loop contributions would simply reproduce the unwanted terms
that the catalysts eliminated in the first place.
Catalysts are just a type of (tensor) compensator. For example, the compensator
in the Stueckelberg formalism (sec. 3.10.a) is introduced simply to improve ultraviolet
behavior of the propagator, and decouples due to gauge invariance of the interaction
term. In our case, these compensators improve infrared behavior, and do not decouple.
Furthermore, catalysts generally are introduced by ghost fields, whereas previously we
discussed compensators related to only classical fields.
As an example, consider the linearized Lagrangian IL = A [(1−Π) + αΠ]A, with
Π2 = Π and α 	= 0, 1. If Π were a differential operator, e.g., −1∂∂, the above
Lagrangian would lead to p−4 propagators. To obtain the simpler Lagrangian
IL = A A one could make a field redefinition A′ = [(1−Π) + α−12Π]A, but if Π were
nonlocal this would introduce nonlocalities in the interaction terms.
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Instead we introduce a catalyst field B in the Lagrangian, either with a trivial
kinetic term or together with a ghost which cancels it. We then make shifts
A→ A+OB , B → B +O ′A that cancel the unwanted terms, and give no AB cross
terms. For instance, in the example above, if Π is a matrix, we choose B so that
ΠB = B (and introduce also a ghost field with opposite statistics and ΠB ′ = B ′ ) and we
add it to the Lagrangian to obtain IL′ = IL + (1− α)B B + B ′ B ′. First making the
shift B → B +ΠA, then the shift A→ A − (1 − α)B , we obtain IL′′ = A A
+(1− α)αB B + B ′ B ′. For background interactions B and B ′ will cancel at one
loop, but clearly the A shift can lead to quantum interactions of B (but not B ′). An
equivalent procedure consists of making the substitution A→ A+ B in the original
Lagrangian, and going through the gauge fixing procedure for the new gauge invariance
that has been introduced, namely δA = λ, δB = −λ ( Πλ = λ ). In general, this is the
simplest procedure.
As a superfield example, we consider a real scalar V in the presence of an on-shell
background supergravity field, with Lagrangian
IL0 =V (−∇α∇2∇α +a{∇2 ,∇2})V (7.3.11)
with a 	= 0, 1 . The superfield V has p−4 terms in its propagator and complicated ver-
tices (coupling to the background gravitational field), but it can be shown that the result
for the effective action is independent of a. To show this using catalyst fields we intro-
duce them, for example, by making the shift
V →V + (η+ η) , ∇ •αη = 0 . (7.3.12)
We have now the gauge invariance δV = Λ+Λ, δη = −Λ, with a chiral parameter. We
choose the gauge fixing function F = ∇2(V − a
1 − a η) and gauge fixing term
2(1− a)FF , and are led to the Lagrangian
IL =V V +2
a
1− a η η . (7.3.13)
The η Lagrangian is equivalent to that for three ordinary chiral fields ηi , i = 1, 2, 3. The
gauge-fixing procedure also introduces three chiral ghosts, just as for the usual V super-
field (two Faddeev-Popov and a Nielsen- Kallosh ghost). They exactly cancel the three
ordinary chiral fields at the one-loop level, and leave us withV V .
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If we had considered a system similar to the above, but where V had quantum
interactions, the η’s would also have such interactions. Then the effect of the η’s would
be to reproduce, if integrated out, the nonlocalities that would have been introduced if,
instead of following the above procedure, we had made a nonlocal redefinition of V to
cast the original Lagrangian in the V V form. In this case, the (off-shell) Green func-
tions have genuine a-dependence.
The general procedure is the following: Consider the Lagrangian of an arbitrary
superfield ψ of the form
ψ n(Π0 +
i
∑
ciΠi)ψ , (7.3.14)
where Π0 +
i
∑
Πi =1 and Π0 is a particular superspin chosen for convenience, e.g., the
highest superspin in ψ or the superspin that occurs most frequently in interaction terms.
If some of the constants ci are equal, we may combine the corresponding projection
operators Πi into a single one (including Π0, which is merely a Π with c0 = 1). Also,
some ci may vanish, which implies a corresponding gauge invariance. We now introduce
catalysts by the shifts
ψ → ψ +
i
∑
Oi ψˆ i , ΠiO j = δijO j , (7.3.15)
where Oi are operators that may be nonlocal, but only to the extent that all nonlocali-
ties in the interaction terms can eventually be removed. Then we fix the corresponding
gauge invariances
δψ =
i
∑
Oiλi , δψˆ i = − λi , (7.3.16)
in such a way that the Lagrangian for ψ becomes simply ψ nψ, and all crossterms
between ψ and ψˆ i are canceled: The gauge-fixing functions
Fi =Oi
†(ψ− ci
1−ci
Oi ψˆ i) (7.3.17)
with gauge-fixing terms
(1−ci)Fi n(Oi †Oi)−1Fi (7.3.18)
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give the Lagrangian
ψ nψ +
i
∑ ci
1−ci
ψˆ iOi
† nOi ψˆ i . (7.3.19)
(Oi
†Oi is invertible on Fi . Also, it can be shown that Oi(Oi
†Oi)
−1Oi
† = Πi .) Note that
this procedure includes fixing of the ordinary gauge invariance. We then add the Fad-
deev-Popov and Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts as
i
∑
[ψ′2i(Oi
†Oi)ψ′1i +ψ′3i
n(Oi
†Oi)
−1ψ′3i + h.c. ] . (7.3.20)
In the interacting case, Oi must be chosen so that any background dependence comes
out local, including extra terms which may result from manipulations of the background
dependent and Oi . It may be necessary to choose Oi such that ψˆ i has its own gauge
invariance independent of ψ, or to combine several Πi in such a way that the above
Lagrangian for ψˆ also needs fixing, in which case the entire procedure must be repeated
for those ψˆ ’s. However, the ψˆ ’s always have fewer components than their ψ’s (at least
for N = 0 or 1 supersymmetry), so the series must eventually terminate.
d. Choice of gauge parameters
In any gauge theory, some care is required to ensure that the Faddeev-Popov
quantization procedure will lead to correct, unitary results. One way to check unitarity
is to compare results with those obtained in a ghost-free (e.g., axial) gauge. In super-
symmetric theories such a gauge is the Wess-Zumino gauge, and one way to insure uni-
tarity is by making certain that one can pass smoothly from covariant gauges to the
physical gauge without introducing any extra unphysical degrees of freedom. This will
certainly be the case if the superfield gauge transformations are such that they allow the
gauging to zero of the unphysical components by algebraic, non-derivative transforma-
tions (δA= λ and not, e.g., λ or ∂aλ
a). For example, in ordinary component Yang-
Mills theory the gauge transformation can be written either as δAa = ∇aλ or as
δAa = ∇a λ′. However, the latter choice would give a Faddeev-Popov ghost Lagrangian
c ′∂ · ∇ c (instead of just c ′∂ · ∇c), and the extra would give a nontrivial contribution
which would destroy unitarity. It is possible to modify the Faddeev-Popov prescription
to correctly handle the situation, but the simplest procedure is to choose the gauge
parameters in such a way as to avoid the problem.
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In the case of supergravity, it can be verified by the procedure just described (cf.
5.2.10) that the Lα parametrization is the only correct one. As we saw in sec. 5.2.c this
parametrization can be used only if we also have the compensator(s) in the theory.
Elimination of the compensator would introduce constraints on the gauge parameter, the
solution of which would express Lα in terms of derivatives of other superfield parameters.
However, as in the example above, this would introduce spurious extra ghosts in the
naive Faddeev-Popov procedure and unitarity would be lost, unless the procedure were
modified.
There is one more restriction which must be observed in choosing gauge
parametrizations (and thus ghosts): In general, not all superfields which are representa-
tions of global supersymmetry are also representations of local supersymmetry. In par-
ticular, for n = − 1
3
the only type of chiral superfields allowed are ones with only undot-
ted spinor indices: The existence of a dotted chiral spinor would imply
0 = {∇ •α ,∇ •β}Φ •γ = − 2RM •α •βΦ •γ = −RC •γ( •αΦ •β) 	= 0 . (7.3.21)
Generally, the choice of gauge parameters must be restricted to those which can exist in
an arbitrary background.
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7.4. Quantization
In this section we present the details of the quantization procedure for supergrav-
ity. This involves choosing gauge-fixing functions which allow all kinetic terms to take
simple forms, and finding the resulting ghosts (Faddeev-Popov, Nielsen-Kallosh, and hid-
den). Such simplifications often require the use of appropriate compensators and/or cat-
alysts. This procedure is first applied to the physical fields, then to the resulting ghosts,
the ghosts’ ghosts, etc. (The ghosts reduce in size at each step, so the procedure quickly
terminates.) For now we work with on-shell background fields (R=G=0), so the part
of the action quadratic in the quantum fields becomes (see (7.2.24,34)), in units κ = 1
(or making the usual rescaling (H ,χ)→ κ(H ,χ)),
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1[−3χχ + i(χ − χ)∇ · H − 1
2
H · H − 1
4
(∇ · H )2
+ 1
12
([∇ •β ,∇α]H α
•
β)2 + (∇ 2H ) · (∇2H )
− 1
2
H α
•
β(Wα
γδ∇γH δ •β + W •β
•
γ
•
δ∇ •γH α •δ)] . (7.4.1)
The quantization with on-shell background fields is sufficient for computing physical
quantities (S-matrix elements) in pure N = 1 and extended supergravity. We will dis-
cuss the general situation later.
We have the following (off-shell) gauge invariance under the quantum transforma-
tions (from (7.2.14) and (7.2.22,23)):
δH
α
•
β
= (∇αL •β − ∇ •βLα) +O(H ) +O(χ) ,
δφ = − (∇ 2 + R)φ−3Lα∇αφ − 13 [(∇
2 + R)∇αφ−3Lα]φ . (7.4.2a)
Note that the second equation can be rewritten as
δφ3 = (∇ 2 + R)∇αLα . (7.4.2b)
(On shell we can set R = 0.)
To cancel the Hχ crossterms, we choose the following gauge-fixing function:
F α = ∇
•
β(H
α
•
β
+ ia∇
α
•
β
−1
− φ
3) (7.4.3)
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(for some constant a to be determined below). This is the most convenient gauge choice.
It corresponds to a modification of the transverse gauge ∇
•
βH
α
•
β
= 0 (see sec. 7.5.b). We
have defined the chiral d’Alembertians
+ = + W
α
β
γ∇αM γβ , − = + W
•
α •
β
•
γ∇ •αM •γ
•
β , (7.4.4a)
on arbitrary chiral superfields (i.e., with any number of undotted spinor indices) by
+φα...β = ∇ 2∇2φα...β , −φ •α... •β = ∇2∇ 2φ •α... •β . (7.4.4b)
We have used φ3 = (1 + χ)3 in (7.4.3) instead of just χ so that the Faddeev-Popov pro-
cedure will contribute nonlocal terms to only the kinetic terms of the ghosts, and not to
their quantum interactions, due to the form of (7.4.2b). (This is the reason for our
introduction of φ−3 into the transformation laws (7.2.22).) Nonlocal kinetic terms can
be made local by use of catalyst ghosts, so this is a harmless nonlocality, whereas nonlo-
cal interaction terms would be a problem.
We fix the gauge by first completing the linear superfield gauge fixing function F α
to a general superfield, thereby introducing hidden ghosts φα, and subsequently averag-
ing over gauges by using a weighting function that leads to some of the desired simplifi-
cations: We wish to cancel all H terms in the Lagrangian which would contribute to
propagators except for H H , including the Hχ cross terms. This gauge is chosen by
introducing in the functional integral the factor∫
IDζα IDζ •α IDφα IDφ •α δ(F α +∇2 −1+ φα− ζα)δ(F •α +∇ 2 −1− φ •α− ζ •α)
×exp{
∫
d 4x d 4θE−1
×[− 1
4
(∇αζα − ∇
•
αζ •α)
2 − 1
12
(∇αζα + ∇
•
αζ •α)
2 + (∇αζ
•
β)(∇ •βζα)]} , (7.4.5)
and carrying out the integrals over ζα. This gives the gauge-fixing terms and the hidden
ghost action
SGF =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1{[1
4
(∇ ·H )2 − 1
12
([∇ •β ,∇α]H α
•
β)2 − (∇ 2H ) · (∇2H )]
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+ [ − 5
3
i(∇ · H )(aφ3 − aφ3) − 4
3
(a2φ6 + a2φ6) + 10
3
aaφ3φ3]
+ φ
•
βi∇
α
•
β +
−1φα} . (7.4.6a)
Upon linearization (and using the on-shell condition R = 0), the φ terms become
−5i(∇ ·H )(aχ − aχ) + 30aaχχ, so we choose
a = 1
5
(7.4.6b)
to cancel the Hχ crossterms in (7.4.1).
We can show, however, that the hidden ghost Lagrangian gives no contributions.
(Note that it has no quantum interactions and contributes at most at the one-loop
level.) We perform two successive ‘‘rotations’’ (with unit Jacobian)
(1) φα → φα + ib∇α •β∇ 2
−1
− φ
•
β , φ •β → φ •β ; (7.4.7a)
(2) φα → φα , φ •β → φ •β + ic∇α •β∇2
−1
+ φ
α ; (7.4.7b)
choose b and c to cancel the φαφ •α crossterms, and rewrite the hidden-ghost action in chi-
ral form
S =
∫
d 2θ e−Ωφ3φαφα + h.c. , (7.4.8a)
(recall that the background is in vector representation) or, with the field redefinition
φα → φ−
3
2 φα,
S =
∫
d 2θ e−Ωφαφα + h.c. =
∫
d 2θ φˆ αφˆα + h.c. , (7.4.8b)
in terms of an ordinary chiral superfield φˆ α = e
−Ωφα. Thus the hidden ghost decouples
from the background field and gives no contribution to the effective action. (This is just
the covariantization of (7.3.3c) for m = − 1.)
The Faddeev-Popov ghosts ψ,ψ ′ are obtained in standard fashion from the gauge-
fixing functions. For the time being we write only the kinetic terms (arising from the H
and χ independent part of the gauge transformation; the remainder gives rise to ghost-
quantum field interactions). After some algebra we obtain
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−(∇
•
βψ ′α − ∇αψ ′
•
β)(∇ •βψα − ∇αψ •β)
− 1
5
[(∇ 2∇αψ ′α) −−1(∇2∇
•
βψ •β) + (∇2∇
•
βψ ′ •β) +
−1(∇ 2∇αψα)] . (7.4.9)
We now wish to simplify the ghost Lagrangian by putting it in the standard form
ψ ′
•
α∇α •αψα. We therefore introduce catalysts with the shifts
ψα → ψα + ∇α(V 1 + iV 2) , ψ ′α → ψ ′α + ∇α(V ′1 + iV ′2) . (7.4.10)
In addition to the invariance due to these shifts, the Lagrangian has also the invariance
due to the fact that the fields appear only as ∇ •αψα, ∇ •αψ ′α. We thus have the gauge
transformations
δψα = Λα + ∇αL , δ(V 1 + iV 2) = − L , ∇ •βΛα = 0 ;
δψ ′α = Λ ′α + ∇αL ′ , δ(V ′1 + iV ′2) = − L ′ , ∇ •βΛ ′α = 0 ; (7.4.11)
with the chiral spinor parameters Λα, Λ ′α. These parameters will introduce second gen-
eration chiral spinor ghosts φα, φ ′α, and we also have the real scalar ghostsV ′ ′1,2,3,4 asso-
ciated with the invariances parametrized by the complex L, L ′. After gauge fixing and
some changes of variables the kinetic Lagrangian can be put in standard form (see
(7.4.14a)). The one-loop contribution of V i , V ′i cancels that of V ′ ′i , but V i and V ′i
have quantum interactions (because ψα and ψ ′α do, and V i and V ′i enter through the
shifts in (7.4.10)).
The averaging in (7.4.5) has to be normalized by introducing a Nielsen-Kallosh
ghost Ψ3α, to compensate the contributions from the ζα fields. Its Lagrangian is
− 1
4
(∇αψ3α − ∇
•
αψ3 •α)
2 − 1
12
(∇αψ3α + ∇
•
αψ3 •α)
2 + (∇αψ3
•
β)(∇ •βψ3α) . (7.4.12)
We can now apply the usual procedure (as described in sec. 7.3) of the catalysts to place
the Lagrangian in the standard form: We shift ψ3α by the representations whose coeffi-
cients in (7.4.12) are not 1, and then fix the gauge to make them 1 (see (7.3.11-13) for
an example). In this case, we make the shift
ψ3α → ψ3α +∇ 2∇αψ3 +∇αφ3 , ∇ •αφ3 = 0 . (7.4.13)
This allows us to fix the superspin 0 (φ3) and two of the (four) superspin
1
2
(ψ3) parts of
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ψ3α’s kinetic term. We then choose the most general gauge-fixing functions and weight-
ings for the new invariances (corresponding to arbitrary variations of φ3 and ψ3, and the
corresponding variations of ψ3α), introduce the appropriate new ghosts, make shifts, etc.
The net result is that all the catalysts cancel as in the example (7.3.11), leaving us with
just the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost with conventional Lagrangian. (This ghost has no quan-
tum interactions.)
In fact, the form of the (quantum-quadratic) Lagrangian was predictable for all
fields except H , since by dimensional analysis and Lorentz invariance (and, when rele-
vant, chirality) only it could have nonminimal terms not resulting from direct back-
ground covariantization (i.e., Wαβγ terms).
The final result of the quantization procedure is the following: We write the whole
effective Lagrangian as a sum of a quadratic part and the rest, with the quadratic part
being
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1[− 1
2
H α
•
α H α •α − 95 χχ
+ (ψ ′
•
αi∇α •αψα + ψ ′αi∇α
•
αψ •α + ψ3
•
αi∇α •αψ3α)
+ (3V ′1 V 1 +V ′2 V 2) +
4
i=1
∑ 1
2
V ′ ′i V ′ ′i +
2
i=1
∑
(1
2
φi
α∇2φiα + h.c. )] ,
(7.4.14a)
where
= + Wαβ
γ∇αM γβ + W
•
α •
β
•
γ∇ •αM •γ
•
β . (7.4.14b)
In these formulae ψα, ψ ′α, ψ3
α, V i and V ′i have abnormal statistics. This expression is
sufficient for one-loop calculations. Note that at one-loop the contributions from the
variousV ’s cancel due to statistics.
The higher-loop contributions come from quantum interaction terms originating in
three places: (a) the higher order (cubic, quartic, etc.) terms in the expansion of the
classical action (7.2.24); (b) the gauge-fixing term; (c) the higher order terms in the Fad-
deev-Popov Lagrangian. The latter has the symbolic form
(antighost)δghost(gauge fixing function), where the variation is the full nonlinear
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variation (7.2.19,22,23), with the gauge parameter Lα replaced by the ghost ψα. Since
we have made the shifts (7.4.10) for the ghosts, the fieldsV i ,V ′i will also appear. Thus,
the quantum vertices are obtained from the higher order terms (beyond quadratic) in
the expansion of (see (7.2.24,7.4.6))
SC + SGF − {∇α[ψ ′
•
α + ∇ •α(V ′1 − iV ′2)] − ∇
•
α[ψ ′α + ∇α(V ′1 + iV ′2)]}
×δH α •α(ψα + ∇α(V 1 + iV 2)) , (7.4.15)
where δH α •α(Lα) is the expression obtained by substituting (7.2.22,23) into (7.2.19). We
have performed an integration by parts in the second term. We note that while both
terms in the gauge fixing function (7.4.3) lead to interactions of the ghosts with the
background fields, only the first term ∇ •αH α •α leads to (local) interactions between the
ghosts and the quantum fields. This is the end of the quantization process.
We have discussed the quantization procedure in the formulation with the chiral
compensator φ. As discussed in sec. 5.2.d, another possible choice for compensator is a
real scalar superfield V introduced through a variant representation. The treatment of
the corresponding formulation can be obtained by making the substitution (even off
shell)
φ3 → 1 + (∇ 2 + R)V , V =V . (7.4.16)
V has the transformation laws
Background:
V ′ = eiKV ,
Quantum:
V ′ =V + (∇αLα + ∇ •αL
•
α) . (7.4.17)
We use now the gauge fixing function
F α = ∇
•
αH α •α − 15 ∇αV . (7.4.18)
The shifts (7.4.10) are again made, and by a procedure similar to the one described
above we obtain the following results: The higher-order terms in the action are again
given by (7.4.15), with the substitution (7.4.16) (but now SGF does not contribute).
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However, the quadratic terms are now
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1[− 1
2
H α
•
α H α •α − 110V V
+ (ψ ′
•
αi∇α •αψα + ψ ′αi∇α
•
αψ •α + ψ3
•
αi∇α •αψ3α)
+ (3V ′1 V 1 +V ′2 V 2) +
7
i=1
∑ 1
2
V ′ ′i V ′ ′i +
7
i=1
∑
χiχi ] . (7.4.19)
Here ψα, ψα ′, ψ3α,V i ,V i ′, and χi have abnormal statistics, and χi are chiral.
In general, the total field content is the following: (a) physical fields H and χ (or
V ), which contribute at all loops; (b) the first-generation Faddeev-Popov ghosts ψα and
ψ ′α, which contribute at all loops; (c) the first-generation Nielsen-Kallosh ghost ψ3α and
all higher-generation ghosts, which contribute only at one loop; (d) the catalyst ghosts
V i andV i ′, which contribute at only more than one loop (being canceled at the one-loop
level by the contribution from theV ′ ′’s). We will discuss in sec. 7.10 some of the differ-
ences between the formulations (7.4.14) and (7.4.19).
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7.5. Supergravity supergraphs
a. Feynman rules
In the next section we shall consider further the background field quantization
and discuss its applications. In this section we consider ordinary quantization and dis-
cuss the Feynman rules for supergravity-matter systems. There is no need to go again
through the gauge-fixing procedure. We simply take the results of the previous section
and set the background fields to zero. Therefore the supergravity quantum action is
given by (7.4.14,15), where E = 1, all the derivatives are flat space derivatives, and all
chiral fields ordinary chiral. Furthermore, the fields ψ3α, V i ′ ′ and φiα can be dropped
since they have no interactions (but the Faddeev-Popov fields ψα, ψ ′α, and the catalysts
V i , V ′i do). Equivalently, we can work with (7.4.15,19), dropping ψ3α, V i ′ ′, and χi .
Matter actions, covariantized with respect to H α •α and φ, can be added.
From the flat space form of (7.4.14a) we obtain ordinary propagators. In particu-
lar we have
HH propagator : − δα
βδ •α
•
β
p2
δ4(θ − θ′) (7.5.1)
ψ ψ propagator :
pα
•
α
p2
δ4(θ − θ′) , (7.5.2)
and the usual propagators for χ and V . Vertices are obtained from the expansion of
(7.4.15), as well as from matter actions. For example, consider the kinetic action of a
scalar multiplet ηcov :
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ηcovηcov
=
∫
d 4x d 4θ (Eˆ )−
1
3 (1 · e−H
←
)
1
3ηφe−H ηφ . (7.5.3)
We have expressed ηcov in terms of a flat space chiral superfield η and we are working in
the chiral representation. We must expand now the various factors in powers of H α •α
and χ = φ − 1. However, the expansions were carried out in (7.2.30-32). Replacing
background covariant derivatives with flat space derivatives, we find the cubic
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interactions
S (3) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ {(χ + χ)ηη + η[−Hai∂a − 13 (D •αDαH
a) − 1
3
(i∂aHa)]η}
=
∫
d 4x d 4θ [(χ + χ)ηη + Ha(1
2
ηi
↔
∂ aη − 16 [D •α ,Dα]ηη)] . (7.5.4)
The same expansions can be used to find the supergravity vertices, but with back-
grounds set to zero the algebra is much simpler. Thus, from ∇α = e−HDαeH , ∇ •α = D •α,
we obtain
∆ •α
B = ∆α
β = ∆α
•
β = ∆a
β = ∆a
•
β = 0 ,
∆a
b = − iD •α∆αb , (7.5.5)
where ∆α
b is obtained as the coefficient of ∂b in (7.2.27b):
∆α
b = i(DαH
b) − 1
2
[(DαH
c)∂cH
b − Hc(∂cDαHb)] + . . . . (7.5.6)
(To find the cubic interactions we do not need the third order term in ∆α
b since it only
contributes a total (D •α) derivative.) Therefore
Eˆ−
1
3 = [det(δa
b + ∆a
b)]−
1
3
= 1 − 1
3
∆a
a + 1
6
∆a
b∆b
a + 1
18
(∆a
a)2 − 1
18
∆a
a∆b
c∆c
b
− 1
9
∆a
b∆b
c∆c
a − 1
162
(∆a
a)3 . (7.5.7)
We also expand (7.2.31) one order higher which gives, again dropping a term which only
contributes a total derivative,
(1.e−H
←
)
1
3 = 1 − 1
3
i(∂ · H ) − 1
18
(∂ · H )2 − 1
6
H · ∂(∂ ·H ) + 1
162
i(∂ · H )3 ,(7.5.8a)
φe−H φ = 1 + χ + χ + χχ − iH · ∂χ − χiH · ∂χ − 1
2
H · ∂(H · ∂χ) . (7.5.8b)
The cubic supergravity action is obtained from the product of (7.5.7) and (7.5.8).
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We obtain the cubic ghost-antighost-quantum field vertices from (7.4.15) and
(7.2.19,22,23). We need δH α •α to first order in H α •α and χ:
δH α •α = (DαL •α − D •αLα) + 3(χD •αLα − χDαL •α)
− 1
2
[−i(DβL
•
β + D
•
βLβ)∂
β
•
β
Ha + (D
2Lβ)DβHa
+ (D2L
•
β)D •βHa + iH · ∂(DαL •α + D •αLα)] . (7.5.9)
The cubic ghost action is obtained by substituting Lα = ψα + ∇α(V 1 + iV 2) (cf.
(7.4.15)). These vertices are sufficient for doing some one-loop calculations. However, as
we have already mentioned, at least for on-shell fields, the background field method is
much simpler. In this method, the above (covariantized) vertices would be needed only
for two-loop calculations.
b. The transverse gauge
The Feynman rules we have discussed above use the particular (weighted) gauge
of (7.4.3), which is the most convenient for internal lines. However, when computing
gauge invariant quantities, we can use any gauge for the external lines (this is true in
both ordinary and background field methods). We discuss here the choice of a globally
supersymmetric gauge that is convenient for most calculations.
The superfields H α •α, φ contain several irreducible representations of supersymme-
try. According to (3.9.40) the superspin content of H α •α is (
3
2
+©1+© 1
2
+© 1
2
+©0), while φ has
superspin 0. According to (3.9.36,37), the spinor gauge parameters Lα+©L •α contain
superspins (1+© 1
2
+© 1
2
+© 1
2
+© 1
2
+©0). (The extra superspin 1
2
representations in the gauge
parameter correspond to second-generation ghosts.) Therefore, we should be able to find
a gauge where we have eliminated all superspins but 3
2
and 0. We have two choices, cor-
responding to eliminating the superspin 0 in φ (gauging φ to 1), or in H α •α (in which
case φ must be kept). The second choice is much more useful, and can be achieved by
imposing the transverse gauge condition DαH α •α = 0. Note that this condition (and its
complex conjugate) implies ∂ ·H = [Dα,D •α]H α
•
α = D2H α
•
α = 0.
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c. Linearized expressions
For some computations, we need the explicit expressions for the geometrical
quantities in terms of the prepotentials H α •α, φ. Here we outline the procedure for
obtaining the linearized expressions; higher orders can be obtained in similar fashion. We
work in the chiral representation, and in the Lorentz gauge N α
µ = δα
µ. After we obtain
the results we will consider other Lorentz gauges.
We begin with the linearized expressions of (5.2.78a) (cf. also (7.5.5))
Eˆ •µ = D •µ
Eˆ µ = Dµ + [Dµ ,H ] = Dµ + i(DµH
m)∂m (7.5.10)
We set φ = 1 + χ and, using for example (7.5.5-7), we have at the linearized level
Eˆ = 1 + D •νDνH
ν
•
ν (7.5.11)
From the form of Ψ in (5.2.78c) we obtain
Ψ = 1 + X (7.5.12)
where
X ≡ 1
2
χ − χ − 1
6
(2D •αDα + DαD •α)H
α
•
α . (7.5.13)
In the particular Lorentz gauge we are using we need not distinguish between flat and
curved indices. We obtain then
Eα = Eˇα = Dα + XDα + i(DαH
b)∂b
E •α = Eˇ •α = D •α + XD •α . (7.5.14)
To find Ea we write (again using N α
µ = δα
µ)
Ea = Eˇa + i
1
2
Cˇ α,β( •α
β
•
γ)Eˇ •γ + i
1
2
Cˇ •
α,(α
•
β
γ)
•
βEˇ γ (7.5.15)
where Eˇa ≡− i{Eˇα, Eˇ •α}. Therefore
Eˇa = ∂a − i(DαX )D •α − i(D •αX )Dα
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+ [D •αDαH
b + (1
6
[Dδ ,D •δ ]H
d − 1
2
(χ + χ))δab ]∂b (7.5.16)
The linearized expressions for the Cˇ ’s can be worked out from their definition. We find
finally
Ea = ∂a + i [
1
2
D2D (αH
γ) •
α − (D •αX )δαγ ]Dγ + i [− 12 D
2D ( •αH α
•
γ) − (DαX )δ •α
•
γ ]D •γ
+ [(D •αDαH
b) + (X + X )δa
b ]∂b . (7.5.17)
To find the connections we evaluate first the CAB
C , and use the torsion constraints.
We find
Φαβγ = −C α(βDγ)X ,
Φ
α
•
β
•
γ
= 1
2
D2D
(
•
β
H α •γ) , Φ •αβγ = − 12 D
2D (βH γ) •α ,
Φaβγ = i
1
2
DαD
2D (βH γ) •α + iC α(βD •αDγ)X . (7.5.18)
The independent field strengths are
R = D2(χ − i 1
3
∂aH
a) ,
Ga = − 23 D
βD2DβHa − 16 abcd∂
b [Dγ ,D
•
γ ]Hd − 1
3
∂a∂bH
b + i∂a(χ − χ) ,
W αβγ =
1
6
D2D (αi∂β •βH γ)
•
β . (7.5.19)
The remaining field strengths can be read from the solution of the Bianchi identities
(5.4.16).
As we have mentioned several times, it is sometimes useful to choose a Lorentz
gauge N α
µ 	= δαµ in which Φ •αβγ = 0 so that, in the chiral representation, when acting on
a field with undotted indices, ∇ •αηαβγ... = ΨN •α
•
µD •µηαβγ.... (That such a gauge is possible
follows from R •
α
•
βγ
δ = 0, which implies that the above connection is pure gauge.) We
reach this gauge by the Lorentz transformation
δ∇A = [L,∇A] , L = ωαβM βα + h.c. (7.5.20)
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so that, in particular,
δΦ
α
•
β
•
γ = ωα
δΦ
δ
•
β
•
γ − Eαω •β
•
γ . (7.5.21)
At the linearized level, setting Φ′
α
•
β
•
γ = Φ
α
•
β
•
γ + δΦ
α
•
β
•
γ = 0, we find
ω •β
•
γ = 1
2
DβD ( •βH
β
•
γ) (7.5.22)
and ωβ
γ = (ω •β
•
γ). In this gauge N •α
•
µ = δ •α
•
µ + ω •α
•
µ.
In this gauge, the various quantities of (7.5.19) are shifted according to their index
structure. In particular, we find that now
Φαβγ = −C α(βDγ)X + 12 DαD
•
βD (βH γ)
•
β . (7.5.23)
d. Examples
In this subsection we assume that a regularization scheme exists that preserves
local supersymmetry. Such a scheme will be discussed in sec. 7.9. We first compute a
massless chiral loop contribution to the supergravity self-energy. The relevant interac-
tion is given by (7.5.4), and the supergraph is given in Fig. 7.5.1.
k + p
Hb(k)Ha(−k)
p
Fig. 7.5.1
We note the following simplifications: (a) The (χ + χ)ηη vertex leads to only a tadpole
contribution to the χχ or χH self-energy diagram, and we set this to zero in dimensional
regularization for massless η’s. Equivalently, we observe that in the original action
(7.5.3) the compensator φ can be absorbed into η by a field redefinition. (b) With suit-
able regularization the result should be gauge invariant, and we can work in the
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transverse gauge where two of the three terms in the ηηH vertex do not contribute. The
−Haηi∂aη vertex is the same as in the Yang-Mills case, if we replace V AT A by Hai∂a .
The result can then be read from (6.3.31) (with the additional momentum factors from
i∂a)
1
2
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4θ Ha(−k , θ)
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
−p2 − pcD •γDγ + D2D2
p2(k + p)2
pa(k + p)b H
b(k , θ) . (7.5.24)
Using the gauge condition this can be reduced to
− 1
8(D − 1)
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4θ Ha(−k , θ) k 2kcD •γDγ Ha(k , θ) I (k 2) , (7.5.25)
where in dimensional regularization
I (k 2) =
∫
dDp
(2π)D
1
p2(k + p)2
= 1
(4π)
1
2
D
Γ(2 − 1
2
D)[Γ(1
2
D − 1)]2
Γ(D − 2) (k
2)
1
2
D − 2
= 1
(4π)2
(
1

− ln k 2 + const . ) . (7.5.26)
When acting on Ha(k , θ), again using the gauge condition, we can rewrite
kcD •γDγ = k
c 1
2
{D •γ ,Dγ} = k 2. The fully covariant result can be written as a contribu-
tion to the effective action of the form [c1
∫
d 2θ(W αβγ)
2 + h.c. + c2
∫
d 4θ(G2 + 2RR)]I .
However, the coefficients c1, c2 cannot be determined from just a two-point calculation
(except in the background field method: see sec. 7.8). On shell only the first term sur-
vives. Although the result is independent of φ, the compensator reappears in the course
of separating out the divergent part (see sec. 7.10).
As a second example we compute supergravity corrections to the chiral self-energy.
The graphs are those of Fig. 7.5.2:
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η(k)η(−k) ηη
χ χχ H H
η
χ
η
Fig. 7.5.2
The first graph gives no contribution (after D-algebra it is a tadpole) while the others
add up to
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4θ η(−k , θ)
∫
d 4p
(2π)4
1
p2(k + p)2
[ − 5
9
D2D2 + 1
9
p · k − 2
9
(p − k)2] η(k , θ) .
(7.5.27)
(The − 5
9
for the χχ propagator follows from its normalization in (7.4.14).) In the inte-
gral we can replace p · k = − k 2 and p2 = 0. Thus the total result vanishes.
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7.6. Covariant Feynman rules
To the quantized supergravity action of sec. 7.4 we can add covariantized super-
symmetric matter actions and consider general matter-supergravity systems. If the mat-
ter actions contain covariant derivatives, these must be split as in sec. 7.2. For con-
strained superfields we must first extract explicit quantum field dependence (e.g., φ→ φˆ ,
φ→e−H φˆ , where φˆ , φˆ , are background covariantly chiral). In principle we can also split
matter superfields into quantum and background parts and consider a general quantum
system in a background of matter and supergravity. However, in general the procedure
of sec. 7.4 is not applicable. We cannot impose the on-shell conditions R = Gα •α = 0.
These conditions must be replaced by the equations R = J (matter), Gα •α = J α •α(matter)
and the quantization must be carried out with the supergravity fields off-shell. This is a
straightforward but algebraically cumbersome procedure. Therefore in this section we
will consider only pure on-shell supergravity backgrounds (no external matter). General
systems can be handled by an extension of our quantization methods or by the ordinary
(nonbackground) quantization of the preceding section.
Given the background field Lagrangian with quantum matter or supergravity
fields, the Feynman rules can be derived in exactly the same way as for global supersym-
metry. In general, for unconstrained quantum superfields, we can read the rules directly
from the Lagrangian. We have two types of vertices: those arising from quantum self-
interactions, and those containing also (or only) interactions with the background fields.
The background fields appear only through field strengths and background covariant
derivatives ∇A = EAMDM +ΦA , with the flat superspace DM . Therefore, we will
encounter vertices with all quantum lines, or with a mixture of (at least two) quantum
lines and background lines. For constrained, i.e., background covariantly chiral super-
fields, we must first of all solve the chirality constraints, i.e., write Φˆ = eΩΦ0 in terms of
an ordinary chiral superfield. This will introduce interactions involving explicitly the
background potentials. We shall discuss below how to avoid this, but at any rate we end
up with an action to which the methods of chapter 6 can be applied, with ordinary prop-
agators and rules for calculation.
We observe that at the one-loop level, the contribution from the general spinors
can also be obtained by squaring their kinetic operator and taking half of the resulting
contribution to the effective action. We have
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(i∇α
•
γ)(i∇β •γ) = 12 δα
β(i∇γ
•
γ)(i∇γ •γ) + 12 [i∇α
•
γ , i∇β •γ ]
= δα
β + {∇α ,W βγδM δγ} , (7.6.1)
where we have used (5.4.16). The spinor action in (7.4.14a) thus becomes
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1
3
i=1
∑ 1
2
ψi
α(δα
β + {∇α ,W βγδM δγ})ψiβ + h.c.
=
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1
i
∑ 1
2
ψi
α ψiα + h.c. , (7.6.2)
and we observe that all the unconstrained superfields (H ,V ,ψ) are described by similar
actions, with the same operator given by (7.4.14b ). We shall discuss later applica-
tions of this result.
We now describe a modification of the Feynman rules for covariantly chiral super-
fields, analogous to the modification for the Yang-Mills case in sec. 6.5. The conse-
quences of the modification are: It guarantees that the Feynman rules for chiral super-
fields will not introduce explicit background gauge potentials, but only the vielbein and
connections, and it actually simplifies some of the D-algebra. We follow a procedure
that is identical to that of sec. 6.5. We first define covariant functional differentiation
for a general superfield Ξ by
δΞ(z )
δΞ(z ′)
≡ Eδ8(z − z ′) , (7.6.3)
which gives (
δ
δΞ
)
∫
d 8z E−1L =
∂L
∂Ξ
. We then define covariant functional differentiation
for a covariantly chiral superfield η (which could carry additional undotted spinor
indices, but we do not indicate these explicitly) by
δη(z )
δη(z ′)
≡ (∇2 + R)Eδ8(z − z ′) = φ−3D2δ8(z − z ′) , (7.6.4)
where the second form is obtained by using the identity (5.3.66b) and the chiral repre-
sentation (E •α = ΨN •α
•
µD •µ) with the particular Lorentz gauge where N α
β 	= δαβ such that
E •α
µ = E •α
µ
•
µ = Φ •αβ
γ = 0 . (7.6.5)
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In this representation covariantly chiral superfields are chiral in the usual sense:
∇ •αη... = 0 implies D •αη... = 0. Just as in the Yang-Mills case, at this point we need not
be explicit as to whether the chiral covariance is with respect to full derivatives (contain-
ing both background and quantum fields) or just background fields, and the objects
appearing in (7.6.4) can be functions of both, or just background fields (except when the
chiral superfields are supergravity superfields, in which case the covariant derivatives can
only be background). We can stay off-shell.
The covariantization of the usual expression D2D2η = η becomes now
(∇2 + R)(∇2 + R)ηα...β = +ηα...β ,
+ = +W
α
β
γ∇αM γβ + 12 i(∇
γ
•
αGβ •α)M γ
β
− 1
2
iGα
•
α∇α •α − R∇2 − 12 (∇
αR)∇α + RR + (∇2R) , (7.6.6)
generalizing (7.4.4) off shell. We observe that on shell (recalling that chiral superfields
can only have undotted indices) + = , where the latter quantity was defined in
(7.4.14b), a result which we shall use later.
As in sec. 6.5c we start with the action
S = S 0 + Sint(η , η) , S 0 =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ηη . (7.6.7)
Sint also contains the other quantum fields but we have indicated explicitly only the
dependence on η. We concentrate on the functional integral over η which gives, using
(7.6.3,4),
Z (J , J ) =
∫
IDη IDη exp[S + (
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3Jη + h.c. )]
= ∆× [exp Sint( δδJ ,
δ
δJ
)][exp(−
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1J +
−1J )] , (7.6.8)
where ∆ is the functional determinant
∆ =
∫
IDη IDη eS 0 . (7.6.9)
In general the above expression for Z depends on, and is to be integrated over, the other
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quantum fields. We are considering the massless case, but the results for the massive
case can be obtained easily. Except for ∆, the other factors, which contain quantum
field self-interactions, contribute only beyond one loop, or to diagrams containing exter-
nal chiral lines.
The determinant ∆ gives the complete one-loop contribution from chiral super-
fields of diagrams with only external supergravity lines, and could be evaluated by using
standard superfield Feynman rules, but we wish to avoid this. Instead, we shall use the
‘‘doubling’’ trick as in sec.6.5c. (In supergravity we are always dealing with real repre-
sentations). We now have
O
(
η
η
)
+
(
J
J
)
= 0 , O =
(
0
∇2 + R
∇2 + R
0
)
. (7.6.10)
Its square,
O2
(
η
η
)
−
(
J
J
)
= 0 , O =
(
(∇2 +R)(∇2 +R)
0
0
(∇2 + R)(∇2 +R)
)
, (7.6.11)
corresponds to an action
S ′0 =
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 1
2
η +η =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1 1
2
η(∇2 + R)η , (7.6.12)
and in terms of it we can write the functional integral
∆2 =
∫
IDη IDη exp[S ′0(η) + h.c. ] = (
∫
IDη eS
′
0)2 . (7.6.13)
We integrate S ′0 by separating out φ
3D2 from E−1(∇2 + R), treating
1
2
η[E−1(∇2 + R)− φ3D2]η as an interaction term. The result is
∆ =
∫
IDη eS
′
0
= {exp
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 1
2
δ
δJ
[(∇2 + R)(∇2 + R) − D2D2] δ
δJ
}
·[exp −
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 1
2
J 0
−1J ]|J=0 . (7.6.14)
(Note that writing instead (∇2 +R)(∇2 + R)→ D2E−1φ−3e−HD2E−1φ−3eH would give
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the usual rules, except for the extra φ3’s from the definition (7.6.4)). Therefore, a calcu-
lation of the one-loop contribution of η to the effective action (i.e., ln ∆) consists in eval-
uating graphs with propagators p−2δ4(θ − θ′) and vertices [(∇2 . . .] giving rise to a string
. . . [(∇2 +R)(∇2 +R) − D2D2]i δ4(θi − θi+1) [(∇2 +R)(∇2 +R) − D2D2]i+1 . . .
(7.6.15)
with
∫
d 4θi integrals at each vertex. We concentrate on a given vertex and at the next
one we rewrite (∇2 +R) = D2φ−3E−1 . We temporarily transfer the D2 factor across
the δ-function and use the identity
[(∇2 + R)(∇2 + R) − D2D2]D2 = ( + − 0)D2 . (7.6.16)
We further simplify the expression by using the anticommutation relations to move the
D ’s in + to the right until they are annihilated by the D
2. The resulting expression,
which we call +, contains no D ’s. We now return the D
2 factor to its original place,
reexpress the vertex in its original form, and proceed to manipulate it in the same way.
We can continue around the loop and treat in this way all vertices but the last, and we
are led to the following rules:
one vertex : D2[φ−3E−1(∇2 + R) − D2] ,
other vertices: + − 0 . (7.6.17)
The massive case is obtained simply by adding a mass term in the denominator of the
propagator.
These rules lead to a simpler evaluation of the one-loop contribution, since there
are no D ’s in the loop except the one D2, but more importantly the contribution is
manifestly expressible only in terms of objects which appear in the covariant derivatives,
and not the gauge prepotentials. This is evidently true of the higher-loop contributions
as well. From Sint and the definition of the covariant functional derivative in (7.6.4), the
expression (7.6.8) leads to higher-loop Feynman rules which do not explicitly depend on
the background prepotentials. We obtain propagators +
−1 for chiral lines, where the
full + can be expressed in terms of the quantum H α •α, φ, and the background covariant
derivatives. From Sint(
δ
δJ
,
δ
δJ
) we obtain vertices with factors (∇2 + R)E or (∇2 + R)E
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operating on each chiral or antichiral line leaving the vertices. (These generalize the
ordinary flat space rules.) Again we can express these quantities in terms of the quan-
tum H α •α and φ, and the background covariant derivatives. For an actual momentum
space calculation these have to be further expressed in terms of ordinary derivatives and
background vielbein and connections. We now have the result that for all superfields,
when calculations are carried out in the background field method, the contributions to
the effective action from individual graphs do not involve the background supergravity
prepotentials themselves, but only vielbein and connections, which depend on
(multi)derivatives of the prepotentials. Consequently there is some improvement in the
power counting rules for potentially divergent graphs.
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7.7. General properties of the effective action
We analyze in this section the general form of the effective action (background
field functional) Γ, as constrained by the requirement of background field invariance.
This analysis is particularly important for determining the divergence structure of super-
gravity. Divergences, which could be canceled by counterterms in the Lagrangian, corre-
spond to local terms in the effective action, and their form is limited by gauge invariance
and dimensionality. In some cases we obtain stronger results by restricting ourselves to
on-shell background fields. The on-shell restriction is not serious: The theory is not per-
turbatively renormalizable, Green’s functions are gauge-dependent and divergent, and at
best we can hope that gauge-independent, on-shell quantities (e.g., the S-matrix) are
finite. Therefore, only the divergences which do not vanish on-shell are significant
(divergences which are proportional to the field equations can be removed by a field
redefinition which does not affect the S-matrix).
We will discuss first the situation in N = 1 supergravity. The discussion is appli-
cable then to extended supergravity expressed in terms of N = 1 superfields. However,
stronger statements can be made if the extended theories can be expressed in terms of
extended superfields. Since the discussion does not depend on details of the extended
superfield constructions, but only on properties that generalize our N = 1 background
quantization methods, we devote a subsection to this case.
a. N=1
Our background fields are supergravity fields, while the quantum fields can be
supergravity or matter superfields or both. Since in the background field formalism the
effective action is gauge invariant, it can be constructed from the field strengths R, Gα •α
,Wαβγ , and covariant derivatives (with an overall factor of E
−1, or φ3 for chiral inte-
grands). Furthermore, on shell R = Gα •α = 0. (We consider only vanishing cosmological
term: Otherwise, R is a nonvanishing dimensional constant, and the dimensional analy-
sis is changed.) Thus, only the chiral field strength Wαβγ (and its complex conjugate)
and covariant derivatives can appear. We also have the on-shell conditions
∇αWαβγ = ∇α
•
αWαβγ = 0 as well as the corresponding equations for W. In determining
the form of the effective action we can also use the following facts: (a) The effective
action is dimensionless. The dimensions of the various quantities which can appear are
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[d 4x ] = −4, [d 2θ] = 1, [W] = 3
2
, [∇α] = 12. In addition, with only supergravity interac-
tions, for an L-loop contribution we have a factor κ2(L−1) with dimension −2(L− 1). (b)
Functions G(x 1, . . . . ) arise from loop integrals after all the D-algebra has been carried
out and, if they have odd dimension, must contain an odd number of space-time deriva-
tives (momentum factors) which have an index structure ∂
α
•
β
. (c) Integrals with the chi-
ral measure d 2θ must have chiral integrands, i.e., factors of W or ∇ 2(W2) (∇ 2W = 0
on shell), etc. (but in the latter case they can be rewritten as full integrals anyway). (d)
Dotted and undotted indices must be separately saturated.
Another important feature is the fact that all the d 4θ terms in Γ have an equal
number of (spinor-) undifferentiated W’s and W’s. This is a consequence of the global
chiral R-invariance of the theory (cf. (5.3.10); the Y transformations are global invari-
ances; in terms of prepotentials, they are simply phase transformations of φ, leaving H
invariant). We should also remark that, a priori, as discussed in the previous section,
perturbation theory does not lead to a form involving only the W’s and their covariant
derivatives, but rather the quantities which appear in the background covariant deriva-
tives, i.e., background vielbein and connection coefficients, with a d 4θ integral. However,
because of background invariance, these quantities must arrange themselves into a form
that is manifestly covariant or contains one noncovariant factor times a covariant object
that satisfies a Bianchi identity. (The noncovariant term, when varied, produces a
derivative which, when integrated by parts, gives zero upon use of the Bianchi identity.)
Thus, the term
∫
d 4xd 2θ φ3W2 really arises from an expression (in the gauge (7.6.5))∫
d 4xd 4θE−1ΦαβγWαβγ , which can then be rewritten as a chiral integral.
We first discuss all local terms in Γ, i.e., all possible on-shell local divergences of
the theory. A generic local term will have the structure
(∇a)l (WW)m(∇βW)n(∇ •γW)r , (7.7.1)
with ∇αW ≡ ∇ (αWβγδ) and the indices contracted in various ways, and the space-time
derivatives distributed in various ways. We have used the invariance under R-transfor-
mations to write only terms with equal powers of W and W. We note that unless some
space-time derivatives act on them, W and W cannot be raised to a power higher than
4, because they are symmetric in their three spinor indices and hence contain only four
independent Lorentz components. The dimensionality of the above term is
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l + 3m + 2n + 2r . If it appears at L loops it is multiplied by (κ2)L−1 with dimension
−2(L − 1). The overall dimension of the action must be zero:
d = l + 3m + 2n + 2r − 2(L − 1) − 2 = 0. The only purely chiral term, involving just
W, is the quadratic expression∫
d 4xd 2θφ3WαβγWαβγ + h.c. = −
∫
d 4x e−1wαβγδwαβγδ + h.c. (7.7.2)
where w is the Weyl tensor. On dimensional grounds it can only appear at the one-loop
level (with no κ factor, as follows from our discussion above), and the integrand is a
total derivative on shell. It is, in fact, on dimensional grounds, the only local term (i.e.,
possible divergence) which can occur at the one-loop level, on shell. However, due to
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, it is just a topological constant, and vanishes in topologi-
cally trivial spaces. (For a further discussion, see sec. 7.10.)
At the two-loop level no local terms are possible. We have a factor κ2 of dimen-
sion −2, and it is easy to check that there is no way, from among the generic expression
above, to find either a chiral expression (to be integrated with d 4xd 2θ), or a general
expression (to be integrated with d 4xd 4θ), which can lead to a term with dimension zero.
Thus, at the two-loop level no on-shell divergences can arise in supergravity.
At higher loops the number and variety of local terms increases. For example, at
three loops, the combination W2W2 is a possible local term and therefore a potentially
divergent one (the only on-shell one, in fact). At any given loop there are of course limi-
tations due to dimensionality, chirality, and index contraction. In particular it is easy to
verify that, on dimensional grounds and in order to saturate indices, all higher loop
terms must have factors of both W and W and therefore vanish when either W = 0 or
W = 0. This situation describes background field configurations which are self-dual or
antiself-dual. We conclude that such configurations receive no radiative corrections.
The nonlocal part of the effective action has a structure as in (7.7.1), including
however a nonlocal function G(x 1, x 2, . . . . ) and with fields evaluated at different points
(x 1, θ), (x 2, θ), ... . We find, using superspace perturbation theory and dimensional anal-
ysis that, if no massive fields are present, the on-shell effective action has the form
Γ ∼
∫
d 4x 1d
4x 2d
2θ φ3Wαβγ(x 1, θ)G(x 1, x 2)Wαβγ(x 2, θ) + h.c.
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+
∫
d 4x 1 . . .d
4x 4d
4θWαβγ(x 1, θ)Wαβγ(x 2, θ)W
•
α
•
β
•
γ(x 3, θ)W •α •β •γ(x 4, θ)
×G(x 1 . . . x 4) + . . . , (7.7.3)
where the terms not explicitly written contain more than four W’s and their covariant
derivatives. The nonlocal functions G(x 1, x 2, . . . ) can be thought of as polynomials in
the space-time covariant derivatives acting on the fields, and functions of the covariant
d’Alembertian (e.g., its inverse), corresponding to the result of doing various loop inte-
grals in momentum space. The important point is that other, a priori possible terms
with two, three, or four W’s are not present. (For example, d 4θWWW cannot have its
indices saturated even if derivatives are included while d 2θ(W)4 has the wrong dimen-
sion, etc.) In secs. 7.8,10 we shall discuss in more detail the form of the G functions.
b. General N
We shall assume in this section that unconstrained superfield formalisms exist for
all supersymmetric systems of interest. Such formalisms have not yet been developed
except for N = 2, and there are indications that if they exist they have an unfamiliar
form. We shall only assume that there exist constraints on the covariant derivatives
that allow them, and the action, to be expressed in terms of ordinary derivatives and
unconstrained prepotentials. We can then mimic the N = 1 background-quantum split-
ting for general N . We replace the unconstrained prepotentials by quantum prepoten-
tials, and the ordinary derivatives by background covariant derivatives. Furthermore, if
covariantly constrained (e.g., chiral) superfields are present, we can derive covariant rules
for them as we did in N = 1; the procedure is general. We will not restrict ourselves to
on-shell backgrounds.
By an extension of our fully covariant background field method of sec. 7.6, we
obtain improved power-counting rules for discussing local divergences. These rules sim-
ply follow from the fact that all quantum terms in the effective action are automatically
expressed directly in terms of the constrained background covariant derivatives (and their
field strengths) and an explicit expansion in terms of unconstrained background prepo-
tentials is unnecessary. (One might also expect to need the superspace generalization of
antisymmetric tensor gauge fields, e.g., the three-form of D = 11 supergravity, but the
background-quantum split action can always be written in a form where such
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background fields appear only as their field strengths, and these field strengths already
appear among the field strengths of the background covariant derivatives.) This implies
that all divergent terms must be expressible as local functions of the covariant deriva-
tives. Thus, for supersymmetric Yang-Mills, where the same ideas apply, all countert-
erms must be local functions of Γα, and for supergravity of Γα and also EαM . (Conven-
tional constraints determine all of ∇A from Γαand EαM .) Furthermore, because in the
derivation of the Feynman rules vertices are always integrated over full superspace, they
will carry a full
∫
d 4xd 4N θ for N -extended supersymmetry.
For the case of extended supersymmetry, treated with extended superfields, there
is a technical difficulty in the background field method because of the appearance of an
infinite number of generations of ghost superfields with progressively increasing super-
spin. For example, N = 2 Yang-Mills theory is described by a real isovector superfield
Va
b with gauge invariance δVa
b = Dcαχ(a
bc)α + Dc •αχ(ac
b) •α. This transformation implies
that the corresponding ghost has a gauge invariance δψ(abc)α = Ddβχ
(abcd)(αβ), which in
turn implies a ghost with invariance δψ(abcd)(αβ) = Deγχ
(abcde)(αβγ), etc. The gauge super-
fields unavoidably contain fields of spin higher than those (physical and auxiliary) occur-
ring in the gauge-invariant action. To gauge these away the gauge superparameters (and
therefore the corresponding ghosts) must contain higher spins than the gauge superfields.
However, only a finite number of ghosts (i.e., the usual Faddeev-Popov ghosts, plus per-
haps certain catalyst ghosts) contribute at more than one loop. Therefore, the higher-
loop contributions to the effective action can be calculated in a manifestly background
covariant form and will obey the power-counting rules that we derive below, whereas the
one-loop contribution may have to be treated separately. (For example, we could choose
background noncovariant gauges for some of the ghosts which contribute only at one
loop in such a way that all but a finite number of these ghosts decouple. The effect of
such a choice would be to produce a one-loop effective action which is noncovariant, but
this would have no effect on physical quantities). We discuss now the implications of
these remarks and the improved power-counting rules to which they lead. For complete-
ness we discuss first the situation in global theories.
The first example of the improved power counting was already given in sec. 6.5 for
the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term in N = 1 Yang-Mills theory. Background covariance imme-
diately implies the vanishing of such a term beyond one loop. For N > 1 we obtain
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stronger results:
Since Yang-Mills theory is renormalizable, the only allowed divergence in the back-
ground field method is proportional to the classical action. However, beyond one loop it
must have the form
∫
d 4xd 4N θ ΓαΩΓα at the lineared level because of the covariant Feyn-
man rules. Here Γα has dimension
1
2
and Ω is a local operator (nonnegative dimension).
Since the action is dimensionless, we obtain the inequality −4 + 2N + 1
2
+ 1
2
≤ 0, which
implies that only N = 0 or 1 can have divergences beyond one loop. Thus N = 2 and
N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory must be finite beyond one loop. Furthermore,
we know from explicit one-loop calculations using N = 1 superfields (see sec. 6.4) that
N = 4 is one-loop finite as well. On the other hand, N = 2 does have one-loop diver-
gences. (Also, as for N = 1, loop corrections to the N = 2 Fayet-Iliopoulos term van-
ish.) We emphasize that we had to make a separate one-loop argument because of the
problem with infinite numbers of ghosts.
We can apply similar arguments to N -extended supergravity. The local (diver-
gent) part of the effective action consists of the integral of E−1 times a (covariant) prod-
uct of factors of vielbein and connections. At L loops the lowest dimensional such term
is
Γloc ∼ κ2(L−1)
∫
d 4xd 4N θ E−1 , (7.7.4)
multiplied perhaps by some function of a dimensionless scalar field strength for N ≥ 4;
such a function may however be forbidden by global on-shell invariance (other additional
factors would have positive dimension). Requiring this expression, possibly multiplied
by a polynomial in the fields (with nonnegative dimension), to be dimensionless, we
obtain the inequality −2(L − 1) − 4 + 2N ≤ 0, which implies L≥N − 1. (Similar argu-
ments for Yang-Mills give the improved −4 + 2N + 2≤ 0 instead of the above
−4 + 2N + 1≤ 0.) Thus, from these arguments alone, we find that in N -extended
supergravity the effective action can have local terms, and therefore possible divergences,
only at N − 1 loops and beyond. (This is so even though possible lower-loop invariants
can be constructed. The important point is that our Feynman rules imply integration
over full superspace with integrands that involve covariant objects.) Note that the
divergences excluded by these rules are absent both on and off shell.
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A similar analysis in higher dimensions gives the result that higher-loop diver-
gences are absent is supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory for L< 2 N − 1
D − 4 , and in supergrav-
ity for L< 2 N − 1
D − 2 (for L loops in D-dimensions, where N refers to the four-dimensional
value, i.e. the number of anticommuting coordinates is 4N ). For lower dimensions
(super-)Yang-Mills is renormalizable anyway; for supergravity the above inequality holds
for D = 3 while for D = 2 we find higher-loop finiteness for N > 1.
Our background field approach leads to a further result which is not apparent in
ordinary quantization or nonsupersymmetric gauge fixing: At the one-loop level, in
N = 1 language and using the background field formalism, the only contributions to the
(on-shell, ‘‘topological’’) divergences are proportional to (W αβγ)
2 and come from chiral
superfields. To understand this we observe that the divergence is just a covariantization
of the divergence in the two-point function, and its coefficient can be determined by cal-
culating a self-energy diagram. However, in our gauge, examination of the quadratic
action in (7.4.14) (which gives the general form for any type of superfield in an on-shell
supergravity background), reveals that only chiral superfield vertices have enough D ’s
and D ’s to give nonzero contributions. Therefore in a theory with a net zero number
(physical minus ghost) of chiral superfields (any N ≥ 3 theory with appropriate choice of
auxiliary fields (compensating multiplets)) there are no (topological) one-loop diver-
gences. At the two-loop level no supergravity theory has on-shell divergences.
We summarize our results in Table 7.7.1, which lists all cases where divergences
must be absent in pure supersymmetric gauge theories. The results can be classified
into three types: (A) absence of divergences due to one-loop cancellations in N ≥ 3
supersymmetry of contributions of N = 1 chiral superfields; (B) absence of two-loop
supergravity counterterms because invariants of appropriate dimension do not exist; (C)
absence of divergences at higher loops which is established by our arguments above.
The absence of higher-loop divergences cannot be established rigorously until the
corresponding supergraph rules are explicitly constructed. Possible difficulties with car-
rying out the program are infrared problems due to large negative powers of momenta in
the superfield propagators, and the explicit construction of the classical action (whose
form may surprise us, if the properties of extended superspace are not a simple extension
of those for N = 1 superspace). However, we emphasize that once the action has been
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loops
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 ≥ 7
Yang-Mills 0
1
2 C C C C C C
4 A C C C C C C
supergravity 0
1 B
2 B
3 A B
4 A B,C
5 A B,C C
6 A B,C C C
8 A B,C C C C C
Table 7.7.1. Absence of divergences in supersymmetric theories
written, the power counting rules and our conclusions immediately follow. We note that
in the N = 4 Yang-Mills case the finiteness can already be proven when the theory is
written in terms of N = 2 superfields, i.e., N = 2 Yang-Mills coupled to an N = 2 scalar
multiplet; the N = 2 power counting rules can then be applied.
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7.8. Examples
In this section we shall give some examples and applications of our covariant for-
malism for computing supergraphs in supergravity. We restrict ourselves to one-loop
calculations. Higher-loop calculations are possible, but the algebra is complicated if
there are internal supergravity superfields. We shall consider first some one-loop calcula-
tions with matter fields inside the loop and background supergravity superfields. The
algebra simplifies considerably in the on-shell situation.
We begin by finding one-loop chiral-field contributions to the (covariantized) on-
shell two-point function, corresponding to the first term in the on-shell effective action
(7.7.3). In contrast to the calculation of sec. 7.5.d, the separate coefficients of the W 2
and G2 + 2RR terms in the effective action can be determined from the two-point func-
tion alone when the covariant rules are used (although here we find only the former term
since the latter term vanishes in our on-shell calculation). However, we must use dimen-
sional regularization to keep track of terms that are total derivatives only in four dimen-
sions, since in a four-dimensional momentum-space Feynman-graph calculation they van-
ish by momentum conservation. We shall use the on-shell conditions on the background
superfields, but keep the external momentum k off shell (k 2 	=0) in the loop integral.
Also, we shall write our expressions in four dimensions. However, the calculation should
be carried out in D dimensions, both to avoid ultraviolet divergences, and to circumvent
the fact that, when D=4, the linearized result is a total divergence.
We consider a chiral superfield η
αβ... •γ
•
δ...
with 2A undotted and 2B dotted indices,
and action 1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3η +η + h.c.. (If B 	= 0 such fields can exist only in on-shell
backgrounds.) From (7.6.17), and in the Lorentz gauge Φ •αβ
γ = 0, the linearized vertices
are (on shell E−1 = φ = 1)
One vertex : D2(∇2 − D2)D2[Eαa∂aDα + 12 (∂aE
αa)Dα + Φ
α
β
γM γ
βDα] , (7.8.1a)
Other vertex : + − 0Eaα∂aDα + 12 (∂aE
aα)Dα + W
α
β
γM γ
βDα . (7.8.1b)
The propagator is p−2δα
α′ . . . δ •γ
•
γ′ . . . δ4(θ − θ′).
The D-algebra is trivial. The M γ
β terms give a contribution proportional to the
number of undotted indices, and we have a factor from a trace over all spinor indices.
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We find a contribution to the effective action
Γ2 = (−2)2(A+B)
∫
d 4k
(2π)4
d 4p
(2π)4
1
p2(k + p)2
× 1
4
∫
d 2θ [(p + 1
2
k)a(p + 1
2
k)bEa
α(−k)Ebα(k) + AWαβγ(−k)Wαβγ(k)] + h.c.
(7.8.2)
We have used the linearized, on-shell relations Wαβγ = D
2Φαβγ , Eaα = D
2Eαa , and con-
verted the d 4θ integral to a d 2θ integral. Finally, doing the momentum integral and
using the linearized relation
∂aEbγ − ∂bEaγ =C •α •βWαβγ , (7.8.3)
we obtain the result
Γ2 = (−2)2(A+B)( 112 − A)
1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ 1
2
Wαβγ(x , θ)I (− )Wαβγ + h.c. (7.8.4a)
with the logarithmically divergent integral I of (7.5.26). After covariantization Γ2 also
contains some contributions from graphs with 3, 4, etc. external lines. The chiral inte-
gral above, after covariantization, also contains a φ3 factor.
Separating out the divergent part, we have
Γ2 = k 1
1
(4π)2
1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 1
2
Wαβγ [
1

− ln
µ2
]Wαβγ + h.c. (7.8.4b)
where µ is a renormalization mass and
k 1 = (−2)2(A+B)( 112 − A) (7.8.5)
For a chiral scalar η, k 1 =
1
24
. (We have included a factor of 1
2
to cancel the 2 due to
our using the action
∫
η η + h.c. instead of
∫
ηη.) For a chiral spinor ηα, k 1 =
20
24
. If
the chiral spinor superfield is the gauge field of the tensor multiplet, there will be an
additional contribution ∆k 1 =
5
24
from the five second generation chiral scalar ghosts
discussed in sec. 7.3.a. (TheV ghosts do not contribute: see below.)
The next calculation we could imagine performing is that of a triangle diagram.
However, since no WWW or WWW term is present in the effective action (cf. our
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discussion following (7.7.3)), the contribution from such a diagram must be completely
contained in the third order (in H α •α or φ) terms in the expansion of Γ2.
We observe that, once the self-energy contribution from a chiral superfield has
been computed, that from a vector multipletV is trivial, because the whole contribution
comes from the three chiral ghosts. Indeed, theV -background interactions are extracted
from the covariant V V quadratic action. However, just as in the background Yang-
Mills calculation, each D or D contained in the operator of (7.4.14b) brings with it
one factor of the external field, and for graphs with less than four external lines we do
not have enough D ’s. This is an important feature of the background-field method: In
off-shell Yang-Mills or on-shell supergravity background, general (nonchiral) superfields
do not contribute to one-loop two- and three-point functions; only their chiral ghosts do.
Thus, in this case the contribution to the supergravity self-energy from a vector multi-
plet is −3 times that from a physical chiral scalar superfield (3 ghosts with wrong statis-
tics).
The calculation of the on-shell one-loop self-energy contributions in self-interacting
(quantum and background) supergravity is now trivial. No new calculations need to be
performed because, from the action in (7.4.14a) or (7.4.19), we see again that only chiral
superfields contribute. In the form with V compensators (5.2.75a), the result is simply
−7 times that from a physical chiral field (7 chiral scalar ghosts with wrong statistics):
k 1 = − 724. In the form with a chiral compensator, we have the contribution from the
physical χ field, and contributions from two chiral spinors with the action
1
2
∫
d 4xd 4θφα∇2φα + h.c.. The final answer is 41 times the contribution from a physical
chiral scalar: k 1 =
41
24
. Finally, if we used the spinor compensator (5.2.75b) we would
obtain k 1 = − 5524.
The calculation of a chiral- or general-field box diagram contributing to the
WWWW term in (7.7.4) is in principle no more difficult. For a chiral field we have
one vertex (7.8.1a) and three vertices (7.8.1b) with one D2 and four D ’s in the loop, two
of which have to be integrated by parts onto external lines. For a real field we have one
factor of D or D at each vertex (coming from the linearization of ), so the D-algebra
is trivial. What is left then is a Feynman integral for a box diagram, with some
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momentum factors in the numerator.
Our next example is that of the calculation of some one-loop, four-particle S-
matrix elements, similar to the calculation we carried out for N = 4 Yang-Mills. There
we saw that there were cancellations and the whole contribution came from the V -loop.
The corresponding situation that we will find here is that a similar cancellation between
ghosts, physical fields, and certain other contributions takes place in N = 8 supergravity
so that in that case the result is essentially identical to the Yang-Mills case, and can be
obtained without further calculation. We now discuss the situation in detail.
For N -extended supergravity described by N = 1 superfields, to calculate contribu-
tions to background N = 1 supergravity, one simply adds contributions from superfields
representing all the N = 1 multiplets. The superfields which enter in addition to H are
of the same type as above, namely V ’s, ψ’s, and χ’s, and their Lagrangians have the
same form (up to choices of compensating fields and duality transformations, which may
change the values of contributions to topological invariants and the corresponding super-
conformal anomalies (see sec. 7.10) but do not affect the S-matrix). In Table 7.8.1 we
give the number of fields of each type (the minus signs indicate abnormal statistics) for
each value of N .
N χ V ψα H α •α
1 -7 4 -3 1
2 -2 1 -2 1
3 0 -1 -1 1
4 0 -2 0 1
5 0 -2 1 1
6 0 0 2 1
8 0 4 4 1
Table 7.8.1. Number of fields of each type contributing to the one-loop effective action
We use the form of N = 1 supergravity with V compensators. The (3
2
, 1) multiplet is
described by a general spinor superfield (see sec. 4.5.e) and its quadratic Lagrangian,
including ghosts (which is all that is needed) is given by the background covariantization
of (7.3.7).
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The four-particle S-matrix is obtained from the diagrams in Fig. 7.8.1.
Fig. 7.8.1
The external wavy lines correspond to N = 1 supergravity fields, while the solid line
loop corresponds to various N = 1 multiplets. All but the last diagram correspond to
the first term Γ2 of (7.7.3). However, by covariance the S-matrix must contain four fac-
tors of W, and by dimensionality the complete contribution must come from the second
term Γ4 of (7.7.3), and therefore can be obtained from the box diagram. (Only the box
diagram has enough denominator factors to balance the dimensions of four factors of
W.)
We write the contribution from the relevant part of Γ4 as
Γ = 1
8
∫
d 4p1 . . .d
4p4
( 2π )16
d 4θ δ(
∑
(pi ))
×[Wαβγ(p1)Wαβγ(p2)W
•
α
•
β
•
γ(p3)W •α •β •γ(p4)(C 4G4 +C 2G2 +C 0G0 )(pi)
− 1
2
Wαβγ(p1)W
•
α
•
β
•
γ(p2)Wαβγ(p3)W •α •β •γ(p4)(C 4G
′
4 +C 2G ′2 +C 0G0 )(pi)].(7.8.6)
Here G0 is the Feynman integral for a scalar box diagram (6.5.68), while G2(G ′2) ,
G4(G ′4) are similar contributions extracted from box diagrams with two and four momen-
tum factors in the numerator. Unlike N = 4 Yang-Mills, the above expression is valid
only on-shell, whereas off-shell the effective action diverges. (Because of covariantization
the expression above contains terms with more than four fields, but it does not give the
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complete contribution to more-than-four-particle amplitudes.)
The coefficients Ci are different for each value of N . To determine Ci we must
compute contributions from each of the superfields listed in Table 7.8.1. The only diffi-
cult calculation is of the contribution from the chiral superfields χi . We shall therefore
restrict ourselves here to discussing results for N ≥3 where no chiral superfields appear.
As we discussed in sec. 7.6, it is useful to square the kinetic operator for the
spinors (and take one half of the corresponding contribution to the effective action) in
order to make it similar to the other kinetic terms. The kinetic operator for V , ψα, and
H α
•
α then takes the universal form
= + Wαβ
γ ∇α M γβ + W
•
α •
β
•
γ ∇ •α M •γ
•
β , (7.8.7)
The relative coefficient of the and W terms is independent of the choice of field.
Therefore, in performing one-loop calculations we need only keep track of the index
structure. In particular, there is always a factor from a trace over the Lorentz index: 1
for V , −1 for ψα, −1 for ψ •α and 4 for H α •α. (ψα and ψ •α each count as −1 · 1
2
· 2 = − 1
due to a −1 for Fermi statistics, a 1
2
to cancel the effect of having squared the kinetic
operator ∇, and 2 for the trace over α.)
Looking at the kinetic operator and again requiring that each loop contain at least
two Dα’s and two D •α’s, we discover two sources for such terms: The explicit
Wαβ
γ ∇α M γβ (to this order we can replace ∇γ by flat superspace Dγ) and those con-
tained in the covariant d’Alembertian:
= 1
2
∇a ∇a
= 1
2
(Eam∂m +E
aµDµ +E
a •µD •µ +Φ
a(M ) )(Ea
n∂n +Ea νDν +Ea
•
νD •ν +Φa(M ) ) ,
(7.8.8)
where Ea
m − δam and all other quantities contain at least one factor of the external
fields. (The connection terms Φ can be dropped: They cannot contribute to any graph
with at most four external lines because they do not bring with them any D ’s.)
We now make the following observations:
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(1) Since connection terms can be dropped, acts in the same way on all fields.
(2) Since we need two D ’s and two D ’s, and each one brings with it an E or a W
and an E or a W, our result will contain four such factors, two barred and two
unbarred. The E vertices have the form Eaβ∂aDβ or E
a
•
β∂aD •β .
(3) Since ∂ [aEb]γ ∼ Wαβγ , and the vector indices on the two E’s in a term with
only two such factors must be contracted (and therefore also the spinor indices) in order
to produce a covariant contribution, there are E2 W2 and E2 W2 terms but no
EE WW terms. (Similarly there are no E2 E W terms or E WW2 terms.)
(4) Due to the algebra of the Lorentz generators, the WM WM factors in either
the E2 W2 or W2 W2 produce an extra numerical factor of a (and b from WM WM )
related to the number of spinor indices.
Therefore, there are three types of terms to consider:
(1) (E · ∂ )2 (E · ∂ )2 , (2) (E · ∂ )2 (W M )2 (and h.c.), (3) (WM )2 (WM )2. Each term
takes the same form for all N , but with a coefficient determined by summing over
V , ψ, ψ, and H the product (number of such fields) · (Lorentz trace factor) · (M-factor).
The number of fields is given in Table 7.8.1, the trace factor was discussed earlier, and
the ‘‘M -factor’’ is, for each of the three types of terms, respectively: (1) 1, (2) b (a for
the h.c.), (3) a · b. The values of the overall numerical coefficient are presented in Table
7.8.2. These coefficients are labeled (1) C 4, (2) C 2, (3) C 0, and appear in eq.(7.8.6).
(Note that only H contributes to the last column, since only H has both a dotted and
an undotted index, and so has both W and W terms in its kinetic operator.) Our
result is thus that: (1) N = 1, 2 contain all types of terms, including contributions from
chiral superfields, which we have not discussed; (2) N = 3, 4 receive no contributions
from chiral superfields; (3) N = 5, 6 lack also the E2 E2 type term; (4) N = 8 receives a
contribution from only the W2 W2 term, in analogy to the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills calculation.
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N C 4 C 2 C 0
3 5 5 4
4 2 4 4
5 0 3 4
6 0 2 4
8 0 0 4
Table 7.8.2. Multiplicity of contributions of each type to the one-loop effective action
The calculation of the effective action proceeds as follows: For N = 8 supergravity
there is nothing more to do. One has a box graph, with two factors of W and two fac-
tors of W and a scalar loop integral to perform. We obtain the G0 terms in eq.(7.8.6)
with a factor C 0 = 4, while C 4 =C 2 = 0. For N = 5, 6 one has a box graph with two
vertices of the form E · ∂ and two with W’s, as well as a triangle graph with one vertex
containing two E-factors. The loop integral for the box graph contains now two loop-
momentum factors, but gauge (local supersymmetry) invariance can be used to split off
a part which gives ∂ [aEb] so as to produce W’s, while the rest must cancel the triangle
graph contribution. (They actually may contribute to Γ2, which is zero by momentum
conservation.) Finally, for N = 3, 4 one has a box graph with one E · ∂ factor at each
vertex, a triangle graph with one vertex containing two E · ∂ factors, and also a self-
energy type graph with both vertices containing two E · ∂ factors. Again gauge invari-
ance can be used to extract the complete contribution from the box graph, the remain-
der adding up to zero.
The S-matrix can be obtained from the effective action by dropping the pi inte-
grals and taking a sum of G terms over permutations of the Mandelstam invariants
s = (p1 + p2)
2, t = (p1 + p4)
2, u = (p1 + p3)
2. (In the Yang-Mills case this also involves
interchange of internal symmetry indices). Thus, for N = 8 supergravity we have
S ( s, t ,u ) = (2π )4δ(
∑
(pi))
∫
d 4θ
×Wαβγ(p1, θ )Wαβγ(p2, θ )W
•
α
•
β
•
γ(p3, θ )W •α •β •γ(p4, θ )
×[G0(s, t ,u ) +G0(s,u, t ) +G0(u, t , s ) ] . (7.8.9)
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The θ-integration splits up the product of the superfields W into a sum of terms involv-
ing products of Weyl tensors and gravitino field strengths which can be replaced with
momenta and polarization vectors for the various processes. The actual value of G0 is
G0(s, t ,u ) =
π2−
(2π )4
· (Γ(−))
2Γ()
Γ(−2)
×[s−2− F (1, 1, 1− ,− u
s
) + t−2− F (1, 1, 1− ,− u
t
)], (7.8.10)
where  = 2 − D
2
and F is a hypergeometric function. It is ultraviolet finite but infrared
divergent for both Yang-Mills and supergravity, but in the latter case the divergence is
milder because of cancellations in the s, t ,u permutations. The expressions for G2 , G ′2 ,
G4, and G ′4 are somewhat more complicated and will not be given here.
So far our results are with only N = 1 supergravity external particles (gravitons
and gravitini). However, the S-matrix can be extended immediately to the other parti-
cles of an N > 1 multiplet either by direct global supersymmetry transformations on the
S-matrix or by realizing that the
∫
d 4θ (W αβγ)2 (W •α •β •γ)
2 can be extended to a similar
expression involving products of four on-shell field strengths for extended supergravity.
We also note that the W2 W2 form of the result implies the helicity conservation prop-
erties of the supersymmetric S-matrix.
The remarkable simplicity of the calculations and results is due in part to the sur-
prising decrease in number of diagrams one has to consider as one proceeds from N = 1
to N = 8. In particular, the absence of chiral superfields for N ≥ 3 produces the crucial
simplification, and the ensuing cancellations between various fields culminates in the
absolute triviality of the calculation for N = 8 supergravity. At the other extreme, the
N = 0 theory (ordinary Einstein gravity) would seem to require a major computer calcu-
lation.
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7.9. Locally supersymmetric dimensional regularization
If the only interesting supergravity theories are those that are finite, the con-
struction of a regularization which manifestly preserves local supersymmetry is some-
what of an academic exercise. Nevertheless, we shall discuss the procedure here for com-
pleteness, and because the general method is useful for discussion of dimensional reduc-
tion to integral dimensions.
It is possible to extend the supersymmetric dimensional regularization method of
sec. 6.6 for application to supergravity. Some modifications are required because, unlike
matter (scalar or vector) multiplets, supergravity is no longer on-shell irreducible after
dimensional reduction. The dimensional reduction must therefore be performed in a
manner that picks out the irreducible part. In superfield language, the difference occurs
because (N =1) matter multiplets are described by scalar superfields, whereas super-
gravity is described by a vector superfield. Upon naive dimensional reduction to D-
dimensions, this vector superfield reduces to a superfield which is a D-dimensional vec-
tor, describing pure supergravity, plus 4-D scalar superfields, describing vector multi-
plets. The dimensional reduction must therefore be redefined so that only the D-dimen-
sional-vector superfield appears. We therefore need a superfield formulation that
describes pure supergravity for arbitrary D<4. For simplicity we will describe the con-
struction for N =1, but the method can be easily generalized to any four-dimensional
superfield theory. For integral dimensions, the N = 1 theory reduces to pure N =2
supergravity for D=3 or 2, and pure N =4 supergravity for D=1.
We begin by constructing covariant derivatives. Since upon dimensional reduction
the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) is broken down to SO(D− 1, 1)×©SO(4−D), our covariant
derivatives take the form
∇A = EA + 12 ΦAb
cMc
b + 1
2
ΦAbcMcb , (7.9.1)
where the supervector index A=(α, •α,a), and we have reduced a 4-dimensional vector
index ‘‘α •α’’ into a D-dimensional vector index ‘‘a’’ plus an internal symmetry
(SO(4−D)) index ‘‘a’’. The field strengths are defined as usual:
[∇A ,∇B} =TABC∇C + 12 RABc
dMd
c + 1
2
RABc
dMd
c . (7.9.2)
The derivatives contained in EA =EA
MDM range over D (commuting) + 4
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(anticommuting) coordinates. The fact that the spacetime coordinates have been
reduced from 4 to D automatically takes care of reducing the fundamental superfield Ha
to a D-component vector, as discussed above (H = Hai∂a). However, as compared to
the usual 4-dimensional covariant derivatives, we have less gauge freedom due to the
absence of a Lorentz generator of the mixed type Mab , so that an additional constraint is
needed to account for this lost invariance. Specifically, this means that the object N α
β
which appears upon solving the constraints, and which is gauged away by local Lorentz
transformations in D=4, must have the components which are not gauged away in D<4
constrained away. We therefore impose the following set of constraints for arbitrary
D≤ 4 (for simplicity, we choose the case n = − 1
3
):
Conventional : T αβ
γ =T α[b
c] =T
α
•
β
•
γ = σa
α
•
βR
α
•
βc
d = σa
α
•
βR
α
•
βc
d = 0 ,
σa
α
•
βT
α
•
β
c = iδa
c ; (7.9.3a)
Chirality preserving : T αβ
c =T αβ
•
γ = 0 ; (7.9.3b)
Conformal breaking : T αb
b −T
α
•
β
•
β = 0 ; (7.9.3c)
Additional conventional : σa
α
•
βT
α
•
β
c = 0 ; (7.9.3d)
where the additional conventional constraint is the one that constrains the extra compo-
nents of N α
β . (σa
α
•
β is the D-dimensional Pauli matrix, which projects out the D-compo-
nent vector index a from the 4-dimensional α
•
β; similarly, σa
α
•
β projects out the 4-D-com-
ponent index a. Our normalization here is σa
α
•
βσb
α
•
β
= δa
b , σa
α
•
βσb
α
•
β
= δa
b ,
σa
α
•
βσa
γ
•
δ
+ σa
α
•
βσa
γ
•
δ
= δγ
αδ •δ
•
β .) The conventional constraints as written are somewhat
redundant, but it can be shown that, in conjunction with the remaining constraints, they
serve to determine ∇A in terms of Eα, as usual. The chirality-preserving and conformal-
breaking constraints have a solution similar to that of D=4, except that HM in
H =HMiDM is now a D+4 component supervector. The solution to the constraints is
(cf. sec. 5.3):
Eα = ΨNα
βEˆ β ,
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Ea = ΨΨ(Na
b −NacAcb)Eˆb + ( f aαEˆα + f a
•
αEˆ •α) ,
Eˆα = e
−ΩDαe
Ω , Eˆa = − iσaα
•
α{Eˆα , Eˆ •α} , Ω = ΩMiDM ,
[EˆA , Eˆ B} = Cˆ ABC EˆC , Aab = iσaα
•
αCˆ α •α
b ,
N α •α
β
•
β = N α
βN •α
•
β , det N α
β = 1 , Nˆ = det(Na
b −NacAcb) ,
Ψ = φ
1
2φ
− D
2(D−2) [(1 · e−Ω
←
)D(1 · eΩ
←
)−(D−2)Eˆ 2Nˆ 2]−
1
4(D−1) , Eˆ •αφ = 0 . (7.9.4)
The matrix N α •α
β
•
β is determined by (7.9.3d) to take the form
N α •α
β
•
β =
(
Na
b
N a
b
Na
b
Na
b
)
=

 (1+A
TA)−
1
2
(1+AAT )−
1
2A
− (1+ATA)−12AT
(1+AAT )−
1
2

 (7.9.5)
in an appropriate Lorentz ×© internal gauge, where double spinor indices are converted
into vector indices and back again with σ’s (of the appropriate type), and the last equa-
tion is written in matrix notation with A=Aa
b . N α
β is determined from this expression
for N α •α
β
•
β by using the relation
N α •α
β
•
β = (eX )α •α
β
•
β , X α •α
β
•
β = δ •α
•
βY α
β + δα
βY •α
•
β
→ N αβ = (eY )αβ . (7.9.6)
Since N α •α
β
•
β is orthogonal, X is antisymmetric, and therefore can be expressed in terms
of the traceless Y . We have not given the explicit expression for f aα in (7.9.4), nor the
solutions for the connections, but they can be obtained as in D=4 without further com-
plications, and will not be needed here.
The supergravity action is
S = − 2 D− 1
D− 2 κ
−2
∫
dDxd 4θ E−1
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= − 2 D− 1
D− 2 κ
−2
∫
dDxd 4θ Eˆ−
1
(D−1) [det(δa
b +AcaAc
b)]−
1
2(D−1) [(1 · e−Ω
←
)(1 · eΩ
←
)]
(D−2)
2(D−1)φφ .
(7.9.7)
Projection operator methods can be used to show that the linearized action contains
only the usual superspins 3
2
+©0. Coupling to matter can now be performed as in D=4,
with chiral Lagrangians integrated by
∫
dDxd 2θ φ
2(D−1)
(D−2) . Supergraph calculations can be
performed with the usual four-dimensional D-algebra. We do momentum integration as
in conventional dimensional regularization, and minimally subtract the divergent part
using
1

times a local, covariant, D-dimensional counterterm constructed from the D-
dimensional covariants.
The same inconsistencies that occurred in globally supersymmetric dimensional
regularization of course remain in the local case. Nevertheless, as in the global case, in
actual computations the inconsistencies seem to disappear after taking D→ 4. After
minimal subtraction, the remaining finite quantity satisfies the 4-dimensional local
supersymmetry Ward-Takahashi identities (after taking D→ 4). Furthermore, the
method is perfectly consistent for reduction to integral dimensions, and can be used for
describing extended supergravity in lower dimensions. However, we observe that the
above superfield description in nonintegral dimensions defies understanding in terms of
components. (E.g., since the ‘‘D-bein’’ in Ha has no ea
b part, what field gauges the
internal Ma
b symmetry?)
Since the subtraction procedure preserves local scale invariance when the compen-
sator φ is included, the renormalized effective action will be superconformally invariant.
However, D= 4 superconformal anomalies are in general present precisely because the
renormalized effective action depends on φ. We discuss this in the next section.
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7.10 Anomalies
a. Introduction
Anomalies in local conservation laws are harmless as long as no fields couple to
the corresponding current. In divergent component theories there is always at least one
such anomaly: the scale anomaly. This anomaly, which can be expressed as an addi-
tional contribution to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, occurs because a new
mass scale is introduced at the quantum level, the renormalization mass parameter. For
example, a theory that is classically conformally invariant, and thus has a classical
energy-momentum tensor with vanishing trace, gets quantum contributions to the trace.
When Einstein gravity is coupled to the quantum system, this anomaly is harmless, as
general coordinate invariance merely requires conservation of the energy-momentum ten-
sor (i.e., the vanishing of its covariant divergence). However, it would be harmful in
conformal gravity, since local (Weyl) scale invariance does require vanishing of the trace.
Quantum corrections to the energy-momentum tensor are most conveniently
defined by coupling the quantum system to background gravity and defining
Tmn =
∆ΓR
∆gmn
(7.10.1)
where ΓR is the renormalized effective action and ∆ is a suitably defined variation (see
below). Its trace is given by
Tm
m = gmn
∆ΓR
∆gmn
(7.10.2)
Alternatively, it can be obtained by first introducing a compensating scalar into the the-
ory (5.1.34). For conformal theories the compensator decouples from the classical
action, but in general it enters in the renormalized action where it couples to the trace.
Therefore, varying ΓR with respect to the compensator determines Tm
m .
In supersymmetry, the energy-momentum tensor is the θθ component of a super-
field, the supercurrent J α •α. (More precisely,
1
8
[D •α,Dα]J β •β |+ a ←→ b = Tab −
1
3
ηabTc
c .)
The trace of the energy-momentum tensor is a component of a related superfield, the
supertrace J (1
2
(D2J |+ h.c. ) = 1
3
Ta
a). Just as the energy-momentum tensor can be
defined from the coupling to gravity, the supercurrent J α •α can be defined from the
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coupling to the supergravity superfield H α
•
α:
J α •α =
∆Γ
∆H α
•
α
. (7.10.3)
As we will discuss below, the supertrace can be defined by functional differentiation with
respect to the compensating superfield. In classical locally superscale invariant theories
the compensator decouples and therefore the supertrace vanishes. In general, its pres-
ence is a measure of the breaking of local superscale invariance.
The supercurrent also contains the supersymmetry current (at linear order in θ)
and the R-symmetry axial current (at θ = 0); the supertrace also contains the γ-trace of
the supersymmetry current (at linear order in θ) and the divergence of the axial current
(the imaginary part of the θ2 component). Thus, in a supersymmetric theory where
scale invariance is broken, the axial current has a chiral anomaly and the supersymmetry
current has an S -supersymmetry anomaly, and the coefficients of all three anomalies are
equal. However, just as translational invariance is not violated (the trace of the energy-
momentum tensor is anomalous, not its divergence), neither is ordinary Q-supersymme-
try (the γ-trace of the supersymmetry current is anomalous, not its divergence).
In locally supersymmetric theories, in addition to the superconformal anomalies
described by the supertrace, there may exist anomalies in the Ward identities of local
(Poincare´) supersymmetry. For the cases that have been studied they do not occur in
N = 1 theory for n = − 1
3
(the minimal set of auxiliary fields) because we can regularize
in a manner consistent with local supersymmetry; they do occur in general for nonmini-
mal (and new minimal) N = 1, n 	=− 1
3
theories. We will use the existence of supercon-
formal anomalies to infer the existence of these ‘‘auxiliary-field’’ anomalies and conclude
that in general only n = − 1
3
theory is quantum consistent.
b. Conformal anomalies
We first review one-loop ‘‘on-shell’’ scale anomalies in component theories. We
are interested in quantum corrections to matrix elements of the energy-momentum ten-
sor between the vacuum and a state containing two or more gravitons. (We could con-
sider other external particles, and also ‘‘off-shell’’ anomalies, but when gravity is quan-
tized only the on-shell ones are unambiguous.) Equivalently, we compute the one-loop
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effective action for a system in a gravitational background, functionally differentiate with
respect to gmn and then set the background field on shell. At the level of Feynman dia-
grams, because of covariance, we need only consider the two-point function (graviton
propagator correction), which determines all the one-loop divergences, and the three-
point function (‘‘triangle graph’’), which determines the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor. In fact, if the classical theory for the field in the loop is conformally invariant,
all the relevant information can be extracted from the two-point function.
In classical theories conformal invariance is broken in two ways: (a) by mass terms
that break it softly and whose effect can be separated out, as they can be for the diver-
gence of the axial current, and: (b) by hard terms, e.g., derivatives of fields, as for
Yang-Mills in D	= 4 dimensions, and for antisymmetric tensor fields. In the subsequent
discussion, when we refer to nonconformal theories we mean classical theories where the
breaking is hard.
We consider first a classically conformally invariant theory so that the trace of the
classical energy-momentum tensor is zero. When coupled to gravity, the classical theory
is locally scale invariant. By introducing appropriate D-dependence the theory can be
dimensionally regularized so that this invariance is preserved in the regularized effective
action near D= 4. (The invariance is broken only to order (D− 4)2, and thus has no
effect even in (D− 4)−1 divergent terms.) However, the coefficient of the (D − 4)−1 fac-
tor is not separately locally scale invariant except at D = 4, and there is no local finite
term that can be added to it to make it so. Therefore, the renormalized effective action,
defined by subtracting this D-dimensional, local, covariant divergent term from the regu-
larized effective action (i.e., by adding a counterterm S∞) is not locally scale invariant.
Consequently, when we compute the trace of Tmn defined in terms of the renormalized
effective action we find a nonzero result. Since the regularized, unrenormalized effective
action ΓU was scale invariant, the scale anomaly of the renormalized effective action ΓR
is just the trace computed from the D-dimensional counterterm S∞.
We have defined Tmn in (7.10.1). The variation ∆ is defined in terms of δ by
∆ f
∆gmn
= g−
1
2
δ f
δgmn
(7.10.4)
(g =det(gmn)), or directly by
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∆gmn(x )
∆gpq(x ′)
= 1
2
δ(m
pδn)
qg−
1
2δ4(x − x ′) . (7.10.5)
The local scale (trace) anomaly is then
gmnT
mn = gmn
∆ΓR
∆gmn
= gmn
∆S∞
∆gmn
. (7.10.6)
The last equality holds only because we are considering classically conformal theories.
Otherwise, the former two expressions, the total trace, do not equal the last expression,
the trace anomaly. (In general, the anomaly is understood to be a contribution to the
trace due to the divergences of the theory.)
Since in classically conformal theories ΓU is locally scale invariant near D = 4, S∞
takes the form of (D− 4)−1 times a local (general coordinate) invariant that is the
dimensional continuation of a 4-dimensional object that is locally scale invariant. From
dimensional and covariance considerations we find two independent four-dimensional
objects of this form: In terms of the irreducible parts of the curvature of (5.1.21), they
are the Euler number
χ = 1
(4π)2
1
2
∫
d 4x g
1
2 [ 1
2
(wαβγδwαβγδ + h.c. ) − rαβ
•
α
•
βr
αβ
•
α
•
β
+ 3r 2] , (7.10.7)
a topological invariant whose functional variation vanishes and which itself vanishes in
topologically trivial spacetime for D = 4, and the integral of just the Weyl tensor
(w 2 + w 2). The difference between the two vanishes on shell (r
αβ
•
α
•
β
= r =0).
In quantum gravity the coefficient of any term that vanishes on shell is in general
gauge-dependent, and in fact can be made to vanish by an appropriate gauge choice, or
can be eliminated by a local field redefinition of the metric (since such redefinitions of
the action are proportional to the field equations). Therefore, we consider only the on-
shell part of the trace anomaly, which we write in terms of w 2 = 1
2
wαβγδwαβγδ . We note
that w 2 has the simple scaling property for arbitrary D
(gmn
∆
∆gmn
)(x )(g
1
2w 2)(x ′) = 1
2
(D− 4)(g 12w 2)δ4(x − x ′) . (7.10.8)
In D-dimensions the relevant part of ΓU is given by a covariantization of a graviton
self-energy graph and has the form
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ΓU ∼ 1D− 4
∫
dDx g
1
2
1
2
w(
`` ´´
µ2
)
D
2
− 2w + h.c. , (7.10.9)
where `` ´´ means + curvature terms necessary to make ΓU locally scale invariant
in arbitrary D, and µ is a renormalization mass. (ΓU also contains finite locally scale
invariant terms, and divergent terms that vanish on shell.) We then have
S∞ ∼ − 1D− 4
∫
dDx g
1
2w 2 + h.c. , (7.10.10)
ΓR ∼
∫
d 4x g
1
2
1
4
w ln(
µ2
)w + h.c. . (7.10.11)
By integration by parts (dropping finite terms proportional to the Euler number, which
can be considered part of the corresponding infinite term (7.10.10)), ΓR can be rewritten
at D = 4
ΓR ∼
∫
d 4x g
1
2{ 1
2
rαβ
•
α
•
β ln(
µ2
)r
αβ
•
α
•
β
− 3
2
r ln(
µ2
)r
+ (w 2 + w 2) ln[1− 1
+ r
r ]} (7.10.12)
plus more finite terms that are locally scale invariant, and terms of third or higher order
in r and r
αβ
•
α
•
β
. Since [1 − ( + r)−1r ] satisfies the scale covariant equation
( + r)φ = 0 (with our conventions of sec. 5.1, + r is the kinetic operator of a locally
scale-covariant scalar), it can be shown that
(gmn
∆
∆gmn
)(x ) ln[1− 1
+ r
r ](x ′) = − 1
2
δ4(x − x ′) , (7.10.13)
Therefore, using (7.10.8), we see that (7.10.12) gives the same (on-shell) trace (from the
last term) as ΓR in (7.10.11) (or as S∞ in (7.10.10)):
gmnT
mn ∼ − 1
2
(w 2 + w 2) . (7.10.14)
We find (7.10.12) a more convenient form of representing ΓR. The first two terms are
covariantized self-energy contributions unambiguously expressed in terms of the curva-
ture scalar and Ricci tensor, and are of no interest for on-shell traces since their varia-
tion vanishes on shell. The last term, when the ln is expanded in powers of r , has the
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form ∫
d 4x g
1
2w 2
1
r + . . . =
∫
d 4x g
1
2r
1
w 2 + . . . , (7.10.15)
so that it receives contributions only from diagrams with at least three external lines.
This term is a covariantized triangle graph contribution and could be computed using,
for example, the Adler-Rosenberg method with r at the ‘‘top’’ vertex (cf. also
(6.7.10-13). The trace operation g
δ
δg
acting on r in (7.10.15) is analogous to the ∇2 in
(6.7.13)).
In the more general case when the quantized theory is not classically conformally
invariant, or gravity is also quantized so that g
δ
δg
ΓU 	=0, local scale invariance cannot
be used to determine gmnT
mn from S∞. It is then necessary to calculate the total trace
from ΓR directly from a triangle graph. (In the case of quantum gravity we use a back-
ground field gauge to maintain covariance of ΓR.) The general form of the unrenormal-
ized effective action near D = 4 is
ΓU = k 1
1

χD +
1
(4π)2
∫
d 4x g
1
2 [k 2
1
2
r(
1

− ln(`` ´´
µ2
))r
+ k 3
1
2
rαβ
•
α
•
β(
1

− ln(`` ´´
µ2
))r
αβ
•
α
•
β
− k 4(w 2 + w 2)ln(1 −
1
+ r
r)] (7.10.16)
where  = 2 − D
2
and χD is the dimensional continuation of the Euler number of (7.10.7):
χD =
1
(4π)
1
2
D
1
2
∫
dDx g
1
2 [ 1
2
(wαβγδwαβγδ + h.c. ) − rαβ
•
α
•
βr
αβ
•
α
•
β
+ 3r 2] . (7.10.17)
ΓR is obtained by subtracting out the 
−1 terms.
The relevant term for the on-shell trace is again the last one in (7.10.16), although
now its coefficient is not related to those of the preceding terms. The on-shell trace
computed from ΓR is not equal to the trace computed from S∞. It receives additional
contributions from the classically nonconformal part of the theory. As mentioned above,
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we will refer to the part attributable to S∞ as the trace anomaly, while calling the entire
contribution from ΓR the total trace.
The number k 1 has been computed in a variety of ways, and determines the on-
shell trace anomaly of fields in the loop. This quantity is usually written
(Tm
m)anomalous = k 1
1
(4π)2
1
4
[wαβγδw
αβγδ + h.c. ] (7.10.18)
with 360k 1 = 4, 7, − 52, − 233, 848, 364, for a scalar, Majorana spinor, vector, Rarita-
Schwinger field, graviton, and second-rank antisymmetric tensor gauge field, respectively,
including their ghosts. We note that although the first and last fields both describe the
same spin zero particle (if the scalar has no improvement term), their trace anomalies
are different. On the other hand, it can be argued that they have the same total trace,
which is the physically relevant quantity, determined by ΓR. (For the improved scalar
field (Tm
m)tot = (Tm
m)anom , but for the antisymmetric tensor or unimproved scalar they
are different: The latter theories are not classically conformally invariant.) In like fash-
ion, third- and fourth-rank antisymmetric tensor fields, which have no physical degrees
of freedom, have zero total trace (in fact, zero renormalized effective action), although
because of the quantization procedure, they have a nonzero divergent contribution to ΓU
and therefore a nonzero trace anomaly.
A useful method for making scale-breaking properties manifest is to introduce a
compensating scalar as in (5.1.34). We then have
(gmn
∆
∆gmn
f )(φ2gpq) =
1
2
φ−3
δ
δφ
f ≡ 1
2
∆
∆φ
f , (7.10.19)
so the existence of a nonzero trace is equivalent to having dependence on φ. For exam-
ple, (7.10.10,11) becomes
S∞ ∼ − 1D − 4
∫
dDx g
1
2φ
2D
D−2w 2 + h.c. , (7.10.20)
ΓR ∼
∫
d 4x g
1
2
1
4
w ln(
`` ´´
φ2
)w + h.c. ; (7.10.21)
(note that we have absorbed µ into φ) and the last term in (7.10.12) becomes∫
d 4x g
1
2 (w 2 + w 2) {ln[1− 1
+ r
r ] − ln φ} . (7.10.22)
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If the classical theory is conformally invariant, φ decouples from the classical
action, and thus does not appear in the Feynman rules or in ΓU : Its only appearance in
ΓR is through S∞. It must be introduced in S∞ to make this term scale invariant in D-
dimensions, and to compensate for this it must also appear in ΓR, since ΓU is indepen-
dent of φ. On the other hand, if the classical theory is not conformally invariant, φ is
present in ΓU , and will enter in ΓR in a manner which is not related to the way it enters
in S∞.
c. Classical supercurrents
In this subsection we derive the classical supercurrents for various multiplets.
These are the superfields that contain the superconformal component currents. They
can be obtained in principle from the classical actions by means of Noether’s theorem, or
can be calculated as the variational derivatives of the covariantized actions with respect
to the supergravity prepotentials. In general we do not immediately obtain the same
results, unless we perform some field redefinitions. These redefinitions have no physical
effect since they only change the currents by terms proportional to the field equations.
We consider minimal supergravity with the chiral compensator.
The action for a scalar multiplet in the presence of (background) supergravity is
(in the chiral representation)
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1ηe−H η + [
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3(1
2
mη2 + 1
6
λη3) + h.c. ] .
(7.10.23)
If we make the field redefinition η → φ−1η and use the linearized equation (see (7.5.4))
E−1φ−1(e−Hφ)−1 = 1 − 1
3
D •αDαH
α
•
α − 1
3
i∂aH
a (7.10.24)
we obtain the supercurrent
J α •α ≡ J α •α =
δS
δH α
•
α
= − 1
6
[D •α,Dα]ηη +
1
2
ηi
↔
∂ α •αη
= − 1
3
(D •αη)(Dαη) +
1
3
ηi
↔
∂ α •αη . (7.10.25)
The θ-independent component of J α •α is the (R-transformation) axial current
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J α •α| = 13 Ai
↔
∂ α •αA − 13 ψ •αψα, the linear θ-component is the supersymmetry current, and
at the θθ level we find the (improved) energy-momentum tensor.
We define the supertrace
J ≡ δS
δφ3
= 1
6
mη2 , D •αJ = 0 . (7.10.26)
We can verify, using the equations of motion, the conservation equation
D
•
αJ α •α = DαJ . (7.10.27)
Quite generally, this equation is a direct consequence of the invariance of the
action under Lα-transformations (5.2.7,7.4.2b), δH α •α = DαL •α − D •αLα, δφ3 = D2DαLα:
δLS =
δS
δH α
•
α
δLH
α
•
α + (
δS
δφ3
δLφ
3 + h.c. ) = 0 . (7.10.28)
If the classical theory is conformally invariant the covariantized action is superscale
invariant (independent of φ, possibly after field redefinitions, e.g., in the case above if
m = 0), the supertrace vanishes, and
D
•
αJ α •α = 0 . (7.10.29)
This equation expresses the conservation of the axial current, and the vanishing of the
supersymmetry current γ-trace, and of the energy-momentum tensor trace.
For the vector multiplet the flat superspace component currents are contained in
the supercurrent J α •α =W •αW α, where W α is the flat superfield strength. However, to
obtain this expression from coupling to supergravity requires some field redefinitions
which we now describe. For simplicity we consider the abelian case.
In the supergravity chiral representation we have the reality condition V † = eHV .
IntroducingV ′ = e
1
2
HV we have nowV ′† =V ′ and
W α = i(∇2 + R)∇α(e−
1
2
HV ) = iD2Ψ2ΨN α
βe−HDβe
1
2
HV
= iφ−
3
2D2Eˆ−
1
2N α
βe−HDβe
1
2
HV . (7.10.30)
It is convenient to calculate in the gauge (7.6.5) where N α
β 	= δαβ so that spinor chiral
fields are chiral in the usual sense. In this gauge, at the linearized level (see sec. 7.5.c)
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Eˆ−
1
2N α
β = δα
β − D •γDαH β
•
γ . (7.10.31)
However, if we calculate the supercurrent by
J α •α =
δ
δH α
•
α
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 1
2
W αW α (7.10.32)
it will not be (Yang-Mills) gauge invariant because the gauge transformation of V (or
V ′) depends on H α •α:
δV ′ = i(e−
1
2
HΛ − e 12HΛ) , D •αΛ = 0 . (7.10.33)
We remedy this by making a further field redefinition
V ′ = (cosh 1
2
H +
sinh 1
2
H
1
2
H
1
2
H α
•
α[D •α,Dα])V 0 . (7.10.34)
Thus V 0 has the H -independent transformation law δV 0 = i(Λ− Λ), which indicates
that the component vector field in V 0 has a curved vector index, in contrast to the flat
index on that inV . At the linearized level, we find
φ
3
2W α =W 0α − D2H α •αW 0
•
α , (7.10.35)
where
W 0α = iD
2DαV 0 (7.10.36)
is the gauge-invariant field strength of V 0 (containing the component field strength with
curved indices). From the action (7.10.32) we find then
J α •α =W 0 •αW 0α , J = 0 ;
D
•
αJ α •α = 0 . (7.10.37)
If the (covariantized) supersymmetric gauge-fixing term (6.2.17) is present, we
have additional contributions (for α = 1)
J α •α
GF = − 1
6
[D •α ,Dα][V 0{D2 ,D2}V 0 + (D2V 0)(D2V 0)]
+ 1
2
(D2V 0)i
↔
∂ α •α(D
2V 0) −V 0i∂a [D2 ,D2]V 0
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− 1
2
([D •α ,Dα]V 0){D2 ,D2}V 0 , (7.10.38a)
JGF = 1
3
D2(V 0[D
2,D2]V 0) . (7.10.38b)
For the tensor multiplet (chiral spinor superfield) there are analogous complica-
tions due to the transformation law
δηα = i(∇2 + R)∇α(e−
1
2
HK ′) . (7.10.39)
We have introduced K ′ by analogy to V ′. However, if we redefine K ′ in terms of K 0,
and ηα in terms of η0α, by analogy to (7.10.34,35), we find that the covariant field
strength
G ′ = 1
2
e
1
2
H∇αηα + h.c. = − 12 e
1
2
HE (E−1ηαE
←
α) + h.c.
= − 1
2
e
1
2
HE (φ
3
2ηαEˆ−
1
2N α
βeH
←
D
←
βe
−H← ) + h.c. (7.10.40)
can be expressed as
φφG ′ =G0 − 13 ([D •α,Dα]H
α
•
α)G0 − 12 H
α
•
α[D •α,Dα]G0
+ [(DαH
α
•
α)D •α − (D •αH α
•
α)Dα]G0 , (7.10.41)
where G0 =
1
2
Dαη
0α + h.c..
From the action
S = − 1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1e−
1
2
HG ′2 (7.10.42)
we obtain
J α •α = − 112 [D •α,Dα]G0
2 + 1
2
G0[D •α,Dα]G0
= − 1
3
(D •αG0)(DαG0) +
1
3
G0[D •α ,Dα]G0 , (7.10.43a)
J = 1
6
D2G0
2 . (7.10.43b)
We note that the substitution G0 → η + η (cf. sec 4.4.c.2) gives the supercurrent J α •α for
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the nonconformal scalar multiplet with Lagrangian 1
2
(η + η)2. This Lagrangian for the
scalar multiplet, identical in flat space to the usual one, gives disimprovement terms to
J α •α and J because the extra terms
1
2
(η2 + η2) lead to nonminimal couplings∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3R 1
2
η2 + h.c.. On the other hand, the improved tensor multiplet (4.4.46)
with action −
∫
d 4x d 4θ G lnG does have J = 0.
From the gauge fixing term
SGF = − 12
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1(1
2
∇αηα − h.c. )2 (7.10.44)
we obtain additional contributions. The combined current from (7.10.42,44) can be writ-
ten
J α •α =
1
6
(D2ηα)i∂β •αη
β − 1
6
(Dγη
γ)i∂β •αD (αη
β)
− 1
2
ηαi∂β •αD
2ηβ + 1
2
ηα η •α + h.c. , (7.10.45a)
J = 1
12
D2[(Dαη
α)2 + h.c. ] (7.10.45b)
As mentioned earlier, the field redefinitions we have performed change the form of
the supercurrents, but only by adding terms proportional to the field equations. Such
terms have no physical consequences.
The supercurrent for the supergravity multiplet itself can be obtained from the
background-quantum splitting of sec. 7.2, by functional differentiation with respect to
the background field. We will not give it here.
d. Superconformal anomalies
The discussion of sec. 7.10.b can be taken over directly to the N = 1 supersym-
metric case. We consider quantum corrections to the supercurrent J α •α, and in particular
to its supertrace J . For classically conformally invariant systems the supertrace can be
obtained from the one-loop counterterm, and we will generally refer to this contribution
as the superanomaly. If the classical theory is not conformally invariant the supertrace,
computed from the renormalized effective action, does not equal the superanomaly. We
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discuss in this section the minimal n = − 1
3
theory with a chiral compensator.
We define the renormalized currents
J α •α =
∆ΓR
∆H α
•
α
(7.10.46)
J =
δΓR
δφ3
. (7.10.47)
(In the version of the theory with variant multiplet compensators we have ∆ΓR
∆V
= J + J
or ∆ΓR
∆ψα
= ∇αJ .) We will assume for the time being that the minimal theory has no
local supersymmetry anomalies. Invariance of the effective action under local supersym-
metry transformations gives then
∇ •αJ α •α = ∇αJ . (7.10.48)
The supertrace is zero only if ΓR is independent of φ. (The ∆ operation is defined in
(5.5.44).)
The superanomaly is given by
Jan =
δS∞
δφ3
(7.10.49)
J = Jan only if the classical theory is superconformal.
The relevant one-loop expressions corresponding to (7.10.9,10,17) are
ΓU ∼ 1D− 4
∫
dDxd 2θ φ
2(D−1)
D−2 W αβγ(
+
µ2
)
1
2
D− 2W αβγ + h.c. , (7.10.50a)
S∞ ∼ − 2D− 4
∫
dDxd 2θ φ
2(D−1)
D−2 W 2 + h.c. = − 2
D− 4
∫
dDx g
1
2 (w 2 + w 2) , (7.10.50b)
χD =
1
(4π)
1
2
D
[1
2
∫
dDxd 2θ φ
2(D−1)
D−2 W 2 + h.c. +
∫
dDxd 4θ E−1(G2 + 2RR)] , (7.10.51)
whereW 2 = 1
2
W αβγW
αβγ , is a supercovariantized d’Alembertian, and χD is the super-
symmetric form of the Euler number of (7.10.7). The expression corresponding to
(7.10.16) is
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ΓU = k 1
1

χD +
1
(4π)2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1 [(k 2 − k 3) 12 R(
1

− ln +
µ2
)R
− k 3 12G
α
•
α(
1

− ln
µ2
)Gα •α]
− k 4 1(4π)2 {
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3W 2 ln[1 − (∇2 + R) 1
−
R] + h.c. } , (7.10.52)
and represents an unambiguous way of organizing the off-shell covariantized contribu-
tions from supergraphs with two or three external lines. Other terms, with more factors
of W αβγ , do not contribute to on-shell supertraces. The d’Alembertian − was defined
in (7.4.4).
If the classical theory is superconformal k 1 = k 4. Otherwise, they have to be com-
puted separately, e.g., from a self-energy and from a triangle supergraph, respectively.
For example, the last term in (7.10.52) can be expanded as
k 4
1
(4π)2
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1W 2
1
−
R + h.c. + . . . , (7.10.53)
and gives, at the linearized level,
J α •α =
1
3
k 4
1
(4π)2
i∂α •α
1
(D2W 2 − D2W 2) . (7.10.54)
This corresponds to the contribution from a triangle graph with two legs on shell. Its
form is uniquely determined by covariance and power counting, and the actual value of
k 4 can be determined, for example, by the Adler-Rosenberg method.
The supertrace and superanomaly are given by
J = 1
3
k 4
1
(4π)2
W 2 ,
Jan = 1
3
k 1
1
(4π)2
W 2 . (7.10.55)
The superanomaly can be read from the results contained in (7.8.5) which give the on-
shell value of the first term in (7.10.52). For a scalar multiplet k 1 =
1
24
, while for a ten-
sor multiplet, including ghosts, it is k 1 =
25
24
. In a background covariant gauge for the
vector multiplet the contribution to S∞ comes entirely from the three chiral ghosts since,
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as discussed in sec. 7.8, general superfields do not contribute to the two-point function.
Thus, for the Yang-Mills multiplet we have k 1 = − 324. For the gravitino matter multi-
plet, with the effective Lagrangian of (7.3.6) or (7.3.7) we find, by adding contributions
from the chiral ghosts, k 1 = − 1924 or
5
24
, respectively, for the two different sets of com-
pensators. Finally, for the supergravity multiplet we obtain the values
k 1 =
41
24
, − 7
24
, − 55
24
depending on whether we use a φ, V , or ψα compensator. These
numbers can also be obtained from a component analysis of the theories, using the val-
ues k 1 of (7.10.18) for the component trace anomaly. (Changing from one compensator
to another corresponds to replacing some of the spin zero auxiliary fields with diver-
gences of vector auxiliary fields.)
For the scalar multiplet, which is classically superconformally invariant,
k 4 = k 1 =
1
24
, and for the same reason, for the vector multiplet k 4 = − 324. Since the
tensor multiplet is physically equivalent to the scalar multiplet, it has the same value
k 4 =
1
24
( 	= k 1 since the classical theory is not superconformal). This result has been
checked by an explicit calculation.
For the supergravity multiplet the explicit calculations have not been completely
carried out. If we conjecture that the contributions to the supertrace again come com-
pletely from the chiral fields in the quantum action, we can determine the coefficients k 4.
Since we are discussing the supertrace, chiral spinors are equivalent to chiral scalars or,
what amounts to the same thing, the result is independent of the type of compensator
we use. This gives the value k 4 = − 724 for the supergravity multiplet and, by a similar
reasoning, k 4 =
5
24
for the (3
2
, 1) gravitino matter multiplet. (For example, in the (2, 3
2
)
multiplet, replacing the chiral compensator with a V compensator replaces two φα’s and
two φ •α’s with eight χ’s with opposite statistics. For the (
3
2
, 1) multiplet the equivalent
of one φα and one φ •α in (7.3.6) is four more χ’s, as in (7.3.7).)
For the scalar and vector multiplets, the supertrace results are also consistent with
the calculated values of the component axial current anomalies (provided we assign the
correct R-weights 1
3
, −1 for the fermions of the scalar and vector multiplet, respectively).
However, the conventionally quoted value for the gravitino axial anomaly
(∂m j
5m = 21
24
(4π)−2r * r) does not match the energy-momentum trace for either the
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N smax total trace (k 4)
0 0 8/360*
1/2 7/360
1 -52/360
3/2 127/360
2 -232/360
= (−1)2smax+1(15smax2 − 2)/90
1 1/2 1/24
1 -3/24
3/2 5/24
2 -7/24
= (−1)2smax+1(4smax + 1)/24
2 1/2 1/12
1 -1/12
3/2 1/12
2 -1/12
= (−1)2smax+1/12
≥3 all 0
Table 7.10.1. Values of the total trace coefficients (*Complex conformal scalar)
(2, 3
2
) or (3
2
, 1) multiplet. This is a consequence of the fact that the component anomaly
was calculated for a classically conserved gravitino axial current, whereas the component
current contained in Ja is not classically conserved: It contains additional terms which
give nonvanishing contributions to ∂m j 5m . (Its energy-momentum partner is not trace-
less: e.g., the trace of the quadratic part of the Einstein tensor, representing the energy-
momentum tensor of the graviton field, is classically nonvanishing even on shell. This is
due to the conformal noninvariance of Einstein gravity.)
The values of the k 4 coefficients calculated on the basis of our conjecture are pre-
sented in Table 7.10.1, which gives the supertrace in N = 0, N = 1, and extended super-
symmetry. That k 4 = 0 for N ≥ 3 reflects again the absence of a net number of chiral
superfields.
The verification of our statements awaits an explicit calculation of the relevant tri-
angle supergravity supergraph, and a better understanding of some of the component
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calculations. If our conjecture is correct, it is rather curious, and not understood, that
the supergravity theory with the V compensator behaves as if it were superconformal
(k 1 = k 4) or, equivalently, that the superanomaly and supertrace differ only if chiral
spinors are present.
e. Local supersymmetry anomalies
We can use the existence of superconformal anomalies to infer the existence of
anomalies in the Ward identities of local supersymmetry for n 	=− 1
3
. We demonstrate
this explicitly for the case of quantum matter multiplets coupled to background super-
gravity, but expect similar results when supergravity itself is quantized. We first con-
sider N = 1 supergravity.
At the linearized level, the Ward identities reflect the invariance of the effective
action under the (linearized) local supersymmetry transformations (Lαβ = Lβα)
δH α •α = DαL •α − D •αLα , (7.10.56)
n =− 1
3
: δφ3 = D2DαL
α ,
n =0: δφα = − 2D2Lα + iD2DαK ,
n 	=− 1
3
, 0: δH α = i(− 1
3
D2Lα + 1
3
D •αD
αL
•
α + 1
2
n + 1
3n + 1
DαD •αL
•
α +DβL
αβ) . (7.10.57)
We have used the gauge H α =0 for n = − 1
3
; the gauge H α =− iD •αH α
•
α (→ 1 · H← = 0,
1 · e−H
←
= 1; see sec. 5.2.b) for n = 0, so that E−1 can be linearized as
1 + 1
2
(Dαφ
α +D •αφ
•
α); and the gauge Υ=1 for other n. For n 	=− 1
3
, 0 we have made
the shift H α→H α − 1
3
iD •αH
α
•
α so that J α •α is the superconformal current (coupling to
conformal supergravity’s axial vector, and not the other auxiliary axial vector). We have
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0 = δΓR =
∫
d 4xd 4θ (δH α
•
α)J α •α +


∫
d 4xd 2θ (δφ3)J + h.c.
∫
d 4xd 2θ (δφα)χα + h.c.
∫
d 4xd 4θ (δiH α)λα + h.c. ,
(7.10.58)
where
J α •α≡
δΓR
δH α
•
α
,
J ≡ δΓR
δφ3
, χα≡
δΓR
δφα
, λα≡
δΓR
δ(iH α)
. (7.10.59)
If we require that (7.10.58) be satisfied, we obtain the (linearized) conservation laws
n =− 1
3
: D
•
αJ α •α = DαJ , D •αJ = 0 ;
n =0: D
•
αJ α •α = − 2χα , D •αχα = Dαχα −D •αχ
•
α = 0 ;
other n: D
•
αJ α •α =
1
3
D2λα +
1
3
D
•
αDαλ •α +
1
2
n +1
3n +1
DαD
•
αλ •α ,
D (αλβ) = 0 . (7.10.60)
The invariances used to derive these conservation laws are those of Poincare´ super-
gravity, and their violation would imply that the multiplet contributing to ΓR cannot be
coupled consistently to the corresponding form of supergravity. On the other hand, the
violation of the superconformal conservation law D
•
αJ α •α = 0 implies only that the multi-
plet cannot be coupled consistently to conformal supergravity.
We evaluate matrix elements of the conservation equations (7.10.60) between the
vacuum and an on-shell supergravity state. In particular, if we consider one-loop ‘‘trian-
gle’’ graphs we know the precise form of the left-hand side. As discussed in the previous
subsection, power counting and covariance determines uniquely the matrix element of
the supercurrent:
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< Ψ(H)|J α •α|0 > ∼i∂α •α
1
[D2(W αβγ)
2 − D2(W •
α
•
β
•
γ
)2] . (7.10.61)
Then we have for the matrix element of D
•
αJ α •α
< D
•
αJ α •α > ∼DαW 2 . (7.10.62)
It is not zero (except when the supertrace vanishes), and is independent of the form of
the compensator.
We now examine the matrix element of the right hand side of (7.10.60). We begin
by considering contributions to the one-loop effective action from a classically supercon-
formal multiplet. Its (locally supersymmetric, covariantized) action is independent of
the compensator. However, as discussed in the previous subsection, the compensator
enters the (one-loop) renormalized effective action after the divergences have been sub-
tracted out. We can ask now if the form (7.10.62) is compatible with the right hand side
of (7.10.60). Since the compensator enters ΓR only because we have subtracted out the
covariant, local, counterterm S∞(H , compensator), the corresponding current must also be
local. For n = − 1
3
a solution of (7.10.60) is J ∼W 2, but for n 	=− 1
3
there exists no
local χα or λα that satisfies the conservation equation. We conclude that any supercon-
formal N = 1 multiplet that has a nonzero one-loop supertrace gives a contribution to
ΓR that violates the Poincare´ supergravity conservation laws for n 	=− 13 , i.e. has a local
supersymmetry anomaly. Therefore, in general, superconformal multiplets can be cou-
pled consistently only to n = − 1
3
supergravity. (The analysis above is inconclusive,
however, if the supertrace vanishes, e.g. for a system of one vector and three scalar mul-
tiplets, which has no one-loop divergence or supertrace.)
In the case where the classical theory is nonsuperconformal, the compensators may
couple to nonlocal terms in the effective action. Thus, for n 	=− 1
3
, 0,
< λα > ∼Dα
1
D2W 2 (7.10.63)
can satisfy (7.10.60) and we cannot conclude, without further analysis, that Poincare´
supergravity anomalies are present. However, we can still conclude that an anomaly is
present for n = 0 since (7.10.60) implies D2J α •α = ∂
α
•
αJ α •α = 0, whereas D
•
αJ α •α∼DαW 2
implies D2J α •α∼ i∂α •αW 2 and ∂α
•
αJ α •α∼ i(D2W 2 −D2W 2), neither of which vanish even
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on shell. This occurs because the supertrace is an irreducible multiplet of superspin 0
(W 2 is a chiral scalar), whereas the compensator multiplet for n = 0 has superspin 1
2
.
For nonminimal supergravity (n 	=− 1
3
, 0) we will see below that anomalies are
absent only under very special circumstances. In general, their presence is related to the
nonexistence of a chiral measure. An interesting way to understand the origin of the
anomaly is to use the fact that (in appropriate supersymmetric gauges) only (physical or
ghost) chiral superfields contribute to the divergences and require regularization. In par-
ticular, we can ask if Pauli-Villars regularization is possible for chiral scalar superfields
with the various nonconformal couplings of sec. 5.5. Since only n = − 1
3
has a chiral
measure that allows mass terms for chiral superfields with conformal kinetic terms, it is
the only n that allows Pauli-Villars regularization for those superfields. (In other regu-
larization schemes, the same difficulty with chiral measures shows up in other ways: e.g.,
in dimensional regularization, finding analogs to the chiral integrands in the last term of
(7.10.52).) In fact, we will show below that the only quantum-consistent couplings to
supergravity are those which: (1) allow Pauli-Villars regularization, (2) have vanishing
supertrace, or (3) have couplings that correspond to extended supersymmetry. For
n = − 1
3
all chiral superfields can have mass terms, so all couplings are possible. For
other n coupling to the vector multiplet alone is impossible (it is classically superconfor-
mal and has classically superconformal chiral ghosts), coupling to a scalar multiplet
alone is possible only for the nonconformal coupling that allows mass (but not self-inter-
action) terms, and coupling to the combination of the two requires a cancellation that
occurs in extended multiplets (and probably nowhere else, if the cancellation is to be
exactly maintained at higher loops).
To discuss the situation quantitatively, we perform an explicit verification of the
conservation law (7.10.60) for contributions from chiral scalars with nonsuperconformal
couplings. From the actions of sec. 5.5 (with the definitions in (7.10.59)) we find the
classical currents
J α •α =


− 1
6
[D •α ,Dα]ηη +
1
2
ηi
↔
∂ α •αη for n 	=0 ,
− 2n˜ +1
2
[D •α ,Dα]ηη +
1
2
ηi
↔
∂ α •αη for n =0 ,
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

J = 1
3
D2ηη , n = − 1
3
χα =
3n˜ +1
2
D2Dαηη , n = 0
λα =
3n˜ +1
2
Dαηη , other n .
(7.10.64)
We now imagine computing renormalized one-loop matrix elements of these currents
between the vacuum and an on-shell background supergravity state. The matrix ele-
ment of J α •α must have the form (7.10.61) and, in particular, its θ = 0 component has
the form i∂α •α
−1(w 2 − w 2). We observe that ηi ↔∂ α •αη gives no contribution to this com-
ponent and therefore no contribution at all, since any covariant superfield that vanishes
at θ = 0 vanishes identically. (The ‘‘top’’ vertex of the graph contains only crossterms
A
↔
∂B of η| = A + iB, whereas the gravitational couplings are proportional to AA and
BB.) Therefore, to compute matrix elements of any of the currents in (7.10.63) it is suf-
ficient to compute matrix elements < Ψ(H)|ηη|0 > for two-particle on-shell graviton
states Ψ(H), and then apply appropriate operators (e.g.,
< J α •α > ∼ < [D •α,Dα]ηη > = [D •α,Dα] < ηη >, etc.).
By power counting and covariance arguments, the renormalized matrix element has
the unique form
< ηη > = c
1
(D2W 2 + D2W 2) (7.10.65)
where c is a numerical factor. We now substitute the corresponding expressions of
(7.10.64) into the conservation laws (7.3.59). Since
< χα > =
1
2
(3n˜ + 1)D2Dα < ηη > = 0 (7.10.66)
always, we find that the conservation laws are never satisfied for n = 0 (unless c = 0).
For n 	=0 substituting (7.10.64) into (7.10.60) gives
− 1
2
DαD
2 < ηη > = 3n˜ + 1
3n + 1
DαD
2 < ηη > , (7.10.67a)
which is satisfied only for
n˜ = − 1
2
(n + 1) . (7.10.67b)
For n = − 1
3
, this is the only value of n˜ defined, even classically (see sec. 5.5.f.2). For
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other n, this value is exactly the one that allows a mass term.
To investigate anomaly canceling mechanisms, we consider contributions from one
vector multiplet and l identical scalar multiplets with arbitrary weight n˜. The contribu-
tion of the vector multiplet to the nonlocal part of < χα > and < λα > must vanish
because of classical superconformal invariance (furthermore, the ghosts must have
n˜ghost = − 13). The contribution to < D
•
αJ α •α > is −3 times that of a physical scalar mul-
tiplet. The l scalar multiplets contribute to both the left and right hand sides of
(7.10.60). The conservation law now becomes
− 1
2
DαD
2 < ηη > (l − 3) = 3n˜ + 1
3n + 1
DαD
2 < ηη > l , (7.10.68a)
which gives the condition
n˜l =
1
2
(3
l
− 1)n + 1
2
(1
l
− 1) . (7.10.68b)
In particular, for l = 3, which corresponds to the N = 4 vector multiplet, where diver-
gences cancel, the superconformal coupling n˜ = − 1
3
is required. For l = 1, the N = 2
vector multiplet, we find n˜l = n. Recall that for n = 0 the conservation laws require the
supertrace D
•
αJ α •α to vanish identically even though the theory may still have divergences
(i.e., the superanomaly may be nonzero). We thus have
− 2n˜ + 1
2
[D •α,Dα] < ηη > l − 16 [D •α,Dα] < ηη > (−3) = 0, agreeing with (7.10.68) for
n = 0.
We have thus found that for N = 1 only n = − 1
3
is generally quantum consistent,
while for other n only very special nonsuperconformal couplings are allowed. These
arguments can be applied to extended supergravity. In particular, the standard N = 2
theory, which (in terms of N = 2 superfields) has an isovector compensatorVa
b , is quan-
tum consistent, basically because it has chiral measure. Thus an N = 2 vector multi-
plet will give contributions to the effective action which are anomaly-free. When ana-
lyzed in terms of N = 1 superfields, N = 2 supergravity decomposes into a (3
2
, 1) multi-
plet coupled to N = 1, n = − 1 supergravity. The N = 2 vector multiplet decomposes
into a N = 1 vector multiplet and a nonconformal scalar multiplet, but with
n˜ = n = − 1 which is consistent with the no anomaly condition we derived above. It is
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likely that this extended supersymmetry is necessary for n 	=− 1
3
for this cancellation of
the anomalies in the supergravitational conservation law to occur at higher loops.
f. Not the Adler-Bardeen theorem
In sec. 6.7 we considered the anomaly in the (axial) Yang-Mills current and, on
the basis of the covariant rules, concluded that it (and its component axial current) sat-
isfies the Adler-Bardeen theorem. On the other hand, the supertrace (anomaly) in gen-
eral receives higher-order corrections (the β-function is not zero), and therefore the com-
ponent R-current does not satisfy the Adler-Bardeen theorem. (We are considering here
matrix elements of the current between the vacuum and on-shell Yang-Mills states,
rather than supergravity states.) Although the currents look the same classically (for a
scalar multiplet in an external vector multiplet or supergravity background the A
↔
∂ aA
term does not contribute), the difference arises because of different renormalization pre-
scriptions.
In the first case, when the axial-vector gauge superfield is external (otherwise, in
the presence of one-loop anomalies the quantum theory makes no sense), it is possible to
renormalize the higher-loop effective action Γ(V +,V −(ext)) and define J
renorm so that it
is not anomalous. On the other hand, if V −(ext) is replaced with H α •α(ext), the higher-
loop effective action Γ(V +,H α •α(ext)) is usually renormalized in a manner which is con-
sistent with Poincare´ supergravity gauge invariance. In that case, we do not have the
freedom to redefine J α •α
renorm so as to remove its higher-loop supertrace (anomaly). If we
give up super-Poincare´ invariance, we can renormalize so that ∂α
•
αJ α •α
renorm = 0 at higher
loops. However, this J α •α
renorm will not contain a conserved (symmetric) energy-momen-
tum tensor at the θθ level. Therefore, the renormalized chiral R-current which is in the
same multiplet with the renormalized conserved energy-momentum tensor does not sat-
isfy the Adler-Bardeen theorem.
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8. BREAKDOWN
8.1. Introduction
The most striking feature of the relation between supersymmetry and the
observed world is the absence of any experimental evidence for the former in the latter.
The particles we see do not fall into supersymmetric multiplets, nor do they show even
an approximate mass equality that would indicate they were in multiplets before symme-
try breaking. Thus if supersymmetry is an underlying symmetry of the physical world,
it must be badly broken, or otherwise hidden from direct experimental verification.
At a fundamental level, it is difficult to accept the idea of a global supersymmetry
without believing that there exists an underlying local supersymmetry: Since we believe
that gravity must be quantized, and since even global supersymmetry implies that the
graviton requires a spin 3
2
gravitino partner, then the gravitino must be the gauge parti-
cle of local supersymmetry, however badly broken global supersymmetry may be. Then,
as in any gauge theory, the supersymmetry breaking must be spontaneous (i.e., by the
vacuum) and not explicit (i.e., in the action itself). If we believe in local supersymmetry
with symmetry breaking, we must understand mechanisms for this breaking. It can be
through the Higgs mechanism, or due to cosmological factors such as boundary condi-
tions or high temperature effects in the early universe, or nonperturbative dynamical
effects, or via dimensional compactification. It is also reasonable to believe that the
breaking happens at a large energy scale. If this is so, we may hope that the dynamical
effects of the supergravity fields can be ignored at a lower energy scale, and that the
effective low energy theory is a broken globally supersymmetric theory. We can start
with an exact globally supersymmetric theory, at some scale where supergravity fields
have decoupled, and investigate its spontaneous breaking ab initio, or we can put the
breaking in by hand, as an explicit manifestation of the original local breaking. (In gen-
eral, if we start with a locally supersymmetric theory that exhibits symmetry breaking
and set gravitational fields and couplings to zero, soft breaking terms are induced).
Unlike other symmetries, there are some interesting and unexpected restrictions on
the possible breaking of global supersymmetry. Some of these have their origin in the
supersymmetry algebra itself, while others are most easily obtainable in the context of
superfield perturbation theory. The first restriction, which follows from the algebra, is
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the following theorem:
If supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken, i.e., if the vacuum is invariant
under supersymmetry transformations, then its energy is zero; conversely, if there
exists a state for which the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is zero, supersym-
metry is not spontaneously broken. Furthermore, if supersymmetry is sponta-
neously broken without an attendant modification of the supersymmetry algebra,
then the vacuum energy is positive.
As discussed in sec. 3.2, this result follows directly from the commutation relations
{Q ,Q} = P , which give in particular
Evac = −
1
2N
δα
•
β < 0|{Qaα,Qa •β}|0 > =
1
2N
aα
∑
< 0||Qaα|2|0 > (8.1.1)
Thus:
If all the components of the supersymmetry charge (generators) annihilate the vac-
uum, its energy is zero. If any one of them does not annihilate the vacuum, then
its energy is positive.
We emphasize that this theorem assumes that the supersymmetry algebra is not
changed. With an appropriate interpretation of the total energy and charge, the theo-
rem also holds in supergravity. On the other hand, explicit breaking does change the
algebra and then negative or zero energy is possible.
The second important result, proved for a fairly large class of renormalizable mod-
els, is that in spontaneously broken global theories, there are mass sum rules relating
fermion and boson masses, which take the form
states
∑
mB
2 −
states
∑
mF
2 = 0 . (8.1.2)
These sum rules are extremely restrictive, and make the construction of realistic models
difficult; however, for locally supersymmetric and explicitly (softly) broken globally
supersymmetric theories, the generalizations of this formula are phenomenologically
acceptable.
A third result is the following theorem, which can be proven in perturbation the-
ory for four-dimensional theories:
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If supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken at the tree level, then it is not bro-
ken by radiative corrections. A Coleman-Weinberg mechanism is not possible.
This theorem is not valid in two-dimensional supersymmetry.
If supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, a massless Goldstone fermion must be
present. Therefore, if one can prove that no massless fermion states can exist, supersym-
metry cannot be broken spontaneously. Using this fact, Witten has given certain criteria
(index theorems) that allow one to rule out in a simple manner, in certain cases, the
possibility of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. In a locally supersymmetric theory,
the Goldstone fermion is absorbed by the spin 3
2
gravitino via a conventional Higgs
mechanism. Index theorems have not been investigated in supergravity.
Global supersymmetry breaking is most easily discussed in superfield language as a
breaking of Q-translational invariance in superspace. This can happen either because
the vacuum is not Q-translationally invariant (spontaneous breaking), or because one
has explicit θ-dependence in the effective action (either at the tree level or nonperturba-
tively, for example via instanton effects, which could introduce such explicit depen-
dence). If the breaking is spontaneous, it means in general that some superfield has a
nonzero vacuum expectation value (if Lorentz and internal symmetry invariance are not
to be broken, it has to be a neutral scalar superfield). Furthermore, the nonzero expec-
tation value must reside in other than the θ-independent component of the field, so that
some explicit θ-dependence is introduced. For N = 1 matter superfields, it means that
one of the auxiliary fields must have a nonzero vacuum expectation value. (Unless gauge
invariance is broken, vacuum expectation values for the gauge components cannot be
physically relevant.)
Supersymmetry breaking in a local context and the superHiggs mechanism can
also be described directly in superspace. All the standard methods, such as the theory
of nonlinear realizations, can be applied and all the standard results, such as the conver-
sion of the Goldstino into helicity modes of a massive gravitino and the existence of U-
gauge, can be generalized to the superfield discussion of spontaneously broken supersym-
metry; the resulting formalism is considerably simpler than a component approach.
However, some issues (at the present time) can be settled only by considering compo-
nents directly, e.g., what are component field masses, what are the conditions for sponta-
neous breaking to occur, what is the Witten index, etc. Therefore, although most of the
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material in this chapter is at the superfield level, we cannot avoid some component cal-
culations, and we also omit some topics that have not, as yet, received an adequate
superspace treatment.
We first discuss soft explicit breaking of global supersymmetry (sec. 8.2). Our cri-
terion for softness is the analog of Symanzik’s criterion in ordinary field theory: In
renormalizable globally supersymmetric theories, the only relevant divergences are loga-
rithmic. We ask what nonsupersymmetric terms can be added to the classical action
without spoiling the delicate cancellations between boson and fermion contributions that
are responsible for the absence of quadratic divergences. Since we can cast the problem
in superfield language, we are able to take advantage of the superfield power counting
rules of chapter 6.
We next treat spontaneous breaking of global supersymmetry for both renormaliz-
able and nonrenormalizable theories (sec. 8.3). (Nonrenormalizable theories are relevant
to our discussion of breaking in the context of local supersymmetry.) We do not discuss
Witten’s index theorem, or breaking of supersymmetry by instantons; as noted above,
with our present techniques these issues can be handled only at the component level.
We do, however, give a superspace derivation of the supertrace mass formulae (sec. 8.4).
This derivation is much simpler than the component calculation (which we also give,
partly for comparison, but also because it provides some extra information, e.g., the
masses of the individual components).
Finally, we discuss the superHiggs effect. We show how the Goldstino can be
described by a nonlinear (superfield) realization of supersymmetry, and how standard
‘‘radial’’ and ‘‘angle’’ variables can be introduced in models with spontaneously broken
supersymmetry (sec. 8.5). We exhibit the superHiggs mechanism (sec. 8.6) and give a
detailed discussion of the case of arbitrary supersymmetric ‘‘matter’’ systems coupled to
supergravity (sec. 8.7).
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8.2. Explicit breaking of global supersymmetry
One of the important features of supersymmetric theories is the perturbative no-
renormalization theorem (sec. 6.3.c): The superspace potential P(Φ) for chiral super-
fields receives no radiative corrections, so that scalar multiplet masses and coupling con-
stants are not renormalized (aside from the effect of wave function renormalizations).
Furthermore, for renormalizable models, only logarithmic divergences are present (as dis-
cussed in sec. 6.5, quadratically divergent D ′-terms are not generated if gauge invariant
regularization is used). When supersymmetry is explicitly broken this is no longer the
case, and, in general, quadratically divergent corrections can be induced. Equivalently,
the parameters of an effective low energy theory can depend quadratically on masses
associated with the theory defined at high energies, and some of the ‘‘naturalness’’ of
supersymmetric theories is destroyed. However, there exists a set of supersymmetry
breaking terms whose effect is soft : When added to a supersymmetric Lagrangian, any
new divergences that these terms generate are logarithmic. More precisely, if we intro-
duce counterterms in the classical Lagrangian to cancel the new divergences, after renor-
malization their dependence on the renormalization mass (or high energy cutoff) is only
logarithmic. In this section, we describe the set of soft breaking terms, and the addi-
tional terms that they induce.
Breaking supersymmetry is breaking Q-translational invariance. This is done by
introducing explicit θ-dependence into the Lagrangian. Equivalently, we can introduce a
superfield Ψ(x , θ) with a fixed θ-dependent value. This suggests the following procedure:
Given a supersymmetric action, we generate new terms by coupling, in a manifestly
supersymmetric fashion, some external (‘‘spurion’’) superfield(s) to the quantum fields.
Supersymmetry breaking is achieved by giving these fields suitable (θ-dependent) fixed
values. At the component level, this introduces some nonsupersymmetric terms. Soft
breaking is achieved by only allowing new couplings that are consistent with the (power
counting) renormalizability criteria of superfield perturbation theory, so that no diver-
gences worse than logarithmic are introduced. The induced infinities correspond to con-
ventional divergent terms in the effective action involving products of the quantum and
spurion fields. When the spurion fields are given their fixed values we can determine the
corresponding new component infinities. Generally, we will find that in a component
language symmetry breaking terms of dimension two are soft, but terms of dimension
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three are not (with some exceptions). These terms correspond to splitting the masses of
particles in multiplets by hand, or adding some new, nonsupersymmetric interactions of
a very special form. We will find that there are essentially five distinct types of soft
breaking terms that can occur singly, or in combinations. In general, one such term
induces the others, so that we should discuss them all at the same time. However, since
their physical significance is different, we prefer to treat them one at a time.
We consider conventional renormalizable Lagrangians (cf. sec. 4.3) of the form
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φie
VΦi + νtrV ] +
∫
d 4x d 2θ [1
2
W αW α + P(Φ
i)] + h.c. (8.2.1)
where P is a polynomial of degree three or less. By power counting we know that the
only divergences of the theory correspond to terms in the effective action of the form∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦVnΦ
∫
d 4x d 4θV (D)2(D)2V n
∫
d 4x d 4θV (8.2.2)
where the D-derivatives are suitably distributed and terms with n > 1 are related to
terms with n = 1 by gauge invariance (we include ghosts among the chiral fields in
(8.2.2)). We break supersymmetry softly by coupling additional external superfields in a
manner consistent with the power counting criteria (see sec. 6.3): No more than four
D ’s acting on the internal lines should appear at any vertex where the external spurion
field is inserted. In addition to the original divergences of the theory, we may generate
new ones, involving the spurion fields as well, and they are the ones that interest us. In
this section we do not consider divergences involving spurion fields only, which corre-
spond to insertions into vacuum diagrams and contribute only to the vacuum energy
(cosmological constant); see, however, sec. 8.4.
Since the spurion fields can never introduce any additional spinor derivatives into a
loop, if in any soft breaking term the spurion field is set to 1 the resulting term must be
either a conventional renormalizable supersymmetric term or a total (spinor) derivative.
The possible additional couplings that introduce explicit θ-dependence into the action
correspond to multiplying a spurion factor into ΦΦ, Φ2,W 2, Φ3, or Dα(ΦW α). In detail,
we have:
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(a)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 4θUΦΦ ∼
∫
d 4x µ2AA (8.2.3)
where U = µ2θ2θ2 is a neutral dimension-zero fixed general scalar superfield. At the
classical level, when added to (8.2.1), such a term breaks the equality of the boson and
fermion masses of a scalar multiplet by adding −µ2 to the masses of A = 2−12Re A and
B = 2−
1
2Im A. To investigate the divergences it introduces, we consider loops with ordi-
nary vertices and external U vertices. We look for local terms in the effective action,
involving a d 4θ integral and factors ofU and the quantum fields, of dimension no greater
than 2. (This is our standard power counting of sec. 6.3.) Since U is dimensionless,
such terms are: UΦΦ, corresponding to a logarithmic renormalization of (8.2.3), i.e., of
µ2; U (Φ +Φ) (but only if some chiral field is massive); and UDαD2DαV (but only if the
gauge group has a U (1) factor; the D-factors are required by gauge invariance). There-
fore, the action may receive additional logarithmically divergent corrections:
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ UΦ +
∫
d 4x d 4θ UDαW α + h.c.
∼
∫
d 4x [µ2mA + µ2D ′] (8.2.4)
(b)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 2θ χΦ2 + h.c.∼
∫
d 4x µ2(A2 − B2) (8.2.5)
where χ = µ2θ2 is a neutral dimension-one chiral superfield. This addition corresponds
to another way of splitting the masses of scalars and pseudoscalars away from the mass
of a spinor in a chiral multiplet. New, logarithmically divergent terms are given by
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ χΦ + h.c. ∼
∫
d 4x F (8.2.6)
where F = Re F . Since χ is neutral under whatever internal symmetry groups may be
present, no infinities involving gauge fields (as might arise from a χeV χ term) can be
induced.
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(c)
Sbreak =
1
2
∫
d 4x d 2θ ηW αW α + h.c.∼ 12
∫
d 4x µλαλα + h.c. (8.2.7)
where η = µθ2 is a neutral, dimension-zero chiral superfield. Again this involves vertices
with only four D ’s and is therefore soft, and provides a mechanism for giving masses to
fermions in gauge multiplets. The following divergent terms may be generated in addi-
tion to corrections to Sbreak itself:
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ ηΦ + h.c. ∼
∫
d 4x F
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ (ηηΦ + h.c. ) ∼
∫
d 4x A
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ ηΦΦ + h.c. ∼
∫
d 4x [FA − GB]
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ ηηΦΦ ∼
∫
d 4x [A2 + B2] (8.2.8)
For a given theory, not all of these terms need appear; for example, the third term will
only be generated at the two loop level, and only if a massive chiral superfield is present.
(d)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 2θ ηΦ3 + h.c.∼
∫
d 4x µRe (A3 − 3AB2) (8.2.9)
with η as in (c). Unlike the previous cases, this introduces an allowed nonsupersymmet-
ric interaction term. In general we induce the same divergences as in case (c).
The breaking term
∫
d 4θ(η + η)ΦΦ can be reduced by a field redefinition
Φ→ (1 + η)Φ to the previous cases.
Another possibility, which gives a gauge invariant mass mixing between the
fermions of a gauge multiplet and of a scalar multiplet in the adjoint representation, is
(e)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 4θ DαU ΦW α + h.c.
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=
∫
d 4x d 4θ D2DαU ΦDαV + h.c.∼
∫
d 4x µRe [ψαλα + AD ′]
(8.2.10)
with a dimension −1 field U = µθ2θ 2, or, equivalently, with a dimension 1
2
chiral spinor
superfield χα = D2DαU∼µθα. Logarithmic corrections are induced for Sbreak itself and
for:
∆Γ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ χαχαΦ + h.c.∼
∫
d 4x µ2F . (8.2.11)
The above possibilities for soft breaking are flexible enough to cover all interesting physi-
cal situations without introducing a large number of arbitrary parameters. (With sev-
eral multiplets, because cancellations are possible, other types of terms can be soft, e.g.,∫
d 4x d 4θ DαUΦ1
↔
DαΦ2 ∼
∫
d 4x (F 1A2 − F 2A1).)
It is also interesting to examine some cases of breaking that are not soft. We men-
tion two:
(a’)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 4θU (DαΦ)(DαΦ) + h.c. (8.2.12)
with U as in (e), shifts the mass of the spinor in a scalar multiplet. But it leads to ver-
tices with six D ’s, as does
(b’)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 4θ U (Φ + Φ)3∼
∫
d 4x µA3 . (8.2.13)
Both will produce quadratically divergent terms, for example
∆Γ ∼
∫
d 4x d 4θ UΦ + h.c. ∼
∫
d 4x A (8.2.14)
We can understand the difference between cases (a) and (b) on one hand, and (a’)
on the other as follows: They both lead to fermion-boson mass splittings for the scalar
multiplet. However, the former, in addition to splitting masses, also affects some of the
component interaction terms, and it is the delicate balance of mass terms and
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interactions that keeps the divergences under control. On the other hand, there is no
difficulty giving mass to the fermion of a vector multiplet, or introducing mass mixing
between the fermions of the two multiplets.
It is a useful and simple exercise to check some of the above conclusions by exam-
ining supergraphs involving the spurion fields. We note that some of the induced terms
we have listed may be missing because of group theory restrictions, or, in some cases,
because of the absence of masses, e.g., the third term in case (c). In certain cases possi-
ble terms are missing because the corresponding graphs require ΦΦ or ΦΦ propagators
and these bring with them numerator mass factors that reduce the degree of divergence
of the diagrams. For example, in cases (c) and (d) a term ηΦ2 cannot be produced
because the corresponding diagrams must contain two mass factors and hence are con-
vergent.
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8.3. Spontaneous breaking of global supersymmetry
If global supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, a massless (Goldstone) fermion
must be present. This can be established by the usual reasoning that proves the Gold-
stone theorem: If the supersymmetry charge does not annihilate the vacuum, there exist
operators whose (anti)commutator with the supersymmetry charge has nonzero vacuum
expectation value, and, in particular, we can write
< 0|{Qα, Saβ}|0 > =
∫
d 4x
∂
∂xb
< 0|T (Sbα(x )Saβ(0))|0 > (8.3.1)
where Saα is the supersymmetry current, satisfying ∂
aSaα = 0, and Qα =
∫
d 3xS 0α. The
left hand side not being zero (it is actually proportional to the vacuum energy density
(8.1.1)) implies that the right hand side receives a contribution from a surface term; this
is the case only if the matrix element vanishes at infinity not faster than |x |−3, which is
possible only if a massless fermion intermediate state is present.
The spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry in globally supersymmetric theories
can be investigated by examining the effective potential at its minimum, where it equals
the vacuum energy. The effective potentialU is obtained from minus the effective action
by setting all momenta and all component fields that are not scalars to zero. We must
then minimize U with respect to all the remaining component fields and ask if it van-
ishes at the minimum.
a. Renormalizable theories
a.1. Classical effects
We first consider a system with only chiral scalar superfields, and a renormaliz-
able classical action given by (4.1.11):
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦiΦ
i +
∫
d 4x d 2θ P(Φi)+ h.c. (8.3.2)
where P is a polynomial of degree no higher than three. To investigate the classical vac-
uum we set all momenta and fermion fields to zero; we then have effectively
Φ = A− θ2F , and since each θ integration requires a θ2θ2 factor, we obtain the classical
potential
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U = − FiF i − [FiPi(A)+ h.c. ] (8.3.3)
where Pi =
∂P
∂Ai
as in (4.1.13). The classical vacuum is described by the constant (x -
independent) classical (expectation) values of the scalar fields obtained by solving the
classical field equations for constant fields, i.e., by extremizing the classical potential.
Extremizing with respect to the Fi first, we find Fi = −Pi(A); substituting into U we
obtain
U =
i
∑
|Pi(A)|2 . (8.3.4)
We require
∂U
∂Ai
= Pij (A)Pi(A) = 0 . (8.3.5)
The potential will vanish at the extremum and supersymmetry will not be broken only if
the simultaneous equations Pi(A) = 0 have a solution. This requirement is equivalent to
that of requiring that all the F ’s have zero vacuum expectation value. We can work
directly in superspace, by defining P(Φ) as the superspace potential. The condition for
supersymmetry not to be broken is formally that the superspace potential have an
extremum with respect to the superfields: ∂P
∂Φi
= 0.
We consider two examples:
(a) The Wess-Zumino model, with action∫
d 4x d 4θ ΦΦ +
∫
d 4x d 2θ [aΦ + 1
2
mΦ2 + 1
6
λΦ3] + h.c. (8.3.6)
The superspace potential, when differentiated with respect to Φ gives a + mΦ+ 1
2
λΦ2
and setting this to zero always gives us a solution. Hence the vacuum energy is zero and
there is no supersymmetry breaking. This is the case even if we consider an arbitrary
(nonrenormalizable) polynomial potential.
(b) On the other hand we can consider the O’Raiferteaigh model, given by∫
d 4x d 4θ [Φ0Φ0 +Φ1Φ1 +Φ2Φ2] +
∫
d 4x d 2θ [Φ0Φ1
2 + mΦ1Φ2 + ξΦ0] + h.c. (8.3.7)
for which we obtain the equations
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Φ1
2 + ξ = 0
2Φ0Φ1 + mΦ2 = 0
mΦ1 = 0 , (8.3.8)
which have no solution. In this case supersymmetry is broken at the classical level.
In the general case, the situation depends on the topological structure of P. In
particular the presence of an extremum, and its stability under variations of parameters
in P, can be studied in rigorous fashion and gives rise to index theorems to determine
whether supersymmetry can or cannot be spontaneously broken. We remark that super-
symmetry breaking in the sense above implies that the fermion mass matrix, which is
given by the matrix of second derivatives Pij evaluated at the minimum of U (see
(4.1.12)), has a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the zero mass of the Goldstone fermion.
Indeed, if (8.3.5) is satisfied with Pj 	= 0, Pij must be singular.
Including gauge invariant interactions with a real gauge superfield does not funda-
mentally change the discussion. Gauge invariant terms that can be added to (8.3.2)
have the general form
∫
d 4θ[ΦeVΦ + νV ] (the last term only if V is a U (1) gauge field),
and the only component ofV that can have a nonzero expectation value is the auxiliary
field D ′; this leads to additional terms in the classical potential of the form
− 1
2
(D ′)2 − νD ′ − AAD ′. Extremizing with respect to D ′ and then eliminating it gives
an additional contribution 1
2
|ν + AA|2 to the classical potential, which must be sepa-
rately zero for supersymmetry not to be broken. The expression for the classical poten-
tial can be read from (4.3.7). We note that if ν 	= 0, if it can be arranged for ν + AA to
equal zero, then some (charged) scalar field must acquire a (nonvanishing) vacuum
expectation value, and the gauge group will be spontaneously broken. Thus, to have
both gauge invariance and supersymmetry, it is necessary that ν = 0.
We observe that if some expectation value of an auxiliary field is nonzero, i.e.,
f =< F > or d =< D ′ >, the supersymmetry transformation of the spinor field of the
multiplet becomes (see (3.6.5,6))
δψα = f α + . . .
or
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δλα = idα + . . . , (8.3.9)
which is typical behavior for a spontaneously broken symmetry. The spinor field
describes the Goldstino, and f or d sets the scale of supersymmetry breaking.
a.2. Loop corrections
We now establish the following result: In four dimensions, if supersymmetry is not
spontaneously broken at the classical level, it is not broken by radiative corrections.
This theorem can be proven most readily by using results of superfield perturbation the-
ory, and it might be violated by nonperturbative effects, although no example is known
in four dimensions. We first consider the situation with only chiral superfields.
A basic feature of perturbation theory is that the effective action is obtained with
a d 4θ integral. If we consider classical constant fields of the form Φ = A− θ2F , Dα act-
ing on them is simply ∂
∂θα
, so that the derivatives do not introduce any θ factors; conse-
quently, in the d 4θ integration, we must get θ and θ factors from the Φ’s, and these are
accompanied by an F and an F factor. Therefore, adding the classical potential to the
quantum corrections, we have a total potential of the form
Ueff = −
i
∑
[FiF
i +FiPi(A)+FiP
i(A)]+
ij
∑
FiF
jGi j (A,A,F ,F ) (8.3.10)
Differentiating with respect to Ai and Fi we obtain
− ∂U
∂Ai
= F jPij + F jF
k ∂
∂Ai
Gk
j (8.3.11a)
− ∂U
∂Fi
= Fi + Pi + F jGj
i + F jF
k ∂
∂Fi
Gk
j (8.3.11b)
Now, if at the classical level there exist values of the A’s such that Pi = 0, so that
Fi = 0 satisfy the extremum equations and make the classical U vanish, it is clear from
the above form that this result is not changed by the quantum corrections since the
additional terms also vanishes for Fi = 0. The important ingredient is that the quantum
corrections are bilinear in the auxiliary fields.
Therefore the classical minimum of the classical potential is still an extremum of
the quantum corrected potential, and it is still such that the total potential vanishes
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there. Furthermore, if the supersymmetry algebra still holds, it must be an absolute
minimum (no negative energy) and therefore supersymmetry cannot be broken. Con-
versely, if supersymmetry is broken at the classical level (some Pi 	= 0 for any A’s), the
above equation has no Fi = 0 solutions, and hence radiative corrections cannot restore
the symmetry.
We remark that in lower dimensions the situation is slightly different. There the
superspace integrations are d 2θ, while superfields still have the form A− θ2F . There-
fore, the quantum corrections to the effective potential can have terms of the form
FG(A,F ) with a single F . When taking derivatives with respect to F , the factor in
front can disappear, and we find that the classical extremum no longer need be an
extremum of the quantum potential.
In the presence of gauge superfields we can have additional contributions to the
effective potential. Terms proportional to D ′2 or D ′F are quadratic in auxiliary fields
and do not change our conclusions: If F = D ′ = 0 are solutions of the classical equa-
tions, they will also be solutions of the quantum corrected equations. However, it is pos-
sible to generate terms of the form D ′ f (A,A), and such terms, no longer quadratic in
the auxiliary fields, could change our conclusions (recall that a pure D ′ term is not gen-
erated). Nevertheless, as long as gauge invariance and supersymmetry are unbroken at
the tree level (which implies that the theory does not have a Fayet-Iliopoulos term), even
a term linear in D ′ is harmless. This is because such a term arises only from the covari-
antization of terms in the effective action of the form
∫
d 4x d 4θ g(Φ,Φ) →
∫
d 4x d 4θ g(ΦeV ,Φ)∼
∫
d 4x D ′A ∂g(A,A)
∂A
; thus this term is at least bilinear in the D ′,A
fields, and hence we can use the same arguments as above to conclude that the classical
solution D ′ = A = 0 (which must be the case if gauge invariance and supersymmetry are
unbroken classically) is still a solution at the quantum level. (A linear A term would
spoil this argument, but such a term cannot be written as a d 4θ integral.)
If classical gauge invariance is broken, and a D ′ f (A,A) is generated, it has been
shown that for a specific class of models a supersymmetric solution (F = D ′ = 0) of the
quantum corrected equations exists with the A’s shifted from their classical values; thus,
even in this case, supersymmetry is not broken by radiative corrections. However, the
general situation is in need of further clarification. All of these results hold for the
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nonrenormalizable systems that we discuss below.
b. Nonrenormalizable theories
We now consider more general situations. For global models coupled to super-
gravity (see sec. 5.5.h) the renormalizability criterion is too restrictive: The combined
systems are not power-counting renormalizable, and since we can make field dependent
Weyl rescalings, there is no reason to insist on polynomiality of the matter actions.
However, nonderivative superfield dependent rescalings do not change the number of
derivatives in the action and therefore we restrict ourselves to actions that lead to com-
ponent Lagrangians with no more than two spacetime derivatives in the purely bosonic
terms of the action, and no more than one spacetime derivative in the terms containing
fermions; this is preserved by superfield dependent rescalings that do not involve spinor
derivatives. In this subsection we discuss interacting chiral scalar superfields; we extend
the discussion to gauge systems in the following subsection. The reader should review
our discussion of Ka¨hler manifolds in sec. 4.1.b.
We consider a system of N chiral superfields Φi described by the superspace action
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ IK (Φi ,Φj ) +
∫
d 4x d 2θ P(Φi) + h.c. ,
Φ = Φ(x , θ, θ) , D •αΦ = 0 , Φ = (Φ)
†
, DαΦ = 0 . (8.3.12)
As discussed in sec. 4.1.b, the first term of the action S can be given a geometrical inter-
pretation: Φi , Φj can be thought of as coordinates of a complex manifold with Ka¨hler
potential IK .
We recall that the (complex) component fields of Φi are defined by projection
Ai = Φi | , ψαi = DαΦi | , Fi = D2Φi | . (8.3.13)
We denote vacuum expectation values of the component fields by
ai = < Ai > , f i = < Fi > , < ψi > = 0 . (8.3.14)
The vacuum expectation values are obtained by solving the classical field equations for
x -independent fields.
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The action S leads to the superfield equations
D2IK i + Pi = 0 (8.3.15)
and their hermitian conjugates (we use the notation of (4.1.13,25a)). Taking vacuum
expectation values and evaluating at θ = 0 using the definitions (8.3.13,14), we obtain in
particular
IK i
j (a)f j + Pi(a) = 0 . (8.3.16)
As in the renormalizable case (sec. 8.3.a), spontaneous supersymmetry breaking occurs if
f i = 0 is not a solution to these equations. Further component equations are obtained
by differentiating (8.3.15) with D2 and evaluating at θ = 0. We find
[IK ij
k (a)f k + Pij (a)] f
j = 0 . (8.3.17)
After finding the vacuum solution(s), we can choose to work in normal gauge (4.1.27) at
the vacuum point. In that case the vacuum equations (8.3.16,17) reduce to
f i + Pi = 0 , Pij f
j = 0 . (8.3.18)
If Pij (a) is nonsingular all f
j = 0 and supersymmetry is not broken. Conversely, if
f j = 0 is not a solution of (8.3.16,17) then supersymmetry is broken and Pij (a) must be
singular.
Returning to the action (8.3.12), we shift the fields Φi → Φi + < Φi > and investi-
gate fluctuations about the vacuum state. In particular we can read off the masses of
the various particles from the resulting action; alternatively, we can find the mass matri-
ces of the component fields by expanding the superfield equations (8.3.15) to linearized
order in the fluctuations:
D2[< IK i
j > Φj + < IK ij > Φ
j ] + < Pij > Φ
j = 0 . (8.3.19)
Applying Dα and D
2 and evaluating at θ = 0 as in (4.1.21), we find
Fi + Pij A
j = 0
i∂α •αψ
i •α + Pijψ
jα = 0
Ai + IK ik
jl f l f
kAj + Pijk f
kAj + Pij F
j = 0 (8.3.20)
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where we have dropped the <> on P... and IK ...
...
and assumed that we are in normal
gauge. Eliminating the auxiliary fields we identify the fermion and boson mass matrices:
MF = Pij (a)
MB
2 = −

 IK ik
jl f l f
k − PikPkj
Pijk f k
Pijk f
k
IK jl
ik f k f
l − PikPkj

 . (8.3.21)
Again, as above, if supersymmetry is broken Pij has at least one zero eigenvalue and one
of the corresponding massless fermions is the Goldstino.
We evaluate the graded trace of the mass matrix squared. This supertrace gives
the mass relation
str M 2 =
J
∑
(−1)2J (2J + 1)MJ 2 = tr M B 2 − 2tr M FMF *
= − 2IK ik il f l f k (8.3.22)
Since we are in normal gauge we can rewrite this as
str M 2 = − 2Rk l f l f k (8.3.23)
where Rk
l = Ri
l
k
i is the Ricci tensor of the manifold evaluated at Φi = < Φi > (see
(4.1.28)). The result is manifestly covariant, and thus (8.3.23) holds in an arbitrary
gauge. In particular, for models with conventional actions ΦiΦ
i the Ka¨hler manifold is
flat and we obtain the simple mass formula
J
∑
(−1)2J (2J + 1)MJ 2 = 0 . (8.3.24)
We also observe that in contrast to renormalizable models, spontaneous supersymmetry
breaking can occur in a model with a single chiral multiplet, for example with
IK = cos(Φ + Φ), P(Φ) = Φ, where −π < A < π.
c. Global gauge systems
In this section, we repeat the previous analysis but include gauge superfields
V =V ATA . Because gauge symmetries are usually described by explicit matrix
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representations (TA )
i
j of the generators, we begin with this formulation; we then change
over to a more general formulation where we describe the action of the generators by
Killing vectors. As discussed in sec. 4.1.b, this allows us to choose normal coordinates in
which the computation of the mass matrices simplifies (however, we cannot use normal
gauge). We restrict ourselves to models where the gauged group is unbroken or isotropic
at one or more points of the manifold of scalar fields. (The usual matrix representation
assumes isotropy at the origin, i.e., the origin is kept fixed by gauge transformations.) A
formulation in terms of Killing vectors should allow one to gauge groups that are real-
ized nonlinearly at every point on the manifold of scalar fields, i.e., δΦ has a constant
term everywhere (the constant term cannot be eliminated by shifting the scalar fields);
however, the superfield description of the more general case has not been worked out.
We consider the action
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [IK (Φi , Φ˜j ) + νtrV ]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ [P(Φi) + 1
4
QAB (Φ
i)W αAW α
B ] + h.c. (8.3.25)
with covariantly chiral Φ˜:
Φ˜j = Φk (e
V )k j , W α
A = iD2(e−VDαe
V )A . (8.3.26)
The chiral quantities QAB = δAB +O(Φ) can generate masses for the gauge fermions con-
tained inV . We have included the global Fayet-Iliopoulos term νtrV (4.3.3).
We chose a Ka¨hler gauge (see (4.1.26)) where IK itself is invariant; we can always
do this if the gauge group is unbroken somewhere on the manifold as discussed above.
Then gauge invariance of S requires
IK j (T A )
j
iΦ
i − Φ˜j (T A )j i IK i = 0 ,
Pj (T A )
j
iΦ
i = 0 ,
QDE ,j (TC )
j
iΦ
i + (TC )D
AQAE + (TC )E
AQAD = 0 . (8.3.27)
The matrices (TC )E
A form the adjoint representation of the generators, and are, up to an
overall factor, the structure constants; thus they are independent of any special choice of
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coordinates on the scalar manifold.
We begin by deriving the equations for the vacuum expectation values. We define
(Yang-Mills) covariant component fields by covariant projection (see (4.3.4,5))
Ai = Φi | , ψαi = ∇αΦi | , Fi = ∇2Φi | , (8.3.28a)
λα =W α| , f αβ = 12 ∇(αW β)| , (8.3.28b)
i∇α
•
αλ •α =
1
2
[∇β , {∇β ,W α}]| , D ′ = − i2 {∇
α ,W α}| , (8.3.28c)
where f B αβ is the component gauge field strength (see (4.2.85)). We also need the iden-
tity (dA = < D ′A >)
<∇2∇2 Φ˜i > | = dA a j (TA )j i . (8.3.29)
The superfield equations that follow from (8.3.25) are:
∇2IK i + Pi + 14QAB ,iW
αAW α
B = 0
Φ˜j (TA )
j
i IK
i − i
2
∇α(QABW αB ) + 12 i∇
•
α(QABW •α
B ) + νtrTA = 0 . (8.3.30)
The equations for the vacuum expectation values are obtained by evaluating at θ = 0
the above equations, and the equation obtained by differentiating the first one with ∇2.
We find
IK i
j f j + Pi = 0
IK ij
k f k f
j + ak (TA )
k
jd
A IK i
j + Pij f
j + 1
2
QAB ,id
AdB = 0
a j (TA )
j
i IK
i + (QAB +QAB )d
B + νtrT A = 0 (8.3.31)
where IK , QAB , P are evaluated with Φ
i → ai .
We now generalize to arbitrary coordinates by rewriting the above in terms of
holomorphic Killing vectors kA
i . We replace the specific form of the Yang-Mills gauge
transformation (4.1.35)
δΦi = iΛA (TA )
i
jΦ
j , δΦ˜i = − iΦ˜jΛA (TA )j i (8.3.32)
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with the more general form (4.1.31):
δΦi = ΛAkA
i , δΦ˜i = Λ
AkAi (8.3.33)
where Φ˜i is defined by analogy with (4.1.34b):
Φ˜i ≡ exp(iV AkA j
∂
∂Φj
)Φi . (8.3.34)
The conditions (8.3.27) that ensure gauge invariance of the action become
IK ikA
i + IK ikAi = 0
Pi kA
i = 0
QDE ,i kC
i + i(TC )D
AQAE + i(TC )E
AQAD = 0 . (8.3.35)
As discussed above, a formulation in terms of Killing vectors enables us to use nor-
mal coordinates and thus to simplify our computations. Thus, for example, we can com-
pute the mass matrices of the various component fields and find a supertrace relation
that generalizes (8.3.22). We find the linearized field equations for the component fields
by expanding the covariantized form of the superfield equations (8.3.30) around the vac-
uum and applying the operators 1,∇,∇2 to the first and 1,∇, [∇,∇] to the second of
the equations and evaluating at θ = 0. The result, in normal coordinates, is
F˜ i + Pij A
j = 0
i∂α •α ψ˜
•
α
i + λ
AαkAi + Pijψ
αj − i
2
QAB ,id
AλAα = 0 ,
A˜i + [id
AkAi
,j + IK i k
l j f k f l − PikPkj ]A˜j
+ [Pijk f
k + 1
2
QAB ,ijd
AdB ]Aj + [QAB ,id
B + ikAi ]D ′
A = 0 ,
(QAB +QAB )D ′
B + (QAB ,id
B + ikAi)A
i + (QAB
,idB − ikA i)A˜i = 0 ,
i
2
(QAB +QAB )∂
α •
α λ˜
B
•
α + (kAi − i2QAB ,id
B )ψαi + 1
2
QAB ,i f
iλBα = 0 ,
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(QAB +QAB )∇α
•
α f B αβ − (kAi kB i + kB i kA i)AB β
•
α = 0 . (8.3.36)
where we have dropped < > on P..., IK ...
..., QAB .... In our normalization the vector wave
equation is
∇α •α f αβ − m2VAβ
•
α = 0 . (8.3.37)
Eliminating the auxiliary fields we find the mass matrices from which we obtain the
supertrace (in normal coordinates)
str M 2 = − 2[idAkAi ,i + IK ik li f k f l + tr(Qi
1
Q +Q
Qj
1
Q +Q
) f i f j
+ i(Q +Q)−1AB (kAiQBC
,idC − kA iQBC ,idC )] . (8.3.38)
A covariant formula, valid in any coordinate system, is obtained by replacing kAi
,i with
kAi
;i and IK ik
li with Rk
l
str M 2 = − 2[idAkAi ;i + Rk l f k f l + tr(Qi
1
Q +Q
Qj
1
Q +Q
) f i f j
− i tr(Qi 1
Q +Q
)kAid
A ] (8.3.39)
where we have rewritten the last term using the gauge invariance relations (8.3.35). In
the coordinate system where the Yang-Mills gauge transformations are given by (8.3.32)
we have kAi
;i = − i(TA )i i − i(TA )j ia jΓi (cf. (4.1.29b,31,32d)).
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8.4 Trace formulae from superspace
In the last two sections, we found the supertrace using essentially a component
approach, and not taking advantage of the superfield formalism. There is a much easier
way to evaluate the supertrace expression without ever computing component mass
matrices: If the action is expanded in components and the one-loop effective potential is
evaluated, its quadratically divergent part is proportional to the supertrace str M 2;
moreover, we can easily read off this quadratically divergent term from the classical
superfield action if we imagine performing a superfield one-loop calculation.
a. Explicit breaking
We can develop the method (and derive some new mass formulae) by first consid-
ering the case of explicit soft breaking of supersymmetry. For example, we consider a
massless scalar multiplet and add to it the explicit soft breaking term (8.2.3)
Sbreak =
∫
d 4x d 4θUΦΦ. We now calculate the quadratically divergent part of the one-
loop effective potential; the coefficient is the contribution of the term (8.2.3) to the
supertrace. Recall that soft breaking terms are defined by the property that they give at
most logarithmically divergent contributions to the effective action, and yet here we are
calculating quadratic divergences; however, in sec. 8.2 we ignored vacuum diagrams
(which have only spurion fields externally), whereas here that is all we are interested in.
In the calculation, we have to consider the sum of one-loop diagrams with n mass-
less chiral propagators and n U -spurion vertices (U = µ2θ2θ 2; although the calculation
simplifies if we use the explicit form of U , we will keep U general, since then the results
can be applied to other cases). At each vertex we have factors D2, D2 acting on the
propagators; however, each propagator is proportional to p−2, and thus, to get a
quadratic divergence, we must cancel all but one propagator with a numerator factor.
This requires n − 1 factors of D2D2∼ − p2; the remaining factor is needed for the θ loop
(see sec. 6.3, e.g., (6.3.28)). Hence we find
Γ∞ =
n
∑∫ d 4θd 4p
(2π)4p2
−1
n
(−U )n =
∫
d 4θ ln(1 +U )
∫
d 4p
(2π)4p2
. (8.4.1)
Therefore the supertrace is
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str M 2 = − 2
∫
d 4θ ln(1 +U ) = − 2 [D2D2 ln(1 +U )]|
= − 2 [D2D2U ]|
= − 2µ2 . (8.4.2)
Comparing to the component expression in (8.2.3), we see that this is indeed the correct
result: the mass of the scalar A has been lowered by µ2 (the factor of 2 arises because A
is complex). It is clear that no diagram containing chiral self-interactions can change
the result: We needed a factor of D2D2 at each vertex, and a chiral vertex comes with
only a factor D2. Such a diagram can be only logarithmically divergent. Also, since
supersymmetric mass terms can be treated as interactions, our results hold in the mas-
sive case. This same argument also implies that explicit breaking terms of the types
considered in (8.2.5,6,9) cannot contribute to the supertrace.
Next we consider explicit breaking terms (8.2.7) for an abelian vector field:
Sbreak =
1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ ηW αW α + h.c. =
1
2
∫
d 4x d 4θ (η + η)VDαD2DαV . The calculation
is almost identical to the above: Each propagator is still ∼p−2, except that a vector
propagator has an extra −1 relative to a chiral propagator, and each η + η vertex
(η = µθ2) comes with a factor DαD2Dα, which acts precisely in the same way as a factor
D2D2, except for a −1 that cancels the extra −1 from the propagator. Thus we find
str M 2 = − 2
∫
d 4θ [−ln(1 + η + η)] = 2 [D2D2 ln(1 + η + η)]|
= − 2 [D2η D2η]|
= − 2µ2 . (8.4.3)
As before, this agrees with the component expression (8.2.7) (the factor 2 comes from
the two helicity components of the fermion). We can combine the explicit breaking
terms (8.2.3-7) with the previous ones and find simply the sum of (8.4.2,3).
Finally, we consider (8.2.10); since this has only a factor DαD2 inside the loop at
each vertex, it cannot contribute to the quadratic divergence or the supertrace.
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b. Spontaneous breaking
In the examples of the preceding subsection, we used rather elaborate methods to
derive results that can be found more easily by explicit computation of the masses; here
we will apply these methods to derive results that required the somewhat lengthy calcu-
lations of sec. 8.3. We first consider the action (8.3.12). We expand S to second order
in quantum fields Φi , with the coefficients evaluated at the background classical values
< Φi >:
S (2) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ Φj IK i
j Φi +
∫
d 4x d 2θ XijΦ
iΦj + h.c. (8.4.4)
where
Xij = Pij + D
2IK ij (8.4.5)
In complete analogy with (8.4.1), the quadratically divergent term in the one-loop effec-
tive action is
Γ∞ =
∫
d 4p
(2π)4p2
d 4θ tr [ln(IK i
j )] (8.4.6)
where IK i
j − δi j plays the role of U and, as above, the chiral vertex (here Xij ) does not
contribute. The supertrace is therefore
str M 2 = − 2
∫
d 4θ tr [ln(IK i
j )] = − 2 {D2D2[tr ln(IK i j )]}|
= − 2[tr ln(IK i j )]k l f l f k (8.4.7a)
and hence, using (4.1.30b),
str M 2 = − 2Rk l f l f k , (8.4.7b)
in agreement with (8.3.23).
For the case with gauge interactions (sec. 8.3.c), we again obtain the supertrace by
examining the quadratic divergence in the one-loop effective action. To second order in
quantum fields we have
S (2) =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [IKi
jΦk (e
V )k jΦ
i + 1
4
(QAB +QAB )V
ADαD2DαV
B ] , (8.4.8)
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where we have dropped terms that do not contribute to the quadratic divergence (that
is, chiral interactions or terms corresponding to (8.2.10)). Now (eV )k j IK i
j − δi k plays
the role ofU above, and 1
2
(QAB − δAB ) plays the role of η. The final result is
str M 2 = − 2
∫
d 4θ{tr [(V AT A )i j + ln(IK i j )] − tr ln(12 [QAB +QAB ])}
= − 2[dA (T A )i i + dA (T A )i ja jΓi + Rk l f l f k
+ tr(Qk
1
Q +Q
Ql
1
Q +Q
) f l f
k − tr(Ql 1
Q +Q
)(TA )l
iaid
A ] (8.4.9)
where we have replaced
∫
d 4θ → ∇2∇2 and used [∇ •α , {∇ •α ,∇α}] = − 2iW α, and
(8.3.29). We thus recover the result (8.3.39). (We have chosen to work in the coordi-
nate system defined by (8.3.32) simply because it is more familiar; the computation is
equally straightforward in terms of Killing vectors.)
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8.5. Nonlinear realizations
Experience with spontaneously broken internal symmetries has shown that much
useful insight can be gained by studying the general theory of nonlinear realizations.
The methods that have been developed can be applied quite successfully to supersymme-
try.
One way to formulate a nonlinear realization of supersymmetry is to consider (non-
linearly) constrained superfields; however, it is far from obvious how to choose such con-
straints, and so we will return to this approach after we have studied nonlinear realiza-
tions directly.
The simplest nonlinear realization is the Volkov-Akulov model. It is found by con-
sidering a covariantly transforming set of hypersurfaces in superspace. Let
ωα(x ) = θα (8.5.1)
define a hypersurface; it transforms as
ω′(x ′) = θ′ (8.5.2)
where we recall that x ′ = x − i
2
( θ + θ ), θ′ = θ + . This implies
ω′(x ′) = θ +  = ω(x ) +  = 0 (8.5.3)
and hence
ω′(x − i
2
[ ω(x ) + ω(x )]) = ω(x ) +  (8.5.4)
or
δωα(x ) = α + i
2
(
•
βωβ + βω
•
β)∂
β
•
β
ωα . (8.5.5)
This gives a nonlinear realization of the algebra carried by the spinor field ωα(x ); it is by
no means unique, but other nonlinear realizations are related to it by field redefinitions.
Note that δωα (or any other equivalent nonlinear realization) contains a constant term in
its transformation law, and is therefore a suitable field for describing the Goldstino.
To find an invariant action, we recall that the one-form (3.3.31)
sα
•
α(x , θ, θ ) = dxα
•
α + i
2
(θαdθ
•
α + θ
•
αdθα) (8.5.6)
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is invariant under supersymmetry transformations. If we constrain this one-form to lie
on the hypersurface ω(x ) = θ, we find
sα
•
α(x ) = dxα
•
α + 1
2
(ωαi
↔
∂mω
•
α)dxm ≡ dxmvma , (8.5.7)
where we have defined an ‘‘inverse vierbein’’ vm
a . Since the one-form is invariant, the
vierbein must transform covariantly, i.e., supersymmetry transformations of ω must
induce coordinate transformations of va
m . Now it is easy to write down an invariant
action in terms of the determinant v =det(va
m):
Sω =
∫
d 4x d 4θ v−1 δ4(θ − ω(x )) =
∫
d 4x v−1 . (8.5.8)
We note that Ψ ≡ c v−1δ4(θ − ω(x )) is a scalar superfield whose components are
functions of ω (c is an arbitrary dimensional constant that sets the scale of supersymme-
try breaking; see below). We can also construct a chiral superfield Φ = D2Ψ out of ω.
Since [δ4(θ)]2 = 0 these superfields satisfy the nonlinear constraints
Φ2 = Ψ2 = 0 (8.5.9a)
Φ = c−1ΦD2Φ = c−mΦ(D2Φ)m (8.5.9b)
Ψ = c−1D2ΨD2Ψ = 1
2
c−1ΨDαD2DαΨ (8.5.9c)
etc. The solution to the constraints (8.5.9a,b) or (8.5.9a,c) is precisely Φ or Ψ respec-
tively.
The expectation values < Φ > ,< Ψ > of Φ ,Ψ, that follow from < ωα > = 0 are
typical of the expectation value of a multiplet with spontaneously broken supersymme-
try (as in sec. 8.3): the auxiliary components (θ2 or θ2θ 2 for Φ and Ψ respectively) get
nonvanishing expectation values c, and all other components can be taken to have van-
ishing expectation values. The fermion components at one θ −level lower than the auxil-
iary fields, e.g., ηα = DαΦ| or ηα = D2DαΨ|, have this constant term in their transforma-
tions as δηα = cα + . . ., confirming our identification of c as the supersymmetry break-
ing scale.
The vierbein v can be used to write down other invariant actions; any expression
covariantized with v is supersymmetric. For example, we can couple ω to a scalar field
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A as follows:
SA = − 12
∫
d 4x v−1(va
m∂mA)2 (8.5.10a)
where A transforms as
A(x ) = A ′(x ′) = A ′(x − i
2
( ω + ω)) . (8.5.10b)
We now discuss the prescription for describing spontaneously broken theories in
terms of ω. In a spontaneously broken theory, the Goldstino is one, or in general a
unique linear combination, of the fermionic components of the ordinary superfields. We
introduce ‘‘standard’’ variables by replacing the Goldstino with the Volkov-Akulov field
ω, and the superfields by new superfields whose components transform homogeneously as
in (8.5.10b), and in particular, with no mixing of different θ-components. We begin by
constructing a homogeneously transforming superfield Ψˇ out of ω and an ordinary super-
field Ψ. Consider
Ψˇ(x , θ, θ ) ≡ Ψ(x + i
2
(ωθ + ωθ ) , θ − ω , θ − ω) (8.5.11)
where Ψ(x , θ, θ ) is any superfield. Under supersymmetry transformations Ψ′(x ′, θ′, θ ′)
≡ Ψ′(x − i
2
( θ + θ ) , θ +  , θ +  ) = Ψ(x , θ, θ ), we find for the transformation of Ψˇ:
Ψˇ(x − i
2
( ω + ω), θ, θ )
= Ψ(x − i
2
( ω + ω − ωθ − ωθ ) , θ − ω , θ − ω)
= Ψ ′(x − i
2
( ω′+ ω′ − ω′θ − ω′θ )− i
2
[ (θ − ω′) + (θ − ω′)] , θ − ω′+  , θ − ω′+  ) ;
(8.5.12a)
using (8.5.4), we have
Ψˇ(x − i
2
( ω + ω), θ, θ )
= Ψ′(x + i
2
(ωθ + ωθ ) , θ − ω , θ − ω)
= Ψˇ′(x , θ, θ ) . (8.5.12b)
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Thus we see that under supersymmetry transformations Ψˇ transforms homogeneously
(different θ-components do not mix) but nonlinearly with respect to ω; the x -coordinate
undergoes a translation. Therefore, the whole supersymmetry group is realized on Ψˇ by
elements of the Poincare´ group. This is a general feature of nonlinear realizations: Given
a group G (here the supersymmetry group) and a linearly realized subgroup H (here the
Poincare´ group), the nonlinear realizations on suitably defined fields is performed by ele-
ments of H . Consequently, we can impose any translationally invariant constraint on Ψˇ
without breaking supersymmetry. For example, if we constrain it entirely by setting it
equal to cθ2θ 2 (or cθ2 in the chiral case), we express all the components of Ψ in terms of
ω and recover the previous result (8.5.9).
We now consider a model with spontaneous breakdown of supersymmetry. We can
describe the model in terms of standard components, i.e., components transforming as in
(8.5.4,10b), as follows:
(1) For each superfields Ψ we construct the associated Ψˇ.
(2) We identify the fermionic component ψ of the appropriate linear combination of
Ψ’s that is the Goldstino, and is therefore a suitable candidate to be replaced by ω,
and constrain the corresponding component ψˇ in the corresponding linear combina-
tion of Ψˇ’s to zero. This gives us the combination of the components of the Ψ’s
that transforms as (8.5.4).
(3) We express the remaining components of the Ψ’s in terms of the remaining compo-
nents of the Ψˇ’s.
This procedure is the analog of going to radial and angle variables for nonlinear sigma
models: the remaining components of the Ψˇ’s correspond to the radial variables,
whereas ω corresponds to the angle variable.
As an example, we consider the O’Raiferteaigh model of sec. 8.3.a, with three chi-
ral superfields Φi , i = 0, 1, 2. Using (8.3.18), we find that the auxiliary field F 0 of the
multiplet Φ0 gets a nonvanishing expectation value F 0 = c. To describe the system in
terms of standard components, we first define homogeneously transforming superfields Φˇi
by introducing the Volkov-Akulov field ω as an extra variable; then we restore the
number of degrees of freedom by constraining ψˇ0 = 0 (the fermionic component of Φˇ0)
and eliminating ψ0 (the fermionic component of Φ0) in favor of ω. We can do this
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because, examining Φˇ0, we find ψˇ0 = ψ0 − cω + . . ., where c = < F 0 >. If spontaneous
symmetry breaking did not occur (i.e., if c = 0), we could still define homogeneous com-
ponents, but we could not remove the extra degree of freedom (the change of variables
from ψ0 to ω would be singular). Having eliminated ψ0 in favor of ω (the standard angle
variable, which transforms as (8.5.4)), we can proceed to express the remaining compo-
nents of Φi in terms of ω and the components of the homogeneous superfields Φˇi (the
standard radial variables, which transform as (8.5.10b)).
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8.6. SuperHiggs mechanism
When supersymmetry breaks in a system coupled to supergravity, a superHiggs
mechanism eliminates the Goldstino and gives mass to the gravitino (the Goldstino
becomes its longitudinal component). To examine the superHiggs mechanism in detail,
we study the locally supersymmetric analog of the constrained superfields of the previ-
ous section (8.5.9).
The basic ingredient of the superHiggs mechanism is the transformation law of the
Goldstino, δηα = cα + . . . (see previous section); when the Goldstino is coupled to
supergravity, the supersymmetry parameter  becomes local:
δηα = cα(x ) + . . . (8.6.1)
Consequently, the Goldstino can be completely gauged away; since the number of
dynamical modes of the theory should not change, we expect the Goldstino to re-emerge
somehow, and it does so by giving the gravitino a mass and becoming its longitudinal
mode. To see this directly, we describe the Goldstino by a local constrained chiral field
obeying the local superspace version of (8.5.9a-b). Thus we take Φ2 = 0,
Φ = c−1Φ(∇2 + R)Φ (here we consider only minimal (n = − 1
3
) supergravity). These
constraints have a consistent solution in terms of a single fermi component field (the
Goldstino). Because of the constraints on Φ, any locally supersymmetric action (without
explicit derivatives, see (5.5.15)) reduces to
Shiggs = κ
−2
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3(λ + µΦ) + h.c. (8.6.2)
The constrained superfield Φ is a nonlinear function of the Goldstino; however, when we
gauge the Goldstino away (go to U-gauge) it simplifies to become Φ = − θ2c (alterna-
tively and equivalently, we can eliminate the Goldstino by a redefinition of the gravitino.
In superspace, this corresponds to rescaling φ by (1 + µ
λ
Φ)−
1
3 ; however, it is simpler to
choose U-gauge). The action (8.6.2) becomes, using (5.6.60,64)
Shiggs = κ
−2
∫
d 4x e−1[λ(3S + 1
2
ψα( •α|
•
αψα| •β)
•
β) + µc + h.c. ] (8.6.3)
where S is the complex scalar auxiliary field of the supergravity multiplet; we also have
the −3κ−2|S |2 term from the supergravity action (5.6.63). Eliminating S by its equation
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of motion, we find a cosmological constant and gravitino ‘‘mass’’ terms:
Shiggs = κ
−2
∫
d 4x e−1[λ 1
2
ψα( •α|
•
αψα| •β)
•
β + h.c. + 3|λ|2 + µ(c + c) ] (8.6.4)
As discussed in sec. 5.7, gravitino ‘‘mass’’ terms when accompanied by a cosmological
constant do not in general mean that the gravitino is massive. However, if
µ(c + c) = − 3|λ|2 (8.6.5)
then the cosmological term cancels, and we can unambiguously identify the ψψ terms as
mass terms.
Since any spontaneously broken theory can be described in terms of standard vari-
ables, and in particular, the Goldstino can be described in terms of Φ, in any sponta-
neously broken theory in which the cosmological constant vanishes the gravitino mass is
Reλ when the (superspace) kinetic term has the usual normalization −3κ−2. It is found
by setting all matter fields to their vacuum expectation values. More generally, when
(8.6.5) is not satisfied, we can still find the apparent ψ mass Reλ and the cosmological
constant from the transformation of the Goldstino and by comparing to the superspace
action (8.6.2).
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8.7. Supergravity and symmetry breaking
Supersymmetry breaking in a local context can be studied directly, using the
component tools of section 5.6. We can determine conditions for supersymmetry break-
ing and derive a mass formula analogous to (8.3.35). However, it is much more efficient
to recast the problem as a global supersymmetry problem that can be studied using the
techniques of secs. 8.3b-c and 8.4. We consider a general system of interacting scalar
and vector multiplets coupled to N = 1 supergravity. The matter multiplets are
described by chiral and (real) gauge scalar superfields Φi , V A , respectively; the super-
gravity multiplet is described by the real axial-vector superfield Hm and (for n = − 1
3
)
the chiral compensator φ. However, Hm plays no direct role in the supersymmetry
breaking mechanism or in the derivation of mass formulae. Therefore all the relevant
information can be extracted from a global nonrenormalizable system described by φ, Φi ,
andV A .
We begin by reducing the coupled matter-supergravity system. The axial-vector
real gauge superfield of supergravity Hm contains the graviton and gravitino physical
degrees of freedom, as well as the axial vector auxiliary field Am (5.2.8). In the presence
of the compensator φ the supergravity gauge group consists of the full superconformal
group, and we have at our disposal all of the component gauge transformations of
(5.2.10). Consequently, we can go to the Wess-Zumino gauge discussed after (5.2.10),
and further, use the remaining superconformal transformations to remove the graviton
trace, the gravitino γ-trace, and the longitudinal part of the axial vector auxiliary field.
In this gauge Hm contains only the traceless components of the graviton and the grav-
itino, and the transverse part of Am ; the spin zero complex auxiliary field S , the γ-trace
of the (left-handed) gravitino (γ · ψ)L = ψ
•
α
,α •α, the trace of the vierbein, or equivalently,
its determinant e = det ea
m and −1∂mA
m are contained in φ (these last two are the real
and imaginary parts of the θ-independent component of φ). Since only these quantities
are relevant for studying spontaneous supersymmetry breaking (e.g., the spin zero
bosons can get vacuum expectation values and the γ-trace can mix with the matter
fermions), we can ignore the Hm dependent terms in the Lagrangian and work entirely
with φ and the matter superfields in a global setting. This simplifies the discussion
enormously; however, because Imφ| replaces the divergence of Am , there are some sub-
tleties associated with its contribution to the masses of the matter fields (see subsec.
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8.7.a.4). We treat only n = − 1
3
supergravity; analogous methods can be used for other
n, but since n = − 1
3
allows the most general coupling, it is the most interesting case.
The supergravity multiplet itself (through φ) affects the pattern of symmetry
breaking. At first sight, this seems strange: In the usual Higgs mechanism, we do not
expect the pattern of symmetry breaking to depend on the couplings to gauge fields (at
the tree level!). However, an analogous situation arises in a nonsupersymmetric context,
when scalar fields are coupled to gravity. We consider the action
S =
∫
d 4x
√
g [−3κ−2r(g) − 1
4
gmnGij (A)∂mA
i∂nA
j + rV 1(A) +V 2(A)] . (8.7.1)
To find the vacuum expectation values of the scalar fields we cannot ignore the gravita-
tional field. In general the Ricci scalar r will have a nonzero expectation value that
affects the masses and scalar potential. However, we need not consider the full Einstein
system; it is sufficient to look for solutions of the form gmn = σ
2ηmn and to treat the sys-
tem of scalar fields σ, Ai (subject to the condition σ 	= 0 at all points). (This is analo-
gous to keeping φ and ignoring Hm .) Two possible situations can arise: If <V 2 > 	= 0
we have a nonzero cosmological constant, σ−1 − 1 ∼ <V 2 >
1
2x 2, and the vacuum values
and the masses of Ai are shifted from their flat space values. If <V 2 > = 0, the cosmo-
logical constant vanishes and a consistent solution is σ = constant. In this case the
gravitational field does not modify flat space results. (This is not the case in supergrav-
ity: Even if the cosmological constant vanishes, the supergravity auxiliary fields modify
global results.)
Returning to the matter-supergravity system, we consider the action (5.5.32)
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ E−1(φ,H ) { − 3
κ2
e−
1
3
κ2(νtrV +G)
+ [
1
R
(g + 1
4
QABW
αA
covW
B
αcov ) + h.c. ]} , (8.7.2)
where E−1 is the superdeterminant of the vielbein and R is the scalar curvature super-
field (see e.g., (5.2.74-6)). The supergravity action is given by the first term in the
expansion of the exponential. Here G(Φi , Φ˜j ) is an arbitrary gauge invariant function of
chiral superfields, with Φ˜ defined by (8.3.26), g(Φi) is a chiral function, and W αAcov is the
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(supergravity covariant) Yang-Mills field strength. The function G has a natural inter-
pretation as a Ka¨hler potential with gauge transformations G →G + Λ(Φi) + Λ(Φj )
compensated by scalings of φ: φ → exp[1
3
κ2Λ(Φ)]φ.
The exp[− 1
3
κ2νtrV ] factor is the local form of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term (4.3.3).
It is gauge invariant by virtue of a combined gauge transformation of V and superscale
transformations of E−1 (5.3.8-10). Its presence severely restricts the form of the g terms;
they must be R-invariant (see (3.6.14) and (4.1.15)) so that the whole action is invariant
under the superscale transformations of E−1 (see below). In the κ → 0 limit the action
(8.7.2) becomes (8.3.25), with the identification G∼IK , g∼P .
As discussed above, we can split off the terms independent of Hm . Furthermore,
according to the discussion following (5.5.28) the φ dependence of Wcov can be factored
out (Wcov → φ−
3
2W ) so that the relevant part of (8.7.2) becomes
S =
∫
d 4x d 4θ [−φφe−(νtrV +G)]
+
∫
d 4x d 2θ [φ3g + 1
4
QABW
αAW α
B ] + h.c. (8.7.3)
We have set the gravitational constant 1
3
κ2 = 1. We will restore it when necessary.
Under the gauge transformation trV → tr [V + i(Λ − Λ)], G →G , (D •αΛ = 0), the
action is invariant if we rescale φ → φe−iνtrΛ. Thus the local Fayet-Iliopoulos term acts
as a conventional gauge term for φφ. If ν 	= 0, as noted above the form of g(Φi) is
extremely restricted: φ3g must be gauge invariant.
We now analyze the global system (8.7.3) subject to the condition that the cosmo-
logical constant vanishes. We can then choose Re < φ > | = µ = constant. With the
identification
−φe−νtrV φe−G(Φi ,Φ˜ j ) = IK
φ3g(Φi) = P (8.7.4)
we have the action of (8.3.25) without a global Fayet-Iliopoulos term. We label compo-
nents of φ as
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φ| = µA , Dαφ| = µψα , D2φ| = µS (8.7.5)
with expectation values
< A > = 1 , < S > = s . (8.7.6)
a. Mass matrices
We begin by explicitly computing the mass matrices for the various fields in the
system. This calculation is a little lengthy, so we will simplify it as much as possible
without loss of generality. Thus, we rescale φ to remove g from the chiral part of the
action: φ3g → φ3. We also redefine G : G →G + 1
3
ln(gge3νtrV ). This makes φ inert
under gauge transformations, and absorbs the Fayet-Iliopoulos term into G . In the case
when < g > = 0 we cannot perform this rescaling. However, this case is not interesting,
since then supersymmetry is not broken even in the presence of a Fayet-Iliopoulos term
(if the cosmological constant vanishes).
a.1. Vacuum conditions
The superfield equations (8.3.30) for the action (8.7.3) are:
D2(φe−G) − 3φ2 = 0 (8.7.7a)
φφe−G∇2Gi + 3φ3Gi + 14QAB ,iW
αAW α
B = 0 (8.7.7b)
−φφe−GkAiGi + 12 ∇
α(QABW α
B ) − 1
2
∇ •α(QABW •αB ) = 0 (8.7.7c)
where we have used (8.7.7a) to simplify (8.7.7b), and thrown away some terms that lead
to higher order spinor and/or derivative interactions that do not enter below. We have
written (8.7.7) in terms of Killing vectors by making the substitutions
(T A )
i
jΦ
j → − ikA i , Φ˜j (T A )j i → ikAi . The vacuum conditions (8.3.31) found by applying
spinor derivatives to (8.7.7) become
s − 3µeG −Gi f i = 0 ,
Gi
j f j + 3µe
GGi = 0 ,
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6sµ3 = (QAB +QAB )d
AdB ,
µ2e−GGi(i kAi) + (QAB +QAB )d
B = 0 ,
3µeGGij f
j +Gij
k f k f
j +Gi
j (i kA j )d
A
+ 9µGie
G(s − µeG) + 1
2
µ−2eGQAB ,id
AdB = 0 . (8.7.8)
The assumption that the cosmological constant vanishes is equivalent to the condition
that these equations have a solution for constant µ. We also have the gauge invariance
conditions (8.3.c13) (these hold for general values of the fields, not just at the vacuum
point):
GikAi +GikA
i = 0 ,
−i kC iQAB ,i + (TC )BDQDA + (TC )A DQDB = 0 . (8.7.9)
To give the gravitational action the correct normalization (5.2.72), we identify
κ2 = 3µ−2eG . (8.7.10)
a.2. Gravitino mass
As discussed in sec. 8.6, we can find the spin 3
2
mass by setting all matter fields to
their vacuum expectation values, and comparing the coefficients of the
∫
d 4x d 4θ φφ and
∫
d 4x d 2θ φ3 terms. From (8.7.3), the kinetic term has a coefficient −µ2e−G = − 1
3
κ2,
and the chiral term has a coefficient µ3 (the factors of µ come from the definitions of the
dynamical fields (8.7.5)); hence, using (8.6.2), we find that the spin 3
2
mass is
m = 3µeG (8.7.11)
We simplify our computation further by choosing normal coordinates Gi
j = δi
j , Gi
j 1... =
Gi j 1... = 0. Using (8.7.10,11), and normal coordinates, we rewrite the vacuum conditions
(8.7.8) as
s − m −Gi f i = 0
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f i + mGi = 0
6mκ−2s − (Q +Q)ABdAdB = 0
3iκ−2kAiG
i + (Q +Q)ABd
B = 0
mGij f
j + i kAid
A + mGi(3s −m) + 16 κ
2QAB ,id
AdB = 0 . (8.7.12)
a.3. Wave equations
We now find the linearized wave equations (8.3.36) that follow from (8.7.7). As in
sec. 8.3, we expand the fields in small fluctuations about their vacuum values. For the
remainder of this subsection, all quantities G ...
... and QAB ... are evaluated at Φ
i = ai and
Φ˜i = ai . We find it useful to introduce shifted variables
A ′ ≡ A −GiAi , ψ ′ ≡ ψ −Giψi , S ′ ≡ S −GiFi . (8.7.13)
From (8.7.7a) we have
S ′ − A ′(s −m) − 2mA ′ − 2mGiA˜i − (Gij f j + sGi)Ai = 0 (8.7.14a)
i∂α
•
αψ ′ •α − kAiGiλA α − 2mψ ′α − 2mGiψαi = 0 . (8.7.14b)
From (8.7.7b), we find
Fi + m[(2A ′ − A ′)Gi + (3GiGj +Gij )A˜j + Ai ] = 0 (8.7.14c)
i∂α
•
αψ˜ •αi + 2mGiψ
′
α + m(3GiG j +Gij )ψα
j
+ kAiλ
A
α − i6 κ
2QAB ,id
AλB α = 0 . (8.7.14d)
From (8.7.7c), we find
(Q +Q)ABD ′
B +QAB ,id
BAi +QAB
,idB A˜i
+ 3iκ−2[kAiA
i − kA i A˜i + kAiGi(A ′+A ′)] = 0 (8.7.14e)
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1
2
(Q +Q)AB i∂α
•
αλB •α +
1
2
QAB ,i( f
iλB α − i dBψαi)
+ 3κ−2kAi(ψα
i +Giψ ′α) = 0 . (8.7.14f)
We are left with the equations of the physical boson fields. These simplify greatly if we
use (8.7.14a,c,e); we find
A ′ = 0 (8.7.14g)
A˜i + {3κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB (kAi − 13 iκ2QAC ,idC )(kB j +
1
3
iκ2QBE
,jdE )
+ ikAi
,jdA − m2(GikGkj + 3GiGkGkj + 3GikGkGj −Gik jlGkGl )
+ m[(3s −m)δi j + 3(3s − 2m)GiG j ]}A˜j
+ {3κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB (kAi − 13 iκ2QAC ,idC )(kB j +
1
3
iκ2QBE ,jd
E )
+ 1
6
κ2QAB ,ijd
AdB − m2(3GikGkGj + 3GiGjkGk +GijkGk )
+ m(3s − 2m)(Gij + 3GiGj )}Aj = 0 (8.7.14h)
(Q +Q)AB∇α
•
α f B αβ − 3κ−2(kAi kB i + kB i kA i)AB β
•
α
+ 3κ−2kAiG
iX β
•
α = 0 (8.7.14i)
where X α •α = ∂α •αImA − ImGj∇α •αAj = ∂α •αImA ′ + (Gj kB j −Gj kB j )AB α •α. Here ∇α •α is
the Yang-Mills covariant derivative.
a.4. Bose masses
We now discuss these results. From (8.7.14g) we see that the complex scalar A ′ is
massless. For the real part, this is no surprise: ReA ′ is the trace of the graviton, which
is massless because the cosmological term was assumed to vanish. However, the imagi-
nary part requires some care. The pseudoscalar Im A ≡ ρ is not recognizable as one of
the fields of the supergravity multiplet; it stands for −1∂ · A where Aα •α is the
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divergence of the axial vector auxiliary field. Thus the equation
Im A ′ = Im A − ImGiAi = 0 should be replaced by
Aα •α − ImGi∇α •αAi = 0 (8.7.15)
For many purposes, it makes little difference whether we use ImA or replace it with
−1∂ · A. By dimensional analysis and Lorentz invariance, Aα •α can enter the wave
equation of the scalar fields A˜i only through its divergence:
A˜i + cGi∂
α
•
αAα •α + . . . = 0 . (8.7.16)
Substituting in (8.7.15), we find
(A˜i + cGiImGjA
j ) + . . . = 0 . (8.7.17)
When we have A instead of Aα •α, we get the same result, since instead of (8.7.16) we
have
A˜i + cGi ImA + . . . = 0 , (8.7.18)
and using the A wave equation, we reobtain (8.7.17).
However, if gauge invariance is broken the gauge field wave equation can get a spu-
rious contribution from ImA that is not present when −1∂ · A is used instead. Indeed,
substituting (8.7.15) into the first form of X α •α (with ∂α •αImA replaced by Aα •α) gives a
zero contribution to the spin 1 mass. When gauge invariance is unbroken, we get no
contribution from the form with A as well: ∂α •αImA
′ does not affect the spin 1 mass,
and the vacuum expectation value of kB
j is zero. However, if gauge invariance is broken,
the expectation value of kB
j is not zero (equivalently, ∂α •α(GiA
i) 	=Gi∇α •αAi) and X
gives a spurious contribution that must be removed by hand.
a.5. Fermi masses
The component ψ ′ corresponds to the γ-trace of the gravitino; we define the Gold-
stino as that combination of matter fields that couples to ψ ′ (it makes no essential differ-
ence whether we use ψ or ψ ′, since we are always free to add terms to the gravitino).
Thus we define
ηα ≡Giψαi + 12m G
ikAiλ
Aα . (8.7.19)
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We also define ‘‘transverse’’ fields that are orthogonal to η:
ψiT ≡ ψi −Giη
λAT ≡ λA + i
m
dAη . (8.7.20)
(These satisfy Giψ
iT + 1
2m
GikAiλ
AT = 0.) In terms of these, the spinor wave equations
become:
i∂α
•
αψ ′ •α − 2m(ψ ′α + ηα) = 0 (8.7.21a)
i∂α
•
αη •α + 2m(ψ ′α + ηα) = 0 (8.7.21b)
i∇α
•
αψ˜ •αi
T + m(Gij +GiG j )ψα
jT
+ (kAi − kA jG jGi − i6 κ
2QAB ,id
B )λAα
T = 0 (8.7.21c)
i∇α
•
αλB •α
T + [6κ−2(Q +Q)−1BA (kA j − i6 κ
2QAC ,jd
C )− 2i dB ]ψα jT
− [m(Q +Q)−1BCQCA ,iGi + im d
B kA lG
l ]λA α
T = 0 . (8.7.21d)
Care must be taken to ensure that the mass operator on ψT ,λT is restricted to the
‘‘transverse’’ subspace, i.e., preserves the orthogonality to η.
Observe that since the trace of the gravitino is a negative norm state, i.e., a ghost,
its kinetic term has a minus sign relative to physical spinors (the same is true for the
trace of the graviton; the whole φ multiplet has negative norm, as can be seen from the
action (8.7.3)). Consequently, though the mass matrix in the ψ-η system (which is
decoupled from the other spinors) does not vanish, both eigenvalues are zero (the mass
matrix is not hermitian). Actually, we did not have to explicitly find the wave equation
to arrive at this result: The condition that the Goldstino can be gauged away (that we
can go to a U-gauge) implies that both the Goldstino η and the γ-trace of the gravitino
ψ ′ must have zero mass in the gauge that we use.
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a.6. Supertrace
Having found the wave equations (8.7.14g-i,a8), and understood their significance,
we can evaluate the supertrace. The spin 0 contribution is (recall that we are still in
normal coordinates):
− 2[ikAi ,idA − 3κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB (kAi − 13 iκ
2QAC ,id
C )(kB
i + 1
3
iκ2QBE
,idE )
− m2(GijGij + 3GiGjGij + 3GijGiG j −Gik ijGkGj )
+ m(3s −m)N + 3(3s − 2m)(m − s)] (8.7.22a)
where N ≡ δi i is the number of chiral multiplets. The combined contribution of the spin
0 and spin 1
2
fields is:
− 2[9κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB kAi kB i + i(Q +Q)−1ABdC (kAiQBC ,i − kA iQBC ,i)
+ ikAi
,idA +Gij
ik f k f
j − (N + 1)m2 + (N − 1)3ms
+ tr( 1
Q +Q
Qi
1
Q +Q
Qj ) f j f i ] . (8.7.22b)
The spin 1 contribution, omitting the X α •α term is given by the expression
3 · 3κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB (kAi kB i + kB i kA i) and cancels the first term of (8.7.22b). (The nor-
malization comes from the 3 states of a spin 1 particle and from the form (8.3.37) of the
spin 1 wave equation.) Finally, the spin 3
2
contribution is just −4m2. Thus we get
(using the gauge-invariance relations (8.7.9) to simplify some expressions)
str M 2 = − 2[ikAi ,idA +Gij ik f k f j − (N − 1)(m2 − 12 κ
2(Q +Q)ABd
AdB )
− i tr( 1
Q +Q
Qi)kAidA + tr(
1
Q +Q
Qi
1
Q +Q
Qj ) f j f i ] , (8.7.23)
in normal coordinates, or, in general, using coordinate invariance, we have
str M 2 = − 2[ikAi ;idA + Ri j f j f i − (N − 1)(m2 − 12 κ
2(Q +Q)ABd
AdB )
− i tr( 1
Q +Q
Qi)kAidA + tr(
1
Q +Q
Qi
1
Q +Q
Qj ) f j f i ] . (8.7.24)
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We remind the reader that here
str M 2 ≡
3/2
J=0
∑
(−1)2J (2J + 1)MJ 2 . (8.7.25)
b. Superfield computation of the supertrace
If our only interest is the supertrace formula (8.7.71), we can obtain it with far
less work using the technique developed in sec. 8.4.b. (Of course, in general we are
interested in the mass matrices themselves, and not just the supertrace). We start with
ln det(IK i
j ) = − (N + 1)G + ln det(Gi j ) + N ln(−φe−νtrV φ) (8.7.26)
where differentiation is with respect to φ˜ = φe−νtrV and not φ.
Before adding contributions from the gravitino mass and correcting for the axial
vector auxiliary field (see below), the supertrace read from (8.4.9) is
str M 2 = − 2[ikAi ;idA − (N + 1)ν tr d + Rk l f l f k
− (N + 1)(Gi j f j f i + i GikAidA )
+ tr(Qk
1
Q +Q
Ql
1
Q +Q
) f l f
k − i tr(Qi 1
Q +Q
)kAi ] . (8.7.27)
where we use (4.1.29,30):
Rk
l = [ln det(Gi
j )]k
l , Γl = [ln det(Gi
j )]l . (8.7.28)
The expression (8.7.27) has not made use of the vacuum conditions (8.7.8) or
(8.7.12), and does not include either the spin 3
2
contribution or the axial vector auxiliary
field correction to the spin 1 mass matrix discussed in subsec. 8.7.a.4. As we saw in the
previous section, the spin 3
2
contribution must be included separately, since the γ-trace
of the gravitino cannot contribute directly: the condition for the superHiggs mechanism
to occur and for the gravitino to absorb the Goldstino in U-gauge requires the Gold-
stino-gravitino γ-trace system to be massless. The spin 1 correction, though somewhat
subtle, can also be found without extensive computation. As described in sec. 8.7.a.4,
we simply subtract κ−2(Q +Q)−1AB kAiG
i(kB jG
j − kB jG j ) = − 2κ2(Q +Q)ABdAdB (see
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discussion following (8.7.22b) for an explanation of the factors).
One further point deserves comment: When we rescaled φ to remove the potential
g (see the beginning of sec. 8.7.a), we lost sight of the contribution of the Fayet-Iliopou-
los term. When we make the shift G →G + 1
3
ln(gge3νtrV ), the ν tr d term in equation
(8.7.27) is absorbed into the iGikAid
A term as a consequence of R-invariance of g ; it is
most straightforward to work in the coordinate system where the Killing vectors take the
form of usual gauge transformations:
3 ν g tr(T A ) − gi(T A )i ja j = 0 (8.7.29)
and hence
νtr(TA ) − 13 [ln(gge
3νV )]i(TA )i
ja j = 0 (8.7.30)
Using the vacuum equations, we can substitute into the supertrace (8.7.27).
Including the gravitino and the spin 1 correction term, we recover (8.7.24).
c. Examples
We can use the supertrace formulae to study many cases of interest. In particu-
lar, in extended supergravity theories we encounter ‘‘nonminimal’’ G and Q terms. For
example, in N = 4 supergravity, which contains one physical chiral multiplet, three vec-
tor multiplets, three (3
2
, 1) multiplets and the supergravity multiplet,
G ∼ − ln(1 − ΦΦ) , Q ∼ 1 − Φ
1 + Φ
. (8.7.31)
We cannot treat the actual N = 4 theory since a description of the interacting (3
2
, 1)
multiplet is not available, but (8.7.31) suggests looking at a system with one scalar mul-
tiplet and n vector multipletsV A , coupled to N = 1 supergravity, with G as above and
QAB =
1 − Φ
1 + Φ
δAB . (8.7.32)
We find, with
G ′′ =
∂2
∂Φ∂Φ
G =
1
(1 − aa)2 (8.7.33)
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the supertrace
3/2
J=0
∑
(−1)2J (2J + 1)MJ 2 = − 2(n + 2)G ′′ f f = − 2(n + 2)m2 . (8.7.34)
Note that the Q and R terms in (8.7.17) combine because
(Q +Q)2 = − 4(G ′′)−1[(1 + Φ)(1 + Φ)]−2. Unless a scalar potential g(Φ) is introduced,
no supersymmetry breaking will occur. However, it is possible to add such a term in
N = 1 supergravity, and there exist mechanisms to generate terms that act like a poten-
tial even in N = 4 supergravity.
For N > 4 the analogs of G and Q are expressed in terms of an overcomplete set of
fields. We may expect however that Q and G are related such that
det(Gi
j ) ∼ det(Q +Q)h(Φi)h(Φi) where h(Φi) is a holomorphic function. In that case
we may also expect a simple result for the supertrace.
We can also construct models with a Fayet-Iliopoulos term and vanishing cosmo-
logical constant. For example, consider
G = ΦeVΦ +
α2
3
ln[ΦeVΦ] + χχ + 1
3
ln[(β + χ)(β + χ)] (8.7.35)
where Φ and χ are chiral fields, Φ transforming under the gauge transformation while χ
is inert, and β is chosen so as to make the cosmological constant vanish (the potential
and the Fayet-Iliopoulos term are included in G as the α-term). We find a solution to
(8.7.8) with d 	= 0 for some finite range of α (as can be verified by a perturbation expan-
sion about α = 0).
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